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Clops 
Now there's 

a new breed of 
Beckman hand -held 
DMMs tough 
enough to withstand 
accidental drops, 
input overloads 
and destructive environments. 

The new HD100 and HDllO 
DMMs are drop -proof, packed 
with overload protection and sealed 
against contamination. You won't 
find more rugged meters than the 
Beckman HDs. Inside or out. 

Drop Proof 
Constructed of double -thick 

thermoplastics, the HD100 series 
DMMs resist damage even after 
repeated falls. All components are 
heavy -duty and shock mounted. 
Contamination Proof 

The HD series meters are 
designed to keep working even 
around dirt, heavy grime, water 
and oil. The special o -ring seals, 
ultrasonically - welded display 
window and sealed input jacks pro- 
tect the internal electronics of the 
HD meters. The oops -proof meters 
are sealed so tightly, they even 
float in water. 
Accidental Overload 
Protection 

All DC voltage inputs are 
protected up to 1500 Vdc or 1000 
Vrms. Current ranges are pro- 
tected to 2A /600V with resistance 
ranges protected to 600 Vdc. Tran- 
sient protection extends up to 6KV 
for 10 microseconds. 
More Meter for 
Your Money 

For starters you can get 2000 
hours of continuous use from a 

CIRCLE 100 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

common 9V transis- 
tor battery. You can 
run in- circuit diode 
tests and check con- 
tinuity. You even get 

a one year warranty. 
The 0.25% basic dc volt accu- 

racy HD meters serve you with 7 
functions and 27 ranges. The HD 
110 also gives you 10 AMPS ac and 
dc. With one simple turn of the 
single selector switch, you can go 
directly to the function and range 
you need. There's less chance of 
error. 

Also available is the electrical 
service kit. It includes the meter 
of your choice, a current clamp, 
deluxe test leads and a heavy -duty 
case designed to carry both meter 
and accessories, conveniently. 

Feature for feature you can't 
find a more dependable meter 
with prices starting at just $169 
(U.S. only). 

'Ib locate your nearest distrib- 
utor, write Beckman Instruments, 
Inc., Instrumentation Products, 
2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, CA 
92634 or call (714) 993 -8803. 

BECKMAN 

Now there's
a new breed of
Beckman hand-held
DMM s tough
enough to withs tand
accidental drops,
input overload s
and destructive environments.

The new HD100 and HD110
DMMs are drop-proof, packed
with overload protection and sealed
against contamination. You won't
find more rugged meters than the
Beckman HDs. Inside or out.

Drop Proof
Constructed of double-thick

thermoplastics, the HD100 series
DMMs resist dam age even after
repeated falls. All components are
heavy-duty and shock moun ted.

Contamination Proof
The HD series meters are

designed to keep working even
around dirt, heavy grime, water
and oil. The special o-ring seals,
ultrasonically-welded display
window and sealed input jacks pro
tect the internal elect ronics of the
HD meters.Th e oops -proof meters
are sealed so tightly, they even
float in water.

Accidental Overload
Protection

All DC voltage inputs are
protected up to 1500 Vdc or 1000
Vrms . Current ranges are pro 
tected to 2A/600V with resistance
ranges protected to 600 Vdc. Tran
sient protection extends up to 6KV
for 10 microsecond s.

More Meter for
Your Money

For starters you can get 2000
hours of continuous use from a

CIRCLE 100 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

common 9V t rans is
tor battery. You can
run in-circuit diode
tests and check con
tinuity. You even get

a one year warranty.
The 0.25% basic de volt accu

racy HD meters serve you wit h 7
fun cti ons and 27 ranges. The HD
110 also gives you 10 AM P S ac and
de. With one simple turn of the
single selecto r switch, you can go
directly to the function and range
you need . There's less chance of
erro r.

Also availab le is the electrical
service kit. It includes the mete r
of your choice, a current clamp,
deluxe test lead s and a heavy-duty
case designed to carry both meter
an d accessories, conveniently.

Feature for feature you can 't
find a more dependable meter
with prices starting at just $169
(D. S. only ).

To locate your nearest distri b
utor, write Beckm an In strument s ,
Inc., In st rumentat ion Produ cts,
2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, CA
92634 or call (714) 993-8803.

BECKMAN
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AN INNOVATIVE 20MHz OSCILLOSCOPE 

THAT EMPHASIZES OPERABILITY 

b535* 
The SS -5702 has flexibility and power which make it ideal for the maintenance and 
troubleshooting of TVs, VTRs, audio equipment and a wide range of other electronic 

systems by hobbyist as well as professionals. At the top of its class, 

the SS -5702 uses a 6-inch rectangular, parallax -free CRT. 

0 TIT 
IWATSU makes more than 20 oscilloscopes as well as an impres- 

sive lineup of other instruments including logic analyzers and 

digital memory scopes. The fastest oscilloscope has amaximum 
frequency of 350 MHz. And the same technological expertise 

and product quality that make this super high- frequency oscil- 

loscope possible are incorporated in the SS -5702. 

User price, including probes 

WATS 

J 0 

o] r 
6 -inch rectangular, parallax -free CRT 
TV -V trigger 
Variable sweep length 
Double Lissajous figure 
1 mV /div to 10 V /div sensitivity 
100 ns /div to 0.2 s /div sweep 
Differential input with ADD mode 
DC operation (optional) 

IWATSU INSTRUMENTS INC. 
e 120 COMMERCE ROAD, CARLSTADT, N J 07072 PHONE: (201) 935 -5220, TWX: 710 -989 -0255 

In Canada- ATELCO, 3400 Pharmacy Avenue, Unit 1. Scarborough. Ontario, M1W 3J8. Phone (416) 497- 2208,TWX 610- 492 -0122 
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AN INNOVATIVE20MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
THAT EMPHASIZESOPERABILITY

$535.*
The 55-5702 has flexibility and power which make it ideal for the maintenance and
troubleshooting of TVs, VTRs, audio equipment and a wide range of other electronic

systems by hobbyist as well as professionals. At the top of its class,
the 55-5702 uses a 6-inch rectangular, parallax-free CRT.

IWAT8U makes mo re than 20 oscilloscopes as well as an impres 

sive lineup of other instruments including logic analyzers and

digita l memory scopes. The fastes t oscilloscope has a max imum
frequency of 350 MHz. And the same tech nological expertise

and product qua lity that make this supe r high-f requency oscil

loscope possible are incorporated in the 88-5702.

• User price , including probe s.

• 6-inch rectangular, parallax -free CRT
• TV-V trigger
• Variable sweep length
• Double Lissajous f igure
• 1 mV/div to 10 V/div sensitivity
• 100 ns/div to 0.2 s/div sweep
• Differential input with ADD mode
• DC operation (optional)

CD

-In Canada : ATELCO, 3400 Pharmacy Avenu e, Unit 1, Sc arborough, Ontario, M1W 3J8 , Phone (41 6) 497-2208,TWX 610 -492-0122 ~

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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NEW! 

Scanners 
Communications Electronics, 

the world's largest distributor of radio 
scanners, introduces new models 
with special savings on all radio 
scanners. Chances are the police, 
fire and weather emergencies you'll 
read about in tomorrow's paper are 
coming through on a scanner today. 

We give you excellent service be- 
cause CE distributes more scanners 
worldwide than anyone else. Our ware- 
house facilities are equipped to pro- 
cess thousands of scanner orders 
every week. We also export scanners 
to over 300 countries and military 
installations. Almost all items are in 
stock for quick shipment, so if you're 
a person who prefers fact to fantasy 
and who needs to know what's really 
happening around you, order your 
radio today from CE. 

NEW! Regency, MX3000 
List price 5299.95/CE price $199.00 
6 -band, 30 Channel No-crystal scanner 
Search Lockout Priority AC/DC 
Bands 30-50, 144-174, 440.512 MHz 
The RegencyTouch MX3000 provides the ease 
of computer controlled. touch -entry program- 
ming in a compact -sized scannerfor use at home 
or on the road. Enter your favorite public service 
frequencies by simply touching the numbered 
pressure pads. You'll even hear a "beep" tone 
that lets you know you've made contact. 

In addition to scanning the programmed 
channels, the MX3000 has the ability to search 
through as much as an entire band for an active 
frequency. The MX3000 includes channel 1 

priority, dual scan speeds. scan or search delay 
and a brightness switch for day or night operation. 

NEW! Regency° HX650 
List price $1 19.95/CE price $84.00 
5-Sand, 6 Channel Handheld crystal scanner 
Bands: 30.50, 146.174, 450.512 MHz 
Now you can tune in any emergency around 
town. from wherever you are, the second it 
happens. Advanced circuitry gives you the 
world's smallest scanner. Our low CE price in- 
cludes battery charger/AC adapter. 

NEW! Regency' MX7000 
Allow 120.240 days for delivery after receipt of 
order due to the high demand for this product 
List price $599.95/CE price $449.00 
10-Band, 20 Channel Crystalless AC /DC 
Frequency range: 26-27, 30-108, 108-136 AM. 
144-174,440-512, 806.881 MHz.. 1.0 GHz, 1.1 GHz. 
to addition to normal scanner listening, the 
MX7000 offers CB. VHF. and UHF TV audio, FM 
Broadcast, all aircraft bands (civil and military), 
800 MHz communications, cellular telephone, 
and when connected to a printer orCRT, satellite 
weather pictures. 

NEW! JIL SX -200 
CE price 5269.00'NEW LOW PRICE 
8 -Band, 16 Channel No-crystal scanner 
Quartz Clock AM/FM AC /DC 
Bands 26-88, 108.180, 380 -514 MHz 
Tune Military, F.B.I., Space Satellites, Police& 
Fire, D.E.A. Defense Department, Aeronautical 
AM band, Aero Navigation Band, Fish & Game, 
Immigration, Paramedics, Amateur Radio, Jus- 
tice Department. State Department, plus thou- 
sands of other restricted radio frequencies no 
other scanner is programmed to pick up. 

NEW! JIL SX -100 
CE price 5134.00 /NEW LOW PRICE 
6 -Band, 16 Channel Crystalless AC/DC 
Frequency range: 30-54, 140-174, 410-514 MHz. 
The JIL SX -100 scanner is a mobile keyboard 
programmable scanner that puts you in the seat 
of the action at home or in your car. Compact 
and good looking, the SX -100 even gives you 
the time and date. It's small size will easily fit in 
most domestic or foreign cars and it's AC /DC 
adaptable for home use. 

Regency° HX1000 
Allow 90.180 days for delivery after receipt of 
order due to the high demand for this product. 
List price $329.95/CE price S209.00 
6 -Band, 20 Channel No Crystal scanner 
Search Lockout Priority Scan delay 
Elkhorn liquid crystal display 
Frequency range: 30.50, 144 -174, 440 -512 MHz. 
The new handheld Regency HX1000 scanner is fully 
keyboard programmable for the ultimate in versatil- 
ity. You can scan up to 20 channels at the same time. 
When you activate the priority control, you automat- 
ically override all other calls to listen to your favorite 
frequency. The LCD display is even sidelit for night 
use A die -cast aluminum chasis makes this the 
most rugged and durable hand -held scanner avail- 
able. There is even a backup lithium battery to main- 
tain memory for two years. Includes wall charger, 
carrying case, belt clip, flexible antenna and nicad 
battery. Reserve your Regency HX1000 now. 

Regency® R106 
List price 5149.95/CE price $99.00 
5-Band, 10 Channel Crystal scanner AC/DC 
Frequency range: 30.50, 146.174, 450-512 MHz 
A versatile scanner, The Regency R -106 is built 
to provide maximum reception at home or on 
the road. Rugged cabinet protects the advanced 
design circuitry allowing you years of depend- 
able listening. 

NEW! Regency® D810 
List price 5399.95/CE price S259.00 
S -sand, 50 Channel Crystalless AC only 
Bands 30-50.88-108,118-136,144-174,440-512 MHz 
This scanner offers Public service bands, plus 
Aircraft and FM broadcast stations. You can 
listen to Bach or a Boeing 747, the Rolling 
Stones or the not squad. or any of 50 channels. 
Plus special direct access keys let you listen to 
police, fire, emergency, or any of your favorite 
channels just by pushing a button. 

Regency° R1040 
List price $199.95/CE price $129.00 
6 -Sand, 10 Channel Crystalless AC only 
Frequency range: 30 -50, 144 -174, 440-512 MHz. 
Now you can enjoy computerized scanner ver- 
satility at a price that's less than some crystal 
units. The Regency R1040 lets you in on all the 
action of police, fire, weather, and emergency 
calls. You'll even hear mobile telephones. 

Programming the R1040 is easy. Merely touch 
the keyboard and enter any of over 15,000 
frequencies on your choice of 10 channels. 

TEST ANY SCANNER 
Test any scanner purchased horn Communications 
Electronic: for 31 days before you decide to keep it if for 
any reason you are not completely satisfied, return it in 
original condition with all parts in 31 days. for a prompt 
refund Ileu shipping/handling charges and rebate credits) 

Regency 
NX7000 

Regency Regency 
HX1000 HX650 
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OTHER RADIOS & ACCESSORIES 
Regency' C403 Scanner $59.00 
NEW/ Panasonic RF-850 Shortwave reCelver 

- 
$129.00 

Panasonic RF -9 Shortwave receiver . $84.00 
Panasonic RF -799 Shortwave receiver $219.00 
Panasonic RF -2600 Shortwave receiver $199.00 
Panasonic RF -2900 Shortwave receiver $249.00 
Panasonic RF -3100 Shortwave rived.), $269.00 
Panasonic RF -8300 Shortwave redeye, $539.00 
NEWT Bearcar t 151 Scanner S169.00 
NEWI Bellmore Five-Sts Scanner 5129.00 
Bearcar 300 Scanner 5349.00 
Biome' 250 Scanner 3279.00 
Brume' 200 Scanner 3189.00 
Bearcar 210XL Scanner $229.00 
Bearca 20/20 Scanner 5289.00 Barcar 100 Scanner 5289.00 
Bearcar Weather Abr.! $49-00 
Freedom Phone' 4000 Cordless telephone 3239.00 
Fanon FCT -200 Cordless telephone... $139.00 
Fanon 8 -H W Scanner $99.00 
CHB-6 Fanon AC Adapter /Battery Charger 315.00 
CAT -6 Fanon carrying case with belt clip .. S 1 5.00 
SPS5Carrying case for Barcat Frve -5,n . $15.00 
MA -506 Caning case for Regency HX650 515.00 
SCMA4 Fanon Moble Charger /Audio Arnpldbr.. $49.00 
AUC -3 Fanonautofighter adapter /Battery Charger.. $15.00 
F6-E Frequency Directory for Eastern U.S.A ... $12.00 
FB. W Frequency Directory for Western U.S .A $12.00 
TSG -Top Seger Registry d U.S Government Frey 515.00 
RRF Railroad Frequency Directory $10.00 
ESD Energy Services Directory $10.00 
ASO Frequency Directory for Aircraft Band $10.00 
SRF Survival Radio Frequency Directory $10.00 
TIC Techniques for Intercepting Comm Manual... SI2.00 
CIE Covert Intelligence. Elect. Eavesdropping Man ... S12.00 
B4 1 2 V AAA Ni -Cad battens. (set of four) $9.00 
BM 1 2 V AA N,-Cad battenes (set 04 four) $12.00 
A-1356 Crystal certificate $3.00 
Add $3.00 shipping for all accessories ordered at the wise this 
Add $12.00 per shortwave receiver for U P S. shipping. 

INCREASED PERFORMANCE ANTENNAS 
If you want the utmost in performance from your 
scanner. it is essential that you use an external 
antenna. We have a base and a mobile antenna 
specifically designed for receiving all bands. Order 
*A60 is a magnet mount mobile antenna and order 
*A70 is an all band base station antenna. Price is 
$35.00 each plus 53.00 for UPS shipping in the 
continental United States. 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
To pet the fastest delivery Irom CE of any 
scanner, send or phone your order directly to our 
Scanner Distribution Center' Be sure to calculate 
your price using the CE prices in this ad. Michigan 
residents please add 4% sales tax or supply your 
tax I.D. number. Written purchase orders are accep- 
ted from approved government agencies and most 
well rated firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30 
billing. All sales are Subject to availability, accept- 
ance and verification. All sales on accessories are 
final. Prices, terms and specifications are subject 
to change without notice. All prices are in U.S. 
dollars. Out of stock items will be placed on back- 
order automatically unless CE is instructed dif- 
ferently. Minimum prepaid order $35.00. Minimum 
purchase order 5200.00. Most products that we 
sell have a manufacturer's warranty. Free copies of 
warranties on these products are available prior to 
purchase by writing to CE. International orders are 
invited with a $20.00 surcharge for special handling 
in addition to shipping charges. All shipments are 
F.O.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan No COD's please. Non- 
certified and foreign checks require bank clearance. 

Mall orders to: Communications Electron- 
ics' Box 1002, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
U.S.A. Add $7.00 per scanner for U.P.S. ground 
shipping and handling in the continental U.S.A. 
If you have a Visa or Master Card. you may call 
and place a credit card order. Order toll -free in 
the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. In Canada. order 
toll -free by calling 800-265-4828. Telex anytime 
810-223-2422. If you are outside the U.S. or in 
Michigan dial 313-973-8888. Order today. 
Scanner Distribution Center' and CE logos are trade- 
marks of Communications Electronics' 
t Bearcar is a federally registered trademark of Electra 
Company. a Division of Masco Corporation of Indiana. 
t Regency ma federally registered trademark of Regency 
Electronics Inc 

AD 092883 
Copyright °1983 Communications Electronics 

OrderToll Free ...call 
1 -800- 521 -4414 

MCOMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS' 

Consumer Products Division 
BIBPnoeno 1002:] Ann Artn;r M,n.gan48rLbUSA 
Call tolMnN 806621-4414 or óutald U.S.A. 313-9734886 
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Scanners
Communications Electronics;

the worl d's largest distri butor of radio
scanners, introd uces new mode ls
with specia l savings on all radio
scanners. Chances are the police,
fire and weath er emergencies you'll
read abou t in tom orrow's paper are
coming through on a scanner today.

We give you exce llent serv ice be
cause CE distribut es more scanners
worldwide than anyone else.Our ware
house facilities are equipped to pro
cess thousands of scanner orders
every week. We also export scanners
to over 300 countries and military
installations. Almost all items are in
stock fo rquick shipment, so if you're
a person who prefers fact to fantasy
and who needs to know what's rea lly
happening arou nd you, order your
radio tod ay from CEo

NEWl RegencYf MX3000
List price $299.95/CE price $199.00
8-Ba nd, 30 Channel • No-crystal scanner
Search • Lockout. Priority. AC/DC
Bands: 30-50, 144- 174,440-512 MHz.
The Reg en cy Touch MX3000 provides the ease
of computer controlled , touch-entry prog ram
ming in a co mpact-s ized scan ner/or use at home
oron the road . Ent eryour favori te pub lic serv ice
frequencies by simp ly touching the numbered
pressu re pads . You'll eve n hear a "beep" tone
that lets you know you've made contact.

In addition to scanning the pro grammed
channe ls, th e MX3000 has the ability to sea rch
thro ugh as much as an en ti re band for an act ive
frequency. The MX3000 inc ludes channe l 1
prio rity, dual sca n speeds, scan or search de lay
and a brightness switch for day or night operation.

NEW! Regency® HX650
List price $119.95/CE price $84.00
S-Band, 8 Channel. Handheldcrystalscanner
Bands: 30-50, 146- 174,450-512 MHz.
Now you can tune in any emergency around
town, from wherever you are, the second it
happens. Advanced c ircuitry gives you the
world's smallest scanner. Our low CE pr ice in
cludes battery charger/A.C. adapter.

NEWl Regency® MX7000
Allow 120-240 days for de livery after rece ipt of
order du e to the high demand for this product.
List price $599.95/CE price $449.00
fo-Band,20 Channel. Crystal/ess • AC/DC
Freque ncy range: 26-27,30-108, 108-136 AM,
144-174, 440-512, 806-88 1 MHz., 1.0GHz., 1.1 GHz.
In addi t ion to no rmal scanner listening, the
MX7000 offersCB, VHF, and UHFTVaudio, FM
Broadcast, all a ircraft bands (civil and military),
800 MHz communicat ions, cellular telephone,
and when con nected to a printer orCRT, satellite
weather pictures.

NEW! JIL SX-200
CE price $269.00/NEW LOW PRICE
S-Band, ftl Channel. No-crystal scanner
Quartz Clock. AM/FM • AC/DC
Bands: 26 -88, 108-180, 380 -514 MHz.
Tune Mi litary, F.B.I. , Space Satellites, Police &
Fire, D.E.A, Defense Department, Aeron autical
AM band, Aero Navigation Band , Fish & Game,
Immigration, Paramedics, Amateur Radio , Jus
tice Department, State Department, plus thou
sands of other restricted radio frequencies no
other scan ner is programmed to pick up.

NEW] JIL SX-100
CE price $134.00/NEW LOW PRICE
8-Band, ftl Channel. Crystal/ess • AC/DC
Frequency range: 30-54,140-174,4 10-514 MHz.
The JIL SX-100 sca nne r is a mobi le keyboard
prog rammable scan ner that puts you in the seat
of the act ion at home or in your car. Compact
and good looking, the SX-100 even gives you
the t ime and date. It's small size will easily fit in
most domestic or foreign cars and it' s AC/DC
adaptable for home use.

Regency® HX1000
Allow 90 -180 days for delivery after receipt o f
order due to the high demand for this product.
List price $329.95/CE price $209.00
8-Band, 20 Channel. No Crystal scanner
Search • Lockout • Priority • Scan delay
Sidel/t liquid crystal display
Frequency range: 30-50,144-174,440-512 MHz.
The new handheld Regency HX1000 scanneris fully
keyboard programmablefor the ultimate in versatil
ity. You can scan up to 20 channelsat the sametime.
When you activate the priority control,youautomat
ically override all other calls to listen to your favorite
frequency. The LCD disp lay is even sidelit for night
use. A die-cast aluminum chasis makes this the
most rugged and durable hand-held scanner avail
able.There iseven a backup lithium battery to main
tain memory for two years. Includes wall charger,
carrying case, belt clip, flexible antenna and nicad
battery. Reserve your Regency HX1000 now.

Regency® R106
List pr ice $149.95/CE price $99.00
5-Band, fOChanne/. Crysta/scanner. AC/DC
Frequency range: 30-50, 146-174,450-512 MHz.
A versatile sca nner, The Regency R-106 is built
to provide maximum receptio n at home or on
the road . Rugged cabinet protects the advanced
design ci rcuitry allo w ing you years of de pend
able listening.

NEW! Regency® 0810
List pr ice $399.95/CE price $259.00
S-Band, 50 Channel • Crystalless • AC only
Bands:30-50,88-108, 118-136, 144-174,440-5 12MHz.
This scanner offers Public service bands, plus
Aircraft and FM broadcast stat ions. You ca n
listen to Bac h or a Boeing 747, th e Ro lling
Stones or the riot squ ad, or any of 50 channels.
Plus special direct access keys let you listen to
police, fire , emergency, or any of your favorite
channels just by pushing a button.

Regency® R1040
Lis t price $199.95/CE price $129.00
8-Band, fO Channel. Crystal/ess • AConly
Frequency range: 30-50, 144-174, 440-512 MHz.
Now you can enjoy computerized scanner ve r
satil ity at a price that's less than some crysta l
units. The Regency R1040 lets you in on all the
action of pol ice , fire , weather, and eme rgency
ca lls. You' l l even hear mob ile telephones.

Programming the R1040 is easy. Merely to uch
the keyboard and enter any of over 15,000
frequencies on your cho ice of 10 channe ls.

TI:ST ANY SCANNER
Test any scanner purchased fro m Communications
Electronlcs- for31 days before you dec ide to keep it. lf for
any reason you are not comp letely satisfied, retu rn it in
orig inal co ndition with all parts in 31 days, for a prompt
refund (less shipp ing/handling charges and rebate credits).

IRegency Regency
HXfOOO HXtJlSO

Ern
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OTHER RADIOS & ACCESSORIES
Regency" C403 Scan ner $59.00
NEWI Panasonlc RF-B50 Shortwave receiver $129.00
Panasonlc RF-9 Shortwave receiver $84.00
Panaso nlc RF-799 Shortwa ve receiver $219.00
Panaso nlc RF-2600 Shortwave receiver $199 .00
Panasonlc RF-2900 Shortwave rece iver $24 9.00
Panasonlc RF-31 00 Shortwave reciever $26 9.00
Panasonlc RF-6300 Shortwa ve reciever $539.00
NEWI Bearcat-t 151 Scanner $ 169 .00
NEWI Bearcat- Five-Six Scanner $ 129.00
Bearcat- 300 Scanner $349.00
Beareat- 250 Scanner $27 9.00
Bearcat- 200 Scanner $189.00
Bearca t- 21 OXL Scan ner $22 9.00
Bearca t- 20/20 Scann er $289 .00
Bearcat- 100 Scanner $289.00
Bearcat- Weather Alert $49.00
Freedom Phone" 4000 Cordless te lepho ne $239.00
Fanon FCT-200 Cord less tele phone $139.00
Fanon 6-HLU Scanner $99.00
CHII-6 Fanon AC Adapter/Ba ttery Charge r $15.00
CAT-6 Fanon carryi ng case with beit ciip $15 .00
SP55Carrying case for Bearcat Five-Six $15.00
MA-506 Carring case for Regency HX650 $15.00
SCMA-6 Fanon Moble Charger/Audio Amplifier $49 .00
AUC-3 Fanon auto lighter adapter/Battery Charger. . . $15.00
FII-E Frequency Directory for Eastern U.S.A $12.00
FB-W Frequency Directory for Western U.S.A $ 12.00
TSG"Top Secret" Registryof U.S.Government Freq. $15.00
RRF Railroad Frequency Directory $10.00
ESD Energy Serv ices Directory $10.00
ASD Frequency Directory for Aircraft Band $10 .00
SRF Survival Radio Frequency Directory $ 10.00
TIC Techniques for Intercepting Comm. Manual $12.00
CIE Covert Intelligence, Elect. Eavesdropping Man $12 .00
11-4 1.2 V AAA Ni-Cad batter ies (set of fou r) $9.00
11-61.2 V AA Ni-Cad batte ries (set of tour) $12.00
A-13 5c Crysta l ce rtifica te $3.00
Add$3.00 shipping for allaccessories ordered at thesametime.
Add $12 .00 per shortwave receiver for U.P.S. shippi ng.

INCREASED PERFORMANCE ANTENNAS
If you want the utmost In performance from your
scanner, it is essentia l that you use an external
antenna. We have a base and a mobile antenna
specifica lly designed for receiving all bands. Order
#A60 is a magnet mount mobile antenna and order
#A70 is an all band base station antenna. Price is
$35.00 each plus $3.00 for UPS shippi ng in the
contine ntal United States.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
To get the fastest delivery from CE of any
scanner, send or phone your order direct ly to our
Scanner Distributi on Center" Be sure to calculate
your price using the CE prices in this ad. Michigan
residents please add 4% sales tax or supply your
tax 1. 0 . number.Written purchaseorders areaccep
ted from approved government agencies and most
well rated fi rms at a 30% surcharge for net 30
billing. All sales are Subject to availability, accept
ance and verification. All sales on accessories are
final. Prices, terms and specifications are subject
to change without notice. All prices are in U.S.
dollars. Out of stock items will be placed on back
order automatically unless CE is instructed dif
ferent ly. Minimumprepa id order $35.00. Minimum
purchase order $200 .00. Most products that we
sell have a manufacturers warranty. Free copies of
warranties on these products are available prior to
purchase by writ ing to CEoInternational orders are
invited with a $20.00 surcharge for special handling
in additi on to shipping charges. All shipments are
F.O.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan. NoCOD's please. Non
certified andforeign checksrequire bankcle arance.

Mail o rders to: Communicat ion s Electron
ics;" Box 100 2, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
U.S.A Add $7 .00 perscannerfor U.P.S. ground
shipping and handl ing in the cont ine nta l U.S.A.
If you have a Visa or Master Card, yo u may ca ll
and place a cred it card order. Order to ll-free in
the U.S. Dial 800-52 1-44 14. In Canada, order
to ll-free bycalling800-265 -4828. Telex anytime
810-223-2422 . If you are outside the U.S. or in
Michigan dia l 313-973-8888. Order today.
Sca nner Dist rib ut ion Ce nter" and CE logos are trade
marks of Co mm unications Elec tronlcs"
t Bea rca! is a federa lly reg istered tradema rk of Elec t ra
Company, a Divis ion of Masco Corporation of Ind iana.*Regency is a federally reg iste red trademark of Rege ncy
Electronics Inc.

AD # 092683
Copyright c1983 Communications Electronics

OrderToll Free ... call
1-800-521-4414

4~OMMUNICATIONS
"ELECTRONICS'·
Consume, Products Division
818 Phoenix 0 Box 1002 0 Ann Arbor. Michigan48106 U.S.A
CalitoIHree800-521 -4414 or outetde U.S.A. 313-973-8888
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SPECIAL FEATURE 47 CABLE -TV DESCRAMBLING 
A look at cable -TV scrambling and descrambling techniques by 
investigating a descrambling circuit Fred Means 

BUILD THIS 51 MHD GENERATOR 
Build a working model of a magnetohydrodynamic generator 
John !ovine 

69 TYPEWRITER -TO- COMPUTER INTERFACE 
Part 3. Adapting an IBM selectric for use as a computer printer 
Bill Green 

TECHNOLOGY 4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS 
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry 
David Lachenbruch 

8 SATELLITE TELETEXT NEWS 
The latest happenings in communications technology 
Gary H. Arlen 

CIRCUITS AND 
COMPONENTS 

67 HOW TO USE DIGITAL PANEL METERS 
A look at digital panel meters and how you can successfully use 
them in your projects Ray Marston 

84 HOW TO DESIGN SEMICONDUCTOR SWITCHING CIRCUITS 
This Installment in our back -to- school series looks at how PUT s. 

UJTs. SCRs. and other semiconductor devices can be used in 

switching applications Mannie Horowitz. 

94 HOBBY CORNER 
Testing batteries Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS 

97 NEW IDEAS w r .¡.. 
An award-winning project (rom one of our readers 

98 STATE OF SOLID STATE 
Metal-sensing devices Robert F. Scott 

100 DRAWING BOARD 
More on the 4018 programmable counter. Robert Grossblatt 

VIDEO 59 VCR REPAIRS AND ADJUSTMENTS THAT YOU CAN DO 
Part 3 Repairing or adjusting a VCR isn t easy. but there are 
some things you can do yourself John D. Lenk 

104 SERVICE CLINIC 
A pulse -width- modulated power supply Jack Darr 

105 SERVICE QUESTIONS 
Radio-Electronics Service Editor solves technicians problems 

RADIO 102 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER 
Getting rid of noise Herb Friedman 

COMPUTERS 79 CP M 
All about one of the most popular computer operating-systems 
Abe Isaacs 

81 TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
A look at some popular hardware and software that makes it 

possible for your computer to communicate with others 
Herb Friedman 

111 COMPUTER CORNER 
Computer security Les Spindle 

EQUIPMENT 
REPORTS 

22 OK Industries Inc. Model FG -201 Function Generator 

26 Heath EH -702 TTL CMOS Course 
30 Coin Controls Model 5000 Pro Joystick 
32 Global Specialities Corporation Model 5000 Counter -Timer 

DEPARTMENTS 6 Advertising and Sales Offices 115 Market Center 

141 Advertising Index 112 New Books 

142 Free Information Card 38 New Product: 
10 Letters 6 What's News 

ON THE COVER 
To say that cable -TV has undergone 
tremendous growth over the past 
few years would be an understate- 
ment. One of the biggest reasons for 
that growth is the presence on cable 
of first -run movies and live sporting 
events. Of course, that program- 
ming Is most often offered as a pre- 
mium service, which means that the 
viewer must pay a charge to receive 
!t. To prevent unauthorized recep- 
tion. the material is scrambled. This 
month, well use an experimental 
descrambling circuit to illustrate the 
theory behind the techniques used 
to encode video signals. The story 
begins on page 47. 

ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION is among the 
most important areas of electronics. One meth- 
od of power generation that has received quite a 

bit of attention is MHD. This month. well show 
you the theory behind that technique and build a 

working model of an MHD generator. The story 
starts on page 51. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 
On Sale February 21 

Video Test Generator. A valu- 
able instrument for video servic- 
ing. 
Airplane Landing Systems. A 
look at landing systems and the 
electronics behind them. 
And lots more! 

Radio- Electronics. (ISSN 0051-7362) Published monthly 
by Gernsback Publications. Inc 200 Park Avenue South. 
New York. NY 10003 Second -Class Postage Pad at New 
York. N.Y and additional mailing offices One -year subscnp- 
tan rate: U.S.A and U S possessions. S14 97. Canada. 
Si') 97 Other countries. S22 47 !cash orders only. m 
U.S A cum pie encyt. Single cos 51.75 C 1984 by rnsback 
Publications. Inc M rghts reserved Printed in U S A. 

POSTMASTER: Pisase send address changes to RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS. Subscription Dept.. Box 2520. Boulder. CO 
80322 

A stamped self -addressed envelope must accompany all 
Submitted manuscript and Of artwork or photographs d their 
return is desired Should they be rejected. We dertern any 
responsibility for the loss Or damage of manusapta and or 
artwork or photographs whole Input possessoon or dharwlse. 

As a seri,ce to readers. Radio- Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products. tedin ques and soentific and taCMldopical developments. Because of plssible 
variances in the quality and condition or materials and workmanship used by readers Radio- Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the sale and proper of reach -but protects bated 
upon or from plans Or information pubi.shed in this magazine 
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A look at cable-TV scrambling and descrambling techniques by
investigating a descrambling circuit. Fred Means
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Build a working model of a magnetohydrodynamic generator.
John Iovi ne

69 TYPEWRITER-TO·COMPUTER INTERFACE
Part 3. Adapting an IBM selectric for use as a computer printer.
Bill Green
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The latest happenings in communications technology.
Gary H. Ar len

67 HOW TO USE DIGITAL PANEL METERS
A look at digital panel meters and how you can successfully use
them in your projects. Ray Marston

84 HOW TO DESIGN SEMICONDUCTOR SWITCHING CIRCUITS
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UJT's, SCR's, and other semiconductor devices can be used in
switching applications. Mannie Horow itz .
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Testing batteries. Earl " Doc" Savage, K4SDS
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More on the 4018 programmable counter. Robert Grossblatt
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Part 3. Repairing or adjusting a VCR isn't easy, but there are
some things you can do yourself. John D. Lenk
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mium service, which means that the
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As a service to readers. Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newswor thy products, techniques and scientific and techno logica l developments. Because of possib le
variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsib ility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based
upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
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VIDEO ELECTRONICS 
DAVID LACHENBRUCH 

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

DIGITAL TV The digital TV age has arrived. ITT announced at the Berlin show that it would start marketing 
color sets whose signal -processing was completely digital in October, producing some 30,000 
for the rest of 1983 and 400,000 in 1984, converting its entire production to digital in three 
years. Also in Europe, Grundig, and Blaupunkt plan to start production in 1984 using the same 
VLSI IC's, made by ITT. 

In the U.S., General Electric and Zenith are buying the ITT IC sets and are expected to 
introduce digital TV sets some time in 1984. Panasonic says it will have digital sets in 1984 as 
well. It, Sony, and Sharp are also buying the IC's from ITT. 

ITT's TV design uses five basic VLSI IC's and two peripheral ones. However, early digital 
sets won't do much more, if anything, than conventional analog sets. Their main attraction is in 
their ability to accommodate new features easily, either by means of additional IC's or by 
programming. Peripheral features will include teletext, ghost -eliminators, "picture -in- picture" 
(permitting the insertion of a second picture from VCR or videodisc in the corner of the screen), 
higher resolution through increasing the number of displayed lines, still picture, zoom, picture - 
improving dynamic comb filtering, multi- standard (PAL -SECAM -NTSC) sets, and so forth. 

SELF - 
PROGRAMMING 

VCR 

Here's another thing you can do with a digital TV set: ITT displayed a simple VCR program- 
ming system -still developmental -for use with teletext -equipped digital TV's. The user dials 
up the teletext page that lists future TV programs and feeds it into the TV set's memory. Then 
he calls up the page and by means of the set's remote control manipulates a cursor to the 
program he wishes to record, and pushes the "enter" button. 

After he is finished entering all the programs he wishes to record. he can call up a display 
listing his program recording schedule. in sequence, and the screen will warn him of any 
impossible situations -such as overlapping programs. Another push of a button and the VCR 
is programmed. 

TV STUDY A major research project. initially funded at $3.000,000. has been established at MIT to look at 
the enure American TV system to determine how it can be improved. The study will concen- 
trate on basic research, including such aspects as how people perceive television. developing 
an ideal display system, and identifying and analyzing changes that will be required in the 
present TV system to achieve that ideal. 

What is particularly unusual about the research is its auspices -a new consortium called 
the Center for Advanced Television Studies, financed jointly by 10 American companies 
involved in broadcasting, cable TV, and equipment manufacture, including all four networks. 
The new combine received an OK from the Department of Justice's Antitrust Division. One of 
the new group's bylaws limits membership to government agencies and private companies 
whose ultimate ownership is American. The avowed purpose of the research venture is to 
head off domination of the American TV industry by foreign companies that get technical 
research support from their governments. The new group is expected to fund other studies 
that could lead to a complete rethinking and redesign of the American television system. 

VCR UPDATE Quite possibly the reason that Philips is so interested in the 8 -mm video format is the failure of 
its late -arriving Video -2000 format to achieve notable penetration in Europe. Video 2000 uses 
a cassette with' -inch tape, about the size of a VHS cassette. but records on a' 4 -inch track. 
using only one half the width of the tape as it does. Then it can be turned over and played in the 
other direction, like an audio cassette. The longest tape originally available was eight hours, 
playing four hours in each direction. Now Philips and Grundig (which also makes Video -2000 
recorders) have introduced new VCR's with a second. half -time, tape speed, bringing total 
recording time to 16 hours per cassette -by far the longest of any consumer VCR. 

Both Philips and Grundig, however, are now planning to manufacture VHS recorders as well 
as the Video -2000 type -the VHS units for sale in markets where Video 2000 is not used. In 

Japan, Funai, which originated the ill -fated CVC '4-inch cassette format used by Technicolor 
in its unsuccessful effort to market home VCR's in the U.S., is changing over to VHS. R -E 
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DIGITAL TV

SELF
PROGRAMMING

VCR

TV STUDY

VCR UPDATE

The digital TV age has arrived. ITT announced at the Berlin show that it would start marketing
color sets whose signal-processing was completely digital in October, producing some 30,000
for the rest of 1983 and 400,000 in 1984, converting its entire production to digital in three
years . Also in Europe, Grundig, and Blaupunkt plan to start production in 1984 using the same
VLSI IC's, made by In.

In the U.S., General Electric and Zenith are buying the ITT IC sets and are expected to
introduce digital TV sets some time in 1984. Panasonic says it will have digital sets in 1984 as
well. It, Sony, and Sharp are also buying the IC's from ITT.

ITT's TV design uses five basic VLSI IC's and two peripheral ones. However, early digital
sets won't do much more, if anything, than conventional analog sets. Their main attraction is in
their ability to accommodate new features easily, either by means of additional IC's or by
programming. Peripheral features will include teletext, ghost-eliminators, "picture-in-picture"
(permitting the insertion of a second picture from VCR or videodisc in the corner ofthe screen),
higher resolution through increasing the number of displayed lines, still picture, zoom , picture
improving dynamic comb filtering, multi-standard (PAL-SECAM-NTSC) sets, and so forth .

Here's another thing you can do with a digital TV set: ITT displayed a simple VCR program
ming system-still developmental-for use with teletext-equipped digital TV's. The user dials
up the teletext page that lists future TV programs and feeds it into the TV set's memory. Then
he calls up the page and by means of the set's remote control manipulates a cursor to the
program he wishes to record, and pushes the "enter" button.

After he is finished entering all the programs he wishes to record, he can call up a display
listing his program recording schedule, in sequence, and the screen will warn him of any
impossible situations-such as overlapping programs. Another push of a button and the VCR
is programmed.

A major research project, initially funded at $3,000,000, has been established at MIT to look at
the entire American TV system to determine how it can be improved. The study will concen
trate on basic research, including such aspects as how people perceive television, developing
an ideal display system, and ident ifying and analyzing changes that will be required in the
present TV system to achieve that ideal.

What is particularly unusual about the research is its auspices-a new consortium called
the Center for Advanced Television Studies, financed jointly by 10 American companies
involved in broadcasting, cable TV, and equipment manufacture, including all four networks.
The new combine received an OK from the Department of Justice's Antitrust Division. One of
the new group 's bylaws limits membership to government agencies and private companies
whose ultimate ownership is American. The avowed purpose of the research venture is to
head off domination of the American TV industry by foreign companies that get technical
research support from their governments. The new group is expected to fund other studies
that could lead to a complete rethinking and redesign of the American televis ion system.

Quite possibly the reason that Philips is so interested in the 8-mm video format is the failure of
its late-arriving Video-2000 format to achieve notable penetration in Europe. Video 2000 uses
a cassette with V2-inch tape , about the size of a VHS cassette , but records on a V4-inch track ,
using only one half the width of the tape as it does .Then it can be turned over and played in the
other direction, like an audio cassette. The longest tape orig inally available was eight hours,
playing four hours in each direction . Now Philips and Grundig (which also makes Video-2000
recorders) have introduced new VCR's with a second , half-time , tape speed , bringing total
recording time to 16 hours per cassette-by far the longest of any consume r VCR.

Both Philips and Grundig, however, are now planning to manufacture VHS recorders as well
as the Video-2000 type-the VHS units for sale in markets where Video 2000 is not used. In
Japan, Funai, which originated the ill-fated CVC V4-inch cassette format used by Technicolor
in its unsuccessful effort to market home VCR's in the U.S., is changing over to VHS. R-E
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TEK DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES 
THE ANSWER 
BY ANY MEASURE 

Now 60 MHz or 100 MHz Tek quality 
is just a free phone call away! 

New lower price! 
100 MHz 2235 

now just $1650. 

Tek has expanded its 
best -selling 2200 scope line 
up to 100 MHz. And brought 
it all as close as your 
phone. Tek s revolutionary, 
reduced -component architec- 
ture brings unprecedented 
quality, reliability and afford- 
ability to the 60 MHz 2213 
and 2215, and now, the 
100 MHz 2235. 

All three of these lightweight 
(13.5 Ib.) scopes feature 2 mV/ 
div vertical sensitivity and 
5 ns/div sweep speeds, plus a 
complete trigger system for 
stable triggering on digital, 
analog or video waveforms. 

Scopes with a compre- 
hensive 3 -year warranty'... 
probes... and expert advice. 
One free call gets it all! You 
can order, or obtain literature, 
through the Tek National 

Copyright 01983. Tektronix. Inc All rights reserved TTA.407 -1 

OELL 
4-N 

11lNIIIM""1". 
2213 2215 2235 

Bandwidth . 60 MHz 100 MHz 

No of Channels 2 2 + Trigger View 

Alternate sweep Yec Yes 

VerVTng e W Um t Yes -- 20 MHz 

Single Sweep Yes 

Accuracy Wert:'Horz 3% 3% 2% 

Delay Jitter 1 5.000 1 10,000 1 20,000 

Tngger'g Senstr.ity 04 div at 2MHz 0 4 do" at 2 MHz 0 3 dry at 10 MHz 

Input R -C 1Mf1 -30pí 1Mfl -30pf 1Mfl -20p1 
Variable Holdotf 4 1 4 1 101 

Rice $1200t S1450í S34D4i* Now 51650' 

Marketing Center. Technical 
personnel, expert in scope 
applications, will answer your 
questions and expedite deliv- 
ery. Direct orders include 
operating and service man- 
uals, two 10X probes, 15 -day 
return policy, and worldwide 
service back -up. 

Call toll -free: 
1- 800 -426 -2200, 
Extension 127. 
In Oregon, call collect: 
(503) 627 -9000, Ext. 127. 
'Price FO .B Bea enon. OR 
'3 year warranty includes CRT aril apples to 2000 
tarn y oscaoscopes purchased after V1/83 
Scopes are Ut. Ua$ed. CSA and VIDE approved 

Tielàronbce 
ookwer'rzD lo t 7flluJQ 

TEK2213/2215/2235
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

Now 60 MHz or100 MHz Tek quality
is just a free phone call away!

I

Marketing Center. Technica l
personnel, expert in scope
app licat ions, will answer your
questions and expe dite deliv
ery. Direct orders include
operating and serv ice man
uals, two 10X probes, 15-day
return policy, and wor ldwide
service back-up.

New lower price!
100 MHz 2235

now just $1650.

Call toll-free:
1-800-426-2200,
Extension127.
In Oregon, call co llect:
(503) 627-9000, Ext. 127.
t Price F.O.B. Beaverton, OR.
'3-year warranty include s CRT and applies to 2000
family oscilloscopes purchased after 1/1/83.
Scopes are UL Listed, CSA and VDE app roved.

10:1

Yes

1:20,000

2%

1Mfi - 20p f

0.3 div at 10 MHz

2 + Trigger View

Yes-20MHz

100 MHz

2235

Yes

~Now S1 650 t

1Mfi - 30pf

4:1

1:10,000

0.4 div at 2 MHz

$1450t

3%

Yes

60 MHz

2

2215

4:1

1Mfi - 30pf

$1200 t

3%

0.4 div at 2 MHz

1:5.000

2

2213
60 MHz

Variab le Holdoff

Input R-C

Sing le Sweep

Price

Trigger'g Sensitivity

VertJTrig BIW Limit

Delay Jitter

Acc uracy: Vert/Horz

No. of Chan nels

Alternate Sweep

Band width

Tek has expanded its
best-selling 2200 scope line
up to 100 MHz. And brought
it all as close as your
phone. Tek's revolutionary,
reduced-component architec
ture brings unprecedented
quality, reliability and afford
ability to the 60 MHz 2213
and 2215, and now, the
100 MHz 2235 .

All three of these lightweight
(13.5 lb .) scopes feature 2 mV/
div vertica l sensitivity and
5 ns/div sweep speeds, plus a
complete trigger system for
stab le triggering on dig ital,
analog or video waveforms.

Scopes with a compre
hensive 3-year warranty* ...
probes ... and expert advice.
One free call gets it all! You
can order, or obtain literature,
through the Tek National

t:::oMoWTTEO TO EXCEllENCE

Copyrig ht © 1983, Tektronix , Inc . A ll rig hts rese rved . TTA-407-1
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WHAT'S NEWS 

Color oscilloscope uses 
liquid- crystal shutter 

Tektronix has placed on the mar- 
ket the 5116 Color Display Oscillo- 
scope. the first commercial ap- 
plication of its Liquid -Crystal Color 
Shutter. Color. says the company, 
results in increased productivity 
due to faster analysis. ease of use, 
and reduced operator error. 

Color traces act as coding de- 
vices for separating information, 
emphasizing important features, 
enhancing pattern recognition, 
and. perhaps most important, im- 
proving the user interface. 

Coupled with the 5010 Wave- 
form Digitizer (a plug -in for all 
5000- series oscilloscopes) 
Tektronix calls it the world's first 
liquid- crystal color -shutter display 
digital storage -oscilloscope." with 
the ability to store transient events 
with frequency components up to 
1.000 kHz for single- channel ac- 
quisition and up to 50 kHz for dual - 

channel acquisition. 

Digital X -ray system 
may change diagnostics 

A new digital X -ray imaging sys- 
tem unveiled by Raytheon at the 
recent Chicago meeting of the Ra- 
diological Society of North Amer - 
ica may 'dramatically change the 
way physicians and radiologists 
are able to perform diagnostic an- 
giography.` 

Angiography is a speciality that 
allows doctors to use advanced X- 
ray techniques to diagnose prob- 
lems in the body's vascular system. 
It is done by introducing a chemical 
into the patients bloodstream with 
a catheter inserted in a main artery. 
then taking a series of X -rays in 
rapid succession. 

The new system uses a spe- 
cially designed high -speed corn- 
outer to produce five times as 
many images a second as can be 
taken with the best equipment now 
available. The new equipment can 
take 30 X -ray pictures -per- second. 
as compared to six with present - 
day equipment. That can capture 
the motion of fast -moving material 
in the arteries. which was not pre- 
viously visible in digital studies. 

The injection can now be made 
in a vein, rather than in an artery as 
previously required. That makes 
for shorter hospital stays and far 

less risk. In many cases the pro- 
cedure can be handled on an out- 
patient basis. making it much less 
costly to the patient. 

The new system consists of a 

high -resolution X -ray camera. a 

dual -console video monitor. and 
Raytheon's new RDL -3000 digital 
computer. That computer uses two 
central processors in tandem to 
process and store X -ray images at 
30 frames per second, with an im- 
age resolution of 512 512 pixels. 
At a lower speed -7.5 frames per 
second -the RDI-3000 will pro- 
duce super -high resolution of 1024 

1024 pixels. That added ca- 
pability will be available by 
mid -1984. 

COMSAT and NBC join in 
satellite broadcasting 

Comsat General Corp. and the 
NBC Television Network have 
signed an agreement to begin an 
advanced satellite -distribution sys- 
tem. using a K -band satellite to de- 
liver programs to NBC affiliates. 
Programming is expected to begin 
early this year and will become 
fully operational by January 1985. 

The national distribution system 
will begin operating with transpon- 
ders on a Satellite Business Sys- 
tems satellite. The agreement calls 
for NBC and Comsat General to 
use RCA Americom K -band satel- 
lites when they become available 
in early 1986. 

Unlike C -band transmission, K- 

band frequencies permit broad- 
casters to put earth stations right at 
their studio locations- anywhere 
within sight of the satellite. By 
adding transmitters, downlinks can 
be converted into uplinks. and the 
affiliate can then be an interactive 
participant in uses other than nor- 
mal reception of network pro- 
grams. 

Newspaper sees blur 
in videotex future 

The future of videotex is blurred. 
pessimistically reports the Chi- 
cago publication Electronic Media. 
Once heralded as a mass medi- 

um of the future with volume by 
1990 estimated at $10 billion, a so- 
ber realism has settled over indus- 
try as providers begin to confront 
the problems of selling their ser- 
vices to the public." 

Knight- Ridder newspapers 
launched a videotex system- 
-Viewtron -in southern Florida. 
the paper says. The company 
hopes to sign up 5,000 homes by 
the end of the year. With Viewtron. 
customers must buy or rent equip- 
ment to convert their TV sets to 
videotex receivers and having to 
make such a purchase is the big- 
gest criticism of the system. says 
Electronic Media. 

"Other information services that 
can be received on a home com- 
puter are seen as having the 
edge," the article concludes. 

New directory to help 
users of facsimile 
equipment 

A new directory is intended to 
make it easy for facsimile machine 
users to reach each other. It will list 
the corporate firm names, exact lo- 
cations of the facsimile machines. 
backup telephone numbers. hours 
in use. and contact names. 

The directory is being prepared 
with the cooperation of major fac- 
simile companies. including Can- 
on. Exxon, NEC America. Panafax, 
Pitney Bowes, Sharp. Telauto- 
graph, 3M, and Xerox. and is pub- 
lished by Greenfield Information 
Service of New York City. 

The first edition of the new direc- 
tory is expected to be on the mar- 
ket early in 1984. 

Single -mode fiber -optic 
transmission service 
is announced by ITT 

The first commercial fiber -optic 
transmission system in the west- 
ern world was inaugurated last 
September, by ITT Telecom Net- 
work Systems and Continental 
Telephone Co. of New York, ITT 
announced. The system is claimed 
to be the first capable of carrying 
enormous amounts of telephone 
traffic without intermediate ampli- 
fiers (repeaters). 

That first -of -a -kind fiber -optic 
system links Continental's digital 
central offices in Norwich and 
Sidney, New York, about 23 miles 
apart. The system can carry 1344 
telephone channels. A similar 23- 
mile (37 km) linkup is planned be- 
tween the Sidney central office and 
one in Greene, NY. 
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Single~mode fiber-optic
transmission service
is announced by ITT

The first commercial fiber-optic
transmission system in the west
ern world was inaugurated last
September, by ITT Telecom Net
work Systems and Continental
Telephone Co. of New York, ITT
announced. The system is claimed
to -be the first capab le of carrying
enormous amounts of telephone
traffic without intermediate ampli
fiers (repeaters).

Th at fi rst -of-a-kind fib er-opti c
system links Continental's digital
central offi ces in Norwich and
Sidney, New York, about 23 miles
apart. The system can carry 1344
telephon e channels. A similar 23
mile (37 km) linkup is planned be
tween the Sidney central office and
one in Greene , NY.

Knight-Ridder newspapers
launched a videotex system
-Viewtron-in southern Florida,
the paper says . The company
hopes to sign up 5,000 homes by
the end of the year. With Viewtron,
customers must buy or rent equip
ment to convert their TV sets to
videotex receivers and having to
make such a purchase is the big
gest criticism of the system , says
Electronic Media .

"Other information services that
can be received on a home com
puter are seen as having the
edge ," the article concludes.

New directory to help
users of facsimile
equipment

A new directory is intended to
make it easy for facsimile machine
users to reach each other. It will list
the corporate firm names , exact lo
cations of the facsimile machines,
backup telephone numbers, hours
in use, and contact names .

The directory is being prepared
with the cooperation of major fac
simile companies, including Can
on, Exxon , NECAmerica, Panafax,
Pitney Bowes , Sharp, Telauto
graph, 3M, and Xerox, and is pub
lished by Greenfield Information
Service of New York City.

The first edition of the new direc
tory is expected to be on the mar
ket early in 1984.

COMSAT and NBC join in
satellite broadcasting

Comsat Genera l Corp. and the
NBC Tel evision Network have
signed an agreement to begin an
advanced satellite-distribution sys
tem, using a K-band satellite to de
liver programs to NBC affil iates.
Programming is expected to begin
early this year and will become
fully operational by January 1985.

The national distribution system
will begin operating with transpon
ders on a Satellit e Business Sys
tems satellite. The agreement calls
for NBC and Comsat General to
use RCA Americom K-band satel
lites when they become available
in early 1986.

Unlike C-band transmission, K
band frequencies permit broad
casters to put earth stations right at
their studio locations-anywhere
within sight of the sate llite. By
adding transmitters, downlinks can
be converted into uplinks, and the
affiliate can then be an interactive
participant in uses other than nor
mal rece ption of network pro
grams .

Newspaper sees blur
in videotex future

The future of videotex is blurred,
pess imist ica lly repo rts the Chi
cago publication Electronic Media.
"Once heralded as a mass medi
um of the future with volume by
1990 estimated at $10 billion , a so
ber realism has sett led over indus
try as providers begin to confront
the problems of selling their ser
vices to the public."

less risk. In many cases the pro
cedure can be handled on an out
patient basis , making it much less
costly to the patient.

The new system consists of a
high-resolution X-ray camera, a
dual-console video monitor, and
Raytheon's new RDL-3000 digital
computer. That computer uses two
central processors in tandem to
process and store X-ray images at
30 frames per second , with an im
age resolution of 512 x 512 pixels .
At a lower speed- 7.5 frames per
second-the RDI-3000 will pro 
duce super-high resolution of 1024
x 1024 pixels . That added ca
pa b i l i t y will be available by
mid-1984.

Color oscilloscope uses
liquid-crystal shutter

Tektronix has placed on the mar
ket the 5116 Color Display Osc illo
scope, the first commerc ial ap
plication of its liquid-Crystal Color
Shutter. Color, says the company,
results in increased productivity
due to faster analysis, ease of use,
and reduced operator error.

"Color traces act as-coding de
vices for separating information,
emphasiz ing important features,
enh an cing pattern recogniti on ,
and, perhaps most important, im
proving the user interface.

Coupled with the 5010 Wave
form Digitizer (a plug-in fo r all
5000-s eri es os c i l l osco pes )
Tektronix calls it "the world 's first
liquid-crystal color-shutter display
digital storage-osci lloscope," with
the ability to store transient events
with frequency components up to
1,000 kHz for single-channel ac
quisition and up to 50 kHz for dual 
channel acquisition.

Digital X-ray system
may change diagnostics

A new digital X-ray imaging sys
tem unveiled by Raytheon at the
recent Chicago meeting of the Ra
diological Society of North Amer
ica may "dramatically change the
way physicians and radi ologists
are able to perform diagnostic an
giography."

Angiography is a specialit y that
allows doctors to use advanced X
ray techniqu es to diagn ose prob
lems in the body's vascular syste m.
It is done by introdu cing a chemical
into the patient's bloodstream with
a catheter inserted in a main artery,
then taking a series of X-rays in
rapid success ion.

Th e new sys te m uses a spe
cially design ed high -speed com
put er to pro duce fiv e tim es as
many images a second as can be
taken with the best equipment now
available. The new equipment can
take 30 X-ray pictu res-per-second,
as comp ared to six with present
day equipment. That can capture
the motion of fast-moving material
in the arter ies, which was not pre
viously visible in digital studies .

The injection can now be made
in a vein, rather than in an artery as
previou sly required. That makes
for shorte r hospital stays and far
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SATELLITE /TELETEXT NEWS 

GARY ARLEN 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

FIRST DBS 
SERVICE 

USCI Home Satillite Television. a division of United Satellite Communicatins, Inc.. has begun 
this nation's first direct- broadcast satellite service. The service. which was available in the 26- 
county area surrounding Indianapolis beginning this past November, is beamed from Cana- 
da's Anik C III ku -band bird. 

Five channels of programming are being offered. with two of those being movie channels 
(named Movietime and Showcase). Other channels feature Entertainment and Sports Pro- 
gramming Network (ESPN), children's programming, music video and entertainment spe- 
cials, and UPI news. The subscription rate to the service is 539.95 a month, and there is a 
S300 installation charge. 

MORE 
SATELLITES 

GOING UP 

The race to put more satellites in orbit continues, with replacement birds going up and a series 
of new higher -powered satellites planned. The third advanced RCA Satcom domestic satel- 
lite. called Satcom IIR (replacing the original Satcom Il bird), went into orbit last fall; the 
replacement satellite sits at 66" west longitude, a considerable distance from the original 
Satcom II. which has operated for nearly eight years at 119 

Meanwhile, RCA Astro Electronics is building a three -satellite system of dual -band (C and 
Ku Band) birds for American Satellite Co. The first is due to be launched in September 1985, 
and the birds are designed for 10 years life in orbit. 

And Ford Aerospace has announced plans for two large -scale satellites to be launched in 
1987. The Ford birds will also be dual -band satellites, and Ford plans to lease transponders to 
individual programmers. Each of the Ford satellites will have 54 transponders that provide 
interconnected C -and Ku -band service. with bandwidth of 36 MHz on each transponder -a 
total of 1944 MHz. The footprint for the satellite signal on each band will cover all 50 states. and 
spot -beam coverage for eastern and west coast sites will be available with higher power. 

HOME 
COMPUTERS TO 

TAP INTO 
TELETEXT 

KSL -TV, the Salt Lake City television station that pioneered teletext in the U.S., is making its 
teletext database directly available to personal- computer users. The same data that is 
transmitted as Teletext 5, the experimental KSL service on vertical blanking interval lines 15 

and 16. can be accessed by calling a Salt Lake City phone number and. through a modem. 
hooking a home computer into the KSL teletext host computer. TV station executives hope 
that the system will help area residents keep in touch with teletext until true teletext decoders 
can be built and sold in sufficient quantity in the Salt Lake City area. Meanwhile, that 
alternative delivery method allows KSL to build a new research tool. It can keep track of what 
teletext database categories are accessed most often. including time of use and type of 
information sought by users. 

AROUND THE 
SATELLITE 

CIRCUIT 

International Satellite Inc. has become the second contender to go into competition with 
Intelsat in the bid to deliver video and data between the U.S. and Western Europe. ISIS bid 
comes on the heels of a similar plan by Orion Satellite. Like Orion, 151 wants to handle 
business communications plus cable -TV video programming, especially transatlantic sports 
shows. The company wants to be up and running by the time European cable -TV services go 
into operation. Among the owners of ISI are Satellite Syndicated Systems (the U.S. cable 
programming carrier) and United Brands. 

Hospital Satellite Network has started its programming service. sending medical informa - 
tion to hospital personnel and entertainment to patients. About 50 hospitals have signed up for 
the service. which is uplinked from Banneville Satellite Corp. 

EQUIPMENT 
HIGHLIGHTS 

The Luxor satellite receiver (model 190 -9530)) is a high- performance model that can 
access all 24 transponder signals directly through the hand -held infrared remote controller. It 

features vertical and horizontal polarization, and fine tuning on each channel can be stored in 
memory. (Precision Satellite Systems. Route 2, PO Box 117A, Oakley, KN 67748.) 

Hanover's Linear Actuator lets users steer satellite dishes through a Commodore VIC 20 
home computer. Up to 18 satellite locations over a range of 250 stops can be programmed into 
the V/C. (Hanover Systems, 1217 Washington, Waterloo. IA 50702.) R -E 

SATELLITE/ TELETEXT NEWS
GARY ARLEN

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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teletext database directly available to personal-computer users. The same data that is
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and 16, can be accessed by calling a Salt Lake City phone number and, through a modem,
hook ing a home computer into the KSL teletext host computer. TV station executives hope
that the system will help area residents keep in touch with teletext until true teletext decoders
can be built and sold in sufficient quant ity in the Salt Lake City area. Meanwh ile, that
alternative delivery method allows KSL to build a new research tool. It can keep track of what
teletext database categories are accessed most often , including time of use and type of
information sought by users .
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shows. The company wants to be up and running by the time European cable -TV services go
into operation. Among the owners of lSI are Satellite Syndicated Syste ms (the U.S. cable
programming carrier) and United Brands .

Hospital Satellite Network has started its programming service , sending medical informa
tion to hospita l personnel and entertainment to patients . About 50 hospitals have signed up for
the service, which is uplinked from Banneville Satellite Corp.

The Luxor satellite receiver (model 190-9530)) is a high-performance model that can
access all 24 transponder signals directly through the hand-held infrared remote controller. It
features vertical and horizontal polarization, and fine tuning on each channel can be stored in
memory. (Precision Satellite Systems, Route 2, PO Box 117A, Oakley, KN 67748.)
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learn How to USE A COMPUTER 
Train at home in spare time. No previous experience needed. 

Be your own computer expert. .. learn computer applications, 
programming, and operations. .. no experience needed. 
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Now at home in spare time, you can learn everything you always 
wanted to know about personal computers. How to write your own 
computer programs. How to use many programs already available. 
See how they fit into your home or business operations ... budgeting, 
real estate, bookkeeping, inventories, expenses, pricing, profit 
margins, investments, interest, taxes, shopping lists, vacation plan- 
ning, addresses, phone numbers, routing .. hundreds more. Even 
programs on foreign languages, computer games and graphics. 
Never again be at the mercy of a'so- called "computer expert." Know 
what really happens when you have a computer problem with a bank, 
store, loan company, oil company, utility or anyone else. You'll be 
able to talk their language ... understand why and how things 
happen. 

Experts Show Too 
What to D.., . How To Do It 
Everything is explained in easy - 
to- understand language with 
plenty of examples. Step -by- 
step directions teach you the 
fundamentals of basic com- 
puterprogramming. You learn 
BASIC language. how to use 
and understand more than 
eighty BASIC commands and 
functions. This is not a computer 
manual. It's a comprehensive 
11-lesson course. Yet, because 
it was especially written for 

independent study, you learn 
everything right in your own 
home without taking time off 
your job or changing your life- 
style .. without attending o 
single class. 

Now... 
all this in one course 

Computer Training 
Computer Programming 
Computer Applications 
Computer Games 

NO POSTAGE NECESSARY when you 
mail this ENTIRE Postage -Paid ad ¢ Jta 

To Mail -Fold ad in following 
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a THIS COMPUTER TRAINING COURSE AND EXCITING CAREERS 

i IN THE WORLD OF COMPUTER - THERE'S NO OBLIGATION! 
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We send You 
Your Own Computer... 

Included With Course 
To give yuu practical, 
hands -on experience, 
you get your own per- 
sonal computer -the 
Timex 1500 with 16K 
memory...plus a cas- 
sette recorder that 
lets you store your 
programs on tope. 
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City /State /Zip 

Age 

An Ideal Way To Learn 

Our students tell us they like 
independent study because it's 
so convenient. We send all les- 
sons and training materials - 
including your computer - 
directly to your home. You 
choose your own study hours... 
go os fast or as slow as you want. 
You waste no time traveling to 
class...are never turned away 
because the class is full! As soon 
os you enroll, you can use our 
toll -free home -study holline 
whenever you need o better 
understanding about something 
in your lessons. 
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inc ludi ng your computer
directly to your home. You
choo se your own study hours .. .
go os fost or os slow as you wont.
You woste no time traveling to
cla ss.. .are never turned away
because the class is full! As soon
as you enroll , you can use our
toll-free home-study hotl ine
when eve r you need 0 better
under stonding about something
inyour lessons. .
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Now...
all this in one course

• Computer Training
• Computer Programming
• Computer Applications
• Computer Games
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Now a t home in spare time, you can lea rn everything you always
wanted to know about persona l computers. How to write your own
computer programs. How to use many programs already available.
See how they fit into your home or business operations ... budgeting,
real estate, bookkeeping, inventories, expe nses, pricing, profit
margins, investments, interest, ta xes, sho pping lists, vacation plan
ning , addresses , phone numbers, routing .. . hundreds more. Even
programs on fo reig n languages , compute r games and graphics.
Never again be at the mercy of csc-cclled "computer expert." Know
what really happens when you have a computer problem with a bank ,
sto re, loan company, oil company, utility o r anyone else. You'll be
able to talk their language . . . understand why and how things
happen. .

Experts Show You independent study, you learn
What to Do . .. How To Do It everything right in your own
Everyth ing is expla ined in easy- home without ta king time off
to-understand language with you r job or changing your Iife-
plenty of examples . Step-by - style .. . without a ttending a
step directions teach you the sing le cla ss.
fundamentals of basic co m
puterprogramming . You lea rn
BASIC language .. . how to use
and understand more than
eighty BASIC commands a nd
functions . This is not a compute r
manual. It's a comprehensive
ll -Iesson course. Yet, because
it was especi a lly writt e n for

We send You
.Your Own Computer.

Included With Course
To give you practical ,
hands-on experience,
you get your own per
sona l computer-the .
Timex 1500 with 16K
memory.. .plus a cas
sette reco rd er that
lets you sto re your
progroms on to pe.
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:E spare time.

I ~ FIND OUT EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT
I « THIS COMPUTER TRAINING COURSE AND EXCITING CAREERS ::::l

I ~ IN THE WORLD OF COMPUTER - THERE'S NO OBLIGATIONI ~
o YES, rush me free facts and colo r brochure that tells me ho w I canI:E learn co mpu te r applica tions, prog ramming and o pe ra tions at ho me

I ~ in spare time. I understand the re is no cos t, no obligation a nd NO
SALESMAN WILL CALL.I ... Dep t.DEo I4
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LETTERS 
Address your comments to: Letters, Radio -Electronics, 

200 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003 

ANTIQUE RADIOS old chassis will never be the wiser. To be safe cal Electncs, The Electrical Experimenter. 
I was pleased to read of Mr. David B. Ward's from ruining other parts. as Mr. Ward sug- Modem Electncs. The Experimenter. and Sci- 

(Radio-Electronics, July 1983) interest in my gests. replace all the electrolytics when re- ente and Invention all carried feature articles 
article. 'Antique Radios." His hint about the storing an old radio about Nikola Teslas pioneering work. Mr. 

electrolytics is well taken. RICHARD D. FITCH Gernsback was one of Teslas most ardent 
Unlike the tubes. resistors. and trans- Baltimore. MD fans of the time. and all of those publications 

formers in the old sets, the electrolytic con- were destined to become the forefathers of 
densers" (the old term) are almost always ON NIKOLA TESLA your present -day Radio-Electronics. Exten- 
bad. However. removing them -whether The historical article in the August 1983 save reading among those articles, as well as 
they're tube type, can. etc. -can leave a gap- issue of Radio-Electronics, "The Life and Teslas Colorado Springs notebook and the 
ing hole in the chassis. That will be noticed Times of Nikola Tesla." is a welcome piece of published patent wrappers. reveal key dis- 
quickly by admirers of your antique: they al- literature in what I have always considered as crepancies in E.J. Qwnby s article 
ways have to stick their heads in the back to one of the best magazines in electronics pub- The paragraph under the heading "Worlds 
see what an old chassis looks like. fishing. Most Powerful Transmitter.' on page 53. and 

Solution Leave the old "condensers' in Insofar as that article was a reprint from the drawing in Figure 2 on page 54. are mis- 
place, disconnected from the chassis, of another publication, my comments are ad- leading -and are. in tact. not what Tesla actu- 
course The much smaller replacements can dressed only to the text as it appeared in your ally constructed at Colorado Springs. The 
then be wired in and hidden under the mas- magazine. Tesla Coil at the experimental station actually 
sive chassis. Then the admirers who lust have In the early 1900's. Hugo Gernsback pub- consisted of a three -coil or helix air -core 
to inspect the inside of the cabinet to see the fished many articles in his magazines. Prach- transformer. The primary consisted of two 

GET THE SAME VIDEO TRAINING 
THE PEOPLE ATSONYGET 

Nov. you can be trained by Sony even if you 
aren't employed by Sonv 

Because we're making our vast library of train- 
ing videotapes available to you. The very tapes that 
teach our own engineering, service and sales personnel. 

The tapes cover the products and concepts of 
video and its related technologies. You can learn the 
basics of video recording. Color systems. 
Digital video and electronics. Television 
production. And more. 

Plus you can learn how to service 
cameras,VTR's, and other video products. 
As professionally as Sony does. 

The tapes are pro- 
duced entirely by 
Sony and contain 
up- to-the- minute 
information. They 
communicate clear- 
ly and simply. And 
some of them are 
even programmed for 
interactive learning. 

And learning through %iricu can be done at 
your own pace. in the convenience of your home. 
shop or school. Reviewing is quick and easy. And 
the tapes are always available for reference. 

Send for your catalog, which lists more than 
250 titles. In your choice of 3/4" or 1/2" formats. 

Write Sony Video Products Con1- 
pany.Tape Production Services. 
700 W Artesia Boulevard. 
Compton. California 90220. 

Or call (213) 537 -4300. 
Of course, there's no 

obligation. Except the 
obligation you have to 

yourself: to find out 
about the best train- 
ing available in 
one of the countrys 
fastest -growing, 
most lucrative fields. 

SONY 
idc l , mmunir.uivns 

m n a mg um:Woad of Sow Corp 
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LETTERS
Address your comments to: Letters, Radio-Electronics,

200 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003

I

ANTIQUE RADIOS
I was pleased to read of Mr. David B. Ward's

(Rad io-Electronics, July 1983) interest in my
article , "Antique Radios." His hint about the
electrolytics is well taken.

Unl ike the tubes , resistors, and trans
formers in the old sets, the electrolytic "con
densers" (the old term) are almost always
bad . However, removing them-whether
they're tube type , can, etc.-ean leave a gap
ing hole in the chassis. That will be noticed
quickly by admirers of your antique; they al
ways have to stick their heads in the back to
see what an old chassis looks like.

Solution : Leave the old "condensers" in
place , disconnected from the chassis, of
course . The much smaller replacements can
then be wired in and hidden under the mas
sive chassis .Then the admirers who just have
to inspect the inside of the cabinet to see the

old chassis will never be the wiser. To be safe
from ruining other parts, as Mr. Ward sug
gests, replace all the electrolytics when re
storing an old radio.
RICHARD D. FITCH
Baltimore, MD

ON NIKOLA TESLA
The historica l article in the August 1983

issue of Radio-Electronics, 'The Life and
Times of Nikola Tesla," is a welcome piece of
literature in what I have always considered as
one of thebest magazines in electronics pub
lishing.

Insofar as that article was a reprint from
another publication, my comments are ad
dressed only to the text as it appeared in your
magazine .

In the early 1900's, Hugo Gernsback pub
lished many articles in his magazines. Practi -

cal Electrics, The Electrical Experimenter,
Modern Electrics, The Experimente r,and Sci
ence and Invention all carried feature articles
about Nikola Tesla's pioneering work . Mr.
Gernsback was one of Tesla's most ardent
fans of the time, and all of those publications
were destined to become the forefathers of
your present-day Radio-Electronics. Exten
sive reading among those articles, as well as
Teslas Colorado Springs notebook and the
published patent wrappers , reveal key dis
crepancies in E.J. Quinby's article.

The paragraph under the heading "World's
Most Powerful Transmitter," on page 53, and
the drawing in Figure 2 on page 54, are mis
leading-and are, in fact, not what Tesla actu
ally const ructed at Colorado Springs . The
Tesla Coil at the experimenta l station actually
consisted of a three -coi l or helix air-core
transfo rmer. The primary consisted of two

GETTHE SAME VIDEOTRAINING
THE PEOPLE ATSONYGEl
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Now you can be trained by Sony even if you
aren't employed by Sony.

Because we're making our vast library of train
ing videotapes available to you.The very tapes that
teach our own engineering, serviceand sales personnel.

The tapes cover the products and concepts of
video and its related technologies.You can learn the
basics of video record ing.Color systems.
Digital video and electronics.Television
production. And more.

Plus you can learn how to service
cameras,VTR's,and other video products .
As professionally as Sony does.

The tapes are pro
duced entirely by
Sony and contain
up-to-the-minute
inform ation.They
communicate clear
ly and simply.And
some of them are
even programmed for
interactive learning.

And learning throu gh video can be done at
your own pace, in the convenience of your home,
shop or school. Reviewing is qu ick and easy. And
the tapes are always available for reference.

Send for your catalog, which lists more than
250 titles. In your choice of 3/4" or 112" form ats.

Write Sony Video Produ cts Com
pany,Tape Produ ction Services.
700 W. Artesia Boulevard ,
Compton. Californi a 90220.

Or call (213) 537-4300.
Of cour se, there's no

obligation. Except the
obligation you have to

yourself: to find out
about the best train
ing available in
one of the country's
fastest-growing,
most lucrative fields.

SONY;
Video Communications

Sony is 3 reg. trademark of SonyCorp.
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Don!t touch 
that connection! 

New Zenith push - button IDE s ORGANIZER permits 
switching from one program source to another 
without changing cable connectors. Lets you select up 
to six different program sources for viewing. Up to three different 
sources for recording. Even lets you view one program source while 
simultaneously recording 
another. All this without 
changing cable 
connections! 

4,#$$U041. 
TELEVISION VIEW 

/ïU aîí - -- î 

VCR RECORD J 
tLRCTRONIC VIMCI ciR0ÁN12ER 

ZENITH 

Model 51W 

At last the nuisance of manually changing cable connec- 
tions is a thing of the past' 

With Zenith's new video Organizer, separate input and 
output jacks enable you to make a complete connection 
of Tv and VHF antenna or cable TV antenna, subscription 
Tv decoder, video disc player, video cassette 
recorder, video game and nome 
computer or other auxiliary 
video equipment. 

So you switch from one program 

10 8 °wltle, 2 7-nlgn, 728"Oeep 

source to another with pushbutton ease - without 
changing connections 

Equally important, the Video Organizer's advanced engi- 
neering design by Zenith results in low insertion loss and 
sign isolation Eliminates electromagnetic interference 
for maximum picture quality And permits greater flex- 

ibility in use and ease Of Operation for 
more hours of uninterrupted nome 

video enjoyment 

See it at your Zenith dealer's now! 
NMI 

The quality goes In before the name goes on 

Zenith Radio Corporation /Service. Parts & Accessories Division /11000 Seymour Avenue/Franklin Park. Illinois 60131 
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turns of 1.250 -inch diameter copper wire. 
Mostly. Tesla used that coil as two one -turn 
primaries hooked in parallel (bifilar), which 
doubled the coil's capacity and reduced its 
self -inductance to one fourth. Loosely cou- 
pled to that coil was the main secondary coil 
or helix, which contained in its final configura- 
tion twenty -five turns of number -8 wire on a 

wooden coil form that was fifty -one feet in 

diameter and approximately eight feet high 
In the large center of that secondary, Tesla 
constructed a first -order harmonically reso- 
nant helix, which was mostly reliant on its own 
self -inductance to give an additional boost 
from the secondary's output of approximately 
1.8 million to 12.5 million volts. That third coil 
or "extra coil," as Tesla referred to it. gives a 

point -to -point discharge- length yield of ap- 
proximately seventy -five feet under certain 
conditions. Coupled to the output of the extra 
coil was a vertical monopole radiator consist- 
ing of concentric steel telescoping pipes. 
which formed a structure approximately 124 
feet high. That was surmounted by a wooden 
hollow sphere 30 inches in diameter and 
coated with metal foil on its outside surface. 

Tesla speculated in his diary notes that with 
what he felt to be reasonable modifications to 
that scheme, it would be practicable to 
achieve discharge lengths greater than four - 
hundred feet, However, that was never ac- 
complished. The descriptions given in Quin - 
by's article appear in several other examples 
of the available literature and have needed 

[FLU KEI 
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WESTON 
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Introduc 
the analog /digital 

handheld 
multimeter. 
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FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

au+a+sest WSW 

FLUKE 

The Professional Test Equipment Source 

The Instrument Mart 
295 Community Drive. Great Neck. New York 11021 

(516) 487 -7430 Outside N Y 18001 645 -6535 

Sales, Service, Rental /Leasing Programs _Mil II 
and Pre -Owned Test Equipment also Available mmM 
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correction for many years. 
Here's something your readers may be in- 

terested to know. It concerns the U.S. twenty - 
cent commemorative stamp that appeared 
last September, honoring Tesla and three of 
his contemporaries. (See "What's News" In 

the October 1983 issue of Radio -Elec- 
tronics.) Perhaps history is repeating itself 
yet again. Just as Tesla himself has been 
largely forgotten today. so it seems that the 
person probably most responsible for initiat- 
ing the arduous process through which a 
commemorative stamp like that one comes 
into existence has been overlooked. The per- 
son is Nick Basura. 

Also not to be overlooked is your editorial 
staff. for providing space for the article on 
Tesla in the pages of Radio-Electronics. 
WILLIAM C. WYSOCK 
President Professional Sound Systems. 
Ultra High Voltage Division. 
Monrovia, CA 

MINI PLAYER PIANO 
A liked the "Mini Player Piano` article in the 

September 1983 issue of Radio -Elec- 
tronics. I would like to point out that some 
electrolytic capacitors were mislabeled in Fig. 
4. (The Parts List is correct.) 

I suggest some changes: Combine R30 
and R40 for 1 2K ohms: eliminate R26, 27, 28 
and the jumper there: eliminate ground con- 
nection to CC of center 7 segment display. 

I have three of the 50240's and might try to 
use more than one octave. The clock oscilla- 
tor for the 50240 will probably be variable in 
case of tuning with other instruments. I will do 
a lot of experimenting with that -maybe time 
it with clock of rhythm beat generators 
MM5871 or the 76477 -if Spike Jones 
doesn't object. 
DAVID H. DUNCAN 
Huntington, TN 

THANKS. FELLOW READERS 
You published my "Help Needed" letter in 

the September 1983 issue of Radio-Elec- 
tronics. As of this date (August 17, 1983), I 

have had 80 replies relating to my need for a 

schematic on a GE preamp from a GE tran- 
sistor manual circa 1969 The response to 
that request has overwhelmed me. I have re- 

ceived copies and originals from all over the 
US, from big companies. universities, and 
private individuals. 

To all of those generous people, I wish to 
extend wholehearted thanks. It is people like 
that who keep the hobby of electronics going 
on and on. If the people of the world as a 

whole would give others a helping hand, such 
as this. then the world would be in much 
better shape. 
B.E. BROSKI 
Cleveland, OH 

SOFTTOUCH 83 
We were surprised and delighted to read 

your review on our SoftTouch 83 in the Sep- 
tember 1983 Radio-Electronic "Communi- 
cations Corner." Your presentation of the 
problems we all face of spewing out digits to 
get some machine to do our bidding hit the 
nail on the head. 

If I may answer some of our customer's 
questions before they ask: There is a high - 
grade microphone built in: just talk when a 
call is answered. The rotary dial or Touch- 

SOFTTOUCH 83
We were surprised and delighted to read

your review on our SoftTouch 83 in the Sep
tember 1983 Radio-Electronic "Communi
cations Corner." Your presentation of the
problems we all face of spewing out digits to
get some machine to do our bidding hit the
nail on the head.

If I may answer some of our customer's
questions before they ask: There is a high
grade microphone built in; just talk when a
call is answered . The rotary dial or Touch-

THANKS, FELLOW READERS
You published my "Help Needed " letter in

the September 1983 issue of Radio-Elec
t ron ics. As of this date (August 17, 1983), I
have had 80 replies relating to my need for a
schematic on a GE preamp from a GE tran
sistor manual circa 1969. The response to
that request has overwhelmed me. I have re
ceived copies and originals from all over the
US, from big companies, universities , and
private individuals.

To all of those generous people, I wish to
extend wholehearted thanks . It is people like
that who keep the hobby of electronics going
on and on. If the people of the world as a
whole would give others a helping hand, such
as this, then the world would be in much
better shape .
B.E. BROSKI
Cleveland, OH

correction for many years.
Here's someth ing your readers may be in

terested to know. It concerns the U.S. twenty
cent commemorative stamp that appeared
last September, honoring Tesla and three of
his contemporaries. (See "What's News" in
the October 1983 issue of Rad io -Elec
tronics.) Perhaps history is repeating itself
yet again. Just as Tesla himself has been
largely forgotten today, so it seems that the
person probably most responsible for initiat
ing the arduous process through which a
commemorative stamp like that one comes
into existence has been overlooked. The per
son is Nick Basura.

Also not to be overlooked is your editorial
staff, for providing space for the article on
Tesla in the pages of Radio-Electronics.
WILLIAM C. WYSOCK
President Professional Sound Systems,
Ultra High Voltage Division,
Monrovia, CA

MINI PLAYER PIANO
A liked the "Mini Player Piano" article in the

September 1983 issue of Radio-E lec
t ronics. I would like to point out that some
electroly1iccapacitors were mislabeled in Fig.
4. (The Parts List is correct.)

I suggest some changes: Combine R30
and R40 for 1.2K ohms; eliminate R26, 27, 28
and the jumper there; eliminate ground con
nection to CC of center 7 segment display.

I have three of the 50240's and might try to
use more than one octave. The clock oscilla
tor for the 50240 will probably be variable in
case of tun ing with other instruments . Iwill do
a lot of experimenting with that-maybe time
it with clock of rhythm beat generators
MM5871 or the 76477-if Spike Jones
doesn't object.
DAVID H. DUNCAN
Huntington, TN

Analog/digital display
Volts. ohms. lOA, mAo
diode Iesl
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3-year warranty
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point-to-point discharge-length yield of ap
proximately seventy-f ive feet under certa in
cond itions : Coupled to the output of the extra
coil was a vertical monopole radiator consist
ing of concentric steel telescoping pipes,
which formed a structure approximately 124
feet high. That was surmounted by a wooden
hollow sphere 30 inches in diameter and
coated with metal foil on its outs ide surface.

Tesla specu lated in his diary notes that with
what he felt to be reasonable modif ications to
that scheme, it would be practicable to
achieve discharge lengths greater"than four
hundred feet! However, that was never ac
comp lished. The descriptions given in Quin
by's article appear in severa l other examples
of the available literature and have needed

The Professional Test Equipment Source

The Instrument Mart
295 Community'Drive,Great Neck, New York 11021
(516) 487-7430 Outsi de N.Y. (800) 645-6535
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turns of 1.250-inch diameter copper wire.
Most ly, Tesla used that coil as two one-turn
primaries hooked in parallel (bifilar), which
doubled the coil's capacity and reduced its
self-inductance to one fourth. Loosely cou
pled to that coil was the main secondary coil
or helix, which contained in its final configura 
tion twenty-five turns of number-8 wire on a
wooden coil form that was fifty-o ne feet in
diameter and approximately eight feet high.
In the large center of that secondary, Tesla
constructed a first-order harmonically reso
nant helix, which was mostly reliant on its own
self-inductance to give an addit ional boost
from the secondary's output of approximately
1.8 million to 12.5 million volts. That third coil
or "extra coil," as Tesla referred to it, gives a
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NEW 
Tech VOM 

WV -547C 
Drop -proof. Fuse protected. 

High impact ABS plastic case. 

Rugged, 
accurate taut -band meter. 

Sensitivity 
20,000 ohms -per volt DC 
9,000 ohms -per volt AC 

21 color coded ranges 

Snap action, 
dual detent range switch. 

Temperature scale 
(optional accessory) 

User oriented 
right angle" test leads. 

For X35.50 
Here's your best VOM value. 

Its compact. drop-proof (3 feet) and provides 21 

color -coded ranges -volts, milliamps, ohms, 
temperature scale and decibels. True quality instru- 
ment for your portable applications. Tough, accur- 
ate, taut -band meter, fuse -protected. Sensitivity 
20,000 ohms /volt DC. High- impact case, colored 
bright orange. Snap action, dual -detent range 
switch. Range limits: 1000V DC and AC, 250 mA 
DC, one megohm, +200 C. Battery Test provision. 
Meter OFF position. Temperature scale (special 
probe optional). 

WV -547D. Same instrument in impact- resistant 
carrying case. Handle converts to tilt stand. 

$39.95 

Want full technical details and a demonstration? Call toll -free 1- 800-523 -3696. for the VIZ distributor near you 

1 Look to VIZ for value, quality, availability. 
Over 70 instruments in the line -PLUS full accessories. 

VIZ Mfg Co , 335 E Price St . Philadelphia. PA 19144 
I 
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For $35.50

Here's your best YOM value.
It's compact, drop-proof (3 feet) and provides 21
color-coded ranges-volts, milliamps, ohms,
temperature scale and decibels. True quality instru
ment for your portable applications. Tough, accur
ate, taut-band meter, fuse-protected. Sensitivity
20,000 ohms/volt DC. High-impact case, colored
bright orange. Snap action, dual-detent range
switch. Range limits: 1000V DC and AC, 250' mA
DC, one megohm, +200·C. Battery Test provision.
Meter OFF position. Temperature scale (special
probe optional).

WV-547D. Same instrument in impact-resistant
carrying case. Handle converts to tilt stand .

$39.95

Want full technical detai ls and a demonstrat ion? Call toll-free, 1-800-523-3696, for the VIZ distrib utor near yo u.

Look to VIZ for value~ quality, availability.
Over 70 instruments in the line-PLUS full accessories.

VIZ Mfg. Co., 335 E. Price St., Philadelphia, PA 19144
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Tone buttons on the base of the phone still 
operate exactly as before. Yes its really legal 
to replace the phone -company microphone. 
The FCC says it's OK. 

We are particularly proud of our "wait -for- 
the- dial -tone- circuit. That makes calls 
through SPRINT or MCI as easy as a local 
call. Just pick up the phone, push 2 -4, and let 
the SoftTouch listen for dial tone: dial the local 
number after SPRINT or MCI answers. The 
circuit listens for the new dial tone, then dials 
your code and the long -distance number you 
are calling. Our Chief Engineer, Bill Stendar- 
do. Is particularly proud of this feature, which 
many "computerized big box in the closet" 
systems don't offer. 

All pocket tone beepers. including our Por- 

taTouch (plug) have to get through the carbon 
mike in the handset. Distortion is minimized 
by holding the handset vertically (straight up 
and down). If the call doesn't go through, tap 
the mike end of the handset against the 
phone gently: that will loosen the carbon and 
reduce the distortion that reduces the re- 
liability of all beepers. 
LEO CORBALIS 
Technical Director, 
Buscom Systems, Inc. 

SUGGESTIONS NEEDED 
With the millions of monthly readers of Ra- 

dio- Electronics like myself out there, I'm 
sure that at least one can help me with a 
problem that will ultimately save the rest of my 

Introducing 
TM 

replacement semi's. 
Consolidated Electronics is offering you a new 
semiconductor line. ET (Electronic Technician 
Replacement Line) has quality semi's that you need 
at the lowest prices imaginable! FOR DETAILS CALL 
TOLL FREE TODAY! 

1 -800- 543 -3568 1 -800- 762 -3412 
NATIONAL WATS V1110 WATS 

SAME DAY DELIVERY 
AVAILABLE' 

Consolidated Electronics, Inc. 
705 Watervliet Ave., Dayton. Ohio 45420 

In Dayton (513) 252 -5662 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

hair being pulled out by the roots. 
Living in a rural area has made my dreams 

of getting cable TV lust that -dreams! So, 
being very electronically inclined, I decided to 
take the plunge into satellite -TV reception. To 
say that I'm a do -it- yourself freak would be an 
understatement, but I'm in the process of 
building my own system from A to Z. Problem: 
Even though I have the necessary front -end 
components (assembled and tested), I can't 
seem to find a schematic diagram of a 70- 
MHz IF amplifier and detector using discrete 
components. 

Although using IC's could simplify con- 
struction markedly, I'm attempting to do the 
whole thing (receiver unit) from discrete parts, 
because I have a lunkbox full of active and 
passive devices that have frequency toler- 
ances far beyond 500 MHz. 

So, how about it, fellow readers? Here's a 
chance to put your ideas to good use, not to 
mention the gratitude I'll have for the re- 
sponse. 

What I'm asking for is a workable circuit of a 
70 -MHz IF amplifier with a 20 -MHz band- 
width and a 70 -MHz phase detector capable 
of handling the wide swing of the IF band- 
width. The catch is that they have to be de- 
signed using discrete components. 
LeROY SMITH 
Rt. 3, Box 479. 
Wetumpka, AL 36092 

APPRECIATION 
Thanks for a normally good -to- very-good 

magazine. And thanks especially for the re- 
print of Mr. Quinby's article on Nikola Tesla! 
How about comparable coverage of Charles 
Proteus Steinmetz? 

One more suggestion: How about some in- 
depth coverage of EMP (ElectroMagnetic 
Pulse)? I don't read widely, or pay any atten- 
tion to the commercial electronics media (AM 
& FM radio and TV), but have never seen 
really good coverage of the phenomenon. 
JAMES C. CAVE 
Princeton, TX 

COMMON ERROR 
I enjoyed reading about Nikola Tesla, in the 

August 1983 Radio -Electronics, very much. 
As stated in the article, he is an almost forgot- 
ten genius. For those who would like to learn 
more about him, I suggest the book, Tesla: 
Man Out of Time, by Margaret Cheney. 

Incidentally, Mr. Quinby made a very com- 
mon error in his article. He said that one of the 
giant radio- frequency alternators has been 
preserved at the Smithsonian Institute. Not 
so. the proper name is the Smithsonian In- 
stitution. 
ROBERT J. RUPLENAS 
Dorchester, MA 

EXTRACTING COMPONENTS 
Once I tried pulling components from old 

PC boards. But, unfortunately, I found that 
retrieving the components wasn't quite that 
simple. The desoldenng tool never "gobbled 
up" all the solder, and the remaining traces 
held the component as firmly as before. Then 
I tried this simple technique: and, believe me. 
the results were astounding. 

The PC board is placed on a tripod, with the 
components down. Two soft springs are at- 
tached, one end to the component to be ex- 
tracted, and the other end stretched to the 
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being very electronically inclined, I decided to
take the plunge into satellite-TV reception. To
say that I'm a do-it-yourself freak would be an
understatement, but I'm in the process of
building my own system from A to Z. Problem:
Even though I have the necessary front-end
components (assembled and tested), I can't
seem to find a schematic diagram of a 70
MHz IF amplifier and detector using discrete
components.

Although using IC's could simplify con
struction markedly, I'm attempting to do the
whole thing (receiver unit) from discrete parts ,
because I have a junkbox full of active and
passive devices that have frequency toler
ances far beyond 500 MHz.

So, how about it, fellow readers? Here's a
chance to put your ideas to good use, not to
mention the gratitude I'll have for the re
sponse.

What I'm asking for is a workable circuit of a
70-MHz IF amplifier with a 20-MHz band
width and a 70-MHz phase detector capable
of handling the wide swing of the IF band
width . The catch is that they have to be de
signed using discrete components.
LeROY SMITH
Rt. 3, Box 479,
Wetumpka, AL 36092

APPRECIATION
Thanks for a normally good-to-very-good

magazine. And thanks especially for the re
print of Mr. Quinby 's article on Nikola Tesla!
How about comparable coverage of Charles
Proteus Steinmetz?

One more suggestion : How about some in
depth coverage of EMP (BectroMagnetic
Pulse)? I don't read widely, or pay any atten
tion to the commercial electronics media (AM
& FM radio and TV), but have never seen
really good coverage of the phenomenon.
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dio-Electronics like myself out there, I'm
sure that at least one can help me with a
problem that will ultimately save the rest of my

taTouch (plug) have to get through the carbon
mike in the handset. Distortion is minimized
by holding the handset vertically. (straight up
and down). If the call doesn't go through, tap
the mike end of the handset against the
phone gently; that will loosen the carbon and
reduce the distortion that reduces the re
liability of all beepers.
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Technical Director,
Buscom Systems, Inc.
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Tone buttons on the base of the phone still
operate exactly as before. Yes it's really legal
to replace the phone-company microphone .
The FCC says it's OK.

We are particularly proud of our "wait-for
the-dial-tone" circuit. That makes calls
through SPRINT or MCI as easy as a local
call. Just pick up the phone, push 2-4, and let
the SoftTouch listen for dial tone ; dial the local
number after SPRINT or MCI answers. The
circuit listens for the new dial tone, then dials
your code and the long-distance number you
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many "computerized big box in the closet"
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Sams Books For A 
Down -To -Earth Look at Video, 

Whoever On Earth You Are. 
If you're on engineer working with video, 
a service technician brushing up on 
repair and installation, or a musician 
who wants to tune in more than MTV, you 
need Sams books. Because when it comes 
to video technology, Sams knows all 
about it. 

People trust Sams for books that are 
easy to read and understand, no matter 
what the subject is. Fact is, Soms has 
been a leading publisher of technical 
books since 1946. 

So turn to Sams and get in tune with 
today's video technology. Here are the 
books you need: 

THE SATELLITE TV HANDBOOK 
shows you how to legally and privately 
cut your cable TV costs in half, see TV 
shows that may be blacked out in your 
city, pick up live, unedited network 
shows, start a mini -cable system in your 
apartment or condo, plug into video - 
supplied college courses, and more. 
Also covers how to buy, build and oim 
your own satellite antenna, and includes 
o handy guide to all satellite 
programming. No. 22055, $16.95. 

For a down -to -earth look at video, get the 
books you need from Sams today. Visit 

your local Sams dealer. Or call Operator 
103 at 317 - 298 -5566 or 800 -428 -SAMS 

THE BIRDS OF BABEL - SATELLITES 
FOR THE HUMAN WORLD explains 
how satellites work and how they are 
changing. our lives. It looks at the social 
and political importance satellites hove 
in science, law, medicine, finance and 
other fields, as it investigates the 
domestic and international issues 
surrounding their use. No. 22033 512.95. 

INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TV 
provides an engrossing insight into the 
technical side of satellite Pt So if you 
want to purchase o home satellite system, 
or you already own one, you need this 
book. With it you'll learn about receivers, 
antennas, mounts, feeds, amplifiers, 
converters, and more. No. 21978, 59.95. 

THE HOME VIDEO HANDBOOK (3rd 
Edition) shows you how to simply and 
successfully enjoy your home TV camera, 
videocassette recorder, videodisc 
system, large- screen TV projectors, 
home satellite TV receiver, and all their 
accessories. Also tells you how to hook 
everything up and how to buy the best 
equipment. No. 22052, $13.95. 

sans txt 

HOWARD W SAMS & CO .INC 
4300 West 62nd Street PO Box 7092, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

What Technology Is All About. 

Offer good in USA only Paces and ovo lobdèy subject to change without notice In Canada. contact lenbrook Electronics, Markham, Ontario L3R I H2 

Win a complete home satellite receiving unit from Sams Satellite Sweepstakes. Coming to your Sams dealer SOON! 
CIRCLE 44 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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books you need from Sams today. Visit

your local Sams dealer. Or call Operator
103 at 317-298-5566 or 800-428-SAMS
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and political importance satellites have
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domestic and international issues
surrounding their use. No. 22033, $12.95.
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provides an engrossing insight into the
technical side of satellite TV. So if you
want to purchase a home satellite system,
or you already own one, you need this
book. With it you'll learn about receivers,
antennas, mounts, feeds, amplifiers,
converters, and more. No. 21978, $9.95.

THE HOME VIDEO HANDBOOK (3rd
Edition) shows you how to sim~.iY and
successfully enjoy your home TV camera,
videocassette recorder, videodisc
system, large-screen TV projectors,
home satellite TV receiver, and all their
accessories. Also tells you how to hook
everything up and how to buy the best
equipment. No. 22052, $13.95.
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Go on line in the world's 
fastest growing technology. 

NEW! DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS 
TRAINING FROM NRI 
Practical training includes 
computer, modem, test 
instruments, and access to 
exclusive NRI communica- 
tions network 
Satellites. .. microwave ...fiber 
optics ...dedicated land lines. 
Suddenly the world is communi- 
cating in a new and different 
way, via digital data systems. 
People talking to computers.. . 

computers to computers... 
information is stored, retrieved, 
and relayed in nanoseconds. 
And an entirely new kind of 
communications is born. 

Industry, opportunities to triple 
Data and telecommunications 
is already a $150 billion industry 
and is expected to triple over the 
next five years. One typical com- 
pany has grown from $85 million 
to $650 million ...a 765% growth 
since 1978 alone. The need for 
qualified technicians to install, 
maintain, and service this enor- 
mous investment in high -tech 
equipment is tremendous 
even now. Opportunities 
and salaries can go 
nowhere but up 
and up. 

NRI will train you at home 

You can learn at home in your 
spare time to become a data 
communications technician with 
NRI at -home training. NRI 
will start you with the 
basics, build upon your 
knowledge with easy -to- 
follow, bite size lessons 
to take you into the world 
of digital data communi- 
cations. You'll learn what it takes 
to work on satellite, microwave. 
fiber optic. and telephone 
data links. 

And you'll learn at your own 
comfortable pace, without 
classroom pressures or evenings 
away from your family. 
Over the past 70 
years, NRI has 
taught the 
latest high - 
tech skills to 
almost 2 
million 

students to be- 
come the world's 
largest and most 
successful school of its kind. 

Hands -on training include! 
computer, modem, breako 
box and much more 

NRI takes you I 

beyond "book 
learning." As p 

of your course. 
you receive pie 
of practical 

Training includes all this 
equipment you keep . 16K 
computer, modem, breakout box, 
digital multimeter and the exclusive 
NRI Discovery Lab. 
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almost 2
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computer, modem, breakout box,
digital multimeter and the exclusive
NRI Discovery Lab.

Practical training includes
computer, modem, test
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exclusive NRI communica
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Satellites ... microwave ... fiber
optics ... dedicated land lines.
Suddenly the world is communi
cating in a new and different
way, via digital data systems.
People talking to computers ...
computers to computers ...
information is stored, retrieved,
and relayed in nanoseconds.
And an entirely new kind of
communications is born.

Industry, opportunities totriple
Data and telecommunications
is already a $150 billion industry
and is expected to triple over the
next five years. One typical com
pany has grown from $85 million
to $650 million ... a 765% growth
since 1978 alone. The need for
qualified technicians to install,
maintain, and service this enor
mous investment in high-tech
equipment is tremendous
even now. Opportunities
and salaries can go
nowhere but up
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Go on line in the world's
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lands -on training that gives you 
eal -world skills. You get the 
ladio Shack Color Computer, 
vith 16K memory to teach you 
he systems and language of 
Jata communications plus you 
let an operating modem to let 
'ou tie in with world -wide 
:ommunications networks. 

You build your own RS -232C 
interface breakout box, 

an indispensable 
installation and trouble- 
shooting instrument you'll 

Ise throughout your career. 

You receive a professional digital 
multimeter and the NRI Discov- 
ery Lab, where you construct 
solid -state circuits and demon- 
strate practical applications of 
the theory you've learned. 

Learn on-line with the 
exclusive NRI data network 
You'll learn what data com- 
munications is all about by 
actually becoming part of an 
operating network. Using your 
computer, modem, and terminal 
software, you'll go on line to 
"talk" to your instructor, take 
your final exam by computer link, 
communicate with other NRI 
students and leave messages on 
the NRI "bulletin board." 

As part of your course, you'll 
also receive membership in 
THE SOURCE v, a regular $100 
value. A phone call ties you into 
computers loaded with instant 
news, stock quotes, electronic 
mail, educational programs, 
games, even discount shopping 
and travel reservations. 

Tie into the NRI network using computer. software, 
and modem you get as part of your training. 
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Move into the future, 
send for Free Catalog 

You can't find training like this 
anywhere else...only NRI trains 
you at home for an exciting and 
rewarding career in the brilliant 
new world of Data Communica- 
tions. Mail the postage -paid card 
right now for our big catalog of 
high -tech electronic careers 
showing all the equipment you 
get, detailed lesson descriptions, 
and career opportunities. Look it 
over and decide where you want 
your future to grow. Act now. 
There's a real need for trained 
data communications 
technicians. 

NRI 
NRI SCHOOLS 

McGraw -Hill Continuing 
1114F4. 

4 

F4 Education Center 

filin 
ï 3939 Wisconsin Ave., 

Washington, DC 20016 

WE GIVE YOU TOMORROW. 

TRS430 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division 
of Tandy Corp. SM a service mark of Source 
Telecomputing Corp., a subsidiary of the Reader's 
Digest Association, Inc 
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lower end of the tripod. The solder is then 
softened with a soldering iron. As the solder 
softens and becomes liquid. the component 
is hurled from the PC board by the now- relax- 
ing spring. The method takes a fraction of the 
time required by other techniques. and using 
two soldering irons and both hands, extrac- 
ting components from old PC boards can be 
quite some fun. 

If. on the other hand. you are extracting 
IC's. remember that all terminals must be 
heated at the same time. for which you will 
need a special soldering iron. Note, too. that 
in this method, a desoldenng tool is not re- 
quired. And that no "gobbling up" of solder 
before or during the extraction process is nec- 
essary. 

KRISHNA BALDEO 
Bronx, NY 

PREFERRED CHOICE 
Since I've received my bachelor's degree in 

June, I've had more time to read some of the 
smaller articles and departments in Radio- 
Electronics. The ' Letters" section is one that 
I've caught up on, and I would like to make a 

comment. 
I receive both Radio-Electronics and a 

computer magazine. and I agree with Step- 
hen F. Willey (August 1983 "Letters) on keep- 
ing Radio -Electronics. I feel, as many others 
do. that the variety, quality, practicality, and 
feasibility of the articles and projects es- 
pecially make Radio -Electronics what it is. 

Stephens comment The occasional over - 
view of computer technology and markets in 

your magazine is welcome as general infor- 

mation, but I would not like to see heavy em- 
phasis on computer circuitry and accesso- 
ries.' My question is: How heavy is heavy 
emphasis? Computer circuitry and accesso- 
ries is one of the leading and largest markets 
today! Projects of that nature which show 
practical and feasible ideas that help many 
readers with their projects should not be em- 
phasized any less. I don't think that computer - 
circuitry articles have been emphasized too 
heavily. 

I feel that Radio-Electronics is doing a 

fantastic job on determining which projects to 
publish, and when. 
EDWARD W. LOXTERKAMP 
New York. NY 

ROBOTIC ARMS 
Recently I walked into a Radio Shack store 

to pick up their 1983 -1984 catalog, and was 
astounded by what I saw There, lying on the 
front counter of the store. was a real, live. and 
fully operational robotic arm. 

I have always been interested in comput- 
ers. but below that is a craving to build elec- 
tronic peripherals for them: and one of my 
goals has been to assemble and run a com- 
puter- controlled robotic arm. 

Robotic arms are now heavily used in the 
auto industry in Japan. and have been intro- 
duced to North American auto manufac- 
turers. All are used to execute a series of 
preprogrammed movements to build a specif- 
ic part of an automobile. 

The robotic arm now on sale at Radio 
Shack, as a Christmas toy, caught my eye 
because of its price: $44.95. (It's probably 

cheaper in the United States than in Canada.) 
I was wondering if you at Radio-Electronics 
could publish a project that uses the immense 
capabilities of the Apple 11 (or Ile) computer 
to operate such a robotic arm. It would be 
great for a Christmas edition of the magazine, 
or a major feature in a forthcoming issue of 
Special Projects. A project of that sort would 
be for the electronics. computer, or robotics 
hobbyist. 
DEANE VENEMA 
Ontario. Canada 

We agree! However. there may be better ap- 
proaches than attaching the arm to an 
RS -232 port. Perhaps a dedicated controller 
board would be the way toga 1, for one. think 
that an inexpensive chess game built around 
the arm would be terrific. 

If any of our readers develop a construction 
project based around the robotic arm. please 
drop us a line.- Editor. 

ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER 
A few words about the ultrasonic pest re- 

peller in the August 1983 issue of Radio- 
Electronics ("New Ideas "). Although the cir- 
cuit works -it doesn't work. By that, I mean 
that it fails to repel bees, ants, or flies. I be- 
lieve that the project is grossly underpowered. 
But if anyone still wants to build it, the resistor 
in the Ql emitter circuit should be R7 (not R6). 
and though its value is not critical, a value of at 
least 560 ohms will keep the LED current to a 
safe value, assuming a 12 -volt supply. 
C.B. OHMAN 
San Diego, CA 

Diskette 
Users... 
When you've 
heard from 
all the 
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lower end of the tripod. The solder is then
softened with a soldering iron. As the solder
softens and becomes liquid, the component
is hurled from the PC board by the now-relax
ing spring. The method takes a fraction of the
time required by other techniques, and using
two soldering irons and both hands, extrac
ting components from old PC boards can be
quite some fun.

If, on the other hand, you are extracting
IC's, remember that all terminals must be
heated at the same time, for which you will
need a special soldering iron. Note, too, that
in this method, a desoldering tool is not re
quired. And that no ':gobbling up" of solder
before or during the extraction process is nec
essary.
KRISHNA BALDEO
Bronx, N Y

PREFERRED CHOICE
Since I've received my bachelor'sdegree in

June, I've had more time to read some of the
smaller articles and departme nts in Radio
Elect roni cs. The "Letters" section is one that
I've caught up on, and I would like to make a
comment.

I receive both Radio-E lectron ics and a
computer magazine, and I agree with Step
hen F. Willey (August 1983 "Letters" ) on keep
ing Radio-Electronics. Ifeel, as many others
do, that the variety, quality, practicality, and
feasibi lity of the articles and projects es
pecially make Rad io-E lectron ics what it is.

Stephens' comme nt: 'Th eoccasional over
view of computer technology and markets in
your magazine is welcome as general infor-

mation, but I would not like to see heavy em
phasis on computer circuitry and accesso
ries." My question is: How heavy is heavy
emphasis? Computer circuitry and accesso
ries is one of the leading and largest markets
today! Projects of that nature which show
practical and feasible ideas that help many
readers with their projects should not be em
phasized any less. I don't think that computer
circuitry articles have been emphasized too
heavily.

I feel that Radio-Electronics is doing a
fantastic job on determining which projects to
publish, and when.
EDWARD W. LOXTERKAMP
New York, NY

ROBOTIC ARMS
Recently I walked into a Radio Shack store

to pick up their 1983-1984 catalog, and was
astounded by what I saw: There, lying on the
front counter of the store, was a real, live, and
fully operational robotic arm.

I have always been interested in comput
ers, but below that is a craving to build elec
tronic peripherals for them ; and one of my
goals has been to assemble and run a com
puter-controlled robotic arm.

Robotic arms are now heavily used in the
auto industry in Japan, and have been intro
duced to North America n auto manuf ac
turers. All are used to execute a series of
preprogrammed movements to build a specif
ic part of an automobile.

The robotic arm now on sale at Radio
Shack, as a Christmas toy, caught my eye
because of its price: $44.95. (It's probably

cheaper in the United States than in Canada.)
I was wondering if you at Radio-Electronics
could publish a project that uses the immense
capabilities of the Apple /I+ (or /Ie) computer
to operate such a robotic arm. It would be
great for a Christmas edition of the magazine,
or a major feature in a forthcoming issue of
Special Projects. A project of that sort would
be for the electronics , computer, or robotics
hobbyist.
DEANE VENEMA
Ontario , Canada

We agree ! However, there may be better ap
proaches tha n attaching the arm to an
RS-232 port. Perhaps a dedicated controller
board would be the way to go. I, for one, think
that an inexpensive chess game built around
the arm would be terrific.

If any of our readers develop a construction
project based around the robotic arm, please
drop us a line.-Editor.

ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER
A few words about the ultrasonic pest re

peller in the August 1983 issue of Radio
Electronics ("New Ideas"). Although the cir
cuit works- it doesn't work. By that, I mean
that it fails to repel bees, ants, or flies. I be
lieve that the project is grossly underpowered.
But if anyone still wants to build it, the resistor
in the 0 1emitter circuit should be R7 (not R6),
and though its value is not critical, a value of at
least 560 ohms will keep the LED current to a
safe value, assuming a 12-volt supply.
C.B. OHMAN '
San Diego, CA
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OK Industries Inc 
Model FG -201 

Function Generator 

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

OK FG-201 

OVERALL 
PRICE 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE 
VALUE 

dffgral 
ONE OF THE MAINSTAYS OF A WELL- function generator. Those devices arc use - 
equipped electronics workbench is a ful in a wide variety of applications, most 

notably in the troubleshooting of linear 
circuits such as audio amplifiers. Other 
applications include finding the imped- 
ance of a resistor. capacitor, or inductor. 
and finding the operating parameters of an 
op -amp. We recently had a chance to re- 
view a popularly- priced function genera- 
tor. capable of outputing sine. triangular, 
and square waveforms, that would be a 

valuable addition to any test bench. The 
unit is the FG -201 from OK Industries 
Inc. (3455 Conner Street. Bronx, NY 
10475) and we would like to tell you about 
it. 

One glance will tell you that the 
FG -201 is a quality instrument. That's be- 
cause. rather than the plastic we've be- 
come so used to. the 2.5 x 8 x 6 -inch 

PICK YOUR WICK 
Chemtronics manufactures desoldenng wicks In two 
wire constructions Chem -Wik for general purpose 
desoldering with maximum solder holding capacity 
and Chem -Wik Lite. faster acting for critical heat 
sensitive components As electronic equipment 
becomes smaller. more complex, more demanding. 
Chemtronics family of pure copper desoldering wicks 
will meet your needs with a choice of performance 
characteristics for virtually every desoldering 
application 

Send for tree literature today 

Chemtronics 
681 Old Willets Path 

Hauppauge NY 11788 
800- 645.5244 

In NY 516.582 -3322 
Telex 968567 

THE NEW 
SA -3 

SOLDERIN 
STATION 

$72.50 

CIRCLE 37 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Compact new "SA3" series tem strolled solder stations are Ideal for all soldering 
applications. Special tip mounted sensor and sophisticated control circuitry ensure fast 
response and exceptional stability within 5: over the broad range of 100 - 500 C 1200 -930 F 

Available for either I I 5V or 230V 50 6011: mput- the SA.3 sexes comes complete with a spec 
24 volt 48 watt lowleakage iron and Is grounded for M( )S and CMOS applkations. SA33.11 
I I SV AC Input SA3.230.230V A( Input 'Does not Include shipping charte. and local taxe t DAVLE TECH INC 

2.05 BANTA PLACE 
FAIR LAWN. NJ. 07410 
TEL: 201. 796.1720 

ELECTRONIC TOOLS & ACCESSORIES TELE: 968771 
CIRCLE 54 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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OK Industries Inc
Model FG-201

Function Generator
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ONE OF T HE MA INSTAYS OF A W ELL

equippe d e lec tro nics workbenc h is a

OK FG-201

OVERALL
PRICE

EASE
OF USE

INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

PRIC~
_ VALUE
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function genera tor. Tho se dev ices are use
ful in a wide variety of applications, most

notably in the troubleshooting of linear
circ uits such as audio amplifiers. Other
applications incl ude finding the imp ed
ance of a resistor, capacitor, or inductor,
and finding the operating param eters of an
op-amp. We recent ly had a chance to re
view a popul arly-priced function genera 
tor, capable of outputing sine , triangul ar,
and square waveforms , that would be a
valuable addit ion to any test bench . The
unit is the FG -201 from OK Industries
Inc . (3455 Co nner St ree t , Bronx. NY
10475) and we would like to tell you about
it.

One g la nce w ill tel l yo u th at the
FG-201 is a quality instrumen t. That's be
cause , rather than the plastic we 've be
come so used to , the 2 .5 X 8 x 6- inch

2-05 BANTA PLACE
FAIRLAWN, NJ, 07410
TEL: 201-796-1720
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PICK YOUR WICK
Chemtronicsmanufactures desolderingwicks intwo
wireconstructions: Chem-Wik forgeneralpu rpose
desoldering withmaximumsolder holdingcapacity
andChem-Wik Lite, faster actingfor critical heat
sensitive components. Aselectronicequipment
becomes smaller, more complex, moredemanding ,
Chemtronicsfamily of purecopper desolderingwicks
will meet your needs with achoice of performance
characteristics forvirtuallyevery desoldering
application .
Sendfor free literaturetoday.

{e- Chemtronics
681 Old Willets Path

Hauppauge, NY 11788
800-645-5244

In NY 516-582-33 22
Telex 968567

CIRCLE 37 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Compact new "SA·3" series te mpe ntrolled solde r stations a re idea l for all solderi ng
applications. Special tip m ounted sensor and sophistica ted control circ uitry ensure fast
response a nd exceptiona l stability within 5% over the broad range of lOO-500' C (200 -93lrF
Availabl e for eithe r 115V or 230 V50 /60Hz input. the SA·3 series co mes co mplete with a spec
24 volt 48 watt low-leak age iron and is ground ed for MOS and CMOS ap plications. SA33· II:
115VAC input. SA3·230, 230VAC input.*Does not Include shipping ch arges and local ta xe

C"~DAVLETECHINC
ELECTRONIC TOOLS& ACCESSORIES TELE: 968771

CIRCLE 54 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Here's How You Can Learn 16-Bit Technology. 
And Graduate To One Of Today's Most Powerful 
And Advanced Microcomputers. 
Now you can master 16 -bit technology with an all -new 
Advanced Microprocessor course. And build hands -on 
experience with the only 16 -bit microcomputer specifi- 
cally designed for the hobbyist. working engineer and 
student 

Advanced Microprocessor Course 
This all -new self -study course (EE -8088) provides in- 
depth coverage of 16 -bit. state -of- the -art technology. 
You will gain a thorough understanding of micro- 
processors from this 1200 page course. In 10 easy -to- 

understand units. starting with 
microcomputer basics. youll 
cover all phases of 16 -bit micro- 
processing Assembly language. 
Program writing. Addressing 
modes. Dynamic and static RAM. 
And hardware interfacing. 
And by using your 16 -bit Train- 
er Learning Computer for hands -on 
experiments (over 60 included), you II 

tiia 

1 

The unit also features a serial I O printer port. cassette 
interlace and a detached 95 -key keyboard (including 16 
function keys and a numeric keypad) which generates a 
full ASCII character set. Its available either in kit form or 
factory assembled. 
And you can take advantage of the system's H Z -100 
computer design heritage by easily upgrading it to a 
disk- based. 16 -bit microcomputer that will run H Z -100 

series software 
and many other 

forthcoming 
programs. 

Fully 
Upgradeable 

The powerful 
upgrade pack- 

age and variety 
of accessories 

allow you to 
make the basic 

16 -bit system 
more power- 

ful and ver- 
satile. You 

can add 128K 
or 192K bytes 

of RAM. Floppy disk controller. 48TP1 double -sided. 
double -density. single or dual floppy disk drive. Bit - 
mapped video graphics or full -color graphics. Two 
RS -232 ports. Programmable timer. And a Centronics - 
compatible printer port 

Learn on it. Design with it. 
Use it as a 16 -bit computer. 
It's the only 16 -bit microprocessor system specifically 
designed to integrate theory with a hands -on under- 
standing of how 16 -bit computers work. And its from 
Heathkit Zenith Educational Systems. the world - leader 
in problem -solving courses, trainers and accessories to 
help you learn state -of- the -art technology 

gain actual circuit interface and soft- 
ware programming experience with an 

8088 microprocessor system. 
Trainer /Learning Computer 
A unique combination of design features makes this 
versatile microprocessor system much more than a 
teaching machine'. Use it as a trainer with the Ad- 

vanced Microprocessor course. Use it as an experimen- 
tal design computer. And use it to run a wide variety of 

16 -bit software- including 
Z -Dos. Multiplan, Z- Basic. 

Condor File Manager, 
and much more. 

In its most 
basic form, 
the Trainer 

Learning 
Computer 
is a 16 -bit. 

cassette -based microcomputer. 
Its unique design features access ports 

and solderless breadboards to allow you to build inter- 
faces. design and modify circuits, or simply experiment 
with the inner workings of the microprocessor system. 
The basic system has an 8088 processor. 32K ROM (in- 
cluding assembler. editor and debugger) and 16K RAM. 

A subsidiary of Zenith Radio Corporation 

CIRCLE 15 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Get more information in the 

FREE 
HEATHKIT CATALOG 
Mail to. Heath Company. Dept. 020 -134 

Benton Harbor, MI 49022 
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Four New Simpson 
U.S.-Made DMMs! 

FOR THE MAN ON THE JOB .. . 

These professional -grade Simpson test instruments each feature full measurement 
capability plus continuity beeper, diode test. wide temperature/humidity operating 
ranges, transient protection. double fusing systems, UL Recognized test leads and 
a full line of optional accessories. 
The 470Th, is our low -cost, full- function 3'/2 -digit hand-held DMM with 25 ranges, 
0.15% basic accuracy. thumbwheel knobs and a two-way foldout stand. The 474Th, 
41/2-digit DMM features phenomenal 0.03% basic accuracy; 10 NV, .01 4 and .1 NA 
resolution. audible /visual continuity indicator. 

The 487E hand -portable 31/2-digit DMM has 0.1% basic accuracy, peak hold, true 
rms and 26 ranges. The 360 Series 3 3' /2digit digital VOM (with world famous 
260a styling) has 0.1% basic accuracy. 28 ranges, a bright LED display and 
rechargeable batteries. 

These new DMMs will soon join the family of 30 other UL Listed Simpson test instru- 
ments available from leading electrical /electronic distributors worldwide. 

1 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
A Katy Industries, Inc. Subsidiary 
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL 60120 
(312) 697.2260 Telex 72.2416 Cable SIMELCO 

31/2.1310 470Th, 

$139 

4'2 -Digit 4741h, 

5219 

CIRCLE 31 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

case is made of steel. Aside from adding 
to the unit's durability. that also affords 
excellent RFI shielding. In addition. the 
unit uses BNC connectors instead of pho- 
no plugs or banana jacks. 

Thc BNC connectors. as well as all of 
the unit's controls. arc located on the front 
panel. The layout of that control panel is 
well thought out. with all connectors and 
controls grouped by function. 

Starting at the far left (as you look head 
on at the unit) are two BNC connectors. 
Through those connectors you can input a 

signal either to amplitude- or frequency - 
modulate the unit's output. The output 
can be amplitude -modulated from 0 to 
100' and the input can handle signals 
from 0 to - 2.5 -volts DC. For FM, the 
sweep can be varied from 0 to 100:1. and 
input voltages from -3 to -9 -volts DC 
can be accommodated. Both inputs are 
overvoltage protected to ± 25 -volts DC. 

Moving to the right, there are two con- 
trols used to select the frequency of the 
output waveform. The control labeled 
RANGE is used to select one of the unit's 
six frequency ranges (I -IO Hz to 100 
kHz -I MHz). The control labeled FRE- 
QUENCY is continuously variable and is 
used to select the actual frequency within 
the chosen range. 

The next set of controls deal with the 
sinewave and triangular-wave outputs. A 
slide switch is used to select which wave- 
form (sine or triangle) will be generated. 
The control labeled GAIN is used to set the 
amplitude of the waveform. That ampli- 
tude can be varied from 0 to 10 -volts 
AC P P into a 50 -ohm load. The DC- 
offset control is used to adjust the positive 
or negative offset of the output. The max- 
imum offset is ± 10 -volts DC. but the sum 
of the offset and the amplitude of the 
waveform may not exceed ± 10 -volts DC 
+ AC without clipping. A push -pull 
switch that's pan of the offset control al- 
lows you to select either a 50 -ohm or less - 
than -5 -ohm output impedance. 

The sinewave triangular -wave output is 
taken from a front -panel BNC connector. 
As mentioned. the output impedance is 
switch selectable and maximum output 
voltage is ± 10 volts DC. The maximum 
current is dynamically limited to 250 mA. 

Squarewave outputs are taken from a 

separate front -panel BNC connector. The 
level of the squarewave is adjusted by its 
own i.I:vta. control. That control lets you 
vary the level from a logic low of less than 
0.8 -volts DC to a logic high of between + 
3 to greater than + 12 -volts DC. The level 
is continuously variable. 

The true test of a device such as this is 
its accuracy. The accuracy of the frequen- 
cy- selector control is claimed to be - 5% 
of the maximum selector setting. After 
warm -up (20 minutes) the frequency sta- 
bility is good. with variations limited to 

Sinewave distortion is claimed 
as less than Ick from I Hz to 100 kHz. and 
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Four New Simpson
U.S.-Made DMMsl

FOR THE MAN ON THE JOB.
These professional-grade Simpson test instruments each feature full measurement
capabi lity plus continuity beeper, diode test, wide temperatur e/humidity operating
ranges, transient protection, double fusing systems, UL Recognized test leads and
a full line of opt ional accessories.

The 470rM is our low-cost, full-function 3V2-digit hand-held DMM with 25 ranges,
0.15% basic accura cy, thumbwheel knobs and a two-way foldout stand. The 474rM
4 V2 -digit DMM featu res phenomenal 0.03% basic accuracy; 10 /-lV, .01 Q and .1 jJA
resolution, audible/visual continu ity indicator .

The 467E hand-portable 3 V2 -digit DMM has 0.1 % basic accuracy, peak hold, true
rms and 26 ranges. The 360 Ser ies 3 3 V2 -digit digital VOM (with world famous
260® styling) has 0.1% basic acc uracy, 28 ranges, a bright LED display and
rechargeable batteries. .

These new DMMs will soon join the family of 30 other UL Listed Simpson test instru
ments ... available from leading electr ical/ elect ronic distributors worldwide.

IN$ n UMINf$ THAT STAY ACC U. ATI

•
SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
A Katy Industries, Inc. Subsidiary
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL 60120
(312) 697-2260 • Telex 72-2416 • Cable SIMELCO
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case is made of steel. Aside from adding
to the unit's durability, that also affords
excellent RFI shielding. In addition. the
unit uses BNC connectors instead of pho
no plugs or banana jacks.

The BNC connectors, as well as all of
the unit's controls, are located on the front
panel. The layout of that control panel is
well thought out. with all connectors and
controls grouped by function.

Starting at the far left (as you look head
on at the unit) are two BNC connectors.
Through those connectors you can input a
signal either to amplitude- or frequency
modulate the unit's output. The output
can be amplitude-modulated from 0 to
100% and the input can handle signals
from 0 to - 2.5-volts DC. For FM. the
sweep can be varied from 0 to 100:I. and
input voltages from - 3 to - 9-volts DC
can be accommodated. Both inputs are
overvoltage protected to ± 25-volts DC.

Moving to the right, there are two con
trols u ed to select the frequency of the
output waveform. The control labeled
RANGE is used to select one of the unit's
six frequency ranges (1-10 Hz to 100
kHz-I MHz). The control labeled FR E

Q UE NCY is continuously variable and is
used to select the actual frequency within
the chosen range.

The next set of controls deal with the
sinewave and triangular-wave outputs. A
slide switch is used to select which wave
form (sine or triangle) will be generated.
The control labeled G A IN is used to set the
amplitude of the waveform. That ampli
tude can be varied from 0 to ± 10-volts
AC pop into a 50-ohm load. The DC
offset control is used to adjust the positive
or negative offset of the output. The max
imum offset is ± lO-volts DC, but the sum
of the offset and the amplitude of the
waveform may not exceed ± 10-volts DC
+ AC without clipping. A push-pull
switch that's pa rt of the offset control al
lows you to select either a 50-ohm or less
than-5-ohm output impedance.

The sinewave/triangular-wave output is
taken from a front-panel BNC connector.
As mentioned, the output impedance is
switch selectable and maximum output
voltage is ± 10 volts DC. The maximum
current is dynamically limited to 250 rnA.

Squarewave outputs are taken from a
separate front-panel BNC connector. The
level of the squarewave is adjusted by its
own LEV EL control. That control lets you
vary the level from a logic low of less than
0.8-volts DC to a logic high of between +
3 to greater than + 12-volts DC. The level
is continuously variable.

The true test of a device such as this is
its accuracy. TIle accuracy of the frequen
cy-selector control is claimed to be ± 5%
of the maximum selector setting. After
warm-up (20 minutes) the frequency sta
bilitv is good, with variations limited to
± 0~05%~. Sinewave distort ion is claimed
as less than 1% from I Hz to 100 kl-lz. and
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Where's Your ELECTRONICS Career Headed? 

The Move You Make Today Can Shape Your Future 
Yes it's your move. Whether on a chess board 
or in your career, you should plan each move 
carefully. In electronics, you can move ahead 
faster and further with a 

B. S. DEGREE 
Put professional knowledge and a COLLEGE 
DEGREE in your electronics career. Earn your 
degree through independent study at home, 
with Grantham College of Engineering. No 
commuting to class. Study at your own pace, 
while continuing your present job. 

The accredited Grantham non -traditional 
degree program is intended for mature, fully 
employed workers who want to upgrade their 
careers . . . and who can successfully study 
electronics and supporting subjects through 

INDEPENDENT STUDY, AT HOME 

Free Details Available from: 

Grantham College of Engineering 
2500 South La Cienega Blvd. 

P. 0. Box 35499 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 

Independent Home Study Can Prepare You 

Study materials, carefully written by the Gran- 
tham staff for independent study at home, are 
supplied by the College, and your technical 
questions related to those materials and the 
lesson tests are promptly answered by the Gran- 
tham teaching staff. 

Recognition and Quality Assurance 
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited 
by the Accrediting Commission of the National 
Home Study Council. 

We are located at 2500 S. LaCienega Blvd., 
Los Angeles, California, but for faster response 
please use our mailing address: P. O. Box 35499, 
Los Angeles, CA 90035. r 

L 

Grantham College of Engineering 2 -84 
P. 0. Box 35499, Los Angeles, CA 90035 

Please mail me your free catalog which explains your 
B.S. Degree independent -study program. 

Name __ _ - _Age_ 

Address 

City State Zip 

1 

-J 

Where's Your ELECTRONICS Career Headed?

The Move You Make Today Can Shape Your Future

•

Independent Home Study Can Prepare You

Study materials, carefully written by the Gran
tham staff for independent study at home, are
supplied by the College, and your technical
questions related to those materials and the
lesson tests are promptly answered by the Gran
tham teaching staff.

Recognition and Quality Assurance

Grantham College of Engineering is accredited
by the Accrediting Commission of the National
Home Study Council.
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Age...--_

We are located at 2500 S. LaCienega Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California, but for faster response
please use our mailing address: P. O. Box 35499,
Los Angeles, CA 90035.

,----------------------,I Grantham College of Engineering 2-84
I P. O . Box 35499, Los Angeles, CA 90035

I, Please mail me your free catalog which explains your
B.S. Degree independent-study program.

II Name....e _

I
, Address _

I
I City State Zip__ <0L_______________________ ~

INDEPENDENT STUDY, AT HOME

Free Details Available from:

Grantham College of Engineering
2500 South La Cienega Blvd.

P. O. Box 35499
Los Angeles, CA 90035

B. S. DEGREE
Put professional knowledge and a COLLEGE
DEGREE in your electronics career. Earn your
degree through independent study at home,
with Grantham College of Engineering. No
commuting to class. Study at your own pace,
while continuing your present job.

The accredited Grantham non-traditional
degree program is intended for mature, fully
employed workers who want to upgrade their
careers ... and who can successfully study
electronics and supporting subjects through

Yes it's your move. Whether on a chess board
or in your career, you should plan each move
carefully. In electronics, you can move ahead
faster and further with a
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less than 3% from 100 kHz to I Mhz. The 
triangular -wave linearity error is less than 
Irk from the best straight line on all 
ranges. The squarewave symmetry error is 
also less than Irk on all ranges. The AM- 
modulation error is less than 2% for 0 to 
95% modulation. The FM -sweep lin- 
earity error is less than 2% for a 10:1 

sweep and less than 5% for a 100:1 sweep. 
Before each unit is shipped, it is tested 

and all important specifications are ver- 
ified. The results of those tests are in- 
cluded with the unit and are listed on a 

"performance test card." The date of the 
test and the initials of the inspector are 

also listed. 
If you want to verify those results. ei- 

ther upon receipt of the device or later on, 
to make sure everything is working as it 
should, complete details of the test set- 
ups (including clear illustrations) are 
provided in the manual. A blank copy of 
the performance test card is provided to 
help you keep track of the readings and 
easily compare the results. 

Turning our attention more directly to 
the manual. it's not much to look at -no 
fancy binding or glossy paper, just loose - 
leaf pages held together with clips -but it 
packs a ton of important and useful infor- 

26 

R-2000 
SSB, CW, AM, FM, digital 
VFO's. 10 memories, memory/ 
band scan. optional 118 
174 MHz coverage... 
The R -2000 is an innovative all -mode 
SSB. CW, AM, FM receiver that covers 
150 kHz -30 MHz, with an optional 
VC -10 VHF converter unit to provide 
coverage of the 118 -174 MHz 
frequency range. 

R -2000 FEATURES: 
('over, 150 kHz - 30 MID: In 30 bands. UP/ 
DOWN band switches. VFOs tune across 150 
kHz -30 MHz. 
All mode: USB. LSD. CW. AM. FM. 
Digital VFOs. 50.11z. 500 -liz or 5 -kHz steps. 
F. LOCK switch. 
Ten memories store frequency. band. and 
mode data. Each memory may be tuned as 
a VFO. Original memory frequency may be 
recalled. 
Lithium batt. memory back -up. (Est. 5 yr. lies 
Memory scan. Scans all or selected memories. 
Programmable band scan. Scans within pro- 
grammed bandwidth. 
Fluorescent tube digital display of frequency 
1100 Ilz resolution) or time. DIM switch. 
Dual 24 -hour quartz clocks. with timer. 
Three built -in IF filters with NARROW'WIDE 
selector switch. ICW filter optional.) 
Squelch circuit. all mode. built-in. 
Noise blanker built in. 
Tone control. 
Large front mounted speaker. 
RF step attenuator. (0.1020 -30 d11.1 
AGC switch. (Slow -Fast.) 
'S- meter. with SINPO 'S' scale. 
High and low impedance antenna terminals. 
100/120/220/240 VAC. or 13.8 VDC IOpU "nl 
operation. 
RECORD output Jack 
Timer REMOTE output (not for AC ¡Amer 
- peeper' 
Carrying handle. 

R-1000 High performance receiver 
200 kHz- 30 MHz digital display /clock/ 

timer 3 IF filters I'LL UP conversion 
noise blanker RF step attenuator 120- 

240 VAC (Optional 13.8 VD(I 

R -600 General ,uerage receper 150 
kHz - 30 MHz digital display 2 IF filters 

PLL UP conversion noise blanker RF 
attenuator front speaker 100-240 VAC 
(Optional 13.8 VDC1. 

Optional accessories: 
VC-10118-174 MHz converter. 
IlS-4. HS -5. HS-6.11S-7 headphones. 
DCK -1 DC cable kit. 
YG -455C 500 -Hz CW filter. 
liC IO World digital quartz clock, 
AL-2 Surge Shunt 

KENWOOD 
TRIO- KENWOoL) COM 'UNICATIONS 
1111 West V. ;A 9022C 
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mation. It covers such things as specifica- 
tions, installation and operation notes, 
warranty information, theory of opera- 
tion. and performance verification. It also 
includes a complete schematic, parts - 
placement diagrams, and a parts list, in- 
cluding manufacturer's parts numbers 
where available. All replacement parts are 
available directly from OK. 

Two sections of the manual bear par- 
ticular note. The sample applications sec- 
tion is excellent. It includes descriptions 
of the test setups. schematic and hookup 
diagrams. all needed formulas, and sam- 
ple waveforms. Everything is clearly il- 
lustrated and explained. The trou- 
bleshooting section is interesting because 
of its approach. If you are familiar with 
computer programming, you are likely to 
have encountered logic trees. If not, those 
are used to help you successfully tackle a 

problem by breaking it down to a series of 
questions. the answers to which even- 
tually steer you to a solution. The manual 
takes the same tack -the troubleshooting 
section uses logic trees to help steer you 
from a general description of a problem to 
the component or section most likely 
to be at fault. It is an interesting approach 
and one that should work well. 

If you are in the market for a function 
generator we suggest you investigate the 
model FG -201. It boasts an impressive 
selection of features and excellent specifi- 
cations for its price. The suggested list 
price of the unit is S250 00. R -E 

Heath EH -702 
TTL CMOS 

Course 

I DOLSN I NIA' ILK IiOw SMLCII THE - 
oretical information you have tucked 
away. it's still the practical, hands -on, 
day -to -day routine which teaches us much 
of what we know. This is why the Heath 
(Benton Harbor, Ml 49022) TTL/CMOS 
Practical Learning Experiments Course 
(EH -702) is so worthwhile. It's a course 
that emphasizes hands -on training and 
when you are through with it you should 
be thoroughly familiar with TTL/CMOS 
circuitry. 

There are 48 hands -on experiments pre- 
sented in this two -unit (chapter) course. 
Each of those experiments takes the 
knowledge gained in earlier experiments 
one step further. 

TTL circuits 
The first experiment in the 26- experi- 

ment TTL chapter deals with a simple 
TTL crystal -oscillator. That is followed 
by an experiment that deals with a decade 
divider. Moving on. you experiment with 
a utility clock. a pulse generator, and an 
inverter. 

Once you have built and tested the in- 
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less than 3% from 100 kHz to 1Mhz. TIle
triangular-wave linearity err or is less than
I% from the best straight line on all
ranges. The squarewave symmetry error is
also less than I% on all ranges . The AM
modulati on error is less than 2% for 0 to
95 % modul ati on. The FM-sweep lin
earity error is less than 2% for a 10:1
sweep and less than 5% for a 100: I sweep.

Before each unit is shipped, it is tested
and all important specifications are ver
ified . The results of those tests are in
cluded with the unit and are listed on a
"performance test card." The date of the
test and the initials of the inspector are

R-2000
SSB, CW, AM, FM, digital
VFO's, 10 memories, memory/
band scan, optional 118-
174 MHz coverage ...
The R-2000 is an innovative all-mode
SSB, CW, AM, FM receiver that covers
150 kHz-30 MHz, with an optional
VC-I0 VHF converter unit to provide
coverage of the 118-174 MHz
frequency range.

R-2000 FEATURES:
• Covers 150 k Hz -30 MHz in 3 0 b ands. UP/

DO WN ba nd s witc hes . VFO's tu n e ac ross 15 0
kHz -30 MHz.

• All mode : US B. LSB . CWoAM. FM.
• D igit a l VF O·s . 50-1·lz. 5 0 0-Hz or 5- kHz ste ps.

F. LO CK switc h .
• Ten m em o ries s tore frequ en cy . ba nd. a nd

mode data . Each m emory may be tune d as
a VFO. Original m em o ry fre qu ency ma y b e
reca llcd.

• Lith ium ba tt. m em ory b a ck-up. (Es t. 5 yr. li fe).
• M ernorv scan. Scans a ll or selecte d m em or ie s .
• Programm ab le band scan. Scans w ith in pro

gram med b a ndwidth .
• Flu ore scent tube d igit a l di sp la y o f frequency

(100 Hz resolu tio n) or ti me . DIM switc h .
• Dual 24-h o u r qu a rtz clocks. with tim er.
• Three buil t-in IF filt ers with NARR OW/W IDE

se lecto r switc h. (CW filt e r optional.)
• S quelc h c irc uit. a ll m od e. b uil t-in .
• No ise bl an k er built-in .
• Ton e co ntrol.
• La rge front m oun ted speaker.
• RF step a tte n uato r. (O-IO-20-30 d B.)
• AGC switc h. [Sl o w-Fa s t .l
• "S " m et er. w it h S INPO "SO scale.
• High and low imp ed an ce antenna terminal s .
. 100 /12 0 / 2 2 0 / 2 4 0 VAC. or 13 .8 VDC (Op tio n)

ope ra tion .
• REC ORD o u tp u t j a ck
• T im er REM OTE o u tp ut (no t for AC p ower)
• "Beeper"
• Ca rrying h andle .

also listed.
If you want to verify those results, ei

ther upon receipt of the device or later' on,
to make sure everything is working as it
should, complete details of the test set
ups (including clear illu strations) are
provided in the manual. A blank copy of
the performance test card is provided to
help you keep track of the readings and
easily compare the results.

Turning our attention more directly to
the manual. it's not much to look at-no
fancy binding or glossy paper, just loose
leaf pages held together with clips-but it
packs a ton of important and useful infor-

R-1000 High p erforma n ce receive r
. 2 0 0 kHz -30 MHz . d ig ita l disp lay/ dock /
ti m er . 3 IF fil ters. PLL UP co nve rs io n
• no ise bla nker. RF s te p attenua tor - 120 
240 VAC (O p ti o nal 13 .8 VDC).

R-600 Ge neral coverage rece ive r -1 5 0
k Hz - 30 MHz . dig ita l d isplay. 2 IF filt ers
- PL L UP conversio n - no ise bla nker - RF
a uenuator e fro n t s peaker . 10 0 -2 4 0 VAC
(O p tio nal 13 .8 VDC).

Optional accessories:
• VC-IO 118 -17 4 MHz conve rt e r.
• I-lS -4 . HS -5 . HS -G. HS -7 headphones .
• DCK-I DC ca b le k it.
• YG-455C 500 -Hz CW filt e r.
• HC-IO Wo rld d igit a l quartz clo ck.
• AL-2 Surge S h u nt

KENWOOD
TRIO-KENWO OD COMMU NICATIONS
111 1 West Wain ut/Compton. CA 90220
Telephone: (2 t 3) 639-9000

mation. It covers such things as specifica
tions, installation and operation notes ,
warranty information, theory of opera
tion. and performance verification. It also
includes a comp lete schematic, parts
placement diagrams, and a parts list, in
cluding manu facturer 's part s numbers
where available. All replacement parts are
available directly from OK.

Two sections of the manual bear par
ticular note . The sample applications sec
tion is excellent. It includes descriptions
of the test setups, schematic and hookup
diagrams, all needed formulas, and sam
ple\ vaveforms. Everything is clearly il
lust rat ed an cl explain ed . Th e trou
bleshooting section is interesting because
of its approach. If you are familiar with
computer programming, you are likely to
have encountered logic trees. Ifnot , those
are used to help you successfully tackle a
problem by breaking it down to a series of
questions, the answers to which even
tually steer you to a solution. The manual
takes the same tack- the troubleshooting
section uses logic trees to help steer you
from a general description of a problem to
the component or section most likely
to be at fault. It is an interesting approach
and one that should work well.

If you are in the market for a function
generator- we suggest you investigate the
model FG -201. It boasts an impressive
selection offeatures and excellent specifi
cations for its price . The suggested list
price of the unit is $250.00. R-E

Heath EH-702
TTL/CMOS

Course

IT DO ES N' T M ATT ER HOW MU C H TH E

ore tical information you have tucked
away, it's still the practical , hands-on,
day-to-day routine which teaches us much
of what we know. This is why the Heath
(Benton Harbor, MI 49022) TTL/CMOS
Practical Learning Experiments Course
(EH -702) is so worthwhile. It's a course
that emphasizes hands-on trainin g and
when you are through with it you should
be thoroughly familiar with TTL/CMOS
circuitry.

There are 48 hands-on experiments pre
sented in this two-unit (chapter) course.
Each of those exper iments takes the
knowledge gained in earlier experiments
one step further.

TTL circuits
TIle first experiment in the 26-experi

ment TTL chapter deals with a simple
TTL cry stal-oscillator, That is followed
by an experiment that deals with a decade
divider. Moving on, you experiment with
a utility clock, a pulse generator, and an
inverter,

Once you have built and tested the in-
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ELECTRONIC GIFT IDEAS! 
NEW! NO INSTALLATION 

REQUIRED " - I . r 

AC DC 2000 
OHM VOLTMETER 
MULTITESTER 
Rows poael sae. bakery.oprutw 
mums* ha 15 rang**. seyclor 
*wach and taros weh Is own tow 
Mods Ported tor hobbyists and 
NdwwcIOM who Ir o bdrgon 

ank s 1798 
Model UM 20 

3Ya DIGIT LOW -COST 
VOLT /OHM MILUAMMETER 
TM low-cod aplat moo ras 10 

M.ponm wo 1 wro.oance AMC. wfh 
accuracy d OCV 2 0 et t 1 Op. ACV t 1 2% t 2 OA It lace OUo pobTy. 
Guo zero ord 24 ronges Fun ovwlao0 
proNalort top MOOk bowery and 
=vying cot nrc40d at own low was 

aal, 
$7188 

Model MD 100 

L-----ï --- 

1993 

- -r 

PRECISION DMM WITH 
3.25% DCV ACCURACY AT 
THIS LOW, LOW PRICE 
Moss Maures for Mrs price mon you 
would imagine . 10 amp ronge. AC and 
DC denad 2.000 hou bonny elm. 

250 mV 171 m -crcul resgsa+c 
m.Op$.mww, 2 e Vols ta diode 
»Wng on _O ms- Heorydrry ten 
yods and cmryrg mw ncluded 

$9188 
ModI MD210 

Ho s lie new law-cost Sampson 
470 motor you've Mad so much 
about wen O 15% DCV oocurocy 
ono tun measurement capobaly - 
100 mV to 1000 VDC. 100 mV lo 
750 VAC. O In to 1999 Mu. AC 

DC cumin up to 10A plus o NI 
ire a Ovarla0N accessories Bde.ry. 
lei leads and manud mchdW 
Mad. n USA 

13888 
Model 470 

-13C2 

e e 

NEW CIRCUITMATE (MBEs 
from BECKMAN 
Fec'es 8% DC Vohs oarrdcy. S AC/ 
DC 'o -g.% 6 resrponce romp* dodo 
tow function. aua IM kid of wally 
yard aped Rom Beaman 

aW'6988 
Model DM40 

Natures 51 DC Voss accuracy. 5 
AC/DC Volta ronges 6 cumin 
anon 6 rYponce angst Onde 
Nit comnuey beeper. and 
Bookman quality at ms very low 
bra 

$8988 
Model 131445 

ALL ITEMS CARRY FULL 
MANUFACTURER'S 

WARRANTY PLUS OUR 
COMPLETE 45 DAY 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE' 

18. 

i : 
MODEL 
PS101 S A LOW -COST, GUAUTY POWER J TRIPUi- REGULATED SUPPLY 

POWER SUPPLYIII 
Designee b hala- RTpesass bu bud9M -mod d lao 
t ctOcans- ouderes ono hobbyists, the OC Phi rpubMd 
ratoblo paw supply nom as the *lures you coud ad tot 
plu o tua 1 year nwnulbcfuKS warranty 

3 oulputs 
turd 5 VOC ± 0 2V 
2 vagble S Ph V lo ? 15 VDC 
Po1orRy liming ton be uesd os Rosa n9 

RnppM hop Iron 10mV a hull load 
Regulation <_ 1% no loon to NI load 
Line rgulanon < 0 2% 10e VAC IO 135 VAC 

Cura 
Faut supply 1 0 orno mm 
Valobse applies 0 5 amp max 

Protection ouf m, current Smiting. welt mental shutdown 

Power 10/-135 VAC 

Dimsm'ons ash" s 3'A s 79. (Word)) 
Wood gros Owned meld tow 
Wavle 4 to. 9ors 
LOW woe power .such eOfy. torsos Vofmp r and large 
toning pons 

Warranty on war tes rplacrnm warranty tram era a 
DucNae 

MURA 
MM-100 
COMPUTER 
TELEPHONE 
MODEM 
Features: 

0 300 Baud composte Mer mod 
oneshored ampules Mond 
Full WOW appdbn 
RS232C connecta rn.rlae 
Caw Newt In:Koran 
Top wady d Res{ low. low trice 
Antes /0rlgewle /0s soled swath 

UST PRICE 
999.93 
ModI MM-100 

s7988 

?MT. 
,¡.... 

AC UNE SURGE SUPPRESSORS 
Rotea your d I.c0. Computer 00d ',pewee qupnwnt from 
d.seuctM and dangvOul UOnWM AC M urges 
Sort suppressed 6.000 hops mas energy Obsorbd 50 
.LOUIS. epee dompng oda if)4V mat spike ottone 
pawed 340V 

Model009 57988 
9 ouws 

t 

Model 010 
S ounrs 

ModI 012 
I o^N 

$8588 
53788 

BURGLAR ALARM 
Idea to name or office. Rest Laumon c 

burglo 00m report no elpatalon 
Jun plug a n. Onto you$ Nast code 
eYough n,4 pkeh -aAlaM b opera on 
Rd Wary bah -up Cows to to 600 
square foot tea On own nO and 
alarm, or odd Re edema horn (shown) 
at an accessory Entry and esl delays - 
5 -mind. alomak VuA-OIt and dorm 
memory 

SPECO 
HI -FI, STEREO! 
BIG SOUND CROSSOVER 
NETWORKS 

S 1 088 HN3 -60 
60 Wan 3 wo 
Crosson, Menton EACH 

'1688 
EACH 

HN3.100 
100 Wan 3 Way 
Crossover Ntwoh 

HN3.200(shown) 52988 
200 Wall3.Way V 
Donbas Network EACH 

0 

ler 

$109 
ModIULTRAR 
SP -1212 External 
Horn Option $24.88 

I 
1 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

1 

, 

I 

/11>/7`..-T 

I 

SPECO 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY PA AMPLIFIERS 

ModI PAT30 
30 wars 

eq e pans S 1 1 88 
Poww 

50 16000 Ht it R 

4 Contras (WC I MIC2. AUX s TONI 

Model PAT-60 
60 Warts Muas Pow.( 
100-20.000 Kt Nwq Raporso 
4 Contas (MEC -1. MIC -2. NA (redo) s 
TONE) 

ModI PAT-120 (shown) 
120 Wass Musc Pawn, 
50. 20.000 Hz too Pompom' 
6 Canas (MC- I. MIC -2. VOLUME 
(Moses). BASS. TREBLE e AUX 'Fade; 

5147" 

'277" 

r IOSEeFCOrI 
1111 

fl 

ELECI'RoiNIcs- Íi11 
Halls Rd. - P.O. Box 624 - Old Lyme, CT 06371 
ruse us 4rda Vies Mea MC Morey Ordo. Osa (dlaw 2 weeks lo cod) CT rttlres 
0007 ,%ease ta Sate pbab prima cary dey Pica an OratMrRy dpi d'E1speo 
no Umdge wellco rida Woe b free awolo0 COD dan tarn a c uMea dnw odd 
S1 60 9+porq and nwnang crow boos S3 50 to °Ors under S100 add S7 b ales 
ono 5100 at ever aim) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

i 
I 

m s Card /I I 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 1 
FILLED FAST! ORDER 
DESK OPEN FROM 9 I 

AM. TO 5 P.M. EST. CALL 
(203) 434 -8308. _ I 
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I 
NEO* 

I

$10988
Model ULTRAR

SP-1212 External
Horn Option $24.88

$1088
EACH

$1688
EACH

Model PAT·30
30 wens Music Power
50-18,000 HzFreq. Response $11788
4 Controls (MIC-l , MIC-2, AUX & TONE)

Model PAT·60
60 Wans Music Power
100-20.000 HzFreq. Respo",e $14788
4 controls (MIC-l , MIC-2, AUX (Fader) &
TONE)

Model PAT·120 (shown)
120 WottsMusic Power
50-20,000 Hz Freq. Response $27788
6 connors(MIG-l , MIC-2, VOLUME
(Master), BASS, TREBLE & AUX (Fader) )

HN3·100
100wan 3-Way
CrossoverNetwork

BURGLAR ALARM
Idealfor home or omce, tills uffrasonlc
burglar alarmrequires no Instalkltion.
Justplugnin, enter yoursecret coce
tIlrough tile push-buttons for openmon.
Fullbattel'fbock-Up. Coversup to 600
square foot orea. Has own intemal
alarm, or add tile extemal hom(shown)
as an accessory. Entry and ex~ deklys
5-minute automatic shut-on andalarm
memory.

HN3·200 (shown)
200 wan 3·Way
Crossover Network

SPECO
HI·FI/STEREO/
BIG SOUND CROSSOVER
NETWORKS
HN3·60
60 wan 3-Way
Crossover Networ1<

MURA
MM·l00
COMPUTER
TELEPHONE
MODEM
Features:
• 0-300 Baud compotible witll most

time-shared computer systems
• Full duplex operotion
• RS232C connector interface
• Carrier Detect indication
• Top quality ot tIlis low, low price
• Answer/ Originote/ on select swnch

Model 010
5 outlets

MODEL

~~tv~R $11988 A LOW·COST. QUAUTY
SUPPLY - TRIPLE·REGULATED

POWER SUPPLYlII

~~~~~n~~r:ua:~t~-~~~:~~d~~-ggn~i~lel~~uklte d
varioble power supp~ has all tile features you could ask for,
plusa tull 1 year mcnutocrorer s warranty:

3 outputs:
Fixed5 VDC ± 0.2V
2 vorioble :S1'h V to 2:15 VDC
Polarity: f100ting; can be used as pos. or neg.

Ripple lesstIlon 10mVot full load
Regulotion :S 1% no loadto full load
line regUlation < 0.2% 108 VAC to 135 VAC.
Current:

Fixedsupp~ 1.0 amp max,
Variable supplies0.5 amp max,

Protection bumin, current limning, with mermo: shutdown.
Power: 108-135VAC.
Dimensions: 8'11" x 3Y." x 7'11" (WxHxD)
Woodgroin finished metal case.
Weight: 4 Ibs., 9 ozs.
lighted on/on power switch, eosv-to-reoo vonrneter and large
binding posts
Warranty: one yearfUll replacement warranty tram dateof
purchase.

AC UNE SURGE SUPPRESSORS
Protect your delicatecomputer and expensive equipment fram
destructive anddangeroustransient AC line surges.
Spikessuppressed 6,000 Amps. max. energy absortled 50
JOULES, spike clamping starts 184V, max. spike voffage
allowed340V.
Model 009
9 outlets

Halls Rd. - P.O. Box 624 - Old Lyme, CT 06371
TERMS: u.s.tund~ VIsa. Amell.Me,Money Onle<, Ched<(allow2weekstoclear).CT resldenis
~7'h~=-=~~~~~d:"'f on~o~or:~':n~r~~~~'4:
51.3 lpplng andhandling charges add53'1(; 10( orders under 5100. add57 fororders
<MIr 5100 (air ~eigt'l extta).

-_¥ .~. _ ~ ~ _. -

on~ $1798
Model UM 20

Model DM40

on~ $6988

Model MD210

F: ...
, _:-:-~, aaa~ '

'l ~ ,, ::?
~r;' ;.. . : :

)C - -
'f /Il
IV- .
IL - , .
~ .

NEW CIRCUITMATE DMM's
from BECKMAN
Feetures .8% DCVoltsaccuracy, 5 AC/
DC ranges, 6 resistance ranges, diade
testlunction, pius tile kind of quality
YOU'd expect tram Beckman.

$91 88

PRECISION DMM WITH
±.25% DCV ACCURACY AT
THIS LOW, LOW PRICE
More features lor thisprice men you
wauld imagine: 10 amp range, AC and
DC, extended 2,000 hour battel'f lite,
250 mVtor ln-circutt resistance
measurement, 2.8 vanstar diade
testing on "Ohms." Heavy-dUty test
leads and corrying case included.

I[T'io ~ll

I
-:W--I

~
-;;>-

'I ~~..~~:~~'=,-~ ...

,~ ~;;j~

~-..- I

on~ $71 88
Model MD 100

3~ DIGIT LOW-COST
VOLT/OHM MIWAMMETER
This Iow-DOSt dignol meter has: 10
Megohm input impedance AC&OC, wIlh
accuracyof DCV± 0.8% ± 1 dign, ArN
± 1.2% ± 2 digits. It hasauto polarity,
auto zero and 24 ranges. Fuse overload
protection, test leads, battery and
corrying case included ot thiSlow price.

Model 470

Feetures .5% DC Vansaccuracy, 5
AC/DC Vansranges, 6 current
ranges, 6 resistance ranges, diode
test, continuitybeeper, and
Beckman quality ot tIlis very low
price.

$8988

$13888

Model DM45

Here's tile new low-coS! Simpson
470 meter you've heard so much
about! With 0.15% DCVoccurocy
andfull measurement copobillty 
100mVto 1000 VDC, 100 mvto
750 VAC, 0,1a to 19.99 Ma, AC/
DC current up to lOA, plusa full
line of available accessories. Banel'f,
test leads and manual included.
Made in U.SA

'--------ELEcTRON~-G~TiDEA~----~'
~~~~~~ETER . - - NEW! NO INSTALLATION
MULTITESTER - ATLASTI - =~- - - REQUIRED
This pocket size, battel'f-opelll!ed --------...lI..--__-.fl
muffffester has 15 ranges, selector I'
swffch, and comeswIlh nsown test
leads. Perfect for hobbyls1s and "'~~§~
technicians Who like a boroaln.
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LEARN 
COMPUTER 

REPAIR 
Train at home in spare time ... 

no previous experience needed - 
Sales of small corn- 
puters puters are running 
over a billion dollars 
a year. And the need 
for skilled small com- 
puter repairs is 
already being felt. 
That's why a whole 
new business is 
starting up- devot- 
ed entirely to small 
computer repair. And 
right now is the time 
to get in on the 
ground floor -either 
working for someone 
else or in your own 
computer repair 
business 

Start now toward a money- making 
career in electronics...no need to 
take time from your job or family! 
N. w modern - ;, ter tech- 
nology the same way that people the computer 
industry do So if you like to work with your 
hands -even if you have no previous knowledge 
of electrical circuits -you should be ready for an 
entryevel ob repairing small computers even 
before you finish this course. The ICS Microcom- 
puter Repair Course is designed for begin- 
ners- people with no previous espenence who 
want to get started fast And you get the same 
electronics training used 
by companies in the com- 
puter industry to train 
their own employees You 
learn at your own pace 
at home in spare time so 
there's no need to quit 
your lob. change your 
daily routine or take time 
from family responsrbilr- 
lies And you don't waste 
time going to and from 
class when you have a 
question about something 
in your lesson. simply can 
Our 24-hour tollf reps 
home -study hotline for a 
prompt authoritative 
enswer 

Experts show you what to do... how to do 

Instruments and 
test equipment 
given with your 
course include 
microprocessor 
trainer. digital 
V O M and much. 
much more 

it...guide you every step of the way! 
K'. , w with basic i ' city and eleC- 
tron,.s s mph* things like i,',aerstanding volts. 
amperes. resistance Everything is explained in 
easy -to- understand language complete with 
plenty of diagrams. draw- 
ings and illustrations In 
addition. you get the 
basics of computer opera- 
tion so you can check the 
repair work you do And 
your Diploma is proof Of 
your achievement 

GET INTO 
SMALL 
COMpuTER 
RENIR 

SEND FOR FREE FACTS!< 
No obligation. No salesman will call! 

MAIL COUPON NOW 

SCHOOL OF COMPUTER REPAIR. Dept. DE0111 
sec( ,evi Scranton. Pennsylvania 18515 

Vesi I want to find out how I can get imo computer 
MOW at home in my spare time Send me free 
facts and color brochure without cost or obligation 

IName Ace 

Address 

LCity Slate /Zip j 

1 
C 
n 
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n 
Ç 

TL/CMOs 
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Heath EH-702 

OVERALL 

OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

Ma/VALUE 

, . 
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verter, you progress through two -input 
AND/OR logic. NAND/NOR logic, and two - 
input EXCLUSIVE -OR logic. From there 
you move on to experiments using a 

seven- segment common -anode digital 
display. 

Once you have handled those tasks, the 
accumulated experience you have gained 
is applied to a demonstration of the opera- 
tion of a 7447 BCD-to- seven -segment- 
display decoder /driver. At that time. you 
will be identifying the input codes re- 
quired to light any digit from 0 to 9. 

Once you have completed those experi- 
ments, you will learn about truth tables, 
and use them to help understand the oper- 
ation of a basic R -S flip -flop and clocked 
R -S flip -flop. 

Other topics in the unit include a look at 
the three basic types of multivibrators. J- 
K flip -flops. D -type edge -triggered flip - 
flops. and the 7475 latch and how it is 
used in a display circuit. 

All of that is building toward the final 
series of experiments in the TTL module. 
Those final experiments deal with the 
7483 four -bit adder and the 7485 four -hit 
comparator. 

The first unit concludes with an exam- 
ination that tests your accumulated 
knowledge to that point. That exam 
should be viewed as not only review for 
the final examination that accompanies 
the course. but also as a chance to review 

your knowledge. To further that aim. the 
exam answers are provided so that you 
immediately know how you've done and 
have the opportunity to review any areas in 
which you are weak. 

CMOS circuits 
Once you have mastered the material in 

the first chapter. its time to move on to the 
22- experiment CMOS segment of the 
course. In that pan of the course, you'll be 
dealing with essentially the same types of 
circuits you dealt with in the first unit. but 
with particular emphasis on the special 
requirements and characteristics of 
CMOS devices. 

Getting to the experiments, you will 
find yourself again dealing with AND /OR, 
NAND /NOR, and EXCLUSIVE -OR logic. 
From there, you move on to a look at the 
CMOS 4017 preset counter. The next set 
of experiments deal with counters and 
BCD -to- seven -segment decoder /drivers. 
From there you move on to CMOS R -S. J- 
K, and D -type flip flops. 

The final series of experiments covers 
topics such as finding the output frequen- 
cy of a 12 -stage ripple counter divider. 
how to use a dual D -type flip -flop as a 

divide -by- four -counter, and how to use a 
CMOS 4016 bilateral switch as a data 
selector and a data distributor. 

Once again, a unit exam is provided 
(again. complete with answers) so that 
you can assess your progress and pinpoint 
any areas that need extra work or review. 
There is also a final exam that covers all of 
the material presented in the course. If 
you wish, that final exam can be mailed 
back to Heath for grading. Overall. the 
Heath TTL /CMOS Practical Circuits 
Course is a good effort. It is presented in a 

highly readable style and all the materials 
are first rate. Like all other Heath courses, 
the company supplies all the components 
that you will need for the experiments. 

You should be aware. however, that you 
will need to have. or purchase. a few addi- 
tional items in order to get the maximum 
benefit from the course; that is also true of 
the other offerings in the series. For one 
thing. you will need Heath's ET-33008 
breadboard/trainer (or a similar device) to 
build the experimental circuits. That 
trainer costs 599.95 as a kit (5179.95 fully 
assembled) and is used in many of Heath's 
courses. You also should have access to an 
oscilloscope as well as to a good digital 
multimeter. 

Considering the fact that the additional 
items needed are things that should be on 
any reasonably equipped workbench. the 
Heath TTL /CMOS Practical Circuits 
Course, which sells for S59.95. has to be 
rated as a worthwhile investment. It is not 
only appropriate for the professional who 
may need a refresher course. but also the 
novice who is just getting his feet wet in 
electronics. R -E 
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your knowledge. To further that aim , the
exam answe rs are provided so that you
imme diately know how you' ve don e and
have the opportunity to review any areas in
which you are weak.

CMOS circuits
Once you have mastered the materi al in

the first chapter, it's time to move on to the
22-ex per ime nt CMOS seg me nt of the
course . In that part of the course, you' ll be
dealing with essentially the same types of
circuits you dea lt with in the first unit , but
with particular emphasis on the special
re q u ire me nts and ch arac te r is t ics of
CMOS devices .

Getting to the experi men ts, you will
find yourself again dealing with AN D/ OR ,

NAN D/NOR , and EXCL US IV E-OR logic .
From there , you move on to a look at the
CM OS 4017 preset counter. The next set
of experi ments deal with co unters and
BCD-to-seven- segment decoder/drivers .
From there you move on to CMOS R-S, J
K, and Ootype flip flops.

The final series of experime nts covers
topics such as finding the outp ut frequen
cy of a l2-stage ripple counter divider,
how to use a dual Ootype flip-flop as a
divide-by-four-counter, and how to use a
CMOS 4016 bilateral switch as a data
selector and a data distributor.

Once agai n, a unit exam is provided
(aga in, complete with answers) so that
you can assess your progress and pinpo int
any areas that need extra work or review.
There is also a final exam that covers all of
the material presented in the course . If
you wish, that final exam can be mailed
back to Heath for gradin g . Overall , the
Heath TTL/ CMOS Pr act ical Circuits
Course is a good effort. It is presented in a
highly readab le style and all the mater ials
are first rate . Like all other Heath courses ,
the comp any supplies all the compo nents
that you will need for the experimen ts .

You should be aware , however, that you
will need to have, or purchase , a few addi
tional items in order to get the maximu m
benefit from the course; that is also true of
the other offerings in the ser ies . For one
thing , you will need Heath 's ET-3300B
breadboard/trainer (or a similar device) to
build the expe rime nta l circuits . That
trainer cos ts $99 .95 as a kit ($179.95 fully
assembled) and is used in ma ny of Heath 's
courses. You also shou ld have acces s to an
osc illoscope as well as to a good dig ital
mult imeter.

Considering the fact that the additional
items needed are things that should be on
any reasonably equipped workbench, the
Heath TTL/CMOS Pract ical Ci rc uits
Course , which sells for $59 .95, has to be
rated as a worthwhile investment. It is not
only appro priate for the profession al who
may need a refresher course. but also the
novice who is just getti ng his feet wet in
electronics . R-E
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verter, you progress through two-input
AND/ OR logic , NAND/N OR log ic, and two
input EXCLUS IVE -OR logic . From there
you move on to experiments using a
seve n-segme nt co mmo n-anode digit al
disp lay.

Once you have handl ed those tasks , the
accumulated experience you have gained
is applied to a demonstration of the opera
tion of a 7447 BCD-to-seven- segm ent 
display decoder/driver. At that time, you
will be identifying the input codes re
qui red to light any digit from 0 to 9.

Once you have completed those experi
ment s , you will learn about truth tables, .
and use them to help understand the oper
atio n of a basic R-S flip-flop and clocked
R-S flip-flop.

Other topics in the unit include a look at
the three basic types of multivibrators, J
K flip-flops , Ootype edge-triggered flip
flops , and the 7475 latch and how it is
used in a display circuit. .

All of that is bu ilding toward the final
series of exper iments in the TIL module .
Those final experiments deal wit h the
7483 four-bit adder and the 7485 four-bit
compara tor.

The first unit concludes with an exam
in at io n that test s you r acc umu la ted
know ledge to that poi nt. Th at exam
should be viewed as not only review for
the final exam ination that accompanies
the course, but also as a chance to review

Instruments and
test equipment
given with r our
course inc ude
microprocessor
trainer, digital
V.a.M . and much ,
much more.

Sales of small com
puters are running
over a billion dollars
a year. And the need
for skilled small com
puter repairs i s
already being felt.
That's why a whole
new business is
start ing up-devot
ed entirely to small
computer repair. And
right now is the time
to get in on the
ground floor -either
working for someone
else or in your own
computer repair
bus in ess.

Name Age"-- _

Start now toward a money-making
career in electronics•••no .need to
taketime from your joborfamily!
Now you can learn mod ern microcompu ter tech
nology the same way that people in the computer
industr y do. So if yo u li ke to wo rk with yo ur
hands-even if you hav e no previo us knowle dge
of elect rical cir cuits-you should be ready for an
entry-leve l job repairing small computers even
before you finish thi s course. The ICS Microcom
put er Rep air Course is de si gne d for beg in
ners-people with no previous experience who
want to get start ed fast. And you get the same
elect ronics train ing used r;:=~;;~;;;;l
by comp anies in the com
put er industry to train
their own employees. You
learn at your own pace ...
at home in spare tim e so
there's no need to qu it
your job . chang e your
dai ly rout ine or take tim e
from family respons ibili 
ties. And you don 't wast e
lime goi ng to and from
class. When you have a
question about someth ing
in your lesson. simply call
ou r 24 -h our toll- fr ee
home-stud y hotl ine for a
prompt a utho ri tative
answer . '-- ---'

LEARN
COMPUTER

REPAIR

Expertsshow you whatto do•••how to do
it... guideyou every step of theway!
We sta rt you w it h basic elec tr ic ity and elec
tronics-simple things like understanding volts.
amperes , resistance. Everyth ing is explained in
easy-to-understand langu age complete with
plent y of diagrams. draw 
ings and illust rati ons. In
additi o n . yo u get t he
basics of compute r opera
tion so you can check the
repair work you do. And COMPu?rR
your Diploma IS proof of R'r~A 'I;,
your achievement. J;rl1IR

SEND FOR FREE FACTS!'l·-::::::::=--J1
• No obligation•• No salesman will call!

MAIL COUPON NOW
ICS ~H~C; ~M;UT;-R~iii:-0;;.';E014
SINCE ' 19' Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 I

• Yes! I want to find out how J can get into computer
repair at home in my spare time. Send me free I
facts and color brochure without cost or obiigati on.

I
II Address I

28 L~/~e~ J

Train at home in spare time .•.
no previous experience needed
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Coin Controls Model 5041 
Pro Joystick 
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Coln Controls 5000 
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JUST AS MANY IIIINk 01- XLROX WHEN 

they think of copying machines and 
kleencx when they think of tissues, ask 
most people about home videogames and 

the name that comes to mind is Atari. For 
a couple of years (and that's a long time in 
the volatile videogame industry) the VCS 
was the runaway sales leader, and for 
good reason -it offered good game 
play, a wide selection of titles, and was 
popularly priced. 

Of course, the system has a few well - 
known problems. For one thing, the 
graphics, never really outstanding to be- 
gin with, cannot be compared to what is 
available on most recent models. And 
then there's the joystick. That joystick has 
created more than its share of sore wrists, 
sore thumbs, missed scoring oppor- 
tunities, blown games, and frazzled 
nerves. It has also given rise to a whole 
new group of products specifically aimed 
at relieving the gameplayer from many of 
those miseries. 

Needless to say, we're talking about 
replacement joysticks for the VCS. In just 
a short time a multitude of joysticks and 
joystick enhancers have appeared on the 
market. Those products range from hand 
shock absorbers to wireless remote -con- 
trol devices. 

We've recently had a chance to try out a 

new joystick that definitely merits your 
consideration. It is the model 5000 joy- 
stick from Coin Controls (2609 Greenleaf 
Ave., Elk Grove, IL 60007), and we 
would like to tell you more about it. 

Advantages 
As is obvious at first glance, that joy- 

stick addresses directly some of the most 
often heard complaints concerning the 
standard Atari joystick. For starters, at the 
top of the nylon- covered steel shaft is a 

large I%+ -inch control knob; that gives the 
joystick an arcade look and feel, and the 
gameplayer something to "hold on to." 
With that knob, quick moves and turns, so 
critical for successful play in games such 
as Pac -Man, become much easier to ex- 
ecute. 

Turning to the fin: button, it appears as 

if all of Atari's design engineers were 
right- handed. That's because the posi- 
tioning of the lone fire button is such that 
the joystick cannot be conveniently used 
by most left- handers. In the model 5000. 
that problem has been solved by simply 
adding a second fire button in the upper 
right -hand corner. 

Finally, the model 5000 features a five - 
foot cord that really lets you "sit back" 
and enjoy your game. The extra couple of 
feet may not sound like much, but it can 
make quite a difference. 

Drawbacks 
Even with all It has going for it there are 

two things you should be aware of before 
purchasing this joystick. First of all, it 
does not play the same as the Atari. That's 

VALUE- PACKED 
COMPONENTS. 

In just a few years NTE semiconductors have become 
the industry standard for quality and value! 
That's because. before being packaged in their bright 
green polybags and cartons. they've been tested on 
state -of- the -art equipment to ensure they meet or 
exceed the specs of original devices. And to back up 
that claim of quality. we back NTE replacement parts 
with an exclusive two-year warranty. 
So. next time you need to replace or design. look for 
the big green and white NTE. You'll find device type, 
rating limits, diagram and competitive replacement 
listed right on the package! 
Ask your local NTE distributor for our new 
Replacement Master Guide, available early in 
1984.1t lists more than 3.000 quality NTE types 
cross -referenced to over 280.000 industry part 
numbers! Or for more information write: 

NEW -TONE ELECTRONICS. INC. 
44 FARRAND STREET BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07003 

(Formerly TCG) 

JUST AS MANY T HINK OF XEROX W HEN

they thin k of copying machines and
kleenex when they think of tissues, ask
most people about home videoga mes and

the name that comes to mind is Atari. For
a couple of years (and that' s a long time in
the volatile videoga me industry) the VCS
was the runaway sales leader, and for
good reason-it offered good game
play, a wide selection of titles, and was
popularly priced.

Of course, the system has a few well
known problem s. For one thing, the
graphics, never really outstanding to be
gin with, cannot be compared to what is
available on most recent models. And
then there' s the joystick. That joystick has
created more than its share of sore wrists,
so re thumbs , missed sco r ing oppor
tunit ies, blown ga mes , and frazzled
nerves. It has also given rise to a whole
new group of products specifically aimed
at relieving the gameplayer from many of
those miseries.

Needless to say, we're talking about
replacement joysti cks for the VCS . In just
a short time a multitude of joysticks and
joystick enhancers have appeared on the
market. Those products range from hand
shock absorbers to wireless remote-con
trol devices.

We've recently had a chance to try out a
new joystick that definitely merits your
consideration . It is the model 5000 joy
stick from Coin Controls (2609 Greenleaf
Ave. , Elk Grove, IL 60007), and we
would like to tell you more about it.

Advantages
As is obvious at first glance, that joy

stick addresses directly some of the most
often heard complai nts concerni ng the
standard Atari joystick . For starters, at the
top of the nylon-covered steel shaft is a
large l!!l-inch control knob; that gives the
joystick an arcade look and feel , and the
gamep layer something to " hold on to. "
With that knob, quick moves and turns, so
critical for successful play in games such
as Pac-Man , become much easier to ex
ecute.

Turning to the fire button , it appears as
if all of Atari's design engineers were
right-handed . That' s becau se the posi
tioning of the lone fire button is such that
the joystick cannot be conveniently used
by most left-handers. In the model 5000 ,
that problem has been solved by simply
adding a second fire button in the upper
right-hand corner.

Finally, the model 5000 features a five
foot cord that really lets you "sit back"
and enjoy your game. The extra couple of
feet may not sound like much , but it can
make quite a difference.

Drawbacks
Even with all it has going for it there are

two things you should be aware of before
purchasing this joystick. First of all, it
does not play the same as the Atari . That's

VALUE-PACKED
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In just a few years NTE semiconductors have become
the industry standard for qua lity and value!
That's because, before being packaged in their bright
green polybags and cartons, they've been tested on
state-of-the-art equipment to ensure they meet or
exceed the specs of original devices. And to back up
that claim of quality, we back NTE replacement parts
with an exc lusive two-year warranty.
So, next time you need to replace or design, look for
the big green and white NTE. You'll find dev ice type,
rating limits, diagram and competitive replacement
listed right on the package!
Ask your local NTE distributor for our new
Replacement Master Guide, available early in
1984. It lists more than 3,000 quality NTE types
cross-referenced to over 280,000 industry part
numbers! Or for more information write:

NEW -TONE ELECTRONICS. INC.
44 FARRAND STREET· BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07003

(Formerly TCG)
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~g.~J5Dt05HIP~ N.G AND I NSURt~C5~ ~~""'IIIl~
S25100 toS 500.00 S 6.50
S501.00 toS 750.00 . . . S 8.50
S751.00toSI000.00. . . . St250

COlJ"s extra(reaared25% oeccsu over SI00000. . . . . S1500

BECKMAN Circultmate" DMM

$7995
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because the throw distance of the shaft is 
much shorter. and the arcade -like leaf 
switches arc much more sensitive than 
what you might be used to. As a result. 
you'll be able to change directions much 
more quickly, but a light touch is required 
to prevent "overcontrolling." 

The other problem is the one that this 
reviewer found the most disconcerting. 
The twin red fire buttons are over -sized 
and hair -trigger sensitive for sure action 
and quick response. The problem is that 
both of them are always active. It is very 
easy to accidentally brush the one you are 
not using during the heat of battle. Bc- 

cause of the button's sensitivity, more 
often than not that results in a shot, or 
what have you, being fired. 

Thus. you should expect that your 
scores will decline at first. Rest assured 
that this is only temporary. Once you're 
acclimated to the joystick, you'll be easily 
passing your previous bests. 

One thing is certain: Coin Controls has 
donc its best to produce a product that will 
stand up to the rigors of even the heaviest 
use. That is evident by such things as the 
decision to use a steel rather than plastic 
shaft. And then there's the two -year war - 
ranty-if the joystick or its components 

Electronics Paperback Books 
Projects For Project Builders 
CHECK OFF THE BOOKS YOU WANT 

ISO "..1' 
.000 

n 
sp ; _ea 
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PRICES GOOD UNTIL MARCH 31, 1981 
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ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC. 2 81 
PO Box 240. Massapequa Park. NY 11762 

No-S.. d Toa. o.c 
W. PK. d Boas 

Sus TA. INV Ste* R..e.NS o.wl 

9`paN am) ,urd.V 
I/S. d 2 tacos 30. wes .ne WO) 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

N.n. 

Ano.. 
Uy Sur to J 

prove to be defective duc to workmanship 
or materials, the company will repair the 
joystick free of charge. 

All -in -all. the model 5000 grades out 
as a good buy. Once you're used to its 
sensitivity, it will help maximize your 
scores. In addition. it is well made and 
backed by its manufacturer. The device is 
compatible with the Atari VCS, 400, and 
800; Sears Arcade Game; Commodore 
WC. and any other videogame or com- 
puter that uses the Atari joystick. It carries 
a suggested retail price of $19.95. R -E 

Global Specialties 
Corporation Model 5000 

Counter -Timer 

if 

sc...asuo 

.a, DNwAw Eo. ta/ 
- R 

... V il- 

CIRCLE 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE 
IYALUE 

THE GLOBAL. SPECIALTIES CORP. 170 FUL- 

ton Terrace, New Haven, CT 06509) has 
introduced a novel instrument, their 
model 5000 Counter -Timer. It will mea- 
sure frequency, period, and pulse width of 
any signal up to 50 MHz. What makes 
this device so novel is not what it does: 
there many instruments on the market that 
perform the same functions. Instead, this 

continued on page 113 

Global 5000

OVERALL I I I I I I I I
PRICE

EASEl I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
OF USE

INSTRUCTION I I I 1 1 1 I I
MANUAL

PRIC~ 1 1 I 1 I I I I
VALUE

111213141516171 8 9 10

~~0';

Global Specialties
Corporation Model 5000

Counter-Timer

CIRCLE 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

prove to be defective due to workmanship
or materials , the company will repair the
joystick free of charge.

All-in-a ll, the mode l 5000 grades out
as a good buy, Once you're used to its
sensi tivi ty, it will help maximize your
scores . In addition, it is well made and
backed by its manufacturer. The device is
compat ible with the Atari VCS, 400, and
800; Sears Arcade Game; Commodore
VIC, and any other videoga me or com
puter that uses the Atari joys tick . It carries
a sugges ted retail price of $19.95 . R-E

T HE G LOBAL SPECIALTIES CORP. (70 FUL

ton Terrace, New Haven, CT 06509) has
introduced a novel in st rument , their
model 5000 Counter-Timer. It will mea 
sure frequency, period , and pulse width of
any signal up to 50 MHz. What makes
this device so novel is not what it does;
there many instrume nts on the market that
perform the same functions . Instead , this

continued on page 113

2184

cause of the butto n's sensitivity, more
often than not that results in a shot, or
what have you, being fired .

Thus , you shou ld expec t th at your
scores will decline at first. Rest assured
that this is only temporary. Once you're
acclimated to the joystick , you' ll be eas ily
passing your previous bests .

One thing is certain: Coin Controls has
done its best to produce a product that will
stand up to the rigors of even the heaviest
use . That is evident by such things as the
decis ion to use a steel rather than plastic
shaft. And then there's the two-year war
ranty- if the joystick or its components

DIy Stale Zlp _

-----~----------~

Name _

Address _

Sales Tax (NY State Bes.oeots only)

ShipPing and Handling

(751' 1 or 2 books 301'e ac h ad dl book)

TOTAL ENCLOSED _

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park . NY 11762

Number of books orde redD
Ictal Pnce of Books

Electronics Paperback Books
Projects For Project Builders
CHECK OFF THE BOOKS YOU WANT

because the throw distance of the shaft is
much shorter, and the arca de-like leaf
switches are much more sensi tive than
what you might be used to . As a result ,
you' ll be able to change directions much
more qu ickly, but a light touch is required
to prevent " overcontrolling ."

The other problem is the one that this
reviewer found the most disconcerti ng .
The twin red fire buttons are over-sized
and hair-trigger sensitive for sure action
and quick response . The problem is that
both of them are always active. It is very
easy to accid entally brush the one you are
not using durin g the heat of battl e . Be-

PRICES GOOD UNTIL MARC H 31. 1984

~----------------

----------~------------------------I
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What if there were a 
faster way to build and 
test circuits? 
There is. Circuit -Strip from AP 
PRODUCTS makes circuit building 
a snap, giving you more time to 
experiment, to create. With a 
Circuit -Strip solderless bread- 
board, all you have to do is plug 
in components and intercon- 
nect them with ordinary #22 
AWG solid hook -up wire. If you 
want to make a circuit change, 
just unplug the components in- 
volved and start over. It's just 
that easy. Circuit -Strips feature 
610 plug -in tie -points and have 
a capacity of up to 6 14 -pin 
DIPs. Four separate distribu- 
tion buses of 35 tie -points 
each give you access for 
power, ground or signal. 

What if it were easier to 
identify tie -point 
locations in a circuit? 
It is. Circuit -Strip has a molded - 
in alpha- numeric grid for in- 
stant identification of every tie - 
point. Schematics can be la- 
beled with each tie -point loca- 
tion to make circuit building 
faster and troubleshooting 
easier. Circuit -Strip is ideal for 
electronic training programs as 
well as laboratory use. 

What if Circuit -Strip had 
a new low price? 
It does. Circuit -Strip now carries 
a suggested resale price of only 
S12. That means that the best 
tool for the job now has the 
best price ever. 

What if you need more 
information? 
That's easy, too. Just call toll free 
800- 321 -9668 for the name of 
the distributor near you. (In 
Ohio, call collect (216) 354 -2101.) 

AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
9450 Pneneede Dr. Box 540 

Mentor, Ohio 44061 -0540 
(216) 354 -2101 

TWX: 810 -425 -2250 
in Europe. contact A P PRODUCTS 

Gmbh Baeunlesweg 21 
0 -7031 WeI 1 West German,' 

Rtne(07157)6242: 
TLX 841 07 23384 

CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

What if there were a
faster way to build and
test circuits?
There is. Circuit-Strip from AP
PRODUCTS makes circuit building
a snap, giving you more time to
experiment, to create. With a
Circui t -Strip solderless bread
board, all you have to do is plug
in components and intercon
nect t hem with ordinary #22
AWGsolid hook-up wi re. If you
want to make a circuit change ,
just unplug the components in
volved and start over. It's just
t hat easy. Circuit-Strips featu re
610 plug-in t ie-points and have
a capacit y of up to 6 14-pin
DiPs. Four separate distribu
t ion buses of 35 tie-points
each give you access for
power, ground or signal.

What if it were easier to
identifY tie-point
locations in a circuit?
It is. Circuit-Strip hasa molded
in alpha-numeric grid for in
stant identification of every tie
point. Schematics can be la
beled with each tie-point loca
tion to make circuit building
faster and troubleshooting
easier. Circuit-Strip is ideal for
electronic training programs as
well aslaboratory use.

•

What if Circuit-strip had
a new low price?
It does. Circuit-Strip now carries
a suggested resale price of only
$12. That means that the best
tool for the job now hasthe
best price ever.

What if you need more
information?
That'S easy, too. Just call toll free
800-321-9668 for the name of
the distributor near you. <In
Ohio, call collect (216) 354-2101'>

A P PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
9450 Pineneedle Dr. • Box 540

Mentor , Ohio 44061-0540
(216) 354 -2101

TVVX:810-425-2250
In Europe, contact A P PRODUCTS

GmbH Baeumlesweg 21
0 -7 031 Weil1 • West Germany

Phone: (0 7157)62424
TLX: B41 0723384

CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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NTS Electronics 
Learn Robotics, 
Microcomputers, 
Microprocessors, 
Digital Video, Test 
Equipment and more 
with NTS IF1THOF1IE 'home 
training. Courses include 
state -of- the -art equipment, 
lessons and texts to make 
your hands -on programs 
exciting and down -to- 
earth practical. 

NTS Intronic Training is a carefully developed 
and tested learning system providing a tho- 

rough intergration of advanced electronic 
hardware with modern lesson texts. The 

relationship between theory and practical 
applications is made clear through the 

hands -on experience of building and 
assembling kits of state -of- the -art 

equipment. Courses include a wide 
variety of test instruments, both digital 

and analog, as well as other units 
not shown here. And, depending on 

the NTS program you select, you 
can earn up to 30 CEU credits for 

successful completion. Our full - 
color catalog has complete 

details. NTS has taught 
industrial skills for over 

78 years -a record 
that has no equal. 

HERO 1 is included in two 
courses, one basic and one 
advanced. You'll cover 
principles of industrial 
electronics, microprocessor 
troubleshooting, fundamen- 
tals of mechanics, and robotic 
applications in industry. 
You'll learn analog and digital 
skills, radio control, fluidic, 
pneumatic and servo- mechanisms, 
as well as computer interfacing 
and robotic programming. 
HERO 1, complete with arm, 
gripper and speech synthesis 
board, is a fully self- contained 
electro- mechanical robot -the 
featured unit in the most 
exciting training programs 
ever offered in home study. 

NTS Electronics

...
'II

, - - - - -

NTS Intronic Training is a carefu lly developed
and tested learn ing system providing a tho

rough intergrat ion of adva nced electronic
hardware with modern lesso n te xts. The

rela tionsh ip between theory an d practical
applications is made clear th rou gh the

hands-on experience of buildi ng an d
assem bling kits of state-of-th e-art

equipment. Cou rses include a wide
variety of test inst rume nts, both digita l

and analog, as well as other units
not shown here. A nd, depend ing on

the NTS progra m you se lect, you
can earn up to 30 CEU credi ts fo r

successful completi on. Ou r fu ll 
color catalog has complete

detai ls. NTS has taught
industr ial sk ill s for over

78 years- a record
t hat has no equal.

HERO 1 is included in two
courses, one basic and one
advanced. You'll cover
principles of industrial
electronics, microprocessor
troubleshooting , fundamen-
tals of mechanics, and robotic
applications in industry.
You'll learn analog and digital
skills, radio control, fluidic,
pneumatic and servo-mechan isms,
as well as computer interfacing
and robotic programming.
HERO 1, complete with arm,
gripper and speech synthes is
board, is a fully self-contained
electro-mechanical robot-the
featured unit in the most
exciting tra ining programs
ever offered in home study.

Learn Robotics,
Microcomputers,
Microprocessors,
Digital Video, Test
Equipment and more
with NTS ~flTADfUCTM home

training. Courses include
state-of-the-art equipment,
lessons and texts to make
your hands-on programs
exciting and down-to
earth practical.
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Training.......... 
FIRST WITH TOMORROW'S 
TECHNOLOGY 
1 Advanced "Z Chassis" NTS /HEATH "Smart Set" 
with computer space command remote control and 
space phone. Originate or receive telephone calls 
through this set and the number appears 
on the screen -store your police and other 
emergency numbers into memory which may 
be recalled and auto -dialed at any time. 
Traditional and incomparable picture quality. 
Unit has Quartz Controlled Tuning, 178 
channel capacity, remote antenna switch 
accessory for reception of VCR, VDR, Broad- 
cast, Cable, Video Games, and Personal 
Computer Input (no cable change) plus 
computer- controlled color. Featured 
in all -new Video Technology Course. 

2 NTS /HEATH HN89A Microcom- 
puter is included in two programs. 
This famous and reliable unit features 
Floppy Disc Drive, 48K Memory on 
Board, CRT Terminal with its own 
Z -80 Processor, and standard 
keyboard as well as Numerical Input Keyboard. The growing 
importance of computer knowledge and skills have made 
these programs increasingly significant. The experience 
gained in assembling these kits is invaluable in the 
understanding of computer troubleshooting skills. 

Srmulaed IV Reception 

7 

12:01:36 
714- SSS -1212 

3. NTS Microprocessor Trainer is included in our Industrial and 
Microprocessor Technology Course. It is a portable unit, contained in 
a convenient high - impact carrying case. Hardware/ 
Firmware includes Monitor Operating System- 
Expandable User Memory -User Experimental On- 
Board Section- Breakpoint Editor -Single Step Trace - 

Cassette I /O. 

NO OBLIGATION NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 

DANATIONAL 
TECHNICAL 
SCHOOLS 

TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 
Resident and Home -Study Schools 
4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, CA 90037 

3 

Usa rho mall -In card or fill out and mall the coupon Indreafe the flold of your choke. 
(One. only please ) FREE full color catalog x111 he sent to you by return mall 

t 

L 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS D'"' X02' 
4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, CA 90037 
Please send FREE color catalog on course checked below 

Robotics 
Digital Electronics 
Auto Mechanics 

Name 

Address 

API 

State 

Computer Electronics 
Video Technology 
Home Appliances 

Air Conditioning /Solar Heating 

o,, 

_ Ape 

1 

Check if interested in G.I. information. 
Check it interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles 

J 

37 

-n
m
OJ
:0
C
>-
~

Sim ulated TV Reception

7
12:01 :36

714-55 5-1212

3.

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS Dept . 206-024

4000 Sou th Figueroa Street , Los Angeles, CA 90037
Please send FREE co lo r cata log on co urse ch ecked below :

o Robotics 0 Computer Electronics
o Digital Electronics 0 Video Technology
o Aut o M echanics 0 Home Appliances

o Air Conditioning /Solar Heating

Name - - - ----- -----__ Ag e ----:c _

Apt. City _

Add ress _

State Zip _

o Check if in terested in G.!. information .
o Check if in t erested ONLY in c lassroom training in Los AngelesL _

1.

2.

NO SALESMAN WILL CAL LNO OBLIGATION

TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905
Resident and Home-Study Sch ools

4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, CA 90037

3 . NTS Microprocessor Trainer is included in our Indust r ial and
Microprocessor Technology Course. It is a portable un it , contai ned in

a convenient high-impact carrying case. Hardware/ Use the mall-In card or fill out and mall the coupon. Indicate the field of your choice.

Firmware includes Monitor Operating System- (One. only ple ase.) FREE full color catalog will be sent to you by return mall.

,----------------------------------------,Expandable User Memory-User Experimental On-
Board Section-Breakpoint Editor-Single Step Trace
Cassette I/O .

2. NTS/HEATH HN89A Microcom
puter is included in two programs.
This famous and reliable unit features
Floppy Disc Drive, 48K Memory on
Board, CRT Terminal with its own
Z-80 Processor, and standard
keyboard as well as Numerical Input Keyboa rd . The growi ng
importance of computer knowledge and skills have made
these programs increasingly significant. The experience
gained in assembling these kits is invaluable in the
understanding of computer troubleshooting skills.

1. Advanced "Z Chassis" NTS/HEATH "Smart Set"
w ith computer space command remote control and
space phone. Or iginate or receive telephone calls
through this set and the number appears
on the screen-store your police and other
emergency numbers into memory wh ich may
be recalled and auto-dialed at any time. _
Traditional and incomparable picture qual ity.
Unit hasOuartz Controlled Tuning, 178
channel capacity, remote antenna switch
accessory for reception of VCR, VDR, Broad
cast, Cable, Video Game's, and Personal
Computer Input (no cable change) plus
computer- controlled color. Featured
in all-new Video Technology Course.

Train •Ing .
FIRST WITH TOMORROW'S
TECHNOLOGY

"NATIONAL
Dl5TECHNICAL

SCHOOLS
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B I G PERFORMANCE 

small PACKAGE 

Video Generator 

Video output for all VCR. CCTV and 
Monitor Applications 1 volt into 75 n 
load 

RF output CH 2. 3, 4 

Scope trigger output for V or H sync 

10 step gray -scale staircase signal 
for video circuit analysis 

10 bar and 3 bar gated rainbow pattern 

8 other dot, bar and line patterns 

Operates from 2 std 9V batteries or 
1 15VAC 

Single slide switch control 

Complete with test leads, protective 
over. AC adapter, comprehensive 

instruction manual 

PRICED UNDER $200. 

THE 240 DOES SO MUCH 
FOR SO LITTLE!! 

HICKOK 
the value innov.tor 14 
111MIMIld 
THE HrCKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRl1MENT CO 
10514 Dupont Avenue Oeverand. Oho 44708 
(2161541 -8060 TWx 870. 421-8286 

CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NEW PRODUCTS 
For more details use the free 

information card inside the back cover 

úL)LLDERING TOOL. the PA 1707. com- 
bines the speed of powered desolder(ng with 
the economy of single- stroke hand pumps. It 

is designed for low- volume applications, and 
incorporates a ceramic substrate heater. re- 
placeable tips, and an easy -to -clean solder- 

CIRCLE 111 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

debris reservoir. The PA 1707 is priced at 
$26.95. -Paladin Corporation, 31332 Via 
Colinas, Suite 106, Westlake Village, CA 
91361 

MICRO -OHMMETER. model 3205A. is a 

31/2-digit instrument using the 4 -wire meas- 
urement method to cancel lead -resistance er- 
rors inherent in 2 -wire systems. Precise 
measurements can be made without the 
need for time -consuming adjustments. 

1 

CIRCLE 112 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The resistance under test is connected to 
the units constant -current source by one pair 
of leads. and a second set is used to measure 
the voltage drop across the resistance inside 
the connection points of the current leads. No 
corrections or adjustments to cancel extra- 
neous lead resistance are necessary; the val- 
ue read is precisely and only that of the 
resistance tested. For convenience in meas- 

urement applications, there is a 4 -wire set of 
leads as a standard supplied accessory 

The model 3205A is priced at $725.00 An 
optional BCD output, Option 01, permits log- 
ging of data and go no -go checks to be made. 
the BCD Option 01 adds 5125.00 to the 
price. -Ballantine Laboratories, Inc., PO 
Box 97, Boontown, NJ 07005. 

PERSONAL COMPUTER, model HP 150. 

featuring a touchscreen display, allows busi- 
ness professionals to run computer programs 
with the touch of a finger or a pen. Instead of 
memorizing commands, typing in menu -se- 
lection numbers, or using a mouse. the user 
simply touches the display screen to operate 
this personal computer and its application 
programs. 

The model HP 150 uses an Intel 808816 -bd 
microprocessor to run Microsoft's MS -DOS 
2 0 operating system. That allows many pop- 
ular programs to run on this personal comput- 
er. 

CIRCLE 113 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The system includes a keyboard; system - 

processor unit; bit- mapped graphics -display 
monitor; 256K of internal memory expanda- 
ble to 640K; a dual microfloppy 3',t-inch disk 
drive; built -in terminal features, and built -in 
data -communication ports. The terminal fea- 
tures and data -communication ports accom- 
modate a full range of peripherals without 
using either of the two accessory slots in- 
cluded in the unit. 

The model HP 150 is priced at $3995.00. - 
Hewlett Packard, 3000 Hanover Street. Palo 
Alto. CA 94304. 

650 -MHz FREQUENCY COUNTERS, model 
6000 (shown) and model 6500, feature two 
front -panel BNC input connectors to allow 
flexibility in frequency measurement. The A 

input accepts signals from 5 Hz to 1 MHz with 
an input impedance of 1 megohm at 25 
picofarads. A switchable lowpass filter, with 
an LED indicator light, provides a 3- dB -per- 
octave rolloff at 60 kHz to facilitate audio and 

• RF output: CH 2, 3, 4

The system includes a keyboard; system
processor unit; bit-mapped graphics-display
monitor; 256K of internal memory expanda
ble to 640K; a dual microfloppy 3Y2-inch disk
drive; built-in terminal features, and built-in
data-communication ports. The terminal fea
tures and data-communication ports accom
modate a full range of peripherals without
using either of the two accessory slots in
cluded in the unit.

The model HP 150 is priced at $3995.00.
Hewlett Packard, 3000 Hanover Street, Palo
Alto, CA 94304.

650~MHz FREQUENCY COUNTERS, model
6000 (shown) and model 6500, feature two
front-panel BNC input connectors to allow
flexibility in frequency measurement. The A
input accepts signals from 5 Hz to 1 MHz with
an input impedance. of 1 megohm at 25
picofarads. A switchable lowpass filter, with
an LED indicator light, provides a 3-dB-per
octave rolloff at 60 kHz to facilitate audio and

PERSONAL COMPUTER, model HP 150,
featuring a touchscreen display, allows busi
ness professionals to run computer programs
with the touch of a finger or a pen. Instead of
memorizing commands, typing in menu-se
lection numbers, or using a mouse, the user
simply touches the display screen to operate
this personal computer and its applicat ion
programs.

The model HP 150uses an Inte1808816-bit
microprocessor to run Microsoft's MS-DOS
2.0 operating system. That allows many pop
ular programs to run on this personal comput
er.

"-
CIRCLE 113 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

urement applications, there is a 4-wire set of
leads as a standard supplied accessory.

The model 3205A is priced at $725.00. An
optional BCD output, Option 01, permits log
ging of data and go/no-go checks to be made;
the BCD Option 01 adds $125.00 to the
price .-Ballantine Laboratories, Inc., PO
Box 97, Boontown, NJ 07005.

CIRCLE 112 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

For more details use the free
information card inside the back cover

The resistance under test is connected to
the unit's constant-current source by one pair
of leads, and a second set is used to measure
the voltage drop across the resistance inside
the connection points of the current leads. No
corrections or adjustments to cancel extra
neous lead resistance are necessary; the val
ue read is precisely and only that of the
resistance tested. For convenience in meas-

NEW PRODUCTS

DESOLDERING TOOL, the PA 1707, com
bines the speed of powered desoldering with
the economy of single-stroke hand pumps. It
is designed for low-volume applications, and
incorporates a ceramic substrate heater, re
placeable tips, and an easy-to-c1ean solder-

MICRO-OHMMETER, model 3205A, is a
3Y2-digit instrument using the 4-wire meas
urement method to cancel lead-resistance er
rors inherent in 2-wire systems. Precise
measurements can be made without the
need for time-consuming adjustments.

debris reservoir. The PA 1707 is priced at
$26.95.-Paladin Corporation, 31332 Via
Colinas, Suite 106, Westlake Village , CA
91361.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10514 Dupont Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio 44108
(216) 541·8060 TWX: 810·421·8286

• 10 bar and 3 bar gated rainbow pattern

• 8 other dot, bar and line patterns

• Operates from 2 std. 9V batteries or
115VAC

• Video output for all VCR, CCTV and
Monitor Applications ~ 1volt into 75 n
load

• Scope trigger output for V or H sync

• 10 step gray-scale staircase signal
for video circuit analysis

• Single slide switch control

• Complete with test leads, protective
cover, AC adapter, comprehensive
instruction manual

PRICED UNDER $200.
THE 240 DOES SO MUCH

FOR SO LITTLE!!

Video Generator
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Regency Scanners 
Bring you the Excitement of 
Police, Fire, Emergency Radio, and more. 

Our radios deliver the local 
news. From bank hold -ups to 
three alarm fires. It's 
on- the -scene action. While 
it's happening from where it's 
happening ... in your 
neighborhood. 

You can even listen to 
weather, business and 
marine radio calls. Plus radio 
telephone conversations that 
offer more real life intrigue 
than most soap operas. And 
with our new model MX5000, 
there's even more. 

UNIQUE CAPABILITIES 
Introducing the all new 
Regency MX5000. a 20 
channel, no- crystal scanner 
that receives 

continuously from 25 MHz to 
550 MHz. That's right! 
Continuous coverage that 
includes CB. VHF and UHF 
television audio, FM 
Broadcast, and civil and 
military aircraft bands. Plus a 
host of other features like 
keyboard entry, a 
multifunction liquid crystal 
display that's sidelit for night 
use, selectable search 
frequency increments, and a 
digital clock. 

PRACTICAL 
PERFORMANCE 
Another new addition to the 
Regency line is the 30 
channel MX3000. It's digitally 
synthesized so no crystals 
are necessary, and the 
pressure sensitive keyboard 
makes programming simple. 
What's more, it has a full 
function digital readout, 
priority, search and scan 
delay, dual scan speed, 

and a brightness switch for 
day or night operation. 

AT HOME OR ON THE 
ROAD 
With the compact design, 
slanted front panel, and 
mounting bracket the 
MX3000 and MX5000 are 
ideal for mobile* use. But we 
also supply each radio with a 
plug -in transformer and a 
telescoping antenna so you 
can stay in touch at home. 

See your Regency Scanner 
Authorized Dealer for a free 
demonstration on these and 
other new Regency 
Scanners. Or, write Regency 
Electronics. 7707 Records 
Street, Indianapolis, IN 
46226. 

Q-C ANCL_ELECTRONICS, INC. 
I 8 

7707 Records Street. Indianapolis, Indiana 46226 MX3000 
CIRCLE 19 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Mobile use subject to 
restriction in certain 
localities. 

Regency Scanners
Bring you the Excitement of
Police, Fire, Emergency Radio, and more.
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*Moblle use subject to
restriction In certain
localities.

and a brightness switch for
day or night operation.

AT HOME OR ON THE
ROAD
With the compact design,
slanted front panel, and
mounting bracket the
MX3000 and MX5000 are
ideal for mobile* use. But we
also supply each radio with a
plug-in transformer and a
telescoping antenna so you
can stay in touch at home.

See your Regency Scanner
Authorized Dealer for a free
demonstration on these and
other new Regency
Scanners. Or, write Regency
Electronics , 7707 Records
Street, Indianapolis , IN
46226.

continuously from 25 MHz to
550 MHz. That's right!
Continuous coverage that
includes CB, VHF and UHF
television audio, FM
Broadcast, and civil and
military aircraft bands. Plus a
host of other features like
keyboard entry, a
multifunction liquid crystal
display that's sidelit for night
use, selectable search
frequency increments, and a
digital clock.

PRACTICAL
PERFORMANCE
Another new addition to the
Regency line is the 30
channel MX3000. It's digitally
synthesized so no crystals
are necessary, and the
pressure sensitive keyboard
makes programming simple.
What's more, it has a full
function digital readout ,
priority, search and scan
delay, dual scan speed,

UNIQUE CAPABILITIES
Introducing the all new
Regency MX5000, a 20
channel, no-crystal scanner
that receives

Our radios deliver the local
news. From bank hold-ups to
three alarm fires. It's
on-the-scene action. While
it's happening from where it's
happening .. . in your
neighborhood.

You can even listen to
weather, business and
marine radio calls. Plus radio
telephone conversations that
offer more real life intrigue
than most soap operas. And
with our new model MX5000,
there 's even more.

~ ".

~~~LECTRONICS' INC.
I ®

7707 Records Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46226 MX3000
CIRCLE 19 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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ultrasonic measurements. The B input Is 

used for signals from less than 40 MHz to 
over 650 MHz, with an input Impedance of 50 
ohms at 10 plcofarads Selection of A or B 
Input is through a pushbutton control with 
LED Indicators. 

HMI 
1=1 

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Both models also feature three -switch se- 
lectable gate times, with pushbutton opera- 
tion and LED indicators. That enables the 
user to choose gate times of 0.1 second with 
10 -MHz resolution, 1 second with 1 -Hz resolu- 
tion. or 10 seconds with Vio-Hz resolution. 
LED indicators for "gate open" and "overflow" 
provide additional convenience. 

The model 6000 has a trimline front panel 
with easily -accessible controls, pushbutton 
operation, and accurate frequency measure- 
ment from 5 Hz to more than 650 MHz It Is 

priced at á399.95. 
The model 6500 has an oven -oscillator 

time base. and Is priced at á449.95.- Global 
Specialties Corporation, 70 Fulton Terrace, 
PO Box 1942. New Haven. CT 06509. 

PRINTER, the TRS -80 CGP -220, ink-jet 
printer, is a drop -on- demand printer that 
quietly prints text and graphics. It prints in 
seven non -smearing colors: black, red, 

CIRCLE 115 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

green, yellow, blue, magenta. and violet. It 
prints 2600 dots per second in graphics 
mode. with a resolution of 640 dots per line. 
The text mode offers 12 cpi at 37 (7 by 5) 
characters per second 

Parallel and Color - Computer -compatible 
serial interfaces (6002400 baud) allow use 
with any TRS -80 computer. A screen -print 
utility for the Color Computer will allow the 
model CGP -220 to create multi -color 
printouts of color graphics screens produced 
from any graphics program. 

The CGP -220 Is priced at $699 00. -Tan- 
dy Corporation /Radio Shack, 1800 One 
Tandy Center. Fort Worth, TX 76102. 

DIGITAL SWITCHES -five new series of 
miniature pushwheel switches featuring safe- 
ty -lock actuators to prevent accidental actua- 
tion and insure data security. They include a 

special pushbutton that is set with a pointed 
Instrument such as a ballpoint pen. and a flip 
up pushbutton that folds flush with the switch 
surface when not in use. Also offered are 

standard pushwheel and thumbwheel actua- 
tors. (All actuation styles are not available in 
each series.) 

There is a variety of sizes. The Series 1000 
have a width of .236 inches and a height of 
.551 inches, with rear mounting. The Senes 
1100 have a width of .236 inches and a height 
of .709 inches, with front mounting. The Se- 
ries 1200 have a width of 300 inches and a 

height of .709 inches, with front mounting. 

CIRCLE 116 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The Series 1300 have a width of .300 inches 
and a height of .945 inches, with front mount- 
ing. and the Series 1400 have a width of 315 
inches and a height of .945 inches, with front 
mounting. The prices for the switches range 
between S2.00 and $4.66, depending on se- 
ries and configuration. -EECO Incorpo- 
rated, 1601 Chestnut Avenue, PO Box 659, 
Santa Ana. CA 92702 -0659 

VOLT -OHMMETER, model 3525 Dtgt -Probe 
Is battery -operated, and shirt- pocket size. It 

uses a 5mm easy -reading 3.5 -digit LCD dis- 
play with a data hold" feature to facilitate 

continued on /utf'y 43 

WHY SPEND A FORTUNE ON A 
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE 

METER? 
M a matter 01 tact you don t have to pay 
$180 to 5500 and up anymore lot a Dprtal 
Capacitance Meter that . . t.; 
doble and rugged with q 
The MC100A comes com;. 
ed and calibrated and at $799.5 nsar 
outstanding value. The extensive range o1 

30 pF to 9.999 uF (no external meters re 
quired) and true hard held portable size 
(only 4'I." x 2' /i' x 1' /i'1 make the 
MC100A an extremely practical and easy 
to use instrument for the hobbyist tech,» 
clan or engineer 
CHECK THESE OTHER FEATURES 

Basic accuracy 2% (! one count) on 
pF, nF ranges. 5% ( ! one count) on uF 
range 
Uses single 9V battery (not included) 
Decimal points light up when battery is 

low O( when Capacitor .s ovens ge 
Full 4 digit hph efficiency LED display 
uses special urcurtry to save on batteries 

Maximum conversion time for 9.999 uF 
is less than 6 seconds 
Constnxted with a tough impact rests . 
tant plash, rase 
90 day I wanly 

DAET RON 
1)4laAW Si. SUITE 10s 
eURlo. M y 1E211 
1E1q wtn722 
OfA\ER ENOMTaES e1vnTED 

PLEASE SEND ME 
,0,ant ,N MC lOeNtil irgas u S 

S1ooq 4 rano.; 122S 

1 ENCLOSE CHECK MONEY ORDER Bill MY VISA 
VISA CARD NO. EXPIRY DATE 

Immedwe Hrpprp on orwrs with money 01001s Or VISA 
P,. ona1 checks pines* allow 2 Io 3 wows lot dsennca 
NAME _ 
ADDRESS. 
CITY STATE 

TOTALS_ 
fgN11TUlE 

MAIL TO DAETRON 174$ MAIN STREET, SUITE 105 
BUFFALO, N.Y. 14211 

ZIP CODE 

5555 SSS S,, 
FREE 

OCKETS! s 

Send Iwstage 1 OO h 
handling 

for DIP Socket Deal! 

One each of 
8, 14, 16, 24 plus 
and 40 pin tin 
low profile DIP Sockets 

How can you lose? 

SINTEC COMPANY 
28 8th Street 
Box 410 
Frenchtown, NJ 08825 

we will send 
you FREE our 
56 page catalog 
with 51.00 OFF 
Coupon on 
any purchase. 

S 

We Carry 
Over 1500 Parts 
in Stock!! 

(201) 996 -4093 Fill in below for Socket Deal 

U I want the Socket Deal Enclosed is my $1.00 cash. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

CIRCLE 82 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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The Series 1300 have a width of .300 inches
and a height of .945 inches, with front mount
ing, and the Series 1400 have a width of .315
inches and a height of .945 inches, with front
mounting. The prices for the switches range
between $2.00 and $4.66, depending on se
ries and configuration.-EECO Incorpo
rated , 1601 Chestnut Avenue, PO Box 659,
Santa Ana, CA 92702-0659.

VOLT-OHMMETE R, model 3525 Digi-Probe
is battery-operated, and shirt-pocket size. It
uses a 5mm easy-reading 3.5-digit LCD dis
play with a "data hold" feature to facilitate

continued on page 43

standard pushwheel and thumbwheel actua
tors. (All actuation styles are not available in
each series.)

There is a variety of sizes. The Series 1000
have a width of .236 inches and a height of
.551 inches, with rear mounting. The Series
1100have a width of .236 inches and a height
of .709 inches, with front mounting. The Se
ries 1200 have a width of .300 inches and a
height of .709 inches, with front mounting.

CIRCLE 115 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

green, yellow, blue, magenta, and violet. It
prints 2600 dots per second in graph ics
mode, with a resolution of 640 dots per line.
The text mode offers 12 cpi at 37 (7 by 5)
characters per second.

Parallel and Color-Computer-compatible
serial interfaces (600/2400 baud) allow use
with any TRS-BO computer. A screen-print
utility for the Color Computer will allow the
model CGP-220 to create multi-color
printouts of color graphics screens produced
from any graphics program.

The CGP-220 is priced at $699.00.- Tan
dy Corporation/Radio Shack, 1800 One
Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102.

DIGITAL SWITCHES- five new series of
miniature pushwheel switches featuring safe
ty-lock actuators to prevent accidental actua
tion and insure data security. They include a
special pushbutton that is set with a pointed
instrument such as a ballpoint pen, and a flip
up pushbutton that folds flush with the switch
surface when not in use. Also offered are

--
Both models also feature three-switch se

lectable gate times, with pushbutton opera
tion and LED indicators . That enables the
user to choose gate times of 0.1 second with
10-MHz resolution, 1second with t-Hz resolu
tion , or 10 seconds with Y1o-Hz resolution .
LED indicators for "gate open" and "overflow"
provide additional convenience .

The model 6000 has a trimline front panel
with easily -accessib le controls , pushbutton
operation, and accurate frequency measure
ment from 5 Hz to more than 650 MHz. It is
priced at $399.95.

The model 6500 has an oven-osc illator
time base, and is priced at $449.95.-Global
Specialties Corporation, 70 Fulton Terrace,
PO Box 1942, New Haven, CT 06509.

PRINTER, the TRS-BO CGP-220, ink-jet
printer, is a drop -on-demand printer that
quietly prints text and graphics. It prints in
seven non-smearing colors : black, red ,

ultrasonic measurements. The B input is
used for signals from less than 40 MHz to
over 650 MHz, with an input impedance of 50
ohms at 10 picofarads. Selection of A or B
input is through a pushbutton control with
LED indicators.

MAIL TO DAETRON 1748 MAIN STREET, SUITE 105
BUFFALO, N.Y. 14211

WHY SPEND A FORTUNE ON A
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE

METER?

we will send
you FREE our
56 page catalog
with $1.00 OFF
Coupon on
any purchase.

We Carry
Over 1500 Parts
in Stock!!

plus

$1
00 ~~tage

handling

for DIP Socket Deal!
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_________ State__ Zip _

SINTEC COMPANY
28 8th Street
Box410
Frenchtown, NJ 08825

(201) 996-4093 Fill in below for Socket Deal

o I want the Socke t Deal

$79.95
$- - 

$- - 
$- - -o I ENCLOSE CHECK 0 MONEY ORDER 0 BlllMYV ISA TOTAL $ _

o VISA CARD NO. EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE _
Immediate shipping on orders with money orders or VISA
Personal chec ks please allow '2 to 3 weeks for c learance.
NAME
ADDRESS _
CITY STATE ZIPCODE _

PLEASE SEND ME
__(Quanti ty) MC100A(s) @ $79.95 U.S.

Shipping & handl ing $2.25

As a matter of fact you don't have to pay
$180 to $500 and up anymore for a Digital
Capacitance Meter that is both depen
dable and rugged wit h good accuracy.
The MC100A comes complete ly assembl
ed and calibrated and at $79.95 is an
outstanding value. The extensive range of
30 pF to 9,999 uF (no external meters re
quired) and true hand held portable size
(only 4' t." x 2'/2 ' x 1'12') make the
MC100A an extremely pract ical and easy
to use instrument for the hobbyist technl
cian or engineer.
CHECK THESE OTHER FEATURES
* Basic accuracy 2% ( ± one count) on
pF, nF ranges, 5% (± one count) on uF
range.
' Uses single 9V batte ry (not included).
' Decimal points light up when battery is
low or when capacito r :5overrange.
' Full 4 digit high eff iciency LED display
uses special c ircuitry to save on batteries.
* Maximum conversion t ime for 9,999 uF
is less than 6 seconds.
' Constructed with a tough impact rests
tant plast ic case.
' 90 day parts and labour warranty.

DAETRON
1748 MAIN ST., SUITE 105
BUFFALO, N.Y. 14211

~~1~~IRIES INVITED
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Amazing new solid- 
state oscilloscope... 

flits in the palm of your hand 

CRT oscilloscopes just became 
obsolete! The revolutionary new solid -state digital 
LED Pocket -O -Scope does it all, in a4 -ounce package you 
can put in your pocket. 
F,as) to use. Ideal for the hobbyist or the technician. The 
Pocket -O -Scope is 100% solid- state, focus and brightness 
on the 210 point, high- intensity illuminated screen arc elec- 
tronically self -controlled. The trace is always in sharp 
focus. Zero and sweep positions arc maintained automati- 
cally. Zero- reference, or cross -over line is always centered 
for full trace minimum on the screen. Automatic internal 
circuitry always assures a properly positioned wave form. 
4 solid -state controls do it all. The only knobs on the 
Pocket -O -Scope are for positive and negative sensitivity 
and for coarse and fine synchronization of the frequency 
of the incoming signal. The easiest to use, full capability 
scope available! 
lean in development. The Pocket -O -Scope is the culmina- 
tion of years of development in high technology, micro- 
electronic components and digital design. 
Features: All solid- state, digital design Hand -held or 
bench operation High resolution 210 point, 1.5" square 
display Battery or A/C operation with adapter Factory 
calibrated - never requires recalibration Full function, 
single trace capability plus 1/2 channel dual trace and signal 

inverter Full 
overload protec- 
tion to prevent 
damage to scope 

Automatic 
zero voltage 
centering 
Automatic free 
run or locked 
image Auto- 
matic full hor- 
izontal sweep 
circuit 
External 
input /output 
for add -on 
capability 
specifications: 
5 Megahertz 
bandwidth 
Sensitivity - 
vertical, 
l OM V 
Accuracy 
± 3% on 

wave forms - 
sweep linearity ± 
5% Time base 
- .1 microseconds 
to .5 seconds 

Vertical gain -0 to 120 volts Continous free run to 
locked image response Power supply 9VDC -dual polarity 
Controls: Single or dual trace On -off, battery -A /C 
Sensitivity; separate pos. & neg. controls Sync C & Sync 
F controls 
limited, 90-da} warrant) 
No risk introductor% offer. The revolutionary Pocket -0- 
Scope is a development of Calvert Instruments, Inc., for 
25 years a manufacturer of electrical equipment. As an 
introductory offer for a limited time only, you can buy the 
Pocket -O -Scope including a carrying case, A/C adapter, 3 

standard "grabber" probes and 2 high voltage probes for 
only $249.95, a $321 value. If you act now, you will also 
receive FREE Calvert's 200 -page Comprehensive Oscillo- 
scope Training Manual, a $15.95 value! 
Put your Pocket -O -Scope to the test for 
two weeks. And if you 
decide, for any 
reason, that the 
Pocket -O -Scope 
is not for you, 
return it within 
the 14-day trial 
period for a prompt 
refund. The training 
manual will still be 
yours to keep. 

Mail this coupon today; or call toll -free* while 
the introductory offer is still in effect. 
r 

19851 Ingersoll Dr., Oeveland OH 14116.216 -356 -2155 

lime mad me: 

Pocket .0-Scope(s). including carrying case. A/C adapter. uandard and high 
,....i voltage probes. and FRFI training manual. (Batteries not inducted) all for 

5249.95 dus $5 for postage and insurance. Ohio residents add 6.5% sake tas 

Pocket-4/Scope only with standard probes: $179.95 plus 55 postage. 
Ohio Residents add 6.5% sales tu. 

: My check is enclosed 

: ì Please charge the credit card account checked below. (FBI in all account number 
digits of the one credit card you wish to use.) 

REQ284 
I 1 MauerCaid I 1 Visa 

EL 
1- 'monition Interbank 
Dale _ _. - No 

Full signature 

Name 
i.... r»i 

Address Apt 

City 

LState Zip 

C'AI.I.lof I.- FR FIE M10.835.2246EXT. Il8to ceder by phone, request 
further information or to inquire atout becoming a distributor. 
In Kansas. call 800.362 -2421 Fit. 118. Allow 6.8 weeks for delivery. 
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(pk:uc pri nl)

City, _

DDDDD DDDDDD DDDDDDD
Int erban k

~..ca<d--::--C--'ooIC:-')-----

Address; Apt . _

Full signat ure, _

Expirat ion
Date _

-n
m
OJ
:D
C
}>

- ~ J:D
L______________________ ,

• Vertical gain - 0 to 120 volts • Continous free run to
locked image response • Power supply 9VDC - dual polarity
Controls: Single or dual trace • On-off, battery-AiC •
Sensitivity; separate pos . & neg. controls • Sync C & Sync
F controls
Limited, 9O-day warranty
No risk introductory offer. The revolutionary Pocket-O
Scope is a development of Calvert Instruments, Inc ., for
25 years a manufacturer of electrical equipment. As an
introductory offer for a limited time only, you can buy the
Pocket-O-Scope including a carrying case, AlC adapter, 3
standard "grabber" probes and 2 high voltage probes for
only $249.95, a $321 value. If you act now, you will also
receive FREE Calvert's 2oa-page Comprehensive Oscillo 
scope Training Manual, a $15.95 value!
P ut your Pocket-O-Scope to the test for
two weeks . And if you
decide, for any
reason, that the
Pocket-O-Scope
is not for you,
return it within
the 14-day trial
period for a prompt
refund. The training
manual will still be
yours to keep.

Mail this coupon today, or call toll-free* while
the introductory offer is still in effect.
r----------------------,
I C. wen I
I • •• In........ I
I. 19851 Ingersoll Dr., Cleveland 08 44116 • 216-356-2155 1

Please send me: I
I Pocket-O-Scope(s), includ ing carryi ng case , Ale adapter, standard and highI (Jl\I81ba') voltage probes , and FREE trai ning manual . (Batt eries not included) all for I
I $249.95 plus $5 for postage and insura nce. Ohio residents add 6.50Jtsales tax . I

-- Pocket-O-Scope only with standard probes: $179.95 plus $5 postage.
Ohio Residents add 6.50/0sales tax .

D My check is enclosed.
o Please charge the cred it card acco unt checked below. (Fill in all account num ber

digits of the one credit ~ard you wish to use.) RE0284
o MasterCard D Vlsa

CRT oscilloscopes just became
obsolete! The revolutionary new solid-state digital
LED Pocket-O-Scope does it all , in a4-ounce package you
can put in your pocket.
Easy to use. Ideal for the hobbyist or the technician. The
Pocket-O-Scope is 100070 solid -state, focus and brightness
on the 210 point, high-intensity illuminated screen are elec-
tronically self-controlled. The trace is always in sharp .
focus. Zero and sweep positions are maintained automati
cally. Zero-reference, or cross-over line is always centered
for full trace minimum on the screen. Automatic internal
circuitry always assures a properly positioned wave form.
4 solid-state controls do it all. The only knobs on the
Pocket-O-Scope are for positive and negative sensitivity
and for coarse and fine synchronization of the frequency
of the incoming signal. The easiest to use, full capability
scope available! . .
Years in development. The Pocket-O-Scope IS the culmina
tion of years of development in high technology, micro
electronic components and digital design.
Features: All solid-state, digital design • Hand-held or
bench operation • High resolution 210 point, 1.5" square
display • Battery or AlC operat~on ~th adapter • Factory
calibrated - never requires recalibration • Full function,
single trace capability plus 1Iz channel dual trace and signal

inverter • Full
overload protec
tion to prevent
damage to scope
• Automatic
zero voltage
centering •
Automatic free
run or locked
image • Auto
matic full hor
izontal sweep
circuit •
External
input!output
for add-on
capability
Specifications:
5 Megahertz
bandwidth •
Sensitivity 
vertical ,
IOMV·
Accuracy
± 3070 on

wave forms
sweep linearity ±
5% • Time base

d ·CALL TOLL-fREE lioo-835-2246 EXT. 118to order by phone , request
- .1 microsecon s furt her information or to inquir e abo ut becoming a distribut or.
to .5 seconds In Kansas, call 800-362-2421 Ext. 118. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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The best 60M Hz scope 
costs only $1150. 
It's from Kikusui. 

That's right. Only S1150 for Kikusui's top -of- the -line 5060 model oscilloscope. And we also have 
four other scopes for as low as $600 in our new 5000 Series. 

Not only that, were offering a two year warranty on each of them, compared to other big 
name companies' limited one year warranties. 

When it comes to performance, our 5000 Series has the edge over the Tektronix 2200 Series 
in lab quality, chop frequency, and trigger view. Ours also have more display modes, higher 
acceleration for better brightness, and sharper focus for better resolution. 

Each scope in our 5000 Series is crafted so that it can be used for production, field service, 
consumer electronics servicing, or even personal use. The 5060 is a 60MHz scope with 3 chan- 
nels, eight traces, delayed sweep, delay line and alternate sweep, and priced at $1150. Models 
5040 and 5041 are 40MHz, dual channel scopes, featuring peak -to -peak automatic trigger- 
ing, automatic focus control and a delay line. If you're interested in a 20MHz scope, we have 
our 5020 and 5021 models with features similar to our 40MHz scopes. Both the 5041 and 5021 
also have delayed sweep. Prices at S920 for the 5041, S795 for the 5040, 5690 for the 5021 
and S595 for the 5020. So, whatever model suits you best, you can't get a better scope for 
the money. 

Of course, there's a reason we're able to offer these bargains and quality. We're one of the 
biggest manufacturers of scopes in the world, with over 30 years in the business. Another reason 
is KIK's nationwide network of lab quality maintenance facilities. 

Write us and we'll send complete specifications back to you. Or just take a little time to call 
us. It's a small price to pay to get big time quality and service. 

For sales and technical information 

call toll free 800 -421 -5334 
(in Calif., Alaska, Hawaii 213 -515 -6432), 

Kikusui 
INTERNATIONAL CORP. 

17819 Figueroa Sheet 
Gardena. Calif. 90248 
1Wx 910.346 -7648 

4' In Canada call: Interfax Systems, Inc. 514 -366-0392 

Sub," d Krvlu IbCMOnes Cop. 3 1'75 Y..nonto Pupas/. No anonAu KOwosal. Oh JoPon OW 411 OM 
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Order Toll Free 
800 -421 -5334 

rMasterCard 

The best 60MHz scope
costs only $1150.
It's from Kikusui.

That's right. Only 81150 for Klkusul's top-of-the-line 5060 model oscilloscope.And we also have
four other scopes for as low as 8600 in our new 5000 Series.

Not only that, we're offering a two year warranty on each of them, compared to other big
name companies' limited one year warranties.

When it comes to performance, our 5000 Series has the edge over the Tektronix 2200 Series
in lab quality, chop frequency, and trigger view.Ours also have more display modes, higher
acceleration for better brightness, and sharper focus for better resolution.

Each scope in our 5000 Series is crafted so that it can be used for production, field service.
consumer electronics servlclnq. or even personal use.The 5060 isa 60MHz scope with 3 chan
nels,eight traces, delayed sweep,delay line and alternate sweep, and priced at $1150. Models
5040 and 5041 are 40MHz,dual channel scopes, featuring peak-to-peak automatic trigger
ing, automatic focus control and a delay line. If you're interested in a 20MHz scope, we have
our 5020 and 5021 models with features similar to our 40MHz scopes.Both the 5041 and 5021
also have delayed sweep.Prices at 8920 for the 5041, 8795 for the 5040, 8690 for the 5021
and 8595 for the 5020 .So,whatever model suits you best, you ca n't get a better scope for
the money.

Of course, there's a reason we're able to offer these bargains and quality.We're one of the
biggest manufacturers of scopes in the world,with over 30 years in the business.Another reason
is KIK's nationwide network of lab quality maintenance facilities.

Write us and we'll send complete specifications back to you. Or just take a little time to call
us.Its a small price to pay to get big time quality and service.

For sales and technical information

call toll free 800·421·5334
(in Calif., Alaska, Hawaii 213-515-6432).

[{3]Kikusu,- 17819 Rgu eroa Street
Gardena. Ca lif. 90248
wvx. 910-346-7648

INTERNATIONAL CORP. • In Ca nada ca ll: Interfax Systems. Inc . 514-366-0392

Subs idta ry o f Kikusui Electronics Corp . 3·1175 Shlnmaruko -Hrgashi. Nokohoru.Ko. xowosoa City.Japan (044) 411·0111
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The new Series V Digital /Analog Keyboard 
Controllers from PA!A offer enough stan- 
dard features and options to fill every need 
from stage to studio Standard features 
include Pitch 8 Modulation Wheels. Gate 
and Re- trigger outputs. Low Note Rule 
Priority. Smooth Pratt -Read Action. Light 
weight and only 2" high 

You have your choice of 

37 or 61 Note Actions 
Exponential Or Linear CV 
MIDI or Parallel Digital 
Mono or Poly 
Factory Assm or Low Cost Kits 

NEW PRODUCTS 

continued from /raxr dU 

measurements in low ambient light or in con- 
fined areas It also enables the user to "hold" 
the reading for later review. An instant -tone 

CIRCLE 117 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

continuity test permits rapid testing of diodes. 
shorts, and circuit continuity. Volts, ohms, 
and continuity are selected with a function 
switch. AC and DC volts are selected by 
pushbutton, with AC shown on the LCD dis- 
play. 

The model 3525 has 13 ranges, and range 
selection in all functions is fully automatic. 
Blinkingdigit overrange indication and low - 
battery visual indication are provided. Internal 
overload protection is to 750 -volts AC DC in 
voltage ranges and 250 -volts AC DC in ohms 
and continuity ranges. The agi-Probe is 
priced at 565.00.- Triplett Corporation, 
One Triplett Drive. Bluffton, OH 45817. 

HEX KEYS AND DRIVERS are now available 
in five new popularly -sized pouched assort- 
ment sets. There are three "L" style hex key 
sets, No BLMK6 is a 6 -piece metric set con- 
taining sizes from 1.5mm to 5mm, and is 
priced at $11.46. No. BLMK9 is a 9 -piece 
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metric set with sizes from 1.5mm to 10mm, 
and is priced at S19.90. No. BLK9 is a 9 -piece 
inch set with sizes from 1 16th inch to 3 8ths 
inch. and is priced at $19.90. 

There are two driver -style hex key sets: No 
HBLKM7 is a 7 -piece metric set with sizes 
from 1.5mm to 8mm, and is priced at $22.60. 
No. HBLK8 (shown in photo) is an 8 -piece 
inch set with sizes from 7 64ths inch to 
5 16ths inch, and is priced at $24.60. 

The keys allow easy access in restricted or 

hard -to -reach areas. They set or remove Al- 
len -type screws at angles up to 30 de- 
grees -Vaco Products Company, 1510 
Skokie Blvd.. Northbrook, IL 60062. 

POWER AMPLIFIER. the Delta Omega 
TM2000. actively controls the voice coil to 
develop precision in your sound system. It 

reduces ERD (Effective Radiation Distortion) 
and selects compensation needed to re- 
produce the realities of the original music 
being played.. 

The TM2000can deliver 600 watts continu- 
ous average output power into 8 ohms from 
DC to 45 kHz with no more than 05% THD. 
Power at clip point (less than .01% THD) is 
2000 watts RMS into 2 2 ohms. 10 to 500 Hz: 
50 Hz, 50 °° duty cycle tone burst. The slew 
rate is 32 volts per microsecond: IM distortion 
(60 Hz -7KHz 4:1) is less than .05 °° from 1 

watt to 600 watts into 8 ohms, and less than 
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.01°,0 at 600 watts into 8 ohms. and 1200 watts 
into 4 ohms. The harmonic distortion (true 
RMS) is less than .05 from DC -45kHz at 

-st of all prices start at less than S180 

call our toll -free line 
1-800-654-8657 

'AM. 'PM CST MON FP. 

for price & ordering details 
& get your free FleiA catalog! 
Direct mail orders and inquiries t, Dept 11R 

INA Electronics, Inc. 
'on W W.S. Oe^c-eC°.OKr1,4 S1WV/:e 
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Illt I nto sh 
STEREO CATALOG 

and FM DIRECTORY 
Get all the newest and latest information on the new 
McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In 
addition you will receive an FM station directory that 
covers all of North America. 

SEND 

TODABI 

McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 
East Side Station P.O. Box 96 
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904-0096 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

RE 

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. 
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine. 
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NEW PRODUCTS
continued fro m page 40

measurements in low ambient light or in con
fined areas. It also enables the user to "hold"
the reading for later review. An instant-tone
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continuity test permits rapid testing of diodes,
shorts, and circuit continuity. Volts, ohms,
and continuity are selected with a function
switch . AC and DC volts are selected by
pushbutton, with AC shown on the LCD dis
play.

The model 3525 has 13 ranges, and range
selection in all functions is fully automatic.
Blinking-digit overrange indication and low
battery visual indication areprovided. Internal
overload protection is to 750-volts AC/DC in
voltage ranges and 250-volts AC/DC in ohms
and cont inuity ranges. The Digi-Probe is
priced at $65.00.- Trip lett Corporation,
One Triplett Drive, Bluffton, OH 45817.

HEX KEYS AND DRIVERS arenowavailable
in five new popularly-sized pouched assort
ment sets. There are three "L" style hex key
sets: No. BLMK6 is a 6-piece metric set con
taining sizes from 1.5mm to 5mm, and is
priced at $11.46. No. BLMK9 is a 9-piece
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metric set with sizes from 1.5mm to 10mm,
and is priced at $19.90. No. BLK9 is a 9-piece
inch set with sizes from 1/16th inch to 3/8ths
inch, and is priced at $19.90.

Thereare two driver-style hex keysets: No.
HBLKM7 is a 7-piece metric set with sizes
from 1.5mmto 8mm, and is priced at $22.60.
No. HBLKB (shown in photo) is an 8-piece
inch set wit h sizes from 7/64ths inch to
5/16ths inch, and is priced at $24.60.

The keys allow easy access in restricted or

hard-to-reach areas. They set or remove Al
Ien-type screws at ang les up to 30 de
grees .-Vaco Prod ucts Company, 1510
Skokie Blvd., Northbrook, IL 60062.

POWER AMPLIFIER , the Delta/Omega
TM2000, actively controls the voice coil to
develop precision in your sound system. It
reduces ERD (Effective Radiation Distortion)
and selects compensatio n needed to re
produce the realities of the original music
being played..

The TM2000 can deliver 600wattscontinu
ous average output power into 8 ohms from
DC to 45 kHz with no more than .05% THO.
Power at clip point (less than .01% THO) is
2000 watts RMS into 2.2 ohms, 10 to 500 Hz;
50 Hz, 50% duty cycle tone burst. The slew
rate is 32 volts per microsecond; 1Mdistortion
(60 Hz-7KHz 4:1) is less than .05% from .1
watt to 600 watts into 8 ohms; and less than
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.01% at 600 wattsinto 8 ohms, and1200 watts
into 4 ohms. The harmonic distortion (true
RMS) is less than .05% from DG-4 5kHz at

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to Mcin tosh.
For 110n rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
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ADDRESS

NAME

Mcintosh Laboratory Inc.
East Side Station P.O . Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904-0096
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SEND
TODAYI

Get all the newest and latest information on the new
Mcintosh stereo equipment in the Mcintosh catalog . In
addit ion you will receive an FM station directory that
covers all of North America .

mcIntosh
STE REO CATALOG

and FM DIRECTORY
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The new Ser ies V Dig ital/A nalog Keyboard
Co ntrollers fro m PA!A offer enough stan
da rd featu res and options to fill eve ry need
from stage to studio. Standard features
incl ude Pitch & Modulation Wh eels. Gate
and Re-trigger out puts. Low Note Rule
Prio rity. Smooth Pratt- Read Action . Light
weight and on ly 2" high.

You have your choice of :

• 37 or 6 1 Note Actions
• Exponential Or Linear Cv.
• M IDI or Paral lel Digital
• Mono or Poly
• Factory Assm. or Low Cost Kits
Best of al l. prices sta rt at less than S180

call our toll-freeline
1-800-654-8657

g AM 10 5 PM CST MON ' FRI

for price& ordering details
&get your free 9ijA catalog!
Direct mail orders and inqu iries to :Dept.11R

IDiAElectronics, Inc.
IQ20 W Wilsh ire Q k laho ma ( l ty . OK 1) 116 ( .105) 84) 9626
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600 watts into 8 ohms: less than .001% from 
20Hz- 400Hz, increasing linearly to .05 at 20 
kHz, 600 watts into 8 ohms. 

Output impedance varies from 8 ohms to 
8 ohms: input impedance is 25K 5% with 

standard balanced bridging input: 44.76K 
5% at unbalanced remote -protect con- 

nector input. Hum and noise (20Hz- 20KHz) is 

120 dB below 600 watts into 8 ohms: typically 
128 dB. The turn -on is switch- selectable for 
instantaneous or 4- second delay. 

The Delta Omega TM2000 is priced at 

S2.995.00. -Crown International, 1718 W. 

Mishawaka Rd , Elkhart, IN, 46517. 

ANALOG MULTIMETERS. model DP -300, 
model DP -306. model DP -310, and model 
DP -316 all feature shock -absorbing PCB 
mounting: taut -band meter: low 25 -ohm and 
30 -ohm mid- scales. They measure up to 
1200 volts AC and DC, and feature a 0.3 -volt 
DC scale. They will withstand a 5 -foot drop. 

CIRCLE 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The model DP -300 and DP -306 also fea- 

ture a 60F to 482 F temperature range, 
while the model DP -310 and the model 
DP -316 feature a continuity buzzer for test up 
to 500 ohms. a built -in hi. tester (0- 1200). and 
a dB range of - 10 to +23/31/43/51/63. 

The model DP -300 is priced at $40.00: the 
model DP -306 is priced at $45.00: the model 
DP -310 is priced at $47 50. and the model 
DP -316 costs $52.50. -A.W. Sperry Instru- 
ments, Inc., 245 Marcus Boulevard. Haup- 
pauge, NY 11788. 

VIDEO TUNER. model AVS -2100. combines 
an electronically tuned. digitally synthesized, 
133 134 channel, cable -ready tuner: a pre- 
amplifier with special signal- processing ca- 
pabilities, and a microprocessor- controlled 
input output switcher. 

CIRCLE 121 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The model AVS -2100 also features ran- 
dom- access tuning via the remote -control 
unit The direct- access remote -control unit al- 
lows the user to select one of two video -input 
sources, in addition to a home computer or 
videogame. The user may also select syn- 
thetic stereo via remote control. 

The model AVS -2100 is priced at 
$590.00 -Jensen Sound Laboratories, 
4136 North United Parkway. Schiller Park, IL 

60176. R -E 

Radio- 
Electronics U1ThUUUÜ° 

CALL NOW 
AND 

RESERVE 

YOUR SPACE 

6 rate 5605 per each insertion. 
Reaches 235,323 readers. 
Fast reader service cycle 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads 
We typeset and layout the ad at not 
additional charge 

Call 212 -777 -6400 to reserve space 
Ask for Arline Fishman Limited num- 
ber of pages available Mail materials 
to: mini -ADS. RADIO -ELECTRONICS. 
200 Park Ave South New York. NY 
10003 

TELTONE'S TRK -957 KIT makes it easier 
and less expensive to breadboard a low - 
power, central office quality DTMF detection 
system The included M -957 DTMF Receiver 
decodes 12 or 16 digits and operates from 5 to 
12V dc The sensitivity, wide dynamic range. 
noise immunity, and low -power consumption 
make it ideal for telephone switching, com- 
puter and remote control applications. The 
TRK -957 DTMF Kit is only $24 75 To order 
call: TELTONE. 1- 800 -227 -3800. ext. 1130. 
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SURPLUS ZENITH SSAVI TV DE- 
SCRAMBLER - This is the real McCoy man- 
ufactured by Zenith and used by UHF Station 
operators in Ann Arbor Ch 31, Baltimore Ch 
54, Chicago Ch 66, Dallas Ch 27, Min - 
neapolis St. Paul Ch 23, San Jose Ch 48, St. 
Louis Ch 30, Tulsa Ch 41, Washington Ch 50, 
Boston Ch 27. This unit delivers picture & 
sound out of TV, no internal connections. 
Complete with power adaptor (24 & 12 volt 
dual) Fast shipping, insured direct to you 
from Detroit To order send check or money 
order $189.00. VIDEO ELECTRONICS, 
3083 Forest Glade Dr.. Windsor, Ontario 
N8R -1W6. Quantity Orders (519) 944 -6443. 
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SHEET METAL WORKER - The 24" TRIOK 
is a Press Brake, Shear and Slip -roll 
machine- perfect for research and develop- 
ment or maintenance shops. Over a 
thousand machines world wide in little to the 
largest companies. For free literature on this 
and our other sheet metal working machines 
contact PACIFIC ONE CORPORATION, 
513 Superior Ave. Suite K404. Newport 
Beach, CA 92663, (714) 645 -5962. 

CIRCLE 78 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

STOPSLIP PADS eliminate sliding of parts 
and acts as "third hand ". Extremely high f nc- 
lion coefficient Available in convenient desk- 
top sizes, 2mm thick, green color, can be cut 
with scissors Simple clean -up with soap and 
water StopSlip' pad 250mm 250mm 
2mm priced under $10. Free sample SOL- 
DER ABSORBING TECHNOLOGY INC., 
South End Bridge Circle, Agawam, MA 
01001. Toll free #1- 800 -628 -8862. 
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SHEET METAL WORKER - The 24" TRIOK
is a Press Brake, Shear and Slip-roll
machine-perfect for research and develop
ment or maintenance shops . Over a
thousand machines world wide in little to the
largest compan ies. For free literature on this
and our other sheet metal working machines
contact: PACIFIC ONE CORPORATION,
513 Superior Ave. Suite K404, Newport
Beach, CA 92663, (714) 645-5962.
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SURPLUS ZENITH SSAVI TV DE
SCRAMBLER - This is the real McCoy man
ufactured by Zenith and used by UHF Station
operators in: Ann Arbor Ch 31, Baltimore Ch
54, Chicago Ch 66, Dallas Ch 27, Min
neapolis St. Paul Ch 23, San Jose Ch 48, St.
Louis Ch 30, Tulsa Ch 41, Washington Ch 50,
Boston Ch 27. This unit delivers picture &
sound out of TV, no internal connections.
Complete with power adaptor (24 & 12 volt
dual) . Fast shipping, insured direct to you
from Detroit. To order: send check or money
order $189. 00. VIDEO ELECTRONICS,
3083 Forest Glade Dr., Windsor, Ontario
N8R-1W6. Quantity Orders (519) 944-6443.

BC.LE..B9..QN£BEEJNEQBMATlOH..CA B

Call 212-777-6400 to reserve spa ce.
Ask for Arline Fishman. Limited num
ber of pag es available. Ma il mat eri als
to : mini-ADS. RADIO-ELECTRONI CS.
200 Park Ave . So uth. New Yo rk. NY
10003

• 6 x rate $605 per each insertion.
• Reaches 235,323 readers .
• Fast reader service cycle.
• Short lead time for the placement of

ads.
• We typeset and layout the ad at not

additional charge.

CALL NOW
AND

RESERVE

YOUR SPACE
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The model DP-300 and DP-306 also fea
ture a - 60°F to +482°F temperature range,
wh ile the model DP-310 and the model
DP-316 feature a continuity buzzer for test up
to 500 ohms, a built-in hIetester (0-1200), and
a dB range of - 10 to +23/31/43/51/63.

The model DP-300 is priced at $40.00; the
model DP-306 is priced at $45.00 ; the model
DP-310 is priced at $47.50, and the model
DP-316 costs $52.50.- A.W. Sperry Instru
ments, Inc., 245 Marcus Boulevard, Haup
pauge, NY 11788.

VIDEO TUNER, model AVS-2100, combines
an electronically tuned, digitally synthesized,
133/134 channel, cable-ready tuner; a pre
amplifier with special signal-processing ca
pabilities, and a microprocessor-controlled
input/output switcher.

600 watts into 8 ohms ; less than .001% from
20Hz-400Hz, increasing linearly to .05 at 20
kHz, 600 watts into 8 ohms .

Output impedance varies from +8 ohms to
- 8 ohms ; input impedance is 25K ± 5% with
standard balanced bridging input ; 44 .76K
± 5% at unb alanced remote-p rotec t con 
nector input. Hum and noise (20Hz-20KHz) is
120 dB below 600 watts into 8 ohms ; typically
128 dB. The turn-on is switch-selectable for
instantaneous or 4-second delay.

The Delta/Omega TM2000 is priced at
$2,995.00.-erow n International, 1718 W.
Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN, 46517.

ANALOG MULTIMETERS, model DP-300,
model DP-306, model DP-310, and model
DP-316 all featu re shock-absorbing PCB
mounting; taut-band meter ; low 25-ohm and
30-ohm mid-scales. They measure up to
1200 volts AC and DC, and feature a 0.3-volt
DC scale. They will withstand a 5-foot drop.
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The mod el AVS-2100 also features ran
dom- access tuning via the remote- control
unit. The direct-access remote-control unit al
lows the user to select one of two video-input
sources, in addition to a home computer or
videogam e. The user may also select syn
thetic stereo via remote control.

The model A VS-2100 is priced at
$590.00.- Jensen Sound Laborator ies,
4136 North United Parkway, Schiller Park, IL
60176. R-E

iJiif
TELTONE'S TRK-957 KIT makes it easier
and less expensive to breadboard a low
power, central office quality DTMF detection
system. The included M-957 DTMF Receiver
decodes 12 or 16 digits and operates from 5 to
12V dc. The sensitivity, wide dynamic range,
noise immunity, and low-power consumption
make it ideal for telephone switching, com
puter and remote control applications. The
TRK-957 DTMF Kit is only $24.75. To order
call: TELTONE, 1-800-227-3800, ext. 1130.

CIRCLE 5 ON FREE INFORMATION CAR D

STOPSLlP ' PADS eliminate sliding of parts
and acts as "third hand". Extremely high fric
tion coefficient. Available in convenient desk
top sizes, 2mm thick , green color, can be cut
with scissors. Simple clean-up with soap and
water. StopSl ipk pad 250mm x 250mm x
2mm priced under $10. Free sample . SOL
DER ABSORBING TECHNOLOGY INC. ,
South End Bridge Circle, Agawam, MA
01001. Toll free # 1-800-628-8862.
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CALL NOW 
AND 

RESERVE 
YOUR SPACE 

6 rate $605 per each insertion. 
Reaches 235,323 readers. 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads. 
We typeset and layout the ad at no 
additonal charge. 

Call 212 -777 -6400 to reserve space. 
Ask for Arline Fishman. Limited num- 
ber of pages available. Mail materials 
to mini -ADS. RADIO- ELECTRONICS. 
200 Park Ave. South. New York. NY 
10003. 

COVER STORY AUDIO KITS from Radio 
Electronics 5 -6/78. 2/80 and 3-4.81. Our $89 
Graphic Equalizer (.02% THD, 12 bands, 
92dB S N). $40 PLM -1, and $120 ASRU 
(Noise Filter- Expander increases dynamic 
range by 18dB) are attractive, excellent per- 
formers. Free shipping with prepaid orders. 
Free catalog with lots more. SYMMETRIC 
SOUND SYSTEMS, 856J Lynn Rose Ct., 
Santa Rosa, CA 95404. (707) 546 -3895. 
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ONE MAN CRT FACTORY, easy operation. 
Process new or rebuild old CRTs for tv's. 
bus machines. monitors. scopes. etc 
Color, b&w. 20mm. foreign or domestic 
3x6 ft. space required. Profits??? Average 
CRT rebuilding cost - S5 Sell for $100 = 

$95 profit. 5 CRT's $475 daily; x 5 

days $2375 weekly profit. Higher profits 
outside U.S.A. Investigate this opportunity 
today We service the entire world Write 
or call CRT Factory, 1909 Louise St., 

Crystal Lake. II. 60014, (815) 459 -0666. 
CIRCLE 57 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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MODERN ELECTRICS. Miniature souvenir 
of the first publication ever produced by Gems - 
back Publications. This issue appeared in 
April 1908 -just 75 years ago. You can own 
your own reprint of this unique first edition for 
just $2.50 plus 75c P&H It's available from 
R -E BOOKSTORE, Radio-Electronics, 200 
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003 

VIDEO CASSETTE REMINDER VHS and 
BETAMAX -Prolongs the life of tapes and 
tape heads Saves time and is fully automatic. 
$49.95 plus 5% shipping and handling. 
Check or money order. No COD'S please. 
Send $2.00 for catalog on Video. Computers. 
and telephones Bay State Electronics, P.O. 
Box 263. Accord, Mass. 02018. For records 
Fred Means, 1 Tick Tock Ln., Weymouth, 
MA 02189(617)335 -6249. 
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SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL. This infor- 
mation packed book details the methods 
used by subscription TV companies to 
scramble and descramble video signals. 
Covers the sinewave, gated pulse. SSAVI 
system. and the methods used by most cable 
companies. Includes circuit schematics. the- 
ory. waveforms and trouble shooting hints. 
Only $12.95 puls $1.50 first class shipping 
and handling. RANDOM ACCESS, Box 
41770R, Phoenix, AZ 85080. 
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45 -PIECE 
COMPACT ELECTRONIC TOOL KIT 
A complete assortment of high quality tools. 
Includes: 13 screwdrivers: 10 pc. hex key set; 
adjustable wrench; groove -joint plier; cutter; 
chain & long nose pliers: wire stripper: knife 
and replacement blades; soldering iron; sol- 
der, desoldenng wick; soldering aid: heavy - 
duty padded zipper case Model K -Z3 $99.00 
postpaid. We accept Mastercard, Visa and 
American Express or check. 100 °o satisfac- 
tion guaranteed or full refund. To order, call 
1- 800 -225 -5370. (In MA call (617) 272 -5051.) 
Contact East, Inc. P.O. Box 160 Burlington, 
MA 01803. 
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MINIATURE V.W 5% CARBON FILM RE- 
SISTORS offer superior overall performance 
characteristics compared to carbon composi- 
tion resistors - at significant cost savings! EIA 
color coding. 1 ohm thru 10 megohm. $3.75 
per hundred per value. Mastercard, Visa. 
American Express. accepted. Please add 
$2.00 for shipping. California residents add 
6% Sales Tax. No C.O D ACORN INDUS- 
TRIAL ELECTRONICS P.O. Box 10846, 
SANTA ANA Ca. 92711. 1300 -D E. Edinger 
Ave., Santa Ana, Ca. 92705. (714) 
547 -8424. 
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RCA Manual Details Video Systems In- 
stallations. New 52 -page manual, including 
36 simplified connection diagrams, guides 
layman and professional in hook -up of all 
makes of VCR, Video Disc. TV games, home 
computers, video cameras and TV sets. Get 
the handbook (1J7193) from your RCA Dis- 
tributor Dealer, or send $1.95 postage hand- 
ling to RCA Distributor and Special 
Products Division. P.O. Box 597, Wood- 
bury, NJ 08096. 
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CALL NOW
AND

RESERVE
YOUR SPACE

• 6 x rate $605 per each insertion .
• Reaches 235,323 readers.
• Fast reader service cycle.
• Short lead time for the placement of

ads.
• We typeset and layout the ad at no

add itonal charge.

Call 212-777-6400 to reserve space.
Ask for Arl ine Fishman. Limited num 
ber of pages ava ilable. Mail materials
to : min i-ADS, RADIO-ELECTRONICS,
200 P-ark Ave. Sou th , New York, NY
10003.

COVER STORY AUDIO KITS from Radio
Electron ics 5-6178,2/80 and 3-4/81. Our $89
Graphic Equal izer (.02% THO, 12 bands ,
92dB SIN), $40 PLM-1, and $120 ASRU
(Noise Filter /Expander increases dynamic
range by 18dB) are attractive, excellent per-

. formers . Free shipping with prepaid orders.
Free catalog with lots more. SYMMETRIC
SOUND SYSTEMS, 856J Lynn Rose Ct.,
Santa Rosa, CA 95404. (707) 546-3895.
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45-PIECE
COMPACT ELECTRONIC TOOL KIT
A complet e assortment of high quality tools .
Includes: 13 screwdr ivers; 10 pc. hex key set ;
adjustable wrench; groove-joint plier; cutter ;
chain & long nose pliers ; wire stripper ; knife
and replacement blades ; soldering iron; sol
der, desolder ing wick; soldering aid; heavy
duty padded zipper case. Model K-Z3 $99.00
postpaid. We accept Mastercard, Visa and
American Express or check . 100% satisfac
tion guaranteed or full refund. To order, call
1-800-2:015-5370. (In MA call (617)272-5051.)
Contact East, Inc. P.O.Box 160 Burlington,
MA 01803.
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MINIATURE ~W 5% CARBON FILM RE
SISTORS offer superior overall performance
characteristics compared to carbon composi
tion resistors - at signif icant cost savings ! EIA
color coding. 1 ohm thru 10 megohm . $3.75
per hundred per value. Mastercard, Visa ,
American Express, accepted. Please add
$2.00 for shipping . California residents add
6% Sales Tax. No C.O.D. ACORN INDUS
TRIAL ELECTRONICS P.O. Box 10846,
SANTA ANA Ca. 92711. 1300-D E. Edinger
Ave. , Santa Ana, Ca. 92705. (714)
547-8424.

CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

RCA Manual Details Video Systems In
stallations. New 52-page manual, including
36 simplified connection diagrams, guides
layman and professional in hook-up of all
makes of VCR, Video Disc, TV games , home
computers, video cameras and TV sets. Get
the handbook (1J7193) from your RCA Dis
tributor/Dealer, or send $1.95 postage/hand
ling to RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division, P.O. Box 597, Wood
bury, NJ 08096.

CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

rtCHNIQUlS

SCRAMBLING

SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL. This infor
mation packed boo k details the methods
used by subscription TV compan ie s to
scramb le and descramble vide o signals .
Covers the sin ewave, gated pulse , SSAVI
system, and the methods used by most cable
compan ies. Includes circuit schematics, the
ory, waveforms and trouble shooting hints.
Only $12.95 puis $1.50 first class shipping
and handling . RANDOM ACCESS, Box
41nOR, Phoenix, AZ 85080.

CIRCLE 17 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

VIDEO CASSETTE REMINDER VHS and
BETAMAX-Prolongs the life of tapes and
tape heads. Saves time and is fully automatic.
$49.95 plus 5% shipping and handli ng.
Check or money order. No COD'S please.
Send $2.00 for catalog on Video, Computers,
and telephones. Bay State Electronics, P.O.
Box 263, Accord, Mass. 02018. For records :
Fred Means, 1 Tick Tock Ln., Weymouth,
MA 02189, (617) 335-6249.

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

VIOlO

MODERN ELECTRICS. Miniature souvenir
of the first publication ever produced by Gerns
back Publications. This issue appeared in
April 1908-just 75 years ago. You can own
your own reprint of this unique first edition for
just $2.50 plus 75¢ P&H. It's available from
R-E BOOKSTORE, Radio-Electronics, 200
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003

ONE MAN CRT FACTORY, easy operation.
Process new or rebuild old CRT's for tv 's ,
bus. machines, monito rs, scopes, etc.
Color, b&w , 20mm, fo reign or domestic.
3 x6 ft . space requ ired . Pro fits ??? Average
CRT rebu ilding cost - $5. Sell for $100 =
$95 profit; x 5 CRT's = $475 daily ; x 5
days = $2375 weekly profit. Higher profits
outside U.S.A. Investigate th is opportunity
today. We serv ice the entire world . Write
or call : CRT Factory, 1909 Louise St.,
Crystal Lake, II. 60014, (815) 459-0666.

CLE 57 ON FREE INFOR MATION CARD
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SCRAMBLING 
IT IS ESTIMATED THAT BY THE END OF TTIIS 

decade, almost ninety percent of all 
households will be wired for cable televi- 
sion. One reason for cable TV's popu- 
larity is the excellent reception of local 
television broadcasts that it provides. An- 
other reason is that several premium (pay) 
channels -that cannot be received with- 
out cable service --are offered. To prevent 
unauthorized persons (or non- subscrib- 
ers) from viewing those premium chan- 
nels, the signals are often scrambled. 
That is, the video signals are processed so 
that they can't be viewed on a normal 
TV-even one that is wired for cable - 
unless some device is used to decode or 
descramble them. 

There arc several techniques that cable - 
TV companies are now using to scramble 
their signals. In this article, we'll take a 

look at one of the more popular methods 

WARNING 
The legality of the use of privately 

owned or built devices to receive or de- 
code cable TV broadcasts is currently a 
subject of much controversy, debate, and 
litigation. 

In certain instances, the TV cable com- 
panies and the FCC have taken the posi- 
tion that receiving and decoding cable -TV 
broadcasts without paying for them is 
-theft of service," 

This article merely explains how one 
decoding device functions and is con- 
structed Prior to your using such a de- 
vice, however. you are advised to obtain 
independent advice as to the propriety of 
such use based upon your individual or- 
cumstances and jurisdiction. 

Learn the theory behind cable -TV signal- scrambling 
techniques by investigating a descrambling circuit. 

used today: the inband gated -sync meth- 
od. We will explain the theory behind 
inband gated -sync scrambling/descram- 
bling; and to further help you to under- 
stand and become familiar with the 
theory, we'll discuss a descrambling cir- 
cuit that you can experiment with. 

How is a signal scrambled? 
Before we can understand what a 

scrambled signal is, we have to take a look 
at a normal signal. Such a normal signal 
contains horizontal- and vertical -syn- 
chronizing pulses that are sent during the 
horizontal- and vertical- blanking inter- 
vals respectively. ([hiring those blanking 

intervals, the picture tube's electron beam 
is cut off as it retraces horizontally or 
vertically.) Those synchronizing pulses 
are among the most important parts of a 

standard TV signal. They are picked up 
by synchronizing circuits in the television 
set and are used to stablize the picture. 

Figure I -a shows part of a normal, de- 
modulated, television signal that you 
would see, for example, after the TV's 
video -detector stage. The horizontal - 
blanking pulse can be seen in its proper 
place in the signal. (The vertical- blanking 
interval -when the electron beam snaps 
hack to the top left corner of the screen to 
begin a new picture field -is not shown.) 

VIDEO 
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FIG. 1 -THE INBAND GATED -SYNC scrambling method moves the horizontal- blanking pulse of a 

normal signal (a) into the video portion of the signal (b). 
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Learn the theory behind cable-TV signal-scrambling
techniques by investigating a descrambling circuit.

b
FIG. 1-THE INBAND GATED-SYNC scrambling method moves the hor izontal-blanking pulse of a
normal signal (a) into the video portion of the signal (b~

intervals , the picture tube's electron beam
is cut off as it retraces horizontally or
verticall y.) Those synchronizing pulses
are among the most important parts of a
standard TV signal. They are picked up
by synchronizing circuits in the television
set and are used to stablize the picture.

Figure l-a shows part of a normal , de
modulated , television signal that you
would see, for example, after the TV's
video-detector stage . The horizontal
blanking pulse can be seen in its proper
place in the signal. (The vertical-blanking
interval-when the electron beam snaps
back to the top left corner of the screen to
begin a new picture field-is not shown.)
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used today: the inband gated-sync meth
od. We will explain the theory behind
inband gated -sync scramblingldescram
bling; and to further help you to under
stand and become familiar with the
theory, we'll discuss a descrambling cir
cuit that you can experiment with.

How is a signal scrambled?
Before we can understand what a

scrambled signal is, we have to take a look
at a normal signal. Such a normal signal
contains horizontal- and vertical-syn
chronizing pulses that are sent during the
horizontal- and vertical-blanking inter
vals respectively. (During those blanking

111111 JlIIIIIIIIIIII
HORIZONTAL ---rJ

BLANKING
PULSEWARNING

The legality of the use of privately
owned or built devices to receive or de
code cable TV broadcasts is currently a
subject of much controversy, debate, and
litigation.

Incertain instances, the TVcable com
panies and the FCChave taken the posi
tionthat receiving and decoding cable-TV
broadcasts without paying for them is
"theft ofservice."

This article merely explains how one
decoding device functions and is con
structed. Prior to your using such a de
vice, however, you are advised to obtain
independent advice as to the propriety of
such use based upon your individual cir
cumstances and jurisdiction.

IT IS ESTIMATED THAT BY THE END OF THIS

decade, almost ninety percent of alI
households will be wired for cable televi
sion. One reason for cable TV 's popu
larity is the excellent reception of local
television broadcasts that it provides. An
other reason is that several premium (pay)
channels--that cannot be received with
out cable service--are offered. To prevent
unauthorized persons (or non-subscrib
ers) from viewing those premium chan
nels , the signals are often scrambled.
That is, the video signals are processed so
that they can't be viewed on a normal
TV--even one that is wired for cable-
unless some device is used to decode or
descramble them .

There are several techniques that cable
TV companies are now using to scramble
their signals. In this article, we'II take a
look at one of the more popular methods
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Now we can explain how the inband 
gated -sync scrambling method works. In 
that scrambling method, the level of the 
horizontal -sync and colorburst informa- 
tion is changed so that it is the same as that 
of the video information, as shown in Fig. 
I -b. (The suppressed information is still 
within the signal's 6 -MHz bandwidth, 
thus the word "inband." The "gated - 
sync" portion of the term means that dur- 
ing the horizontal -blanking interval, a 

gating signal is used to change the level of 
the signal.) 

Because of the change (about 6 dB) in 
the level of the horizontal- blanking pulse, 
the TV's horizontal- and color- synchro- 
nization circuits do not pick up the pulses 
they need for synchronization. Therefore, 
the picture that you see is not stable -it is 
out of horizontal sync and the picture's 
color is also poor. The audio is not af- 
fected, though. Unlike many of the over - 
the -air scrambling schemes, the audio is 

not scrambled in the inband gated -sync 
method; it is simply passed through. 

Descrambling the signal 
We can see that to descramble the sig- 

nal, it will be necessary to place the hori- 
zontal- blanking and -sync pulses back 
into their proper location. But first we 
must locate the hidden pulses. In the in- 
band gated -sync signal, the horizontal - 
sync pulses are modulated on the sound 

SCRAMBLED 
SIGNAL 

CORRECTION 
SIGNAL 

1111111I 1IIIIIII I li Zl IIIlihiiiIIIIVudl11lllllll -LT* 1111111111111 - - BLACK LEVEL 

- - BLACK LEVEL 

HORIZONTAL 
BLANKING 
INTERVAL 

FIG. 2-WE CAN DECODE A SCRAMBLED SIGNAL by adding a correction signal to it, thus restoring 
the hOrtzontal- blanking pulse to Its proper location. 

camer of the video signal. And because 
the sound camer is 4.5 MHz above the 
picture carrier, we know where to look for 
the hidden sync pulses. For example, 
channel 3, whose picture carrier is at 
61.25 MHz, has its sound carrier at 65.50 
MHz. Therefore, if you wanted to decode 
signals from a cable system that used 
channel 3 as its output, you would have to 
look for the horizontal -sync pulses at 
65.50 MHz. However, for a cable system 
that has its output on channel 2 (55.25 

MHz), the horizontal -sync pulses aie on 
59.75 MHz, and so on. 

Once we extract the horizontal -sync 
pulses, they can be used, along with the 
aid of some time -delaying circuits, to 
create a correction signal. The correction 
signal can then be added to the input sig- 
nal to put the horizontal -blanking and 
-sync pulses back where they are sup- 
posed to be. What we want to do is to add 
a small DC voltage to the input signal but 
only during its video portion, not during 
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FIG. 3 -THE SCHEMATIC of the descrambler is shown here 
should be changed for operation at different frequencies 
cable -ready sets. See the text for information. 

Note that the values of some components 
The descrambler can be used even with 
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MHZ), the horizontal-sync pulses are on
59.75 MHz, and so on.

Once we extract the horizontal-sync
pulses, they can be used, along with the
aid of some time-delaying circuits, to
create a correction signal. The correction
signal can then be added to the input sig
nal to put the horizontal-blanking and
-sync pulses back where they are sup
posed to be. What we want to do is to add
a small DC voltage to the input signal but
only during its video portion, not during

CORRECTION
SIGNAL

carrier of the video signal. And because
the sound carrier is 4.5 MHz above the
picture carrier, we know where to look for
the hidden sync pulses. For example,
channel 3, whose picture carrier is at
61.25 MHz, has its sound carrier at 65.50
MHz. Therefore, if you wanted to decode
signals from a cable system that used
channel 3 as its output, you would have to
look for the horizontal-sync pulses at
65.50 MHz. However, for a cable system
that has its output on channel 2 (55.25
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FIG. 2-WE CAN DECODE A SCRAMBLED SIGNAL by adding a correction signal to It, thus restoring
the horizontal-blanking pulse to Its proper location.

Now we can explain how the inband
gated-sync scrambling method works. In
that scrambling method, the level of the
horizontal-sync and colorburst informa
tion is changed so that it is the same as that
of the video information, as shown in Fig.
I-b. (The suppressed information is still
within the signal's 6-MHz bandwidth,
thus the word "inband." The "gated
sync" portion of the term means that dur
ing the horizontal-blanking interval, a
gating signal is used to change the levelof
the signal.)

Because of the change (about 6 dB) in
the level of the horizontal-blanking pulse,
the TV's horizontal- and color-synchro
nization circuits do not pick up the pulses
they need for synchronization. Therefore,
the picture that you see is not stable-it is
out of horizontal sync and the picture's
color is also poor. The audio is not af
fected, though. Unlike many of the over
the-air scrambling schemes, the audio is
not scrambled in the inband gated-sync
method; it is simply passed through.

Descrambling the signal
We can see that to descramble the sig

nal, it will be necessary to place the hori
zontal-blanking and -sync pulses back
into their proper location. But first we
must locate the hidden pulses. In the in
band gated-sync signal, the 'horizontal
sync pulses are modulated on the sound
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6 FIG.3-THE SCHEMATICof the descrambler Is shown here. Note that the values of some components
o should be changed for operation at different frequencies. The descrambler can be used even with
C!? cable-ready sets. See the text for Information.
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FIG. 4-THE OUTPUT OF ICI (pin 5) shou ld have a minimum amount of video between the sync pulses. 

the blanking interval. That process is 
shown in Fig. 2. The result of the de- 
scrambling process should be the original 
waveform shown in Fig. I -a. 

Circuit description 
The schematic of a circuit that will do 

what we want is shown in Fig. 3. First 
we'll look at the power supply. The circuit 
can be powered by an AC adapter that has 
an output from 14 to 18 volts DC at 100 
mA. The 7812 regulator, IC3, provides 12 

volts DC to the rest of the circuit. The 
input and output of the regulator are fil- 
tered by capacitors C20 and C21. Zener 
diode DI is used to provide +5 volts for 
IC2, a 74123 dual retriggerable monosta- 
ble multivibrator. 

Transistor QI provides a small amount 
of gain to the input signal -that compen- 
sates for any losses caused by the de- 
scrambling circuit. Transistor Q2, a 

BFQ85, is also used as an amplifier. But it 
will amplify only signals of a certain fre- 
quency. That frequency is determined by 
the setting of two tuned circuits. The first 
tuned circuit is made up of TI and C3. Its 
resonant frequency will be set to shunt the 
video portion of the input signal to 
ground, while letting the audio portion of 
the signal through. The other tuned circuit 
is made up of T2 and Cl. That is set to 

pass only the audio portion of the input 
signal. Potentiometer RI can be used to 
vary the level of the signal at the output of 
the tuned circuit. Adjustment may be nec- 
essary because the inputs to the decoder 
from different cable -TV systems often are 
at different voltage levels. 

After being amplified by Q2 and passed 
through the CI -T2 filter, the signal is fed 
into ICI, an MCI330AIP low -level video 
detector. (That signal contains the audio 
information of the input signal -where 
the sync pulses are hidden.) The tuned 
circuit (L2 and C18) associated with ICI is 
also tuned to the frequency of the audio 
carrier of the input signal. That is, 65.50 
MHz for channel -3 operation, 59.75 
MHz for channel -2 operation. So, if oper- 
ation on channel 3 is required, the value of 
CI8 must be 68 pF. Operation on chan - 
ne1-2 requires C18's value w be 82 pF. 

By changing the resonant frequency of 
the tuned circuits, the descrambler can be 
used at other frequencies than those of 
channel 2 or 3. For example, if your TV is 
"cable- ready" you would want to de- 
scramble the output of the tuner section. 
The output of the tuner is usually at 45.75 
MHz (video camer). The audio carrier is 
therefore located at 50.25 MHz. The 
tuned circuits could be adjusted for those 
frequencies by changing capacitors Cl 

-4 INCHES 

FIG. 5 -THE COMPONENT SIDE of the decoder board. Note that there are only 7 connections to bs 
made on this side of the double -sided board, so plated- through holes are not necessary. 

and C3 to 10 pF, and changing the value of 
CI8 to 130 pF. 

The output of ICI (pin 5) is the demod- 
ulated horizontal -sync pulses, as shown 
in Fig. 4. Most of the video on pin 5 of ICI 
should be filtered by C13 and the input of 
Q3 (provided that the video is below the 
level that is needed to turn Q3 on). 
However, there will still be a small 
amount of video present between the hori- 
zontal -sync pulses. That video has to be 
reduced -which can be done by fine -tun- 
ing L2. (The result of too much video at 
pin 5 is false triggering of IC2. That 
shows up as streaking horizontal lines 
across the picture.) 

When watching non -scrambled sig- 
nals, we do not need the sync pulses from 
pin 5 of ICI. Therefore switch SI is 
provided to shunt the sync pulses to 
ground. When the switch is open, 
however, the sync signals are sent to tran- 
sistor Q3, which is used as a buffer. From 
there, the horizontal -sync signals are sent 
to 1C2, a 74123 dual monostable multi - 
vibrator. 

We use IC2 to form the horizontal - 
blanking interval from the demodulated 
sync signals. (The horizontal -sync pulses 
from ICI are not the proper pulse width 
that we need.) The two R-C timing cir- 
cuits associated with IC2 (at pins 6 and 7 
and at pins 14 and 15) determine the pulse 
width of the output. Potentiometer R17 
can be adjusted to "fine tune" the output 
for the pulse width that is needed -11 
microseconds. 

Once the proper pulse width is obtained 
for horizontal blanking, the signal from 
pin 5 of IC2 is fed to a voltage divider 
made up of RIO and RII. (The value 
shown for RII works well when the input 
signal's level is between 50 to 70 milli- 
volts. However, because different cable 
systems have different signal levels, it 
may be necessary to increase or decrease 
the value of RII .) From the voltage divid- 
er, the signal is fed to diode D2, where it is 
used to raise the DC level of the input 
signal -but as we mentioned before, only 
during the video portion of the signal. 

During vertical blanking and horizon- 
tal blanking, no DC level is added to the 
signal. In effect, by increasing the DC 
level on the video -and only during the 
video -we are returning (with the help of 
the DC- restoration circuit in the TV) the 
horizontal -blanking pulse and colorburst 
information to their proper location on the 
composite -video signal. 

Building the circuit 
1vr those of you who want to experi- 

ment with the circuit we have been de- 
scribing, we have included foil patterns 
for a double -sided board in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Although a double -sided printed- circuit 
board is used, plated- through holes are 
not necessary. That's because there are 
only seven connections that need to be 

\... 4 INCHES .1
FIG. 5-THE COMPONENT SIDE of the decoder board . Note that there are only 7 connections to be
made on this side of the double-sided board, so plated-through holes are not necessary.

Bui lding the circuit
For those of you who want to experi

ment with the circuit we have been de
scribing, we have included foil patterns ;:H
for a double-sided board in Figs. 5 and 6. ~

Although a double-sided printed-circuit ~

board is used, plated-through holes are ~

not necessary. That's because there are
only seven connections that need to be

and C3 to 10pF, and changing the value of
CI8 to 130 pF.

The output of ICI (pin 5) is the demod
ulated horizontal-sync pulses, as shown
in Fig. 4. Most of the video on pin 5 ofICI
should be filtered by CI3 and the input of
Q3 (provided that the video is below the
level that is needed to turn Q3 on).
However, there will still be a small
amount of video present between the hori
zontal-sync pulses . That video has to be
reduced-which can be done by fine-tun
ing L2. (The result of too much video at
pin 5 is false triggering of IC2 . That
shows up as streaking horizontal lines
across the picture.)

When watching non -scrambled sig
nals, we do not need the sync pulses from
pin 5 of ICI. Therefore switch SI is
provided to shun t the sync pulses to
ground. When the switch is open,
however, the sync signals are sent to tran
sistor Q3, which is used as a buffer. From
there, the horizontal-sync signals are sent
to IC2, a 74123 dual monostable multi
vibrator.

We use IC2 to form the horizontal
blanking interval from the demodulated
sync signals. (The horizontal-sync pulses
from ICI are not the proper pulse width
that we need.) The two R-C timing cir
cuits associated with IC2 (at pins 6 and 7
and at pins 14and 15)determine the pulse
width of the output. Potentiometer R17
can be adjusted to "fine tune" the output
for the pulse width that is needed-ll
microseconds.

Once the proper pulse width is obtained
for horizontal blanking, the signal from
pin 5 of IC2 is fed to a voltage divider
made up of RIO and Rll. (The value
shown for Rll works well when the input
signal's level is between 50 to 70 milli
volts. However, because different cable
systems have different signal levels, it
may be necessary to increase or decrease
the value of Rll.) From the voltage divid
er, the signal is fed to diode 02, where it is
used to raise the DC level of the input
signal-but as we mentioned before, only
during the video portion of the signal.

During vertical blanking and horizon
tal blanking, no DC level is added to the
signal. In effect, by increasing the DC
level on the video-and only during the
video-we are returning (with the help of
the DC-restoration circuit in the TV) the
horizontal-blanking pulse and colorburst
information to their proper location on the
composite-video signal.

pass only the audio portion of the input
signal. Potentiometer Rl can be used to
vary the level of the signal at the output of
the tuned circuit. Adjustment may be nec
essary because the inputs to the decoder
from different cable-TV systems often are
at different voltage levels.

After being amplified by Q2 and passed
through the Cl- T2 filter, the signal is fed
into ICI, an MCI330AIP low-level video
detector. (That signal contains the audio
information of the input signal-where
the sync pulses are hidden .) The tuned
circuit (L2 and C18)associated with ICI is
also tuned to the frequency of the audio
carrier of the input signal. That is, 65.50
MHz for channel-3 operation, 59.75
MHz for channel-2 operation . So, if oper
ation on channel 3 is required, the value of
CI8 must be 68 pF. Operation on chan
nel-2 requires Cl8 's value to be 82 pF.

By changing the resonant frequency of
the tuned circuits, the descrambler can be
used at other frequencies than those of
channel 2 or 3. For example, if your TV is
"cable-ready" you would want to de
scramble the output of the tuner section.
The output of the tuner is usually at 45.75
MHz (video carrier). The audio carrier is
therefore located at 50.25 MHz . The
tuned circuits could be adjusted for those
frequencies by changing capacitors Cl

the blanking interval . That process is
shown in Fig. 2. The result of the de
scrambling process should be the original
waveform shown in Fig. l-a.

Circuit description
The schematic of a circuit that will do

what we want is shown in Fig. 3. First
we'll look at the power supply. The circuit
can be powered by an AC adapter that has
an output from 14 to 18 volts DC at 100
rnA. The 7812regulator, IC3, provides 12
volts DC to the rest of the circuit. The
input and output of the regulator are fil
tered by capacitors C20 and C21. Zener
diode Dl is used to provide +5 volts for
IC2, a 74123 dual retriggerable monosta
ble multivibrator.

Transistor QI provides a small amount
of gain to the input signal-that compen
sates for any losses caused by the de
scrambling circuit. Transistor Q2, a
BFQ85, is also used as an amplifier. But it
will amplify only signals of a certain fre
quency. That frequency is determined by
the setting of two tuned circuits . The first
tuned circuit is made up of TI and C3. Its
resonant frequency will be set to shunt the
video portion of the input signal to
ground , while letting the audio portion of
the signal through. The other tuned circuit
is made up of T2 and CI. That is set to

HORIZONTAL

HORIZONTAL ---- f1 VIOEO SYNC
SYNC ------.. ~ PULSE
PULSE

- - - - - 03!lli LEVEL

- - _.- ~\\~\imllml\llll~lImlllil\l1 - ~\\\\IIIIII;I
FIG.4-THE OUTPUTOF IC1(pin 5)should have a minimum amount of video between the sync pulses.
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4 INCHES 
FIG. 6 -THE FOIL SIDE of the decoder board Is shown here. 

FIG. 7- PARTS -PLACEMENT and oft -board connections are shown here. Note that the jacks used 
depend on your power source and RF connections. (We used a )4-Inch jack and F -type connectors.) 

soldered on both sides. Figure 7 Is a parts - 
placement diagram for the board. Mount 
the components as close to the PC board 
as possible. When installing the electroly- 
tic capacitors (C19, C20, and C21), be 
careful to check for proper polarity. The 
same holds true for the two diodes. 

Transformers TI and T2 must be modi- 
fied so that they will fit into the holes on 
the PC board. That is, one of the pins- 

the one on the side of the transformer with 
the part number- on each has to be cut 
off. Be sure that when you install the 
transformer, the pin that you cut does not 
contact the PC- board's ground trace that 
runs under it. 

To provide the regulator (IC3) with a 
heat sink, it should be mounted with its 
flat portion soldered to the board's foil. 
The leads of transistor Q2 (BFQ85) do not 

need to be placed through holes in the 
board. You can simply place it flat on the 
PC board and solder the leads to the foil 
(tack solder). Note that the dot on the 
parts- placement diagram indicates the 
collector lead. (Note that there is a dot on 
the transistor's package, too.) When we 
assembled our prototype, we mounted it 
in a plastic box and used an 1 -inch jack 
for the input from the AC adapter, and F- 
type connectors for the signal input and 
output. The connectors that you use in 
your setup depend on what type of plug 
your AC adapter has, and what type of RF 
connectors you need to connect to your 
TV and cable converter. 

Checkout and alignment 
Do not hook up this device unless you 

are properly authorized to do so. As we 
continue, we will presume that you have 
received the proper authorization. 

The first step is to plug the output from 
the AC adapter into J3. Using a voltmeter, 
check for + 12 volts at the positive side of 
C20. Then check that you have + 5 volts 
at pin 16 of IC2. 

The next step is to tune to a scrambled 
station and connect the circuit between a 

cable -TV converter and your television. 
(Jack J I is the input jack, and J2 is the jack 
for output to your TV.) Make sure that 
switch SI is in the open position (not 
shorting the output of ICI to ground). 
Then adjust potentiometers RI and R17 to 
approximately the "12 o'clock" position. 
To set the coils in their approximate loca- 
tion, turn the slugs counterclockwise until 
the top of the slug is even with the top of 
the coil. Then turn the slugs clockwise as 
follows: TI, 21 turns: T2 and L2, 3 turns. 
With those adjustments in their approxi- 
mate locations, you can go on to the fine 
tuning of the circuit. 

Using an oscilloscope, check the input 
signal level. If it is between 50 to 70 
millivolts, adjust RI so that you have 
about 4 volts on the collector of Q2. (As 
mentioned previously, the value of RD 
may also have to be changed.) If the input 
signal is higher than 70 mV or lower than 
50 mV, you will have to increase or dc- 
crease the voltage on the collector of Q2 
proportionally. Next use an oscilloscope 
to look at the signal at pin 5 of ICI. Adjust 
the 3 coils to keep the level of the video to 
a minimum between the horizontal -sync 
pulses. (See Fig. 4.) When adjusting the 
coils, adjust them only V. turn at a time. 
Those adjustments are critical and have to 
be accurate. If you see streaking horizon- 
tal lines through the television picture at 
this point, it's because you are getting too 
much video and are false firing IC2. 

Now, using an oscilloscope, look at the 
signal at pin 5 of IC2. Adjust R17 until the 
signal has a pulse width of 11 micro- 
seconds. When the pulse width is correct, 
you will be correctly gating the video sig- 

continued on page 103 

FIG. 7-PART5-PLACEMENT and off-board connections are shown here. Note that the jacks used
depend on your power source and RF connections. (We used a J-il-inch jack and F-type con nectors .)

Checkout and alignment
Do not hook up this device unless' you

are properly authorized to do so. As we
continue, we will presume that you have
received the proper authorization .

The first step is to plug the output from
the AC adapter into 13. Using a voltmeter,
check for + 12 volts at the positive side of
C20. Then check that you have +5 volts
at pin 16 of IC2.

The next step is to tune to a scrambled
station and connect the circuit between a
cable-TV converter and your television .
(Jack 11is the input jack, and J2 is the jack
for output to your TV.) Make sure that
switch Sl is in the open position (not
shorting the output of ICI to ground).
Then adjust potentiometers Rl and R17 to
approximately the " 12o'clo ck" position .
To set the coils in their approximate loca
tion, tum the slugs counterclockwise until
the top of the slug is even with the top of
the coil. Then tum the slugs clockwise as
follows: Tl , 2\0-1 turns; T2 and L2, 3 turns.
With those adjustments in their approxi
mate locations, you can go on to the fine
tuning of the circuit.

Using an oscilloscope, check the input
signal level. If it is between 50 to 70
millivolts , adjust Rl so that you have
about 4 volts on the collector of Q2. (As
mentioned previously, the value of RlI
may also have to be changed.) If the input
signal is higher than 70 mV or lower than
50 mV, you will have to increase or de
crease the voltage on the collector of Q2
proportionall y. Next use an oscilloscope
to look at the signal at pin 5 of ICI . Adjust
the 3 coils to keep the level ofthe video to
a minimum between the horizontal-sync
pulses . (See Fig. 4 .) When adjusting the
coils, adjust them only Y4 tum at a time .
Those adjustments are critical and have to
be accurate. If you see streaking horizon
tal lines through the television picture at
this point , it's because you are getting too
much video and are false firing IC2.

Now, using an oscilloscope, look at the
signal at pin 5 ofI C2. Adjust R17until the
signal has a pulse width of 11 micro
seconds. When the pulse width is correct,
you will be correctly gating the video sig-

continued on page 103

need to be placed through holes in the
board . You can simply place it flat on the
PC board and solder the leads to the foil
(tack solder). Note that the dot on the
parts-placement diagram indicates the
collector lead . (Note that there is a dot on
the transistor 's package, too.) When we
assembled our prototype, we mounted it
in a plastic box and used an VB-inch jack
for the input from the AC adapter, and F
type connectors for the signal input and
output. The connectors that you use in
your setup depend on what type of plug
your AC adapter has, and what type of RF
connectors you need to connect to your
TV and cable converter.

o

the one on the side of the transformer with
the part number- on each has to be cut
off. Be sure that when you install the
transformer, the pin that you cut does not
contact the PC-board's ground trace that
runs under it.

To provide the regulator (IC3) with a
heat sink, it should be mounted with its
flat portion soldered to the board 's foil.
The leads of transistor Q2 (BFQ85) do not

o

soldered on both sides . Figure 7 is a parts
placement diagram for the board . Mount
the components as close to the PC board
as possible, When installing the electroly
tic capac itors (C19, C20, and C21), be
careful to check for proper polarity. The
same holds true for the two diodes.

Transformers TI and T2 must be modi
fied so that they will fit into the holes on
the PC board . That is, one of the pins-

I'" 4 INCHES-------------'~
FIG. 6-THE FOIL SIDE of the decoder board is shown here.
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Learn the basic theory behind 
magnetohydrodynamic generators by building 

your own working model. 

JOHN !OVINE 

1111S ARIK Th WILL SH(7W YOU HOW TO 1Ú11.I) A WORKING MODEL 

of an MHD (MagnetollydroDynamic) generator for under 
S30.00. You're probably thinking, "Great! What's that ?" 

Before we can answer that question. we have to give a brief 
definition of what magnelohydrodynamics is: its the study o tli 

effects of magnetic fields on ionized gases or fluids. (It is , I<< 

also called magnetogasdynamics or hydromagnctics. l An M I 1 I ) 

generator uses an ionirrd gas and a magnetic field to generate . 11 

electric current. And it does it more efficiently than convention.i 
power plants do. We don't expect to sec commercial MHD pm, 
plants until the end of this century. But you can learn about MHD 
technology now as we discuss the basic theory and even build a 

working model of an MHD generator. 
The power output of the model we will experiment with is on 

the order of one milliwatt. That certainly is not a lot of poor. but 
it is enough to demonstrate some of the principles of \IHD 
purer generation -the same principles that will he used in full 
scale MHD power plants. We will give you some pointers on bow 
to improve on the basic design. But we encourage you to have the 

D) 

simple model working properly before you try to make imp! r 
mcnts. 

It is beyond the scope of this article to deal with all of the 
mathematical formulas that can determine performance of MHD 
generators. But you will be working empirically with the factors 
that are involved. They include magnetic field strength. gas 
velocity. ion -seed concentration. and the Hall effect. 

MHD basics 
lbe basis of the magnetohydrodynamic generator is the same 

as conventional generators: A voltage is induced across a con- 
ductor that is moving in a magnetic field. Unlike conventional 
generators. however. the moving conductor in a MHD generator 
is not wire. Instead it is a high -velocity electrically- conductive 
gas (or fluid) stream. As shown in Fig. I. the gas travels through a 

duct or channel in which a transverse magnetic field is present. 
An electric field is generated perpendicular to both the magnetic 
field and the direction of motion of the gas: E = u x B; where E 
is the electric field strength. B is the magnetic flux density. and u 
is the velocity of the gas. (Note that bold, italic letters indicate 
vector quantities. l If electrodes are placed in contact with the gas 
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GDMASTER THE "NEW ELECTRONICS" WITH McGRAW -HILTS 

Now you can meet the challenges 
of today's incredibly rapid changes 

in electronics quickly and easily. 
This professional level electronics 
learning series is as innovative as 

the circuitry it explains and as 
fascinating as the experiments 

you build and explore! 
From digital logic to the latest 16-bit microprocessor, 

you master one subject at a time with McGraw -Hill Concept 
Modules sent to you one at a time, once a month, to make 
up the complete CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONICS 
SERIES. Each module of the fifteen in the Series is a unique 
blend of "hands-on" experience, interactive audio cassettes, 
and vividly illustrated printed support materials. Together 

they will prepare you for tomorrow's better jobs or advanc 
ment in your present position by staying current with toda), 
electronics revolution. 

Understand Digital Logic 
Microprocessors ... Optoelectronics 
Here's an extraordinary opportunity to update your 

understanding of today's most important technological 
changes in electronics. You can start from scratch or use tt 
Series to update yourself. You cover the latest integrated 
circuits, including TTL, CMOS, and ECL digital circuits; 
op -amps; phase -locked loops; microprocessors; and opto 
devices such as LEDs and LCDs. 

Perform Electronic Experiments 
With your first module you'll use the latest digital ind 

grated circuits to build an oscillator circuit that demonstrat. 
digital signals - verified visually by the flash of light emittit 
diodes (LEDs). 

You'll learn concepts applicable to all electronic cir- 
cuits. With the first module, you will be able to identify th 
major passive components, like resistors, capacitors, indu. 
tors, diodes and transformers, and active components suc 
as transistors and integrated circuits. 

MASTER THE "NEW ELECTRONICS" WITH McGRAW-HILLS
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Now you can meet the challenges
of today's incredibly rapid changes

in electronics quickly and easily.
This professional level electronics
learning series isas innovative as

the circuitry it explains and as
fascinating as the experiments

you build and explore!

From digital logic to the latest 16-bitmicroprocessor,
you master one subject at a time with McGraw-HillConcept
Modules sent to you one at a time, once a month, to make
up the complete CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONICS
SERIES. Each module of the fifteen in the Series is a unique
blend of "hands-on" experience, interactive audio cassettes,
and vividly illustrated printed support materials. Together

jii2
they will prepare you for tomorrow's better jobs or advanc
ment in your present position by staying current with todaj
electronics revolution.

Understand Digital Logic ...
Microprocessors ... Optoelectronics
Here's an extraordinary opportunity to update your

understanding of today's most important technological
changes in electronics. You can start from scratch or use tl
Series to update yourself. You cover the latest integrated
circuits, including TTL, CMOS, and ECL digital circuits;
op-amps; phase-locked loops; microprocessors; and opto
devices such as LEDs and LCDs.

Perfonn Electronic Experiments
With your first module you'll use the latest digital inn

grated circuits to build an oscillator circuit that demonstrat
digital signals- verified visually by the flash of light emittii
diodes (LEDs).

You'llieam concepts app licable to all electronic cir
cu its. With the first module, you will be able to identify th
major passive components, like resistors, capacitors, indui
tors, diodes and transformers, and active components sue
as transistors and integrated circuits .
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Electronics Series 
Each Concept Module goes right to the heart of the 

utter. You waste no time on extraneous material or out - 
ited history. It's a fast, efficient, and lively learning experi- 
ice, a nontraditional approach to the most modern of 
tbject matter. 

Construct And Use New 
Explorer Design Lab 

What's more, laboratory experiments you perform as 
iu expand your Explorer Design Lab system reinforce 
very significant point. All projects are designed to enhance 
rd support your interaction with the cassettes and special 
xt materials. 

This essential hands -on experience with actual elec- 
onic components gives you a clear and simplified under 
anding of contemporary electronics. Every module will 
dude additional components that you mount on your 
tpanding Explorer Lab system. You'll use your Lab 
iroughout the Series and later to design, build, and test 
mr own circuits. 

Vith your first module mull l/ use 
ris soldedess breadboarding system. As you add additional boards to 
ream your Evplorer Design Lab you retain the ability to connect and build 
icreasingly complex circuits easily and quickly: 

When you have received Module 15, you also have a 
tide variety of contemporary components you can con - 
inue to use for your own design projects. The principles you 
rill have mastered in your Series will apply to all contem- 
orary electronic circuits, right up to tomorrow's latest 
/LSI's (Very Large Scale Integrated) circuitry. 

Unique Interactive Instruction 
Makes Learning Easy 

With each new module you will receive a McGraw -Hill 
kction -Audio Cassette, a remarkable technique of inter 
Ictive instruction. Each tape creates a dynamic discussion 
hat not only quickly communicates the facts, but makes 
you feel that you are participating in a lively dialogue with 
;xperts in contemporary electronics who provide you with 
irst -hand information in a warm and provocative way. 

Your ability to rapidly make this knowledge your own 

is further aided by a strikingly original method using dia- 
grams, explanations, illustrations, and schematics to drive 
home and reinforce the meaning of all important points. 
Carefully indexed binders contain this material as well as 
the instructions to guide you through your "hands -on" lab 
experiments. Finally, having completed the Series, you can 
be awarded a e 
Certificate of 
Achieve- 
ment from 
McGraw -Hill 
upon passing 
an optional 
final exami- 
nation. 

Update 
Your 
Knowledge of the New Electronics 
This program is for anyone who has an interest in 

electronics. It's designed for you whether you are someone 
looking to find new directions in this wide open field ... or 
the kind of person who wants to understand what's going on 
in the world around you ... you could be a teacher who 
would benefit from a refresher course in contemporary cir- 
cuits, components, and applications... a manager or super- 
visor in an electronics related business or industry ...an 
engineer in another field who finds electronics playing an 
ever more important role in your work. It's even for the 

electronics engineers 
and technicians, or 
people with similar 
backgrounds who feel 
their training is out-of -date. 

McGraw -Hill's 
Contemporary Elec- 
tronics Series offers you 
the quickest and probably 
least expensive learning 
method available today, 
and the only one with 
"hands -on" experience. 

15-Day Trial 
To order your first 

module under our 
15-day trial examination, 
simply complete the 
card and send today! 
If card is missing, 
write us for ordering 
information. 

McGraw -Hill W 
Continuing Education Center C i 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, DC 20016. I 
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YOU COVER EVERY 
SUBJECT IN 

CONTEMPORARY 
ELECTRONICS 

Digital logic 
Digital gates (T L, 
CMOS, ECL, NMOS) 
Flip sops 
Counters and Registers 
Op -amps and %pplications 
Combinational logic 
circuits I ROMs, Pl. As, 
decoders, etc.) 
Circuit analysis. l.('R 
networks 
Transistors 1 bipolar and 
FETs), diodes and 
thyristors 
Integrated circuity I linear 
and digital I 

Oscillators 
Optocketronics 
Mkroprocessors 
Voltage Regulation 
Advanced Digital Concepts 
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YOU COVEREVERY
SUBJECT IN

CONTEMPORARY
ELECTRONICS

• Digitallogic
• Digital gates (TIL,

CMOS, ECl, NMOS)
• Flip Hops
• Counters and Registers
• Op-amps and Applications
• Combinational logic

circuits (ROMs, PlAs,
decoders, etc.]

• Circuit analysis. lCR
networks 15 D 1J I

• Transistors (bipolar and - ay ria
FETs), diodes and To order your first
thyristors module under our

• Integrated circuits (linear IS-day trial examination,
and digital) simply complete the

• Oscillators
• Optoelectronies card and send today!
• Microprocessors If card is missing ,
• Voltage Regulation write us for ordering
• Advanced Digital Concepts information.

McGraw-Hill I!'J'J~
Continuing Education Center C':'"Ie j

3939 Wisconsin Avenue I ....n
Washington, DC 20016. •

Update
Your
Knowledge of the New Electronics
This program is for anyone who has an interest in

electronics. It's designed for you whether you are someone
looking to find new directions in this wide open field .. .or
the kind of person who wants to understand what's going on
in the world around you ... you could be a teacher who
would benefit from a refresher course in contemporary cir
cuits, components, and applications ... a manager or super
visor in an electronics related business or industry ... an
engineer in another field who finds electronics playing an
ever more important role in your work. It's even for the

electronics engineers
and technicians, or
people with similar
backgrounds who feel
their training is out-of-date.

McGraw-Hill's
Contemporary Elec
tronics Series offers you
the quickest and probably
least expensive learning
method available today,
and the only one with
"hands-on" experience.

is further aided by a strikingly original method using dia
grams, explanations, illustrations, and schematics to drive
home and reinforce the meaning of all important points .
Carefully indexed binders contain this material as well as
the instructions to guide you through your "hands-on" lab
experiments. Finally, having completed the Series, you can
be awarded a "t

Certificate of
Achieve
mentfrom
McGraw-Hill
upon passing
an optional
final exami
nation.

Each Concept Module goes right to the heart of the
latter. You waste no time on extraneous material or out
ated history. It's a fast, efficient , and lively learning experi
ace, a nontraditional approach to the most modem of
ibject matter.

Construct And Use New
Explorer Design Lab

What's more, laboratory experiments you perform as
)U expand your Explorer Design Lab system reinforce
zerysignificant point. All projects are designed to enhance
ad support your interaction with the cassettes and special
xt materials.

This essential hands-on experience with actual elec
onic components gives you a elear and simplified under
anding of contemporary electronics. Every module will
iclude additional components that you mount on your
xpanding Explorer Lab system. You'll use your Lab
iroughout the Series and later to design, build, and test
our own circuits.

When you have received Module 15, you also have a
vide variety of contemporary components you can con
inue to use for your own design projects. The principles you
vill have mastered in your Series will apply to all contem
iorary electronic circuits, right up to tomorrow's latest
ILSI's (Very Large Scale Integrated) circuitry.

Unique Interactive Instruction
Makes Learning Easy

With each new module you will receive a McGraw-Hill
\.ction-Audio Cassette, a remarkable technique of inter
ictive instruction. Each tape creates a dynamic discussion
hat not only quickly communicates the facts , but makes
IOU feel that you are participating in a lively dialogue with
experts in contemporary electronics who provide you with
irst-hand information in a warm and provocative way.

Your ability to rapidly make this knowledge your own

Vithyourfirst module you 11 use
' tis solde r/ess breadboarding sys tem. A s you add additional boards to
reate your Explorer Design Lab you retain the ability to connec t and build
tcreas ingly complex circuits easily and quickly.
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FIG. 1 -A SIMPUF1ED DIAGRAM stowing the basics of the MHD power 
generator is shown. As discussed in the text, the model that we'll build is 
different in several respects. 

jet. energy can be extracted and delivered to an external load. 
We see that some of the major factors that govern the voltage 

and current generated include the gas velocity and the magnetic 
field strength. Also important are the electrical conductivity of 
the gas, and the design and placement of the electrodes. Once 
you build the basic model and have it working properly, those are 
the factors that you should vary if you want to try to improve the 
performance. 

Minimizing losses 
The design of an efficient MHD generator is not a easy task. 

The study of electromagnetics. fluid mechanics, and heat trans- 
fer are involved. However, let's look at some of the ways to 
design a generator to keep losses to a minimum. 

One of the most important loss factors is that of the Hall effect. 
When electrons move through the magnetic field, they are sub- 
ject to a force, F (called a Loren:: force). that is perpendicular to 
both the direction of electron flow, u,, and to the magnetic field: 
F = eue X B, where e is the charge of an electron. As a result of 
that force, the electrons do not move in a straight path between 
the electrodes. Instead. they tend to flow to one end of the 
collecting electrode: thus. an electric field is generated. 
However. the electrode simply shorts the electric field. and so 
short- circuit currents flow in the electrodes and dissipate power. 
Those Hall -effect losses can be reduced by using a segmented 
electrode. as we will do in our model. That is, instead of using 
one pair of plate -like electrodes as shown in Fig. I, we will use 
three smaller, independent sets of electrodes. 

End loss is another factor that can reduce the effeciency of an 
MHD generator. End loss occurs because a shunt path between 
the electrodes is provided by the gas at the entrance and exit 
points of the generator channel. If the conductivity of the gas is 
high. the shunt currents at each end can introduce significant 
losses. End losses are reduced as the length of the channel 
increases with respect to its width. They can also be reduced by 
extending the magnetic field past the electrodes. 

There are also electrode losses due to the fact that the gas at the 
electrodes is cooler than that of the rest of the chamber, and thus 
its conductivity is low. Those losses can be reduced in our model 
by keeping the flame as large and as hot as possible. 

There are losses due to to skin friction (fluid dynamic loss). 
And there are also losses due to heat transfer (which can be 
reduced by increasing the ratio of channel volume to surface 
area). Because we are using permanent magnets in our model. 
we will not concern ourselves with losses due to producing the 
magnetic field. However, in a commercial MHD plant. those 
losses would be an important consideration. 

How does a gas conduct? 
The gases used in the MHD generator become conductive 

through a process known as thermal ioin:alion. As the tempera- 
ture of the gas is increased. the kinetic energy of the bound 

electrons increases until it reaches a point where the electrons are 
no longer bound to the atoms of gas. At that point. because of the 
free electrons. the gas becomes electrically conductive. That 
high -temperature. electrically conductive gas is called a plasma. 
In the plasma, along with the free electrons. there are also 
positive ions of gas (the atoms from where the electrons were 
originally bound). It is those free electrons and positive ions that 
are captured by the electrodes in the plasma. thus inducing the 
load voltage. 

The temperature required to ionize a gas is usually extremely 
high. about 4500 °C. We can reduce the ionization temperature 
by seeding the gas with an alkali metal that readily ionizes at 

much lower temperature. (An alkali metal is univalent -it has 
only one outer -shell electron. thus it ionizes at a relatively low 
temperature.) Potassium nitrate (which we'll use) and cesium 
nitrate are two alkali -metal salts that are commonly used for that 
purpose. We will use a small butane torch (with an output of 
about I370°C) to achieve the temperature needed to ionize the 
seeded, gas. 

Why MHD? 
New research is being conducted on the MHD generator for 

several reasons. First, the MHD generator promises to use fuel 
more efficiently than conventional generators do. especially 
when it is used as a topping cycle in a generating plant. In other 
words. MHD generators will not be stand -alone plants. Let's see 
how they'll be set up. 

After the hot gas passes through MHD the channel. it is too 
cold to be sent to another MHD generator. However. that gas is 
hot enough to operate a conventional steam turbine, thus produc- 
ing additional electricity. A commercial power plant using an 
MHD generator as a topping cycle is expected to be able to work 
with an efficiency of over 45%. Present -day coal -fired plants that 
use scrubbers obtain an effeciency of about 34 %. 

Another reason for renewed interest is that the MHD generator 
can use all conventional fuels, and it can use high -sulfur coal in 
an ecologically safe manner. (The particular fuel choice for an 
MHD power plant would depend on where the plant was located. 
For example. to make use of its large coal reserves. coal -fired 
generators would probably prevail in the United States.) Scrub- 
bers. which remove sulfur from the smokestack emmisions of 
coal plants. are not needed for MHD generators because the 
sulfur combines chemically with the ion seed and can then then 
be separated and sold. In a coal plant, the sulfur is left in a 

useless limestone sludge. 
There are some problems that have yet to be overcome. First 

the cost of MHD generating plants has to become economically 
competitive with other types of electric plants. And the re- 
liability and life expectancy of MHD generators has to be in- 
creased. The major problem is that the electrodes deteriorate 
quickly because of the extremely high temperature of the gas in 
the generator. However. work has been done (at Avco Everett 
Research Laboratory) to suggest that water- cooled copper elec- 
trodes with stainless -steel and platinum cladding could have a 

lifetime of up to 8000 hours. 
But. a question that remains unanswered is: How close is 

MHD power generation to being commercially viable'' The goal 
of the National MHD Program (sponsored by the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Energy) is to have commercial MHD power stations in 
the early 1990's. Technologically. that is a fair timetable. But 
because of a lack of available funding. it is doubtful that com- 
mercial plants will appear that soon. However. the USSR is 
currently constructing their U500. That 500- megawatt, natural - 
gas -fired MHD generator is expected to be completed before the 
end of this decade. 

Building the MHD generator 
All of the materials that you'll need to build an MHD genera- 

tor model are shown in Fig. 2. Well begin construction with the 
segmented- electrode assemblies. First mold and cut a block of 
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FIG. 1-A SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM showing the basics of the MHO power
generator is shown. As discussed in the text , the model that we'll build is
different in several respects.

jet. energy can be extracted and delivered to an external load.
We see that some of the major factors that govern the voltage

and current generated include the gas velocity and the magnetic
field strength. Also important are the electrical conductivity of
the gas. and the design and placement of the electrodes. Once
you build the basic model and have it working properly, those are
the factors that you should vary if you want to try to improve the
performance.

Minimizing losses
The design of an efficient MHD generator is not a easy task.

The study of electromagnetics, fluid mechanics, and heat trans
fer are involved . However, let's look at some of the ways to
design a generator to keep losses to a minimum.

One of the most important loss factors is that of the Hall effect.
When electrons move through the magnetic fi eld, they are sub
ject to a force. F (called a Lorentz force), that is perpendicular to
both the direction of electron flow, ue' and to the magnetic field:
F = eUe X B , where e is the charge of an electron. As a result of
that force, the electrons do not move in a straight path between
the electrodes. Instead, they tend to flow to one end of the
co llec ting electrode ; thu s, an electric fie ld is gene rated .
However, the electrode simply shorts the electric field, and so
short-circuit currents flow in the electrodes and dissipate power.
Those Hall-effect losses can be reduced by using a segmented
electrode, as we will do in our model. That is, instead of using
one pair of plate-like electrodes as shown in Fig. I, we will use
three smaller. independent sets of electrodes.

End loss is another factor that can reduce the effeciency of an
MHD generator. End loss occurs because a shunt path between
the electrodes is provided by the gas at the entrance and exit
points of the generator channel. If the conductivity of the gas is
high, the shunt currents at each end can introduce significant
losses. End losses are reduced as the length of the channel
increases with respect to its width. They can also be reduced by
extending the magnetic field past the electrodes.

There are also electrode losses due to the fact that the gas at the
electrodes is cooler than that of the rest of the chamber, and thus
its conductivity is low. Those losses can be reduced in our model
by keeping the flame as large and as hot as possible.

There are losses due to to skin friction (fluid dynamic loss).
And there are also losses due to heat transfer (which can be
reduced by increasing the ratio of channel volume to surface
area). Because we are using permanent magnets in our model ,
we will not concern ourselves with losses due to producing the
magnetic field. However. in a commercial MHD plant. those
losses would be an important consideration.

How does a gas co nduct?
The gases used in the MHD generator become conductive

through a process known as thermal ionization . As the tempera
ture of the gas is increased. the kinetic energy of the bound

electrons increases until it reaches a point where the electrons are
no longer bound to the atoms of gas. At that point , because of the
free electrons, the gas becomes electrically conductive. That
high-temperature, electrically conductive gas is called a plasma .
In the plasma, along with the free electrons. there are also
positive ions of gas (the atoms from where the electrons were
originally bound). It is those free electrons and positive ions that
are captured by the electrodes in the plasma, thus inducing the
load voltage.

The temperature required to ionize a gas is usually extremely
high, about 4S00°C. We can reduce the ionization temperature
by seeding the gas with an alkali metal that readily ionizes at
much lower temperature. (An alkali metal is IInimlent-it has
only one outer-shell electron, thus it ionizes at a relatively low
temperature.) Potassium nitrate (which we' ll use) and cesium
nitrate are two alkali-metal salts that are commonly used for that
purpose. We will use a small butane torch (with an output of
about 1370°C) to achieve the temperature needed to ionize the
seeded,gas.

Why MHD?
New research is being conducted on the MHD generator for

several reasons. First, the MHD generator promises to use fuel
more efficiently than conventional generators do, especially
when it is used as a topping cycle in a generating plant. In other
words, MHD generators will not be stand-alone plants. Let's see
how they'll be set up. .

After the hot gas passes through MHD the channel, it is too
cold to be sent to another MHD generator. However, that gas is
hot enough to operate a conventional steam turbine, thus produc
ing additional electricity. A commercial power plant using an
MHD generator as a topping cycle is expected to be able to work
with an efficiency of over4S %. Present-day coal-fired plants that
use scrubbers obtain an effeciency of about 34%.

Another reason for renewed interest is that the MHD generator
can use all conventional fuels, and it can use high-sulfur coal in
an ecologically safe manner. (The particular f;el choice for an
MHD power plant would depend on where the plant was located.
For example, to make use of its large coal reserves, coal-fired
generators would probably prevail in the United States.) Scrub
bers, which remove sulfur from the smokestack emmisions of
coal plants, are-not needed for MHD generators because the
sulfur combines chemically with the ion seed and can then then
be separated and sold. In a coal plant, the sulfur is left in a
useless limestone sludge.

There are some problems that have yet to be overcome. First
the cost of MHD generating plants has to become economically
competitive with other types of electric plants. And the re
liability and life expectancy of MHD generators has to be in
creased. The major problem is that the electrodes deteriorate
quickly because of the extremely high temperature of the gas in
the generator. However, work has been done (at Avco Everett
Res; arch Laboratory) to suggest that water-cooled copper elec
trodes with stainless-steel and platinum cladding could have a
lifetime of up to 8000 hours.

But. a question that remains unanswered is: How close is
MHD power generation to being commercially viable'? The goal
of the National MHD Program (sponsored by the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy) is to have commercial MHD power stations in
the early 1990·s. Technologically, that is a fair timetable. But
because of a lack of available funding. it is doubtful that com
mercial plants will appear that soon, However, the USSR is
currently constructing their U5DD . That SOO-megawatt. natural
gas-fired MHD generator is expected to be completed before the
end of this decade.

Building the MHD generato r
All of the materials that you' ll need to build an MHD genera

tor model are shown in Fig. 2. We'll begin construction with the
segmented-electrode asse~l1b l i es. First ~no ld and cut a block of
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FIG. 2 -ALL OF THE MATERIALS that you need to make a working MHD 
generator model are shown here. 

FIG. 3 -YOU NEED A PIECE of perforated construction board, about one 
inch square. to use as a template for electrode spacing. 

FG 4 -THE BOTTOM SEGMENTED ELECTRODE is shown here before 
installatIOet 

clay approximately inch thick by I% inches wide by 21 inches 
long. Then center a piece of perforated construction -board 
(about I inch square) on the clay block. That perforated board, 
whose holes are spaced on Vio-inch centers, is used merely as a 

template for spacing and inserting the graphite electrodes. You' Il 
want to make sure that the top and bottom electrode sets are 
spaced similarly. Although the actual spacing is not important, 
start by leaving Rio inch between each electrode segment. 

Next gently insert the electrodes through the board and clay as 

FIG. 5 -THE PINOUT of the electrode assemblies. In a commercial MHD 
generator. each set of electrodes would feed its own inverter to be convert- 
ed to AC. 

PARTS LIST 

pound modeling clay. oven baking 
6 0.036 -inch diameter carbon pencil leads 
1 square inch perforated construction board 
1 ounce potassium nitrate (KNO3) 
1 Alcohol -lamp wick 
3 Ceramic magnets 3Me x 3/4 X 1 inch 
3 Steel (pole and support) pieces 0.095 x 1 x 3 inches 
1 container with cover (about 1 x 3 inches) for alkali-salt solution 

1 butane torch (Radio Shack 64.2164 or similar) 
Miscellaneous -alligator -clip leads. ceramic paper 
A kit of all parts is available from Images Co.. South Richmond 
Hill Station. Jamaica. NY 11419. The price of the kit is 930 includ- 
ing the torch. S20 without the torch. Please add 52.50 to cover 
postage and handling. 

shown in Fig 3. Use three electrodes to begin with. You want 
about 1 -inch of the graphite to be sticking out on top (for 
connecting to clip leads), and about 1 -inch into the channel. If 
an electrode is too long. simply pinch and snap it at the desired 
length. 

To make the second (bottom) segmented electrode, form some 
clay into a rectangular shape, Yiin x 'rá x 2 inches. (The thick- 
ness of the clay should match the thickness of the center magnet 
that you'll be using.) Now insert three graphite electrodes. Use 
the perforated board to help set the spacing between electrodes 
the same as in the top electrode set. The bottom segemented 
electrode should be similar to that shown in Fig. 4. 

When you have completed making the segmented- electrode 
assemblies, remove the perf -board template. Wrap the units 
loosely in aluminum foil and bake them in an oven at 375 °F for 
an hour and a half, leaving the door of oven open approximately 2 
inches. After baking, remove the assembly and allow to cool. 
Connect an alligator -clip lead to each of the electrodes. If you 
want, you can connect all of the top segments together and all of 
the bottom segments together. although in a commercial MHD 
generator, each set of electrodes is connected to its own load (or 
its own inverter to be convened to AC) as we show in Fig. 5. If an 
electrode breaks when you're connecting the test leads. use a 
straightened paper clip to push the electrode out of the clay, and 
replace it with a new one. You can also use that technique when 
the electrodes wear out from use. 

The next unit to construct is the seeder, which is used to feed 
the alkali -metal salt solution into the flame. Almost any small 
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FIG.5-THE " PINOUT" of the electrode assemblies. In a comm erci al MHO
generator, each set of electrodes would feed its own inverter to be convert
ed to AC.

PARTS LIST

Y2 pound modeling clay, oven baking
6 O.036-inch diameter carbon pencil leads
1 square inch perforated construction board
1 ounce potassium nitrate (KN0 3)

1 Alcohol-lamp wick
3 Ceramic magnets 3;\6 x % x 1 inch
3 Steel (pole and support) pieces 0.095 x 1 x 3 inches
1 container with cover (about 1 x 3 inches) for alkali -salt solutio n
1 butane torch (Radio Shack 64-2164 or similar)
Misce llaneo us-alligator-clip leads, ceramic paper
A kit of all parts is available from Images Co. , South Richmond
Hill Station, Jamaica, NY 11419.The price of the kit is $30 includ
ing the torch, $20 without the torch. Please add $2.50 to cover
postage and handling.

FIG. 2-ALL OF THE MATERIALS that you need to make a work ing MHO
generator model are shown here.

FIG. 3-YOU NEED A PIECE of perforated constructio n board, about one
inch square, to use as a template for electrode spacing.

/

FG 4-THE BOTTOM SEGMENTED ELECTRODE is shown here before
installation .

clay approximately -% inch thick by IVI inches wide by 2V2inches
long. Then ce nter a piece of perforated cons truction-board
(about I inch square) on the clay block. That perforated board,
whose holes are spaced on YJo-inch centers , is used merely as a
template for spacing and inserting the graphite electrodes. You' ll
want to make sure that the top and bottom electrode sets are
spaced similarly. Although the actual spacing is not important ,
start by leaving ¥io inch between each electrode segment.

Next gently insert the electrodes through the board and clay as

shown in Fig 3. Use three electrodes to begin with. You want
about VI-inch of the graphite to be sticking out on top (for
connecting to clip leads), and about V2-inch into the channel. If
an electrode is too long, simply pinch and snap it at the desired
length .

To make the second (bottom) segmented electrode, form some
clay into a rectangular shape, Y16 x Ys x 2 inches. (The thick
ness of the clay should match the thickness of the center magnet
that you' ll be using.) Now insert three graphite electrodes . Use
the perforated board to help set the spacing between electrodes
the same as in the top electrode set. The bottom segemented
electrode should be similar to that shown in Fig. 4.

When you have completed making the segmented-electrode
assemblies, remove the perf-board template. Wrap the units
loosely in aluminum foil and bake them in an oven at 375°F for
an hour and a half, leaving the door of oven open approximately 2
inches. After baking, remove the assembly and allow to cool.
Connect an alligator-clip lead to each of the electrodes . If you
want, you can connect all of the top segments together and all of
the bottom segments together. although in a commercial MHD
generator, each set of el~ctrodes is connected to its own load (or
its own inverter to be convened to AC) as we show in Fig. S. If an
electrode breaks when you're connecting the test leads. use a
straightened paper clip to push the electrode out of the clay. and
replace it with a new one. You can also use that technique when
the electrodes wear out from use.

The next unit to construct is the seeder, which is used to feed
the alkali-metal salt solution into the flame. Almost any small
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FIG. 6 -THE SEEDER USED in our model was made from a coin tube. 

FIG. 7- ASSEMBLING THE POLE pieces and magnets to form the MHD 
chamber couldn't be easier. 

FIG. 8-THE ELECTRODE ASSEMBLIES should be placed between and on 
top of the support pieces as shown. 

container with a tight- fitting lid can be used for the seeder. (The 
one shown in Fig. 6 was made from a plastic. tubular coin case 
that was used to store nickels.) Drill a hole near the edge of the 
lid large enough for the wick to pass through. Feed the wick 
through the hole and replace the lid back onto the container. To 
make the solution for the seeder, mix one part potassium nitrate 
with three parts water. 

The next step is to arrange the three ceramic magnets and the 
three metal pole pieces as shown in Fig. 7. (Be sure to use 
ceramic magnets. We have found that very poor results are 
obtained if other magnet types are used.) 

When that is done. we can install the electrode sets. Place the 
bottom segmented electrode in first. Make sure that the clip leads 
are attatched before inserting it between the magnets. To ensure 
that the bottom electrode will fit snugly between the metal 
support pieces. you may want to wrap some ceramic paper 
around it. 

The top set of electrodes just has to be placed on top of the 
assembly. Make sure that that set is directly on top of the bottom 
set. Leave about'/ inch between the tips of the top and bottom 
segmented electrodes. When you attach clip leads to each of the 
top electrode segments. your assembly should look like that 
shown in Fig. 8. 

Operation 
Caution: Before you even turn the unit on. keep in mind that 

the generator can get very hot, so be careful. 
To operate the generator, fill-the seeder unit with the alkali -salt 

solution. Make sure that the electrodes are between the two pole 
pieces and not touching either side. Place the seeder unit at the 
entrance of the channel with the wick facing into the channel. 
You want the wick to feed into the flame just ahead of the nozzle 
of the torch. 

Connect one set of output leads to your voltmeter. Start on a 

scale that reads about one volt. Following the manufacturer's 
instructions. start the torch and position it so that the base of the 
flame is just touching the wick, with the main flame projecting 
lithtraight into the channel. Allow 20 seconds for the unit to heat 

p. and try to obtain as large and as hot a flame as you can. You 
Quid then observe a voltage reading on your meter. With the 

generator operating, cautiously move the torch one degree in 
each direction. You will hit a point where the voltage- output 
peaks. Don't forget this rule of thumb: The larger and hotter the 
flame you're able to maintain in the MHD generator, the higher 
your voltage output will be. 

Troubleshooting 
Using your voltmeter. measure the potential between the elec- 

trodes in each piece of clay. If a voltage is present. it is due to 
moisture in the clay. (The voltage is coming from some elec- 
trochemical reaction.) Either bake the clay again or wait 12 hours 
for the moisture to evaporate. A simple check for moisture is to 
set your meter to read resistance. If you get a reading between 
electrode segments of anything other than infinity, their is some 
moisture left in the clay. 

If you fail to show any voltage when the unit is operating, use 
an ohmmeter to check that none of the electrodes are broken in 
the clay; also check all the test leads to be sure that they're in 
good working condition. Check the seeder unit to be sure that 
part of the wick is touching the flame. Otherwise it cannot feed 
the salt solution to the generator. Also, double check the dimen- 
sions of unit against the parts list and the photos. 

Now that you have your MHD generator working. why not 
experiment? For instance, try using more electrodes for better 
coupling to the gas. or changing the electrode spacing. A dif- 
ferent torch with a hotter output could be used. You could also try 
using metals other than steel for the support pieces, or using 
larger magnets to obtain a stronger magnetic field. After you've 
experimented with changing all of the variables, why not let us 
know what you come up with! R -E 

FIG. 6-THE SEEDER USED in our model was made from a co in tube .

J

FIG. 7-ASSEMBLING THE POLE pieces and magnets to form the MHD
chamber couldn 't be easier.

container with a tight- fitting lid can be used for the seeder. (The
one shown in Fig. 6 was made from a plastic , tubular coin case
that was used to store nickels .) Drill a hole near the edge of the
lid large enough for the wick to pass through . Feed the wick
through the hole and replace the lid back onto the container. To
make the solution for the seeder, mix one part potassium nitrate
with three parts water.

The next step is to arrange the three ceramic magnets and the
three metal pole pieces as shown in Fig. 7. (Be sure to use
ceramic magnets . We have found that very poor results are
obta ined if other magnet types are used .)

When that is done , we can install the electrode sets . Place the
bottom segmented electrode in first. Make sure that the clip leads
are attatched before inserting it between the magnets. To ensure
that the bottom electrode will fit snugly between the metal
support pieces , you may want to wrap some ceramic paper
around it.

The top set of electrodes just has to be placed on top of the
assemb ly. Make sure that that set is directly on top of the bottom
set. Leave about Y4 inch between the tips of the top and bottom
seg mented electrodes . When you attach clip leads to each of the
top electrode segments , your assembly should look like that
shown in Fig . 8.

Operat ion
Caution: Before you even tum the unit on, keep in mind that

the generator can get very hot , so be careful.
To operate the generator, fill-the seeder unit with the alkali-sa lt

solution. Make sure that the electrodes are between the two pole
pieces and not touching either side. Place the seeder unit at the
entrance of the channel with the wick facing into the channel.
You want the wick to feed into the flame just ahead of the nozzle
of the torch .

Connect one set of output leads to your voltmeter. Start on a
scale that reads about one volt. Following the manufacturer 's
instructions, start the torch and position it so that the base of the
flame is just touching the wick, with the main flame projectin g
~traight into the channel . Allow 20 seconds for the unit to heat
~p, and try to obtain as large and as hot a flame as you can. You
~hou ld then observe a voltage reading on your meter. With the
generator operating, cautiou sly move the torch one degree in
each direction . You will hit a point where the voltage-output
peaks. Don't forget this rule of thumb : The larger and hotter the
flame you' re able to maintain in the MHO generator, the higher
your voltage output will be .

Troub leshooting
Using your voltmeter, measure the potential between the elec 

trodes in each piece of clay. If a voltage is present , it is due to
moisture in the clay. (The voltage is coming from some elec
trochemical reaction .) Either bake the clay again or wait 12 hours
for the moisture to evaporate . A simple check for moisture is to
set your meter to read resistance. If you get a readin g between
electrode segments of anything other than infinity, there is some
moisture left in the clay.

If you fail to show any voltage when the unit is operating, use
an ohmmeter to check that none of the electrodes are broken in
the clay; also check all the test leads to be sure that they're in
good working condition. Check the seeder unit to be sure that
part of the wick is touching the flame. Otherwise it cannot feed
the salt solution to the generator. Also, double check the dimen
sions of unit aga inst the parts list and the photos .

Now that you have your MHO generator working , why not
experiment? For instance , try using more elec trodes for better
coupling to the gas, or changing the electrode spacing. A dif
ferent torch with a hotter output could be used. Youcould also try
using metals other than steel for the support piece s, or using
larger magnets to obtain a stronger magnetic field. After you've
experimented with changing all of the variables, why not let us
know what you come up with ! R-E
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<l:: FIG.8-THE ELECTRODE ASSEMBLIES shou ld be placed between and on
IT: top of the support pieces as shown.
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JOHN D. LENK 

lUJ CAN DO 

Repairing and aligning VCR's isn't easy, but it is possible to do 
some of the work yourself if you know how! In this article we'll 
tell you what repairs and adjustments you can make using 
standard test equipment. 

Part 3 IN THIS MONTH'S ARTI- 
de we'll be looking at 

some VCR symptoms. and their likely 
causes. We'll also look at the steps that 
should be followed to be sure that your 
VCR is properly aligned. 

Precautions when installing a VCR 

In addition to all precautions described 
In the service or operating literature for 
the VCR. keep the following points in 
mind. Avoid placing the VCR in areas of 
high temperature or high humidity. Ex- 
posure to those environmental factors can 
harm the VCR and (especially) the cas- 
sette tape. The rear of the VCR should be 

at least 4 inches from the wall to maintain 
adequate heat dissipation. Make certain 
that the TV fine- tuning has been properly 
adjusted for either channel 3 or 4. The 
VCR output is displayed on the selected 
channel, but since that channel is not or- 
dinarily used the fine tuning may not be 

precisely adjusted. Play back a tape that 
you know to be good, and adjust the TV 
tine tuning to get the best picture. Also 

make sure that the VCR fine tuning is 

properly adjusted. 
If you have the job of demonstrating 

use of the VCR to someone, go over the 
operating instructions of the instruction 
manual in boring detail. Although opera- 
tion of a VCR is simple to those familiar 
with electronic equipment. it may not be 
so to the general public. especially since a 

`JCR has many more capabilities. and 
controls. than a TV. As a minimum, de- 
scribe how to do the following: watch the 
TV, record a TV program. record one 
program on the VCR while watching an- 
other on the TV set. use the automatic 
recording timer to record while away from 
home. play back a recorded tape. If you 
can not do any of those yourself. do not 
attempt to service that VCR until you have 
studied the instructions. please! 

One point often confused by those fa- 
miliar with Beta or VHS. but not both. is 
in loading and unloading the cassette. 
With Beta. when the cassette compart- 
ment lid is closed. the tape is automat- 
ically loaded. For VHS. tape loading 

occurs after the lid is closed and the PLAY 

button is pressed. 
To remove a Beta cassette, make sure 

that the power is turned on. and that the 
VCR is in the sTOP mode. Press EJECT. 
remove the cassette. and close the lid. 
When a Beta compartment lid is raised by 
pressing the EJECT button. the tape is au- 
tomatically unloaded. and the cassette 
supply and take -up reels disengage from 
the tape drive motors. (On some Beta 
VCR's. the EJECT button cannot be 
pressed except in the STOP mode. In other 
Beta VCR's. the EJtcr button can be 
pressed. but does not actuate the circuit 
unless the VCR is in STOP.) 

For VHS. when the STOP button is 
pressed. the tape is unloaded. The cas- 
sette can then he removed by pressing the 
EJECT button to release the cassette hold- 
er. 

Checkout procedures for a VCR 
Before we get into the detailed service 

notes where we discuss specific problems 
related to the major functional sections of 
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JOHN D. LENK Repairing and aligning VCR's isn't easy; but it is possible to do

some of the work yourself if you know how! In this article we'll
tell you what repairs and adjustments you can make using
standard test equipment.

Part 3 IN T HIS MO NT H ' S ART I

cle we'll be looking at
some VCR symptoms, and their likely
causes. We 'll also look at the steps that
should be followed to be sure that your
VCR is properl y aligned .

Precautions when installing a VCR
In addition to all precautions described

in the service or operating literature for
the VCR , keep the following point s in
mind. Avoid placing the VCR in areas of
high temper ature or high hum idity. Ex
posure to those environme ntal factors can
harm the VCR and (espec ially) the cas
sette tape. The rear of the VCR should be
at least 4 inches from the wall to maintain
adequate heat dissipation . Make certain
that the TV fine-tuning has been properly
adjusted for either channel 3 or 4. The
VCR output is displ ayed on the selected
channel, but since that channe l is not or
din arily used the fine tunin g may not be
precisely adjusted. Play back a tape that
you know to be goo d , and adjust the TV
fine tuning to get the best picture. Also

make sure that the VCR fine tunin g is
properly adj usted.

If you have the job of demonstrati ng
use of the VC R to someo ne, go over the
operating instruction s of the instruction
manu al in borin g detail. Although opera
tion of a VC R is simple to those fami liar
with electronic equipment, it may not be
so to the general public, espec ially since a
VCR has many more capabilities, and
controls , than a TV. As a minimum , de
scr ibe how to do the following: watch the
TV, record a TV program, record one
program on the VCR while watching an
other on the TV set , use the automa tic
recording timer to record while away from
home, play back a recorded tape . If you
can not do any of those yourse lf, do not
attempt to serv ice that VCR until you have
studied the instruct ion s, please!

One point often co nfused by those fa
miliar with Beta or VHS, but not both, is
in loading and un loadin g the cassette .
With Beta , when the cassette compart
ment lid is closed, the tape is automat
icall y loaded . For VHS, tape loading

occur s after the lid is clo sed and the PLAY

button is pressed .
To remove a Beta casse tte , make sure

that the power is turned on, and that the
VCR is in the STOP mode. Press EJE CT,

remove the cassette, and close the lid .
When a Beta com partme nt lid is raised by
pressing the EJE CT button , the tape is au
tom aticall y unloaded, and the cassette
supply and take -up ree ls disengage from
the tape drive motors . (On some Beta
VCR 's , the EJ ECT button ca nno t be
pressed exce pt in the STOP mode . In other
Beta VC R's , the EJECT butto n can be
presse d, tbut does not actuate the circ uit
unless the VCR is in STOP .)

For VHS, when the STO P butt on is
pressed , the tape is unloaded . The cas
sette can then be removed by pressi ng the
EJE CT button to release the cassette hold
er.

Checkout procedures for a VCR
Before we get into the detailed serv ice

notes where we discuss spec ific problems
related to the major functional sections of
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a VCR, let us go over some simple, ob- 
vious steps to be performed before you 
start any service (and long before you tear 
into the VCR). 

If the video playback or the TV picture 
is bad, set the program select switch to 
TV and check picture quality for each TV 
channel (using the TV channel selector). 
If the picture quality is still bad. check for 
defective antenna connections (or a faulty 
TV). Also check the TV fine tuning. 

If the TV picture is good when the 
program select switch is set to TV. but the 
video playback is not good. set the pro- 
gram select switch to VCR. turn the TV to 
the inactive channel (3 or 4). and check 
reception on each channel by changing 
the setting on the VCR channel selector. 
If picture quality is bad. or there is no 
picture on all channels, it is possible that 
the TV fine tuning is not properly ad- 
justed. If the problem appears only on 
certain channels, the VCR fine tuning is 
suspect (as is the VCR tuner). 

If picture quality is good when viewing 
a TV broadcast through the VCR, try re- 
cording and playing back the program. 

If noise is apparent (resulting in poor 
picture quality on playback but not when 
viewing through the VCR) it is possible 
that the video heads are dirty (head gaps 
are slightly clogged). If there is sound but 
no picture, the video head gaps may be 
badly clogged. If the playback picture is 
unstable with a new TV set (never pre- 
viously used with the VCR), it is possible 
that the TV's AFC circuits are not com- 
patible with the VCR. (We'll discuss that 
problem latter on.) If there is color beat 
(rainbow -like stripes on the screen) the 
problem may be interference rather than a 

failure in the VCR or TV. 
Let's now go over specific symptoms 

and possible causes for some basic VCR 
troubles. 

Record button cannot be pressed 
Check that there is a cassette installed 

and that the safety tab has not been re- 
moved from the cassette. If necessary, 
cover the safety tab hole with tape. (The 
safety tab engages a plunger rod or switch 
when the cassette is inserted and the lid 
closed.) In most Beta systems. the REC- 
ORD 

c- 
ORD button cannot be pressed unless the 
rod is pushed down by the tape. In VHS. 
the tab prevents a switch from closing. 
Closing the switch disables the record op- 
eration. If you want to keep a recorded 
program from being accidentally erased. 
you break off the tab so that the plunger is 
not pushed down. for Beta. or the switch 
can close, for VHS. and the record func- 
tion is disabled. If you want to record on a 

cassette with the tab removed, cover the 
tab hole with vinyl tape. 

No E -E picture. 
If there is no E -E picture, check that the 

VCR program select switch is in the cor- 

rect position. Also check the fine tuning 
on the TV. (The term E -E. or Electric - 
to- Electric, can be explained as follows. 
When the VCR is in the record mode, the 
record output circuit is also connected to 
the playback input circuit so that the video 
signal to be recorded can be monitored on 
the TV. Since the magnetic components 
(head. tape. etc.) have nothing to do with 
that signal. and the signal is passed di- 
rectly from one electrical circuit to an- 
other, the function is called the E -E mode. 
When the heads and tape are involved in 
the normal record /playback cycle, the 
term V -V, or Video -to -Video is sometimes 
used.) 

No color, or very poor color 
II there is no color on play back. check 

the fine tuning on the TV. If the VCR fine 
tuning is misadjusted during record, color 
may appear while recording, but may not 
appear during playback. Always check 
the fine tuning of both the VCR and TV as 

a first step when there arc color problems. 

Playback picture is unstable 
If you have periodic problems of pic- 

ture instability. check the following: Has 
the VCR been operated in an arca having a 

different AC line frequency? While re- 
cording, it is possible that a fringe -area 
signal was weak (intermittently) so that 
the video sync signal was not properly 
recorded? During recording, could there 
have been some interference or large fluc- 
tuations in the power supply voltage? 
Could the cassette tape be defective. 
Could the tracking control be improperly 
adjusted. 

Both Beta and VHS machines have 
some form of tracking control that adjusts 
for minor variations between tapes re- 
corded on one machine and played back 
on another machine. If the physical dis- 
tance between the control head and video 
heads is different for the two machines, 
the playback signals are not syn- 
chronized. even though the servo is lock- 
ed to the CTL signal. That condition can 
be corrected by physically moving the 
control /audio head stack in relation to the 
scanner. (That is one of the recommended 
service adjustment procedures for some 
VCR's.) But it is more practical to use the 
front panel tracking control, which shifts 
the relationship of CTL signal to the video 
tracks electrically. 

Snow or noise during playback only 
Check the tracking control! 

Sound but no picture 
Check for very dirty video heads. The 

same holds true for excessive black -and- 
white snow. 

Tape stops during rewind 
If the VCR has a memory counter. is 

the counter switch on? If the memory 

switch is on. the tape stops automatically 
at 999 during rewind (on most VCR's). 

Rewind and fast -forward problems 
If the rewind and fast -forward buttons 

can not be locked or operated. check to 
see if the cassette tape is at either end of its 
travel If the tape is at the beginning. re- 
wind does not function. Fast forward does 
not function if the tape is at the end. 

Cassette will not eject 
Is the poser on ' 

Feedback when using a microphone 
Keep the microphone away from the 

TV Turn down the TV volume. 

Tape- speed -related problems 
Those include such things as a noise 

band in the playback picture and picture 
instability with too high or too low 
pitched sound. 

In some VCR's, the tape is automat- 
ically locked to the correct speed by the 
servo. However, many VCR's also require 
some manual switching. For example. 
certain Beta VCR's have a front -panel 
switch to select between Beta II and Beta 
III. as well as a rear panel switch for Beta 
I . 

Some VCR service suggestions 
The following points summarize some 

practical suggestions for servicing any 
VCR. 

Initial setup 
When a VCR is first connected to a TV, 

it is likely that the unused channel (3 or4) 
of the TV is not properly fine tuned. When 
fine tuning the TV. operate the VCR in the 
playback mode using a known good cas- 
sette. preferably with a color program. If 
you try to fine tune the TV in the record or 
E -E mode. both the VCR and TV tuners 
are connected in the circuit. and the pic- 
ture is affected by either or both tuners. 
With playback. the picture depends only 
on the TV tuner. Once the normally un- 
used channel of the TV is line tuned for 
best picture. the VCR tuner can be fine 
tuned as necessary. 

Replacing a tuner 
In many VCR's. the entire tuner is re- 

placed as a unit in the event of failure. 
although some manufacturers supply re- 
placement parts for their tuners. and in- 
clude adjustment procedures for the tuner 
in the service literature. As a point of 
reference. a typical VCR tuner (including 
the IF) produces I volt P -P of video into a 

75 -ohm load. Typically. the audio output 
from the tuner is in the - 10- to - 20 -dB 
range. 

Replacing an RF modulator 
In most VCR's, the RF modulator must 

be replaced as a package in the event of 
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a VCR, let us go over some simple, ob
vious steps to be performed before you
start any service (and long before you tear
into the VCR).

If the video playback or the TV picture
is bad, set the program select switch to
TV and check picture quality for each TV
channel (using the TV channel selector).
If the picture quality is still bad , check for
defective antenna connections (or a faulty
TV). Also check the TV fine tuning.

If the TV picture is good when the
program select switch is set to TV, but the
video playback is not good, set the pro
gram select switch to VCR, turn the TV to
the inactive channel (3 or 4), and check
reception on each channel by changing
the setting on the VCR channel selector.
If picture quality is bad, or there is no
picture on all channels, it is possible that
the TV fine tuning is not properly ad
justed. If the problem appears only on
certain channels, the VCR fine tuning is
suspect (as is the VCR tuner).

If picture quality is good when viewing
a TV broadcast through the VCR, try re
cording and playing back the program.

If noise is apparent (resulting in poor
picture quality on playback but not when
viewing through the VCR) it is possible
that the video heads are dirty (head gaps
are slightly clogged). If there is sound but
no picture, the video head gaps may be
badly clogged. If the playback picture is
unstable with a new TV set (never pre
viously used with the VCR), it is possible
that the TV's AFC circuits are not com
patible with the VCR. (We' ll discuss that
problem latter on.) If there is color beat
(rainbow-like stripes on the screen) the
problem may be interference rather than a
failure in the VCR or TV

Let's now go over specific symptoms
and possible causes for some basic VCR
troubles.

Record button cannot be pressed
Check that there is a cassette installed

and that the safety tab has not been re
moved from the cassette . If necessary,
cover the safety tab hole with tape. (The
safety tab engages a plunger rod or switch
when the cassette is inserted and the lid
closed. ) In most Beta systems, the REC

ORD button cannot be pressed unless the
rod is pushed down by the tape. In VHS,
the tab prevents a switch from closing.
Closing the switch disables the record op
eration. If you want to keep a recorded
program from being accidentally erased,
you break off the tab so that the plunger is
not pushed down, for Beta, or the switch
can close , for VHS, and the record func
tion is disabled. If you want to record on a
cassette with the tab removed, cover the
tab hole with vinyl tape .

No E-E picture.
If there is no E-E picture , check that the

VCR program select switch is in the cor-

rect position. Also check the fine tuning
on the TV (The term E-E, or Electric
to-Electric, can be explained as follows.
When the VCR is in the record mode, the
record output circuit is also connected to
the playback input circuit so that the video
signal to be recorded can be monitored on
the TV Since the magnetic components
(head, tape, etc.) have nothing to do with
that signal, and the signal is passed di
rectly from one electrical circuit to an
other, the function is called the E-E mode.
When the heads and tape are involved in
the normal record/playback cycle, the
term V-V,or Video-to-Video is sometimes
used.)

No color, or very poor color
If there is no color on playback, check

the fine tuning on the TV If the VCR fine
tuning is misadjusted during record, color
may appear while recording, but may not
appear during playback . Always check
the fine tuning of both the VCR and TV as
a first step when there are color problems.

Playback picture is unstable
If you have periodic problems of pic

ture instability, check the following: Has
the VCR been operated in an area having a
different AC line frequency? While re
cording, it is possible that a fringe-area
signal was weak (intermittently) so that
the video sync signal was not properly
recorded? During recording, could there
have been some interference or large fluc
tuations in the power supply voltage?
Could the casse tte tape be defec tive .
Could the tracking control be improperly
adjusted.

Both Beta and VHS machines have
some form of tracking control that adjusts
for minor variations between tapes re
corded on one machine and played back
on another machine. If the physical dis
tance between the control head and video
heads is different for the two machines,
th e pl ayb ack sig na ls are not sy n
chronized, even though the servo is lock
ed to the CTL signal. That condition can
be corrected by physically moving the
control/audio head stack in relation to the
scanner. (That is one of the recommended
service adjustment procedures for some
VCR's.) But it is more practical to use the
front panel tracking control, which shifts
the relationship of CTL signal to the video
tracks electrically.

Snow or noise during playback only
Check the tracking control!

Sound but no picture
Check for very dirty video heads. The

same holds true for excessive black-and
white snow.

Tape stops during rewind
If the VCR has a memory counter, is

the counter switch on'? If the memory

switch is on, the tape stops automatically
at 999 during rewind (on most VCR's).

Rewind and fast -forward problems
If the rewind and fast-forward buttons

can not be locked or operated , check to
see if the cassette tape is at either end of its
travel If the tape is at the beginning, re
wind does not function. Fast forward does
not function if the tape is at the end.

Cassette will not eject
Is the power on?

Feedback when using a microphone
Keep the microphone away from the

TV Turn down the TV volume.

Tape-speed-related problems
Those include such things as a noise

band in the playback picture and picture
instab ili ty wit h too high or too low
pitched sound.

In some VCR's, the tape is automat
ically locked to the correct speed by the
servo. However, many VCR's also require
some manual switching. For example,
certain Beta VCR's have a front-panel
switch to select between Beta II and Beta
III, as well as a rear panel switch for Beta
I.

Some VCR service suggestions
The following points summarize some

practical suggestions for servicing any
VCR.

Initi al setup
When a VCR is first connected to a TV,

it is likely that the unused channel (3 or 4)
of the TV is not properly fine tuned. When
finetuning the TV, operate the VCR in the
playback mode using a known good cas
sette, preferably with a color program. If
you try to fine tune the TV in the record or
E-E mode, both the VCR and TV tuners
are connected in the circuit, and the pic
ture is affected by either or both tuners.
With playback, the picture depends only
on the TV tuner. Once the normally un
used channel of the TV is fine tuned for
best picture, the VCR tuner can be fine
tuned as necessary.

Replacing a tuner
In many VCR's, the entire tuner is re

placed as a unit in the event of failure,
although some manufacturers supply re
placement parts for their tuners, and in
clude adjustment procedures for the tuner
in the service literature. As a point of
reference, a typical VCR tuner (including
the IF) produces I volt P-P of video into a
75-ohm load. Typically, the audio output
from the tuner is in the - 10- to - 20-dB
range.

Replacing an RF modulator
In most VCR's, the RF modulator must

be replaced as a package in the event of
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failure. No adjustments or parts replace- 
ment are possible. If you have proper au- 
dio and video inputs (and power) to the 
modulator, but there is no output (or low 
output). the modulator is most likely de- 
fective. As a point of reference, a typical 
RF modulator produces 1000 microvolts 
into a 75 -ohm load (or 2000 microvolts 
into a 300 -ohm load) on the selected 
channel. 

Black- and -white picture circuits 
Although the black -and -white (or lu- 

minance) circuits of any VCR are very 
complex, they are not the major cause of 
trouble. Mechanical problems are on top 
of the list, closely followed by servo and 
system control troubles. Also, although 
many circuits are involved. all of the cir- 
cuits are found in three or four IC's. If all 
else fails, you can replace the few IC's, 
one at a time, until the problem is solved. 
(If only mechanical problems were that 
simple!) 

The first step in servicing luminance 
circuits is to play back a known good tape, 
or an alignment tape. That will pinpoint 
the problem to playback or record cir- 
cuits. or both. Then run through the elec- 
trical adjustments that apply to lumi- 
nance. or picture, using the manufac- 
turer's procedures. 

If playback from a known good tape has 
poor resolution (picture lacks sharpness) 
look for an improperly adjusted noise can- 
celer circuit, and for bad response in the 
video -head preamps. When making the 
manufacturer's adjustments. study the 
stairstep or color -bar signals for any tran- 
sients at the leading edges of the white 
bars. 

If the playback has excessive snow, try 
adjusting the tracking control, since mis- 
tracking can cause snow. Then try clean- 
ing the video heads before making any 
extensive adjustments. (Cleaning the vid- 
eo heads clears up about 505E of all noise 
or snow problems.) If neither of those do 
the trick. then try electrical and mechan- 
ical adjustments. Make mechanical ad- 
justments only as a last resort (even 
though snow and mistracking can be 
caused by mechanical problems). 

If playback of a known good tape pro- 
duces smudges on the leading edge of the 
white pans of a test pattern (from an align- 
ment tape) or a picture, the problem is 
usually in the preamps, or in adjustments 
that match the heads to the preamps. The 
head / preamp combination is not re- 
producing the high end (5 MHz) of the 
video signals. The adjustment procedures 
usually show the head/preamp response 
characteristics. 

If you see a herringbone (beat) pattern 
in the playback of a known good tape. 
look for camer leak. There is probably 
some unbalance condition in the FM de- 
modulators or limiters, allowing the origi- 
nal carrier to pass through the demodula- 

tion process. If very excessive carrier 
passes through the demodulator. you may 
get a negative picture. Recheck all camer 
lead adjustments. 

Most adjustment procedures include a 

check of the video output level (typically I 

volt P P). lithe VCR produces the correct 
output level when playing back an align- 
ment tape. but not from a tape recorded on 
the VCR. you probably have a problem in 
the record circuits. The record current 
may be low (one symptom of low record 
current is snow), or the white -clip adjust- 
ment may be off. Look for details of those 
two adjustments in the manufacturer's lit- 
erature. 

Servicing color circuits 
As ip the case of black -and- white, the 

color (or chroma) circuits of a VCR are 
very complex, but not necessarily diffi- 
cult to service (nor do they fail as fre- 
quently as the mechanical section). 
Again. the first step in color -circuit ser- 
vice is to play back an alignment tape, 
followed by a check of all adjustments 
pertaining to color. As in the black -aad- 
white circuits, when performing adjust- 
ments, you are tracing the signal through 
the color circuits. (At least that is the case 
in most well- written VCR service litera- 
ture.) 

There are two main points to remember 
in regard to VCR color circuits. First, 
most color circuits are contained within 
IC's. possibly the same IC's as the black - 
and -white circuits. Also, both circuits are 
interrelated. If you find correct inputs and 
power to an IC, but an absent or abnormal 
output, you must replace the IC. A possi- 
ble exception in the color circuits are the 
various filters and traps located outside 
the IC. 

Second. in most VCR's, the reference 
signal input to the color converters comes 
from the same source for both playback 
and record (from crystal -controlled os- 
cillators). If you get good color on play- 
back. but not on record. the problem is 
definitely in the record circuits. However. 
if you get no color on playback of a known 
good tape, the problem can be in the color 
playback circuits or in the common refer- 
ence signal. A good place to start color 
circuit signal tracing is to check any com- 
mon source reference signals. Then check 
the AFC signals. If any of those signals 
are missing (or abnormal). the color will 
be absent or abnormal. 

The following describes a few VCR 
color circuit failure symptoms. together 
with some possible causes. 

If you get a "barber pole" effect, in- 
dicating a loss of color lock. the AFC 
circuits are probably at fault. Check that 
the AFC circuit is receiving the horizon- 
tal -sync pulses, and that the AFC voltage - 
controlled oscillator (VCO) is nearly on- 
frequency, even without the correction cir- 
cuit. (Most electrical adjustments include 

such a procedure.) 
If the hue control of the TV must be 

reset when playing back a tape that has 
just been recorded. check the color sub - 
carrier frequency using a frequency coun- 
ter. 

If you get bands of color several lines 
wide on saturated colors (such as alternate 
blue and magenta bands on the magenta 
bar of a color -bar signal), check the auto- 
matic phase -control circuits, as well as 

the 3.58 -MHz oscillator frequency. 
If you get the herringbone (beat) pat- 

tern during a color playback, try turning 
the color control of the TV down to pro- 
duce a black -and -white picture. lithe her- 
ringbone is removed on black and white, 
but reappears when the color control is 
turned back up, look for leakage in both 
the color and luminance circuits. 

If you get flickering of the color during 
playback, look for failure of the automatic 
color -control system. It is also possible 
that one video head is bad (or that the 
preamps are not balanced), but such con- 
ditions show up as a problem in black - 
and -white operation. 

If you have what appears to be very 
severe color flicker on a Beta VCR. you 
may be losing color on every other field. 
That can occur if the phase of signal is not 
shifted 180° at the horizontal -sync rate 
when one head is making its pass. The 
opposite head works normally, making 
the picture appear at a 30 -Hz rate. 

If you lose color after a noticeable 
dropout. look for problems in the drop- 
out- compensation circuit. Most VCR's 
have some form of dropout compensation 
circuit to sense any dropout of recorded 
signal. Those circuits compensate for 
dropout by using the preceding horizontal 
line signal. It is possible that the phase 
reversal circuits have locked up on the 
wrong mode after a dropout. In that case, 
the color signals have the wrong phase 
relation from line to line, and the comb 
filter is canceling all color signals. 

It's usually easy to spot total failures in 
the servo system. If a servo motor fails to 
operate, check that the power is applied to 
the motor at the appropriate time. If power 
is there, but the motor does not operate, 
the motor is at fault (burned out, open 
windings, etc.). If the power is absent, 
trace the power -supply line back to its 
source. See if the system control circuits 
(usually a microprocessor) are delivering 
the necessary control signals. 

The problem is not so easy to locate 
when the servo fails to lock on either (or 
both) record and playback. If the control 
signal is not recorded (or is improperly 
recorded) on the control track during rec- 
ord. the servo cannot lock properly during 
playback. So your first step is to see if the 
servo can play back a properly recorded 
tape. 

There are usually some obvious symp- 
toms when the servo is not locking prop- 

failure. No adjus tments or parts replace
ment are possible. If you have proper au
dio and video input s (and power) to the
modul ator, but there is no output (or low
output), the modul ator is most likely de
fective. As a poi nt of reference , a typica l
RF mod ulator produces 1000 microvolts
into a 75··ohm load (or 2000 microvolts
into a 300-ohm load) on the selected
channel.

Black-and-white picture circuits
Although the black-and- white (or lu

minance) circuits of any VCR are very
complex, they are not the major cause of
trouble. Mechanical problems are on top
of the list , close ly followed by servo and
system co ntrol troubles. Also, although
many circ uits are involved , all of the cir
cuits are found in three or four Ie's. If all
e lse fails , you can replace the few Ie's,
one at a time, until the problem is solved .
(If on ly mechanica l problems were that
simple!)

The first step in servicing luminance
circuits is to play back a known good tape,
or an alignment tape. That will pinpoint
the problem to playback or record cir
cuit s, or both. Then run through the elec
trica l adjustments that apply to lum i
nance , or pic ture, using the manufac
ture r's proced ures.

If playback from a known good tape has
poor resolut ion (picture lacks sharpness)
look for an improperly adjusted noise can
ce ler circuit, and for bad response in the
video-head preamp s. When making the
manufacture r's adjus tments, study the
sta irstep or co lor-bar signals for any tran
sie nts at the leading edges of the white
bars.

If the playback has excess ive snow, try
adjusting the tracking co ntrol, since mis
trackin g can cause snow. Then try clean
ing the video heads before making any
extensive adjustments . (Cleaning the vid
eo heads clears up abo ut 50% of all noise
or snow problem s.) If neith er of those do
the trick, then try electrica l and mechan
ica l adjustme nts . Make mechanical ad
jus tme nts only as a last resort (eve n
thou gh snow and mistr ackin g can be
caused by mech anical problems).

If playback of a known good tape pro
duces smudges on the leading edge of the
white pam of a test pattern (from an align
men t tape) or a picture, the prob lem is
usually in the preamps , or in adjustments
that match the heads to the preamps. The
he ad /p reamp co mbina t io n is not re
producing the high end (5 MHz) of the
video signals. The adjustment procedures
usually show the head/preamp response
cha racteristics.

If you see a herri ngbo ne (bea t) patte rn
in the playback of a known good tape.
look for carrier leak. There is probably
some unbalance condition in the FM de
modul ators or limiter s, allowing the origi
na l carrier to pass through the demodul a-

tion process . If very excessive ca rrier
passes through the demodul ator, you may
get a negative picture . Recheck all carrier
lead adjustments.

Most adjustment procedures includ e a
check of the video output level (typically I
volt P-P). If the VCR produces the COITect
output level when playing back an align
ment tape . but not from a tape recorded on
the VCR . you proba bly have a problem in
the record circuit s . The record current
may be low (one symptom of low record
current is snow). or the white-cl ip adjust
ment may be off. Look for details of those
two adjustments in the manufacturer 's lit
erature.

Servicing color circuits
As in the case of black- and-white , the

color (or chrom a) circuits of a VCR are
very complex, but not necessarily diffi
cult to service (nor do they fail as fre
qu en tl y as th e mech anical see tio n).
Aga in, the first step in color-circuit ser
vice is to play back an alignment tape ,
followed by a check of all adjustments
pertaining to color. As in the black-and
white circuits , when performing adju st
ments, you are tracing the signal through
the color circuits. (At least that is the case
in most well-written VCR service litera
ture. )

There are two main points to remember
in regard to VCR co lor circuits. First ,
most color circuits are contained within
Ie's , possibly the same Ie's as the black
and-white circu its . Also, both circuits are
interr elated. If you find con'ect input s and
power to an IC , but an absent or abnormal
output, you must replace the Ie. A possi
ble excep tion in the co lor circuits are the
various filters and traps located outside
the rc.

Second , in most VCR's, the reference
signa l input to the color convert ers comes
from the same source for both playback
and record (from crys tal-controlled os
cillators). If you get good co lor on play
back, but not on record . the problem is
definitely in the record circuits . However,
if you get no color on playback of a known
good tape . the problem can be in the color
playback circuits or in the common refer
ence signal. A good place to start color
circuit signal traci ng is to check any com
mon source reference signals . Then check
the AFC signals. If any of those signa ls
are miss ing (or abnormal), the co lor will
be absen t or abnormal.

The follow ing describ es a few VCR
color circuit failure symptoms . together
with some possible causes.

If you get a "barber pole " effect, in
dicating a loss of co lor lock. the AFC
circuits are probably at fault. Check that
the AFC circ uit is receiv ing the horizon
tal-sync pulses. and that the AFC voltage
controlled osci llator (VCO) is nearly on
frequency. even without the correction cir
cuit. (Mos t electrical adjustments include

such a procedure .)
If the hue control of the TV must be

reset when playing back a tape that has
just been recorded , check the color sub
carrier frequency using a frequency coun
ter.

If you get bands of color several lines
wide on saturated colors (such as alternate
blue and magenta bands on the magenta
bar of a color-bar signal), check the auto
matic phase-control circuits, as well as
the 3 .58-MHz oscillator frequency.

If you get the herrin gbone (beat) pat
tern durin g a color playback, try turning
the color control of the TV down to pro
duce a black-and-white picture . If the her
ringbone is removed on black and white,
but reappears when the co lor control is
turned back up, look for leakage in both
the color and luminance circuits .

If you get flickering of the color durin g
playback, look for failure of the automatic
color-control system. It is also possible
that one video head is bad (or that the
preamp s are not balanced), but such con
dit ions show up as a problem in black
and-white operation.

If you have what appears to be very
severe colo r flicke r on a Beta VCR . you
may be losing co lor on every other field .
That can occur if the phase of signal is not
shifted 1800 at the horizontal-sync rate
when one head is making its pass. The
opposite head works norm ally. making
the picture appear at a 30-Hz rate .

If you lose co lor after a noti ceable
dropout, look for probl ems in the drop
out-comp ensation circuit. Mos t VC R's
have some form of dropout compensation
circuit to sense any dropout of recorded
signal. Those circ uits compensate for
dropout by using the preceding horizontal
line signal. It is possible that the phase
reversal circuits have locked up on the
wrong mode after a drop out. In that case ,
the co lor signals have the wrong phase
relation from line to line . and the comb
filter is canceling all co lor signals .

It's usually easy to spot total failures in
the servo system. If a servo motor fails to
operate, check that the power is applied to
the motor at the appropriate time . If power
is there, but the motor does not operate ,
the motor is at fault (burned out, open
windings, etc .). If the power is absent.
trace the power-suppl y line back to its
source . See if the system control circu its
(usua lly a microprocessor) are delivering
the necessary control signals.

The problem is not so easy to locate
when the servo fails to lock on either (or
both ) record and playback . If the control
signa l is not recorded (or is improperly
recorded) on the control track durin g rec
ord, the servo cannot lock properly during
playback. So your first step is to see if the
servo can play back a properly recorded
tape.

There are usually some obvious symp
toms when the servo is not lockin g prop-
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erly. Often there is a horizontal band of 
noise that moves vertically through the 
picture if the servo is out of sync during 
playback. The picture may appear normal 
at times. possibly leading you to think 
that it is an intermittent condition. With a 

true out -of -sync condition, the noise band 
appears regularly (even though moving) 
and may cover the entire screen at times. 

The symptoms for failure of the servo to 
lock during record are about the same as 

during playback. with one major dif- 
ference. During record, the head- switch- 
ing point (the point where head A is 
switched off and head B switched on, 
usually appearing as a break in the hori- 
zontal noise band) appears to move ver- 
tically through the picture in a random 
fashion. 

Another way to check if the servo is 
locking on either record or playback in- 
volves looking at some point in the rotat- 
ing scanner or video -head assembly under 
fluorescent light. When the servo is lock- 
ed, the fluorescent light produces a blurr- 
ed pattern on the scanner that appears 
almost stationary. When the servo is not 
locked. the pattern appears to spin. Try 
observing the scanner of a known -good 
VCR under fluorescent light. Stop and 
start the VCR in the record mode. Note 
that the blurred pattern spins when the 
scanner first starts, but settles down to 
almost stationary when the servo locks. 

Once you have studied the symptoms 
and checked the servo playback with a 

known good tape. you can use the results 
to localize the trouble in the servo. For 
example, if the servo remains locked dur- 
ing playback of a good tape. you can as- 
sume that the circuits between the control 
head and servo motors are good. 

Keep in mind that servo troubles may 
be either mechanical or electrical, and 
may be the result of either improper ad- 
justment or component failure (or both). 
As a general guideline. if you suspect a 

servo problem, start by making the elec- 
trical adjustments that apply to the servo. 
That may cure the servo problem. If not. 
you will at least see if all of the servo - 
control signals are available. A block dia- 
gram of a servo- control system is shown 
in Fig. 16. That diagram shows where in 
the servo system the control signals arc 
found. If one or more of the signals are 
missing or abnormal. you have a good 
starting point for servo troubleshooting. 

If the VCR has rubber belts to drive 
servo motors, the belts may stretch (or be 
otherwise damaged) and cause servo 
problems. If you have replacement belts 
available, compare the used VCR belts for 
size. Hold a new and used belt on your 
finger under no strain. If the used belt is 
larger. or does not conform to the new 
belt, install the new belt and recheck the 
servo for proper locking. 

Keep in mind that the servo adjust- 
ments may be so far from normal that the 
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FIG 16 -BLOCK DIAGRAM of a VHS servo system. This diagram shows the location of all of the typical 
servo control signals 

servo simply cannot lock up. The only 
sure way to check that is to run through the 
servo adjustments. 

Interchange operation 
When a VCR plays back its own record- 

ings with good quality. but the playback of 
tapes recorded on other machines is poor, 
the VCR is said to have interchange prob- 
lems. Such problems are almost always 
located in the mechanical section of the 
VCR (usually in the tape path) and are 
often the result of improper adjustment. 
The simplest way to make interchange 
adjustments is to monitor the RF output 
from the video heads during playback and 
adjust elements of the tape path to pro- 
duce a maximum, uniform RF output 
from a factory alignment -tape. Generally, 
the output is measured at a point after 
head switching so that both heads are 
monitored. But always follow the man- 
ufacturer's alignment procedures. 

Wow and flutter 
As is the case with audio recorders. 

wow and flutter are almost always present 
in all VCR's. To find out how much wow 
and flutter are present. use the low -fre- 
quency tone recorded on the alignment 
tape and a frequency counter connected to 
the audio line at some convenient point. 
Typically, the low- frequency tone is on 
the order of 333 Hz, and an acceptable 
tolerance is ±0.03%. You will probably 
use the period mode of the frequency 
counter to make that measurement. You 
can also use the special wow-and-flutter 
test equipment found in audio and hi -fi 
shops. but it is not really necessary. Any 
wow and flutter that does not show up 
when using the alignment tape and fre- 

quency counter is most probably not ob- 
jectionable. The cause of wow and flutter 
can be either electrical or mechanical in 
origin. 

Servicing systems -control circuits 
Each VCR has its own system- control 

functions, and you must learn those func- 
tions to properly service any VCR. 
However, all system- control circuits have 
elements in common. In most VCR's, 
microprocessors accept logic -level con- 
trol- signals from the VCR operating con- 
trols, and from various tape sensors. In 
turn, the microprocessor sends control 
signals to the various circuits, as well as 

drive signals to solenoids and motors. We 
will concentrate on the stop control -func- 
tions here. since those stop (or failure) 
functions are most likely to confuse those 
not familiar with VCR's. 

Figure 17 shows the basic circuits of a 

VHS -system stop control. The VCR is 
stopped when the sToP button is pressed. 
when the tape runs to either end (forward 
and reverse), or when there is mechanical 
trouble. 

Both ends of a VHS tape are trans- 
parent. The tape passes between an end - 
sensor lamp and two end -sensor pho- 
totransistors. When the tape reaches ei- 
ther end (supply or take -up), the light 
passes through the transparent portion of 
the tape onto one of the phototransistors. 
When either phototransistor receives 
light. it applies a signal to the IC, which 
stops and unloads the VCR. The VCR 
also stops should the end -sensor lamp 
fail. Without that feature. the tape could 
break at either end. If the lamp burns out. 
the cathode voltage of the Zener diode 
increases, and the increase is applied to 
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Servicing systems-control circuits
Each VCR has its own system-control

functions, and you must learn those func
tion s to properl y se rv ice any VCR.
However, all system-control circuits have
elements in common. In most VCR's,
microprocessors accept logic-level con
trol-signals from the VCR operating con
trols, and from various tape sensors. In
turn , the mic roprocessor sends control
signals to the various circuit s, as well as
drive signals to solenoids and motors. We
will concentrate on the stop control-fun c
tions here , since those stop (or failure)
functions are most likely to confuse those
not familiar with VCR's .

Figure 17 shows the basic circuits of a
VHS-system stop control. The VCR is
stopped when the STOP button is pressed ,
when the tape runs to either end (forward
and reverse), or when there is mechanical
trouble.

Both ends of a VHS tape are trans
parent. The tape passes between an end
sensor lamp and two end- sensor pho
totransistors. When the tape reaches ei
ther end (supply or take-up ), the light
passes through the transparent portion of
the tape onto one of the phototransistors.
Whe n eithe r pho to trans is to r rece ives
light, it applies a signal to the IC, which
stops and unloads the VCR. The VCR
also stops should the end-sensor lamp
fail. Without that feature, the tape could
break at either end . If the lamp burns out,
the cathode voltage of the Zener diode
increases, and the increase is applied to

quency counter is most probably not ob
jec tionable . The cause of wow and flutter
can be either electrical or mechanical in
origin .
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Wow and flutter
As is the case with audio recorders,

wow and flutter are almost always present
in all VCR's. To find out how much wow
and flutter are present, use the low-fre
quenc y tone recorded on the alignment
tape and a frequency counter connected to
the audio line at some convenient point.
Typically, the low-frequency tone is on
the order of 333 Hz, and an acceptable
tolerance is ± O.03%. You will probably
use the period mode of the frequency
counter to make that measurement. You
can also use the special wow-and-flutter
test equipment found in audio and hi-fi
shops, but it is not really necessary. Any
wow and flutter that does not show up
when using the alignment tape and fre-
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FIG.16-BLOCK DIAGRAM of a VHS servo system. This diagram shows the location of all of the typical
servo control signals.

servo simply cannot lock up. The only
sure way to check that is to run through the
servo adjustments.

Interchange operation
When a VCR plays back its own record

ings with good quality, but the playback of
tapes recorded on other machines is poor,
the VCR is said to have interchange prob
lems. Such problems are almost always
located in the mechanical section of the
VCR (usually in the tape path) and are
often the result of improper adjustment.
The simplest way to make interchange
adjustment s is to monitor the RF output
from the video heads durin g playback and
adjust elements of the tape path to pro
duce a maximum , uniform RF output
from a factory alignment-tape. Generally,
the output is measured at a point after
head switching so that both heads are
monitored. But always follow the man
ufacturer's alignment procedures.

erly. Often there is a horizontal band of
noise that moves vertically through the
picture if the servo is out of sync during
playback. The picture may appear normal
at times, possibly leadin g you to think
that it is an interm ittent conditi on. With a
true out-of-sync condition, the noise band
appears regularly (even though moving)
and may cover the entire screen at times.

The symptoms for failure of the servo to
lock during record are about the same as
during playback , with one major dif
ference . During record , the head-switch
ing point (the point where head A is
switched off and head B switched on,
usually appearing as a break in the hori
zontal noise band) appears to move ver
tically through the picture in a random
fashion.

Anothe r way to check if the servo is
locking on either record or playback in
volves looking at some point in the rotat
ing scanner or video-head assembly under
fluorescent light. When the servo is lock
ed, the fluorescent light produces a blurr
ed pattern on the scanner that appears
almost stationary. When the servo is not
locked , the pattern appears to spin. Try
observ ing the scanner of a known-good
VCR under fluorescent light. Stop and
start the VCR in the record mode. Note
that the blurred pattern spins when the
scanner first starts , but settles down to
almost stationary when the servo locks.

Once you have studied the symptoms
and checked the servo playback with a
known good tape , you can use the results
to localize the trouble in the servo. For
example, if the servo remains locked dur
ing playback of a good tape , you can as
sume that the circuits between the control
head and servo motors are good.

Keep in mind that servo troubles may
be either mechanical or electrical, and
may be the result of either improper ad
justment or component failure (or both).
As a genera l guideline, if you suspect a
servo problem , start by making the elec
trical adjustments that apply to the servo.
That may cure the servo problem . If not ,
you will at least see if all of the servo
control signals are available. A block dia
gram of a servo-control system is shown
in Fig. 16. That diagram shows where in
the servo system the control signals are
found . If one or more of the signals are
missing or abnorm al , you have a good
starting point for servo troubleshooting.

If the VCR has rubber belts to drive
servo motors, the belts may stretch (or be
otherwise dam aged ) and ca use servo
problems. If you have replacement belts
available, compare the used VCR belts for
size. Hold a new and used belt on your
finger under no strain. If the used belt is
larger, or does not conform to the new
belt , install the new belt and recheck the
servo for proper locking.

Keep in mind that the servo adjust
ments may be so far from normal that the
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the stop -system IC through the OR gate. 
The end -of -tape condition can be simu- 
lated by exposing the phototransistors to 
light; that should result in an immediate 
stop and unload. The end -of -tape function 
can be disabled (for service) by covering 
the phototransistor with opaque tape or a 
cap. Do not remove the light source for the 
end -of -tape sensor on a VHS machine! 
That is sensed as a lamp -failure condition 
by most VHS units. 

When changes of temperature and hu- 
midity cause condensation of dew on the 
surface of the video scanner, that is de- 
tected by the dew sensor; and the stop 
mode is produced to prevent damage to 
the tape and mechanism. In Fig. 17, the 
dew- sensor output is applied to the IC 
through the oR gate. When relative hu- 
midity is less than about 800, the resis- 
tance of the dew sensor is about 100 
megohms. When humidity increases 
above about 80% the resistance drops to 
about 3 megohms, and the voltage at the 
junction of the sensor and the resistor in- 
creases. That increase is applied to the IC 
through the OR gate, and stops the VCR. 

The reel -lock circuit detects when the 
reel motor has stopped rotating, except 
when the tape should not be running at the 
normal speed (unloading, loading, pause, 
step slow, etc.). The NAND-gate output is 
high when the reel disk is rotating, or 
when operating mode signals are applied 
to the OR gate. When reel rotation stops, 
the NAND -gate output goes low, and the IC 

causes the VCR to unload and stop. That 
can be prevented by applying an override 
signal to the OR gate. The rotation- detec- 
tion signal is developed by diode detec- 
tors, a Hall- effect element, and magnets 
(usually embedded into the reel counter - 
pully). When the reel is rotating, the mag- 
netic field also rotates, and causes the 
Hall element to produce a current. That 
curent is rectified and doubled by the 
detector to become the rotation -detection 
signal. If rotation stops, the alternating 
current stops, as does the detection sig- 
nal, and the IC removes power to the tape - 
drive motor, preventing damage to the 
tape. The detector can be checked by 
holding the take -up reel. That causes the 
take -up clutch to slip (to prevent damage) 
but the detector senses that the reel is not 
turning, and produces an automatic stop. 

The cassette- holder trouble- detection 
circuit detects if the cassette holder is in 
the eject condition (by sensing a switch 
that is operated by the holder). If the eject 
button has been pushed, the VCR is 
placed in the stop mode by the switch. To 
disable the cassette -holder -trouble func- 
tion (that is often necessary to do during 
service), locate the mechanism that actu- 
ates the switch and hold the mechanism in 
place with cellophane tape. In many 
cases, it is possible to operate the VCR 
through all its modes without a cassette 
installed if the switch can be actuated 
manually. Always check that all automat- 
ic -stop functions work, and that all by- 

passes and simulations (covers on lamps, 
tape on switches, etc.) are removed after 
service! 

Beta VCR's have similar stop functions 
(in the event of trouble) but the circuits are 
different. The two major differences are in 
the end -of -tape and reel sensors. Both 
ends of Beta tape are covered with foil. 
When the foil at the start of the tape ap- 
proaches a forward sensor coil (the coil of 
an oscillator), the Q of the sensor coil 
decreases, as does the oscillator output 
(indicating that the tape is at the start 
position). The rewind sensor operates the 
same way, except that the rewind- circuit 
oscillator -signal output drops when the 
foil at the end of the tape passes the os- 
cillator coil (placing the VCR in the stop 
mode, and indicating that the tape must 
be rewound). For Beta, the end -of -tape 
foil can be simulated by placing a piece of 
foil near the coil of either sensor. 

The reel- sensor circuit of a Beta VCR 
usually consists of a phototransistor and 
an LED, arranged around the base of a 
take -up reel as shown in Fig. 18. The 
phototransistor receives light from the 
LED; the light passes through the slots at 
the bottom rim of the take -up reel base 
while the reel is in motion. When the 
take -up reel stops rotating, the light is 
blocked off from the phototransistor. 
When that happens, the sensor circuit 
produces a signal that places the VCR in 
its automatic -stop mode to prevent the 
damage to the tape 

used in Bets VCR's. 

Most VCR's have some form of tape - 
slack sensor. Slack tape can cause damage 
(as can condensation, belt rupture, a sud- 
den stop of the reel motor, etc.). Tape - 
slack sensors can be checked by visual 
inspection and by pressing on the switch 
with your fingers to simulate slack tape. If 
the tape -slack sensors include a micro- 
switch (as is the case with most Beta 
VCR's), the sensor circuit can be disabled 
by forcing something like a match against 
the sensor to keep the switch from trigger- 
ing. (That is useful if you want to run the 
VCR without a tape.) 
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Most VCR 's have some form of tape
slack sensor. Slack tape can cause damage
(as can condensation , belt rupture , a sud
den stop of the reel motor, etc .). Tape
slack sensors can be checked by visual
inspection and by pressing on the switch
with your fingers to simulate slack tape. If
the tape-slack sensors include a micro
switch (as is the case with most Beta
VCR's), the sensor circuit can be disabled
by forcing something like a match against
the sensor to keep the switch from trigger
ing. (That is useful if you want to run the
VCR without a tape .)

FIG. 18-THIS REEL-MOTION sensor circu it is
used in Beta VCR's.

passes and simulations (covers on lamps,
tape on switches, etc .) are removed after
service !

Beta VCR 's have similar stop function s
(in the event of trouble) but the circuit s are
different. The two major difference s are in
the end-of-tape and reel sensors . Both
ends of Beta tape are covered with foil.
When the foil at the start of the tape ap
proaches a forward sensor coil (the coil of
an osc illator), the Q of the sensor coil
decreases, as does the oscillator output
(indicating that the tape is at the start
position) . The rewind sensor opera tes the
same way, except that the rewind-circuit
oscillator-signal output drops when the
foil at the end of the tape passes the os
cillator coil (placing the VCR in the stop
mode, and indicating that the tape must
be rewound). For Beta, the end-of-tape
foil can be simulated by placing a piece of
foil near the coil of either sensor.

The reel-sensor circuit of a Beta VCR
usually consists of a phototransistor and
an LED, arranged around the base of a
take-up reel as shown in Fig. 18. The
phototransistor receives light from the
LED; the light passes through the slots at
the bottom rim of the take-up reel base
while the reel is in motion . When the
take-up reel stops rotating , the light is
blocked off from the phototransistor.
When that happens, the sensor circuit
produces a signal that places the VCR in
its automatic-stop mode to prevent the
damage to the tape .

TAKE·UP
REEL

MAGNETS EMBEOOEO

~
I NTO R EE L

N S COUNTERPULLY
S N

'------"

causes the VCR to unload and stop. That
can be prevented by applying an override
signal to the OR gate . The rotation-de tec
tion signal is developed by diode detec
tors , a Hall-effect element, and magnets
(usually embedded into the reel counter
pully). When the reel is rotating, the mag
netic field also rotates, and causes the
Hall element to produce a current . That
current is rectified and doubled by the
detector to become the rotation-detection
signal. If rotation stops, the alternating
current stops, as does the detection sig
nal , and the IC removes power to the tape
drive motor, preventing damage to the
tape . The detector can be checke d by
holding the take-up reel. That causes the
take-up clutch to slip (to prevent damage)
but the detector senses that the reel is not
turning, and produces an automatic stop.

The cassette-holder trouble-detection
circuit detects if the cassette holder is in
the eject condition (by sensing a switch
that is operated by the holder). If the eject
button has been pushed , the VC R is
placed in the stop mode by the switch. To
disable the cassette-holder-trouble func
tion (that is often necessary to do during
service), locate the mechanism that actu
ates the switch and hold the mechanism in
place with cell ophane tape . In many
cases, it is possible to operate the VCR
through all its modes without a cassette
installed if the switch can be actuated
manually. Always check that all automat
ic-stop function s work, and that all by-

S54

t------ STOP
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+------:;.=;;:=;.+'\M--t----.,.-'--- +5V
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REEL
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OETECTION (SWITCHOPERATEO BY

ENO SENSOR CASSETTE HOLOER)
(SUPPLY)

ENO SENSOR
(TAKE.UP) t------------------------J

the stop-system IC through the OR gate.
The end-of-tape conditi on can be simu
lated by exposing the phototransistors to
light; that should result in an immediate
stop and unload. The end-of-tape function
can be disabled (for service) by covering
the phototransistor with opaque tape or a
cap. Do not remove the light source for the
end-of-tape sensor on a VHS machine!
That is sensed as a lamp-failure condition
by most VHS units .

When changes of temperature and hu
midity cause condensation of dew on the
surface of the video scanner, that is de
tected by the dew sensor; and the stop
mode is produced to prevent damage to
the tape and mechani sm . In Fig. 17, the
dew-sensor output is applied to the IC
through the OR gate . When relative hu
midity is less than about 80%, the resis
tance of the dew senso r is about 100
megohms . When humidi ty increases
above about 80% the resistance drops to
about 3 megohms , and the voltage at the
jun ction of the sensor and the resistor in
creases . That increase is applied to the IC
through the O R gate, and stops the VCR.

The reel-lock circuit detects when the
reel motor has stopped rotating, except
when the tape should not be running at the
normal speed (unloading, loading, pause ,
step slow, etc.). The NAND-gate output is
high when the reel disk is rotating, or
when operating mode signals are applied
to the OR gate. When reel rotation stops,
the NAND-gate output goes low,and the IC

FIG. 17-THESTOP SYSTEM used in a ty pical VHS recorder. Its functions inc lude sensing end-of-tape
and excess hum idity conditions.
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Video- camera sync 
If you have trouble using a video cam- 

era (perhaps one not designed for the 
VCR, possibly an inexpensive sur- 
veillance camera) you may have an inter- 
lace problem. Most cameras designed for 
use with VCR's -even those from dif- 
ferent manufacturers -are compatible 
with any VCR. That's because such cam- 
eras have a 2:1 interlace. Some inexpen- 
sive cameras have a random- interlace, 
where the horizontal and vertical sync are 

not locked together. The playback of a 

recording made with a random interlace 
camera usually has a strong beat pattern 
(herringbone effect). One way to confirm 
a random- interlace condition is to watch 
the playback while observing the last 
horizontal line above the vertical- blank- 
ing bar. Operate the TV's vertical -hold 
control as necessary to roll the picture so 

that the blanking bar is visible. If the end 
of the last horizontal line is stationary, the 
camera has a 2:1 interlace and should be 

compatible. If the end of the last horizon- 
tal line is moving on a camera playback. 
the camera is not providing the necessary 
sync and probably has random interlace. 

TV AFC compatibility 
It the AFC circuits of a TV are not 

compatible with a VCR. skewing may 
result. In most VCR literature, the term 
"skew" or "skewing" is used to indicate 
that the upper part of the reproduced pic- 
ture is being bent or distorted by incorrect 
back- tension on the tape (caused by im- 
proper mechanical adjustment). However. 
you can get that same effect if the TV's 
AFC circuits can not follow the VCR play- 
back output. That condition is very rare in 
newer TV sets (designed for VCR's and 
videodiscs), and appears only in about Irk 
of older TV sets (and almost never when 
the TV and VCR are made by the same 
manufacturer). So do not go into the TV's 
AFC unless you are absolutely certain that 
there is a problem. First try the VCR with 
a different TV, then try the TV with a 

different VCR. 
Once you are convinced that there is a 

compatibility problem. the easiest cure is 
to reduce the time constant of the integrat- 
ing circuit of the TV's AFC (see Fig. 19): 
that's done by changing the circuit values. 

o 1M t 
RI ,:. C2 

:n CI 

1 
R2 

FIG. 19- COMPAT BILITY PROBLEMS can 
sometimes be solved by making changes In the 
TV AFC's integrating circuit. 

To reduce the time constant, reduce the 
values of either or both capacitors CI and 
C2, reduce the value of RI. or increase the 

value of R2. It is generally not necessary 
to change all four values. Be sure to check 
the stability of the TV's horizontal sync 
after changing any of the values in the 
AFC circuit. 

Maintenance 
We'll end this article by describing 

some typical maintenance procedures for 
VCR's. Keep in mind that those pro- 
cedures do not necessarily apply to your 
specific VCR. When servicing VCR's. be 
sure that you follow the maufacturer's 
instructions exactly. Also. the procedures 
here are only the highlights. and only 
cover those areas common to most 
VCR's. All VCR's have many special - 
purpose adjustments that apply to their 
particular circuits. However, by studying 
the examples here, you should be able to 
relate the procedures to a similar set of 
adjustment points on any VCR, and to 
identify typical signals found in most 
VCR's (even though the signals may ap- 
pear at different points in your particular 
unit). 

Cleaning and lubrication 
Table I shows the recommended main- 

tenance intervals for most VCR's. 
However. never lubricate or clean any part 
not recommended by the manufacturer. 
Most VCR's use sealed bearings that do 
not require lubrication. A drop or two of 
oil in the wrong places can cause damage! 

Component 
Video Heads 
Audio Control Heads 
Pinch Head 
Erase Head 
Supply Head 
Take -up Reel 
Fast -Forward Roller 
Clutch Pully 
Rewind Idler 
Capstan Assembly 
Loading Gear 

CLEAN HEADS IN SAME 
DIRECTION AS 

TAPE PATH 

CLEANER 
STICK 

FIG. 20- CLEANING THE VIDEO HEADS. Be 
sure to always clean in the same direction as the 
tape path. 

forth. Clean both heads (on opposite sides 
of the drum) following the same pro- 
cedure. CAUTION: Do not move the 
cleaner stick vertically while in contact 
with the heads. Always clean the heads in 
the same direction as the tape path. Clean- 
ing across the tape path can damage the 
heads. 

Audio control and erase -head 
Moisten the cleaner stick with alcohol. 

press the stick against each head surface, 
and clean the heads by moving the stick 
horizontally, as shown in Fig. 21. 

Tape -path cleaning 
Figure 22 shows the tape path for a 

typical Beta VCR. Clean the drum surface 
and each tape -guide surface with a soft 
cloth moistened with alcohol. When 

TABLE 1- SUGGESTED MAINTENANCE 
Operation 
Clean every 500 hours 
Clean every 500 hours 
Clean every 500 hours 
Clean every 500 hours 
Clean and lubricate every 2000 hours 
Clean and lubricate every 2000 hours 
Clean and lubricate every 1000 hours 
Lubricate at 2000 hours. then every 1000 hours 
Lubricate at 1000 hours. then clean and lubricate every 1000 hours 
Clean every 1000 hours 
Clean and lubricate every 1000 hours 

Clean off any excess. or spilled. oil. In 
the absence of a specific recommenda- 
tion, use a light machine oil. such as sew- 
ing- machine oil. Although there are spray 
cans of head cleaner. most manufacturers 
recommend alcohol and cleaning sticks or 
wands for all cleaning. Methyl alcohol 
does the best cleaning job but can be a 

health hazard. Isotropy) alcohol is usually 
satisfactory, for most cleaning. 

Video -head cleaning 
Turn the power switch off. and pull out 

the power cord. Rotate the video -head 
disk by hand to a position convenient for 
cleaning the video heads, as shown in Fig. 
20. Moisten a cleaner stick with alcohol, 
lightly press the buckskin portion of the 
stick against the head drum. and move the 
head disk by turning the motor back and 

ERASE HEAD 

CLEANER STICK AUDIO CONTROL 
HEAD 

CLEAN HEADS IN SAME 
DIRECTION AS 

TAPE PATH 

FIG. 21 -WHEN CLEANING the audio control 
and erase heads. move the cleaning stick hori- 
zontally as shown. 

cleaning the drum surface. be careful not 
to touch the video heads with the cleaning 
cloth. Rotate the video -head disk by hand 

Rl

TABLE 1-SUGGESTED MAINTENANCE
Operation
Clean every 500 hours
Clean every 500 hours
Clean every 500 hours
Clean every 500 hours
Clean and lubricate every 2000 hours
Clean and lubricate every 2000 hours
Clean and lubricate every 1000 hours
Lubricate at 2000 hours, then every 1000 hours
Lubricate at 1000 hours, then clean and lubricate every 1000 hours
Clean every 1000 hours
Clean and lubricate every 1000 hours

VIOEO HEAD

AUDIO/CONTRO L
HEAO

CLEANERSTICK

cleaning the drum surface, be careful not
to touch the video heads with the cleaning
cloth . Rotate the video-head disk by hand

CLEAN HEAOS IN SAME
OIRECTION AS

TAPE PATH

FIG. 21-WHEN CLEANING the audio/control
and erase heads , move the cleaning stick hor i
zontally as shown.

Audio/contro l and erase-head
Moisten the cleane r stick with alcohol,

press the stick against each head surface ,
and clean the heads by moving the stick
horizont ally, as shown in Fig. 21.

Tape-path cleaning
Figure 22 shows the tape path for a

typical Beta VCR. Clean the drum surface
and each tape-guide surface with a soft
clo th mo istened with alcoho l. Whe n

CLEANHEADS IN SAME
DIRECTION AS

TAPE PATH

forth. Clean both heads (on opposite sides
of the drum) following the same pro
cedure . CAU TION: Do not move the
cleaner stick vertica lly while in contact
with the heads. Always clean the heads in
the same direct ion as the tape path . Clean
ing across the tape path can damage the
heads.

CLEANER
STICK

FIG. 20-CLEANING THE VIDEO HEADS. Be
sure to always clean in the same direction as the
tape path.

Component
Video Heads
Audio/Control Heads
Pinch Head
Erase Head
Supply Head
Take-up Reel
Fast-Forward Roller
Clutch Pully
Rewind Idler
Capstan Assem bly
Loading Gear

Video-head cleaning
Tum the power switch off, and pull out

the power cord. Rotate the video-head
disk by hand to a position conve nient for
cleaning the video heads, as shown in Fig.
20 . Moisten a cleaner stick with alcohol,
lightly press the buckskin port ion of the
stick against the head drum, and move the
head disk by turn ing the motor back and

Clean off any excess, or spilled, oil. In
the absence of a spec ific recommenda
tion, use a light machine oil, such as sew
ing-machine oil. Although there are spray
cans of head cleaner, most manufacturers
recommend alcohol and cleaning sticks or
wands for all cleaning . Methyl alcohol
does the best cleani ng job but can be a
health hazard . Isotropyl alcohol is usually
satisfactory for most clea ning .

Maintenance
We'll end this article by describing

some typica l maintenance procedures for
VCR's. Keep in mind that those pro
cedures do not necessar ily apply to your
spec ific VCR . When serv icing VCR's, be
sure that you follow the manufacturer's
instructions exactly . Also , the proced ures
here are on ly the high lights , and only
cover tho se areas common to mos t
VCR 's. All VCR 's have many special
purpose adjustments that apply to their
particular circuits . However, by studying
the examples here , you should be able to
relate the procedures to a similar set of
adjustment points on any VCR, and to
iden tify typical signals found in most
VCR's (even though the signals may ap
pear at different points in your particular
unit).

Cleaning and lubrication
Table I shows the recommended main

tenan ce in terva ls for mos t VC R's .
However, never lubricate or clean any part
not recommended by the manufacturer.
Most VCR's use sealed beari ngs that do
not require lubrication. A drop or two of
oil in the wrong places can cause damage!

value of R2. It is generally not necessary
to change all four values . Be sure to check
the stability of the TV's hor izontal sync
after changing any of the values in the
AFC circuit.

T
C2

1" 1"

TV AFC compatibility
If the AFC circ uits of a TV are not

compatible with a VCR , skewing may
result. In most VCR literature, the term
" skew" or " skewing" is used to indicate
that the upper part of the reprod uced pic
ture is being bent or distorted by incorrec t
back-tension on the tape (caused by im
proper mechanical adjustment). However,
you can get that same effect if the TV's
AFC circuits can not follow the VCR play
back output. That condition is very rare in
newer TV sets (desig ned for VCR's and
videodiscs), and appea rs only in about 1%
of older TV sets (and almost never when
the TV and VCR are made by the same
manufacturer). So do not go into the TV's
AFC unless you are absolutely certain that
there is a problem. First try the VCR with
a different TV, then try the TV with a
different VCR.

Once you are convinced that there is a
compatibility problem , the easiest cure is
to reduce the time constant of the integrat
ing circuit of the TV's AFC (see Fig. 19);
that 's done by chang ing the circuit values .

FIG. 19-COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS can
sometimes be solved by making changes In the
TV AFC's Integrating circuit.

To reduce the time constant, reduce the
values of either or both capac itors CI and
C2, reduce the value of RI, or increase the

Video-camera sync
If you have trouble using a video cam

era (perhaps one not designed for the
VCR , po ssibl y an inexp en si ve sur
veillance camera) you may have an inter
lace problem. Most cameras designed for
use with VCR 's-even those from dif
fere nt manufacturers- are compatible
with any VCR . That's because such cam
eras have a 2:1 interlace . Some inexpen
sive cameras have a random-interlace ,
where the horizontal and vertical sync are
not locked together. The playback of a
recording made with a random interlace
camera usually has a strong beat pattern
(herringbone effec t). One way to confirm
a random-interlace condition is to watch
the playback while observing the last
horizontal line above the vertical -blank
ing bar. Operate the TV's vertical-hold
control as necessary to roll the picture so
that the blanking bar is visible . If the end
of the last horizontal line is stationary, the
camera has a 2: I interlace and should be
compatible . If the end of the last horizon
tal line is moving on a camera playback,
the camera is not providing the necessary
sync and probably has random interlace .
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TAKE -UP 
REEL 

LEAD 
SECTION 

AUDIO /CONTROL 
HEAD STACK 

FIG. Zl -IAPt PATH for a Beta VCR. Note that the location of the screw adjustments mentioned in the 
text are shown in b. 

to nove the head away from the spot to be 

cleaned 

Tape -path adjustments 
The tape path for most VCR's is critical 

to proper operation. For that reason. the 
position and height of the tape guides and 
heads are precisely adjusted at the factory. 
Since those components greatly affect 
normal tape running, never touch the 
them unless necessary. First check opera- 
tion of the VCR using an alignment tape 
and a known good monitor or TV. If the 
playback is good, quit while you are 
ahead. If you have playback problems. 
then (and only then) make the following 
adjustments (which are typical for VCR's 
with a tape path similar to that shown in 
Fig. 22). 

1. Connect a good monitor or TV to 
the VCR. and an oscilloscope to a test 
point that monitors the video -color signal 
output of the playback amplifier circuits. 

2. Play back an alignment tape (vid- 
eo portion) and observe the waveform (en- 
velope) on the scope. Figures 23 and 24 

A 

VIDEO HEAD 
SWITCHING 
POINTS 

A 

VIDEO HEAD 
TRACING SPAN 

FIG. 23- ADJUST THE WAVEFORM so that the 
amplitude at A is equal to one halt that at B. Note 
that only one period of the waveform is shown 
here for simplicity. 

show some typical emclopes. 
3. Adjust the VCR tracking control 

for the maximum waveform amplitude on 
the scope. 

4. Observe the running state of the 
tape around the back -tension lever (Fig. 
22). If you see any slack at the top or 
bottom edges, slightly bend the back -ten- 
sion lever (with the appropriate tool) to 

eliminate the slack. 
5. Adjust screw B (see Fig. 22 -b) so 

that the top edge of the tape does not hit 
against the guide at the side below the 
screw. 

6. Observe the waveform on the os- 
cilloscope, and adjust screws A and B so 

that the amplitude at A is equal to one -half 
of the amplitude at B. as shown in Fig. 23. 
Note that A is measured at the video - 
head- switching point. and B is measured 
at 40% of the video -head -tracing span. 
Check that slack does not develop along 
screw A. screw B, or the lead section dur- 
ing those or any other adjustments. 

7. Adjust screw c so that the tape top 
edge does not hit against the guide below. 
Then adjust screw c and o to make the 
waveform amplitude at C equal to one - 
half that at B. as shown in Fig. 24. While 
doing that adjustment. check that the 
tape -bottom edge is steadily in contact 
with the flange shoulder below screw D. 

Also, use an inspection mirror to check 
for slack along screws c, tl and the lead 
section. The type of mirror used by den- 
tists is very handy for checking tape slack 
at inaccessible points. The proper adjust- 
ment of screw c will give you the op- 
timum waveform as described with no 
slack. 

8. Ideally, the center portion of the 
video -head waveform should be flat after 
all the adjustments are complete. For ac- 
ceptable performance, the minimum am- 
plitude should be no less than 60% of the 
maximum amplitude at the center portion 
of the waveform. 

9. Switch the scope from the video - 
head test point to the audio -output test 
point. 

10. Play back the alignment tape (au- 
dio portion) and monitor the audio -signal 

VIDEO HEAD 
SWITCHING POINTS 

VIDEO HEAD y 
TRACING SPAN 

FIG. 24 -WHEN THE NEXT SET of adjustments 
is completed, the amplitude at C should be one 
hall that at B. 

output waveform. Adjust screw t: for max- 
imum amplitude. 

II. Switch the scope hack to the video - 
head test point. Set the tracking control at 

the center position (at the click stop). 
12. Adjust screw F for maximum vid- 

eo- signal amplitude. 
13. Turn the tracking control to the 

right and left. and make sure that the 
waveform changes symmetrically. 
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SUPPLY
REEL TAKE·UP

REEL

b

FIG. 22- TAPE PATH for a Beta VCR. Note that the location of the screw adjustments mentioned in the
text are shown in b.

elim inate the slack.
5. Adj us t screw B (see Fig. 22-b) so

that the top edge of the tape does not hit
aga inst the guide at the side below the
screw.

6. Observe the waveform on the os
cillosco pe , and adjust screws A and B so
that the amplitude at A is equal to one-half
of the amplitude at B, as shown in Fig. 23 .
Note that A is measured at the video
head-switching point , and B is measured
at 40 % of the video-head-tracing span.
Check that slack does not develop along
screw A , screw B, or the lead section dur
ing those or any other adjustments.

7. Adj ust screw c so that the tape top
edge does not hit against the guide below.
Then adjust screw c and D to make the
waveform amplitude at C equal to one
half that at B, as shown in Fig . 24 . While
doing that adjustment. check that the
tape-bottom edge is steadily in contact
with the flange shoulder below screw D .

Also, use an inspectio n mirror to check
for slack along screws c, D and the lead
section. The type of mirror used by den
tists is very handy for checki ng tape slack
at inaccessible points. The proper adjust
ment of screw c will give you the op
timum waveform as descr ibed with no
slack .

8. Ideally, the center portion of the
video-head waveform should be flat after
all the adjustme nts are complete. For ac
ceptable performance , the minimum am
plitude should be no less than 60% of the
maximum amplitude at the center portion
of the waveform.

9. Switch th e scope from the video
head test point to the audio-o utput test
point.

10. Play back the alignment tape (au
dio portion) and monitor the audio-signal
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to move the head away from the spot to be
cleaned .

Tape-path adjustments
The tape path for most VCR's is crit ical

to proper operation'. For that reason, the
pos ition and height of the tape guides and
heads are precisely adjusted at the factory.
Since those comp onent s grea tly affect
normal tape running, never touch the
them unless necessary. First check opera
tion of the VCR using an alignment tape
and a known good monitor or TV. If the
playback is good , qu it while you are
ahead . If you have playback problems ,
then (and only then) make the following
adjustments (which are typical for VCR's
with a tape path similar to that shown in
Fig. 22).

1. Connect a good monitor or TV to
the VCR, and an oscilloscope to a test
point that monitors the video -color signal
output of the playback amplifier circuits.

2. Play back an alignment tape (vid
eo portion) and observe the waveform (en
velope) on the scope . Figures 23 and 24

VIDEO HEAD
SWITCHING
PO INTS

1_ VIDEOHEAD --J
A = 112B r---- TRACINGSPAN I

FIG. 23-ADJUST THE WAVEFORM so that the
amplitude at A is equal to one half that at B. Note
that only one period of the waveform is shown
here for simplicity.

show some typical envelopes.
3. Adj ust th e VC R tracking control

for the maximum waveform ampli tude on
the scope .

4. Observe the running sta te of the
tape around the back-tension lever (Fig.
22). If you see any slack at the top or
bottom edges, slightly bend the back-ten
sion lever (with the appropriate tool) to

~ VIDEOHEAD ~r---TRACINGSPAN -I C= 112B

FIG. 24-WHEN THE NEXT SET of adjustments
is completed, the ampl itude at C should be one
half that at B.

output waveform. Adjust screw E for max
imum amplitude .

11. Switch the scope back to the video
head test point. Set the tracking control at
the center position (at the click stop).

12. Adj ust screw F for maximum vid
eo- signal amplitude .

13. Turn th e tracking control to the
right and left , and make sure that the
waveform change s symmetrica lly.
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14. Check operation of the VCR by 
recording and playing back a program. If 
the playback is good, you have made all of 
the adjustments correctly. Either that or 
you have fantastic luck! 

Video-head- switching adjustments 
Most VCR's have some forni of video - 

head- switching adjustments. Before we 
get into some typical adjustments, let us 
consider how the switching circuits oper- 
ate. The playback signals from the video 
heads are amplified and mixed to produce 
a continuous noise -free signal as shown in 
Fig. 25. Note that the overlap of the sig- 
nals from channel 1 (head A) and channel 
2 (head B) at the heads is eliminated by 
pulses that switch the channel 1 and 2 

outputs so that channel 1 is off at the 
instant channel 2 is on (and vice versa). 
The switching pulses are called by various 
names (RF switching pulses, drum FF 
pulses. etc.) and originate in the servo 
system. 

The video- head -switching adjustments 
for Beta and VHS are essentially the 
same, but with minor variations. In both 
cases you connect a scope to the video 
output of the VCR, and trigger the scope 
with pulses from the servo. Then you in- 
sert an alignment tape, and play back a 

color -bar signal. For VHS, the display is 
something like that shown in Fig. 26 on 
both channels, except that the switching 
pulse is inverted on one channel. (Gener- 
ally, it is necessary to set the scope's trig- 
ger slope to " + " for one channel, and to 
- " for the other channel.) With VHS. 

you set the switching adjustment so that 
head switching occurs 6.5 horizontal 
lines (6.5 H) before the start of the vertical 
sync pulse, as shown in Fig. 26. (If you 
don't know the difference between the 
vertical -sync pulse and the equalizing 

CHANNEL 
TRIGGER 
POSITION 

EQUALIZING 
PULSES 

VERTICAL -SYNC 
FRONT PORCH 

- VOTT7rir.1lLLr 
H -3H-.1 

I I 

I j I 

Ì 
I 

HEAD 
SWITCHING 
POINT 

L SWITCHING 
PULSE 

I I 

j41,--6.5H-.1 

FIG. 26- VIDEO- HEAD -switching -point adjust- 
ments are made while observing the video out- 
put of a recorder. The output waveform shown 
here is for a VHS VCR. 

pulses of a TV signal, please stay away 
from my VCR!) Because it is difficult to 
measure 6.5 H. you may want to measure 
for about 220 microseconds between the 
start of the scope triggering and the equal- 
izing pulses instead. 

Most Beta service literature recom- 
mends that the switching pulse occurs so 
that there is a 7 -H ( ±0.5 H) difference 
between the edge of the switching pulse 
and the front edge of the vertical -sync 
signal, as shown in Fig. 27. Often, there 
are two adjustments (one for trailing and 
one for leading edge of the switching 
pulse). 

No matter what is recommended by the 
VCR service literature. keep the follow- 
ing in mind when you make the head- 
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FIG. 27 -FOR A BETA VCR, most literature rec- 
ommends a 7 horizontal-line difference between 
the trailing edge of the switching pulse and the 
front edge of the vertical -sync pulse 

3.58 MHz 

2 MHz 5.1 HMr 

FIG. 28-THE RESPONSE OF a typical playback 
preamp. 

switching adjustments: If head switching 
occurs too soon. a narrow band of noise 
may appear at the bottom of the picture on 
the TV being used to monitor the VCR. If 
the head -switching pulse is late, noise can 
be introduced during vertical sync, possi- 
bly resulting in vertical -sync problems. 

Video -head resonance adjustments 
Since the playback signal from the vid- 

eo heads is on the order of a few milli- 
volts, their output is amplified by one or 
more preamps. The preamp circuits are 
provided with controls that make it possi- 
ble to adjust video -head resonance and Q 
to produce an overall flat response (or 
some particular response). Figure 28 
shows the response of a typical preamp. It 
was obtained by playing back the RF- 
sweep portion of an alignment tape. Typ- 
ically'. you set the adjustments so that the 
response is flat between about 2 and 5 

MHz. and so that the signal levels on 
channels I and 2 (heads A and B) are 
equal. In some VCR's, you need to set the 
controls to get a peak response at one 
frequency. 

Other adjustments 
Although we have been through the 

major adjustments found on all VCR's, 
you will find many more adjustments in 
VCR literature. We will not cover those 
since they are unique to each model of 
VCR, or are similar to adjustments in 
other equipment. For example, all VCR's 
have power- supply adjustments where 
you set the various outputs to given volt- 
age levels. and all VCR's have tuner /IF 
adjustments that are usually quite similar 
to those of a TV set. Both Beta and VHF 

continued on page 96 
FIG. 25-THE SWITCHING PROCESSshown here produces a continuous output signal from the two
video heads.
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FIG.28-THE RESPONSEOF a typical playback
preamp.
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switching adjustments: If head switching
occurs too soon, a narrow band of noise
may appear at the bottom of the picture on
the TV being used to monitor the VCR. If
the head-switching pulse is late , noise c n
be introduced during vertical sync, possi
bly resulting in vertical-sync problems.

Video-head resonance adjustments
Since the playback signal from the vid

eo heads is on the order of a few milli
volts, their output is amplified by one or
more preamps . The preamp circuits are
provided with contro ls that make it possi
ble to adjust video- head resonance and Q
to produce an overall flat response (or
some particular res po nse). Figure 28
shows the response of a typical preamp. It
was obtained by playing back the RF
sweep portion of an alignment tape . Typ
ically, you set the adjustments so that the
response is flat between about 2 and 5
MHz, and so that the signal levels on
channels I and 2 (heads A and B) are
equal. In some VCR's, you need to set the
controls to get a peak response at one
frequency.

Other adjustments
Although we have been through the

major adjustments found on all VCR's,
you will find many more adjustments in
VCR literature. We will not cover those
since they are unique to each mode l of
VCR, or are simi lar to adjustments in
other equipme nt. For examp le, all VCR 's
have power-supply adj ust ments where
you set the various outputs to given volt
age levels , and all VCR's have tuner/IF
adjustments that are usually quite similar
to those of a TV set. Both Beta and VHF

continued Oil page 96

FIG. 27-FOR A BETA VCR, most literature rec
ommends a7 horizontal-line difference between
the trailing edge of the SWitching pulse and the
front edge of the vert ical-sync pulse .
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FIG. 26-VIDEO·HEAD-switching-point adjust
ments are made while observing the video out
put of a recorder. The output wavefo rm shown
here is for a VHS VCR.
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pulses of a TV signal, please stay away
from my VCR!) Because it is difficu lt to
measure 6.5 H, you may want to measure
for about 220 microseconds between the
start of the scope triggering and the equal
izing pulses instead .

Most Beta serv ice literature recom
mends that the switching pulse occurs so
that there is a 7-H ( ± 0. 5 H) difference
between the edge of the switching pulse
and the front edge of the vertical-sync
signa l, as shown in Fig. 27 . Often, there
are two adjus tments (one for trailing and
one for leadin g edge of the switc hing
pulse).

No matter what is recomm ended by the
VCR service literature , keep the follow
ing in mind when you make the head-
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14. Check operation of the VCR by
recording and playing back a program. If
the playback is good , you have made all of
the adjustments correctly. Either that or
you have fantast ic luck!

Video-head-switching adjustments
Most VCR 's have some form of video

head-switching adjustments. Before we
get into some typical adjustments, let us
consider how the swi tching circui ts oper
ate. The playback signals from the video
heads are amplified and mixed to produce
a continuous noise-free signal as shown in
Fig. 25. Note that the overlap of the sig
nals from channel I (head A) and channel
2 (head B) at the heads is eliminated by
pulses that switch the channel I and 2
outputs so that channel I is off at the
instant channel 2 is on (and vice versa).
The switching pulses are called by various
name s (RF switching pulses, drum FF
pulses, etc .) and originate in the servo
system.

The video-head-switching adjustments
for Beta and VHS are essentia lly the
same, but with minor variations . In both
cases you connect a scope to the video
output of the VCR, and trigger the scope
with pulses from the servo . Then you in
sert an alignment tape , and play back a
color-bar signal. For VHS, the display is
something like that shown in Fig. 26 on
both channel s , except that the switching
pulse is inverted on one channel. (Gener
ally, it is necessary to set the scope's trig
ger slope to " +" for one channel, and to
" -" for the other channel.) With VHS,
you set the switching adjustment so that
he ad swi tc hing occurs 6 .5 hori zontal
lines (6. 5 H) before the start of the vertical
sync pulse , as shown in Fig . 26. (If you
don 't know the difference between the
vertic al-sync pul se and the equaliz ing

,
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DIGITAL PANEL METERS 

Modern digital panel meters can easily be used to measure voltage, current, resistance, 
capacitance, frequency, temperature -and a whole lot more. 

RAY MARSTON 

TAKE A LOOK AT THE TEST-EQUIPMENT 
market these days and you're sure to 
notice one thing just about every VOM. 
or any other type of meter for that matter. 
uses a digital display. It's really not all that 
surprising considering the advantages 
that digital displays offer in the way of 
easy readability and better resolution. 

But what about your own projects? 
There's really no reason not to use a digi- 
tal display in any application that requires 
measuring an analog quantity such as 

voltage. resistance. current. temperature. 
or what have you. That's especially true 
now that easy -to -use digital panel meters 
are available from a number of manufac- 
turers. In this article. we are going to take 
a look at those devices. and how to use 

them in a variety of applications. 
Most digital panel meters combine an 

analog -to- digital (A /D) converter IC. a 

31/2 digit LCD or LED readout. a voltage 
reference. and a few other components, 
into a compact module that costs little 
more than a good -quality moving -coil 
meter. As supplied. the meters typically 
have an input range of + I.999 -to 
- I.999 -volts DC. I -mV resolution, and a 

typical calibrated accuracy of 0.1% ± I 

digit. They can easily be used to read any 
desired voltage. current, or resistance 

range. however. by connecting the appro- 
priate external circuitry. 

Several companies manufacture digital 
panel meters. The meter we'll be looking 
at here is the DM-3100U1 from Datel- 
Intersil (II Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield. 
MA 02048). Generally. however, digital 
panel meters differ only in details of their 
internal circuitry and displays, and in the 
number and notations of their user- avail- 
able terminals. As such. our discussion. 
and the circuits we'll present. can be easi- 
ly generalized and applied to almost any 
of the other units on the market. 

The DM-3100U1 

Figure I shows a block diagram of our 
device. The pinout of its rear card -edge 
connector is shown in Fig. 2. The device 
normally operates on + 5 volts DC and 
typically draws just 12 mA: power can be 
provided by either alkaline batteries or an 
inexpensive 5 -volt regulated DC supply. 
Also. if an external reference (more on 
that later) is not required for a particular 
application. the meter can be simply 
powered from a 9 -volt alkaline battery. 

The heart of this particular meter is an 
LSI circuit that includes a dual -slope A/D 
converter and the necessary 7- segment- 
display drivers all in one unit. In essence. 

that IC automatically compares the rela- 
tive values of an input voltage and a refer- 
ence voltage. and uses the ratio of the two 
to generate the readout. 

To ensure maximum versatility, provi- 
sion has been made to allow for the use of 
an external reference when the meter is in 
the + 5 -volt mode. That reference is con- 
nected between pins BI. REFERENCE IN, 
and AI5, EXT. REF. WW. The panel meter 
also has a built -in internal reference avail- 
able at pin AI, REFERENCE OUT. That ref- 
erence is approximately + I volt above the 
ANALOG RETURN input, pin B2. To use the 
internal reference. pins Al and BI are 
simply jumpered together. When we look 
at some sample applications for the de- 
vice. we will show examples using both 
the internal and an external reference. 

Before you use any digital panel meter 
in a project it is a good idea to know a bit 
about it. While we have already touched 
upon several important points, there are a 

few more that bear mentioning. 
As supplied, and when configured as 

shown in Fig. 3. the meter has a full -scale 
input range of - 1.999- to + 1.99 -volts 
DC. Claimed accuracy at 25 °C is ± 0.1% 
of reading. I count. The resolution is I 

mV. The calibration can be adjusted using 
a multiturn screwdriver potentiometer. 
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How To Use

DIGITAL PANEL METERS
Modern digital panel meters can easily be used to measure voltage, current, resistance,

capacitance, frequency, temperature-and a whole lot more.

RAY MARSTON

TAKE A LOOK AT T HE TEST-EQU IPMENT

market these days and you' re sure to
notice one thing- just abo ut every YOM,
or any other type of meter for that matter,
uses a digital dis play. It 's rea lly not all that
surpris ing co ns idering the adva ntages
that digital displays offe r in the way of
easy readability and better resolution .

But what abo ut your own projects?
There 's really no reaso n not to use a digi
tal display in any applica tion that requ ires
measuring an analog quantity such as
voltage , resistance , curre nt, temperature ,
or what have you. That's especia lly true
now that easy-to-use digital panel meters
are' available from a num ber of manufac
turers. In this article, we are going to take
a look at those devices , and how to use
them in a variety of applica tions.

Most digital panel meters'combine an
ana log-to-digital (A ID) converter IC, a
3Y2 digit LCD or LED readout , a voltage
reference , and a few other components ,
into a compac t modul e that costs little
more than a goo d-q ua lity mov ing-coil
meter. As supplied, the meters typica lly
have an inp ut range of + I .999- to
- 1.999-volts DC, I-mY resolution, and a
typica l calibrated accuracy of 0 .1% ± I
digit. They ca n easily be used to read any
desired voltage, curre nt, or resi stance

range , however, by connecting the appro
priate externa l circuitry.

Severa l companies manufacture digital
panel meters. The meter we' ll be looking
at here is the DM-3100UI from Datel
Intersil (11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield,
MA 02048). Generally, however, digital
panel meters differ only in detail s of their
internal circuit ry and displays, and in the
numb er and notations of their user-avail
able terminals . As such, our discussion,
and the circuits we' ll present, can be eas i
ly genera lized and applied to almost any
of the other units on the market.

The DM·3100U1
Figure I shows a block diagram of our

device . The pinout of its rear card-edge
connecto r is shown in Fig . 2. The device
normally operates on + 5 volts DC and
typically draws just 12 mA; power can be
provided by either alkaline batteries or an
inexpensive 5-volt regulated DC supply.
Also . if an externa l reference (more on
that later) is not require d for a particular
applicat ion, the me te r ca n be simply
powered from a 9-volt alkaline battery.

The heart of this particular meter is an
LSI circuit that includes a dual-slope AID
co nverter and the necessary 7-segment
display drivers all in one unit. In esse nce ,

that IC automatically compares the rela
tive values of an input voltage and a refer
ence voltage, and uses the ratio of the two
to genera te the readout.

To ensure maximum versa tility, provi
sion has been made to allow for the use of
an external reference when the meter is in
the +5-volt mode . That referenc e is con
nected between pins BI , REFERE NCE IN ,

and AI5, EXT. REF. LOW . The panel meter
also has a built-in internal reference avail
able at pin AI, REFERENCE OUT . That ref
erence is approxi mately +1volt above the
AN ALOG RETURN input , pin B2. To use the
internal reference , pins Al and BI are
simply jumpered together. When we look
at some sample applications for the de
vice, we will show examples using both
the internal and an external reference.

Before you use any digital panel meter
in a project it is a good idea to know a bit
about it. While we have already touch ed
upon several important points, there are a
few more that bear ment ionin g.

As supplied , and when configured as
shown in Fig . 3, the meter has a full-sca le
input range of - I. 999- to +I. 99-volts
DC. Claimed accuracy at 25°C is ± 0. 1%
of reading , ± I count. The resolution is -I
mV.The calibrat ion can be adjusted using
a mult iturn screw driver po tentiometer,
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FIG. 1- SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM of the DM-3100U1 digital panel meter from Datel -Intersil. 
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FIG. 2- PINOUT of the unit's rear card -edge con- 
nector. The pinout is shown here with the unit 
tilted on its side. 

NOTE: CONNECT 
UNUSED DECIMAL POINTS 
AND ANNUNCIATORS TO 
All (BACKPLANE OUT/ 

FIG. 3 -WHEN THE PANEL METER is config- 
ured as shown, it will measure DC voltages from 

- 1.999 to 1.999. The 10- megohm resistor 
across the meter's input is included to ensure 
proper auto -zeroing. It is otherwise optional and 
need not be included. 

and the recommended recalibration- 
period is 90 days. 

Differential input signals arc applied to 
ANALOG HI and ANALOG 10, pins B5 and 
A2 respectively. To prevent the voltages at 
those inputs from exceeding the common- 

mode voltage range -+VS 0.5 volts 
to Vs + I volt, where + Vs is the 
positive rail (pin B15) and Vs is the 
negative rail (pin A15)-they must be ex- 
ternally tied to ANALOG RETURN, Or 
POWER COMMON (A14) if the device is 
+ 5 -volt powered. 

Three decimal points (pins B8 B10), 
the vertical and horizontal portions of the 
polarity indicator (pins A13, B13. Al2. 
and B12), and a variety of function annun- 
ciators (pins A3 -A10) are available to the 
user. To select a decimal point or a func- 
tion annunciator. simply connect it to 
DECIMAL POINT COMMON, pin BI1. All 
unused decimal points and function an- 
nunciators should be connected to BACK- 
PLANE OUT, pin All. 

There are two points we should men- 
tion concerning the function annuncia- 
tors. First of all, they are only display 
labels. The meter cannot measure resis- 
tance. current. or AC without the appro- 
priate user -added circuitry. We'll be 
looking at some of that circuitry shortly. 
Second, you'll notice in Fig. 2 that some 
of the annunciators are identified with one 
of the letters underlined. When those an- 
nunciators are selected, only the under- 

lined portion is displayed. 
Turning to the polarity indicator, for 

normal auto -polarity operation. pins Al2 
and B12, as well as pins Al3 and B13, are 
jumpered together. For reverse -polarity 
sensing, pins AI2 and BI3 are jumpered 
together (no other connections). If the po- 
larity sign is not wanted, the unused pins 
are again connected to BACKPLANE OUT, 
pin All. 

The meter uses a 31 -digit LCD read- 
out. The readout is not backlighted, so 
sufficient room light is required. The digi- 
ts themselves are 1 -inch high. Overrangc 
is indicated by a blanked display with the 
exception of the leftmost digit (I) and the 
polarity indicator. The sampling rate as 

supplied is 3 conversions -per -second, but 
that can be changed by the user to up to 20 
conversions- per -second. 

The DM- 3100U1's input impedance is 
rated at 100 megohms minimum. and its 
input bias currant is rated at 5 -pA typical. 
50 -pA maximum. Those last two factors 
are significant because they mean that the 
meter will not load down any sensitive 
circuitry that is connected to its inputs. 

Physically, the panel meter measures a 

compact 2.53 x 3.25 x 0.94 inches and 
weighs 5 ounces. It can be mounted in any 
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and decimal points, as well as auto -polarity and auto -zeroing. 
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FIG. 1-SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM of the DM-3100Ul dig ita l panel meter from Datel-Intersi l.

r---'-- +5V

lined portion is displayed .
Turning to the polarity indicator, for

normal auto -po larity operation, pins AI2
and 8 12, as well as pins AI3 and 8 13, are
jumpered together. For reve rse -polarity
sensing, pins A I2 and 813 are jumpered
toge ther (no other connections) . If the po
larity sign is not wanted, the unused pins
are agai n con nec ted to BACKPLANE OUT,

pin A l l.
The meter uses a 3Y2-digit LCD read

out. The readout is not backlighted , so
sufficient room light is required . The digi
ts themse lves are Y2-inch high . Overrange
is indicated by a blanke d displ ay with the
exception of the leftmost digit (I) and the
polarity indicator. The sampling rate as
supp lied is 3 conversions -per-second, but
that can be changed by the user to up to 20
convers ions-per-second .

The OM-3100UI 's input impedance is
rated at 100 megohms minimum , and its
input bias curren t is rated at 5-pA typical,
50-pA maximum. Those last two factors
are significant beca use they mea n that the
meter wi ll not load down any sensi tive
circ uitry that is con nec ted to its inputs .

Physically, the pane l meter measures a
compact 2.53 x 3.25 x 0 .94 inches and
weighs 5 ounces. It can be mounted in any

mode voltage range-+ Vs - 0 .5 volts
to - Vs + I volt, where + Vs is the
pos itive rai l (pin 81 5) and - Vs is the
negative ra il (pin AI5)-they must be ex
ternally tied to A NALOG RET UR N, or
POWER COMMON (A I4) if the device is
+ 5-vo lt powered .

Three decimal point s (pins 88-8 10),
the vertical and hori zont al portions of the
polarity indic ator (pins A l3, 8 13, A12,
and 81 2), and a variety offunction annun
ciators (pins A3-A IO) are available to the
user. To select a decim al point or a func
tion annunciator, simply co nnec t it to
DECIMAL POI NT COM MON , pin 8 11 . All
unu sed dec ima l points and function an
nunciators should be connec ted to BACK

PL ANE OUT, pin A II.
There are two poi nts we should men

tion conce rning the function annuncia
tors. First of all, they are only displ ay
labels. The meter cannot measure resis
tance , current, or AC without the appro
pr ia te user- added circu itry. We 'll be
look ing at some of that circu itry shortly.
Second, you' ll notice in Fig. 2 that some
of the annunciators are ident ified with one
of the letters underlin ed . When those an
nunciators are selected , on ly the under-
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FIG. 2-PINOUT of the uni t 's rear card-edge con-
nector. The pino ut is shown here with the unit
tilted on its side.
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NOTE: CONNECT A14
UNUSED DECIMAL POINTS
AND ANNUNCIATDRS TO "="
All (BACKP LANE OUT)

FIG. 3-WHEN THE PANEL METER is config 
ured as shown, it will measure DC volt ages from
+ 1.999 to - 1.999. The tu-rneqohm resistor
across the meter's input is included to ensure
proper auto-zeroing. It is othe rwise opt ional and
need not be included.

and the recommended recalibration
period is 90 days .

Differential inpu t signals are app lied to
ANALOG HI and ANALOG LO, pins 85 and
A2 respec tive ly. To prevent the voltages at
those inputs from exceeding the commo n-

DIGITAL PANEL METER, this DM-3100Ul from Datel-Intersll features selectable function annunciators
and decimal points, as well as auto-polarity and auto-zeroing.
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1 

NOTE: INPUT - 500mV MAX 

FIG. 4 -A SIMPLE RATIOMETRIC VOLTMETER. 
When the inputs are identical, the meter will read 
1000. 

SV 

815 1814 

RANGE (FULL SCALE) RL MIT RREF 

19.99 MEG 
1.999 MEG 
199.9 K 
19.99 K 

1.999 K 

22 MEG 10 MEG 
3.6 MEG 1 MEG 
360 K 100 K 

36K 10K 
6.2K 1K 

FIG. 5 -A RATIOMETRIC ohmmeter. The limiting 
resistor is included to constrain the voltage 
through the resistor series to 100 mV maximum. 

position and has a claimed operating tem- 
perature range of 0 °C to 50 °C. 

Applications 
Figure 3 shows how to configure the 

meter to act as a simple voltmeter. As 
shown in the figure. the meter can handle 
inputs from - 1.999 -volts DC to + 1.999 - 
volts DC. For simplicity, we've kept the 
interconnections to a minimum. In this, 
as well as the remaining examples we'll 
look at. it is assumed that the polarity sign 
has been set up for auto -polarity readings 
as described earlier. Note that the v an- 
nunciator and the appropriate decimal 
point have been connected to pin BI1; 
although not shown, all other annuncia- 
tors and decimal points should be con- 
nected to BACKPLANE OUT. pin All. In the 
remaining examples the annunciator and 
decimal - point connections will he elimi- 
nated for clarity. The 10- megohm resistor 
connected across the input terminals is 

Al 
8 14 

sV 

815 

BI 

85 

A2 DM 3100U1 
VIN 

vOFFSET 

82 

lais 

FIG. 6- APPLYING AN OFFSET voltage. This 
configuration is useful in applications where 
scaling is required. 

included to insure proper auto -zeroing. It 
is optional and can be omitted if you de- 
sire. 

Figure 4 shows how to set up the panel 
meter so that it acts as a simple ratiometric 
voltmeter. In that configuration. when 
two input voltages (VA and VB) are identi- 
cal. the meter will read 1000. 

It's relatively simple to configure the 
DM-3100U1 to act as a precision ohmme- 
ter. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 5. 

The circuit takes advantage of the 
meter's ratiometric measuring ca- 
pabilities. An external reference resis- 
tor -whose resistance, accuracy. and 
drift with temperature is known -is con- 
nected in series with the unknown resis- 
tance and a current limiting resistor. 
You'll recognize the fact that the series 
resistors form a voltage divider. The volt- 
age to the three, a regulated 6.9 volts, is 
supplied via the ousts in output, pin B7; 
note that that pin is used only in resis- 
tance -measuring applications. The volt- 
age drop across Rx and RREF is compared 
by the meter and the result is used to 
calculate the resistance of the unknown. 
The current -limiting resistor is selected to 
keep the current though the series com- 
bination to a maximum of I mA: it serves 
no other function in the circuit. The val- 

5V 

TO REF. IN 181) 

TO EXT. REF. LO 
IA 151 

TO POWER COMMON 
IA14) 

F1G. 7-A 100 MV external standard. The heart of 
this circuit is a 1.2 -volt band -gap reference. 

TABLE 1- SUPPLIERS 

In addition to the manufacturer men- 
tioned in the article. digital panel meters 
are available from a wide variety of 
sources. Some of those sources are listed 
below. 

Ametek 
2 Station Square 
Paoli, PA 19301 

Analog Devices 
PO Box 280 
Norwood. MA 02062 

Analogic Corporation 
Audubon Rd. 
Wakefield, MA 01880 

API Instruments 
1601 Trapelo Rd. 
Waltham. MA 02254 

Ballantine Labs 
90 Fanny Rd 
Boonton. NJ 07005 

Data Precision Corporation 
Electronics Ave. 
Danvers. MA 01923 

Fluke Manufacturing Company 
Box C9090 
Everett. WA 98206 

Non -Linear Systems 
533 Stevens Ave. 
Solana Beach. CA 92075 

Sigma Instruments 
170 Pearl St 
Braintree. MA 02184 

Simpson Electric Company 
853 Dundee Ave 
Elgin, IL 60120 

Weston Instruments 
614 Frelinghuysen Ave. 
Newark. NJ 07114 

ues for RREF and R1 1511-r for different 
ranges of Rx are also shown in Fig. 5. 

Finally. Fig. 6 shows how an offset volt- 
age can be applied to the basic "DVM" 
circuit so that the display reads zero when 
the input voltage and the offset voltage are 
identical. That can be useful in a number 
of applications. Consider, for instance, a 

temperature- sensing application in which 
the sensor is scaled to produce an output 
of ImV/°K. In other words. that sensor 
will produce an output of 273.2 mV at 
0 °C and 373.2 mV at 100 °C. By feeding 
the output of the sensor between pins B5 
and B2, and applying a 273.2 mV offset 
voltage between A2 and B2. the meter can 
be made to give a direct reading of tem- 
perature in degrees Centigrade. 

DC voltage and current meters 
As was mentioned earlier, provision 

has been made in the panel meter we are 

In addition to the manufacturer men
tioned in the article, digital panel meters
are available from a wide variety of
sources. Someofthose sources arelisted
below.

Ametek
2 Station Square
Paoli, PA 19301

TABLE 1-SUPPLIERS

OM-3100Ul

A1
81
85

A2

VOFFSET

814 B15

+5V

OM3100UlA15

A2
A14

B5

VB
i
VA

+5V

B14 B15
Bl

NOTE: INPUT = ~ 500mVMAX.

B2

A 14

Analog Devices
PO Box 280
Norwood , MA 02062

position and has a claimed operating tem
perature range of O°C to 50CC .

FIG. 4-A SIMPLE RATIOMETRIC VOLTMETER.
When the Inputs areidentical, themeter will read
1000.

FIG. 5-A RATIOMETRIC ohmmeter. The limiting
resistor is included to constrain the voltage
through theresistor seriesto100 mV maximum.

Applications
Figure 3 shows how to configure the

meter to act as a simple voltmeter. As
shown in the figure, the meter can handle
inputs from - 1.999-volts DC to +1.999
volts DC. For simplicity, we've kept the
interconnections to a minimum. In this,
as well as the remaining examples we' ll
look at, it is assumed that the polarity sign
has been set up for auto-polarity readings
as described earlier. Note that the v an
nunciator and the appropriate decimal
point have been connected to pin BII ;
although not shown, all other annuncia
tors and decimal points should be con
nected to BACKPLANE OUT , pin Al l. In the
remaining examples the annunciator and
decimal- point connections will be elimi
nated for clarity. The IO-megohm resistor
connected across the input terminals is

-n
m·
CD
:IJ
C
}>
:IJ
-<DC voltage and current meters

As was mentioned earlier, provision
has been made in the panel meter we are

API Instruments
1601 Trapelo Rd.
Waltham, MA 02254

Non-Linear Systems
533 Stevens Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075

Weston Instruments
614 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, NJ07114

Data Precision Corporation
Electronics Ave.
Danvers, MA 01923

Fluke ManufacturingCompany
Box C9090
Everett, WA98206

Sigma Instruments
170 PearlSI.
Braintree, MA02184

Simpson Electric Company
853 Dundee Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120

Analogic Corporation
Audubon Rd.
Wakefield, MA 01880

Ballantine Labs
90 Fanny Rd.
Boonton, NJ07005

ues for RR EF and R U M1T for different
ranges of Rx are also shown in Fig. 5.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows how an offset volt
age can be applied to the basic "D VM"
circuit so that the display reads zero when
the input voltage and the offset voltage are
identical. That can be useful in a number
of applications. Consider, for instance, a
temperature-sensing application in which
the sensor is scaled to produce an output
of ImV/oK. In other words, that sensor
will produce an output of 273.2 mV at
O°C and 373.2 mV at 100°C. By feeding
the output of the sensor between pins B5
and 82 , and applying a 273.2 mV offset
voltage between A2 and B2. the meter can
be made to give a direct reading of tem
perature in degrees Centigrade.

,---- +5V

R1
2.2K

R2
01 10K

ICL806S

R3
1K
~---o TO REF. IN (Bl )

TOEXT. REF. LO
L-_-+-_..---<:> (A 15)

TO POWER COMMON
(A 141

FIG. 7-A 100 MV external standard.The heart of
this circuit is a 1.2-volt band -gap reference.

included to insure proper auto-zeroing. It
is optional and can be omitted if you de
sire.

Figure 4 shows how to set up the panel
meter so that it acts as a simple ratiometric
voltmeter. In that configuration, when
two input voltages (VA and VB) are identi
cal, the meter will read 1000.

It's relatively simple to configure the
DM-3IOOUI to act as a precision ohmme
ter. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

The circu it takes advan tage of the
meter 's ra t io metric measuring ca 
pabilities. An external reference resis
tor-whose resistance, accuracy, and
drift with temperature is known-is con
nected in series with the unknown resis
tance and a curren t limiting resistor.
You'll recognize the fact that the series
resistors form a voltage divider. The volt
age to the three, a regulated 6.9 volts, is
supplied via the OHMS La output, pin B7;
note that that pin is used only in resis
tance-measuring applications. The volt
age drop across R x and RR EF is compared
by the meter and the result is used to
calculate the resistance of the unknown.
The current-limiting resistor is selected to
keep the current though the series com
bination to a maximum of I rnA; it serves
no other function in the circuit. The val-

FIG. 6-APPLYING AN OFFSET voltage. This
configuration is useful in applications where
scaling is required.

+5V

10MEG
1MEG

100K
10 K
1 K

RUMIT

22 MEG
3.6 MEG
360 K
36 K
6.2 K

!B15fB14
B7

~
RX

A2

RUMIT OM-3100Ul

81

RR EF

A15

lA14

RANGE(FULL SCALE)

19.99 MEG
1.999 MEG
199.9 K
19.99 K
1.999 K
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If you have 
put off learning more 
electronics for any of 

these reasons, act now! 

l 

I don't have the time. 

High school was hard for me and electronics 
sounds like it may be hard to learn. 

I can't afford any more education. 

I have a family now. 

I'm here. You're there. I've never learned that 
way before. I'm not sure it will work for me. 

Read the opposite page and see how you can get started today! 

Ifyou have
put off learning more
electronics foranyof

these reasons,act now!
D I don'thave the time.

D High school was hard for me and electronics
sounds like itmay be hard to learn.

D I can'tafford any more education.

D I have a family now.

D I'm here. You're there. I've never learned that
way before. I'm not sure itwill work for me.

(f)
oz
§ Read the oppositepage and see how you can get started today!
o
w
-l
W

o
o
-ca:
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Be honest with yourself. Are 
the reasons really excuses? 
You already know enough 
about electronics to be inter- 
ested in reading this maga- 
zine. So why not learn more? 
If you need encouragement, 
read on and see how excuses 
can be turned into results. 

You don't have the time. 
Be realistic. All you have in life 

is a period of time. Use it. Try to 
know more tomorrow than you do 
today. That's the proven way to 
success. 
Electronics sounds like it 
may be hard to learn. 

You already know something 
about electronics or you wouldn't 
be reading this. Now, build on that. 
CIE Auto-Programmed' Lessons 
help you learn. Topics are presented 
in simple, logical sequence. All text 
is dear and concise for quick, easy 
understanding. You learn step by 
step, at your own pace. No lasses 
to attend. Nobody pressures you. 
You can learn. 
You can't afford any more 
education. 

Actually, you can't afford NOT 
to gain the skills that can put you 
ahead of the others. It makes sense 
to invest in yourself through 
education - learning a skill. If you 
are not able to pay full tuition now, 
convenient monthly payments can 
be arranged. 
You have a family now. 

All the more reason why you 
have the responsibility to advance 
yourself. For the sake of your family. 
Do you want them to have what 
you had or have more than you had? 
The choice is yours. Electronics is a 
rewarding career choice. CIE can 
help you to get started on that career. 
You're there. We're here. 
How does CIE help you learn? 

First, we want you to succeed. 
You may study at home, but you 
are not alone. When you have a 
question about a lesson, a postage 
stamp gets you your answer fast. 
You may find this even better than 
having a classroom teacher. CIE 
understands people need to learn at 
their own pace. When CIE receives 
your completed lesson before noon, 
it will be graded and mailed back to 
you the same day with appropriate 
instructional help. Your satisfaction 
with your progress comes by return 
mail. That's how CIE helps you learn. 

NOW IF YOU AGREE CIE 
TRAINING CAN WORK FOR 
YOU HOW ELSE CAN CIE 
HELP YOU? 

CIE is one of the largest inde- 
pendent home study schools in the 
world that specializes in electronics. 
Although "big" does not always 
mean "best" it is evidence that CIE 
is a strong, successful institution 
with the people and resources to 
help you succeed. 

Step -by -step learning includes 
"hands -on training. 

The kind of professional you 
want to be needs more than theory. 
That's why some of our courses 
include the Personal Training Labo- 
ratory, which helps you put lesson 
theory into actual practice. Other 
courses train you to use tools of the 
trade such as a 10MHz, solid- state, 
triggered -sweep oscilloscope. Or a 
Digital Learning Laboratory to let 
you apply the digital theory that's 
essential today for anyone who 

wants to keep pace with electronics 
in the eighties. Or a Microprocessor 
Training Laboratory you learn to 
program and interface with displays, 
memories, switches, and more. 
Your credentials can impress 
employers. 

One of the best credentials you 
can have in electronics -or any 
other career field - is a college 
degree. That's why CIE gives you 
the opportunity to earn an Associate 
in Applied Science in Electronics 
Engineering Technology. Any CIE 
career course can offer you credit 
toward the degree...more than half 
the number needed in some cases. 

You can also prepare for the 
government-administered FCC 
(Federal Communications Commis- 
sion) Radiotelephone License, 
General Class. It can be a real mark in 
your favor...government -certified 
proof of your specific knowledge 
and skills. 
Find out more! Today. Now. 

There's a card with this ad. Fill 
it in and return. If some other ambi- 
tious person has already removed 
it, use the coupon. 

You'll get a copy of CIE's free 
school catalog, along with a 
complete package of personal home 
study information. 

For your convenience, we'll try 
to arrange for a CIE representative 
to contad you to answer any ques- 
tions you may have. 

If you are serious about a 
rewarding career, about learning 
electronics or building on your 
present skills, your best bet is to go 
with the electronics specialists - CIE. 
Mail the card or coupon today or 
write CIE (please mention the 
name and date of this magazine), 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44114. 

This could be the best decision 
you've made all year. 

= = 
RE-72 

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland. Oho 44114 

Accreddrrd Member Natwn$l Hone Study Council 

YES...I want to learn from the s ists in electronics -CIE. Send me my FREE 
CIE school catalog...including ils about the Associate Degree program... 
plus my FREE package of home study information. 

Print Name 

Address Apt. 

City State Zip 

Age Area Code /Phone No. / 
Check box for G.I. Bill bulletin on Educational Benefits: O Veteran O Active Duty 

MAIL TODAY! 
RE-72 

Print Name _

Address Apt.-__

"Tl
m
OJ
JJ
C
:l>

~
RE-72

wants to keep pace with electronics
in the eighties. Or a Microprocessor
Training Laboratory you learn to
program and interface with displays,
memories, switches, and more.
Your credentials can impress
employers.

One of the best credentials you
can have in electronics - or any
other career field - is a college
degree. That's why CIEgives you
the opportunity to earn an Associate
in Applied Science in Electronics
Engineering Technology. Any CIE
career course can offer you credit
toward the degree...more than half
the number needed in some cases.

You can also prepare for the
government-administered FCC
(Federal Communications Commis
sion) Radiotelephone License,
General Class.It can be a real mark in
your favor... government-certified
proof of your specific knowledge
and skills.
Find out more! Today.Now.

. There's a card with this ad. Fill
it in and return. If some other ambi
tious person has already removed
it, use the coupon.

You'll get a copy of CIE's free
school catalog, along with a
complete package of personal home
study information.

For your convenience, we'll try
to arrange for a CIE representative
to contact you to answer any ques
tions you may have.

If you are serious about a
rewarding career, about learning
electronics or building on your
present skills, your best bet is to go
with the electronicsspecialists - CIE.
Mail the card or coupon today or
write CIE (please mention the
name and date of this magazine),
1776East 17th Street, Cleveland,
Ohio 44114.

This could be the best decision
you've made all year.

Age Area Code/Phone No.__ / _

City.L, State Zip------

Check box for G.!. Billbulletin on Educational Benefits: D Veteran D Active Duty

MAIL TODAYI

YES.. .I want to learn from the specialists in electronics-r Clli. Send me my FREE
CIE school catalo g.. .including details about the Associate Degree program...
plus my FREE package of home study information.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RE-72• C I E Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.

I
1776 E a st 17th Street. Cleveland. Oru o 44114

Accredited Member N ational Home Study Council

I
I
I
I••••

Step-by-stenlearningincludes
"hands-on"training.

The kind of professional you
want to be needs more than theory.
That's why some of our courses
include the Personal Training Labo
ratory, which helps you put lesson
theory into actual practice. Other
courses train you to use tools of the
trade such as a lOMHz, solid-state,
triggered-sweep oscilloscope. Or a
Digital Learning Laboratory to let
you apply the digital theory that's
essential today for anyone who

NOW:.W YOUAGREE cis
TRAI~ING CAN WORK FOR
YOYJ.HOW ELSE CAN CIE
HELrYOU?

CIE is one of the largest inde
pendent home study schools in the
world that specializes in electronics.
Although "big" does not always
mean "best" it is evidence that CIE
is a strong, successful institution
with the people and resources to
help you succeed.You don't have the time.

Be realistic. All you have in life
is a period of time. Use it Try to
know more tomorrow than you do
today. That's the proven way to
success.

Electronics sounds like it
may be hard to learn.

You already know something
about electronics or you wouldn't
be reading this. Now, build on that
CIE Auto-Programmed" Lessons
help you learn. Topics are presented
in simple, logical sequence. All text
is clear and concise for quick, easy
understanding. You learn step by
step, at your own pace. No classes
to attend. Nobody pressures you.
You can learn.
You can't afford any more
education.

Actually, you can't afford NOT
to gain the skills that can put you
ahead of the others. It makes sense
to invest in yourself through
education -learning a skill. If you
are not able to pay full tuition now,
convenient monthly payments can
be arranged.
You have a family now.

All the more reason why you
have the responsibility to advance
yourself. For the sake of your family.
Do you want them to have what
you had or have more than you had?
The choice is yours. Electronics is a
rewarding career choice. CIE can
help you to get started on that career.
You're there. We're here.
How does CIE help you learn?

First, we want you to succeed.
You may study at home, but you
are not alone. When you have a
question about a lesson, a postage
stamp gets you your answer fast.
You may find this even better than
having a classroom teacher. CIE
understands people need to learn at
their own pace. When CIE receives
your completed lesson before noon,
it will be graded and mailed back to
you the same day with appropriate
instructional help. Your satisfaction
with your progress comes by return
mail. That's how CIEhelps you learn.

Be honest with yourself. Are
the reasons really excuses?
You already know enough
about electronics to be inter
ested in reading this maga
zine. So why not learn more?
If you need encouragement,
read on and see how excuses
can be turned into results.
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Vid 

BAND GAP 
REFERENCE 

5V 

R1 R2 VFUIISCALE 
0 10 MEG 199.9mV 
9 MEG' I MEG 1.999mV 

9 9 MEG' 100k 19.99V 
10 MEG 10K 199.9V 
10MEG 1K 1.999kV 

'SEE TEXT 

FIG. 8 -THE VOLTMETER'S input range can be 
expanded easily using a simple voltage divider. 

using to allow the use of an external refer- 
ence of from + 100 mV to + 2 volts, re- 
ferred to -V. In several of the following 
examples we will make use of that fea- 
ture. The external reference that we've 
chosen to use is shown in Fig. 7. The 
output of that circuit, which is built 
around a 1.2 -volt band -gap reference (an 
Intcrsil 1CL8069 is used here, although 
any similar device may be substituted), is 
a stable 100 mV. 

The DVM module is supplied ready - 
calibrated to give a full -scale reading of 
± 1.999-volts DC. It is relatively simple, 
however, to add external circuitry that will 
extend that range. Consider, for example. 
the circuit shown in Fig. 8. It uses a sim- 
ple voltage divider and an external 100 - 
mV reference to allow the meter to mea- 

BAND GAP 
REFERENCE 

o 

-- SV 

814 B15 

B1 

DM-3100U1 B5 

R A15 
IiN 

r11 IA 14 

o A2 

R1 1 (FULL SCALE) 

10011 1 999mA 
1012 19 99mA 

111 199 9m4 

FIG. 9- MEASURING CURRENT with the 
OM-3100U1. 

5V 

R2 
t MEG 1-999V 

R3 
19.99V 

100K 0199_9V 

R4 
1.999kV 

10K 

VIII 
240v% 
150V RMS 

'SfF TE.T 

FIG. 10-A FIVE -RANGE awitchable voltmeter. 
The vanstor is included to prevent damage to 
the panel meter from excessive input voltages. 

the values for RI. the shunt resistor, are 

given in the table in the figure. 
It is a simple matter at this point to take 

one of the circuits we've discussed and 
add the appropriate switching for range 
selection. That's what we've done in Fig. 
10, a five -range voltmeter. Note that in 
multi -range applications the circuit 
should be provided with some form of 
overload protection. That has been taken 
care of in this circuit by fuse Fl and by a 

placing a voltage -dependent resistor 
(varistor) across the divider. That varistor 
ensures that the voltage to the meter does 
not exceed the meter's rating (250 volts 
DC. 175 volts rms continuous). Also note 
that on the 1.999 -KV range the maximum 
input is therefore limited to 240. 

Ohmmeter 
The easiest way to use a digital panel 

meter as an ohmmeter is to use it in the 
ratiometric configuration shown in Fig. 5. 
That technique has two major advantages. 
First. it is very stable and inherently self - 
calibrating. the meter reading being equal 

H, 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 
22 MEG 3.6 MEG 360K 36k 6 2K 

I 

R6 
10 MEG 

R7 
1 MEG 

o-J 
o 

Sl-0 

R8 R9 

100K 10K 

Sta 

1 

o- 

1 
R10 
1K 

B7 

B5 

A2 

B1 

A15 

-tom 5V 

815 814 

DM 3100U1 

FIG. 11 -THE RATIOMETRIC OHMMETER from Fig 
bee circuit. 

sure voltages from 199.9 mV to 1.999 
kilovolts full -scale over five ranges. Ap- 
propriate values for RI and R2 are given 
for each range in the table in Fg. 8. 

One note about the resistors before we 
go on. Some of the values may be difficult 
to obtain. If you can not find the appropri- 
ate resistances. simply combine two stan- 
dard- valued units in series. 

The DM- 3100U1 can also be made to 
act as a DC current meter by wiring a 

suitable shunt resistor across the input ter- 
minals. as shown in Figure 9. Once again. 

5 is expanded here to a five -range switchselecta- 

to Rx, RRt;I.. Secondly, very low test volt- 
ages are generated across Rx, the max- 
imum voltage being constrained to 100 
mV by the presence of RI Islip 

As with the voltmeter and ammeter. it's 
relatively easy to set up a multi -range 
ohmmeter by expanding upon the basic 
circuit. Such a multi -range circuit is 
shown in Fig. 11. 

There is still much more that can be 
done with a digital panel meter. We will 
look at some of those applications next 
time when we continue this article. R -E 

the values for RI, the shu nt resistor, are
given in the table in the figure.

It is a simp le matter at this poin t to take
one of the circ uits we've discussed and
add the appropriate switch ing for range
selection. That's what we've done in Fig.
10, a five-range voltmeter. Note that in
mu lti-range app lications the circuit
should be provided with some form of
overload protect ion . That has been taken
care of in this circuit by fuse FI and by a
plac ing a vo ltage -depende nt res is tor
(varistor) across the divider. That varistor
ensures that the voltage to the meter does
not excee d the meter's rating (250 volts
DC, 175 volts rms cont inuous). Also note
that on the 1.999-Kv range the maximum
input is therefore limited to 240.

Ohmmeter
The eas iest way to use a digital panel

meter as an ohmme ter is to use it in the
ratiometric configuration shown in Fig. 5 .
That techn ique has two major advantages .
First, it is very stab le and inhere ntly self
ca librating , the meter reading being equal

Fl
2A "::'

'SEETEXT

~
VIN

FIG. lO-A FIVE·RANGE switchable voltmeter.
The vari stor is included to prevent damage to
the panel meter fro m excessive input voltages.

V L A E

199.9mV
1.999mV
19.99V
199.9V
1.999kV

R2Rl

o
9 MEG'

9.9 MEG'
10MEG
10MEG

10MEG
1 MEG

look
10K
lK

'SEE TEXT

FIG. 8-THE VOLTMETER'S input range can be
expanded easily us ing a simp le voltage divider.

Sl ·.
FIG. II-THE RATIOMETRIC OHMMETER from Fig . 5 is expanded here to a five-range switch-selecta
ble circuit.
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BAND-GAP
REFER ENCE

using to allow the use of an externa l refer
ence of from + 100 mV to + 2 volts, re
ferred to - Vs- In several of the following
examples we wi ll make use of that fea
ture. The external reference that we've
chosen to use is shown in Fig. 7 . The
output of that circuit, whic h is bui lt
around a 1.2-volt band -gap reference (an

-Intersil ICL8069 is used here, although
any similar device may be substituted), is
a stab le 100 mV.

The DVM module is supp lied ready
ca librated to give a full-scale readi ng of
± 1.999 -volts DC. It is rela tively simple ,
however, to add external circuitry that will
extend that range . Consider, for example,
the circuit show n in Fig . 8 . It uses a sim
ple voltage divider and an externa l lOO
mV reference to allow the meter to mea-

(f)
oz
o
a:
Io
W
...J
W

o
o
-ca:

o-_......_ +-_ _ -=.:B 5~ DM.3100Ul

Rl

Rl (FULL SCALE)

loon 1.999mA
10n 19.99mA
1!1 199.9mA

FIG. 9-MEAS URING CURRENT with the
DM-3100Ul.

sure voltages from 199.9 mV to 1.999
kilovolts full-scale over five ranges . Ap
propriate values for RI and R2 are given
for each range in the table in Fig . 8 .

One note about the resistors before we
go on . Some of the values may be diffic ult
to obtain. If you can not find the appropri
ate resis tances , simply combine two stan 
dard -valued units in series.

The DM-3 100UI can also be made to
act as a DC current meter by wiring a
suita ble shunt resistor across the input ter
minals , as show n in Figure 9 . Once agai n .

to Rx/RREF' Secondly, very low test volt
ages are genera ted across Rx, the max
imum voltage being constrained to 100
mV by the presence of RU MIT'

As with the voltmete r and ammeter. it 's
relat ively easy to se t up a multi-range
ohmmeter by expanding upon (he basic
circuit. Such a multi-range circu it is
shown in Fig . 11.

There is still much more that can be
done with a digital panel meter. We will
look at some of those app lications next
time when we continue this art icle . R-E
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Typewriter 

-to- 

Computer Interface 
Build this interface'buffer and use your IBM typewriter as a low -cost letter -quality computer 
printer. The 30K buffer can be used with the typewriter or any parallel printer. 

Part 3 WE'VE NEARLY CO\1- 
pleted our look at the 

t pew titer-to-computer interface. All that 
remains for us to do is to see how it's 
installed into a Selectric. 

Selectric installation 
Adapting the Selectric for use as a 

printer is more difficult than adapting the 
Electronic: that is because the typewriter 
must be adapted mechanically as well as 

electrically. 
The first thing to check if you're going 

to be using a Selectric is the the wltage at 

jumper RUl. If it's not between 17 and 18 

volts or if the fuse blows when you turn 
the interface on, double check all your 
work. Check especially carefully for sol- 
der bridges and incorrectly installed com- 
ponents, (diodes. voltage regulator, etc.). 

If that voltage is correct. we're ready to 
connect the interface to your typewriter. 
The first thing you have to do to is to 
remove the Selectric's cover. To do that, 
you must position the carriage near the 
center and move the margin stops clear of 
the carriage. Then unplug the typewriter. 
Pull the paper bail forward. raise the 
cover, and pivot the paper table (with the 
various scales printed on it) to the rear. At 
each end of the platen is a latch, as shown 
in Fig. 16. Press down on both latches and 
simultaneously pull up on the platen. Pull 
the cover -release levers forward. They are 
located on either side of the inside of the 

case, about 3 inches forward of the platen. 
Lift the carriage pointer and both of the 
margin levers up. Now lift the cover 
straight up and reinstall the platen. Pull 

the assembly -release lever. located under 
the bell, forward. Lift the typewriter as- 
sembly by the shafts protruding from the 
TAB and powER switches and pull forward 

FIG. 16-TO REMOVE THE COVER of the Selectric model ll or III. you first must remove the platen. 
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Typewriter
-to-

Computer Interface BILL GREEN

Build this interface/buffer and use your IBM typewriter as a low-cost letter-quality computer
printer. The 3DK buffer can be used with the typewriter or any parallel printer.

Part 3 WE'VE NE ARLY COM

pleted our look at the
typewriter-to-computer interface . All that
rema ins for us to do is to see how it's
installed into a Selectric .

case , about 3 inches forward of the platen .
Lift the carriage pointer and both of the
mar gi n levers up. Now lift the cov er
straight up and reinstall the platen. Pull

the assembly-release lever, located under
the bell , forward . Lift the typewriter as
sembl y by the shafts protruding from the
TA B and POWER switches and pull forward

Selec tric installation
Adapt ing the Selectri c for use as a

print er is more difficu lt than adapting the
Electronic; tha t is bec ause the typewriter
must be adapted mechanically as well as
elec trically.

The first thing to check if you're go ing
to be using a Se lectric is the the voltage at
jumper l UI. If it 's not between 17 and 18
volts or if the fuse blows when you turn
the interface on, doub le check all your
work . Check especia lly carefully for sol
der bridges and incorre ctly installed com
ponents , (diodes, voltage regulator, etc.).

If that voltage is correct, we' re ready to
connect the interface to your typewr iter.
The first thing you have to do to is to
remove the Selectric's cover. To do that ,
you must position the carriage near the
center and move the margin stops clear of
the carri age . Then unplug the typewr iter.
Pull the paper bail forward, raise the
cover, and pivot the pap er table (with the
various scales printed on it) to the rear. At
each end of the platen is a latch, as shown
in Fig. 16. Pre ss down on both latches and
simultaneous ly pull up on the platen . Pull
the cover-release levers forward . They are
located on either side of the inside of the FIG. 16-TO REMOVE THE COVER of the Selectric model II or III, you first must remove the platen .
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76 

about 3 inches. Tih the assembly back and 
let it rest on the support brackets. Your 
typewriter should look something like 
what's shown in Fig. 17. except that the 
solenoids and their printed -circuit boards 
should not be installed yet. With a A -inch 
nutdriver or socket, loosen the two screws 
holding the right hold -down bracket and 
pull it all the way forward. Tighten the 
screws. Then remove the left hold -down 
bracket. 

Now we have to prepare three adapter 
boards by installing ten 12 -volt DC sole- 

CODE 

SOLENOID 
BOARD 

noids on them. Figures 18, 19, and 20 
show the foil diagrams for the CODE, 
SHIFT, and the SPACE/RETURN boards. Fig- 
ures 21, 22. and 23 show the placement of 
the solenoids on those boards. 

Install and solder the ten solenoids on 
the three boards as indicated in Figs. 21, 
22. and 23. Then cut 9 three -inch lengths 
of the plastic covered steel cable. (You can 
get that cable, often called leader cable, at 
a fishing -supply store, where you can also 
get the crimp sleeves that we'll use next.) 
Prepare six of those cables as follows. Slip 

SHIFT 
SOLENOID 
BOARD 

FIG. 17 -TILT THE ASSEMBLY back so that it rests as shown. 

A , 
FIG. 18-THE FOIL PATTERN for the cone board is shown here full size. 

I.4(- 1.1 /8 INCHES-b.] 

FIG. 19-THE FOIL PATTERN for the SHIFT board 
is shown here full size. 

one end through a crimp sleeve and loop it 
back through a small amount. (See Fig. 
24.) Pull the long end until there is a loop 
about 1/22 inch diameter, and crimp the 
sleeve with pliers. Install a sleeve in the 
clevis of each of the nine solenoids (ex- 
cept the shift solenoid) and crimp each 
sleeve very slightly to keep it in place. 

Loop one of the remaining 3 -inch ca- 
bles around the silver key -pressed bail 
(Fig 25) and crimp the sleeve. Install the 
remaining two cables on the space and 
carriage- return late es (Fig 26) and 
crimp. Referring back to Fig. 25, remove 

one of the screws in the latch guide 
bracket and replace with one of the 
threaded spacers. Tighten it and repeat 
with the other screw. Then mount the 
CODE board on those spacers and secure 
with 2 flathead screws as shown in Fig. 
27. 

Using needle -nose pliers, open the 
clevis on the left -most adjusting link (Fig. 
27) and slip one of the cables that you 
prepared with a loop over the clevis pin. 
Allow the clevis to close. Repeat with the 
other 5 adjusting links. Slip the free end 
of the cable on the left -most link into the 
sleeve that you installed in the clevis of the 
left -most solenoid and pull up the slack. 
Repeat with the other 5 adjusting -link ca- 
bles. Slip the free end of the cable that you 
mounted on the key -pressed bail into the 
key -pressed solenoid. Be sure that this 
cable goes below the power -lockout bail 
(the bail that moves with the power 
switch). 

Now we have to adjust the length of 
those cables. Follow each of the 6 adjust- 
ing links down to the interposer latches 
they are attached to. Pull on the cable 
attached to the left -most solenoid until the 
left -most latch just starts to move up. Al- 
low the latch to just seat and then crimp 
the sleeve on the solenoid clevis. Pull up 
on the clevis. The latch should raise about 
0.15 inch. That is the correct adjust - 
ment-it will allow the link to clear the 
ridge just behind it. Repeat with the re- 
maining five solenoids. 

Now plug the power cord in and turn 
the power on. Pull up the slack in the cable 
to the key- pressed bail until printing 
starts. Slack the cable until it just stops. 
Crimp the sleeve. Briefly push up the key - 
pressed clevis. Several print cycles should 
occur and printing should stop when the 
clevis is released. 

Unplug the power cord again for safe- 
ty's sake. Install the SPACE/RETURN board 
as shown in Fig. 28 Use two A -inch 
screws -but do not tighten them yet. 
Form some 0.031 -inch music or piano 
wire as shown in Fig. 29-it will be used 
as a guide for the cables -and cut off and 
save the excess. Install this wire under the 
screws and tighten. Install the 6-32 hex 
nut as shown and tighten. Route the cable 
from the space interposer over the left 
piece of music wire and slip it into the 
sleeve in the clevis of the bottom sole- 
noid. Do the same with the other cable, 
slipping it into the top solenoid. Turn the 
power on. Pull up the slack in the bottom 
cable until spacing starts and release until 
spacing just stops. Crimp the sleeve at 
that point. Adjust the carriage -return in- 
terposer cable in the same way. 

Now we have only one solenoid, the 
shift solenoid -to install. Remove the two 
large screws from the typewriter frame 
and install the shift solenoid using them. 
(See Fig. 30). Bend the remaining music 
wire as shown in Fig. 31. Install it under 

one of the sc rews in the latch guide
bracket and re place with one of the
threaded spacers . Tighten it and repeat
with the other screw. Then mount the
CO DE board on those spacers and secure
with 2 flathead screws as shown in Fig .
27.

Using need le-nose pli ers , op en the
clevis on the left-most adjusting link (Fig .
27) and slip one of the cables that you
prepared with a loop over the clevis pin .
Allow the clevis to close . Repeat with the
other 5 adju sting links . Slip the free end
of the cable on the left-mo st link into the
sleeve that you installed in the clevis of the
left-most solenoid and pull up the slack .
Repeat with the other 5 adjusting-link ca
bles. Slip the free end of the cable that you
mounted on the key-pressed bail into the
key-pressed solenoid. Be sure that this
cable goes below the power-lockout bail
(the ba il that moves with the power
switch).

Now we have to adju st the length of
those cables. Follow each of the 6 adjust
ing links down to the interposer latches
they are attached to . Pull on the cable
attached to the left-most solenoid until the
left-most latch just starts to move up. Al
low the latch to ju st seat and then crimp
the sleeve on the solenoid clevis. Pull up
on the clevis . The latch should raise about
0.15 inch . That is the correct adjust
ment-it will allow the link to clear the
ridge ju st behind it. Repeat with the re
maining five solenoids .

Now plug the power cord in and turn
the power on. Pull up the slack in the cable
to the key-pressed bail unt il printing
starts . Slack the cab le unti l it just stops.
Crimp the sleeve. Briefly push up the key
pressed clevis. Several print cycles should
occur and printing should stop when the
clevis is released .

Unplug the power cord again for safe
ty's sake . Install the SPACE/RETURN board
as shown in Fig . 28 Use two Vs-inch
screws- but do not tighten them yet.
Form some 0.03I-inch music or piano
wire as shown in Fig. 29- it will be used
as a guide for the cables-and cut off and
save the excess . Install this wire under the
screws and tighten. Install the 6-32 hex
nut as shown and tighten . Route the cable
from the space interpo ser over the left
piece of music wire and slip it into the
sleeve in the clevis of the bottom sole
noid . Do the same with the other cable ,
slipping it into the top solenoid. Turn the
power on. Pull up the slack in the bottom
cable until spacing starts and release unti l
spacing ju st stops . Crimp the sleeve at
that point. Adjust the carriage-return in
terposer cable in the same way.

Now we have only one solenoid , the
shift solenoid- to install. Remove the two
large screws from the typewriter frame
and install the shift solenoid using them .
(See Fig . 30). Bend the remaining music
wire as shown in Fig. 31. Install it under

o

one end through a crimp sleeve and loop it
back throu gh a small amount. (See Fig .
24 .) Pull the long end unti l there is a loop
about 5/32 inch diameter, and crimp the
sleeve with pliers . Install a sleeve in the
clevis of each of the nine solenoids (ex
cept the shift solenoid) and crimp each
sleeve very slightly to keep it in place.

Loop one of the remaining 3-inch ca
bles around the silver key-pressed bail
(Fig 25) and crimp the sleeve. Install the
rema ining two cables on the space and
ca rriage -re turn Iat ch e s (Fig 26) and
crimp. Referring back to Fig. 25, remove

noids on them . Figures 18, 19 . and 20
show the foil diagrams for the CODE ,

SHIFf , and the SPACE/RE TURN board s. fi g
ures 21,22 , and 23 show the placement of
the solenoids on those boards.

Install and solder the ten solenoids on
the three boards as indicated in Figs. 21,
22 , and 23. Then cut 9 three-inch lengths
of the plastic covered steel cable. (You can
get that cable, often called leader cable, at
a fishing-suppl y store , where you can also
get the crimp sleeves that we' ll use next. )
Prepare six of those cables as follows. Slip

1...... 1-1 /8 INCHES ...1

L.!
FIG. 19-THE FOIL PATTERNfor the SHIFT board
is shown here full size.

about 3 inches. Tilt the assembly back and
let it rest on the support brackets . Your
typewriter should look something like
what's shown in Fig. 17, except that the
solenoids and their printed-circuit boards
should not be installed yet. With a V4-inch
nutdriver or socket, loosen the two Screws
holding the right hold-down bracket and
pull it all the way forward . Tighten the
screws . Then remove the left hold-down
bracket.

Now we have to prepare three adapter
boards by installing ten 12-volt DC sole-

....--- - ----- - - - 4-1/2 INCHES--------------,~

FIG. 18-THE FOIL PATTERNfor the CODE board is shown here full size .

FIG. 17-TILT THE ASSEMBLY back so that it rests as shown.
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3.1/2 INCHES 

FIG. 20-THE FOIL PATTERN for the SPACE RETURN board is shown here full size. 

RI 

)1 

FIG. 21- PARTS -PLACEMENT diagram for the coot board. 

O 

I 
FIG. 22 -THE SINGLE SOLENOID on the SHIFT 

board mounts as shown. 

FIG. 23-THE SPACE and RETURN solenoids 
mount as shown. 

SLEEVE 
THROUGH CLEVIS 

clevis. Insert it in the clevis. With power 
on, test the shift solenoid by pushing 
down on the clevis and releasing. Shift up 
and down should occur as appropriate. 
Check the shift key on the keyboard to 
make sure that it operates properly and 
bend the wire, if necessary, for proper 
solenoid and keyboard response. Trim the 
excess leader cable from all solenoids. 

Now we're ready to hook the interface 
up to the boards you have installed in your 
typewriter. Referring to the schematic in 
Fig. I, note the pinout of the header you 
installed at SOI. Prepare a cable (with d 

socket that will mate with the header at 
SOI) to go from the interface to the Se- 
lee trie. The odd- numbered pins are the 
outputs to the solenoids and the even pins 
are the returns. That is, pins I and 2 con- 
nect to solenoid RI, pins 3 and 4 connect 
to solenoid R2, etc. (Those "R's" and 
"Ts" are IBM designations that stand for 
Rotate and Tilt -the direction that the ball 
element is moved in.) Split the ribbon 
cable as was shown in Fig. 17 and connect 
to the boards. Attach the cable to the 
typewriter frame with wire ties.. Be sure 
the wires or the ties do not interfere with 
any moving part of the machine. Lower 
the machine into its normal position. 

Now we're ready for the test. Connect 
the interface to your computer and plug 
the cable from the typewriter into SOI. 
Apply power to the interface. the typewri- 
ter. and then your computer. Press the 
RESET switch and then enter some text 
into your computer and dump it to the 
interface. Be sure the PAUSE switch is off. 
If you are not using buffer memory. the 

CODE 
BOARD CARRIAGE - 

RETURN 
SOLENOID 

SPACE 
SOLENOID 

SLEEVE 

SPACE /RETURN 
BOARD 

FIG. 24 -YOUR ASSEMBLED SOLENOID BOARDS should look something like this. 

the head of the screw that retains the shift - 
rod clip. Note the position of that clip on 
the end of the shift rod and retighten it in 
the same position. Push the plunger of the 
shift solenoid up and bend the shift link 
(that you made from music wire) down 
until it touches the top of the shift clevis. 
Bend the music wire at a 90 degree angle 
so that it will slip through the holes in the 

text will be printed at once. If you are 
using buffer memory. press the PRINT but- 
ton. Examine the characters on the paper. 
If they are not as they should be, try typing 
all the characters with the keyboard (with 
the interface turned off). That should indi- 
cate which solenoid is not operating prop- 
erly. Make adjustments as needed to the 
clevises. After all is working well. re- 
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FIG. 20-THE FOIL PATTERNfor the SPACE/RETURN board is shown here full size.

FIG. 21-PARTS-PLACEMENT diagram for the CODE board.

clevis . Insert it in the clevis. With power
on, test the shift solenoid by pushin g
down on the clevis and releasing. Shift up
and down shou ld occur as appropriate .
Check the shift key on the keyboard to
make sure that it opera tes properly and
bend the wire, if necessary, for prope r
solenoid and keyboard respo nse . Trim the
excess leader cable from all solenoids .

Now we're ready to hook the interface
up to the boards you have installed in your
typewriter. Referring to the schematic in
Fig. I , note the pinout of the header you
installed at SOL Prepare a cable (with a
socke t that will mate with the header at
SO l) to go from the interface to the Se
lectric. The odd-numbered pins are the
outputs to the solenoids and the even pins
are the returns. That is , pins I and 2 con
nect to solenoid RI, pins 3 and 4 connect
to solenoid R2 , etc. (Those "R's" and
"T's" are IBM designations that stand for
Rotate and.Tilt-the direction that the ball
element is moved in.) Split the ribbon
cable as was shown in Fig. 17 and connect
to the boards. Attach the cable to the
typewriter frame with wire ties ., Be sure
the wires or the ties do not interfere with
any moving part of the machine , Lower
the machine into its normal position .

Now we're ready for the test. Connect
the interface to your computer and plug
the cable from the typewriter into SO L
Apply power to the interface , the typewri
ter, and then your computer. Press the
RESET switch and then enter some text
into your computer and dump it to the
interface. Be sure the PAUSE switch is off.
If you are not using buffer memory, the
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CARRIAGE
RETURN
SOLENOID

---. J

text will be printed at once. If you are
using buffer memory. press the PRINT but
ton. Exa mine the characters on the paper.
If they are not as they shouldbe, try typing
all the characters with the keyboard (with
the interface turned off). TI1at should indi
cate which solenoid is not operating prop
erly. Make adjustments as needed to the
clevises. After all is work ing well. re-

_ _ ACTUATOR
/ CABLE

/----
SLEEVE

the head of the screw that retains the shift
rod clip. Note the position of that clip on
the end of the shift rod and retighten it in
the same posi tion. Push the plunger of the
shift solenoid up and bend the shift link
(that you made from music wire) down
until it touches the top of the shift clevis .
Bend the music wire at a 90 degree ang le
so that it will slip through the holes in the

r
SPACE/RETURN
BOARD

FIG. 24- YOUR ASSEMBLED SOLENOID BOARDS should loo k something like this.

•
FIG. 23-THE SPACE and RETURN solenoids
mount as shown.

FIG. 22-THE SINGLE SOLENOID on the SHIFT

board mounts as shown .
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NE -INCH 
SPACERS 

OR MOUNTING 
CODE BOARD 

3 
ADJUSTING 
LINKS 

POWER LOCK 
BAIL 

FIG. 25- VARIOUS CABLE -MOUNTING areas are shown here. 

. t : :y..y. As'f c 1 1 1 1 1 

CARRIAGE -RETURN 
LATCH AND CABLE 

FIG. 27 -ONLY THREE ADJUSTING LINKS are seen In this photo. The other 
three are hidden from view. 
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6-32 HEX NUT 

SPACE 
LATCH AND 
CABLE 

USIC-WIRE 
UIDE 

i 

r , 

MOUNTING HOLES 
FOR SPACE /RETURN 

AR 

CARRIAGE -RETURN 
AND SPACE 
CABLES 

6 -32 x 1/8 -INCH 
MACHINE SCREWS 

FIG. 26- MOUNTING OF THE space and carriage- return cables. 

install the left hold -down bracket and pull 
it all the way out before tightening. Lower 
the typewriter down in the case and slide 
back until the holes in the two hold -down 
brackets drop onto the pins on the bottom 
cover. Run the adapter cable out through 
the hole in the vent cover beside the power 
cord. Push the assembly -release lever 
back to lock the frame down. Remove the 
platen and reinstall the cover and lock it in 
place. Reinstall the platen. flip the margin 
levers forward and the carriage pointer 

FIG 28 -HERE S HOW TO fashion a guide for the carriage- return and 
space cables. 

down. Pivot the paper table forward and 
down. and of course. lower the top cover. 

When printing with a Selectric. it is 
good practice to press leesF.-r after printing 
is completed if the shift solenoid is ener- 
gized. You'll avoid trouble if you press the 
PAUSE switch only during a carriage re- 
turn. (You can lose some characters other- 
wise.) 

The buffer memory 
Now that we've discussed how to use 

the interface with the different machines. 
it's time to look at how to use the printer 
buffer option. 

The interface has a maximum capacity 
of fifteen 2K x 8 memory IC'S. When 
memory is used. the first four bytes of 
IC 13 arc used by the microprocessor for a 

scratchpad. This leaves us with room for 
30.716 bytes. If the data from the comput - 
er does not exceed the amount of available 
memory. the interface will not send data 

continued un page 92 

FIG. 25-VARIOUS CABLE-MOUNTING areas are shown here.

FIG. 26-MOUNTING OF THE space and carriage-return cables.

FIG. 27-0NLYTHREE ADJUSTING LINKS are seen in this photo. The other
three are hidden from view.

&
FIG. 28-HERE'S HOW TO fashion a guide for the carriage-return and
space cables.
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install the left hold-d own bracket and pull
it all the way out before tighten ing. Lower
the typewriter down in the case and slide
back until the holes in the two hold-down
brackets dro p onto the pins on the bottom
cover. Run the adapter cab le out through
the ho le in the vent cover beside the power
cord . Push the assemb ly-re lease lever
back to lock the frame down. Remove the
platen and reinstall the cover and lock it in
place . Reins tall the platen, flip the marg in
levers forward and the carriage pointer

dow n. Pivot the paper table forward and
down , and of course, lower the top cover.

When printing with a Selectri c, it is
good practice to press RESET after printing
is completed if the shift solenoid is ener
gized . You' ll avoid trouble if you press the
PAUSE switc h only durin g a carriage re
turn . (You can lose some characters other
wise .)

The buffer memory
Now that we 've discu ssed how to use

the interface with the different machines,
it's time to look at how to use the printer
buffer option.

The interface has a maxim um capac ity
of fifteen 2K x 8 memory Ie'S . When
memory is used. the first four bytes of
lel3 are used by the microprocessor for a
scratchpad. Thi s leaves us with room for
30.716 bytes. If the data from the comput
er does not exceed the amo unt of available
memory, the interface will not send data

cont inued Oil page 92
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What you need to 
know about CP /M 

CP M confuses a lot of people. It doesn't have 
to -read on and ease your fear of it. 

ABE ISAACS 

IF YOU HAVE RECENTLY PURCHASED -OR ARE CONTEMPLATING 
purchasing -a "serious" computer system, you have no doubt 
come into contact with the term "CP /M." And, unless you've 
had sonic previous exposure to computers, you are almost 
certainly wondering just what CP /M is, how you use it. and 
whether you really do have to use it. 

Fortunately. with most of today's high -end computers com- 
ing with bundled software (programs included as part of the 
computer system and ready to run with it). it is not necessary to 
have a deep knowledge of how CP /M works. or of how to use it. 
Some of the software that comes with today's computers will 
even auto - load -that is, you put the disk into the drive, close the 
drive door, and the program will start to run by itself -and more 
or less isolate you from CP /M. 

On the other hand, when you read the manuals that come with 
your computer, you'll undoubtedly find numerous references to 
CP /M, and, on occasion. despite the efforts of the computer and 
software suppliers. may find yourself face -to -face with it. For 
the uninitiated, panic often sets in at that point, and the compu- 
ter, the programs. and everybody you ever dealt with in purchas- 
ing your system are-at least in thought -condemned to a fate 
worse than death. 

In the hands of an experienced (or adventurous) programmer, 
CP /M can be a powerful tool; but to someone who just wants to 
get his correspondence out on time, a confrontation with it can 

be traumatic. In the pages that follow. we'll try to explain a hit 
about what CP/M is. and how to cope with it. 

What is CP M? 

CP /M stands for Control Program for Microcomputers. (Its 
original meaning was Control Program/Monitor -which ex- 
plains where the slash came from -but somewhere along the 
line the name got changed.) While it is primarily a DOS (Disk 
Operating System) that coordinates the workings of the compu- 
ter and the disk drive(s), it also takes care of communications 
between the computer and other peripherals like the terminal 
you use to talk to the computer. and other input/output devices 
like printers and modems. 

CP /M works on any computer that uses an 8080.8085. or Z80 
microprocessor. It is considered a universal operating system 
because programs written on one computer to run under CP /M 
will run on any other computer using CP /M. That means that - 
within limits, of course -CP /M software doesn't care what 
computer you're using, as long as its operating system is CP /M. 
For that reason. CP /M software is considered "portable " -it can 
be created on one system. and run on another. (Such portable 
software is also called "machine- independent. ") 

Because of its universal nature. CP /M has been responsible 
for the creation of a large number of programs. 

Consequently. you may find yourself staring at a hefty volume 
of CP /M manuals and wondering. "How did I ever let myself in 
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for this ?" but things aren't as bad as they may seem. 

Introduction to CP /M 

The first thing you'll see on your display when you "bring 
up" (load into memory and run) CP /M is the "A" prompt on 
your screen. That tells you that you are now using CP /M from 
disk drive "A." If you type "B: ", you will find yourself on 
drive "B." and the prompt will change to "B." 

When you see the "A" prompt (or the prompt for another 
drive). you can run a program that's on a disk mounted on that 
drive just by typing the name of the program and hitting the 
RETURN key. Programs that work that way can be identified by 
their ".COM" extension (the last three letters of the file name). 
The names of the files on a disk can be seen by typing "DIR ", 
for "directory." 

CP /M has a number of commands that allow it to perform a 

variety of functions. Unfortunately, many of those commands 
are somewhat obscure, and can intimidate the first -time user.For 
example. the command that allows you to copy files or pro- 
grams, is "PIP" (which stands for Peripheral Interchange Pro- 
gram). Not only does it have a strange name. but its language 
appears cryptic and awkward: PIP B:EASY.COM = 
A:AWKWARD.COM tells CP /M to copy a .COM -type file 
named "AWKWARD" on drive "A" to drive "B," and to 
rename it to "EASY.COM" in the process. 

That's probably enough to scare people off by itself, but 
CP/M has other commands like "STAT" and "REN" that can 
be equally confusing. Actually, CP /M is fairly easy to work with 
after you get to know it; but if you're interested only in using 
your word processor or spreadsheet program. you may not want 
to get to know it that well. You should, but, happily, that doesn't 
mean that you have to. 

Friendly utilities 
A number of recent programs for word processing and other 

tasks are now menu -driven. That is, they display for you a menu 
of the things they can do, and all you have to do is indicate your 
choice. Usually included are options for such things as copying, 
renaming, and deleting files- functions that previously had to 
be performed directly from CP /M. Having them available from a 

menu, along with helpful prompts if they are needed along the 
way. isolates you from CP /M and can make your system much 
less intimidating. 

There are several programs that make CP /M easy to use by 
acting as a "translator" between you and the operating system. 
One such program is Power! (Computing!, 2519 Greenwich, 
San Francisco, CA 94123). It has features for the neophyte. and 
also for the experienced computer user who just wants to make 
his life easier. 

Power! is menu -driven, and when you instruct it to "COPY" 
(for instance), it presents a list of all the material on the disk on 
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Know Ab_out- CP/M
IF YOU HAVE RECENTLY PURCHASED--OR ARE CONTEMPLATING

purchasing-a "serious" computer system, you have no doubt
come into contact with the term "CP/M." And, unless you've
had some previous exposure to computers, you are almost
certainly wonder ing just what CP/M is, how you use it, and
whether you really do have to use it.

Fortunately, with most of today' s high-end computers com
ing with bundled software (programs included as part of the
computer system and ready to run with it), it is not necessary to
have a deep knowledge of how CP/M works, or of how to use it.
Some of the software that comes with today's computers will
even auto-load-that is, you put the disk into the drive, close the
drive door , and the program will start to run by itself-and more
or less isolate you from CP/M.

On the other hand, when you read the manuals that come with
your computer, you'll undoubtedly find numerous references to
CP/M, and, on occasion, despite the efforts of the computer and
software suppliers, may find yourself face-to-face with it. For
the uninitiated, panic often sets in at that point, and the compu
ter, the programs, and everybody you ever dealt with in purchas
ing your system are-at least in thought--condemned to a fate
worse than death .

In the hands of an experienced (or adventurous) programmer ,
CP/M can be a powerful tool; but to someone who just wants to
get his correspo ndence out on time, a confrontation with it can
be traumatic . In the pages that follow, we' ll try to explain a bit
about what CP/M is, and how to cope with it.

What is CP/M?
CP/M stands for Control Program for Microcomputers. (Its

original meaning was Control Program/Monitor-which ex
plains where the slash came from- but somewhere along the
line the name got changed.) While it is primarily a DOS (Disk
Operating System) that coordinates the workings of the compu
ter and the disk drive(s) , it also takes care of communications
between the computer and other peripherals like the terminal
you use to talk to the computer, and other input/output devices
like printers and modems.

CP/M works on any computer that uses an 8080,8085, or Z80
microprocessor. It is considered a universal operating system
because programs written on one computer to run under CP/M
will run on any other computer using CP/M . That means that
within limits, of course-CP/M software doesn 't care what
computer you' re using , as long as its operating system is CP/M .
For that reaso n, CP/M software is considered "portable't-s-it can
be created on one system, and run on another. (Such portable
software is also called "mac hine-independent. ")

Because of its universal nature, CP/M has been responsible
for the creation of a large number of programs.

Consequent ly, you may find yourself staring at a hefty volume
of CP/M manuals and wondering , " How did I ever let myself in

for this?" but things aren 't as bad as they may seem.

Introduction to CP/M
The first thing you'll see on your display when you " bring

up" (load into memory and run) CP/M is the "A" prompt on
your screen. That tells you that you are now using CP/M from
disk drive "A," If you type "B:" , you will find yourself on
drive "B ," and the prompt will change to " B."

When you see the "A" prompt (or the prompt for another
drive), you can run a program that' s on a disk mounted on that
drive just by typing the name of the program and hitting the
RETURN key . Programs that work that way can be identified by
their ; ' .COM" extension (the last three letters of the file name) ,
The names of the files on a disk can be seen by typing " DIR' , ,
for " directory ,"

CP/M has a number of commands that allow it to perform a
variety of functions, Unfortunately, many of those commands
are somewhat obscure , and can intimidate the first-time user. For
example, the command that allows you to copy files or pro
grams , is " PIP" (which stands for Peripheral Interchange Pro
gram). Not only does it have a strange name, but its language
appea rs cryptic and aw kward : PIP B:EAS Y.COM =
A:AWKWARD. COM tells CP/M to copy a ,COM-type file
named "AWKWARD " on drive "A" to drive " B, " and to
rename it to " EASY.COM" in the process.

That' s probably enough to scare people off by itself, but
CP/M has other commands like " STAT" and "REN" that can
be equally confusing. Actually , CP/M is fairly easy to work with
after you get to know it; but if you're interested only in using
your word processor or spreadsheet program, you may not want
to get to know it that well . You should, but , happily, that doesn't
mean that you have to.

Friendly utilities
A number of recent programs for word processing and other

tasks are now menu-driven, That is, they display for you a menu
of the things they can do, and all you have to do is indicate your
choice . Usually included are options for such things as copying,
renaming, and deleting files-functions that previously had to
be performed directly from CP/M . Having them available from a
menu, along with helpful prompts if they are needed along the
way, isolates you from CP/M and can make your system much
less intimidating .

There are several programs that make CP/M easy to use by
acting as a " translator" between you and the operating system.
One such program is Power! (Computing!, 2519 Greenwich,
San Francisco, CA 94 123). It has features for the neophyte , and
also for the experienced computer user who just wants to make
his life easier.

Power! is menu-driven , and when you instruct it to " COPY"
(for instance), it presents a list of all the material on the disk on
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your display screen. Each file shown has a corresponding num- 
ber, and all you have to do is indicate the numbers of the files 
you want to copy from one disk to another. 

That's a lot easier than something like CP /M's awesome "PIP 
B:INFO.TXT= A:INFO.TXT'V'." It's faster too -once you 
start it doing something, Power! keeps on going until it's 
finished; CP /M's PIP utility requires you to type a whole com- 
mand line for each file you want to copy. (The same comparison 
can be made between other Power! and CP /M utilities. like those 
for erasing and renaming files.) Working "by the numbers" is 
much easier, faster, and less likely to result in errors. 

The program is smart, too. If it sees that a file with a 

particular name already exists on the disk you are copying to, it 
stops and asks you what you want to do with it. Answer the 
question with a single keystroke, and Power! is on its way again. 

What do you do if you accidentally erase a file from a disk? 
That's something that happens more frequently than we would 
like to admit. Under CP /M there's nothing you can do to get that 
file back. Power.!, though, offers a RECLAIM utility that makes it 
possible to bring back files from the dead. You simply type 
"RECLAIM," and as the name of each recoverable file is found 
and displayed, you indicate whether you want it reclaimed. 

Power! is deceptively simple in appearance, but is worth a lot 
more than its 5169.00 selling price. 

Crashes 
One of the most frightening experiences you can have is to 

have a program "crash" or "lock up" on you -the keyboard 
goes dead and no matter what you do, there's no way to com- 
municate with the computer. That usually finds you with several 
hours' work inside the computer with no apparent way to get it 
out. Is it lost to you forever? It appears that the only thing you 
can do is push the RESET button and start all over again. 

That's not necessarily the case. Although it's commonly 
believed that pushing the RESET button clears out the contents of 
the computer's memory, that material is frequently still there. 
and can be salvaged. Again. Power! comes to the rescue. It 
allows you to examine the computer's memory to see what's in it 
(and where it is), and to write the contents of that memory to a 

disk file that can be treated like any other file. 
Crashes, at least the ones caused by things like giving the 

computer an unwanted jolt of static electricity (there's no way to 
recover your data if the power fails and the lights and everything 
else go dead). need no longer be fatal. 

Control keys 
Over at the left -hand edge of your keyboard is the CONTROL 

key. That key isn't found on ordinary typewriter keyboards and, 
for some reason, fills most newcomers to computers with a kind 
of fear. They just don't know what to make of it. 

In actuality, the CONTROL key works just like a SHIFT key. As 
long as you hold the SHIFT key down, every key that you press 
generates a character different from the one that you would get if 
it were not used. For instance, instead of a "g," you get a "G." 
Similarly, if you hold the CONTROL key down and press another 
key, you get a third character- usually invisible. A corcrsot. -g 
(or coNTROL -G -it doesn't matter whether the character is 
shifted or not) generates an audible signal. 

Control characters, as they are called, are usually invisible, 
although some computers or terminals can display special sym- 
bols to represent them. Each CONTROL key has a specific func- 
tion though. The original control functions were defined back in 
the days when Teletype terminals were in widespread use (hence 
the use of a core moL -G to sound a bell). Frequently, the purpose 
a control key serves will be determined by the software that's 
being used. 

In program listings and in computer documentation, a control 
function, such as a coNTRoL -S, is often shown as "S." The 
caret ( ) simply indicates that the coNTRoL is to be pressed at the 
sane time as the "S" key. 

The most important control key is comrmot. -C. Its meaning is 
almost universal -in CP /M, in CP /M -based programs, and even 
in a lot of programs that don't require CP /M. Its meaning is 
simple -STOP! If you ever want to stop a program -almost any 
program -all you have to do is hit CONTROL -C. 

As soon as you hit corrmoL -C, the computer will stop what 
it's doing and return you to a command level of some sort-to 
CP /M, to BASIC, or to a menu within a program. About the only 
time comrsoL -C won't help is when something (like a "zap" 
from static electricity) has caused the contents of the computer's 
memory to be scrambled so it no longer recognizes any input at 
all from the keyboard. There's a way to escape from that 
situation, too, as we'll show you shortly. 

Consider CONTROL -C to be a kind of panic button. If you ever 
want to halt the execution of a program. or get out of it for any 
reason, use it. Even if the program doesn't mention it, corrtRoi- 
C will probably bring it to a screeching halt. Remember, 
CONTROL -C is your friend. 

Other keys 
While we're on the subject of keys, another one that you may 

be wondering about is the ESCAPE key. That one isn't found on 
typewriters, either. 

The ESCAPE is used to generate what are called escape 
sequences -that is, the ESCAPE key being pressed, followed by 
another key, or series of keys, being pressed. 

Escape sequences are not normally entered from the key- 
board, but are generated in software. They are widely used to 
control the operations of computer peripherals like terminals and 
printers. A word -processing program, for example, may send an 
escape sequence to a terminal to clear the screen, or to a printer 
to tell it to print bold -face or expanded characters. 

The last key whose function you may be questioning is the 
BREAK key. Don't worry too much about it; it usually doesn't do 
anything. Its purpose was to cause about a 250- millisecond gap 
in data transmission, and it has little bearing on computer 
operations. It's a vestige of the Teletype days. 

Error messages 
CP /M is not known for the clarity of its error messages. 

Probably the one that occurs most frequently is "BDOS ERROR 
ON n." What CP /M is trying to tell you is that it's having a disk 
problem. The most likely cause of that is your having changed 
disks without having informed CP /M of the fact. The way out of 
that is CONTROL-C. That will cause the system to reboot, and the 
new disk will be recognized. 

More help 
After you've overcome your initial fears over using CP /M, 

you may even find that you like it and want to learn more about 
it. The best thing you can do is to read about it, and experiment 
with the things you study. Set aside a disk that you will use only 
for practice, and, when you want to take a break from processing 
words or juggling numbers, use it to "play around" with CP /M. 
That's the only way you'll learn. If you don't practice what you 
learn, it will go to waste. It's like trying to learn to speak French 
without moving your lips. 

The CP /M manuals, while they are comprehensive, are not 
really intended for the beginner. The current version of the 
manuals is a lot clearer than the original one, but it still assumes 
that you know a lot more about computers than you probably do. 

There are, however, several books that explain most of the 
CP /M commands and functions, and explain how to use them. 
Two such books are Osborne CP /M User Guide by Thom Hogan 
(OSBORNE/McGraw -Hill, 630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 
94710) and The CP /M Handbook by Rodney Zaks (SYBEX, 
Inc., 2344 Sixth St., Berkeley, CA 94710). 

Once you get involved with your computer and CP /M, you'll 
discover that there really wasn't so much to be worried about, 
after all. R -E 
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your display screen . Each file shown has a corresponding num
ber, and all you have to do is indicate the numbers of the files
you want to copy from one disk to another.

That's a lot easier than something like CP/M's awesome "PIP
B:INFO.TXT=A:INFO.TXT'V' ." It's faster too-s-once you
start it doing something, Power! keeps on going until it's
finished ; CP/M's PIP utility requires you to type a whole com
mand line for each file you want to copy. (The same comparison
can be made between other Power! and CP/M utilities, like those
for erasing and renaming files .) Working "by the numbers" is
much easier, faster, and less likely to result in errors .

The program is smart, too . If it sees that a file with a
particular name already exists on the disk you are copying to, it
stops and asks you what you want to do with it. Answer the
question with a single keystroke, and Power! is on its way again .

What do you do if you accidentally erase a file from a disk?
That's something that happens more frequently than we would
like to admit. Under CP/M there's nothing you can do to get that
file back. Power!, though, offers a RECLAIM utility that makes it
possible to bring back files from the dead. You simply type
"RECLAIM, " and as the name of each recoverable file is found
and displayed, you indicate whether you want it reclaimed.

Power! is deceptively simple in appearance, but is worth a lot
more than its $169 .00 selling price .

Crashes
One of the most frightening experiences you can have is to

have a program "crash" or "lock up" on you-the keyboard
goes dead and no matter what you do, there's no way to com
municate with the computer. That usually finds you with severa l
hours' work inside the computer with no apparent way to get it
out. Is it lost to you forever? It appears that the only thing you
can do is push the RESET button and start all over again.

That's not necessarily the case . Although it's commonly
believed that pushing the RESET button clears out the contents of
the computer's memory, that material is frequently still there,
and can be salvaged. Again, Power! comes to the rescue . It
allows you to examine the computer's memory to see what's in it
(and where it is), and to write the contents of that memory to a
disk file that can be treated like any other file .

Crashes, at least the ones caused by things like giving the
computer an unwanted jolt of static electricity (there's no way to
recover your data if the power fails and the lights and everything
else go dead), need no longer be fatal.

Control key·s
Over at the left-hand edge of your keyboard is the CONTROL

key . That key isn't found on ordinary typewriter keyboards and,
for some reason, fills most newcomers to computers with a kind
of fear. They just don't know what to make of it.

In actuality, the CONTROL key works just like a SHIFT key. As
long as you hold the SHIFT key down, every key that you press
generates a character different from the one that you would get if
it were not used . For instance, instead of a "g," you get a "G."
Similarly, if you hold the CONTROL key down and press another
key, you get a third character-usually invisible. A CONTROL-g
(or CONTROL-G-it doesn't matter whether the character is
shifted or not) generates an audible signal. .

Control characters, as they are called, are usually invisible,
although some computers or terminals can display special sym
bols to represent them . Each CONTROL key has a specific func
tion though. The original control functions were defined back in
the days when Teletype terminals were in widespread use (hence
the use of a CONTROL-G to sound a bell) . Frequently, the purpose
a control key serves will be determined by the software that's
being used .

In program listings and in computer documentation, a control
function , such as a CONTROL-S, is often shown as "S." The
caret (A) simply indicates that the CONTROL is to be pressed at the
same time as the "S" key .

The most important control key is CONTROL-C. Its meaning is
almost universal-in CP/M, in CP/M-based programs, and even
in a lot of programs that don't require CP/M. Its meaning is
simple-STOP! If you ever want to stop a program-almost any
program-all you have to do is hit CONTROL-C .

As soon as you hit CONTROL-C, the computer will stop what
it's doing and return you to a command level of some sort-to
CP/M, to BASIC, or to a menu within a program. About the only
time CONTROL-C won't help is when something (like a "zap"
from static electricity) has caused the contents of the computer's
memory to be scrambled so it no longer recognizes any input at
all from the keyboard . There's a way to escape from that
situation, too , as we'll show you shortly .

Consider CONTROL-C to be a kind of panic button . If you ever
want to halt the execution of a program , or get out of it for any
reason, use it. Even if the program doesn't mention it, CONTROL
C will probably bring it to a screeching halt. Remember,
CONTROL-C is your friend .

Other keys
While we're on the subject of keys, another one that you may

be wondering about is the ESCAPE key. That one isn't found on
typewriters , either.

The ESCAPE is used to generate what are called escape
sequences-that is, the ESCAPE key being pressed, followed by
another key, or series of keys, being pressed .

Escape sequences are not normally entered from the key
board, but are generated in software . They are widely used to
control the operations of computer peripherals like terminals and
printers .A word-processing program, for example, may send an
escape sequence to a terminal to clear the screen, or to a printer
to tell it to print bold-face or expanded characters .

The last key whose function you may be questioning is the
BREAK key . Don't worry too much about it; it usually doesn't do
anything . Its purpose was to cause about a 250-millisecond gap
in data transmission, and it has little bearing on computer
operations. It's a vestige of the Teletype days.

Error messages
CP/M is not known for the clarity of its error messages .

Probably the one that occurs most frequently is "BDOS ERROR
ON n." What CP/M is trying to tell you is that it's having a disk
problem . The most likely cause of that is your having changed
disks without having informed CP/M of the fact. The way out of
that is CONTROL-C. That will cause the system to reboot, and the
new disk will be recognized.

More help
After you've overcome your initial fears over using CP/M,

you may even find that you like it and want to learn more about
it . The best thing you can do is to read about it, and experiment
with the things you study . Set aside a disk that you will use only
for practice , and, when you want to take a break from processing
words or juggling numbers, use it to "play around" with CP/M .
That's the only way you'll learn . If you don 't practice what you
learn, it will go to waste. It's like trying to learn to speak French
without moving your lips .

The CP/M manuals, while they are comprehensive, are not
really intended for the beginner. The current version of the
manuals is a lot clearer than the original one, but it still assumes
that you know a lot more about computers than you probably do.

There are, however, several books that explain most of the
CP/M commands and functions , and explain how to use them .
Two such books are Osborne CP/M User Guide by Thorn Hogan
(OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill, 630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA
94710) and The CP/M Handbook by Rodney Zaks (SYBEX,
Inc., 2344 Sixth St., Berkeley, CA 94710) .

Once you get involved with your computer and CP/M, you'll
discover that there really wasn't so much to be worried about,
after all . R-E
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Telecommunications 

To communicate with other 
computers and databases. 

you not only need hardware 
such as a modem. You need 

communications software. 
too. Well take a look at what 

you can expect to find. 
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A COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE PACKAGE IS A PROGRAM THAT 
allows a computer to exchange data, programs, and information 
with other computers-either a personal computer or the main- 
frame of a database /information service such as The Source or 
Dow Jones. Essentially. communications software converts a 

computer into an intelligent terminal. a device that can exchange 
disk or tape files with other computers, as well as information 
entered directly on the keyboard. An intelligent terminal is also 
often called a smart terminal. A terminal that isn't smart is 
dumb, meaning it can only receive and send in real time. It 
cannot store incoming data for later viewing or use, nor can it 
send a data file or program that was previously stored on disk or 
tape. 

Getting started 
There are many different levels of communications software. 

You can get simple programs intended for the so- called "home 
computers," that do little more than allow the user to converse 
with one of the information services such as The Source. Or you 
can get communications packages for mainframes that, even 
when completely unattended, will establish communications 
with another computer, swap data back and forth, automatically 
check for errors, and then shut down both computers. 

We will limit ourselves to the less expensive, high - 
performance communications software available for personal 
computers-the type of software you might use in your own 
home or business. To start off. personal- computer com- 
munications software is almost universally intended for two 
types of circuits; either a telephone- system modem that connects 
computers through the dial -up telephone system (which 
accommodates voice -grade frequencies), or a direct connection 
between two computers through a multi -wire cable which we 
call a null- modem. 

Communications software is the program that converts your 
computer's electrical signals into a format that can be passed on 

to the outside world; that is, to other computers, printers, and 
peripherals that aren't part of your personal- computer system. 
Somehow. we must take the formatted electrical signals and get 
them to another computer. The way we normally exchange 
computer signals with other computers that aren't in the same 
general location is through the dial -up telephone system. Since 
the telephone system handles only a selected range of voice 
frequencies, the computer's electrical input and output signals 
must be converted to audio tones. The device that does the 
conversion from electrical to audio, and vice versa. is called a 

modem (MODulator /DEModulator). 
To communicate with another computer there must be a 

modem at each end. one called an originate modem, the other an 
answer modem. In addition, in many instances the software 
must be configured for answer or originate operation that is 
usually independent of the modem; we can have answer soft- 
ware with an originate modem. and originate software with an 
answer modem. 

Within the range of acceptable overall costs, for personal 
computers it is the dial -up telephone system's limitations that 
determines the maximum rate at which we can exchange in- 
formation between computers. The unit we use to express the 
rate of information exchange is the baud, which happens to work 
out to the number of bits transmitted per second. For example, a 

300 baud rate is the rate at 300 bits-per-second, 1200 baud is 1200 
bits -per -second. By pure luck and mathematical relationships, 
300 baud represents an exchange of 300 words per minute of 
text, while 1200 baud represents 1200 words per minute of text 
(assuming an average of six characters per word of text -the 
defacto American standard). 

The typical low -cost (around $100) modem for personal com- 
puters will accommodate rates from 0 to 300 baud. More sophis- 
ticated modems (about $500) will accommodate 300 or 1200 
baud. Because of cost and complexity, 1200 baud is presently the 
upper limit for the voice -grade dial -up telephone system. 
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To communicate with other
computers and databases,

you not only need hardware
such as a modem. You need

communications software,
too. We'll take a look at what

you can expect to find.

TelecolDlDunications HERB FRIEDMAN

A COMMUNICATIONS SOFrWARE PACKAGE IS A PROGRAM TH AT

allows a computer to exchange data , programs, and information
with other computers--either a personal computer or the main
frame of a database/information service such as The Source or
Dow Jones. Essentially, communications software converts a
computer into an intelligent terminal, a device that can exchange
disk or tape files with other computers, as well as information
entered directly on the keyboard . An intelligent terminal is also
often called a smart terminal. A terminal that isn' t smart is
dumb, meaning it can only receive and send in real time. It
cannot store incoming data.for later viewing or use , nor can it
send a data file or progra m that was previously stored on disk or
tape.

Getting started
There are many different levels of communications software.

You can get simple programs intended for the so-called' 'home
computers," that do little more than allow the user to converse
with one of the information services such as The Source. Or you
can get communications packages for mainframes that, even
when completely unattended , will establish commun ications
with another computer, swap data back and forth, automatically
check for erro rs, and then shut down both computers .

We will l imit ourselves to the less expe ns ive, high
performance communications software available for personal
computers- the type of software you might use in your own
home or busin ess. To star t off, per sonal-computer com
munications software is almost universally intended for two
types ofcircuits; either a telephone-system modem that connects
co mputers th rough the dial-up telephone sys tem (which
acco mmodates voice-grade frequencies), or a direct connection
between two computers through a multi-wire cable which we
call a null-modem.

Communications software is the program that converts your
computer's elec trical signals into a format that can be passed on

to the outside world; that is, to other computers, printers, and
peripherals that aren' t part of your personal-computer system.
Somehow , we must take the formatted electrical signals and get
them to another computer. The way we normally exchange
computer signals with other computers that aren' t in the same
general location is through the dial-up telephone system. Since
the telephone system handles only a selected range of voice
frequencies, the computer's electrical input and output signals
must be converted to audio tones. The device that does the
conversion from electrical to audio, and vice versa, is called a
modem (MODulatorIDEModulator).

To communicate with another computer there must be a
modem at each end, one called an originate modem, the other an
answer modem. In addition, in many instances the software
must be configured for answer or originate operation that is
usually independent of the modem; we can have answer soft
ware with an originate modem, and originate software with an
answer modem .

Within the range of acceptable overall costs, for personal
computers it is the dial-up telephone system's limitations that
determines the maximum rate at which we can exchange in
formation between computers. The unit we use to express the
rate of information exchange is the baud, which happens to work
out to the number of bits transmitted per second. For example, a
300 baud rate is the rate at 300 bits-per-second, 1200 baud is 1200
bits-per-second . By pure luck and mathematical relationships,
300 baud represents an exchange of 300 words per minute of
text , while 1200 baud represe nts 1200 words per minute of text
(assuming an average of six characters per word of text- the
defacto American standard) .

The typical low-cost (around $100) modem for personal com
puters will accommodate rates from 0 to 300 baud. More sophis
ticated modems (about $500) will accommodate 300 or 1200
baud . Because of cost and complexity, 1200 baud is presently the
upper limit for the voice-grade dial-up telephone system.
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On the other hand. if we wish to exchange data between 
computers in the same general location we can do it easily 
enough by passing the computer's electrical signals (without 
conversion to audio) through a multi -wire cable connected be- 
tween the computers' RS -232 input/output connectors. That 
kind of multi -wire circuit is called null -modem. Within reason. 
there is virtually no limit to the character rate we can pass 
through the wires. The transmission rate from computer to 
computer can easily be 9600 baud or even 19,200 baud. As far as 
the communications software is concerned, it is working into a 

modern (the "null- modem "). The only limitation on how fast 
data can be transferred from one computer to another through a 

null -modem is the communications package and the computer 
itself: Will they support a higher transmission rate? For ex- 
ample, Heath computers easily support 9600 baud. while 
Osborne computers are limited to 1200 baud unless modified 
with non - factory hardware. 

The degree of complexity of the program -its 
"sophistication " -depends on the particular computer and the 
application for which its intended. Obviously, the software that 
automatically runs a high -speed data exchange or a dump be- 
tween the mainframe computers of two international banks isn't 
exactly the kind of thing you would use for your KayPro II or 
Radio Shack's Color Computer. 

Getting the message through. 
The basic, least expensive form of communications software 

is intended primarily for sending or receiving ASCII -encoded 
messages or data. ASCII is an acronym derived from American 
Standard Code for information Interchange. A complete ASCII 
set consists of 128 codes (0 -127) that represent upper and lower 
case alphanumerics, 32 control codes such as the carriage return 
and linefeed, standard keyboard symbols, etc. 

Simply typing on the computer's keyboard will send the 
message -text or data -in ASCII characters, which is received 
at the other end of the communications circuit. The difficulty 
with ASCII is that it can only handle text or data such as BASIC 
program listings, or anything else that's best converted to 
ASCII. though that is all you need for many applications. For 
example. if you are into using The Source or the Dow Jones 
information networks, or a local community or users' group 
bulletin board -which are accessed through the dial -up tele- 
phone system -the communication is usually done in ASCII. If 
you get a "terminal program" specifically prepared for your 
computer, such as those advertised at rock -bottom prices in the 
computer hobbyist magazines, it will probably be tailored speci- 
fically for your computer's screen. The words will wrap at the 
end of the line, or each line will be precisely the length sent by 
the information service...and that's about it, except for setting 
the baud rate. Budget, moderate, or gold -plated software- 
virtually all allow the user to easily change the baud rate to 
handle almost any communications situation. Most will cover 
from 300 to 9600 baud. Others go as low as I IO baud (for older 
teletypewriters), while some go as high as 19.200 baud for 
high -speed null -modem communications. 

Virtually all intelligent -terminal software allows the user to 
either save the incoming ASCII message in a portion of free 
RAM, called a buffer, and then transfer it to disk (or tape). or to 
have the incoming data written directly to disk (or tape). The 
direct write is preferred because. as a general rule, if the RAM 
buffer fills. the incoming data writes over the beginning of the 
text and a save to disk (or tape) will not contain the complete 
file -the overwritten part no longer exists. Similarly. the soft- 
ware can either send an ASCII file directly from disk (the usual 
way). or transfer it from disk to RAM and then send it. 

But what if you're interested in. or have need for, sending or 
receiving binary files such as machine language programs, 
which use 8 -bits? That is quite another thing. Many com- 
munications programs can only transmit or receive 7 -bit ASCII 
characters, so they have special routines for converting binary 

information into the ASCII character codes, and then back from 
ASCII to binary. It works but it's not the most dependable 
method of binary data exchange. Why? Because one single 
incorrect byte out of thousands can crash a program. 

Protocols 
Look at it this way. Assume you're taking an ASCII transmis- 

sion of a BASIC program from a friend and you get a glitch on a 

character. The program kicks out on a RUN with a "SYNTAX 
ERROR on LINE 140." You list line 140 and the statement 
reads: "140 PRI/T AS." You know you've got trouble, but it's 
easy to correct "PRI/T" to "PRINT." Or suppose you are 
getting the latest news from UPI on The Source and your screen 
shows: "Inflaxxon is a 4.8& for August." You know it should 
read: 'Inflation is 4.8% for August." 

But what if you're receiving a command file? One glitch on 
one byte and the program crashes and you'll never know what's 
wrong, or why. To overcome that, all decent modern corn - 
munications software has some form of protocol exchange. 

Protocol means that the sending terminal transmits some kind 
of testing signal such as a checksum or CRC after transmitting a 
block of information. It then waits for a response from the 
receiving terminal that indicates the "test" was received cor- 
rectly. If so, the sending terminal transmits the next block. If the 
sending terminal receives an incorrect answerback "test" from 
the receiving terminal, it re- transmits the block, and will keep 
doing so until it receives an "OK" from the receiving terminal. 
In that way, it sharply reduces the possibility a binary file will be 
garbled at the receiving terminal. 

The problem with a protocol exchange is that the terminal 
protocols must match; that is, the software at each terminal must 
recognize the protocols of the software at the other terminal. As 
a general rule of thumb, except for the "free" communications 
software available from CP /M bulletin boards such as Modem X 
and Modem 7 (and all its derivatives) -which use somethng 
called a "Christensen protocol" -there is no protocol standard. 
That means that both the sending and receiving terminals must 
use the same software (a cute way to insure extra sales). 

While each communications package that can exchange bin- 
ary files recognizes its own protocol. there are several com- 
munications packages that will match-or mate -with other 
protocols. For example, M.I.T.E., from Mycroft Labs, Inc. 
(Box 6045, Tallahassee, FL 32301), will match the protocols of 
MODEM X. Crosstalk, D.C. Hayes, IBMPC (for text files), and 
Text (for mainframes). The relatively inexpensive but powerful 
Telcom 11, from Mumford Micro Systems (Box 400 -E, 
Summerland, CA 93067). for the Radio Shack computers. will 
also accommodate the LINK protocol. Matching protocols, 
however, is somewhat rare. Except for the "Christensen - 
based" software, most communications packages match only 
their own protocols. 

Though many claims are made for each kind and brand of 
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THE COMMAND SCREEN you see when configuring Omniterm is shown 
here. 
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On the other hand, if we wish to exchange data between
computers in the same general location we can do it easi ly
enough by passing the computer 's electrical signals (without
conversion to audio) through a multi-wire cable connec ted be
tween the computers' RS-232 input/output connecto rs. That
kind of multi-wire circuit is called null-modem . Within reason,
there is virtually no limit to the character rate we can pass
through the wires . The transmission rate from computer to
computer can easi ly be 9600 baud or even 19,200 baud. As far as
the communications software is concerned, it is working into a
modem (the " null-modem") . The only limitation on how fast
data can be transferred from one computer to another through a
null-modem is the communications package and the computer
itself: Will they support a higher transmission rate? For ex
ample, Heath computers eas ily support 9600 baud, while
Osborne computers are limited to 1200 baud unless modified
with non-factory hardware.

T he d e g r e e of com p lexi ty of th e program-its
" sophistication"-depends on the particular computer and the
application for which it' s intended . Obviously, the software that
automatically runs a high-speed data exchange or a dump be
tween the mainframe computers of two international banks isn't
exactly the kind of thing you would use for your KayPro II or
Radio Shack's Color Comp uter.

Getting the message through.
The basic , least expensive form of communications software

is intended primarily for sending or receiving ASCII-encoded
messages or data. ASCII is an acronym derived from American
Standard Code for Information Interchange. A complete ASCII
set consists of 128 codes (0-127) that represent upper and lower
case alphanumerics , 32 control codes such as the carriage return
and linefeed, standard keyboard symbols, etc .

Simply typing on the computer's keyboard will send the
message-text or data-in ASCII characters, which is received
at the other end of the communications circuit. The difficulty
with ASCII is that it can only handle text or data such as BASIC
program listings , or anything else that's best converted to
ASCII, though that is all you need for many applications. For
example, if you are into using The Source or the Dow Jones
information networks, or a local community or users ' group
bulletin board-which are accessed through the dial-up tele
phone system-the communication is usually done in ASCII. If
you get a " terminal program" specifically prepared for your
computer, such as those advertised at rock-bottom prices in the
computer hobbyist magazines, it will probably be tailored speci
fically for your computer's screen. The words will wrap at the
end of the line , or each line will be precisely the length sent by
the information service ... and that' s about it, except for setting
the baud rate. Budget , moderate, or gold-plated software
virtually all allow the user to easily change the baud rate to
handle almost any communications situation. Most will cover
from 300 to 9600 baud. Others go as low as 110 baud (for older
teletypewriters), while some go as high as 19,200 baud for
high-speed null-modem communications.

Virtually all intelligent-terminal software allows the user to
either save the incoming ASCII message in a portion of free
RAM, called a buffer, and then transfer it to disk (or tape) , or to
have the incoming data written directly to disk (or tape) . The
direct write is preferred because , as a general rule , if the RAM
buffer fills, the incoming data writes over the beginning of the
text and a save to disk (or tape) will not contain the complete
file- the overwritten part no longer exists . Similarly, the soft
ware can either send an ASCII file directly from disk (the usual
way), or transfer it from disk to RAM and then send it.

But what if you' re interested in, or have need for, sending or
receiving binary files such as machine language programs ,
which use 8-bits? That is quite another thing. Many com
munications programs can only transmit or receive 7-bit ASCII
characters. so they have special routines for converting binary

informatio n into the ASCII character codes, and then back from
ASCII to binary. It works but it's not the most dependable
method of binary data exchange. Why? Because one single
incorrect byte out of thousands can crash a program.

Protocols
Look at it this way. Assume you' re taking an ASCII transmis

sion of a BASIC program from a friend and you get a glitch on a
character. The program kicks out on a RUN with a " SYNTAX
ERROR on LINE 140." You list line 140 and the statement
reads: " 140 PRIfT A$." You know you've got trouble , but it's
easy to correct "PRIfT" to "PRINT. " Or suppose you are
getting the latest news from UPI on The Source and your screen
shows: " Inflaxxon is a 4.8& for August." You know it should
read: " Inflation is 4. 8% for August."

But what if you' re receiving a command file? One glitch on
one byte and the program crashes and you' ll never know what's
wrong, or why. To overcome that, all decent modern com
munications software has some form of protocol exchange.

Protocol means that the sending terminal transmits some kind
of testing signal such as a checksum or CRC after transmitting a
block of information. It then waits for a response from the
receiving terminal that indicates the " test" was received cor
rectly. If so, the sending terminal transmits the next block. If the
sending terminal receives an incorrect answerback " test" from
the receiving terminal, it re-transmits the block, and will keep
doing so until it receives an " OK" from the receiving terminal.
In that way, it sharply reduces the possibility a binary file will be
garbled at the receiving terminal.

The problem with a protocol exchange is that the terminal
protocols must match; that is, the software at each terminal must
recognize the protocols of the software at the other terminal. As
a general rule of thumb , except for the "free" communications
software available from CP/M bulletin boards such as Modem X
and Modem 7 (and all its derivatives)- which use somethng
called a " Christensen protocol" -there is no protocol standard.
That means that both the sending and receiving terminals must
use the same software (a cute way to insure extra sales) .

While each communi cations package that can exchange bin
ary files recognizes its own protocol, there are several com
munications packages that will match-or mate-with other
protocols. For example, M.l.T. E . , from Mycroft Labs, Inc.
(Box 6045, Tallahassee , FL 3230 I), will match the protocols of
MODEM X , Crosstalk, D.C. Hayes. IBMPC (for text files), and
Text (for mainframes). The relatively inexpensive but powerful
Telcom II, from Mum ford Micro Sys tems (Box 400-E ,
Summerland, CA 93067), for the Radio Shack computers, will
also accommodate the LINK protocol. Matching protocols,
however, is somewhat rare . Except for the " Christensen
based" software , most communications packages match only
their own protocols.

Though many claims are made for each kind and brand of

THE COMMAND SCREEN you see when configuring Omnlterm is shown
here.
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communications software. except for auto-dialing. within a 

given type they all do more or less the same thing as far as 

communications are concerned. 
Auto -dialing means the software in conjunction with a special 

modem is capable of dialing the telephone number of another 
computer from a telephone number or telephone index file in the 
computer. Sometimes its as uncomplex as dialing whatever 
telephone number has been typed on the computer's keyboard. 
Other times. the user simply types the user's name and the 
computer searches the correct number from a telephone file 
that's been stored in a disk file. Auto -dial modems, such as the 
D.C. Hayes. can pulse -dial a local telephone number and then 
automatically switch to touch -tones for an information service. 

When running straight ASCII text or data communications. 
all packages will capture incoming data in RAM. all will dump, 
somehow. to tape or disk -either as the signal comes in or at the 
user's command -and all will transmit text or data from tape or 
disk. either directly or by first loading it into RAM and then 
sending it to the modem. The program can be an inexpensive 
plug -in module for the Radio Shack Color Computer such as the 
Colorcom /E by Eigen Systems (Box 180006, Austin, TX 
78718), or a moderately priced package such as Super 'Color' 
Terminal, by Nelson Systems, inc., (Box 19096, Minneapolis. 
MN 55419) that will even change the display format to 32x26, or 
51 -64 -85 x 21 or 24. (Interestingly. the Nelson software, which 
has the same or more features than communications software for 
CP /M. IBM, and CP/M -86 computers. costs about half their 
price. That makes one wonder whether software is priced at all 
the traffic can bear.) 

The Nelson software is more or less representative of what 
most software packages for the "higher cost" computers offer. 
The precise feature will depend on the particular program. and 
depending on your particular interests one might prove of more 
value than another. For example. some. such as the CP /M -based 
M.I.T.E.. or Omniterm. for the TRS -80 Models 1/111/4. by 
Lindberg Systems. Inc. (41 Fairhill Road. Holden. MA 01520). 
allows specific versions to be configured for The Source. Com- 
puServe. or anything else if you would like the program to 
directly load with all the correct parameters and macros. 

A macro is a complete set of commands, instructions, or 
whatever that is transmitted by touching a single key. It's as if 
the key itself was a separate memory-which it really is. For 
example. assume you have an auto- dialing modem -that is, a 

modem such as the D.C. Hayes (5923 Peachtree Industrial 
Blvd., Norcross, GA 30092) Smartmodent, that will auto- 
matically dial a telephone number. You might program your 
communications software in such a way that pressing the CON- 
-mot.. key and the numeral I will send the telephone access 
number of The Source to the modem. When the screen shows 
The Source has connected and asks for your ID (identification). 
pressing corrrteot. -2 will transmit your Source ID (identification 
number) and password. Similarly, you might have programmed 
CONTROL -3 as a macro to dial Compuserve's telephone access, 
and cotrreot_ -4 to transmit your CompuServe ID and password. 
Macros can also be created for accessing particular areas of The 
Source, Dow Jones, or any other dial -up database or information 
service. The amount of information stored it each macro varies. 
It might be 25 characters. it might be 48 characters, or more. 

If the software provides macros there are usually at least 8 or 
10, corresponding to the numbered keys; or every alphabetic 
(A -Z) key might have the capacity for macro programming. as is 
available in the Hayes Smartcom 11 for the IBM personal compu- 
ter. The Smartcom's macro definition is even carried to the point 
where there are individual sets (menus) of 26 pre -defined mac- 
ros for The Source, for CompuServe, and for Dow Jones that 
allow direct access to different areas of the information services 
at the touch of a key. 

Some of the newer software, such as Smartcom and M.I. T.E. , 

provide for the recognition of prompts by the host computer of 
The Source, Dow Jones, community bulletin boards, etc. A 
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macro can be defined, say, to dial The Source through Tymnet; 
upon receiving Tymnet's recognition to dial the Tymnet pass- 
word; then when The Source "comes up" with its prompt, to 
answer with the user's ID and password, etc. Its actually 
possible to connect with and get into a selected area (service) of 
an information network by just a single entry on the keyboard. 
Exactly how the macros perform varies widely and depends on 
price. and, unfortunately, the imagination of the person writing 
the advertisement. So, if macros are an important function for 
your use of communications software. doublecheck every fea- 
ture before you purchase the software. 

Particularly for infrequent users of a communications soft- 
ware package, the overall complexity of operation is an impor- 
tant consideration. The most sophisticated software is worthless 
if you can't remember how to use it, or you forget a function and 
twenty minutes into an upload you discover you forgot to name 
the file. The receiving terminal is going to have a copy of your 
file but its disk directory will have no usable indication it exists. 
(A common problem when exchanging binary data.) Some 
software. such as Crosstalk, from Microstuff, Inc. (1845 The 
Exchange, suite 205, Atlanta. GA 30339), avoids the whole 
problem by automatically transmitting the name of the file: The 
receiving computer always knows what it got. It should not be 
necessary to spend any time mucking through an instruction 
manual to figure out how to do things. Unfortunately. price and 
sophistication have nothing to do with case -of- operation. 
Actually. some of the earlier superior communications software 
is virtually unknown today because simple procedures required 
reference to the documentation. and the documentation was a 

disaster. 
Another desired feature for infrequent users of communica- 

tions software is menu- driven function selection. The main func- 
tions are always displayed on the screen, or can be called up at 
the touch of a key. Similarly, the functions are also selected by 
the touch of a key. Telcom. Omniterm. and Crosstalk are exam- 
ples of almost total menu -driven control. 

There is probably no end to the functions that can be provided 
in a communications package. As fast as one package appears in 
the marketplace there is another with even more "sophisti- 
cated" functions. Actually. most do the same as the others, but 
in different ways and with different degrees of difficulty. Some- 
times it's easier to use different kinds of software for different 
tasks simply to make communications more convenient. For 
example, for videotext -type communications and use of The 
Source, Telcom I is preferable; for binary data and program file 
exchange, Crosstalk does it with the least amount of hassle. But 
what works best for you and your computer may be other kinds 
of software. But regardless of the software's functions and 
features, for many users the most important consideration 
should be how often they will have to search through the 
documentation in order to use the software. R -E 
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communications software, except for auto-dialing, within a
given type they all do more or less the same thing as far as
communications are concemed.

Auto-dialing means the software in conjunction with a special
modem is capable of dialing the telephone number of another
computer from a telephone number or telephone index file in the
computer. Sometimes it' s as uncomplex as dialing whatever
telephone number has been typed on the computer ' s keyboard .
Other times , the user simply types the user' s name and the
computer searches the correct number from a telephone file
that' s been stored in a disk file . Auto-dial modems, such as the
D.C. Hayes, can pulse-dial a local telephone number and then
automatically switc h to touch-tones for an information service.

When running straight ASCII text or data communications,
all packages will cap ture incoming data in RAM, all will dump,
somehow, to tape or disk--either as the signal comes in or at the
user ' s command-and all will transmit text or data from tape or
disk , either directly or by first loading it into RAM and then
sending it to the modem. The program can be an inexpensive
plug-in module for the Radio Shack Color Computer such as the
Colorcomlli by Eigen System s (Box 180006 , Austin, TX
78718), or a moderately priced package such as Super 'Co lor'
Terminal , by Nelson Systems, Inc., (Box 19096, Minneapolis,
MN 554 19) that will even change the display format to 32x26, or
51-64-85 X 21or 24. (Interestingly, the Nelson software, which
has the same or more features than communications software for
CP/M, IBM, and CP/M-86 computers, costs about half their
price. That makes one wonder whether software is priced at all
the traffic can bear.)

The Nelson software is more or less representative of what
most software packages for the " higher cost" computers offer.
The precise feature will depend on the particular program, and
depending on your particular interests one might prove of more
value than another. For example, some , such as the CP/M-based
M .I .T.E., or Omniterm, for the TRS-8 0 Models 1/l1I/4, by
Lindberg Systems , Inc. (41Fairhill Road, Holden, MA 01520),
allows specific versions to be configured for The Source, Com
puServe, or anything else if you would like the program to
direct ly load with all the correct parameters and macros.

A macro is a comp lete set of commands, instructions, or
whatever that is transmitted by touching a single key. It' s as if
the key itself was a separate memory-which it really is. For
example, assume you have an auto-dialing modem-that is, a
modem such as the D.C. Hayes (5923 Peachtree Industrial
Blvd . , Norcross , GA 30092) Smart modem, that will auto
matically dial a telephone number. You might program your
communications software in such a way that pressing the CON
TROL key and the numeral I will send the telephone access
number of Th e Source to the modem. When the screen shows
The Source has connected and asks for your ID (identification),
pressing CONTROL-2 will transmit your Source ID (identification
number) and password . Similarly, you might have programmed
CONTROL-3 as a macro to dial Compuserve's telephone access,
and CONTROL-4 to transmit your CompuServe ID and password.
Macros can also be created for accessi ng particular areas of The
Source, Dow Jones, or any other dial-up database or information
service. The amount of information stored in each macro varies.
It might be 25 characters, it might be 48 characters, or more .

If the software provides macros there are usually at least 8 or
10 , corresponding to the numbered keys; or every alphabetic
(A-Z) key might have the capacity for macro programmi ng, as is
avai lable in the Hayes Smartcom 1/ for the IBM personal compu
ter. The Smartcom's macro definition is even carried to the point
where there are individual sets (menus) of 26 pre-define d mac
ros for The Source, for CompuServe, and for Dow Jones that
allow direct access to different areas of the informatio n services
at the touch of a key .

Some of the newer software, such as Smartcom and M.I .T.E . ,
provide for the recognition of prompts by the host computer of
The Source , Dow Jones, communit y bulletin boards, etc. A
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macro can be defined , say, to dial The Source through Tymnet;
upon receiving Tymnet' s recognition to dial the Tymnet pass
word; then when The Source "comes up" with its prompt, to
answer with the user' s ID and password, etc. It's actually
possible to connect with and get into a selected area (service) of
an informatio n network by just a single entry on the keyboard .
Exactly how the macros perform varies widely and depends on
price, and, unfortunately, the imagination of the person writing
the advertisement. So, if macros are an important function for
your use of communications software, doublecheck every fea
ture before you purchase the software .

Particularly for infrequent users of a communications soft
ware package, the overall complexity of operation is an impor
tant consideration. The most sophisticated software is worthless
if you can' t remember how to use it, or you forget a function and
twenty minutes into an upload you discover you forgot to name
the file. The receiving termina l is going to have a copy of your
file but its disk directory will have no usable indication it exists.
(A common problem when exchang ing binary data .) Some
software, such as Crossta lk, from Microstuff, Inc. (1845 The
Exchange, suite 205, Atlanta, GA 30339), avoids the whole
problem by automatically transmitting the name of the file: The
receiving computer always knows what it got. It should not be
necessary to spend any time mucking through an instruction
manual to figure out how to do things. Unfortunately, price and
sophistica tion have noth ing to do with ease-of-operation.
Actually, some of the earlier superior communications software
is virtually unknown today because simple procedures required
reference to the documentation, and the documentation was a
disaster.

Another desired feature for infrequent users of communica
tions software is menu-driven function select ion. The main func
tions are always displayed on the screen, or can be called up at
the touch of a key. Similarly, the functions are also selected by
the touch of a key. Telcom, Omniterm, and Crosstalk are exam
ples of almost total menu-driven control.

There is probably no end to the functions that can be provided
in a communi cations package. As fast as one package appears in
the marketplace there is another with even more " sophisti
cated" functions . Actually, most do the same as the others, but
in different ways and with different degrees of difficulty . Some
times it's easier to use different kinds of software for different
tasks simply to make communications more convenient. For
example, for videotext-type communications and use of The
Source, Telcom I is preferable; for binary data and program file
exchange, Crosstalk does it with the least amount of hassle. But
what works best for you and your computer may be other kinds
of software. But regardless of the software's funct ions and
features, for many users the most important consideration
should be how often they will have to search through the
documentation in order to use the software. R-E
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FIG. 2 -A SIMPLE CIRCUIT using a UJT. 

Here's a look at UJTS. PUTS. SCR's, triacs. and a host of other semiconductor switching 
devices. 

Part 2 THE LAST PART 0E: 

this series. we saw 
hoh u,:: are used in switching ap- 
plications. 'transistors. of course. are not 
the only solid -state devices that can be 
used in that way. Indeed. devices such as 

UJT's. PUT's. and SCR's can all be used 
in switching circuits. This month. well 
take a look at those devices. and others. 
and see what they are. how they work. and 
how you can use them in your own de- 
signs. 

The UJT 
The UJT (UniJunction Transistor) is a 

one- junction device that consists of a slab 
of n -type and a slab of p -type semicon- 
ductor material. In an n -type UJT, the two 
base terminals are connected to the n -type 
material. An emitter terminal is con- 
nected to the p -type material. The sche- 
matic symbol for the n -base UJT is shown 
in Fig. I. 

The n -type material connecting base 
terminal BI to base terminal B2 has a 

resistance of between 5.000 and 10.000 
ohms. It is convenient to think of that 

resistance as actually being made up of 
two resistances. One. RBI , is between the 
junction and BI: the second. RB2. is be- 
tween the junction and B2. With that out 
of the way. we can now talk about an 

important characteristic of the UJT. the 
intrinsic stand- ojfratio. That is defined as 

RBI /(RBI + RB2) and denoted by the 
symbol -q. The voltage at the junction. 
due to VBB, is equal to riV1,13. 

Circuits 
The UJT can be used in a simple circuit 

such as the one shown in Fig. 2. Pulses of 
sufficient voltage. VI.. must he applied 
between the emitter and ground for the 
UJT to conduct current from +VBB to 
ground through the n -type slab. When it 
conducts. output pulses that are in step 
with the input pulses are developed across 
RI and R2. although R2's main purpose is 
to keep the circuit operating properly de- 
spite variations in temperature. 

We will show you how to choose the 
values of RI and R2 shortly. In any event. 
the values of RI and R2 are usually much 

less than RBI and RB2. Because of that. 
the external resistors used around the UJT 
can be ignored when analyzing the action 
of the transistor. 

Getting back to the performance of the 
circuit in Fig. 2. we want the UJT to 
conduct when the voltage at the emitter 
reaches VE. The device itself conducts 
when VE is about V: volt higher than the 
voltage at the junction. That occurs when 

VI. is greater than 0.5 + -gVBB. That is 
why the intrinsic stand -off ratio is a crit- 
ical factor in determining the behavior of 
the UJT. 

Using that information. a relaxation os- 
cillator can be designed. To do that. only 
an R -C network need be added to the 
circuit shown in Fig. 2. The resulting cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 3. 

Let's see how that circuit works. When 
the supply voltage is initially applied. 0 
volts is across CI: that voltage increases 
with time. The time it takes for the voltage 
to increase to the level required to turn on 
the UJT is determined by R3. CI, and ii. 
and is just about equal to the product of 
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Part 2 IN THE L A ST PART OF

thi s se r ies , we saw
how transistors are used in switching ap
plica tions . Transistors, of cour se , are not
the on ly solid-state devices that can be
used in that way. Indeed , dev ices such as
UJT 's , PUT's , and SCR's can all be used
in switching circuits . Th is month , we' ll
take a look at those devices, and others,
and see what they are , how they work, and
how you can use them in your own de
signs.

The UJT
The UJT (UniJ unction Transistor ) is a

one-junction device that cons ists of a slab
of n-typ e and a slab of p-type semicon
ductor mater ial. In an n-type UJT, the two
base terminals are connected to the n-type
materi al. An emitter termin al is co n
nected to the p-type material. The sche
matic sy mbo l for the n-base UJT is shown
in Fig. I.

The n-type mater ial co nnec ting base
terminal BI to base terminal B2 has a
resistance of betwee n 5,000 and 10,000
ohms . It is conve nient to think of that

resistance as actually being made up of
two res istances . One , RB I, is between the
junction and BI; the second, RB2, is be
tween the junction and B2 . With that out
of the way, we ca n now talk about an
important characteristic of the UJT, the
intrinsic stand-offratio . That is defined as
RBl/( RBI + RB2) and denoted by the
symbo l 11 . The voltage at the junction ,
due to YBB, is eq ual to 11 YBB'

Circuits
The UJT can be used in a simple circuit

such as the one shown in Fig . 2. Pulses of
suffic ient voltage, YE , must be applied
between the emitter and gro und for the
UJT to conduct curre nt from + YBB to
gro und through the n-type slab . When it
conduc ts, outpu t pulses that are in step
with the input pulses are deve loped across
RI and R2, although R2's main purpose is
to kee p the circuit opera ting properl y de
spite variations in temperature .

We will show you how to choose the
values of R I and R2 shortly. In any event,
the values of R I and R2 are usuall y much

less than RB I and RB2. Because of that ,
the external resistors used aro und the UJT
can be ignored when analyzing the action
of the tran sistor.

Getting back to the performance of the
c ircuit in Fig. 2 , we want the UJT to
conduct when the voltage at the emi tter
reaches YE ' The device itself conducts
when YE is about Y2 volt higher than the
voltage at the junction . Tha t occurs when
YE is grea ter than 0 .5 + 11 YBB' That is
why the intrinsic stand-off ratio is a cr it
ical factor in determi ning the behavior of
the UJT.

Using that information, a relaxation os
cillator can be des igned. To do that , only
an R-C network need be added to the
circuit shown in Fig. 2. The resulting cir
cuit is shown in Fig. 3.

Let's see how that circuit works . Whe n
the supply voltage is initially applied , 0
volts is across C I; that voltage increases
with time . The time it takes for the voltage
to increase to the level required to turn on
the UJT is determ ined by R3, C I, and 11 ,
and is ju st abo ut equal to the product of
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FIG. 3- ADDING AN R -C network to the circuit 
shown in Fig. 2 turns it into a relaxation oscilla- 
tor. 

R3 and Cl. The oscillator frequency is 
about equal to the reciprocal of R3 x CI, 
or about 1 /(R3 x CI). 

The ideal value for resistor R3 is some- 
where between: 

and 

V8e(1 - -0.5 
2Ip 

2(Vee - Vv) 

Iv 

Where IP is the maximum current flow 
between the emitter and BI; Vv is the 
raUey voltage, the voltage between the 
emitter and B1 just after the device has 
begun to conduct, and Iv is the ,alley 
current, the current between the emitter 
and B1 when the voltage between those 
points is Vv. In the equations, i and l . 

are the maximum values specified by the 
manufacturer of the particular UJT being 
used, while VB and Iv are the minimum 
specified values. The current reaches 1p 

when Vr reaches a peak; that peak voltage 
is called Vr,. Voltage V , is significantly 
higher than Vv. 

The voltage and current between the 
emitter and BI continue to increase 
beyond Vv and Iv respectively because 
RBI decreases as the quantity of current 
flowing through it increases. When CI has 
discharged through the emitter -RBI cir- 
cuit, conduction ceases. The capacitor 
then recharges and the sequence repeats. 

Capacitor CI is selected to obtain the 
desired oscillator frequency, after R3 has 
been determined. Because the value you 
select for CI depends upon the ,l (as well 
as on other factors) of the specific UJT 
being used, that capacitor may have to be 
"tweeked" to get the exact desired time 
delay. 

If the UJT is to operate properly, R2 
should be about equal to (RBI + 
RB2) /21VBB. The value of Rl should be 
lessthan(RBI + RB2 + R2)Vou-/(V B 

- Vom). In the equation for RI, the 
values of RBI and RB2 are the minimum 
resistances for this particular device as 

specified by the manufacturer. Voltage 

VouT is the peak -to -peak output voltage 
across R1. The value of Rl is usually 
about 50 ohms and R2 around 500 ohms, 
although at times the values chosen may 
radically differ from those. An ordinary 
bipolar transistor may be wired across the 
resistor used to deliver the output from the 
UJT; its purpose would be to provide suf- 
ficient push for the circuit to be driven by 
the pulse(s). 

Because the UJT keeps on oscillating. 
repetitive voltages are developed across 
CI .121. and R2. The voltage across Cl is a 

rising ramp while CI charges and is a 

relatively fast -dropping slope when it dis- 
charges. If that ramp is to be used to drive 
another circuit. a high impedance must be 
connected between the R -C network and 
the circuit that is being fed by the ramp, so 
that the driven circuit will not load the R- 

C network (and affect the frequency of 
oscillation). 

The UJT can be used in a switching 
circuit because it does not conduct until 
the capacitor is charged to a specific level. 
If a mechanical switch is placed across the 
capacitor and shorts it, the capacitor re- 
mains discharged. Under those condi- 
tions. the UJT does not conduct. The 
capacitor begins to charge at the instant 
the switch is opened. But the UJT does 
not conduct until the capacitor is charged 
to a voltage that exceeds 0.5 + gVBB 
volts; in other words, it behaves as a time - 
delay switch. Conduction ceases at the 
instant the switch is closed and the capaci- 
tor is discharged. 

Designing a UJT circuit 
Let's see how we can calculate the val- 

ues for the circuit shown in Fig. 3. As an 
example, assume that for the UJT being 
used, T is specified as 0.55, but can vary 
from 0.5 to 0.6. Similarly, Vv is specified 
as 2 volts, but can vary from I to 3.5; lv is 
specified as 20 mA, but can vary from 10 

to 30 mA, and l , is specified as 8 ILA, but 
can vary from 4 to 12. The internal resis- 
tance of the UJT, RBI + RB2, is equal to 
9000 ohms. What we are looking for is a 

2 -volt output across RI at a frequency of 
500 Hz. For this circuit Vim will be IO 

volts. 
Start by determining the value of R3, 

the resistor in the timing circuit. Sub- 
stituting into the equations for R3 noted 
above, we find that the value of that resis- 
tor should be between 146,000 ohms and 
1,800 ohms. A good choice for R3 is 
50,000 ohms. Since f = I /R3C1, CI 
should be equal to about I /Rf = 1 /(50,000 
x 500), or about 0.04 µE Finally, sub- 
stituting into our equations for RI and R2 
we find that they should be 2400 ohms and 
820 ohms, respectively. 

An interesting variation in the circuit 

IG4 -iNt PUt. Its schematic symbol is shown 
Ins, while its internal structures shown in b and 
C. Th. equivalent circuit for that device is shown 
In d. 

shown in Fig. 3 would be to replace CI 
with a phototransistor. The resistance of 
the phototransistor increases as the 
amount of light reaching it decreases. 
Thus. when there is very little light, the 
resistance of the phototransistor is high. 
Under those conditions. the UJT con- 
ducts and current flows. That current can 
be used to trigger a relay and turn on a 
light as night falls. 

The PUT 
The Programmable Unijunction Tran- 

sistor, or PUT, performs much like an 
ordinary UJT. The big advantage with the 
PUT is that ri is not predetermined by the 
internal characteristics of the device. In- 
stead, it can be set to a value between 0 
and I using external resistors. 

The PUT is a thyristor. It has three 
terminals, as shown in Fig. 4 -a. A positive 
voltage is placed between the A (anode) 
and C (cathode) terminals. No current 
flows between the A and C terminals until 
a pulse that is negative with respect to the 
anode is applied to the G (gate) terminal. 

Structure of the PUT 
The device consists of four semicon- 

ductor slabs as shown in Fig. 4 -b. To see 
how the PUT works, it is easiest to think 
of it as being split into two bipolar transis- 
tors-one NPN and the other PNP. The 
internal structure then would be as shown 
in Fig. 4-c. A schematic diagram of the 
two -transistor equivalent circuit is shown 
in Fig. 4-d. 

Neither transistor is turned on when 
voltage is initially applied between A and 
C because current does not flow through 
either base- emitter junction. When G is 
made negative with respect to A, the base - 
emitter junction of the PNP transistor is 

and
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FIG4-THE PUT.Its schematic symbol is shown
in a, while its internal structure is shown in band
c. The equivalent circuit for that device Is shown
in d.

shown in Fig. 3 would be to replace CI
with a phototransistor. The resistance of
the phototransi stor increases as the
amount of light reaching it decreases.
Thus. when there is very little light , the
resistance of the phototransistor is high.
Under those conditions , the UJT con
ducts and current flows. That current can
be used to trigger a relay and turn on a
light as night falls.

The PUT
The Programmable Unijunction Tran

sistor, or PUT, performs much like an
ordinary UJT. The big advantage with the
PUT is that 'fJ is not predetermined by the
internal characteristics of the device. In
stead, it can be set to a value between 0
and 1 using external resistors .

The PUT is a thyristor. It has three
terminals, as shown in Fig . 4-a. A positive
voltage is placed between the A (anode)
and C (cathode) terminals, No current
flows between the A and C terminals until
a pulse that is negative with respect to the
anode is applied to the G (gate) terminal.

Structure of the PUT
The device consists of four semicon

ductor slabs as shown in Fig. 4-b . To see
how the PUT works , it is easiest to think
of it as being split into two bipolar transis
tors--one NPN and the other PNP. The
internal structure then would be as shown
in Fig. 4-c . A schematic diagram of the
two-transistor equivalent circu it is shown
in Fig. 4-d .

Neither transistor is turned on when
voltage is initially applied between A and
C because current does not flow through
either base-emitter junction . When G is
made negative with respect to A, the base
emitter junction of the PNP transistor is

VOUT is the peak-to-peak output voltage
across R1. The value of R1 is usually
about 50 ohms and R2 around 500 ohms,
although at times the values chosen may
radica lly differ from those . An ordinary
bipolar transistor may be wired across the
resistor used to deliver the output from the
UJT; its purpose would be to provide suf
ficient push for the circuit to be driven by
the pulse(s).

Because the UJT keeps on oscillating,
repetitive voltages are developed across
CI, RI, and R2. The voltage across C1is a
rising ramp while C I charges and is a
relatively fast-dropping slope when it dis
charges . If that ramp is to be used to drive
another circuit, a high impedance must be
connected between the R-C network and
the circuit that is being fed by the ramp, so
that the driven circuit will not load the R
C network (and affect the frequency of
oscillation).

The UJT can be used in a switching
circuit because it does not conduct until
the capacitor is charged to a specific level.
If a mechanical switch is placed across the
capacitor and shorts it, the capacitor re
mains discharged . Under those condi
tions , the UJT does not conduct. The
capacitor begins to charge at the instant
the switch is opened . But the UJT does
not conduct until the capacitor is charged
to a voltage that exceeds 0.5 + 'fJVBB
volts; in other words , it behaves as a time
delay switch. Conduction ceases at the
instant the switch is closed and the capaci
tor is discharged .

Designing a UJT circuit
Let' s see how we can calculate the val

ues for the circuit shown in Fig. 3. As an
example, assume that for the UJT being
used , 'fJ is specified as 0.55 , but can vary
from 0.5 to 0.6. Similarly, Vv is specified
as 2 volts, but can vary from I to 3.5; Iv is
specified as 20 mA, but can vary from 10
to 30 mA, and Ip is specified as 8 fLA, but
can vary from 4 to 12. The internal resis
tance of the UJT, RB I + RB2, is equal to
9000 ohms. What we are looking for is a
2-volt output across R1 at a frequency of
500 Hz. For this circuit VBB will be 10
volts.

Start by determining the value of R3,
the resistor in the timing circuit. Sub
stituting into the equations for R3 noted
above, we find that the value of that resis
tor should be between 146,000 ohms and
1.800 ohms. A good choice for R3 is
50,000 ohms. Since f = IIR3C1, CI
should be equal to about l/Rf = 1/(50,000
x 500), or about 0 .04 fLF. Finally, sub
stituting into our equations for RI and R2
we find that they should be 2400 ohms and
820 ohms. respectively.

An interesting variation in the circuit

At

A2

+Vaa

E
A3

Cl

2(VBB - Vv)

Iv

Where Ip is the maximum curr ent flow
between the emitter and BI; Vv is the
valley voltage, the voltage between the
emitter and BI just after the device has
begun to conduct, and Iv is the valley
current , the current between the emitter
and BI when the voltage between those
points is Vv' In the equations, 'fJ and Ip
are the maximum values specified by the
manufacturer of the parti cular UJT being
used , while VB' and Iv are the minimum
specified values. The current reaches Ip

when VE reaches a peak; that peak voltage
is caned Vp . Voltage Vp is significantly
higher than VV"

TIle voltage and curre nt between the
emi tter and B I co ntin ue to increase
beyond Vv and Iv respectively because
RBI decreases as the quantity of curr ent
flowing through it increases. When CI has
discharged through the ernitter-Rls I cir
cuit, conduction ceases . The capacitor
then recharges and the sequence repeats.

Capacitor C I is selected to obtain the
desired oscillator frequency, after R3 has
been determined. Because the value you
select for CI depends upon the 'fJ (as well
as on other factors) of the specific UJT
being used, that capacitor may have to be
" tweeked" to get the exact desired time
delay.

If the UJT is to operate properly. R2
sho uld be abo ut eq ua l to (RB I +
RB2)/2'fJVBB. The value of RI should be
less than (RB1 + RB2 + R2)VOUT/(V BB
- VOUT)' In the equatio n for R1, the
values of RBI and RB2 are the minimum
resistances for this particular device as
spec ified by the manufacturer. Voltage

VBB (1 - '1) - 0.5

21p

R3 and Cl. The osci llator frequency is
about equal to the reciprocal of R3 x CI,
Of about l/(R3 XC I).

The ideal value for resistor R3 is some
where between:

FIG. 3-ADDING AN R-C network to the circuit
shown in Fig. 2 turns it into a relaxation osc illa 
tor.
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turned on. Current can then flow through 
the collector lead of that transistor to the 
base of the NPN device. Because the volt- 
age at the base of the NPN transistor is 
now positive with respect to the voltage at 
its emitter. current will also flow through 
the base -emitter junction of that device. 
The NPN transistor is therefore also 
turned on. Current from its collector flows 
through the base -emitter junction of the 
PNP device because its base voltage (and 
the collector voltage of the NPN section) 
is now negative with respect to its emitter 
voltage. Because of that, the PNP transis- 
tor stays on even after negative voltage has 
been removed from the gate terminal. 
Consequently. the NPN device also re- 
mains on. Because the paths between A 
and C have been completed. current flows 
from A to C. It ceases to flow when the 
anode current drops below Iv. 

We can make a PUT act like a UJT by 
placing it in the circuit shown in Fig. 5. 
The maximum gate current. 16,m ,X,. al- 
lowed for turning on the PUT is specified 
by the manufacturer of the device and may 
be in the vicinity of 50 mA. Just what h, 
actually is in a particular circuit. depends 
upon Vnrt. RI, and R2. and can be deter- 
mined from 

where 

VG 
lo 

R1R2(R1 - R2) 

, l VG - Vae ( 
R1 

R- 

R2 / 

The equations for calculating the time 
delay and the value of the resistor in the R- 
C circuit (in this case R4). are the same as 
the ones we used when we discussed the 
UJT. To determine R4, set q equal to 
RI /(RI + R2), use the values of l and lv 
provided on the device's data sheet. and 
let Vv be equal to about 1 of V1: (the 
value of VF. the forward voltage. can also 
be found on the data sheet). The value of 
Vv usually ranges somewhere between 
0.6 and 1.2 volts so that 0.6 may be used 
for Vv in those equations without causing 
any unacceptable error. 

Once the voltage across CI is greater 
than that at the gate. the PUT conducts 
and current flows through R3. Thc output 
voltage that the current develops across 
R3 is called V.T. ot That voltage depends 
upon the voltage required to turn on the 
PUT, which. in turn. is about I volt higher 
than the voltage at the gate. That. in turn. 
is related to Tl, which is determined by the 
values chosen for resistors RI and R2. 

After the capacitor has been discharged 
and anode current has dropped below Iv. 
current ceases to flow through the junc- 
tions between A and C. The capacitor 
then gets recharged so that the current 
pulses through the PUT keep repeating. 
As was the case with the UJT, a switch can 
be placed across the capacitor to make this 
arrangement perform as a time -delay 

R4 

Ct 

PUT r 

I 

R3 

your 

'ves 

R2 

R1 

FIG 5 -THE PUT is used here in an oscillator 
circuit. 

-v 

FIG. 6 -TO KEEP AN SCR from dissipating too 
much power when the polarities of the voltages 
at its anode and gate are as shown. a series 
resistor -diode combination should be con- 
nected between those terminals. 

s's itching circuit. 

The SCR 
The structure of the silicon -controlled 

rectifier (SCR) looks like that of the PUT. 
except that the SCR gate is near its cath- 
ode rather than its anode. The SCR is 
composed of four semiconductor slabs ar- 
ranged as shown in Fig. 4 -b. The gate is 
connected to the second p -slab (the one 
located between two n- slabs) rather than 
at the first n -slab (the one nearest the 
anode). The equivalent transistor arrange- 
ment shown in Fig. 4 -d still applies. ex- 
cept that the gate terminal is now at the 
base of the NPN device. A positive pulse 
at the gate with respect to C will turn on 
the SCR and let current flow from A to C 
when the anode is positive with respect to 
the cathode. The SCR will keep on con- 
ducting even after the trigger pulse has 
been removed. Conduction stops after the 
anode -cathode current drops below a par- 
ticular current level specified by the man- 
ufacturer of the SCR. That current is iden- 
tified as the the holding current. 

Triggering methods and precautions 
Although gate triggering is the best 

method of turning on the SCR. it is possi- 
ble to do it using other methods. For ex- 
ample. the SCR will be turned on if it is 
placed in a very hot environment. It will 
also be turned on if a specified maximum 
voltage that may be applied between the 
anode and cathode is exceeded. It will 
also be triggered if a sharp -rising voltage 
pulse is applied between A and C. As for 
the last case. it is frequently desired that 

the SCR not trigger under those condi- 
tions. Manufacturers therefore supply a 

dV /dT specification that indicates the 
maximum voltage change in a specific 
period of time that may be applied to the 
SCR without triggering it. Thus. if dV /dT 
is specified as 150 volts- per -microsecond, 
the SCR will probably be turned on by a 

pulse that changes at the rate of 175 volts - 
per- microsecond. To reduce the dV /dT 
factor of the pulse and avoid triggering the 
SCR. a 50.000 -pF capacitor may be wired 
between the C and G terminals of the 
device. 

If a voltage pulse that's applied be- 
tween the A and C terminals triggers the 
SCR no damage will be done to the de- 
vice. But it is also possible to apply a fast 
current pulse between the A and C ternti- 
nals. That pulse may be used to trigger the 
SCR or may simply be present after the 
SCR has been turned on. But if that cur- 
rent pulse is faster than the dl dT limit 
specified by the manufacturer of the SCR. 
the device can be destroyed. You must be 
sure that such current pulses do not occur 
at any time. To insure against such pulses 
a series R -C network can be connected 
between the anode and cathode of the 
SCR. 

Some problems arise even when nor- 
mal gate- triggering methods are used. if 
the leakage current is high. the SCR may 
be triggered inadvertently. To avoid that. a 
resistor should be wired between the cath- 
ode and gate of the device. The value of 
that resistor is normally specified by the 
manufacturer and can be found on a data 
sheet. 

Precautions must also be taken so that 
the gate does not dissipate more power. 

PGV1. than is allowed by the manufacturer, 
or pass more current, l(;I: \I. than it was 
designed to do. Care must be taken so that 
the reverse voltage limit, VGkyt. between 
the gate and cathode is not exceeded. 

Avoid applying a positive gate -cathode 
triggering voltage while a large negative 
voltage is at the anode of the SCR with 
respect to its cathode. Otherwise. the 
SCR will dissipate an excessive amount 
of power. To prevent failure. if that con- 
dition should occur. be sure to connect the 
diode- resistor circuit shown in Fig. 6 be- 
tween the gate and anode. That circuit 
clamps the gate to the anode thereby re- 
ducing the conduction between the gate 
and the cathode. 

Circuits using SCR's 
A simple circuit involving an SCR and 

using an AC supply is shown in Fig. 7. 
Voltage is applied between the anode and 
cathode of the SCR. During the positive 
half of the cycle. a positive pulse is fed 
through RI and diode DI to the gate of the 
SCR and the device is turned on. Current 
flows through RI . the load. Current stops 
flowing when the current passing through 
the SCR and Rr drops below Ire. During 

switching circuit.

FIG. 5-THE PUT is used here in an osc illator
circuit.

Circuits using SCR's
A simple circuit involving an SC R and

using an AC supply is shown in Fig . 7 .
Voltage is applied between the anode and
cat hode of the SCR . Dur ing the po sitive
half of the cycle , a pos itive pul se is fed
throu gh R I and diode Dl to the gate of the
SC R ~nd the device is turn ed o~ . Current
flows thro ugh RL • the load . Current stops
flowing when the current passing thro ugh
the SCR and Rl. dro ps below IH . During

the SCR not trigger under those condi
tions . Manufac ture rs therefore supply a
dVIdT spec ificatio n th at ind ica tes the
maximum voltage change in a specific
per iod of time that may be applied to the
SC R without tri ggeri ng it. Thu s. if dV /dT
is specified as ISOvolts-per-microseco nd,
the SC R wi ll probab ly be turned on by a
pulse that chan ges at the rate of 175 volts
per-micro second . To red uce the dV/dT
factor of the pulse and avoid triggering the
SCR. a 50 ,000-pF ca pac itor may be wired
between the C and G terminals of the
device .

If a voltage pulse that's applied be
tween the A and C term inals tri ggers the
SCR no damage will be done t"O~the de
vice . But it is ~i so possible to apply a fast
current pulse between the A and C term i
nals. That pul se may be used to trigger the
SC R or may simply be present after the
SCR has been turned on . But if that cur
rent pulse is faster than the dlld T limi t
spec ified by the manu facturer of the SCR,
the device can be de stroyed . You must be
sure that such current pu lses do not occ ur
at any time. To insure against such pul ses
a series R-C network ca n be co nnec ted
between the anode and ca thode of the
SCR .

Some prob lems arise even when nor
mal gate-triggering meth od s are used . If
theleakage current is high. the SCR may
be triggered inadvertent ly. To avoid that , a
resistor should be wired between the cath
ode and gate of the device . The value of
that resistor is normally spec ified by the
manu facturer and can be found on a da ta
sheet.

Precauti on s mu st also be taken so tha t
the ga te does not dissipa te more power,
PGM' than is allowed by the manufacturer,
or pass more current, IGFM' than it was
designed to do . Ca re must be taken so th at
the revers e voltage lim it , VGRM' between
the gate and cathode is not exceeded .

Avoid applying a positive gate-ca tho de
tr igge ring voltage while a large negati ve
voltage is at the anode of the SCR w ith
respect to its cathode. Other wise. the
SC R will dissipate an exc es sive amo unt
of power. To prevent failure, if that con
dition should occ ur. be sure to connec t the
diode-re sistor circuit shown in Fig . 6 be
tween the ga te and anode . That c ircuit
clamps the ga te to the anode thereby re
ducing the co nduct ion between the gate
and the cathode .

R1

R2

-v

A sea1

VOUT

D1

R1

R4

C1

The SCR
The struc ture of the silicon-co ntro lled

rectifier (SC R) looks like that of the PUT,
exce pt that the SCR gate is nea r its cat h
ode rather than its anode . The SC R is
co mposed of four semiconductor slabs ar
range d as shown in Fig . 4-b . The ga te is
connec ted to the second p-slab (the one
located between two n-slabs) rat her than
at the first n-slab (the one nearest the
anode). The equivalent tran sistor arra nge
ment show n in Fig . 4 -d still app lies, ex
cept th at the ga te terminal is now at the
base of the NPN device . A positive pul se
at the gate with respec t to C will turn on
the SCR and let current flow from A to C
when the anode is positive with respec t to
the ca thode . The SCR will kee p on con
ducting even after the trigger pulse has
bee n rem oved . Co nduction stops after the
anode-catho de current drop s below a par
ticular curren t level specified by the man
ufacturer of the SCR . That current is iden
tified as IH , the holdin g curren t .

Triggering methods and precautions
Altho ug h ga te triggering is the be st

me thod of turning on the SCR , it is possi
ble to do it using othe r method s . For ex
ample, the SC R will be turned on if it is
placed in a very hot environment. It will
also be turned on if a specified maximum
voltage that may be applied between the
anode and ca thode is exceeded. It will
also be triggered if a sha rp-rising voltage
pu lse is ap plied betwee n A and C. As for
the last case. it is frequ ently desired that

FIG. 6-TO KEEP AN SCR from dissipating too
much powe r when the polarities of the voltages
at its anode and gate are as shown, a series
res ist or-d iode combinat ion should be con
nected between those terminals.

v - V ( R1
)

G - BB R1+ R2

The equations for calcu latin g the tim e
delay and the value of the resistor in the R
C circuit (in th is ca se R4 ), are the same as
the ones we used when we discu ssed the
UJT. To determi ne R4 , set 1"] equal to
R l/ (RI + R2 ), use the values of Ip and Iv
provided on the device 's dat a shee t, and
let Vv be equal to abo ut .Y4 of VF (the
value of VF' the for ward voltage , can also
be foun d on the data shee t). The value of
Vv us ually ranges somewhere be tween
0 .6 and 1.2 volts so that 0 .6 may be used
for Vv in those equations witho ut causing
any unacceptable error.

On ce the voltage across CI is greater
than that at the ga te . the PUT co nducts
and current flows through R3 . The output
voltage that the curren t develop s acro ss
R3 is ca lled VO UT" That voltage depends
upon the voltage required to turn on the
PUT, which , in turn, is about I volt hi gher
than the voltage at the ga te . That , in t~l rn ,
is related to 1"] . which is determ ined by the
values cho sen for resistors R I and R2.

After the capac itor has been d ischarge d
and anode current has dropped below Iv,
curr ent ce ases to flow through the j unc
tions betwee n A and C. The capacitor
then ge ts rech arged so that the curre nt
pulses through the PUT keep rep eating .
As was the case with the UJT. a switch ca n
be placed across the capacit or to make this
arrang ement perform as a t im e-de lay

VGIG = --=-c=-=--,:",:,-,---=__:_:-
R1 R2(R1 + R2)

turned on. Curren t ca n then flow thro ugh
the co llec tor lead of tha t transistor to the
base of the NPN device . Bec ause the volt
age at the base of the NPN tran sistor is
now po sitive wi th respect to the voltage at
its emitter. current will a lso flow through
the base-em itter j unction of tha t device .
The NPN tra nsi stor is th e re fore a lso
turn ed on . Curre nt from its co llec tor flows
through the base-emitter junction of the
PNP device because its base voltage (and
the collector voltage of the NPN section)
is now negative wit h respect to its emitter
volta ge. Bec ause of that . the PN P transis
tor stays on even afte r negative vo ltage has
been removed fro m the gate ter mina l.
Co nsequently. the NPN device also re
main s on. Because the paths between A
and C have been co mpleted. current flows
from A to C. It ceases to flow when the
ano de current drops below Iv.

We can make a PUT act like a UJT by
placing it in the circuit shown in Fig . 5 .
The maximum ga te curre nt. IGII\IAXI' al
lowed for turn ing on the PUT is specified
by the manufac turer of the device and may
be in the vici nity of 50 mA . Just what IG
actu ally is in a partic ular circuit. depends
upon VBB , R l , and R2. and can be de ter
min ed from

where

(J)

o
Zo
a:
f
o
W
--l
W

o
o
«
a:
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R1 

DI 
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SCR1 

FIG. 7 -A SIMPLE SCR Circuit. 
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the negative half of the cycle -when the 
anode is negative with respect to the cath- 
ode -the diode prevents any current from 
passing to the gate, and the SCR remains 
turned off. 

In the circuit shown, current flows for 
just about the full positive half of the 
cycle. Conduction starts when just 
enough current is available at the gate to 
turn on the SCR. The flow stops when the 
anode -cathode current falls below Itt, the 
holding current. But the circuit can be 
changed so that the conduction through 
the anode -cathode circuit can be made to 
start at any point during the rising 90° 
portion of the AC cycle and end when the 
current flow drops below Ili. Thus. the 
conduction of the SCR can be varied be- 
tween a 180° period (when the SCR starts 
to conduct at the beginning of the positive 
half -cycle) and a 90° period (when it starts 
to conduct at the peak of the positive half - 
cycle). 

The circuit in Fig. 8 can be used to set 
the conduction period. Variable resistor 
R2 sets the voltage applied to the R3 -DI 
series circuit. The voltage at the wiper of 
the potentiometer. in conjunction with 
R3. DI , and RI determines the amount of 
current that flows into the gate of the 
SCR. When R2 is set so that sufficient 
gate current flows to turn on the device, 
the SCR conducts. That setting can be 
adjusted for conduction to start at any 
specific instant in the rising portion of the 
positive half -cycle. 

The voltage being applied to the gate in 
the circuit in Fig. 8 is AC. In a similar 
fashion. a DC voltage can be used to de- 
termine the turn -on point of the SCR. 

The turn -on points of the SCR do not 
have to be limited to between 0° and 90 °. 
That range can be extended by adding a 

phase -shift network consisting of a resis- 
tor and capacitor to the original circuit. 
Doing so allows you to extend the range to 
from just above 0° to somewhat below 
180 °. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 9. 

Figure 10 -a shows the phase relation- 
ship of the voltage across CI (between the 
gate and cathode), V(1Ç. with the voltage 
at the input to the R2 -CI circuit. The cur- 
rent in a capacitor leads the voltage across 
that component by 180 °. The voltage 
across a resistor is in phase with the cur- 
rent flowing through it. Because of that, 
when an AC voltage is applied to a circuit 
consisting of a resistor connected in series 
with a capacitor. the voltage across the 

R2 

1 ÍO AC 
y POWER 

JJJ SUPPLY 

FIG. 8 -THE CONDUCTION PERIOD of the SCR 
can be varied by changing the setting of R2. 

.21 TO AC 
> POWER 
j SUPPLY 

FIG 9-BY USING A PHASE -SHIFT NETWORK, 
the range of triggering points of the SCR can be 
extended. 

VCL 

Vat 

VAC 

VAC VAL 

FIG. 10 -PHASE RELATIONSHIPS. The graph in 

a shows that the magnitudes of V(,(, and V,,; 
VAc only if their phases are taken into account. 
The relative phases and magnitudes of Vr, and 

Vac in the case of a purely resistive load are 
shown in a, and in the case of a purely capacitive 
load in b. 

MT2 

MT1 

0 
0 

MT; 

VTI 

FIG. 11 -THE SCHEMATIC SYMBOL for a diac is 
shown in a; its internal structure is shown in b. 

capacitor lags the voltage across the resis- 
tor by 90 °. The sum of the voltages across 
the two components must be equal to the 
voltage applied to the R -C combination, 
or VAC. But that is the case only if the 
addition takes the relative phases of the 
two voltages into account. 

That is all shown in Fig. I0 -a. The volt- 
age across CI VC;C.. lags the applied volt- 
age. VA(.. by an angle a. When R2 is set 
equal to 0 ohms. the entire applied voltage 
is across the capacitor and a is equal to 0 °. 
Thus, the voltage across CI and at the 
gate -cathode junction of the SCR is in 
phase with VAC. That relationship is 
shown in Fig. 10 -b. Also. because R2 is 0 
ohms. the magnitude of V(;C is just about 
identical to VAC. 

When the value of R2 is made very 
large. the applied voltage is primarily 

across the resistor and there's just about 
no voltage across the capacitor. In that 
situation. a is equal to nearly 90°. The 
relationship between VAC and VGe is 
shown in Fig. 10 -c. 

Assume that the SCR will just trigger 
when a voltage equal to that at the peak of 
the V(;c curve in Fig. 10 -c is applied be- 
tween the gate and cathode. Turning to 
Fig. 10 -b. with that small voltage require- 
ment. and noting the slope of the curves in 
Fig 10 -b. it's clear that the SCR turns on 
soon after the applied voltage passes 0° 
because V. reaches the trigger point 
near 0 °. In Ag. 10 -c, the peak of the 
trigger curve must be reached. before the 
SCR turns on because of that curve's low 
amplitude. Triggering therefore does not 
occur until VAc is near 180 °. Trigger 
points are made to vary between 0° and 
180° by changing the setting of R2. In all 
cases conduction stops when the anode- 
cathode current drops to Ili. That is close 
to the 180° point on the VAC curve. Thus, 
the trigger -point setting is used to deter- 
mine just how long the SCR will stay 
turned on. 

Diacs 
In a diac, whose schematic symbol is 

shown in Fig. II -a, the arrangement of 
semiconductor slabs appears quite similar 
to that of an ordinary PNP transistor (see 
Fig. II -b). But there are two big dif- 
ferences between the diac and bipolar 
transistor. First, there is no lead to the 
center slab of the diac. Second. the same 
amount of impurities due to doping are at 
both junctions of the diac, while quan- 
tities differ at the two junctions of an ordi- 
nary transistor. 

If a very small voltage is applied be- 
tween the two terminals of the diac, MTI 
(Main Terminal I) and MT2. the diac does 
not conduct. The applied voltage must 
exceed a specified value before the device 
will conduct. After the diac is turned on, 
current flowing through the device in- 
creases rapidly as the voltage across the 
diac decreases. Regardless of which ter- 
minal is made positive with respect to the 
other. the diac will turn on at the same 
breakdown voltage. Should an AC voltage 
be placed across the device (through a 

resistor. of course. so that the diac will not 
dissipate excess power), it will conduct 
during each half -cycle after the break- 
down voltages have been exceeded. 

Triac 
As you can see in Fig. 12 -a. the sche- 

matic symbol for a triac is very similar to 
that of a diac. The difference, of course. is 
that a gate has been added. The true dif- 
ferences between the devices can be seen. 
however, in the structural diagram shown 
in Fig. I2 -b. 

If you just consider the connections 
that are made to the right halves of the 
MTI . MT2 and gate terminals, and ignore 

b c

FIG. 8-THE CONDUCTION PERIOD of the SCR
can be varied by changing the setting of R2.

"Tl
m
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Triac
As you can see in Fig. 12-a, the sche

matic symbol for a triac is very similar to
that of a diac. The difference, of course, is
that a gate has been added. The true dif
ferences between the devices can be seen,
however, in the structural diagram shown
in Fig. 12-b.

If you just cons ider the connections
that are made to the right halves of the
MTl, MT2 and gate terminals, and ignore

Diacs
In a diac, whose schematic symbol is

shown in Fig. II-a, the arrangement of
semiconductor slabs appears quite similar
to that of an ordinary PNP transistor (see
Fig. II-b). But there are two big dif
ferences between the diac and bipolar
transistor. First, there is no lead to the
center slab of the diac. Second, the same
amount of impurities due to doping are at
both junctions of the diac, while quan
tities differ at the twojunctions of an ordi
nary transistor.

If a very small voltage is applied be
tween the two terminals of the diac, MTI
(Main Terminal I) and MT2, the diac does
not conduct. The applied voltage must
exceed a specified value before the device
will conduct. After the diac is turned on,
current flowing through the device in
creases rapidly as the voltage across the
diac decreases. Regardless of which ter
minal is made positive with respect to the
other, the diac will turn on at the same
breakdown voltage. Should an AC voltage
be placed across the device (through a
resistor, of course, so that the diac will not
dissipate excess power), it will conduct
during each half-cycle after the break
down voltages have been exceeded.

across the resistor and there's just about
no voltage across the capacitor. In that
situation, a is equal to nearly 900

• 111e
relationship between VAC and VGC is
shown in Fig. IO-c.

Assume that the SCR will just trigger
when a voltage equal to that at the peak of
the VGC curve in Fig. IO-c is applied be
tween the gate and cathode. Turning to
Fig. 10-b, ~i th that small voltage require
ment, and noting the slope of the curves in
Fig 10-b, irs clear that the SCR turns on
soon after the applied voltage passes 00

because VGC reaches the trigger point
near 00

• In Fig. IO-c, the peak of the
trigger curve must be reached, before the
SCR turns on because of that curve's low
amplitude. Triggering therefore does not
occur until VAC is near 1800

• Trigger
points are made to Val)' between 00 and
1800 by changing the setting of R2. In all
cases conduction stops when the anode
cathode current drops to III' That is close
to the 1800 point on the VAC curve. Thus,
the trigger-point setting is used to deter
mine just how long the SCR will stay
turned on.

}
TO AC
POWER
SUPPLY

~MTl

~MTI

R2

MTl

MT2

($

capacitor lags the voltage across the resis
tor by 900

• The sum of the voltages across
the two components must be equal to the
voltage applied to the R-C combination,
or VA C' But that is the case only if the
addition takes the relative phases of the
two voltages into account.

111at is all shown in Fig. 10-a. 111e volt
age across C1, VGC' lags the applied volt
age, VAC ' by an angle a . When R2 is set
equal to 0 ohms, the entire applied voltage
is across the capacitor and a is equal to 00

•

Thus, the voltage across CI and at the
gate-cathode junction of the SCR is in
phase with VAC' That relatio nship is
shown in Fig. 10-b. Also, because R2 is 0
ohms, the magnitude of VGC is just about
identical to VA C'

When the value of R2 is made vel)'
large , the applied voltage is primarily

b

FIG. 11-THE SCHEMATIC SYMBOL for a diac is
shown in a; its internal structure is sh own in b .

FIG. 1Q--PHASE RELATIONSHIPS. The graph in
a shows that the magnitudes of VG C and VR 2 =
VAC only if the ir phases are taken into account,
The relative phases and magnitudes of VAC and
VG C in the case of a purel y resist ive load are
shown in a, and in the case of a purely capacitive
load in b .

SCR~LJfL} TOACR3 D1 _ POWER>11" ,"pp"

T
Cl

I
FIG 9-BY USING A PHASE-SHIFT NETWORK,
the range of triggering points of the SCR can be
extended.

SCR l

the negative half of the cycle-when the
anode is negative with respect to the cath
ode- the diode prevents any current from
passing to the gate, and the SCR remains
turned off.

In the circuit shown, current flows for
just about the full positive half of the
cyc le . Co nduc t io n starts when ju st
enough current is available at the gate to
turn on the SCR. The flow stops when the
anode-cathode current falls below IH , the
holding current . But the circuit can be
changed so that the conduction through
the anode-cathode circuit can be made to
start at any point during the rising 900

portion of the AC cycle and end when the
current flow drops below IH . Thus, the
conduction of the SCR can be varied be
tween a 1800 period (when the SCR starts
to conduct at the beginning of the positive
half-cycle) and a 900 period (when it starts
to conduct at the peak of the positive half
cycle).

The circuit in Fig . 8 can be used to set
the conduction period . Variable resistor
R2 sets the voltage applied to the R3-Dl
series circuit. The voltage at the wiper of
the potentiometer, in conjunction with
R3, DI, and RI, determines the amount of
current that flows into the gate of the
SCR. When R2 is set so that sufficient
gate current flows to turn on the device,
the SCR conducts. That setting can be
adjusted for conduction to start at any
specific instant in the rising portion of the
positive half-cycle .

The voltage being applied to the gate in
the circuit in Fig. 8 is AC. In a similar
fashion, a DC voltage can be used to de
termine the turn-on point of the SCR.

The turn-on points of the SCR do not
have to be limited to between 00 and 900

•

That range can be extended by adding a
phase-shift network consisting of a resis
tor and capacitor to the original circuit.
Doing so allows you to extend the range to
from just above 00 to somewhat below
1800

• Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 10-a shows the phase relation

ship of the voltage across CI (between the
gate and cathode), VGC ' with the voltage
at the input to the R2-Cl circuit. The cur
rent in a capacitor leads the voltage across
that co mponent by 180 0

. The voltage
across a resistor is in phase with the cur
rent flowing through it. Because of that,
when an AC voltage is applied to a circuit
consisting of a resistor connected in series
with a capacitor, the voltage across the
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anything that's connected to the left half 
of those terminals, what you have is a 

PNPN SCR, with the gate connected to 
the lowest p -slab. Consider next the con- 
nections made to left side of those temti- 
nals, this time ignoring the connections to 
the right. What you have now is an NPNP 
SCR. Converting that into its equivalent 
circuit gives you the two -SCR combina- 
tion shown in Fig I2 -c. 

When MT2 is positive with respect to 
MTI and a pulse is applied to the gate. 
SCR I in the equivalent circuit turns on. If 
MT2 is negative with respect to MTI. 
SCR 2 turns on. Thus. each SCR con- 
ducts on alternate halves of a cycle. Un- 
like the individual SCR, the triac 
conducts current in both directions. But 
the SCR has one important advantage over 
the triac: The SCR can operate over a 

range of from 0- to several- hundred -Hertz 
while the triac is useful only to somewhat 
above 60 Hz. 

A triac can be used instead of an SCR in 
a circuit like the one shown in Fig. 7. 

Simply substitute MT2 for the anode and 
MTI for the cathode. The diode is no 
longer necessary for the circuit to operate 
properly. The altered circuit is shown in 
Fig. 13. 

The waveform output by the AC power 
supply is, of course, a sinewave. If a high - 
resistance potentiometer is used for R2. it 
can be adjusted so that the gate current 
will just barely turn on the triac when the 
applied signal is at its positive 90° point. 
It will stay on for the portion of the cycle 
from 90° to close to 180 °. Near the 180° 
point, the positive voltage across the triac 
is just about zero, so that the current drops 
below Irt, the holding current and con- 
duction ceases. 

With the marginal turn-on signal avail- 
able during the positive half -cycle, the 
triac will not turn on between 180° and 
270 °, the portion of the cycle when MT2 
is negative with respect to MTI. That's 
because it requires a larger signal to turn 
the triac on during the negative half -cycle 
than it does during the positive half -cycle. 
If sufficient current should be applied to 
just -about turn the triac on during that 
negative half -cycle, it will conduct for the 
negative portion of the cycle between 
270° and 360 °. As was the case in the 
positive half- cycle, conduction will cease 
when the negative current drops below. 
-1H, the holding current. 

Should resistor R2 be set for a low 
value. sufficient current will be applied to 
the gate before the 90° point in the cycle is 
reached and the triac will be turned on at 
some point between 0° and 90 °. Then cur- 
rent would flow for more than one half of 
each half -cycle. 

There are four triggering modes used 
for turning on the triac. In two of those. 
MT2 is positive with respect to MTI. If 
the gate is positive with respect to MTI, 
relatively little gate current. lGT, is 

MT2 MT2 

G MT1 G Mît 

, b 

MT2 

MT1 

FIG 12 -THE TRIAC. Its schematic symbol is 
shown in a, its internal structure in b. and its 
equivalent circuit in c. 
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FIG. 13 -A SIMPLE trac circuit. The device's 
triggering point is set by R2. 

R2 

R3 

:.C2 C1 

R2 

¡ R3 T1M- 
C2 C1 

- tt-- 
R' 

DIAC 
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-4.1 TO AC > POWER 
SUPPLY 

FIG. 14 -AS WITH THE SCR. the range of trigger - 
ing points of the mac can be extended by using 
the circuit in a. The conduction periods during 
the positive and negative half-cycles can be 
made symmetric by adding a diac as shown in b. 

needed to turn on the trim. If it is negative 
with respect to MTI. at least five time that 
current is required to turn on the triac. 
Should MT2 be negative with respect to 
MTI . at least 216T is needed to turn on the 
triac regardless of whether the gate cur- 
rent is positive or negative with respect to 
MTI. Considering that. it is obvious why 
when R2 is adjusted so that the triac will 
turn on just at the positive 90° point it is 
very unlikely that it will also turn on at the 
negative 270° point. That will be true un- 
less a considerable amount of drive is 
added to the gate when the voltage goes 
negative. 

In the case of the SCR. the 0 °- to- 90° 
range of triggering points was extended to 
a 0 °- to- 180° range through use of the R2- 

CI network in the circuit in Fig. 9. In that 
example, we only needed triggering dur- 
ing the positive half of the cycle because 
an SCR does not conduct during the nega- 
tive half -cycle. But the triac conducts dur- 
ing both the positive and negative half - 
cycles although that conduction can start 
at different points in the negative half - 
cycle due to the device's changing sen- 
sitivity to the gate signal. So. until R2 is 
set so that there will be sufficient voltage 
to trigger the triac in the negative half - 
cycle. it will conduct only up to 180 °. 

When R2 is set so that the triac triggers on 
both half-cycles. conduction will take 
place during a longer interval during the 
first half of the cycle than in the second 
half. 

The range of triggering points can be 

increased through the use of the circuit 
shown in Fig. 14 -a. That arrangement 
uses two R -C phase -shift networks. With 
it. triggering can take place between 0° 
and 180° during positive half -cycle and 
between 180° and 360° during the second 
half -cycle. 

The arrangement shown is similar to 
the one used for the SCR and shown in 
Fig. 9. But the circuit shown in Fig 14 -a 
will not do anything to offset the dif- 
ferences in gate sensitivity and the device 
will trigger over different intervals during 
the positive and negative half -cycles. That 
situation changes when we add a diac to 
the circuit as shown in 14 -b. 

In that circuit. both the gate and MT2 
are either positive or negative with respect 
to MTI. When the triac is operated in that 
manner, a diac can be used to compensate 
for the differences in the triac turn -on cur- 
rents. That is. if the characteristics of the 
diac matches those of the triac gating cir- 
cuit. the triac will turn on at relatively 
equal points during both halves of the 
cycle and the periods of conduction will 
be more or less equal during either half- 
cycle. 

Other switches 
The switching devices described above 

are the ones most commonly used. but 
there are many other types of semicon- 
ductor switching devices. 

The schematic symbol for a CSCR 
(Complementary SCR) is the same as that 
used for the PUT, but the two are quite 
different devices. The CSCR turns on 
when a negative voltage is applied to its 
gate with respect to its anode. 

One big objection to use of the SCR, is 

that no means is provided to turn it off. 
The GSC (Gate Controlled Switch) is a 

device that overcomes that drawback. It 
behaves as an ordinary SCR when a posi- 
tive pulse is applied to its gate. The dif- 
ference lies in the fact that it turns off 
when a negative pulse is applied to the 
same gate. 

The SCS (Silicon Controlled Switch) is 

continued on pure 114 

C l network in the circuit in Fig . 9 . In that
exa mple, we only needed triggering dur
ing the positi ve half of the cycle bec ause
an SCR does not co nduct during the nega
tive half-cycle . But the triac conducts dur
ing both the positi ve and negat ive half
cyc les altho ugh that conduction ca n start
at differe nt poi nts in the negat ive half
cycle due to the device 's cha nging sen
sitivity to the ga te signa l. So, unt il R2 is
set so that there will be sufficient voltage
to trigger the triac in the negati ve half
cycle . it will co nduct onl y lip to 180°.
When R2 is set so that the triac triggers on
both half-cycles , conduction will take
place during a lon ger interval during the
first half of the cycle than in the second
half.

The range of triggerin g points can be
increased through the use of the circ uit
shown in Fig . 14-a . Th at arra nge me nt
uses two R-C phase- shift networks . With
it , triggering can take place between 0°
and 180° during positive half-cycle and
between 180° and 360° during the second
half-cycle .

The arrangement shown is similar to
the one used for the SCR and show n in
Fig . 9 . But the circuit shown in Fig 14-a
will not do anything to offset the dif
ferenc es in gate sensi tivi ty and the devic e
will trigger over different intervals during
the positive and negative half-cycles. That
situation changes when we add a diac to
the circuit as show n in l4-b .

In that circuit , both the gate and MT2
are eit her positive or negat ive with respect
to MTI . When the triac is operated in that
ma nner, a diac can be used to compensa te
for the difference s in the triac turn -on C UI~

rents. That is , if the characteri stic s of the
diac matches those of the tri ac gating cir
cuit, the triac wi ll turn on at relatively
equa l points during both halves of the
cycle and the per iods of conduction will
be more or less equal dur ing either half
cycle .

Other switches
The switching device s described above

are the ones most commonly used , but
there are many othe r type s of sem icon
ductor switching device s.

The sc he ma tic symbol for a CSCR
(Co mplementary SCR) is the same as that
used for the PUT, but the two are quite
differen t devices . The CSCR turns on
when a negative voltage is applied to its
gate wit h respect to its anode .

One big objection to use of the SCR , is
that no means is provided to turn it off.
The GSC (Gate Co ntrolled Sw itch) is a
device that overco mes that drawback. It
behaves as an ordinary SCR when a posi
tive pulse is applied to its gate . The dif
ference lies in the fact that it turns off
when a negative pulse is appl ied to the
same gate .

The SCS (Silico n Co ntro lled Sw itch) is
continued Oil page 114
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needed to turn on the triac . If it is negat ive
with respe ct to MT I, at least five time that
CUITent is requi red to turn on the triac .
Should MT 2 be negati ve with respect to
MT l , at least 21GT is needed to tum on the
triac regardless of whether the gate cur
rent is positive or negative with res pect to
MTi . Considering that. it is obv ious why
when R2 is adjusted so that the triac will
turn on ju st at the positive 90° poin t it is
very unli kely that it will also turn on at the
negative 270 ° point. That will be true un
less a cons iderable amo unt of dri ve is
added to the ga te when the voltage goe s
negative .

In the case of the SCR , the 0°_ to- 90°
range of triggering po ints was extende d to
a 0°- to- 180° range throu gh use of the R2-

FIG. 13-A SIMPLE tri ac circuit. The device 's
triggering point is set by R2,

b

FIG.14-AS WITH THE SCR, the range oftrigger
ing points of the triac can be extended by using
the circuit in a. The conduction periods during
the positive and negative half-cycles can be
made sym metric by adding a diac as shown in b .

FIG 12-THE TRIAC. Its schematic symbol is
shown in a, its internal structure in b, and its
equivalent circuit in c.

anyt hing that 's co nnected to the left half
of those ter minals , what you have is a
PNPN SCR, wi th the ga te con nected to
the lowest p-sl ab . Conside r next the con
nections made to left side of those termi
nals, this time ignor ing the connections to
the right. What you have now is an NP NP
SCR . Con verting that into its equivalent
circui t gives you the two-SCR combina
tion shown in Fig 12-c .

When MT2 is positive with respect to
MT I and a pulse is app lied to the gate ,
SC R I in the eq uivalent circu it turns on. If
MT2 is negat ive with respect to MT I,
SC R 2 turn s on. Thu s , eac h SCR con
ducts on alterna te halves of a cycle . Un
li ke th e in di vidu al SC R, th e tria c
conducts curre nt in both directions . But
the SCR has one important adva ntage over
the tr iac: The SCR can operate over a
range of from 0- to several -hundred-Hert z
while the triac is useful only to somewhat
above 60 Hz.

A triac ca n be used instead of an SCR in
a circuit like the one shown in Fig. 7 .
Simply subs titute MT2 for the anode and
MT I for the ca thode . The diode is no
longer necessary for the ci rcuit to operate
properl y. The altered circuit is shown in
Fig. 13.

The waveform output by the AC power
supply is , of course , a sinewave . If a high
resistance po tentiometer is used for R2 , it
can be adju sted so that the gate current
wi ll j ust barel y tum on the triac when the
app lied signal is at its positive 90° poi nt.
It will stay on for the port ion of the cycle
from 90° to close to 180°. Near the 180°
point , the posit ive voltage acro ss the triac
is just about zero , so that the curre nt drops
below IH , the holding curre nt and con
duction ceases .

With the margin al turn-on sig nal avail
able du ring the positive half-cycl e , the
triac will not turn on between 180° and
270 °, the port ion of the cycl e when MT2
is negative with respect to MTI . Th at 's
because it requires a larger sig na l to turn
the triac on during the negati ve half-cycle
than it does durin g the posit ive half-cycle .
If sufficient current should be applied to
just-about turn the triac on dur ing that
negative half-cycle , it wi ll co nduct for the
negat ive portio n of the cycle between
270 ° and 360°. As was the case in the
positive half-cycle , co nduction will cease
whe n the negative current drops below,
- IH , the ho lding current.

Sho uld resistor R2 be set for a low
value , sufficient current will be applied to
the gate before the 90° point in the cycle is
reache d and the triac wi ll be turned on at
some poin t bet ween 0° and 90°. Then cur
rent would flow for more than one half of
eac h half-cycl e .

The re are four trigger ing modes used
for turni ng on the triac . In two of those ,
MT2 is posit ive wi th respect to MTI. If
the ga te is positi ve with respec t to MT I,
re la t ive ly littl e ga te c urre nt, 1m , is
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Great ideas in design: 
ours /your 

0.,:450,4 
Circuit 

Design 

as P sive / 
""..." 

How many times have you looked at 
a clever piece of circuitry and thought 

"I could have designed that." Or... 
"I thought of that years ago. if only I had..:' 

Well now you can. Learn. Design. 
Create...your own electronic circuits. 

The new Heathkit /Zenith Engineering 
Design Series Experiment /Trainer and 

Courses makes it easy. 

If you enjoy the challenge of creating your own circuits or have 
the desire to learn...then, the new ET -1000 Analog /Digital Cir- 
cuit Design Experiment/Trainer is for you. Designed to be a 

multi- purpose lab for experimental circuit design, the ET -1000 
makes it easy to design, develop and experiment with circuits of 
your own design. 

Unit features large solderless plug -in breadboard, built -in po- 
wer supplies, 1 Hz to 100 kHz signal generator, "no bounce" logic 
switches. LED indicators, logic probe and much, much more. 

And if you need to learn circuit design before starting to 
create on your own. there are two self -study courses in passive 
and transistor circuits that will teach this exciting area to you 
right on the ET -1000. 

Find out more about the new ET -1000 trainer and courses 
today. Complete specifications and details are in the new free 
Heathkit Catalog. The catalog also features more than 450 kit 
and educational products for your home, hobby and business. 
Circle reader service number below. 

New Engineering Design Series 

Heathkit 

CIRCLE 20 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

If you enjoy the challenge of creating your own circuits or have
the desire to learn ... then , the new ET-1000 Analog /Digital Cir
cuit Design ExperimentlTrainer is for you. Designed to be a
multi-purpose lab for experimental circuit design, the ET-1000
makes it easy to design , develop and experiment with circuits of
your own design.

Unit features large solderless plug-in breadboard, built-in po
wer supplies, 1Hz to 100 kHz signal generator, "no bounce" logic
switches, LED indicators, logic probe and much, much more.

And if you need to learn circuit design before starting to
create on your own, there are two self-study courses in passive
and transistor circuits that will teach this exciting area to you
right on the ET-1000.

Find out more about the new ET-1000 trainer and courses
today. Complete specifications and details are in the new free
Heathkit Catalog. The catalog also features more than 450 kit
and educational products for your home, hobby and business.
Circle reader service number below.

ED-203A

New Engineering Design Series
Heathkit®

CIRCLE 20 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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FREQ COUNTERS 
TO 1.3GHZ 

INTERFACE 

continued from page 78 

EXCLUSIVE NEW FEATURE: 

SIGNAL STRENGTH LED BAR GRAPH 

6 MODELS: S150. -S499. 
ALL ALUMINUM CASES 

FULL YEAR GUARANTEE 
OPTIONAL PRECISION TIMEBASES 

AC. DC OR BATTERY PORTABLE 
CERTIFIED NBS CALIBRATION 
MADE IN U.S.A. -10TH YEAR 

LARGE SELECTION ACCESSORIES 

OPTOelectronics inc 
5821 N.E. 14th Avenue 

Ft. Lauderdale. Florida 33334 

1- 800 -327 -5912 
FLA (305) 771 -2050 TELEX 514849 

92 CIRCLE 62 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FIG. 29-THE WIRE GUIDE is shown here full 
size. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
The following are available from Alpha 
Electronics, PO Box 1005, Merritt Is.. 
FL. 32952 (305- 453- 3534). A complete 
kit of parts -including main PC board. 
memory PC board, cable, case -for 
printer conversion (does not include 
memory IC's): S129 plus S6 postage: 
complete kit for Electronic conversion 
(does not include memory PC board or 
memory IC's): S119 plus S6 postage: 
2K 8 static RAM IC's. $6.50 each 
postpaid: 13941 PROM. S25: memory 
PC board (PC1832) S13 postpaid: main 
PC board. (PC1831), S18 postpaid: ABS 
plastic case, $12. A complete kit of all 
parts for Selectric conversion, (not in- 
cluding memory board or memory 
IC's): $169 plus S6 postage. The me- 
chanical adapter alone is S90 plus S5 
postage. The ULN2813A or ULN2803A 
IC's are S3 each postpaid. Florida resi- 
dents please add 5 °° sales tax. Canadi- 
an orders please add S2 additional to 
US postage: other foreign orders 
please add S6 additional to US 
postage. 

FIG. 30-THE MOUNTING OF the SHUT board and solenoid and link is shown in this photo. 

FIG. 31 -THE SHIFT LINK is shown here full size. 

to the printer until the PRINT button has 

been pressed. 
After the buffer contents have been 

printed, you can print extra copies of the 
document(s) simply by pressing the PRINT 

button. 
If there is not enough memory to hold 

the data from the computer, the interface 
will, when the buffer is full, halt the data 
load and print the buffer contents. Then it 
will resume the data load until the buffer 
is full again or until the PKINT button is 

pressed. If copies of the data are not re- 
quired, press Ktsl:r before dumping new 
data to the interface. 

Although we haven't had the oppor- 
tunity to examine it, an option that allows 
this interface to be used with a serial com- 
puter port can also be added. Contact Al- 
pha for further information. R -E 

ORDERING INFORMATION
The following are available from Alpha
Electronics, PO Box 1005, Merritt Is.,
FL. 32952 (305-453-3534). A complete
kit of parts-including main PC board ,
memory PC board, cable, case-for
printer conversion (does not include
memory IC's): $129 plus $6 postage;
complete kit for Electronic conversion
(does not inc lude memory PC board or
memory IC's): $119 plus $6 postage;
2K x 8 static RAM IC's, $6.50 each
postpaid; 13941 PROM, $25; memory
PC board (PC1832)$13postpaid; main
PC board, (PC1831), $18postpaid; ABS
plastic case, $12. A complete kit of all
parts for Selectric conversion, (not in
cluding memory board or memory
IC's): $169 plus $6 postage. The me
chanical adapter alone is $90 plus $5
postage. The ULN2813A or ULN2803A
IC's are $3 each postpaid. Florida resi
dents please add 5% sales tax. Canadi
an orders please add $2 additional to
US postage ; other foreign orders
please add $6 additional to US
postage.

printed, you can print extra copies of the
document (s) simply by pressing the PR INT

button .
If there is not enough memory to hold

the data from the computer, the interface
will, when the buffer is full , halt the data
load and print the buffer contents. Then it
will resume the data load until the buffer
is full aga in or unt il the PR INT button is
pressed. If copies of the data are not re
quired , press RESET before dumping new
data to the interface .

Although we haven 't had the oppor
tunity to examine it , an option that allows
this interface to be used with a serial co m
puter port can also be added. Contact Al
pha for further informat ion. R-E

INTERFACE

continued fr om page 78

to the printer until the PRINT button has
been pressed .

After the buffer con tents have been

FIG.31-THE SHIFT LINK is shown here full size.

FIG. 3D-THE MOUNTING OF the SHIFT board and solenoid and link Is shown in this photo.

FIG. 29-THE WIRE GUIDE is shown here full
size.

DPTDelectranics inc
5821 N.E. 14th Avenue

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33334

1-800-327-5912

FREQ COUNTERS
T01.3GHZ

EXCLUSIVE NEW FEATURE:
SIGNAL STRENGTH LED BAR GRAPH

6 MODELS: $150.-$499.
ALL ALUMINUM CASES

FULL YEAR GUARANTEE
OPTIONAL PRECISION TIMEBASES

AC, DC OR BATTERY PORTABLE
CERTIFIED NBS CALIBRATION
MADE IN U.S.A.-10TH YEAR

LARGE SELECTION ACCESSORIES
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New for our readers....A mailorder source of software for Atari 400. Atari 800. IBM P C. Commodore VIC -20. 
Apple II, and other personal computer systems. 

IBM PC 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR by MI- 

' i..cift List $49.95. Our price 
S43.00. Highly accurate sm- 
.! on ( ;-t in a single -engine 

'craft v. ,r,rtg instruments 
Out the window graphics Real. 
time flight conditions (IBM P C 

64k. color graphics. disc) 

EASYWRITER II by In 
'ormation Unlimited _. List 
S350.00. Our price 
$300.00. Turns your com- 
puter into a word 
processor You see every- 
thing on the screen There 
are no imbedded com- 
mands (IBM P C. disc) 

"7 DEADLINE by In- 
focom ... List $49.95. 
Our pace 543.00. A 
locked door A dead 
man You have 12 

hours to solve the mys- 
tery One false move. 
and the killer strikes 
again (IBM P C. 48k. 
disc) 

ALGEBRA, Vol 1 by Edu- 
ware . List S39.95. Our price 

S34.00. A first year algebra 
tutorial covering definitions. 
number line operations. sets. 
etc (IBM P C. 48k. color 
grpahics, disc) 

MK: ROCC)M MICROTERMINAL by 
Microcom List 594.95. Our 
price $83.00. Allows ac- 
cess to remote mainframes 
and minis, information data 
banks. and other personal 
computers (IBM P C. disc) 

PC TOR 
PC TUTOR by Comprehen- 

sive Software List $79.95. 
Our price $69.00. Interactive 
program teaches you how to 
use your IBM Personal Com- 
puter, including hardware and 
software (IBM P C. 64k. disc) 

APPLE 
PRISONER2 by Interactive 

Fantasies List $32.95. Our 
price S28.00. Escape is 
hardly possible The island 
keeps you under surveillance 
Just try and get out' (Apple II. 
48k. disc) 

PRISONER2 by Interac 
t.ve Fantasies List S39.95. 
Our price $34.00. (Atari 
tsct 

THE MASK OF THE SUN 
by Ultrasoft Inc List $39.95. 
Our price $34.00. An ani- 
mated adventure through a 
series of hires screens An 
ultimate adventure challenge 
(Apple II, 48k, disc) 

MASTERTYPE by Lighting 
Software List S39.95. Our 
price $34.00. A typing in- 
struction system in an exciting 
hi -res game format Learn to 
type while battling waves of 
attacking enemy words (Apple 
II. 48k 64k, disc) 

THE GRAPHICS MAGI- 
CIAN by Penguin Software 
List S59.95. Our price 
$53.00. Make your own ani 
mated graphics. Handles up to 
32 independent objects 
Stores hundreds of color pic- 
tures (Apple II. 48k. disc) 

- RENDEZVOUS by Edu- 
ware List $39.95. Our price 

$34.00. In four phases. sim- 
ulates an actual space- shuttle 
flight from Earth Liftoff through 
Orbital Rendezvous and Ap 
proach to Alignment Docking 
with a space station Hi -rez 
graphics (Apple II. disc) 

SAT WORD ATTACK 
SKILLS by Eduware List 
$49.00. Our price S43.00. A 
tutorial for mastering vocabu- 
lary. deciphering new or 
unfamiliar words and taking 
tests IA:: 

COMMODORE VIC -20 
PIPES by Creative Software 

List $39.95. Our price 
$34.00. Connect a pipeline 
from the water supply tank to 
every house Watch out for 
leaks Use as little pipe as 
possible 5 skill levels (Com- 
modore VIC -20 cartridge) 

SHAMUS by Human En- 
gineered Software List 
$39.94. Our price S34.00. 
Only you can stop the Shad- 
ows mad reign of terror Two 
levels with 20 rooms each A 
joystick challenge (Com- 
modore VIC -20 cartridge) 

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 
by Creative Software List 
S17.95. Our price $15.00. 
Home utility program records 
and analyzes your monthly in- 
come, expenses and budget in 
16 categories (Commodore 
VIC -20 tape car 

D HOME OFFICE by Creative 
Software List $29.95. Our 
once $25.00. Combines 
VICPRO. a flexible and effi- 
cient word processor with 
VICDATA a powerful and so- 
phisticated information storage 
and retrieval system (Com- 
modore VIC- 20 .cassette tape. 
8k additional memory required) 

ATARI 
SUBMARINE COM- 

MANDER by Thorn EMI List 
$49.95. Our price $43.00. A 
submarine patrol simulator to 
hunt and destroy enemy ships 
9 skill levels Plug -in cartridge 
(Atari Cartridge 400 800) 

APPLE 
MINER 2049 by MicroLab 
List $39.95. Our price 

$34.00. Chase into a Ura- 
nium mine thru 10 levels of 
traps and capture Yukon 
Yohan Scale ladders. jump 
from moving platforms, and 
win -if you can (Apple II. 

48k. disc) 

Number of items orderer: 

Total Price of Software 

Sales Tax (NY State Residents Must Include) 

Shipping (S2 00 per item) 

TOTAL ENCLOSED (Sorry, No COD's) 

Radio -Electronics Software Store 

200 Park Avenue South 

New York. NY 10003 

S 

ç 

, 

Name 

Address 

City __ _State _ _ZIP 

SORRY - NO CREDIT CARD OR COD ORDERS 

~--------------------------------------------------.

New for our readers ....A mailorder source of software for Atari 400, Atari 800, IBM P C, Commodore VIC-20,
Apple II, and other personal computer systems.

Radia
Ell!clranics SuftW8PH StUPH

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

VIC-20COMMODORE
o PIPES by Creative Software
... List 539.95. Our price ...
534.00. Connect a pipeline
from the water supply tank to
every house. Watch out for
leaks. Use as little pipe as

~I!~~ possible . 5 skill levels. (Com-
L: - modore VIC-20 cartridge)

o SUBMARINE COM
MANDER by Thorn EMI ... List
549.95. Our price ... 543.00. A

F.;:~rH~~ submarine patrol simulator to
hunt and destroy enemy ships.
9 skill levels. Plug-in cartridge.
(Atari Cartridge 400 /800)

APPLE
o MINER 2049 by MicroLab
... List 539.95. Our price ...
534.00. Chase into a Ura
nium mine thru 10 levels of
traps and capture Yukon
Yohan. Scale ladders , jump
from moving platforms , and
win-if you can. (Apple II,
48k, disc)

ATARI

o SHAMUS by Human En-
gineered Software List
539.94. Our price 534.00.
Only you can stop the Shad
ow's mad reign of terror. Two
levels with 20 rooms each. A
joystick challenge. (Com
modore VIC-20 cartridge)

o HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
by Creative Software ... List

..••1It 517.95. Our price ... $15.00.
po Home utility program records

and analyzes your monthly in-
~!=':!':i!-- I come, expenses and budqet in

16 categories. (Commodore
VIC-20 tape cassette )

o HOME OFFICE by Creative
Software ... List 529.95. Our
price ... 525.00. Combines
VICPRO, a flexible and effi
cient word processor with
VICDATA a powerful and so
phisticated information storage
and retrieval system. (Com
modore VIC-20, cassette tape,
8k additional memory required)

o RENDEZVOUS by Edu
ware ... List $39.95. Our price
... 534.00. In four phases, sim
ulates an actual space-shuttle
flight from Earth Liftoff through
Orbital Rendezvous and Ap
proach to Alignment Docking
with a space station. Hi-rez
graphics (Apple II, disc)

o MASTERTYPE by Lighting
Software ... List 539.95. Our
price ... 534.00. A typing in
struction system in an exciting
hi-res game formal. Learn to
type while battling waves of
attacking enemy words. (Apple
II, 48k!64k, disc)

o SAT WORD ATTACK
SKILLS by Eduware ... List
549.00. Our price ... $43.00 . A
tutorial for mastering vocabu 
lary, deciphering new or
unfamiliar words , and taking
tests . (Apple II, disc)

.........-

o THE GRAPHICS MAGI
CIAN by Penguin Software ...
List 559.95. Our price ...
553.00. Make your own ani
mated graphics. Handles up to
32 independent objects.
Stores hundreds of color pic
tures. (Apple II, 48k, disc)

APPLE
o PRISONER2 by Interactive
Fantasies ... List 532.95. Our
price ... 528.00 . Escape is
hardly possib le. The island
keeps you under surveillance .
Just try and get out! (Apple II,
48k, disc)
o PRISONER2 by Interac
tive Fantasies ... List 539.95.
Our price ... 534.00. (Atari
disc)

o THE MASK OF THE SUN
by Ultrasoft Inc ... List 539.95.
Our price ... 534.00 . An ani
mated adventure through a
series of hi-res screens. An
ultimate adventure challenge .
(Apple II, 48k, disc)

P[TUTDi~

o MICROtTERMINAL by
Microcom ... List 594.95. Our
price ... 583.00. Allows ac
cess to remote mainfram es
and minis , information data
banks, and other personal
computers. (IBM P C, disc)

o FLIGHT SIMULATOR by Mi
crosoft ... List 549.95. Our price
... 543.00 . Highly accurate sim
ulation of flight in a single-engine
aircraft. Working instruments.
Out the window graphics . Real
time flight conditions. (IBM P C.
64k, color graphics, disc)

MICROCOM

;. l;
~~~ ~
r)"

o PC TUTOR by Comprehen
sive Software ... List $79.95.
Our price ... 569.00. Interactive
program teaches you how to
use your IBM Personal Com
puter, including hardware and
software. (IBM P C, 64k, disc)

o DEADLINE by In
focom ... List $49.95.
Our price ... 543.00 . A
locked door. A dead
man. You have 12
hours to solve the mys
tery. One false move,
and the killer strikes
again . (IBM P C, 48k,
disc)

o ALGEBRA, Vol. 1 by Edu
ware ... List 539.95. Our price
... 534.00. A first year algebra
tutorial covering definit ions,
number line operations , sets ,
etc. (IBM P C, 48k , color
grpahics, disc)

o EASYWRITER II by In
format ion Unlimited ... List
5350.00. Our price .
5300.00 . Turns your com
puter into a word
processor. You see every
thing on the screen. There
are no imbedded com
mands. (IBM P C, disc)

IBM PC

Radio-Electronics Software Store

200 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10003

Number of items ordered D
Total Price of Software $, _
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HOBBYCORNER 
Realistic battery -voltage measurements 

EARL "DOC" SAVAGE, K4SDS, HOBBY EDITOR 

1114 WK1. t,1 1 I I \t, IO III' ILL ,I \I.,, I11 I IIE 

day, we want to thank each of you who has 

taken the time to write -and don't hesi- 
tate to write again. Your questions, com- 
ments. and suggestions have been quite 
interesting. We only regret that there isn't 
enough time to respond to each of you. 
For those of you who haven't written yet. 
why not get out the old pen and paper and 
let us know what you're doing. 

Testing dry-cell batteries 
David Patterson has raised the very 

practical question of testing batteries un- 
der "loaded" conditions (when current is 
being drawn). We're sure that you. too, 
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have had the experience of having a bat- 
tery die just a few minutes after it tested all 
right with a voltmeter. The reason for that 
is that a voltmeter has a high input imped- 
ance. As such. it draws no appreciable 
current from the device or circuit being 
tested. 

In many situations that's a desirable 
characteristic. but not in this case. When 
measuring battery voltage using a meter 
(VOM, VTVM, etc.), the amount of cur- 
rent drawn is insignificant. In other 
words, the meter doesn't load the battery. 
Using a meter in that manner can produce 
very deceptive results. Without getting 
technical about battery chemistry, let's see 
what happens and why. 

Within limits. carbon -zinc batteries 
have the ability to rejuvenate. Thus, after 
several hours, a nearly exhausted battery 
can muster up the strength to show a po- 
tential of 1.3 or 1.4 volts when measured 

FIG.4 

with a VOM. That's great, but the battery 
has no stamina and soon quits when large 
currents are drawn from it. Since the 
VOM requires the battery to do little 
work, the measured voltage can stay high 
for a long time thus giving a false indica- 
tion of battery status. 

David's question shows us how we can 
get a meaningful voltage measurement. 
That is, to see how a battery will stand up 
under normal conditions, measure the 
voltage when the battery is "under load" 
and some current is being drawn. 

There's no trick to loading a battery- 
all that you need to do is connect a resistor 
and a meter in parallel across the battery 
terminals as shown in Fig. I. The resistor 
draws current from the battery so that a 

realistic battery- voltage measurement 
may be obtained. You've probably 
noticed that one small detail has been 
omitted: the load- resistor's value hasn't 
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with a YOM. That's great , but the battery
has no stamina and soon quit s when large
currents are drawn from it. Since the
YOM requi res the battery to do little
work, the measured voltage can stay high
for a long time thus giving a false indica
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That is , to see how a battery will stand up
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been specified. The "trick" of the pro- 
cedure is determining that value. For- 
tunately, its not difficult to do. 

A wide range of resistor values will 
suffice but we want to avoid the extremes. 
The idea is to draw enough current to 
simulate a real situation. Too great a val- 
ue, and the resistor might as well be omit- 
ted -too small a value and you can drain 
the battery. 

Let's suppose that we want to measure 
the voltage of a D -size cell. The first thing 
we have to determine is how much current 
is normally drawn from such a cell. That. 
of course, depends on the device that is to 
be powered. For example a battery-oper- 
ated toy will draw several times more cur- 

rent than a flashlight. For our purposes, 
let's use a rate of about 40 or 50 mA. 

With that information and our old 
friend. Ohm's Law (R = Ell). we can easi- 
ly determine the needed resistor value. 
Dividing the battery voltage, 1.5 (E), by 
the current, 0.050 (1), we get a resistor 
value of 30 ohms. A standard 33 -ohm 
resistor will perform admirably, drawing 
about 0.045 A. Now, we have just one 
more calculation to make: the resistor 
wattage. Using the formula P =1E. we 
have 0.045 A X 1.5 V = 0.0675 watts. A 
1/4-watt resistor will handle the job with 
plenty to spare. 

Obviously, the amount of loading on 
the battery can be set to any desired level 
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simply by choosing the proper resistor 
value. If a non -standard value is needed, a 

combination of standard values in series 
and/or parallel will do the job. Now that 
we have all this information at our finger- 
tips -why not design a circuit for a bat- 
tery-test jig? In doing so, first consider the 
fact that 45 mA is a pretty heavy current 
for a little AAA -size cell to deliver. The 
smaller the battery, the less current it 
should be required to produce (that's why 
they make several sizes). So. let's make 
the loading variable by including several 
loading resistors. 

Battery-test jig 
Figure 2 shows a schematic for a bat- 

tery- test jig consisting of four resistors 
and an SPOT switch. Reading from the 
smallest to the largest resistor specified 
there, the switch positions can be labeled 
100.45.22. and 8 mA. You are now ready 
to realistically evaluate any standard -size 
dry-cell battery with that setup. 

There's one other battery size that's fre- 
quently used -the familiar rectangular 9- 
volt battery. As long as you're making a 

test jig. you might as well include provi- 
sions to measure it. too. A typical small 
transistor radio draws about 3 or 4 mA 
from a 9 -volt battery. 

Following the previous calculations, a 

standard 680 -ohm resistor pulls 13 mA 
and a 1000 -ohm resistor will pull 9 mA. 
Either value will work fine. It can be sub- 
stituted for one of the original four resis- 
tors. or you can use a five -position switch 
and add it to the others. Just don't forget 
to change the meter range when measur- 
ing a 9 -volt battery. Well. there you have 
it. Now you can test your batteries under 
operating conditions. 

Variable power supply 
Glenn Anderson asks about building a 

variable power supply. Every experimen- 
ter should have a variable voltage source 
and you can build one without great ex- 
pense. My first variable supply was home - 
brew and it's still used occasionally when 
just one more "odd -ball" voltage is 
needed. That supply is nothing more than 
a small box and an old model -train trans- 
former. The transformer has an output 
that's variable from 0 to 18 volts in two 
ranges. 

The box has a pair of terminal posts on 
each end and contains a full -wave bridge 
rectifier (similar to Radio Shack 
276- 1161). a filter cancitor, and a small 
bleeder resistor. The components are con- 
nected as shown in Fig. 3. When an odd 
voltage is needed, the transformer is con- 
nected to the input terminals on the box. 
The output terminals of the box are con- 
nected to a VOM and the circuit to be 
powered. The transformer is then adjusted 
to provide the desired voltage. That's all 
there is to it. 

Of course, you can fancy it up with a 
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Battery-test jig
Figure 2 shows a schematic for a bat

tery- test jig consisting of four resistors
and an SP4T switch . Reading from the
smallest to the largest resistor specified
there , the switch posit ions can be labeled
100 ,45 , 22, and 8 rnA. You are now ready
to realist ically evaluate any standard-size
dry-cell battery with that setup.

There 's one other battery size that 's fre
quently used-the familiar rectangular 9
volt battery. As long as you' re making a
test jig, you might as well include provi
sions to measure it, too. A typica l small
transistor radio draws about 3 or 4 rnA
from a 9-volt battery.

Following the previous calculations, a
standard 680-ohm resistor pulls 13 mA
and a lOOO-ohm resisto r will pull 9 rnA.
Either value will work fine. It can be sub
stituted for one of the original four resis
tors , or you can use a five-position switch
and add it to the others. Just don ' t forget
to change the meter range when measur
ing a 9-volt battery. Well , there you have
it. Now you can test your batteries under
operating conditions.

Variab le power supply
Glenn Anderson asks about building a

variable power supply. Every experimen
ter should have a variable voltage source
and you can build one without great ex
pense . My first variable supply was home
brew and it' s still used occas ionally when
ju st one more "odd-ball" voltage is
needed. That supply is noth ing more than
a small box and an old model-train trans
former. The transform er has an output
that's variable from 0 to 18 volts in two
ranges .

The box has a pair of terminal posts on
each end and contains a full-wave bridge
rec t ifie r (s im ilar to Radio Shack
276- 1161). a filter capfc itor, and a small
bleeder resistor. The components are con
nected as shown in Fig. 3. When an odd
voltage is needed , the transformer is con
nected to the input terminals on the box.
The output termin als of the box are con
nected to a YOM and the circuit to be
powered . The transformer is then adjusted
to provide the desired voltage. That's all
there is to it.

Of course . you can fancy it up with a

simply by choosing the proper resistor
value. If a non-standard value is needed , a
combination of standard values in series
and/or para llel will do the job . Now that
we have all this information at our finger
tips-why not desig n a circuit for a bat
tery-test jig? In doing so, first conside r the
fact that 45 rnA is a pretty heavy current
for a little AAA-size cell to deliver. The
smaller the battery, the less curre nt it
should be required to produce (that's why
they make several sizes). So, let's make
the loading variable by including several
loading resistors .

rent than a flashlight. For our purposes,
let's use a rate of about 40 or 50 rnA.

With that informati on and our old
friend , Ohm's Law (R = El l), we can easi
ly determine the needed resistor value.
Divid ing the battery voltage, 1.5 (E), by
the current , 0 .050 (1), we get a resistor
value of 30 ohms. A standard 33-ohm
resistor will perform admirably, drawing
about 0. 045 A. Now, we have ju st one
more calcul ation to make: the resistor
wattage . Using the formula P = IE, we
have 0 .045 A X 1.5 V = 0.0675 watts . A
!!.I-watt resistor will handle the job with
plenty to spare.

Obviously, the amount of loading on
the battery can be set to any desired level
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been specified . The " trick" of the pro
cedure is determining that value. For
tunately, it's not difficult to do .

A wide range of resistor values will
suffice but we want to avoid the extremes.
The idea is to draw enough current to
simul ate a real situation. Too great a val
ue, and the resistor might as well be omit
ted-too small a value and you can drain
the battery.

Let's suppose that we want to measure
the voltage of a D-size ce ll. The first thing
we have to determine is how much current
is normally drawn from such a cell. That,
of course , depend s on the device that is to
be powered . For example a battery-oper
ated toy will draw several times more cur-
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The professional breadboard. 
(For professional, hobbyist or student.) 

Global Specialties' PB203A Proto -Board' 
The solderless breadboard 
that set the industry stand- 
ard for speed. versatility and 
convenience. With a capa- 
city up to twenty-four 14 -pin 
DIPs and three regulated power 
supplies (one fixed, two vari- 
able), PB -203A features a !arge 
array of sockets and bus strips 
that emulates standard PC layouts. 
Permitting instant insertion and re- 
moval of virtually any component from 
the largest DIP to the smallest discretes. 
Helping you design, assemble, test and 
modify circuits almost as fast as you can 
think! And built with professional durability, 
for all types of applications. 

Our PB -203A. Only $174' (kit $149.95') or 
PB -203 with single 5V supply. $133.' One more 
reason so many people say "Proto- Board" for solder - 
less breadboarding. 

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES 
CORPORATION 

70 Fulton Tan New Hawn CT 06509 (2031 624 3103 TWX 710 465.1227 
OTHER OFFICES San Franeao (415)646 -0611 TWX 910-372-7992 Europe PNOry Saffron - l0v 079941662 T x 617477 

Call toll -free for details 1 -800- 243 -60 7DunngbustnesshOurs 
'SuggesteC U S resale Pnces s*KAltattons SLIM.!! to change What no' . Copyrprtt 1981 Global Specialties Corporation 
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C &D Electronics, Inc. 
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built -in meter for voltage and another for 
current. but that won't make it perform 
any better. You can build in more filtering 
for the rectified voltage. but that's seldom 
needed. When additional filtering is nec- 
essary. you can just connect the parts to 
the output side of the supply. 

That's well and good. you say. but what 
if you don't have an old train transformer? 
There are a couple of reasonable alterna- 
tives -one. of course. is a Variac. The 
other substitute is a multi- secondary low - 
voltage transformer (or several small 
transformers). 

Take a look at Fig. 4 -a, it shows a 

transformer with three low -voltage sec- 
ondary- windings (there could be more). 
There, double -pole double -throw 
(DPDT) switches are wired so that the 
leads from two of the windings can be 
reversed. By the setting of the switches, 
you can make the individual windings add 
or subtract their voltages from the total 
output. 

For example. suppose you have three 
secondary windings for 9, 5, and 2.5 
volts. With the addition of those switches, 
you now have a choice of 16.5. 11.5. 6.5, 
and 1.5 volts. If you add a SP3T switch, as 

shown in Fig 4 -b. you'll have three more 
choices: 4. 7.5. and 14 volts. Of course. 
the specific voltages available will depend 
on the particular transformers used and 
the way in which the switches are wired. 
If you use the multiple -winding approach 
to build a variable power supply. we sug- 
gest that you put the transformers, rec- 
tifier. and filter in a box. 

Well. that's it Glenn. Now, there's no 
reason why you and every other experi- 
menter can't have a variable power supply 
on your workbench. R -E 

VCR REPAIRS 

continued from page 66 

units have servo, video, audio. and sys- 
tem- control adjustments that must be per- 
formed according to the manufacturer's 
recommendations. However, keep the fol- 
lowing points in mind no matter what the 
literature says: 

If you get good performance on record 
and playback, leave the VCR alone! 

If you make the adjustments for the 
three basic functions described here (tape 
path. switching, and head resonance/Q) 
with an alignment tape (using the video, 
audio, and RF -sweep portions of The 
tape), and get good performance after ad- 
justment, all of the other adjustments are 
probably OK, and need not be made. 

If you cannot get good response by 
adjusting the three basic functions, you 
have other problems (possibly terrible 
problems), and you must consult the man- 
ufacturer's literature. R -E 
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Test Equ ipm ent Transform ers Tool s
Wir e & Cobl.
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MOUSER ELECTRONICS
11433 WOODSIDE AVE., SANTEE, CA 92071
PHONE. (619) 449-2222 TWX: 910 - 331-1175
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The professional breadboard.
(For professional, hobbyist or student.)

Call toll-free fordetails'1·800·243·6077ouring bUSinesshours

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES
CORPORATION

70 Fulton Terr.. NewHaven. CT06509 1203) 624-3103.TWX 710-465-1227
OTHEROFFICES: San Francisco (415) 648-0611 , TWX910-372-7992, Europe: Phone Saftron-Walden0799-21682. TLX817477

Canada: Len Finkler Ltd..Downsview. Ontario

Global Specialties' PB-203A Proto-Boards'
The solderless breadboard
that set the industry stand 
ard for speed, versatility and
convenience. With a capa
city up to twenty-four 14-pin
DIPsand three regulated power
supplies (one fixed, two vari
able), PB-203A features a large
array of sockets and bus strips
that emulates standard PC layouts.
Permitt ing instant insertion and re
moval of virtually any component from
the largest 01 Pto the smallest discretes.
Helping you design, assemble, test and
modify circuits almost as fast as you can
think! And built with professional durability,
for all types of applicat ions.

Our PB-203A. Only $174* (kit $149.95*) or
PB-203 with single 5V supply, $133.* One more
reason so many people say "Proto-Board" for solder
less breadboarding.
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NEW IDEAS 
Plant -water monitor 

FIG. 1 

ONE OF THE MOST CRITICAL FACTORS IN A 

plant's well -being is the amount of watcr 
it receives. A plant that receives too little, 
or, for that matter, too much water will 
soon be in poor condition. As for house 
plants, you, their owner, determines how 
much or how little water to give them, but 
how do you know when to water them? 
Just looking at the soil can be misleading 
because its the moisture at the root level 
that's critical. Thus, soil that's dry at the 
top of the pot could be quite moist at the 
root level and adding more water could 
put the plant in jeopardy. 

That's where this project idea comes in. 
It's a plant -water monitor and is used to 
test the moisture of the soil at root level. 
When the soil is moist, an LED glows. If 
the moisture falls below a certain predeter- 
mined level, the LED begins to flash. If 
there is still less moisture, the LED turns 
off. 

The schematic diagram of the device is 
shown in Fig. I. It can be built on a small 
piece of perforated construction -board 
and housed in a small plastic case or ex- 
perimenter's box. The probes are two 
slender metal rods. They should be tinned 
to prevent corrosion. For convenience, 
you can mount the probes on the case. 

Calibrating the monitor is easy. Just 
connect the battery and insert the probe 
into a container of dry soil. Set RI to its 
maximum value then reduce that resis- 
tance until the LED begins to flash. The 
range over which the LED flashes before 
going out is adjusted using R2. 

If you wish, you can reverse the opera- 
tion of the circuit. That is, you can have 
the LED off when there is enough water, 
and on when more water is needed. That's 
done by simply switching the positions of 
RI and the probes in the circuit. - 

.Sreekunrar. J. 
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"How's your new robot ntaid working our.'" 
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NEW IDEAS 
This column is demoted to new ideas, or 

cuts, device applications. construction tech 
moues. helpful hints, etc 

All published entries. upon publication, wa', 

earn $25 In addition, Panavise will donate 
their mode1333 -The Rapid Assembly Circuit 
Board Holder. having a retail price of $39 95 It 

features an eight -positron rotating adjustment. 
ndexing at 45-degree increments, and six 
positive lock positions in the vertical plane 
giving you a full ten-inch height adjustment for 
comfortable working 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio- Electronics Magazine the right to 
publish my idea and to subsequently re- 
publish my idea in collections or compilat o". 
of reprints of similar articles I declare that " 
attached idea is my own original mates 
that its publication does not violate any ," 
copyright I also declare that this mater al has 

not been previously published 

Tale of Idea 

Signature 

Print Name 

Street 

Date 

City State 
Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to New Ideas Radio -Electronics. 

200 Park Ave. South. 
New York, NY 10003 
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ONE OF THE MOST CRITICAL FACTORS IN A

plant's well-being is the amount of water
it receives. A plant that receives too little,
or, for that matter, too much water will
soon be in poor condition. As for house
plants, you, their owner, determines how
much or how little water to give them, but
how do you know when to water them?
Just looking at the soil can be misleading
because it's the moisture at the root level
that's critical. Thus, soil that's dry at the
top of the pot could be quite moist at the
root level and adding more water could
put the plant in jeopardy.

That's where this project idea comes in.
It's a plant -water monitor and is used to
test the moisture of the soil at root level.
When the soil is moist , an LED glows. If
the moisture falls below a certain predeter
mined level, the LED begins to flash. If
there is still less moisture, the LED turns
off.
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FIG. 1

The schematic diagram of the device is
shown in Fig. l. It can be built on a small
piece of perforated construction-board
and housed in a small plastic case or ex
perimenter's box . The probes are two
slender meta l rods . They should be tinned
to prevent corrosion. For convenience,
you can mount the probes on the case .

Calibrating the monitor is easy. Just
connect the battery and insert the probe
into a container of dry soil. Set RI to its
maximum value then reduce that resis 
tance until the LED begins to flash. The
range over which the LED flashes before
going out is adjusted using R2.

If you wish, you can reverse the opera
tion of the circuit. That is, you can have
the LED off when there is enough water,
and on when more water is needed. That's
done by simply switching the positions of
R l and the probes in the circuit.
Sreekumar. J.

NEW IDEAS
This column is devoted to new ideas, cir

cuits , device app lications, constructio n tech
niques, helpful hints, etc.

All published entries, upon publication, will
earn $25. In add ition, Panavise will donate
their mode/333--The Rapid Assembly Circuit
Board Hoider, having a retaii price of $39 .95. It
features an eight-position rotating adjust ment,
indexi ng at 45-degree increments, and six
positive lock positions in the vert icai plane,
giving you a full ten-inch heig ht adjustment for
comfo rtable working .

I agree to the above terms, and gra nt
Radi o- Electronics Magazine the right to
pub lish my idea and to subsequent ly re
publish my idea in collections or compilations
of repri nts of similar articles . I declare that the
attached idea is my own original materia l and
that its publication does not vio late any other
copyrig ht. I also declare that this material has

not been previous ly published.

Title of Idea

City State
Mail your idea along with this coupon
to: New Ideas Radio-Electron ics,

200 Park Ave. South,
New York, NY 10003
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STATE OF SOLID STATE 
IC metal- sensing devices 

ROBERT F. SCOTT. SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 
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electronics technology have given us 
some interesting semiconductors. This 
month we'll take a look at some of those 
devices and their applications. 

first let's look at two bipolar IC's from 
Cherry Semiconductor -the CSI91 and 
CS209. Those IC's are metal- sensing de- 
vices and can be used in a wide variety of 
applications -including electronic igni- 
tions and metal detectors. Figure I is a 

block diagram of the CS191 and Fig. 2 is 
the block diagram of the CS209. 

Each IC contains a voltage regulator. 

FIG. 

1 
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FIG. 2 

oscillator. demodulator. and a level detec- 
tor. The CS209, which we will look at, 
has only two high -level outputs (pins 4 
and 5) for external loads. The output of 
pin 4 is normally open and pin 5 is nor- 
mally closed (high). (The CSI9I also has 
two low -level outputs with internal loads.) 
The saturation voltage for the high -level 
outputs is 0.2 volt at 124 mA (0.03 volt at 
2 mA for low -level outputs). Both IC's 
require a supply voltage between 4 and 24 
volts, and draw about 4.5 mA when oper- 
ating from a 4 -volt supply. 

The internal oscillator. together with an 
external L -C network, provides an output 
signal whose amplitude is highly depen- 
dent on the Q of the external L -C tank 
circuit. To sustain the oscillations when 
the Q is very low. a variable low -level 
feedback signal is developed. Both IC's 
have transient suppressors to protect their 
internal circuitry against transients 
(spikes) that might develop in the tank 
circuit. 

The demodulator rectifies the oscilla- 
tor's output and the resulting DC voltage 
is fed to the level detector. where it's com- 
pared to an internal reference to produce 
an output signal. 

FIG 3 

Build a stud detector 
The diagram in fig. 3 shows how the 

CS209 can be used to build a pocket -size 
device for locating studs and joists in 
building walls and ceilings. The L -C net- 
work consists of coil LI and capacitor CI. 
The "search" coil (LI) is passed over a 

wall or ceiling surface to locate a beam by 
pinpointing nails or screws. When the coil 
comes close to a nail or screw the Q of the 

tank circuit drops. Whenever that change 
m Q is detected, the LED lights showing 
the location of the screw or nail. A pencil 
line drawn through several nail positions 
shows the approximate center line of the 
beam you are looking for. 

The sensitivity of the device is adjusted 
using potentiometer RI. To accomplish 
that, set RI so that the LED lights when 
the search coil is well clear of any metal 
objects. Then slowly adjust the trimmer in 
the other direction until the LED just goes 
out. The LED should light when the de- 
vice is brought close to a nail and go out 
immediately as it's pulled away. If not. 
repeat adjustment procedure. 

The search coil (LI) is a 100µH RF 
choke (Radio Shack 273 -102 or equal), CI 
is a silvered mica or polystyrene capaci- 
tor. The resistors are 1 -watt. 5% types. 
Potentiometer RI should be a multi -turn 
trimmer of about 6K but since that value 
isn't readily available. we suggest that a 

I0K multi -turn potentiometer be used as a 

maximum. 
You may want to try building an elec- 

tronic ignition system for your car or a 
smaller engine, such as found on a snow 
blower or lawn mower. If so. try the circuit 
on the CSI9I /CS209 data sheet available 
upon request from Cherry Semiconductor 
Corp., 20(X) South County Trail, East 
Greenwich, RI 02818. 

Solid -state temperature sensor 
The TDIA is the first in the Micro 

Switch line of temperature sensors using a 

nickel -iron alloy and thin film technology. 
The TDIA is a linear device with a posi- 
tive temperature coefficient (sensor resis- 
tance increases with temperature). Its 
applications include room, duct and re- 
frigerant monitoring, motor -overload pro- 
tection. electronic- equipment overheat 
warning. and cooking -temperature set- 
tings for appliances. 

The IC is constructed of nickel -iron 
alloy deposited on a 0.040 -inch square 
silicon chip and is laser- trimmed to 
provide a stable room temperature resis- 
tance accurate to 0.4 °C. It is then 
mounted on a 0.2 -inch ceramic substrate 
and epoxy encapsulated for protection. 

Thc TDIA has a higher resistance than 
that of platinum sensors -thus, making it 
well suited for use in low -power circuitry 
and for minimizing errors caused by volt- 

STATE OF SOLID STATE
Ie metal-sensing devices

ROBERT F. SCOTT, SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR

Build a stud detector
The diagram in Fig. 3 shows how the

CS209 ca;be used to build a pocket-size
device for locating studs and joists in
building walls and cei lings . The L-C net
work consi sts of co il Ll and capacitor C I.
The " search" coil (Ll) is passe d over a
wall or ce iling surface to locate a bea m by
pinpo inting nai ls or screws. When the coil
comes close to a nail or screw the Qof the

osc illator, dem odul ator, and a level detec
tor. The CS209 , whic h we will look at ,
has only two high-level outputs (pins 4
and 5) for external loads. The output of
pin 4 is norm ally ope n and pin 5 is nor
mally closed (high). (The CS I91 also has
two low-level outputs with intern al loads.)
The saturation voltage for the high-level
outputs is 0 .2 volt at 124 mA (0 .03 volt at
2 mA for low-level outputs). Both Ie's
require a supply voltage between 4 and 24
volts, and draw abo ut 4 .5 mA when oper
ating from a 4-volt supply.

The intern al osc illator, together with an
externa l L-C network , provides an output
signal who se amplitude is highly depen
dent on the Q of the external L-C tank
circuit. To sustain the osci llations whe n
the Q is very low, a variable low-level
feedback signal is developed . Both JC's
have transient suppressors to protect their
in te rnal circ uitry ag a ins t tra nsient s
(spikes) that might develop in the tank
circuit.

The demod ulato r rect ifies the osci lla
tor 's output and the result ing DC voltage
is fed to the level detector, where it's com
pared to an interna l reference to produce
an output signal.
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RECE NT D EV EL OPM EN T S IN T HE FIELD OF

e lec tro nics technology have give n us
some interesting semico nductors . Thi s
month we' ll take a look at some of those
devices and their applica tions.

First let' s look at two bipol ar IC 's from
Cherry Semicond uctor-the 'CS191 and
CS209 . Those Ie's are metal-sensing de
vices and can be used in a wide variety of
app lications-e-inc luding elec tron ic igni
tions and metal detectors . Figure I is a
block diagram of the CSI9I and Fig. 2 is
the block diagram of the CS2 09.

Each IC conta ins a voltage regulator,
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tank ci rcuit drops . Whenever that change
in Q is detected , the LED lights showing
the loca tion of the screw or nail . A pencil
line draw n through several nail positions
shows the approximate center line of the
beam you are looking for.

The sensitivity of the device is adjusted
using potenti ometer Rl. To accomplish
that , set R I so that the LED lights when
the search coil is well clear of any metal
objec ts . Then slowly adjust the trimmer in
the other direction until the LED ju st goes
out. The LED should light when the de
vice is brought close to a nail and go out
immediately as it 's pulled away. If not ,
repeat adjustment procedure .

The search coil (Ll) is a 100fLH RF
choke (Radio Shack 273-102 orequal), CI
is a silvered mica or polysty rene capaci
tor. The resistors are Y4-watt , 5% types.
Potenti ometer R l should be a multi-turn
trimmer of about 6K but since that value
isn 't readily availab le, we suggest that a
10K multi-turn poten tiometer be used as a
maximum.

You maywant to try building an elec
tronic ignition sys tem for your car or a
smaller engine , such as foun d on a snow
blower or lawn mower. If so , try the circuit
on the CS 191/CS209 data sheet available
upon request from Cherry Semi conductor
Co rp. , 2000 South Co unty Trail , East
Greenwic h, RI 02818.

Solid-state temperature sensor
The TDl'A is the first in the Micro

Switch line of temperature sensors using a
nicke l-iron alloy and thin film technology.
The TD IA is a linear device with a posi
tive temperature coeffic ient (sensor resis
ta nce increase s wi th temperature ). Its
applications include room, duct and re
frigerant monitoring, motor-overload pro
tecti on, e lectronic-equipment overhea t
warning, and cooking-temperature set
tings for appliances .

The IC is con structed of nicke l-iron
alloy depo sited on a .0 .040-inch square
silicon c hip and is lase r-t rim med to
provide a stable room temperature resis
ta nce accurate to O.4 °C . It is th e n
mounted on a 0 .2-inch ceramic subs trate
and epo xy encaps ulated for protectio n.

The T DIA has a higher resistance than
that of platinum sensors- thus, making it
well suited for lise in low-power circuitry
and for minimizing errors caused by volt-
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age drops between the sensor and control 
circuitry. 

It's operating range is from -40°C to 
+ 150 °C and its resistance at 20 °C is 2000 
ohms. Its tolerance at 20 °C is ± 0.4° and 

I.0 °C over the entire range. Its recom- 
mended excitation is I mA and it has a 

thermal time constant of 4 seconds max- 
imum. -Micro Switch. a Honeywell Di- 
vision. II West Spring St., Freeport. IL 
61032. 

Low -current LED's 
Hewlett- Packard has announced the 

latest in its series of low -current LED's. 
Those LED's use only 2 mA and are five 
times brighter than standard ones that 
draw IO mA. Typical CMOS and low - 
power TTL circuitry provides enough cur- 
rent to maintain high brightness without 
external drivers. The HLMP -4700. 
HLMP -1700. and HLMP -7000 are red 
LED's. The HLMP-4719. HLMP -1719 
and HLMP -7019 are yellow. The 
HLMP -4700 series come in T -I3/4 (5mm) 
packages and the -1700's in T-1 (3 mm) 
packages. and the -7000's are subminia- 
ture devices. Hewlett- Packard Corp., 
640 Page Mill Rd.. Palo Alto, CA 94304. 

Transistor replacement guides 
A four -page booklet, Ihrect Replace- 

ment for Texas Instruments Transistors. 
lists STI direct equivalents for 540 metal - 
can small- signal and power transistors 
discontinued by Texas Instruments. 

Also available from STI are cross - 
references and data sheets of pertinent 
characteristics of replacement high - 
voltage power transistors in the DTS ser- 
ies of devices that was discontinued by 
Delco. -Semiconductor Technology, 
Inc., 3131 S.E. Jay St., Stuart. FL 
33494. 

Isolated- feedback generator 
The LCI901 serles IC's tram Unitrode 

features an AM- carrier system that re- 
places the visible or infrared light path in 
optocoupler /isolators. An internal RF os- 
cillator and amplitude modulator develop 
the signal that's coupled across the volt- 
age- isolation boundary by a small RF 
transformer. The oscillator is usable up to 
5 MHz. An external clock can be sub- 
stituted for the oscillator to syncronize the 
device to a system clock or to the frequen- 
cy of a switching power supply. 

As an added feature-a status monitor 
that provides an active-low output when 
the sensed error voltage is within ± 10% 
of the 1.5 -volt precision internal refer- 
ence. The UCI90I operates on voltages 
between 4.5 and 40- volts. It's available in 
14 pin plastic and ceramic DIP's -in mili- 
tary. commercial, and industrial versions. 
Price at SI.98 to S6.00 each in 100 lots. - 
Unitrode Corp., 5 Forbes Rd., Lex- 
ington, MA 02173. R -E 
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Isolated-feedback generator
The UCI90l series Ie's from Unitrode

features an AM-carrier system that re
places the visible or infrared light path in
optocoupler/isolators. An internal RF os
cillator and amplitude modulator develop
the signal that's coupled across the volt
age- isolation boundary by a small RF
transformer. The oscillator is usable up to
5 MHz. An external clock can be sub
stituted for the oscillator to syncronize the
device to a system clock or to the frequen
cy of a switching power supply.

As an added feature- a status monitor
that provides an active-low output when
the sensed error voltage is within ± 10%
of the 1.5-volt precision internal refer
ence . The UCI901 operates on voltages
between 4 .5 and 40-volts. It's available in
14 pin plastic and ceramic DlP 's-in mili
tary, commercial, and industrial versions .
Price at $1.98 to $6 .00 each in 100 lots.
Unit rode Cor p., 5 Forbes Rd . , Lex
ington , MA 02173 . R-E

Low-current LED's
Hewlett -Packard has announced the

latest in its series of low-current LED 's.
Those LED's use only 2 rnA and are five
times brighter than standard ones that
draw 10 rnA. Typical CMOS and low
power TTL circuitry provides enough cur
rent to maintain high brightness without
ex te rna l dri ver s . The HLMP-4 700 ,
HLM P-1 700 , and HLMP-7000 are red
LED 's. The HLMP-4 719 , HLMP-1719
an d HL MP-701 9 a re ye l low. Th e
HLMP-4700 series come in T-FY4 (5mm)
packages and the -1700 's in T-I (3 mm)
packages, and the -7000's are subminia
ture device s .Hewlett-Packard Cor p. ,
640 Page Mill Rd. , Palo Alto , CA 94304.

Tran sistor replacement guides
A four-page booklet, Direct Replace

ment for Texas Instruments Transistors,
lists STI direct equivalents for 540 metal
can small-signal and power transistors
discontinued by Texas Instruments.

Also available from STI are cross
references and data sheets of pertinent
cha racte ris tics of repl acement high
voltage power transistors in the DTS ser
ies of devices that was discontinued by
Delc o.-Semiconductor Technology,
Inc., 3131 S .E . Ja y St. , Stu art, FL
33494 .

age drops between the sensor and control
circuitry.

It 's operating range is from - 40°C to
+ 150°C and its resistance at 20°C is 2000
ohms. Its tolerance at 20°C is ± 0.4 ° and
± I.O°C over the entire range. Its recom
mended excitation is I rnA and it has a
thermal time constant of 4 seconds max
imum.-Micro Switch , a Honeywell Di
vision, II West Spring SI., Freeport, IL
61032.
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THE DRAWING BOARD 
More on the 4018 

ROBERT GROSSBLATT 

ANYONE WHO SPENDS A LOT OF TIME 
hacking around with hardware soon finds 
out that there are certain kinds of circuit 
requirements that pop up over and over 
again. Forget the old axiom that there is 
nothing new under the sun -it's only half 
right. There may only be a few new ques- 
tions. but there are always lots of new 
answers. One of the words to keep your 
eyes peeled for when you're browsing 
through data books is "programmable." 
Whenever you see that word, pay special 
attention to what follows because there's a 

good chance that the information there 
can save you all sorts of trouble. 

The 4018 is billed as a "programma- 
ble" counter, meaning that it can be preset 
to perform division by any number up to 
ten. And, like the 4017, it can be cascaded 
to increase the range of division; that is, 
two IC's will divide by 100. three by 1000, 
and so on. Now. those of you out there 
who have been following along for the last 
few months on our little trip through the 
"suburbs of counterland" will probably 
be wondering why the 4017 was called a 

"decade counter" while the 4018 enjoys 
the added adjective of "programmable." 
Well, the answer is really simple. 

When we used the 4017 for frequency 
division, there were lots of problems we 
had to overcome. Some of them, like fix- 
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JAM S 

JA PA 4 

JAM 3 

JAM.. 
JAM I 

DATA 
OA:X.1c INPUT 

FIG. 1 

CIOCK 

QI 

672. 

Q5--Z 
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the output is picked off the feedback path 
at pin I. the data input. 

Figure I shows a typical circuit using 
4018. In that figure, the IC is set up in the 
fixed mode to perform frequency division 
by five. (In our last column we gave you a 

table showing which pins to use to divide 
by a particular number.) Since we're not 
using the preset features of the IC. we 
have to ground the JAM inputs as well as 

JAM JAM2 JAM'S JAM4 JAM S 

FIG. 3 

ing the reset, could be handled by adding 
a bunch of extra pans to the circuit. Other 
problems. like the duty cycle of the out- 
put. weren't quite that simple to handle. 
Squaring up the output of the 4017 for any 
kind of division would have required the 
kind of hardware design that went out the 
window with 200 -watt soldering irons and 
12 -gauge wire. What we mean is that the 
4017 wasn't really designed to handle the 
job of frequency division. Sure. if all you 
care about is knowing "how many" over a 

period of time, the IC will do the job. But 
If your application is finicky about the 
output waveform, you'll have to turn to 
the 4018. The 4018 is a real "divide -by -n 
counter" while the 4017 is simply called a 

"counter." 
In order to explore that a bit further, 

let's make the 4018 do something and see 
how it differs from the 4017. 

First of all, there are two ways we can 
use the 4018 -let's call them the "fixed" 
and "preset" modes; let's talk about the 
fixed mode first. In that mode, the IC can 
do pretty much what the 4017 did - divide 
by any number from 2 to 10. The device 
requires a feedback loop to operate and 

the RESET and ENABLE pins. That is stan- 
dard practice for all unused CMOS in- 
puts. Although the ENABLE pin really 
controls the preset functions of the IC 
you can think of it as somewhat similar tc 
the ENABLE pin of the 4017. 

In any event. the proper feedback sig. 
nal is provided by AND-ing the Q2 and Q: 
outputs together and tying them back tc 

the DATA input of the IC. Once we do that 
the incoming frequency is fed into the 
clock input and, as we said, we can pick 
off the divided output from the feedback 
path. 

In order to appreciate that unique IC 
take a look at Fig. 2. Those are the wave 
forms you would see if you looked a 

various points in the circuit using an os 
cilloscope. Take a really good look a 

them because there's more here than i 

readily apparent -a little imaginatiol 
will open up all sorts of wild possibilities 

Just as with the 4017, each of the < 

outputs is phase- shifted from the previou 
one by exactly one (incoming) clot! 
pulse. The difference lies in the fact tha 
the unused outputs of the 4017 only staye. 
high for one clock pulse, causing the out 
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the RESET and ENABLE pins. That is stan
dard practice for all unused CMOS in
puts. Although the ENABLE pin really
control s the preset functi ons of the Ie
you can think of it as somewhat similar tc
the ENABLE pin of the 4017.

In any event, the proper feedbac k sig
nal is provided by AND-ing the Q2 and Q:
outputs together and tying them back tc
the DATA input of the Ie. Once we do that
the incoming frequency is fed into the
clock input and , as we said , we can pic]
off the divided output from the feedb acl
path .

In order to appreciate that unique IC
take a look at Fig . 2. Tho se are the wave
forms you would see if you looked a
various points in the circuit using an os
cilloscope . Take a really good look a
them because there 's more here than i
readi ly apparent-a litt le imagin atioi
will open up all sorts of wild possibilities .

Just as with the 4017 , each of the (
outputs is phase-shifted from the previou
one by exac tly one (incoming) clocl
pulse . The difference lies in the fact tha
the unused outputs of the 4017only staye
high for one clock pulse , causing the out

the output is picked off the feedback path
at pin I, the data input.

Figure I shows a typical circuit using
4018. In that figure, the IC is set up in the
fixed mode to perform frequency division
by five. (In our last column we gave you a
table showing which pins to use to divide
by a particular number. ) Since we' re not
using the preset features of the IC , we
have to ground the JAM input s as well asFIG. 2
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ing the reset , could be hand led by adding
a bunch of extra parts to the circuit. Other
problems, like the duty cycle of the out
put , weren' t quite that simple to handle.
Squaring up the output of the 4017 for any
kind of div ision would have required the
kind of hardware design that went out the
window with 200-watt soldering irons and
12-gauge wire . What we mean is that the
4017 wasn' t really designed to handle the
job of frequency division . Sure, if all you
care about is knowing " how many" over a
period of time , the Ie will do the job . But
if' your application is finicky about the
outp ut waveform , you ' ll have to tum to
the 4018. The 4018 is a real " divide-by-n
counter" while the 4017 is simply called a
"counter. "

In order to explore that a bit further,
let's make the 4018 do something and see
how it differs from the 4017.

First of all , there are two ways we can
use the 40 18- let's call them the " fixed"
and " preset" modes ; let's talk about the
fixed mode first. In that mode , the IC can
do pretty much what the 4017did-divide
by any numb er from 2 to 10 . The device
requires a feedback loop to operate and
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ANYONE WHO SPENDS A LOT OF TIME
hack ing around with hardware soon finds
out that there are certain kinds of circuit
requirements that pop up over and over
agai n. Forget the old axiom that there is
nothing new under the sun-it's only half
right. There may only be a few new ques
tion s, but there are always lots of new
answers. One of the words to keep your
eyes peeled for when you're browsing
through data boo ks is "programmable ."
Whenever you see that word , pay special
attention to what follows because there 's a
good chance that the information there
can save you all sorts of trouble.

The 4018 is billed as a " programma
ble" counter, meaning that it can be preset
to perform division by any number up to
ten . And , like the 4017 , it can be cascaded
to increase the range of division ; that is ,
two IC's will divide by 100 , three by 1000,
and so on. Now, those of you out there
who have been following along for the last
few months on our little trip through the
"suburbs of counterland" will probably
be wonderi ng why the 4017 was called a
"decade co unter" while the 4018 enjoys
the added adjective of " programmable. "
Well, the answe r is rea lly simple .

When we used the 4017 for frequency
divi sion , there were lots of problems we
had to overcome . Some of them , like fix-
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put waveforms to be really spike -tilled 
and irregular. As you can see from the 
figure. the 4018 has an output frequency 
equal to the incoming clock frequency 
divided by whatever number we selected 
to divide by. The duty cycle is always 
"just about" fifty percent. We say "just 
about" because division by odd numbers 
is going to throw the output duty cycle 
"out of square" by exactly one period of 
the clock frequency. That is really only a 
minor annoyance and easy to live with - 
especially if you remember what the out- 
put waveforms of the 4017 looked like. 

If we look at the output waveform in 
Fig. 2. we can see that things turned out as 
we could have predicted. Since we're AND 
-ing outputs Q2 and Q3 together, the output 
is high only when both Q2 and Q3 are high. 

If you're dividing by ten. you can get 
the same output symmetry from the 4017 
by taking the output from pin 12, the 
CARRY OUT pin. What's so special about 
the 4018 is that division by any number 
from two to ten will produce the same 
symmetry at the output. All that you have 
to do is feed the required Q outputs back to 
the DATA input. At most. the whole thing 
is going to cost you one AND gate. and 
that's a pretty cheap price to pay. If you 
don't have a spare gate on the board you 
can always accomplish the same things 
with a pair of diodes and a resistor, or 
some other similar arrangement. 

Preset mode 
Now let's see what happens in the pre- 

set mode -so we can use the programma- 
ble features of the 4018. The JAM and 
ENABLE pins allow us to preset the 4018 to 
divide by any number we want. What's 
happening inside the IC is really very 
straightforward. Remember that what we 
are dealing with is nothing more than a 
series of interconnected flip- flops. The 
4017 is a "serial- input -only" type of shift 
register while the 4018 has both serial and 
parallel inputs. When we use the 4018's 
JAM inputs, what we're really doing is 
presenting the appropriate information to 
the sir inputs of the internal flip -flops and 
then strobing that information into inter- 
nal latches by taking pin 10. the ENABLE 
pin. briefly high. 

If you remember the design of the key- 
board encoder we did some time ago, 
you'll realize that we used the same son of 
strobing technique to latch the selected 
keyboard entry onto the data bus. What's 
happening here with the 4018 is exactly 
the same sort of thing. The designer of the 
IC was kind enough to put the latches on 
the substrate for us. so we don't have to go 
through the brain damage of hardwiring it 
ourselves. The code that we have to use to 
preset a number in the 4018 is. however, 
not a standard son of code. That makes 
sense when we look at Ag. 3. a block 
diagram of the 4018's guts. 

As you can see, what we have is a series 

of five flip -flops daisy- chained together. 
The incoming frequency of the clock line 
controls the speed at which the data is 
going to be routed through the flip -flops. 
The actual data is just various combina- 
tions of the Q outputs of the flip -flops that 
are fed back to the start of the daisy chain. 
If you think of that whole arrangement as 
a shift register, which is what it really is. 
you should have no trouble understanding 
exactly what's going on. Parallel loading 
with the JAM inputs is exactly the same as 
loading a shift register with parallel in- 
puts. As a matter of fact, you should be 
able to see that the code that has to be used 
to load a number into the IC is the same 
code that the Q outputs present for any 
particular number. 

When you reset the IC using the JAM 
inputs, all you're really doing is forcing 
the IC to start its count as if that number 
had already been reached by means of 
feeding the serial input. In other words. 
parallel loading a number is going to 
make the IC start its count at that number. 
Frequency division will have to be re- 
thought a bit, since the IC is going to start 
out at a particular number and then reset 
to that same number when the count in the 
IC reaches 10. If you want to divide by 
four for instance, you'll have to load a six 
into the IC. That way the IC will reset after 
10 - 6 = 4 counts. That may sound 
confusing but five minutes of actually 
playing with the IC will make it clear. 

Parallel loading should make you think 
about what you have to do to make the 
operation switch- selectable. A simple ro- 
tary switch (if you're lazy) or a keyboard 
select (if you're ambitious) should allow 
you to divide by any number you choose. 
and the IC will provide glitch -free, highly 
symmetrical outputs. The added advan- 
tage of using that IC over the 4017 is that 
the output will be square. (or nearly 
square), regardless of the shape of the 
incoming wave. Think about that for a 
while. 

Next month we'll discuss trying out 
that IC in a "real- world" application. 
We'll see how it can serve as the bridge for 
us to cross from the somewhat restrictive 
digital world to the occasionally flaky and 
always unpredictable world of analog cir- 
cuitry. R -E 
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"Noah, I don't think that solar heating 
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Compact stereo preamplifier demonstrating ILP's
commitment tostate-of-the-art pertormance atbargain
prices! Simple-to-build kit features PRE·ASSEMBLED
and TESTED module for complete assembly in a
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experience. Features include inputs for magnetic
cartridge, tuner,andtapewith fullmonitorfacilities:No
tone controls ensure clearestpossible pertormance:
frequencyresponse DCto 100kHz (to -3db), phono
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applications it requires an unregulated DC power
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(optional, extra$27.90).
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of five flip-flops daisy-chained together.
The incoming frequency of the clock line
cont rols the speed at which the data is
going to be routed through the flip-flops.
The actual data is just various combina
tions of the Q outputs of the flip-flops that
are fed back to the start of the daisy chain .
If you think of that whole arrangement as
a shift register, which is what it really is,
you should have no troubl e understandin g
exac tly what 's going on. Parallel loadin g
with the JAM inputs is exactly the same as
loadin g a shift register with parallel in
puts . As a matter of fact, you should be
able to see that the code that has to be used
to load a number into the IC is the same
code that the Q outputs present for any
particul ar number.

When you reset the IC using the JAM

input s , all you 're really doing is forcing
the IC to start its count as if that number
had already been reached by means of
feeding the serial input. In other words,
parall el loadin g a number is going to
make the IC start its count at that numb er.
Frequ ency division will have to be re
thought a bit , since the IC is going to start
out at a particular number and then reset
to that same number when the count in the
IC reaches 10. If you want to divide by
four for instance, you' ll have to load a six
into the IC . That way the IC will reset after
10 - 6 = 4 counts. That may sound
confusing but five minutes of actually
playing with the IC will make it clear.

Parall el loading should make you think
about what you have to do to make the
operation switch-selectable . A simple ro
tary switch (if you' re lazy) or a keyboard
select (if you' re ambitious) should allow
you to divide by any number you choose,
and the IC will provide glitch-free, highly
symmetrical outputs . The added advan
tage of using that IC over the 4017 is that
the output will be square , (or nearly
square), regardless of the shape of the
incomin g wave. Think about that for a
while .

Next month we' ll discuss trying out
that IC in a " rea l-wo rld" applica tion .
We 'll see how it can serve as the bridge for
us to cross from the somewhat restrictive
digi tal world to the occas ionally flaky and
always unpredictable world of analog cir
cuitry. R-E

Preset mode
Now let's see what happen s in the pre

set mode-so we can use the programma
ble features of the 4018. The JAM and
EN A BLE pins allow us to preset the 4018 to
divide by any number we want. What's
happ ening inside the IC is really very
stra ightforward . Remember that what we
are dealing with is nothing more than a
series of interconnected flip-flops . The
4017 is a "serial-input-only" type of shift
register while the 4018 has both serial and
parallel input s . When we use the 4018 's
JAM inputs , what we' re really doing is
prese nting the appropriate inform ation to
the SET inputs ofthe intern al flip-flops and
then strobing that information into inter
nal latche s by taking pin 10, the ENA BLE

pin , briefly high .
If you remember the de sign of the key

board encode r we did some time ago,
you' ll realize that we used the same sort of
strobing technique to latch the selected
keyboard entry onto the data bus. What's
happenin g here with the 4018 is exactly
the same sort of thing . The designer of the
IC was kind enough to put the latches on
the substrate for us , so we don' t have to go
through the brain damage of hardwirin g it
ourse lves . The code that we have to use to
preset a number in the 4018 is , however,
not a standard sort of code. That makes
sense when we look at Fig. 3 , a block
diagram of the 4018's guts.

As you can see, what we have is a series

put waveforms to be really spike-filled
and irregular. As you can see from the
figure , the 4018 has an output frequency
equa l to the incoming clock frequency
divided by whatever number we selected
to divide by. The duty cycle is always
"jus t about" fifty percent. We say "just
about" because division by odd numbers
is going to throw the output duty cycle
" out of square" by exactly one period of
the clock frequenc y. That is really only a
minor annoyance and easy to live with
espec ially if you remember what the out
put waveforms of the 4017 looked like .

If we look at the output waveform in
Fig . 2 , we can see that things turned out as
we co uld have predicted. Since we ' re AN D

-ing outputs Q2 and Q 3 together, the output
is high only when both Q2 and Q3 are high .

If you're divid ing by ten, you can get
the same output sy mmetry from the 4017
by taking the output from pin 12, the
C A RRY OUT pin . What 's so specia l about
the 4018 is that divi sion by any number
from two to ten will produce the same
symmetry at the output. All that you have
to do is feed the required Q output s back to
the DATA input. At most, the whole thing
is go ing to cost you one AND gate, and
that 's a pretty chea p price to pay. If you
don 't have a spare gate on the board you
can always accomplish the same things
with a pair of diodes and a resistor, or
some other similar arrangement.
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COMMUNICATIONS CORNER 
Communications noise 

HERB FRIEDMAN COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR 

NO MATTER WHERE YOU TURN TODAY, YOU 

are sure to find that digital technology will 
play an ever -increasing role. Consider, for 
instance, noise -free sound reproduction. 
Audiophiles look to digital systems for 
wow -free and noise -free discs and tapes, 
while the communications industry looks 
to digital advances to remove noise from 
signals. 

Noise has always plagued AM broad- 
casts. That's because noise itself can am- 
plitude- modulate a transmitted signal. So 
when the receiver detects the transmitted 
signal, it also detects noise. That noise 
can be either atmospheric or man -made. 
continuous or impulse. (The constant 
"grind" one hears from a mobile CB is 
impulse noise.) 

NOISE PULSE 

SIGNAL 
NOISE 

SIGNAL 
AFTER 
NOISE 
LIMITING 

CLIPPING 
LEVEL 

i 

b 

CLIPPING 
LEVEL 

FIG. I 

Figure I is a simplified illustration of 
how noise might be added to a transmitted 
signal. Note that the noise can be in -phase 
or out -of -phase with the desired signal. 
That makes it hard to eliminate- though 
the phase relationship makes no dif- 
ference to the ear. 

Until the CB era, most noise filters 
were simple clippers. The clipping level 
was set at or near the average maximum 
detector output as shown in Fig. I -a. Any 
impulse that exceeded the set clipping 
level was eliminated. The resultant output 
appeared similar to that shown in Fig. I -b. 
(Notice that the noise pulses are still pres- 
ent but those above the clipping level are 
sharply attenuated.) Even those attenu- 
ated pulses were extremely annoying to 
the operator. Because of that, the clipping 
level was often set so that it actually clip- 
ped the signal. While that produced even 

greater noise attenuation, it distorted the 
desired signal (which can be clipped 
about IO dB before becoming "muddy "). 

You've probably already figured out 
that a fixed clipping level has many prob- 
lems associated with it. For instance, if 
the incoming signal is weak, its noise will 
be under the clipping level. On the other 
hand, if the clipping level is set low 
enough to affect weak signals, strong sig- 
nals will be clipped excessively. 

Eventually, the communications indus- 
try came up with the floating or self -ad- 
justing clipper. Its clipping level is 
controlled by the average DC level of the 
detector. Say for example, the incoming 
signal is weak. The floating clipper auto- 
matically lowers the clipping level. In 
contrast, if the received signal is strong, 
the clipping level is raised. In that way the 
clipper won't cut too deeply into the desir- 
ed signal. The fuss over clipping levels 
eventually reached a point where only bet- 
ter- quality and /or higher -cost receivers 
provided an adjustable noise- limiter. That 
allowed the clipping level to be user -se- 
lected for a given signal. 

It was CB that introduced really effec- 
tive noise limiting into consumer equip- 
ment. That's because most CB gear was 
installed in some kind of vehicle (since it 
was originally intended for mobile use) 
and motor vehicles are among the worst 
noise generators around. The AM clip- 
pers simply couldn't handle the noise cre- 
ated by the ignition system -primarily 
impulse noise. (Though the vehicle's gen- 
erator whine was just as annoying -it 
could be easily corrected using a few sim- 
ple filter components.) 

A much more effective noise- reduction 
system was needed. Engineers had de- 
veloped one, called a noise blanker, but it 
was too expensive for consumer equip- 
ment that used vacuum -tubes. But with 
the introduction of transistors it became 
possible to build a noise blanker into 
moderate -cost receivers. The cost of noise 
blankers plunged even farther because of 
the mass -marketing of CB equipment. In 
fact, by the end of the CB boom. virtually 
all CB transceivers were equipped with 
noise blankers. 

How it works 
Figure 2 -a shows how an early noise 

blanker worked. The basic receiver used a 

SPK R 

OUTPUT OF 
RECEIVER 
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NOISE BLANKING 

a 

OC CONTROL 
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RF SIDECHAIN 
RECEIVER 

"HOLES" 

b 

FIG. 2 

double -conversion system -with the first 
conversion at a frequency of about 2.5 to 
4 MHz. A noise gate-essentially a nor- 
mally open electronic switch that is con- 
trolled by a DC voltage -is inserted 
between the first and second IF's. Some of 
the RF is split off at the amplifier's output 
and sent to a simple sidechain receiver. A 
sidechain receiver is one that is tuned to 
an unused frequency that's slightly dif- 
ferent than the desired frequency. Say, for 
instance, that the desired signal frequency 
was 27 MHz. then the sidechain receiver 
would be tuned to 25-26 MHz. 

The sidechain receiver is used to detect 
noise pulses. (That makes the reasonable 
assumption that the noise at 25 MHz is 
essentially identical to the noise at 27 
MHz.) The output of the sidechain re- 
ceiver is detected, and a DC voltage corre- 
sponding to each received noise pulse is 

generated. That DC voltage is used to 
control the gate in the main receiver. 
Whenever a noise pulse is received, the 
resulting DC is used to turn off the noise 
gate. thereby punching holes in the signal 
as it passes from the first IF to the second. 
The resulting audio signal is shown in Fig. 
2 -b. The signal is noise -free with "holes" 
where there would normally be noise 
pulses. The holes are shown in the con- 
ventional manner using little notches in 
the output signal. The notches are just for 
clarity -they represent discontinuities in 
the output. 

The sidechain noise blanker performed 
superbly, but was limited in frequency 
range and used too many additional com- 
ponents. (To a manufacturer, if 10,001 
components are used when 10,000 will 
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double-conversion system-with the first
conversion at a frequency of about 2.5 to
4 MHz. A noise gate--essentially a nor
mally open electronic switch that is con
troll ed by a DC voltage-is inserted
between the first and second IF's. Some of
the RF is split off at the amplifier's output
and sent to a simple sidechain receiver. A
sidechain receiver is one that is tuned to
an unused frequency that's slightly dif
ferent than the desired frequency. Say, for
instance, that the desired signal frequency
was 27 MHz, then the sidechain receiver
would be tuned to 25- 26 MHz.

The sidechain receiver is used to detect
noise pulses. (That makes the reasonable
assumption that the noise at 25 MHz is
essentially identical to the noise at 27
MHz.) The output of the sidechain re
ceiver is detected , and a DC voltage corre
sponding to each received noise pulse is
generated. That DC voltage is used to
control the gate in the main rece iver.
Whenever a noise pulse is received , the
resulting DC is used to tum off the noise
gate, thereby punching holes in the signal
as it passes from the first IF to the second.
The resulting audio signal is shown in Fig.
2-b. The signal is noise-free with " holes"
where there would normally be noise
pulses. The holes are shown in the con
ventional manner using little notches in
the output signal. The notches are just for
clarity-they represent discontinuities in
the output.

The sidechain noise blanker performed
superbly, but was limited in frequency
range and used too many additional com
ponent s. (To a manufacturer, if 10,001
components are used when 10,000 will
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greater noise attenuation , it distorted the
desired signa l (which can be clipped
about 10dB before becoming " muddy").

You've probably already figured ou-t
that a fixed clipping level has many prob
lems associated with it. For instance , if
the incoming signal is weak, its noise will
be under the clipping level. On the other
hand , if the clipping level is set low
enough to affect weak signals, strong sig
nals will be clipped excessively.

Eventuall y, the communications indus
try came up with the floating or self-ad
ju sting clipper. It s clipping level is
controlled by the average DC level of the
detector. Say for example , the incoming
signal is weak . The floating clipper auto
matically lowers the clipping level. In
contrast , if the received signal is strong,
the clipping level is raised . In that way the
clipper won't cut too deeply into the desir
ed signal. The fuss over clipping levels
eventually reached a point where only bet
ter-quality and/or higher-cost receive rs
provided an adjustable noise-limiter. That
allowed the clippin g level to be user-se
lected for a given signal.

It was CB that introduced really effec
tive noise limiting into consumer equip
ment. That' s because most CB gear was
installed in some kind of vehicle (since it
was originally intended for mobile use)
and motor vehicles are among the worst
noise generators around . The AM clip
pers simply couldn 't handle the noise cre
ated by the ignition ' system- primarily
impulse noise. (Though the vehicle's gen
erator whine was ju st as annoying-it
could be easily corrected using a few sim
ple filter components.)

A much more effective noise-reduction
system was needed. Engineers had de
veloped one, called a noise blanker, but it
was too expensive for consumer equip
ment that used vacuum-tubes. But with
the introduction of transistors it became
possible to build a noise blanker into
moderate-cost receivers. The cost of noise
blankers plunged even farther because of
the mass-marketing of CB equipment. In
fact, by the end of the CB boom, virtually
all CB transceivers were equipped with
noise blanker s.

How it works
Figure 2-a shows how an early noise

blanker worked . The basic receiver used a

CLIPPING
LEVEL

-- --- - --~SIGNAL
+ NOIS E

NOISE PU LSE

Figure 1 is a simplified illustration of
how noise might be added to a transmitted
signal. Note that the noise can be in-phase
or out-of-phase with the desired signal.
That makes it hard to eliminate- though
the phase rel ationsh ip makes no dif
ference to the ear.

Until the CB era, most noise filters
were simple clippers . The clipping level
was set at or near the average maximum
detector output as shown in Fig. l-a. Any
impul se that exceeded the set clipping
level was eliminated. The resultant output
appeared similarto that shown in Fig. l-b .
(Notice that the noise pulses are still pres
ent but those above the clipping level are
sharply ' attenuated.) Even those attenu
ated pulses were extremely annoying to
the operator. Because of that, the clipping
level was often set so that it actually clip
ped the signal. While that produced even

NO MATT ER WH ERE YOU TURN TODAY, YOU

are sure to find that digital technology will
play an ever-increasing role . Consider, for
instance , noise-free sound reproducti on .
Audiophiles look to digital systems for
wow-free and noise-free discs and tapes,
while the communications industry looks
to digital advances to remove noise from
signals.

Noise has always plagued AM broad
casts. That's because noise itself can am
plitude-modulate a transmitted signal. So
when the receiver detects the transmitted
signal, it also detects noise. That noise
can be either atmospheric or man-made ,
continuous or impulse . (The cons tant
"grind" one hears from a mobile CB is
impulse noise.)
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CABLE DESCRAMBLING 

ruuinued from page 50 

Pi 

1- 
t5VPP 

e 

i - 

1 5 V PP 

- 
4.50 V P.P __ 

Fs- 63 ms 

:0.76 V FP 

e 

WHEN TESTING THE DECODER. look for the following signals: The input should look something like 
what's shown in a. The signal in b should be seen on pin 5 of ICI. The signals rn c and d should be seen 
at the base and collector of 03 respectively. The waveform shown in e should be seen at the junction of 
R10 and R11. 

nal to return the horizontal- blanking pulse 
(which contains the horizontal sync and 
colorburst information) back into its prop- 
er location. The scrambled video should 
be clear. 

Once the circuit is working properly on 
one scrambled channel, you will have to 
switch to other scrambled channels to see 

if the circuit is tracking properly. If it isn't 
(and some channels are not being prop- 

erly descrambled), some minor, final 
touch -up adjustments will have to he 

made. 
Remember that switch SI has to be 

open to view a scrambled channel, and 

must be closed to view a non -scrambled 
channel. Unless you modify the circuit 
with a bypass- switch arrangement, it will 
be necessary to leave this circuit on when- 
ever you watch TV. R -E 
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erly descrambled) , some minor, final
touch-up adjustments will have to be
made .

.Remember that switch Sl has to be
open to view a scrambled channel, and
must be closed to view a non-scrambled
channel. Unless you modify the circuit
with a bypass-switch arrangement, it will
be necessary to leave this circuit on when
ever you watch TV. R-E

National Salute to Hospitalized Veterans

Visit a
Hospitalized
Veteran

During the Week of Feb. 14

WHEN TESTING THE DECODER, look for the following signals: The input should look something like
what's shown in a. The signal in b should be seen on pin 5 of IC1.The signals in c and d should be seen
at the base and collector of Q3 respectively.The waveform shown In e should be seen at the junction of
R10 and Rll.

nal to return the horizontal-blanking pulse
(which contains the horizontal sync and
colorburst information) back into its prop
er location. The scrambled video should
be clear.

Once the circuit is working properly on
one scrambled channel, you will have to
switch to other scrambled channels to see
if the circuit is tracking properly. If it isn't
(and some channels are not being prop-
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SERVICE CLINIC 

A pulse -width- modulated power supply 
JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR 

WE'VE TALKED ABOUT PULSE-MODU- 
Iated power supplies in the past -well, 
here's another one for you. This time we'll 
take a look at Sylvania's C3 color -TV 
chassis. Because of the increased use of 
pulse -modulated supplies, we thought it 
would be an interesting topic to discuss in 
this month's "Clinic. ". 

The power supply found in the C3 chas- 
sis is a bit more complex than some but a 

lot less than others. It does the same job as 

all the rest -that is, it controls the ampli- 
tude of the B + voltage by varying the 
pulse -width of the driving signal. 

How It works 
The schematic shown in Fig. I is taken 

from the manufacturer's service notes on 
the C3 chassis. The power supply con- 
tains a half -wave doubler circuit. The half- 

wave doubler circuit outputs + 310 volts 
that is needed to power the high -voltage 
circuits in the set. If that voltage is miss- 
ing, check the 220 -µF input capacitor to 
the voltage -doubler circuit (C402) and the 
doubler diodes (D400 and D402) for de- 
fects. 

Referring to the schematic, note that 
the input signal is applied to Q400. That 
signal comes from IC500 -the sync pro- 
cessor (not shown), which contains both 
the horizontal and vertical oscillators. 
The IC produces a positive -going 6 -volt 
peak -to -peak sawtooth waveform at the 
horizontal frequency. It's powered by a 

I0 -volt start-up voltage taken from a tap in 
the primary circuit of an integrated 
flyback -transformer or IFT (not shown). 
If that start -up voltage is missing - 
nothing works. 

The sawtooth waveform is applied to 
the base of Q400, the pulse shaper. The 
duration of the pulses from Q400 is con- 
trolled by the pulse -width regulator 
(Q404) by using the B + adjustment po- 
tentiometer R426. The output of Q400 is a 

controlled negative -going 4 -volt spike 
and is applied to the base of the horizontal 
driver, Q402. 

Transistor Q402 squares -up and inverts 
the signal and applies it to the switched - 
mode regulator, Q410. The switched - 
mode regulator has a 310 -volt supply volt- 
age applied to its collector. It steps -up the 
input signal and outputs a 310 -volt square- 
wave. That output is applied to the switch- 
ed- mode -regulator transformer, T402. 
The 130 volts DC that powers the high - 
voltage circuitry is developed here from 
the switching waveform. That signal volt- 
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SERVICE CLINIC
A pulse-width-modulated power supply

JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR

W E ' V E TA L K ED ABOU T PULSE-MODU

lated power supplies in the past-well ,
here's another one for you. This time we'll
take a look at Sylvan ia's C3 color-TV
chassi s. Because of the increased use of
pulse-modulated supplies, we thought it
would be an interesting topic to discus s in
this month 's "Clinic." .

The power supply found in the C3 chas
sis is a bit more complex than some but a
lot less than others . It does the same job as
all the rest-that is, it controls the ampli
tude of the B + voltage by varying the
pulse -width of the driving signal.

How it works
The schematic shown in Fig. I is taken

from the manufacturer's service notes on
the C3 chassis . The power supply con
tains a half-wave doubler circuit. The half-

wave doubler circuit outputs + 310 volts
that is needed to power the high-voltage
circuits in the set. If that voltage is miss
ing , check the 220-f.lF input capacitor to
the voltage-doubler circuit (C402) and the
doubler diodes (D400 and D402) for de
fects .

Referring to the schematic, note that
the input signal is applied to Q400 . That
signal comes from IC50G--the sync pro
cessor (not shown), which contains both
the horizontal and vertical oscillators .
The IC produces a positive-going 6-volt
peak-to-peak sawtooth waveform at the
horizontal frequency. It's powered by a
lO-volt start-up voltage taken from a tap in
the primary circuit of an integrated
flyback-transformer or 1FT (not shown).
If that st art-up voltage is missing
nothing works .

The sawtooth waveform is applied to
the base of Q400 , the pulse shaper, The
duration of the pulses from Q400 is con
trolled by the pulse-width regulator
(Q404) by using the B + adjustment po
tentiometer R426 . The output ofQ400 is a
controlled negative-going 4-volt spike
and is applied to the base of the horizontal
driver, Q402 .

Transistor Q402 squares -up and inverts
the signal and applies it to the switched
mode regulator, Q41O. The switched
mode regulator has a 31O-volt supply volt
age applied to its collector. It steps-up the
input signal and outputs a 31O-volt square
wave. That output is applied to the switch
ed-mode-regulator transformer, T402 .
The 130 volts DC that powers the high
voltage circuitry is developed here from
the switching waveform. That signal volt-
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age also drives the horizontal output tran- 
sistor and that in turn drives the integrated 
flyback transformer (lFT). Note that the 
horizontal output transistor is not shown 
The flyback transformer develops all the 
low -voltage DC supplies for the set's cir- 
cuitry, except the audio stages. The audio 
circuitry is fed from a separate + 20 -volt 
DC supply. 

Protective circuitry 
"[he customary overvoltage /current 

protection is provided. We'll look at the 
overvoltage protection first. Overvoltage 
conditions are detected by transistor 
Q412, which receives its source voltage 
from an IFT- derived + 12 -volt supply. 
That voltage is regulated at + 6.8 volts by 
1302 at the base of Q412. The lFT's sec- 
ondary provides approximately 6 volts to 
the emitter of transistor Q412. If that volt- 
age rises, the error latch Q408 is turned 
on- producing an overvoltage condition 
that turns off the set. 

An overcurrent condition is detected by 
diode D410. When that occurs the diode is 
forward biased causing current flow. That, 
in turn, causes the error latch Q406 to turn 
on and clamp the 6.8 -volt bus to ground - 
turning off power to the set. Anytime 
Q408 is turned on, Q406 will be on be- 
cause of the low signal level that's applied 
to its base. 

Service tips 
When servicing the C3 chassis. several 

points should be checked as indicated by 
the manufacturer. First, make sure that the 
6 -volt peak -to -peak sawtooth is present at 
the base of Q400. If it's not there, check 
the output of IC500; also check the 10 -volt 
start-up voltage that powers the IC. 

Verify the presence of the + 310 volts 
that feeds the switch -mode- regulator. If 
that voltage is missing or incorrect. check 
the 220 -µF input capacitor to the voltage - 
doubler circuit C402 and doubler diodes 
D400 and D402. 

The source voltage for Q402 should be 
about 60 volts DC during normal opera- 
tion. If the above is true and 0402 is 
working, 6.8 volts will be developed from 
the switching waveform and diode Z400. 
(The presence of the switching waveform 
can be verified with a scope.) If Z400 is 
shorted, a constant overvoltage will occur 
and cause transistors Q400 and Q404 to 
be cut off. 

If Q410 is shorted. the 310 -volt supply 
will be shorted to ground through T402, 
R424, R426, and R428. Those three re- 
sistors form a voltage divider from the 
310 -volt source to ground. If the set is left 
on too long with Q4I0 shorted, those re- 
sistors could increase in value and cause 
B + to be incorrect. So, be sure to check 
those resistors before powering the set 
again. 

The circuit appears complex, but alter a 
closer look you'll see many easily ac- 

cessible test points and some significant 
voltages that can help you to locate the 
problem. Good Luck! R -E 

SERVICE 
QUESTIONS 

BRIGHTNESS PROBLEMS 
I've got an RCA CTC -40 with a dark ras- 

ter; adjusting the brightness control has 
no effect. Looking around. I found that the 
control grids are a 50 volts instead of 
the normal 105 volts. The voltage to 

those is applied through three 2.2- 
megohm resistors. one to each grid, so 
any problem there must be common to all 
three. The B voltage is OK. as is the CRT 
bias control and voltage. -F.K.. Port 
Hope. Ml 

As you said, the problem must be com- 
mon to all three resistors. The first thing I 

see are the three blanking diodes (X26, 
X33, X40). Since their anodes are con- 
nected directly to the grid circuits, they 
would normally be forward biased by the 
+ 105 volts at the grids. However, those 
diodes also have their cathodes connected 
to + 180 volts at the slider of the bias 
potentiometer. Normally, that + 180 volts 

continued on page 110 
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those is applied through three 2.2
megohm resistors, one to each grid, so
any problem there must be common to all
three. TheB + voltage is OK, as is the CRT
bias control and, voltage.-F.K., Port
Hope, MI

As you said, the problem must be com
mon to all three resistors . The first thing I
see are the three blanking diodes (X26,
X33, X40). Since their anodes are con
nected directly to the grid circuits, they
would normally be forward biased by the
+ 105 volts at the grids . However, those
diodes also have their cathodes connected
to + ISO volts at the slider of the bias
potentiometer..Normally, that + ISO volts
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SERVICE
QUESTIONS

BRIGHTNESS PROBLEMS
I've got an RCA CTC·40 with a dark ras

ter; adjusting the brightness control has
no effect. Looking around, I found that the
control grids are a +50 volts instead of
the normal +105 volts. The voltage ro

cessible test points and some significant
voltages that can help you to locate the
problem. Good Luck! R·E

Service tips
When servicing the C3 chassis, several

points should be checked as indicated by
the manufacturer. First, make sure that the
6-volt peak-to-peak sawtooth is present at
the base of Q400. If it's not there, check
the output ofIC500; also check the lO-volt
start-up voltage that powers the K' .

Verify the presence of the + 310 volts
that feeds the switch-mode-regulator. If
that voltage is missing or incorrect , check
the 220-fLFinput capacitor to the voltage
doubler circuit C402 and doubler diodes
D400 and D402.

The source voltage for Q402 should be
about 60 volts DC during normal opera
tion . If the above is true and Q402 is
working , 6.S volts will be developed from
the switching waveform and diode Z400 .
(The presence of the switching waveform
can be verified with a scope.) If Z400 is
shorted, a constant overvoltage will occur
and cause transistors Q400 and Q404 to
be cut off.

If Q410 is shorted, the 31O-volt supply
will be shorted to ground through T402,
R424, R426 , and R42S. Those three re
sistors form a voltage divider from the
31O-volt source to ground. If the set is left
on too long with Q410 shorted, those re
sistors could increase in value and cause
B+ to be incorrect. So, be sure to check
those resistors before powering the set
again .

The circuit appears complex, but after a
closer look you'll see many easily ac-

Protective circuitry
The customary overvoltage/current

protection is provided. We'll look at the
overvoltage protection first. Overvoltage
conditions are detected by transistor
Q412, which receives its source voltage
from an IFf-derived +12-volt supply.
That voltage is regulated at +6.S volts by
Z402 at the base of Q412. The IFf's sec
ondary provides approximately 6 volts to
the emitter of transistor Q412. If that volt
age rises, the error latch Q40S is turned
on-producing an overvoltage condition
that turns off the set.

An overcurrent condition is detected by
diode D41O. When that occurs the diode is
forward biased causing current flow. That,
in tum, causes the error latch Q406 to tum
on and clamp the 6.S-volt bus to ground
turning off power to the set. Anytime
Q40S is turned on, Q406 will be on be
cause of the low signal level that's applied
to its base.

age also drives the horizontal output tran
sistor and that in tum drives the integrated
flyback transformer (IFf). Note that the
horizontal output transistor is not shown.
The flyback transformer develops all the
low-voltage DC supplies for the set's cir
cuitry, except the audio stages. The audio
circuitry is fed from a separate +20-volt
DC supply.
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Professional Books That Help You Get Ahead -And Stay Ahead! 

Join the Electronics and Control Engineers' 
Book Club and... 

Keep up with current technology 
Sharpen your professional skills 
Be ready for new career opportunities 
Boost your earning power 

INTUITIVE IC ELECTRONICS A 
Sophisticated Primer for En- 
gineers and Technicians. By 
T. M. Frederiksen. 208 pp.. illus. 
Covering both the simplest and the 
most complicated IC designs, this 
lively, easy -to -read volume provides 
a sophisticated, nonmathematical 
explanation of the basic internal 
mechanisms common to all semi- 
conductor devices. 
219/231 Pub. Pr.. $19.95 CM Pr.. $15.50 

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEMS. By W. D. Stanley. 566 pp 
illus. Emphasizing the signal- process- 
ing functions of modulation and de- 
modulation operation. this book pre- 
sents the essentials of electronic 
communications in a logical, step -by- 
step sequence 
512134.0 Pub. Pr.. $24.95 CM Pr.. $19.95 

SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS. By A Op- 
penheim, A. Willsky. and I. Young. 869 
pp., more than 350 illus. Presenting a 
comprehensive discussion of methods 
for analyzing discrete -time systems, this 
book thoroughly integrates discrete- and 
continuous-time Concepts. covers un- 
derlying theories, and explores real -world 
applications Includes a look at feed- 
back, convolution, and other concepts 
not treated in depth elsewhere. 
512474-7 Pub. Pr., $32.50 Club Pr.. $25.95 

RADIO HANDBOOK. 22/0. By W. Orr. 
1,136 pp.. more than 1,300 illus. 
Here's the latest edition of what is uni- 
versally regarded as the most useful ref- 
erence in the industry. It's a "course" 
in communications, a fact -packed ref- 
erence. and a how-to guide -all in a 

single book' 
512442.0 Pub. Pr.. $39.95 Club Pr. $33.95 

MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS 
HANDBOOK. Editor -in Chief, D. F 

Stout. 472 pp.. 284 it /us. At last -a 
reference guide to microprocessor 
applications to help you make your 
systems timely. versatile. and 
cost-effective 
611 966 Pub Pr 639 95 CM Pr . $31.45 

MICROPROCESSOR AND MICRO- 
COMPUTER DATA DIGEST. By W. H. 
Bucr - 1 G. Weissenberg. 336 
pp., '! - . - , diagrams. 106 pin con- 
figurations. It you work with electronic 
devices that use microprocessor or mi- 
crocomputer integrated circuits, this 
much -needed book contains all the de- 
tailed technical data for every micro- 
processor IC that is currently listed as 
a "standard." off- the -shelf item. 
502135.9 M. Pr. $29.95 CM Pr.. $22.51 

VLSI SYSTEM DESIGN: When and 
How to Design Very -Large -Scale 
Integrated Circuits. By S Muroga. 
-Lib pp . "u. , 

irrt rudes self test prob- 
lems. This book provides a straight -for 
ward explanation of how to design the 
integrated circuit chips that are causing 
this electronics revolution It focuses 
on every significant aspect of LSI /VLSI 
system design. 
512623 -5 Pub. Pr., $34.95 CM Pr . $26 50 
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New members! 
Any one of these great 

professional 89 books 
for only .. 

as a premium with your 
1st selection! 

Spectacular values up to $79.90 
DIGITAL HARDWARE DESIGN. . 

b- Peatman- 42d pp , over 4U(..- 

Taking you beyond the m crocomj 
this guide reexamines traditional te e 

niques and focuses on the design of cir- 
cuitry too fast for the microcomputer 
alone 
491/321 Pub. Pr. 33350 CM Pr., $21.50 

MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
REFERENCE MANUAL By J. Markus. 
i.2O4 pp . .i.tibb circuit diagrams. 
Complete with values of components and 
suggestions for revisions-- plus the 
original source of each circuit in case 
you want additional performance or 
construction details. 
464401 Pub. Pr.. $14.95 CM Pr., 552.95 

MICROWAVE SEMICONDUCTOR 
ENGINEERING. , - White. 558pp., 

rain I'e F.e. Ath an awesome 
amount of never-before-published ma- 
terial, this useful reference contains a 
wealth of formulas, constants, and 
practical design techniques needed by 
everyone who works in the field of mi- 
crowave engineering. 
5625530 Pub Pr., $21.50 CM Pr.. $23.50 

PCM AND DIGITAL TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEMS. By R. Owen. ..12U pp , /do 
,flus A highly useful volume that allows 
newcomers to the field to familiarize 
themselves with its problems and 
equipment in two weeks instead of the 
three months it would ordinarily take. 
419/542 Pub. Pr.. $3415 CM Pr.. $25.15 

E LECTRONICS ENGINEERS' HAND- 
B OOK, 2 /e. Edited by D. G. Fink 3 D. 
Christiansen 2.272 pp . 2,189 illus. 
This updated and enlarged edition cov- 
ers all the latest knowledge in the field. 
including new advances in integrated 
circuits, pulsed and logic circuits, laser 
technology telecommunications. and 
much more 
709112 Pub Pr . $79 90 Club Pr, 157.51 

DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND MICRO- 
PROCESSORS. By H. Taub. 608 pp., 
heavily illus. This fast -paced. care- 
fully written guide gives you thor- 
ough explanations of all the basic 
principles of digital systems and 
logic design - plusa solid introduc- 
tion to microprocessors and micro- 
processor -based designs. 
120/455 Pub. Pr., $32.95 CM Pr., $25.50 

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYS- 
TEMS. 2 /e. By M. I. Skolnik. 698 
pp., 244 illus. This new edition of a 
widely used text on radar from the 
systems engineer's point of view 
brings you full discussions of the 
many major changes that have oc- 
curred in the field recently. 
519191 Pub Pr . $40.95 CM Pr.. $31.51 

CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS. By H. 
Bierman. 352 pp . 200 illus., outsized 
81/2 x 11 format. This collection of over 
340 proven -reliable circuits. corn- 
puler programs, test methods, and de- 
sign tools have been selected because 
of the ingenious ways they adapt de- 
vices to other uses. 
052 433 Pub Pr.. $35.N CM Pr., $27.95 

ANTENNA THEORY: AnalySIS and 
Design. By C. A. Balanis. 816 pp.. 
illus. Packed with equations, de- 
sign procedures, and plenty of 
nuts -and -bolts know -how, this js 
the f irst place to turn for answers 
5624930 Pub Pr. 54195 Club Pr. 53195 

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRIC POWER 
CALCULATIONS. Edited by A. Seid- 
man. H. Mahrous and T. G. Hicks. 448 
pp.. 300 illus. Here are 285 tested and 
proven procedures for handling the 
electric power problems most fre- 
quently encountered in actual practice. 
You'll find ingenious, time -saving ways 
to calculate fuel costs, motor effi- 
ciency, and power output. 
561/111 Pub. Pr., $39.51 Club Pr.. $29.95 

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS. By J. 

G. Proakis. 624 pp., illus. Two features 
make this reference and guide a real 
standout: (1) minimal math is required 
to understand it, and (2) it contains a 
wealth of never-before-published ma- 
terial, including information about 
spread spectrum signals 
501/271 Pub Pr $37 50 Club Pr . $79 50 

Professional Books That HelpYou Get Ahead-AndStay Ahead!

Join the Electronics and Control Engineers'
Book Club and...

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYS
TEMS, 2/e. By M. I. Skoln ik. 698
pp ., 244 iI/us . This new edition of a
widely used te xt on radar from the
systems engi neer's point of view
bri ngs you f ull discussions of the
many major changes that have oc
c urred in th e fi eld recen tl y.
579/091 Pub. Pr., $40.95 Club Pr., $30.50

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS. By J.
G. Proakis. 624 pp., iI/us. Two features
make this reference and guide a real
standout: (l) minimal math is required
to understand it , and (2) it contains a
wealt h of never-before-published mao
te ria l , incl uding inf ormat ion about
spread spectrum signals.
5091271 Pub. Pr., $37.50 Club Pr., $29.50

CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE FOR
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS. By H.
Bierman. 352 pp., 200 iI/us., outsized
8112 x 11 format. This collect ion of over
340 proven-reliable circ uits, com
puter programs, test methods, and de
sign tools have been selected because
of the ingenious ways they adapt de
vices to other uses.
052/433 Pub. Pr., $35.00 Club Pr., $27.95

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRIC POWER
CALCULATIONS . Edited by A. Seid
man, H. Mahrous and T. G. Hicks. 448
pp., 300 iIIus. Hereare 285 tested and
proven procedures for handling th e
ele ctr ic power problems most fre
quently encountered in actual practice.
You'll find ingenious, time-saving ways
to calculate fue l costs, motor eff i
ciency, and poweroutput.
560/617 Pub. Pr., $39.50 Club Pr., $29.95

ANTENNA THEORY: Analysis and
Design. By C. A. Balani s. 816 pp .,
iI/u s. Packed wit h equat ions, de
sign proced ures, and plenty of
nuts-and-bo lts know -how, this js
the first place t o t urn for answers.

. 582493-0 Pub. Pr., $41.95 Club Pr., $31.95

DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND MICRO
PROCESSORS. By H. Taub . 608pp .,
heavily iI/u s . Th is fast-paced, ca re
f u lly writ te n gu ide gives you th or
ough explanations of aI/ the basic
pri nci pl es of digita l systems and
logic des ign - plus a solid int roduc
t ion t o mi cr opro cessors and mi c ro
pr ocessor-ba sed desi gn s.
629/455 Pub. Pr., $32.95 Club Pr., $25.50

PCM AND DIGITAL TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS. By R. Owen. 320 pp., 186
iI/us. A highly useful volume that allows
newcomers to the fie ld to familiarize
the mse lves with it s probl ems and
equipment in two weeks-instead of the
three months it would ordinarily take.
479/542 Pub. Pr., $34.95 Club Pr., $25.95

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS' HAND
BOOK, z/e, Edited by D. G. Fink & D.
Christiansen. 2,272 pp., 2,189 illus .
This updated and enlarged edition cov
ers all the latest knowledge in the field ,
including new advances in integrated
circuits, pulsed and logic circuits, laser
technology, telecommunications, and
much more.
209/812 Pub. Pr., $79.90 Club Pr., $57.50

• Keep up with current technology
• Sharpen your professional skills
• Be ready for new career opportunities
• Boost your earning power ~
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MICROWAVE SEMICONDUCTOR
ENGINEERING. ByJ. F. White. 558 pp.,
319 iI/us. Packed with an awesome
amount of never-before-published ma
terial, this useful reference contains a
wealt h of formulas, consta nts , and
practical design techniques needed by
everyone who works in the f ield of mi
crowaveengineering.
582553-8 Pub. Pr., $28.50 Club Pr., $23.50

DIGITAL HARDWARE DESIGN. By'J.
B. Peatman. 428 pp ., over 400 iI/us.
Taking you beyond the microcomputer,
th is guide reexamines traditi onal tech
niques and focuses on the design of cir
cuitry too fast for the microcomputer
alone.
491/321 Pub. Pr., $35.50 Club Pr., $27.50

MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
REFERENCEMANUAL. By J . Markus.
1,264 pp., 3,666 circuit diagrams.
Completewith values of componentsand
suggestions for revis ions-plus the
original source of each circuit in case
you want additio nal performance or
construction details.
404/461 Pub. Pr., $74.95 Club Pr., $57.95

Spectacular values up to $79.90MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS
HANDBOOK. Editor-in Chief , D. F.
St out. 4 72 pp ., 28 4 illus . At last - a
ref erence guide to mi cr opr ocessor
appl ica t ions t o help you make your
sys te ms t imel y, versat i le , a nd
cost-ef fec tive .
617/988 Pub. Pr., $39.95 Club Pr., $31.45

RADIO HANDBOOK, 22/e. By W. Orr.
1,13 6 pp., more than 1,300 iI/us.
Here's the latest editi on of what is uni
versally regarded as the most useful ref
erence in the industry. It 's a "co urse"
in communications, a fact-packed ref
erence, and a how-to guide-all in a
single book!
582442-6 Pub. Pr., $39.95 Club Pr., $33.95

INTU ITIVE IC ELECTRONICS: A
Sophisticated Primer for En
gineers and Technicians. By
T. M. Frederiksen . 208 pp ., iI/u s .
Covering both th e simplest and the
most complicat ed IC designs, th is
live ly,easy-t o-read volume provid es
a sophi st ica t ed , non mathemat ical
exp lanat ion of the basi c intern al
mech ani sms common to all semi
cond uctor de vice s.
219/230 Pub. Pr., $19.95 Club Pr., $15.50

MICROPROCESSOR AND MICRO
COMPUTER DATA DIGEST. By W. H.
Buchsbaum and G. Weissenberg. 336
pp., 93 block diagrams, 106 pin con
figurations. If you work with electronic
devices that use microprocessor or mi
crocomputer integrated circuit s, th is
much-needed book contains all the de
tailed technical data for every micro
processor IC that is currently listed as
a " standard," off-the-shelf item.
582835-9 Pub. Pr., $29.95 Club Pr., $22.50

SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS. By A. Op
penheim, A. Willsky, and I. Young. 869
pp., more than 350 iI/us. Presentinga
comprehensive discussion of methods
for analyzing discrete-t ime systems, this
book thoroughly integratesdiscrete-and
cont inuous-time concepts, covers un
derlyingtheories,and exploresreal-world
applicat ions. Includes a look at feed
back, convolut ion, and other concepts
not treated in depth elsewhere.
582674-7 Pub. Pr.,$32.50 Club Pr., $25.95

ELECTRONICCOMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS. By W. D. Stanley. 566 pp.,
iI/us. Emphasizing the signal-process
ing funct ions of modulati on and de
modulation operation, this book pre
sents th e essent ials of electronic
communications in a logical, step-by
step sequence.
582834-0 Pub. Pr., $24.95 Club Pr., $19.95

(/J

o VLSI SYSTEM DESIGN: When and
Z HOWto Design very-Large-Scale
o Integrated Circuits. By S. Muroga.g: 496 pp., iI/us., includes self-test prob-
o lems. This book provides a straight-for-
~ ward explanation of how to design the
w integrated circuit chips that are causing
o this electronics revoluti on. It focuseso on every significant aspect of LSINL SI
<x: system design.
a: 582823-5 Pub. Pr., $34.95 Club Pr., $26.50
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HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL ELEC- 
TRICAL DESIGN. By J. F. McPartland. 
416 pp., 300 illus. This volume pro- 
vides a step -by -step explanation of de- 
signing electrical systems foe indus- 
trial, commercial, and residential 
applications. Packed with helpful tips 
for saving time and complying with code 
requirements from branch circuits to 
wiring site. 
451/051 P. Pr.. $31.58 Cl ri h., 52E.115 

DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN. By B. Holds - 
worth. 338 pp.. 192 illus. All of the 
recent advances in digital design tech- 
niques are presented here in depth. Its 
both a text covering basic concepts and 
a practical guide to design techniques 
for combinational, clock-driven, and 
event- driven circuits. 
512852.1 P. Pr.. $31.15 CIA Pr.. $27.50 

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF DIGI- 
TAL INTIIGRATED CIRCUITS. By O. 
A. Hodges and H. G. Jackson. 448 pp., 
illus. One of the most comprehensive 
looks in this field, this is a valuaJle 
,vot%ing tool for G,ose who design :Cs 
as well as those who use them. It i; the 
only book now available that covers is 
subfett from a quantitative viewpoint. 
211/35 Pub. Pr.. $21.51 Chi Pr.. $23.05 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EX- 
AMINATIONS. By C. R. Hafer. 336 
pp., more than 200 illus. Actually 
two books in one -a quick prepara- 
tion manual to help you pass your 
P.E. exams on the first try and a 
rich source of practical electronics 
engineering information and 
know -how. 
254/303 hi. Pr.. 129 95 Club Pr . 121.51 

ELECTRONICS ` " 
FOR 

PROFESSIONAL 
1 

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION. 
4 /e. By R. L. Shrader. 801 pp.. 870 
illus. This thorough :y updated edi- 
tion otters ali the theory and fun- 
damentals y .)t. need to prepare 
yourself fur the FCC commercial 
and amateur grade license exami- 
nations- -and nass them tht, first 
time! 
5715E3 M. Pr.. $21.51 CM Pr . $20.55 

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/e. By 
D. G. Fink and H. Beaty. 2.443 pp 
1,414 illus. Today s most widely 
rased source of electrical engineer- 
ing information and data serves 
you as no other single work when 
you need detailed. tamely, and reli- 
able facts 
211/141 M. Pr.. $74.15 Chd Pr.. á53.E5 

OPTICAL FIBER SYSTEMS: Tech- 
nology. DesIEn, and 'Applica- 
tions. By C. K. Kao. 197 pp., il/us. 
From a basic explanation of optical 
fiber systems to the economic 
ramifications of their use, this vol- 
ure provides full coverage of a 
rapidly changing field. 
332/771 Pub. Pr., $21.51 CIA Pr.. $23.15 
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Why YOU should join now! 
BEST AND NEWEST BOOKS IN ilOUR FIELD - Books are selected from a wide 

range of publishers In expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access 
to the best and latest books in your field. 

BIG SAVINGS - Build your library and save money too! Savings ranging up to 
30% or more off publishers' list prices - usually 20% to 25%. 

BONUS BOOKS -1óu will immediately begin to participate in our Bonus 
Book Plan that allows voti savings up to 70% off the publishers' prices of 
many professional anti general interest books! 

CONVENIENCE -12-14 times a rear (about once every 3 -4 weeks) you receive 
the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and Alternate Selec- 
tions. A dated Reply Card is included. Ifvou want the Main Selection. you simply do 
nothing -it will be shipped automatically. If you want an Alternate Selection -or 
no book at all -you simply indicate it on the Reply Card and return it by the date 
specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late delivery of the 
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HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL ELEC
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know-how.
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Vital protection 
for PC Boards 

Be safe Desolder PC components 
with Endeco irons Get proper HEAT 
TO MELT and strong VACUUM 
ACTION TO LIFT solder and cool 
both PC board and component 
without damage 

These PC components replaced fast 
with Endeco desoldenng or solder- 
ing tools 

vNiNb+r 
Endeco professional features 
safety light that denotes high, low 
and off on switch models. SS con- 
struction for long life. light weight 
n balance for easy use 

Contact your distributor for Endeco 
desoldenng and soldering irons kits 
and equipment -or write us today 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127 East 65th Street 
Indianapolis. IN 46220 
Phone: (317) 251 -1231 
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CABLE TV 
Buy Direct & Save 

SUPER SPECIALS 

I ims- 

40 CHANNEL 
CONVERTER 
52995 

Advanced Solid State design and cir- 
cuitry allows you to receive mid & 

super band channels. Restores pro- 
gramming to Video Recorders. 

36 CHANNEL 
REMOTE CONTROL -, CABLE CONVERTER 
,6995 

JERROLD 400 
THE ULTIMATE CABLE TV -2 
CONVERTER 

60 CHANNEL 
limnINFRARED 

REMOTE 
aCONTROL 

,12995 
Send $5 for Complete Catalog 

DIRECT VIDEO SALES 
P.O. BOX 1329 

JEFFERSONVILLE, INDIANA 47130 

CALL 
1.812.2824786 

CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SERVICE QUESTIONS 

continued from page /05 

would reverse bias the diodes and they 
would not conduct. But what happens if 
that + 180 volts is low? µ?1y the diodes 
would conduct. pulling the grid voltage 
down. 

Even though your note said that the bias 
control and voltage are OK, I would re- 
check both with the above in mind. In the 
past, similar situations have been caused 
by a shorted blanking transistor that has 
pulled the + 180 volts down to a much 
lower level. The effect is exactly as you 
described. 

Then again, something could be caus- 
ing the blanking transistor to conduct 
heavily. which would also cause the same 
svmpton)s. 

REMOTE APPLIANCE 
CONTROLLERS 

I would like to get some more informa- 
tion on those appliance remote -control 
modules. Those are the ones that work on 
a carrier frequency over your house 
wires. -J.P.K., Grand Rapids, Ml 

There's nothing too unusual about 
those little modules. You already know 
how the signal is distributed to each out - 
let-by carrier current. That technique is 
anything but new, having been used even 
back in the 1930's. Today. utility' com- 
panies make use of that technique for 
communications between various sub- 
stations. etc. 

As far as the handheld remote control 
goes. that uses the same principles as your 
TV remote control, except that the com- 
munications medium is ultrasonic rather 
than infrared. 

Incidently. if you want an excellent. in- 
depth treatment of how the entire system 
works. including schematics, take a look 
at the September 1980 issue of Radio 
Electronics. 

SNEAKY PROBLEM 
I've been working on an RCA CTC -55XZ 

with problems in the vertical -sweep sec- 
tion. To make the bottom correct. the top 
oversweeps and compresses the bottom. 
I have changed the components on the 
vertical -sweep board and the vertical -out- 
put transformer and still can not find the 
problem. -R.C., Vernon. B.C., Canada 

From the voltage readings that yt)u sup- 
plied with your letter. it would appear that 
the grid of the vertical output section of 
your 13GF7 is too positive. That would 
cause the cathode to become to positive 
as well. That matter is also verified by 
sour readings. 

l'll het that what you are dealing with is 
a somewhat sneaky problem that comes 
up in many sets. Most likely there is leak- 
age between the sections of the service 

switch. That can cause the grid to become 
too positive and create the symptom you 
have described. To check, disconnect the 
lead from the center terminal of SI -b to 
the grid of the 13GF7. If that returns the 
sweep to normal. than you can be sure that 
you've found your problem. 

CB COIL 
I've looked everywhere I can think of to 

find a replacement for T7, the 27 -MHz 
transmitter driver coil in a Royce 1-648 CB 
radio. The company is no longer in busi- 
ness. and no one I've tried can identify the 
part. or tell me who. if anyone has taken 
over their line. Can you ? -S.W., Ottawa 
Lake. MI 

If memory serves us right, Royce was 
taken over, at least for a time. by Newcom 
Electronic Services, 1805 Macon St., 
North Kansas City, MO 64116. 

Just out of curiosity. what happened to 
the original coil? It would seem that a 27- 
MHz coil would have little wire on it and 
thus cause little trouble. If you are just 
guessing that that coil is the cause of your 
problems try using a grid dip meter to 
check it out for sure. 

Also. if you cannot get the coil from 
any other source, it should be a relatively 
simple platter to rewind it. Information on 
how to do that can be found in a number of 
sources. including the ARRL's The Radio 
Amateur's Handbook. That book and 
others with similar information should be 
available from your local library. 

DOTTED RETRACE LINES 
In the past you have always been able to 

help me when I've run into problems. This 
time I've got one that's so confusing that I 
don't even know where to begin. 

The set I'm looking at works line. except 
that on three or four of the twelve chan- 
nels we receive there are six or seven hori- 
zontal lines that occupy the upper six to 
eight inches of the picture. The lines vary 
in spacing from channel to channel. and 
sometimes are accompanied by color 
dots. My question is: What is it that I am 
seeing. and how to I go about correcting 
it. -R.G.. Copperas Grove, TX 

There may not be anything wrong with 
the set. at least as far as defective or mal- 
functioning parts go. The symptom you 
described has been seen many times in the 
past. with several common factors in each 
occurence. First of all. most sets are not 
bothered by the problem. which seems to 
indicate that the ones that are suffer from a 

design flaw. Second, I've never seen the 
problem on a tube -type set. Third. the 
stations that the effects are observed on 
usually fall into one of two types. They are 
either "premium" stations on which the 
programming is usually scrambled (the 
lines and dots would appear on some sets 
whenever a free glimpse at the program- 
ming was provided) or stations that are 
experimenting with teletext. R -E 
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SERVICE QUESTIONS
continued from page 105

-would reverse bias the diodes and they
'would not conduct. But what happens if
that + 180 volts is low? Why the diodes
would con duct, pulling the grid voltage
down .

Even though your note sa id that the bias
contro l and voltage are OK, I would re
check both with the above in mind. In the
past , similar situations have been caused
by a shorted blanking transistor that has
pulled the + 180 volts down to a muc h
lower level. The effec t is exac tly as you
described .

Then aga in, something could be caus
ing the blankin g transistor to co nduct
heav ily, which would also cause the same
symptoms.

REMOTE APPLIANCE
CONTROLLERS

I would like to get some more informa
tion on those appliance remote-control
modules. Those are the ones that work on
a carrier frequency over your house
wires.-J.P.K., Grand Rapids, MI

There 's no thing too unusu al abou t
those little modul es . You already know
how the signal is dist ributed to eac h out
let-by carrier current. That techn ique is
anything but new, having been used even
back in the 1930 's. Today, ut ility com 
pan ies make use of that techn ique for
comm unicati on s between var ious sub 
station s, etc.

As far as the handh eld remote control
goes , tha t uses the same pr incip les as your
TV remote control , exce pt that the com
munications medi um is ultrasonic rather
than infrared .

Incidently, if you want an exce llent, in
dept h treatment of how the entire syste m
works , including schematics, take a look
at the September 1980 issue of Radio
Electronic s.

SNEAKY PROBLEM
I've been working on an RCA CTC-55XZ

with problems in the vertical-sweep sec
tion. Tomake the bottom correct, the top
oversweeps and compresses the bottom.
I have changed the components on the
vertical-sweep board and the vertical-out
pu t transformer and still can not find the
problem.-R.C., Vernon, B.C., Canada

From the voltage readi ngs that you sup
plied with your letter, it would appear that
the grid of the vertica l output section of
your 13GF7 is too positi ve . That would
cause the cathode to become too positive
as well. That matter is also verified by
your readings .

I' ll bet that what you are dea ling with is
a somewhat sneaky prob lem that comes
up in many sets. Most likely there is leak
age between the sections of the service

switch. That can cause the grid to beco me
too positive and create the symptom you
have desc ribed . To check, disconnect the
lead from the cen ter terminal of S l-b to
the gr id of the 13GF7. If that returns the
swee p to normal, than you can be sure that
you 've found your prob lem.

CB COIL
I've looked everywhere I can think of to

find a replacement for T7, the 27-MHz
transmitter driver coil in a Royce 1-648 CB
radio. The company is no longer in busi
ness, and no one I've tried can identify the
part, or tell me who, if anyone has taken
over their line. Can you?-S.w., Ottawa
Lake, MI

If mem ory serves us right , Royce was
taken over, at least for a time, by Newcom
Electroni c Services, 1805 Macon St. ,
North Kansas City, MO 64I16.

Just out of curios ity, what happened to
the or igina l co il? It would see m that a 27
MH z coil would have litt le wire on it and
thus cause litt le trouble. If you are ju st
gnessing that that coi l is the cause of your
problems try using a grid dip meter to
check it out for sure .

Also, if you cannot get the coi l from
any other source, it should be a relati vely
simp le matte r to rewind it. Inform ation on
how to do that can be found in a numb er of
sources, including the ARRL's The Radio
Amateur 's H an db ook , Th at book and
othe rs with similar information should be
availab le from your local library.

DOTTED RETRACE LINES
In the pas t you have always been able to

help me when I've run into prob lems. This
time I've got one that's so confusing that I
don 't even know.where to begin.

The set I'm looking at works.fine, except
that on three or four of the twelve chan
nels wereceive there are six or seven hori
zontal lines that occupy the upper six to
eight inches of the picture. The lines vary
in spacing from channel to channel, and
sometimes are accompanied by color
dots. My question is: What is it that I am
seeing, and how to I go about correcting
it.-R.G., Copperas Grove, TX

There may not be anything wrong with
the set. at least as far as defecti ve or mal
function ing parts go. The symptom you
desc ribed has been seen many times in the
past , with severa l common factors in eac h
occ urence . First of all, most sets are not
bothere d by the prob lem , which see ms to
indicate that the ones that are suffer from a
design flaw. Second, I' ve never see n the
prob lem on a tube-type set. Third , the
stations that the effec ts are observed on
usually fall into one of two types. They are
either " premium" stat ions on which the
programming is usually scrambled (the
lines and dots would appear on some sets
whenever a free glimpse at the program
ming was provided) or sta tions that are
experimenting with teletext. R-E
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COMPUTER CORNER 
Computer security 

LES SPINDLE 

COMPUTER SECURITY HAS BECOME A POP - 

ular issue. One of the reasons for that has 
been the popularity of the movie War - 
Games. In that film. a bright. teenage 
computer buff accidentally accesses the 
computer system of the U.S. Defense De- 
partment -and almost launches World 
War III. (A scene from the movie is shown 
in Fig. I.) Although WarGames exagger- 
ated the problem a bit. it did bring into 
focus an issue that becomes more impor- 
tant every day: computer security. 

But computer security is not only one 
issue. For example. from a user's point of 
view. it involves protecting proprietary 
data from outside parties (who may de- 
cide to log into the data bank to steal or 
change the secret information -as the 
hero of WarGames did to change his high - 
school grades.) From a manufacturer's 
point of view, security concerns the pro- 
tecting against the copying of copyrighted 
software (for data backup or any other 
purpose). Let's now look at each of the 
issues in more depth. 

Unauthorized access 
Of the two problems, securing data 

from undesirable third -party access is 
probably the easier to control -War- 
Games notwithstanding. Sophisticated 
encryption schemes (that make the data 
appear to be garbled unintelligibly) can be 
used. The most commonly used encryp- 
tion algorithm -the Federal Information 
Processing Encryption Standard -alters 
64 bit text words via a user -specified key. 
The result is a collection of 64 -bit cipher 
words. Decryption works the opposite 
way -the encoded word is translated back 
into the original piece of data. Banks, 
government agencies, and other high -se- 
curity institutions commonly use this 
scheme to prevent the disasters that could 
occur as a result of the wrong person en- 
tering the system (even accidently). 

When the security problem is not one of 
remote on -line access (for example, an 
on- premises computer used by several 
people). another protection scheme is 
possible. Passwords can be assigned to 
individuals so that someone who needs to 
access certain data can do so by entering 
the password. If you have a group that 

'Managing Editor. Interfaxe Age maguine 

FIG.1 

mutually needs access to a set of data. you 
can assign one password to the group, or 
an individual password to each member. 
so that the information can be accessed 
only by the proper people. 

Still another security method is to store 
the data on separate disks and then to keep 
all disks under lock and key. Then a 

check -in/check -out system can be used. 
No method is 100% foolproof, of 

course. Code breakers have pulled off an 
alarming number of computer -data thefts. 
And "lock- and -key" secured disks are 
subject to break -in. 

Copy protection 
The more controversial security issue 

seems to be the matter of copy -protected 
software. Much like the debates currently 
raging in the videocassette industry, the 
question becomes an ethical matter. 
When is copying OK? Is it ever OK? 

To protect their copyrighted software 
from bootleg sales, many software man- 
ufacturers have used a technique that 
causes data on the disk to be scrambled if 
an attempt is made to copy it. It's under- 
standable that a software company wants 
to protect its profits from being siphoned 
off (by sales of pirated copies of its soft- 
ware). But selling a disk that cannot be 

copied can present problems even for 
users that have no intention of stealing the 
manufacturer's profits -users who simply 
want efficient. problem -free operation 
from their investment. 

First and foremost is the problem of 
backup disks. Because the user's copy can 
not be backed up, the company will some- 
times provide one backup disk of the pro- 
gram (and sometimes not even that). 
Many users, however, do not feel satisfied 
with just one backup copy. They rightfully 
fear that data can be lost on more than one 
occasion. The choices are to pay for a 

complete new copy as a backup (some- 
times as much as $500 or upwards). or 
resort to some copy -unlocking scheme. 

A related problem is the matter of mul- 
tiple copies in use by various people on 
the same premises. Say you have 20 em- 
ployees at various workstations all using 
one word -processing program for the 
same basic project. Is it reasonable for the 
software company to expect for you to pay 
S10.000 for one application? That exam- 
ple is admittedly extreme. but it does il- 
lustrate the problem. Some companies 
offer a discount on multiple copies, but 
there is an equal -or greater -number of 
companies that don't. 

continued on page 114 

COMPUTER CORNER
Computer security

LES SPINDLE *

FIG.1

COMPUTER SECURITY HAS BECOME A PO P

ular issue . One of the reasons for that has
bee n the popularity of the movie War
Games. In that film , a bright, teenage
computer buff accidentally accesses the
com puter system of the U.S. Defense De
partment-and almost launches World
War Ill. (A scene from the movie is shown
in Fig. I. ) Although WarCames exagger
ated the problem a: bit, it did bring into
focus an issue that becomes more impor
tant every day: computer security.

But computer secur ity is not only one
issue. For example, from a user's point of
view, it involves protecting proprietary
data from outside parties (who may de
cide to log into the data bank to steal or
change the secret information-as the
hero of WarCames did to chan ge his high
schoo l grades .) From a manufacture r' s
point of view, security concerns the pro
tecting against the copying of copyrighted
software (for data backup or any other
purpose) . Let' s now look at each of the
issues in more depth .

Unauthorized access '
Of the two problems , securing data

from undesirable third -party access is
probably the easier to control-War
Games notwithstanding. Sophi stic ated
encryp tion schemes (that make the data
appear to be garbled unintelli gibly ) can be
used . The most commonly used encryp
tion algorithm- the Federal Information
Processing Encryp tion Stand ard-alters
64: bit text words via a user-specified key.
The result is a collection of 64-bit cipher
words . Decryption works the opposite
way- the encoded word is translated back
into the original piece of data. Banks ,
government agencies , and other high-se
curity inst itu tions commonly use thi s
scheme to prevent the disasters that could
occur as a result of the wrong person en
tering the system (even accidently).

When the secur ity problem is not one of
remote on-line access (for example , an
on-pre mises co mputer used by severa l
people), another protect ion scheme is
poss ible. Passwords can be assigned to
individuals so that someone who needs to
access certain data can do so by entering
the password . If you have a group that

'Managing Editor. lnterjar« Age magazine

mutually needs access to a set of data, you
can assign one password to the group, or
an individual password to each member,
so that the information can be accessed
only by the proper people. .

Still another security method is to store
the data on separate disks and then to keep
all disks und er lock and key. Then a
check-in/check-out system can be used .

No method is 100% foolpro of, of
course . Code breakers have pulled off an
alarming number of computer-data thefts.
And "l ock-and-key" secured disk s are
subject to break-in .

Copy protection
111e more controversial security issue

seems to be the matter of copy-protected
software. Much like the debate s currently
raging in the videocassette industry, the
qu esti on becom es an ethical matter.
Whe n is copying OK? Is it ever OK?

To protect their copyrighted software
from bootleg sales , many software man
ufac turers have used a technique that
causes data on the disk to be scrambled if
an attempt is made to copy it. It's under
standable that a software company wants
to protect its profits from being siphoned
off (by sales of pirated cop ies of its soft
ware). But selling a disk that cannot be

copied can present problems even for
users that have no intention of stealing the
manufacturer's profits-users who simpl y
want efficient , problem-free operation
from their investment.

First and foremost is the problem of
backup disks . Because the user 's copy can
not be backed up, the company will some
times provide one backup disk of the pro
gram (and sometimes not even that).
Many users, however, do not feel satisfied
with ju st one backup copy. They rightfully
fear that data can be lost on more than one
occasion . The choices are to pay for a
complete new copy as a backup (some
times as much as $500 or upwards), or
resort to some copy-unlocking scheme.

A related problem is the matter of mul
tiple copies in use by various people on
the same premise s . Say you have 20 em
ployees at various workstations all using
one word -processing program for the
same basic project. Is it reasonable for the
software company to expect for you to pay
$10,000 for one application? That exam
ple is admittedly extreme , but it does il
lustrate the probl em. Some companies
offer a discount on multiple copies, but
there is an equal---or greater- number of
companies that don 't.
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will also interest electronics engineers who 
design circuits derived in terms of complex 
variables and functions to provide impedance 
matching, filtering, and linear amplification. 
Circuits operating from very low frequencies 
all the way through millimeter waves can be 
designed using these techniques. The 
necessary numerical methods will also be of 
interest to readers who do not have specific 
applications. 

A guide to designing electronic circuits us- 
ing small computers and programmable cal- 
culators, the book makes it easy to implement 
both classical and sophisticated design tech- 
niques. It is filled with clearly- presented di- 
agrams and equations. 
CIRCLE 134 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THE VIDEO TAPING HANDBOOK. by Peter 
Lanzendorf; Harmony Books, a Division 
of Crown Publishers, Inc.. One Park Ave- 
nue, New York, NY 10016; 240 pages, in- 
cluding glossary, a list of video maga- 
zines, and index; 7s7 81 inches; 516.95 
(hardcover); $7.95 (softcover). 

This is a practical guide to making effective, 
high- quality video programs. It includes in- 
struction on selecting the right video camera, 
special lenses. tripods. and optical accesso- 
ries; preparing the script for shooting and tap- 
ing people. places. and events; setting up for 
effective lighting and manipulating sound, 
and ensuring quality editing. There is also a 

guide on how one should take the proper care 
of the equipment. 

The book is generously illustrated with the 
latest equipment photos and numerous help- 
ful diagrams. 
CIRCLE 135 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DON LANCASTER'S MICRO COOKBOOK: 
Volume II: Machine -Language Program. 
ming; Howard W. Sams & Co.. Inc.. 4300 
West 62nd Street, Indianapolis. IN 46268: 
450 pages including appendix and index; 
51/4 81/2 inches; softcover; $15.95. 

This is the second of three volumes on the 
fundamentals of microprocessors and micro 
computers; and since the pagination is corn 
tinuous throughout the set, it starts with 
chapter six. (Volume one covered the funda 
mentais of microprocessors that are needec 
to start understanding machine- language 
programming.) 

Machine language was chosen because 
nearly all the most efficient and popular mi 
crocomputer programs run only In machine 
language. The present volume will show the 
reader the basics of machine -language pro- 
gramming through a series of discovery mod 
uses that he or she can apply to the 
microprocessor family and the microcompu 
ter of his or her choice. Once the elements art 

NEW BOOKS 

For more details use the free information card inside the back cover 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - 
A Guide to Microcomputer Software. by 
David Kruglinski; Osborne McGraw -Hill, 
630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710; 
260 pages, including index; 9'/4 x 71/4 

inches; softcover, $16.95. 
The author explains what a data base is 

through two examples. You could buy a 

mailing -list program for your computer. to 
help you at Christmas time. but that program 
wouldn't include many things you really need 
to know. such as clothing sizes. chiidrens' 
names, and various personal preferences. 
That would require you to write your own 
program -which might take four days' work. 
Once you have the program, however, you 
can manipulate it, adding new matenal and 
deleting old material whenever convenient. 

Then, suppose you wanted to keep track of 
your phonograph record collection. You 
could write a program to do that by following 
the structure of the mailing -list program - 
making such changes as were necessary. 
That would take much less time than it took to 
do the first program. 

Computer experts recognized the need, 
some time ago. to solve problems like the two 
noted above. without involving days of pro- 
gramming; thus they invented the data base. 
It was originally designed to help professional 
programmers; from that point it was de- 
veloped for computer users. What a data 
base does is to identify a set of data that a 

computer can access and operate on-a tool 
for handling problems that involve informa- 
tion stored on disk. 

This book defines the capabilities of three 
categories of data base management sys- 
tems: file, relational, and network. 
hierarchical. It gives you standards whereby 
you can evaulate data base software. and 
examines several available packages, as 
well as discussing future products and trends 
in data base management. There are many 
charts and examples of menus. 

CIRCLE 131 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

IC TIMER HANDBOOK with 100 projects 
and experiments, by Joseph J. Carr; TAB 
Books, Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 
17214; 308 pages, including index; 81/4 x 
51/4 Inches; softcover, $8.95. 

This fully illustrated manual examines the 
world of IC timers and gives the reader all the 
theory and practical use -it -now information 
needed to tackle a wide range of 
applications -from ordinary bipolar in- 
tegrated circuits to the XR -2240. CMOS timer 
circuits, TTL timer units, and even a 12 -volt 
power- supply unit. 

The section on bipolar IC's and operational 
amplifiers covers inverting followers. 
noninverting followers, and differential 

amplifiers, as well as troubleshooting tech- 
niques for op -amps. The reader is then in- 
troduced to the 555 timer -the most popular 
IC timer available -and given a thorough ex- 
planation of its monostable operation, 
astable operation, and specific applications. 
With the wealth of circuits, projects, and ex- 
periments included in this book, the reader 
will be able to take just the nucleus of an idea 
and develop it into a complete working circuit 

CIRCLE 132 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF WORD PRO- 
CESSING AND BUSINESS GRAPHICS, by 
Walter Sikonowiz; Micro Text Publica- 
tions, Inc., Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ 07632; 9 x 6 inches; 212 pages, 
including appendices and index; $14.95. 

There are three principal sections in this 
book: Basic Concepts. Word -Processing, 
and Business Graphics. The first section in- 
troduces the reader to computers and how 
they are used in word processing and busi- 
ness graphics. Chapter one explains word 
processing and business graphics: chapter 
two examines the insides of a computer, 
while chapter three discusses mass storage 
of information, and chapter four deals with 
local networks. 

The second section examines the equip- 
ment and software that is needed to process 
text. Chapter five shows how to select the 
nght printer. chapter six deals with special 
word -processing hardware, and editing pro- 
cedures are discussed in chapter seven. 
Chapter eight covers the printing and format - 
ting of the text. 

The final section concentrates on those 
aspects of computer graphics that are most 
useful in business. Chapter nine covers some 
of the special devices that enter graphical 
information into a computer. and chapter ten 
deals with the venous electronic displays and 
recording instruments that are used in 
graphics. Those two chapters are concerned 
with hardware; the final two chapters focus on 
software: the general features of graphics 
software (chapter eleven) and various ap- 
plications for graphics in business (chapter 
twelve). 

The appendices consist of a bibliography. 
a directory of manufacturers, and a glossary. 

CIRCLE 133 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CIRCUIT DESIGN USING PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS, by Thomas R. Cuthbert. Jr.; 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.. One Wiley Drive, 
Somerset, NJ 08873; 494 pages, including 
appendices and index; 9',4 x 6',2 inches; 
hardcover. $39.95. 

This book Is intended for practicing elec- 
trical engineers and for university students 
with at least senior -class standing. Its topics 

NEW BOOKS
For more details use the free information card inside the back cover
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
A Guide to Microcomputer Software, by
David Kruglinski; Osborne/McGraw-Hili,
630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710;
260 pages, including Index; 9'14 x 7'14
Inches; softcover, $16.95.

The author explains what a data base is
through two examples. You could buy a
mailing-list program for your computer, to
help you at Christmas time, but that program
wouldn't incllJde many things you r~ally need
to know, such as clothing sizes, childrens'
names, and various personal preferences.
That would require you to write your own
program-which might take four days' work .
()nce you have the program, however, you
can manipulate it, adding new material and
deleting old material whenever convenient.

Then, suppose you wanted to keep track of
your phonograph record collection. You
could write a program to do that by following
the structure of the mailing-list program
making such changes as were necessary.
That would take much less time than it took to
do the first program.

Computer experts recognized the need,
some time ago, to solve problems like the two
noted above, without involving days of pro
gramming; thus they invented the data base.
It was originally designed to help professional
programmers; from that point it was de
veloped for computer users. What a data
base does is to identify a set of data that a
computer can access and operate on-a tool
for handling problems that involve informa
tion stored on disk.

This book defines the capabilities of three
categories of data base rnanaqement sys
tems: file, ralational, and network/
hierarchical. It gives you standards whereby
you can evaulate data base software, and
examines several available packages, as
well as discussing future products and trends
in data base management. There are many
charts and examples of menus.

CIRCLE 131 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

IC TIMER HANDBOOK with 100 projects
and experiments, by Joseph J. Carr; TAB
Books, Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA
17214; 398 pages, Including Index; 8'14 x
5% Inches; softcover, $8.95.

This fully illustrated manual examines the.
world of IC timers and gives the reader all the
theory and practica l use-it-now information
needed to tackle a wide r anqe ot
applications-from ordinary bipolar in
tegrated circuits to the XR-2240, CMO$ timer
circuits, TTL timer units, and even a 12-volt
power-supply unit.

The section on bipolar IC's and operational
amplifiers covers inverting [otlowers,
non lnvertlnq followers, and differential

amplifiers, as well as troubleshooting tech
niques for op-arnps. The reader is then in
troduced to the 555 timer-the most popular
IC timer avallable-c-and given a thorough ex
planation of its monostable operation,
astable operation, and specific applications.
With the wealth of circuits, projects , and ex
periments included in this book, the reader
will be able to take just the nucleus of an idea
and develop it into a comp lete working circuit.
CIR~LE 132ON FREE INFORMATION CARD '

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF WORD PRO
CESSING'AND ~USINESSGRAPHICS, by
Walter Sikonowiz; Micro Text Publica
tions, Inc., Prentlee-Halt, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632; 9. x ' ~ Inches; 212 pages;
Includlng 'appl:!ndlces and index; $14.95.

There are three principal sections in this
book; Basic Concepts, Word -Processing,
and Business Graphics. The first section in
troducss the reader to computers and how
they are used in word processing and busi
ness graphics. Chapter one explains word
processing and business graphics; chapter
two examines the insides of a computer,
while chapter three discusses mass storage
of information, and chapter four deals with
local networks. .

The second section examines the equip
ment and software that is needed to process
text. Chapter five shows how to select the
right printer, chapter six deals with special
word-processing hardware, and editing pro
cedures are discussed in chapter seven.
Chapter eight covers the printing and format
ting of the text.

The final section concentrates on those
aspects of computer graphics that are most
useful in business. Chapter nine covers some
of the special devices that enter graphical
information into'a computer, and chapter ten
deals with the various electronic displays and
recordinq instruments that are used in
graphics: Those two chapters are concerned
wit~ hardware; the final two chapters focus on
software: the general features of graphics
software (criapter-eleven) and various ap
pllcations for graphics in business (chapter
twelve) . .

The appendices consist of a bibliography,
a directory of manufacturers, and a glossary.

CIRCLE 133 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CIRCUIT DESIGN USING PERSONAL
CO~PUTERS,by Thomas R. Cuthbert, Jr.;
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 'One Wiley Drive,
~merset,NJ 08873; 494 pages, including
appendices and Index; 9% x 6% Inches;
hardcover, $39.95.

This book is intended for practicing elec
trical engineers and for university students
with at least senior-class standing . Its topics

will also interest electronics engineers who
design circuits derived in terms of complex
variablesand functions to provide impedance
matching, filtering, and linear amplification.
Circuits operating from very low frequencies
all the way through millimeter waves can be
designed using these techniques. The
necessary numerical methodswill also be ot
interest to readers who do not have specific
applications.

A guide to designing electronic circuits us
ing small computers and programmable cal
culators, the book makes it easy to implement
both classical and sophisticated design tech
niques. It is filled with clearly-presented di-
agram~ and equations, , .
CI~CLE 134 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

THE ViDEO TAPING HANDBOOK, by Pete r,
Lanzendorf; Harmony Books, aDivision
of Crown Publishers, lnc., One Park Ave
nue, New York, NY 10016; 240 pages, In
cluding glossary, a list of vldeo maga
zines, and index; 7Y2 x 8% inches; $16.95
(hardcover); $7.95 (softcover).

This is a practical guide to making effective ,
high-quality video programs . It includes in
struction on selecting the right video camera l
special lenses, tripods, and optical accesso
ries; preparing the script for sho'oting and tap
ing people, places, andevents : setting up for
effective lighting and manipu laiing sound,
and ensuring quality edit ing. There is also a
guide on how one should take the proper care
of the equipment.

The book is generously illustrated y,'iththe
latest equipment photos and numerous help
ful diagrams .
CIRCLE 135 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

DON LANCASTER'S MICRO COOKBOOK:
Volume II: Machine-Language Program
ming; Howard ·W. Sams & Co., lnc., 4300
West 62nd Street, tndtanapolls, IN 46268;
450 pages including appendix and Index;
5% x 8112 inches; sottcover: $15.95.

This IS the second of three volumes on the
fundamentals of microprocessors and micro'
computers; and since the pagination is com
tinuous throughout the set, it starts wit
chapter six. (Volume one covered the fundal
rnentals of microprocessors that are needec
to start understanding machine-language
programming .) .

Machine language was chosen because
nearly all the most efficient and popular mi·
crocomputer programs run only in machine
language. The present volume will show the
reader the basics of machine-language pro;
gramming through a series of discoverymod,
ules that he or she can apply to the
microprocessor family and the microcompu·
ter of his or her choice . Once the elements are
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mastered, the reader can advance to assem- 
bly language. which is automated machine - 
language progamming that is made much 
faster, is more convenient, and more fun. 

The ideas that the reader can draw from 
this book can be put at once to creative and 
profitable use. from the collection of 63 new 
microcomputer applications that are pre- 
sented here. 
CIRCLE 136 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

RADIO ANTENNAS. by Stephen Gibson; 
Reston Publishing Company. Inc.. A Pren- 
tice -Hall Company. Reston VA; 165 pages 
including appendix and index; 6 9 

inches; softcover; S13.95. 
This book thoroughly explains antenna 

systems for the beginning amateur radio op- 
erator. The various types of antennas are de- 
scribed with illustrations and photographs. 
and the advantages and disadvantages of 

each are noted. The reader is told how to 
design. construct, and erect antennas for use 
in the amateur bands. 

The reader is given the basics of radio- 
wave propagation, and the effects of the sun 
and ionosphere are described. There is also 
information about antenna testing, measur- 
ing instruments and techniques. and possible 
sources of supply for the components 
needed. 
CIRCLE 137 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO READING SCHE- 
MATICS. By Robert J. Traister: TAB Books, 
Inc. Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214; 134 
pages including index; 51/2th 8V4 

inches; softcover; $8.95. 
This is a guide to electronics schematic 

diagrams that will make even the most com- 
plex circuit or system as easy to decipher as 
an ordinary road map. The reader is taken 
step -by -step through every phase of under - 
standing and using electronics- circuit dia- 
grams or schematics. He or she will learn how 
and why schematics are used; how each 
symbol is derived. used. and drawn; and how 
individual symbols are combined to represent 
electronics circuits. Clearly shown is which 
symbols stand for capacitors. resistors, in- 
ductors. transformers, switches, conductors. 
cables. solid -state components. batteries, 
vacuum tubes. and every other basic elec- 
tronics element. 
CIRCLE 138 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING 
BLOCKS Book 1, by R. A. Penfold: Elec- 
tronic Technology Today, Inc.. PO Box 
240. Massapequa Park. NY 11762; 109 
pages 41/4 7 inches: softcover; S5.75. 

Nearly any electronic circuit will be found to 
consist of a number of stages. or building 
blocks, if it is analyzed carefully. Rather than 
gates, shift registers. and the like, linear or- 
wits are usually composed of filters. ampli- 
fiers. oscillators. monstables. etc. 

This book is designed to aid electronics 
enthusiasts who like to experiment with cir- 
cuits and produce their own projects instead 
of simply following project designs published 
in books or magazines. 

The circuits for a number of useful building 
blocks are included here. Where relevant, de- 
tails of how to change the parameters of each 
circuit are given, so that they can be modified 
easily to suit individual requirements R -E 
CIRCLE 139 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

rnntrnueed from page 32 

unit is the only one we've seen that is 
completely self contained and hand -held. 
It is compact. about the size of an older 
VOM, and powered by 6 nickel -cadmium 
batteries. For bench use. it can be 
powered by an optional AC adapter, 
which also serves to charge the batteries. 

It's intended to measure frequencies up 
to 50 MHz, periods from 26 nanoseconds 
to 10 seconds. and can read a single cycle, 
or up to IO cycles. Time duration of the 
waveform (period) is read out in micro- 
seconds. It will also read the pulse -width 
of any signal in its range. measuring from 
either the positive or negative going por- 
tion. Like all equipment of its type. it 
really "counts edges." and can be trig- 
gered on either the positive- or negative - 
going edge. 

On the outside. the design is very sim- 
ple. An 8 -digit LCD readout with nice 
large digits is at the top of the front panel. 
Also on the readout are overflow (on.) 
and low -battery (BArr) annunciators. 

Moving to the center of the panel. a 

GATE TIME switch allows selection of .01 -, 
.1 -, I -, or 10- second gating of the counter. 
The TRIGGER LEVEL IS a variable slide 
control; it is used to make the unit trigger 
at a specific level on either the negative- or 
positive -going edge and works exactly 
like the similar control on a triggered 
scope. The MODE switch selects either 
frequency, period, or pulse -width measur- 
ing modes. 

At the bottom of the panel. the ON -OFF 
switch has a TEST position. That is used to 
initiate the device's self -diagnostic tests. 
If everything is working, the display will 
read 1000. 

Next. going right. is a NORM-HOLD 
switch. Placing that switch in the HOLD 
position lets you "hold" the last reading 

on the display until the switch is returned 
to the NORM position. Other controls in- 
clude a PoLARrrY switch for triggering on 
either positive- or negative -going edges 
(again, just like a scope), an AC /DC input 
coupling selector, and a three- position 
(x I. x lo. and x loo) attenuator. The attenua- 
tor prevents overload of the input and pos- 
sible false counting on the 2nd harmonic, 
etc. 

The unit's input is also conditioned in- 
ternally for the same reason. That input is 
brought out to a BNC connector at the top 
of the case (the unit is supplied with a test 
cable that's terminated with a BNC con- 
nector at one end and two spring loaded 
mini -clips at the other). The counter's in- 
put impedance is specified as I megohm 
and its input capacitance is 5 pF. 

Looking at the circuitry', the device uses 
a 10 -MHz crystal -controlled clock for 
generating the clock pulses that "run" the 
counter circuitry. Also of interest is spe- 
cial circuitry referred to as "automatic 
master reset logic ;" that clears the display 
and starts the new counting cycle, elim- 
inating errors that could result due to start- 
ing the count in the middle of a count 
period. 

The instruction manual that comes with 
the instrument is well written and com- 
pletely understandable. It includes a full 
schematic and a circuit description that is 
quite interesting. 

The model 5000's portability is one of 
its most outstanding features. For in- 
stance. the cockpits of small aircraft are 
not noted for roominess. When the unit 
was shown to someone who works in avi- 
onics. he almost took it away from us on 
the spot. 

In all. the unit should prove to do a 

good job anywhere that pulse -width mea- 
surement or frequency determination is 

important. These days. that includes just 
about everything from radio and TV ser- 
vicing to computers. The 5000 is priced at 
S349.95. R -E 
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mastered, the reader can advance to assem
bly language, which is automated machine
language progamming that is made much
faster, is more convenient, and more fun.

The ideas that the reader can draw from
this book can be put at once to creative and
profitable use, from the collection of 63 new I

microcomputer applications that are pre
sented here.
CIRCLE 136 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

RADIO ANTENNAS, by Stephen Gibson;
Reston PUblishing Company, Inc., A Pren
tice-Hail Company, Reston VA; 165 pages
including appendix and index; 6 x 9
inches; softcover; $13.95.

This book thorough ly explains antenna
systems for the beginning amateur radio op
erator. The various types of antennas are de
scribed .with illustrations and photographs,
and the advantages and disadvantages of
each are noted. The reader is told how to
design, construct, and erect antennas for use
in the amateur bands.

The reader is given the basics of radio
wave propagation, and the effects of the sun
and ionosphere are described. There is also
information about antenna testing, measur
ing instruments and techniques,and possible
sources of supply for the components
needed.
CIRCLE 137 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO READING SCHE
MATICS, By Robert J. Traister; TAB Books,
Inc. Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214; 134
pages Including index; 5Vsth x 8%
inches; softcover; $8.95.

This is a guide to electronics schematic
diagrams that will make even the most com
plex circuit or system as easy to decipher as
an ordinary road map. The reader is taken
step-by-step through every phase of under
standing and using electronics-circuit dia
grams or schematics. Heor she will learn how
and why schematics are used; how each
symbol is derived, used, and drawn; and how
individual symbols are combined to represent
electronics circuits. Clearly shown is which
symbols stand for capacitors, resistors, in
ductors, transformers, switches, conductors,
cables , solid-state compon ents, batteries,
vacuum tubes, and every other basic elec
tronics element.
CIRCLE 138 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING
BLOCKS Book 1, by R. A. Penfold; Elec
tronic Technology Today, Inc., PO Box
240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762; 109
pages 4V4 x 7 inches; softcover; $5.75.

Nearly any electronic circuit will be found to
consist of a number of stages, or buildlnq
blocks, if it is analyzed carefully. Rather than
gates, shift registers, and the like, linear cir
cuits are usually composed of filters, ampli
fiers, oscillators, monstables, etc.

This book is designed to aid electronics
enthusiasts who like to experiment with cir
cuits and produce their own projects instead
of simply followinq project designs published
in books or magazines.

The circuits for a number of useful building
blocks are included here. Where relevant, de
tails of howto change the parameters of each
circuit are given, so that they can be modified
easily to suit individual requirements. R-E
CIRCLE 139 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

. EQUIPMENT REPORTS
continued fr om page 32

unit is the only one we've seen that is
completely self contained and hand-held.
It is compact, about the size of an older
YOM, and powered by 6 nicke l-cad mium
batteries . For bench use , it ca n be
powered by an op tional AC adapter,
which also serves to cha rge the batteries .

It's intended to measure frequencie s up
to 50 MHz, periods from 26 nanoseconds
to lOseconds, and can read a single cycle,
or up to 10cycles . Time durat ion of the
waveform (period) is read out in micro
seconds. It will also read the pulse-width
of any signal in its range , measuring from
either the positive or negative going por
tion . Like all equipment of its type, it
really " counts edges ." and can be trig
gered on either the positive - or negative
going edge .

On the outside, the des ign is very sim
ple . An 8-digit LCD readout with nice
large digits is at the top of the front panel.
Also on the readout are overflow (OFL)

and low-battery (BATT) annunciators.
Moving to the center of the panel, a

GATE T IME switch allows selection of .01-,
.1- , 1-, or 10-second gating of the counter.
The TRIGGER LEVEL is a variable slide
control; it is used to make the unit trigger
at a specific level on either the negative- or
posi tive-goi ng edge and works exac tly
like the similar contro l on a triggered
scope. The MODE switc h selects either
frequency, period. or pulse-width measur
ing modes.

At the bottom of the panel, the ON-OFF

switch has a TEST position. That is used to
initiate the device's self-diagnostic tests.
If everyth ing is working, the display will
read 1000.

Next, going right, is a NORM-HOLD

switch. Placing that sw itch in the HO LD

position lets you "hold" the last reading

on the display until the switch is returned
to the I'0RM position. Other controls in
clude a POLARITY switch for triggering on
either positive- or negative-going edges
(again, just like a scope), an ACiDC input
coupling selector, and a three-position
( x I. x 10. and x 100)attenuator. The attenua
tor prevents overload of the input and pos
sible false counting on the 2nd harmonic,
etc.

The unit's input is also conditioned in
ternally for the same reaso n. That input is
brought out to a BNC connector at the top
of the case (the unit is supplied with a test
cab le that's terminated with a BNC con
nector at one end and two spring loaded
mini-cl ips at the other). The counter's in
put impedance is specified as I megohm
and its input capacitance is 5 pF.

Looking at the circuit ry, the device uses
a lO-MHz crystal-controlled clock for
generating the clock pulses that" run " the
counter circuitry. Also of interest is spe
cial circuitry referred to as " autom atic
master reset logic;" that clears the display
and starts the new counting cycle, elim
inating errors that could result due to start
ing the count in the middle of a count
period.

The instruction manual that comes with
the instrument is well written and com
pletely understandable . It includes a full
schematic and a circuit descript ion that is
quite interesting .

The model 5000' s portabili ty is one of
its most outstanding features . For in
stance, the cockpits of small aircraft are
not noted for roomin ess. When the unit
was shown to someone who works in avi
onics. he almost took it away from us on
the spot.

In all, the unit should prove to do a
good job anywhere that pulse-width mea
surement or frequency determination is
important. These days, that includes just
about everything from radio and TY ser
vicing to computers. The 5000 is priced at
$349.95. R-E

Don't be
in the
dark about
bi rth defects.
Call your
local chapter.
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ACTIVE 
RECEIVING 
ANTENNA 

Gives excellent reception, 
50 KHz to 30 MHz. 

New MFJ -1024 Active Receiving 
Antenna mounts outdoors away from 
electrical noise for maximum signal. 

Gives excellent reception of 50 KHz 
to 30 MHz signals Equivalent to wire 
hundreds of feet long. Use any SWL, 
MW. BCB. VLF or Ham receiver 

High dynamic range RF amplifier. 54 
in. whip. 50 loot coax 20 dB attenuator 
prevents receiver overload Switch be- 

, tween two receivers. Select auxiliary or 
active antenna. Gain control. "ON" 
LED. Remote unit. 3x2x4 in. Control. 
6x2x5 in. 12 VDC or 110 VAC with 

optional adapter, 
MFJ-1312, $9.95. 

s12931 
Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, 

return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 
One year unconditional guarantee. 
Order today. Call TOLL FREE 800- 647 -1800. 

Charge VISA. MC. Or mail check, money order 
Write for free catalog. Over 100 products 

CALL TOLL FREE 800 - 647 -1800 
Call 601-323-5869 in Miss.. outside continental 
USA, tech /order /repair info. TELEX 53 -4590. 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, 
INCORPORATED 

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39782 
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SWITCHING CIRCUITS 

continued from page 88 

an SCR that can be turned on by either 
applying the usual positive pulse at the 
cathode -gate terminal with respect to the 
cathode or by applying a negative pulse to 
the anode -gate terminal with respect to 
the anode. By reversing the polarity of 
either pulse, the SCS can be turned off. 
The device then is a sort of combination of 
SCR and CSCR. 

The four -layer diode has no gate. Its 
forward breakdown characteristics are 
similar to those of the SCR, as a specific 
voltage must be exceeded before it con- 
ducts any current. Once it conducts cur- 
rent, the voltage across the diode drops to 
a low value. Conduction increases at a 

rapid rate, while the voltage across it rises 
slowly. When the anode is negative with 
respect to the cathode. it does not conduct 
until a high voltage has been exceeded. 
While conducting in the reverse direction, 
the voltage across the device remains rela- 
tively constant, as if it were a zener diode. 

There is also the LASCR (Light Acti- 
vated SCR). In the dark. the LASCR be- 
haves as if it were an ordinary SCR with 
gate triggering. If light reaches the de 
vice. it will be triggered on even if no 
pulse is applied to its gate. 

Finally, there's the SUS (Silicon Uni- 
lateral Switch) and the SBS (Silicon Bilat- 
eral Switch). The breakdown voltage of 
both devices is low -about 8 volts. That's 
much lower than the breakdown voltage 
for the SCR or the triac. While the SUS 
conducts in only one direction after break- 
down, the SBS performs more like the 
tricc, in that it conducts in both directions 
when gated with an AC voltage. 

Applications 
The circuits discussed can be used to 

control motor speed, used as light dim- 
mers, and so on. Circuits can also be 
arranged to apply power through a load 
after different factors or conditions are 
used to turn on the gated device. It may be 
triggered by a thermistor in the gate cir- 
cuit to sense and report a rise or drop in 
ambient temperature. by a circuit sensing 
if a battery supply voltage has dropped 
below a reasonable level, by a sick pa- 
tient's excessively high or low blood pres- 
sure when the device is used in medical 
equipment. by an excessively high cur- 
rent flowing in a circuit, by excessive 
leakage current flowing between the 
power lines and ground, and so on. 

Power supplies 
Whatever the nature of a circuit, it's 

sure to have one requirement -a source of 
power from which to operate. We'll turn 
our attention to power supplies when we 
continue this series. R -E 

COMPUTER CORNER 

continued from page III 

Even if copying were possible in tha 
case. there is yet another hitch that migh 
throw a damper on multiple usage. Many 
manufacturers require the signing of a li- 
censing agreement that guarantees the 
software will only be run on one comput- 
er. Under such an arrangement, you 
couldn't, legally. even pass the disk from 
one employee to the next (as cumbersome 
as that might be) so that each could use it 
at his own workstation. 

To address the problems encountered 
by users, a number of commercial prod- 
ucts exist that actually enable the "un- 
copyable" disks to be copied. The ethical 
questions involved in producing -or buy- 
ing -such a product are undoubtedly 
problematical. 

The plight of the software manufacturer 
who wishes to protect his rightful profits. 
weighed against the plight of the user who 
needs efficient operation at a reasonable 
price, doesn't allow for easy answers. Un- 
less the issue goes to court-as it has in 
the videocassette industry-you can only 
weigh the various factors involved, and 
make your own choice. R -E 

COMMUNICATION CORNER 
continued from page 102 

suffice, that's too many parts.) Blanking 
for a CB receiver with its limited frequen- 
cy- coverage was easily provided. but 
imagine what would happen if the same 
trick were tried with a 3 -30 MHz com- 
munications receiver. How could we be 
certain that the sidechain was receiving on 
an unused frequency? Can you just imag- 
ine finding an "unused" frequency at 7 

MHz, IO MHz. 12 MHz, or any other 
frequency that you are interested in? To 
say the least. it's not very likely -es- 
pecially with the way things are these 
days. 

The modern all -band receiver uses the 
same gating idea but eliminates side - 
chains by placing the noise -pulse detector 
in the signal path between the first IF and 
the noise gate. As with the sidechain sys- 
tem. the pulse- derived control voltage 
turns the gate on and off. 

Generally, the pulse detector requires a 

relatively high IF to reduce spreading of 
the noise pulse. (The signal interruption 
caused by a spread pulse would be consid- 
erably wider than the noise pulse itself. 
That would make the perceived distortion 
intolerable.) 

Generally speaking. putting a pulse de- 
tector in the signal path is not as effective 
as using a sidechain, but it is far less 
expensive. It's also the best system avail- 
able for today's multiband communica- 
tions receivers. R -E 
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ACTIVE
RECEIVING
ANTENNA

Gives excellent reception,
50 KHz to 30 MHz.

New MFJ-1024 Active Receiving
Antenna mounts outdoors away from
electrica l noise for maximum signal.

Gives excellent reception of 50 KHz
to 30 MHz signals. Equivalent to wlre
hundreds of feet long. Use any SWL,
MW, BCB, VLF or Ham receiver .

High dynamic range RF amplifier. 54
in. whip. 50 foot coax. 20 dB attenuator
prevents receiver overload. Switch be
tween two receivers . Se lect auxiliary or

active antenna. Gain control. "ON"
LED. Remote unit, 3x2x4 in. Control,
6x2x5 in. 12VDC or 110 VAC with

. optional adapter,
MFJ-1312, $9.95.

$1291~$4500
lll(pp"1l)

Order from MFJ and try it. if not delighted,
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping) .

One year unconditional guarant!le.
Order today. Call TOLL FREE 800-647-1800.

Charge VISA, MC. Ormail check, money order.
Write for free catalog. Over 100 products.

CALL TOLL FREE . , .800-647-1800
Call 601-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental
USA, tech/order/repair info. TELEX 53-4590.

M
~ •ENTERPRISES,
r.., INCORPORATED

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762
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SWITCHING CIRCUITS

continu ed from pa ge 88

an SCR that can be turned on by either
applying the usual positive pulse at the
cathode-gate terminal with respect to the
cathode or by applying a negative pulse to
the anode-gate terminal with respect to
the anode. By reversing the polarity of
either pulse, the SCS can be turned off.
The device then is a sort ofcombination of
SCR and CSCR .

The four-layer diode has no gate . Its
forward breakdown characteristics are
similar to those of the SCR , as a specific
voltage must be exceeded before it con
ducts any current. Once it conducts cur
rent, the voltage across the diode drops to
a low value. Conduction increases at a
rapid rate, while the voltage across it rises
slowly. When the anode is negative with
respect to the cathode, it does not conduct
until a high voltage has been exceeded.
While conducting in the reverse direction,
the voltage across the device remains rela
tively constant, as if it were a zener diode.

There is also the LASCR (Light Acti
vated SCR) . In the dark, the LASCR be
haves as if it were an ordinary SCR with
gate triggering. If light reaches the de
vice, it will be triggered on even if no
pulse is applied to its gate .

Finally, there's the SUS (Silicon Uni
lateral Switch) and the SBS (Silicon Bilat
eral Switch). The breakdown voltage of
both devices is low-about 8 volts. That's
much lower than the breakdown voltage
for the SCR or the triac. While the SUS
conducts in only one direction after break
down, the SBS performs more like the
triac, in that it conducts in both directions
when gated with an AC voltage.

Applications
The circuits discussed can be used to

control motor speed, used as light dim
mers, and so on. Circuits can also be
arranged to apply power through a load
after different factors or conditions are
used to turn on the gated device. It may be
triggered by a thermistor in the gate cir
cuit to sense and report a rise or drop in
ambient temperature , by a circuit sensing
if a battery supply voltage has dropped
below a reasonable level, by a sick pa
tient's excessively high or low blood pres
sure when the device is used in medical
equipment , by an excessively high cur
rent flowing in a circuit, by excessive
leak age current flowing between the
power lines and ground, and so on.

Power supplies
Whatever the nature of a circuit , it's

sure to have one requirement-a source of
power from which to operate . We'll tum
our attention to power supplies when we
continue this series . R-E

COMPUTER CORNER
continued from page 111

Even if copying were possible in that
case, there is yet another hitch that might
throw a damper on multiple usage . Many
manufacturers require the signing of a li
censing agreement that guarantees the
software will only be run on one comput
er. Under such an arrangement , you
couldn 't, legally, even pass the disk from
one employee to the next (as cumbersome
as that might be) so that each could use it
at his own workstation.

To address the problems encountered
by users, a number of commercial prod
ucts exist that actually enable the " un
copyable" disks to be copied. The ethical
questions involved in producing-or buy
ing-such a product are undoubtedly
problematical.

The plight of the software manufacturer
who wishes to protect his rightful profits,
weighed against the plight of the user who
needs efficient operation at a reasonable
price, doesn't allow for easy answers . Un
less the issue goes to court- as it has in
the videocassette industry-you can only
weigh the various factors involved, and
make your own choice . R-E

COMMUNICATION CORNER
continued from page 102

suffice, that's too many parts .) Blanking
for a CB receiver with its limited frequen
cy-coverage was easily provided, but
imagine what would happen if the same
trick were tried with a 3-30 MHz com
munications receiver. How could we be
certain that the sidechain was receiving on
an unused frequency? Can you just imag
ine finding an " unused" frequency at 7
MHz, 10 MHz, 12 MHz, or any other
frequency that you are interested in? To
say the least, it's not very likely-es
pecially with the way things are these
days.

The modern all-band receiver uses the
same gating idea but eliminates side
chains by placing the noise-pulse detector
in the signal path between the first IF and
the noise gate. As with the sidechain sys
tem, the pulse-derived control voltage
turns the gate on and off.

Generally, the pulse detector requires a
relatively high IF to reduce spreading of
the noise pulse. (The signal interruption
caused by a spread pulse would be consid
erably wider than the noise pulse itself.
That would make the perceived distortion
intolerable. )

Generally speaking, putting a pulse de
tector in the signal path is not as effective
as using a sidechain, but it is far less
expensive. It's also the best system avail
able for today's multiband communic a
tions receivers. R-E
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MARKET CENTER 

FOR SALE 
CABLE TV SECRETS -the outlaw publication the 
cable companies tried to ban HBO. Movie Channel. 
Showtime. descramblers. converters. etc. Sup- 
pliers list included Send 58 95 to CABLE FACTS, 
Box 711 -R, Pataskala, OH 43062. 

RESISTORS '.8'.:W5 ° °C.F 3 cents 1 °<M F. All 
values No minimums. Volume discounts. Write JR 
INDUSTRIES, 5834 -B Swancreek. Toledo. OH 
43614 

COLOR computer VIC -20 programs hardware Filly 
code EPROM Progammer RS -232 FRANK 
LYMAN. Box 3091. Nashua. NH 03061 

SCANNER monitor accessories -kits and factory 
assembled Free catalog CAPRI ELECTRONICS. 
Route IR. Canon. GA 30520 

TI-99 4A software Free price list plus newsletter 
GLEN DOBBS, Box 801 RE, Santa Marla. CA 
93456 

ALARM! Vic 20 64 CoCo Sinclair become 51000 00 
burglar fire system Cassette, documentation (spec- 
ify microprocessor) 529 00 Retailers inquire. cata- 
log SKIDMORE'S H'N'S, PO Box 5097. 
Greensboro. NC 27403. Sinclair piano, music pro- 
gram cassette all hardware 59 00. 

DESCRAMBLERS for downconverters. High gain 
Send S1 00 RB ELECTRONICS. PO Box 643. Ka- 
lamazoo. MI 49005 

PICTURE flyer lists quality electronics surplus at 
low prices Since 1970 Send for the last 3 Issues 
STAR -TRONICS, Box 683. McMinnville. OR 97128. 

LATEST bug -detection equipment for home or of- 
fice Literature. S1 00 CLIFTON. Box 220 -X. Miami. 
FL 33168 

THE Intelligence Library- Restricted technical 
information E. books on electronic surveillance, 
surveillance- device schematics. lock- picking, 
investigation. weapons, identification docu- 
ments, covert sciences, etc The best selection 
available. Free brochures. MENTOR, (Dept. Z). 
135 -53 No Blvd . Flushing. NY 11354 

MILITARY communications radios R -174 receiver, 
tunes 1 5-18 MHz. AM- CW -SSB. amateur, short- 
wave frequencies: 547 50 mint. 527.50 good Cana- 
dian backpack radio PRC -510. 38-54 MHz FM 
transceiver with headset, battery box. antenna: 
539.50. 2 577.50 good condition. R -108 receiver, 
20-28 MHz FM: 52750 mint ARC -27 aircraft guard 
receiver, 220-250 MHz AM single channel. $12 50 
mint 45 day replacement guarantee. add 55 unit 
shipping BAYTRONICS. Dept RE. Box 591. Sand- 
usky, OH 44870. 

TUBES. New, unused. Send self- addressed. 
stamped envelope for list FALA ELECTRONICS. 
Box 04134-2, Milwaukee. WI 53204 

CABLE TV equipment for beeping or buzzing 
channels Information 51 00 GOLDCOAST, PO 
Box 63 6025F. Margate. FL 33063 (305) 752.9202. 

FORTY -nine educational electronics kits with 
self -learning project manual. Details 52.00 refunda- 
ble with order TRIANGLE ELECTRONICS 89 
Arkay Drive. Hauppauge. NY 11788 

RF parts Motorola transistors. MRF454 516 50. 
MRF455 513 50. Catalog available RF PARTS CO., 
1320 Grand. San Marcos, CA 92069. (619) 744- 
0720 

UP to S500.00 per month. Sell computer software in 
your home. Write to: COMPUTER SERVICES, PO 
Box 7748, Tucson. AZ 85725 

SAVE on guaranteed quality surplus' Free flyer 
ELECTRONIX LTD., 3214 South Norton. Sioux 
Falls. SD 57105 

ELECTRONIC surveillance! Incredible manual. 
"Homebrew Bugging" reveals secret techniques 
used by professionals (schematics included) 

Worlds Most Remarkable Radar Jammer! 

Crum speed raia! 94e and ornate) reed out our dime dl 
Wm a percentage of 901I true speed Mtn n automatic moot 
(eras " Your speed. 76 mprti ajo mode W to 75%. geed daed 57,8'04w SIS *MIMI ya WO N Men Winona 
moCe.Trw i mtl bey in 

both 
the 

pprearedr+Ko 

al geed leder a mewal 

besotted e t Minor!, e nee ***use w a poke 
ari e not FCC wormed 
For con** e moan ero ow Nome. seri Si 25 to 

Pb llls Instrument Co. Inc. 
ill W. wow 1,Si 11145 

515 00 Send 53.00 for our catalog of books and 
electronics products. A.T.I.S., Dept. R . 61 Gatchell 
St . Buffalo. NY 14212 

WRITE FOR 

.- -- _McGEE'S 
SPEAKER ° ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS 
Tel 1 (816) 842 5092 

1901 MCGEE STREET KANSAS CITY, MO 64108 

QUALITY MICROWAVE TV ANTENNAS 
Frequency 1.910 2.6 GNz 
Corupyle Srsrem i v,<!ureu 

Aluminum Parabolic Dish, ere 
Assembled Probe with Dorn Con 
.otter. Power $uppty and Tuner 
swath. W' w ROSIN Co.. +,m 
Connectors. 75 to 300 Ohm trans- 
former. All Mounting Hardware for 
Fast and Easy Installation Add Se So 
Sn,porp a fsandling Each 

24- 46db gam Spec ai $5900 
33 7501 gam Special 52190o 

SUNSET GIFTS 
P O 901 521076 SEC UT 84152 

Special 
(S01)41q 6269 

pecial $99.00 (a01)aa7 -6469 
VISA /MasterCard. COO Order Sr. and Deduct 10- 

To run your own classified ad. put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check 
for 52.15 per word (minimum 15 words) to 
Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to 
appear. For special headings. there is a surcharge of S20.00. 
( ) Plans Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( 

) 

Education Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) Satellite Television 

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS. 

1 2 3 

6 7 8 

11 12 13 

16 17 18 

21 22 23 

26 27 28 

31 32 33 

4 5 

9 10 

14 15 

19 20 

24 25 

29 30 

34 35 

PLEASE INCLUDE FOR OUR FILES YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE for firms or individuals offering comercial products or services) 
S2.15 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5 °° discount for 6 issues, V. for 12 issues within one year. if prepaid 
NON -COMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) S1 50 per word 
prepaid no minimum 
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps Additional bold face (not available as all caps) at 20e. 
per word All copy subject to publishers approval ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS 
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT 
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be In our hands on the 20th of the third month preceding 
the date of the issue (i.e . August issue closes May 20th). When normal closing date falls on Saturday. 
Sunday. or a holiday. issue closes on preceding working day 
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To run you r own class ified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check
for $2.15 per word (minimum 15 wo rds) to :
Radio-Electronics, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y.10003

ORDER FORM
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to
appear. For special headinQs, there is a surcharge of $20.00.
( ) Plans/Kits () Busmess Opportunities () For Sale
( ) Education/Instruction () Wanted () Satellite Television
( ) - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A WRITE FOR

d~McGEE'S
SPEAKER& ELECTRONICS CATAlOG

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS
Tel.: 1 (816) 842 509'l

1901 MCGEE STREET KANSAS CITY, MO . ~108Causes speed radar guns anddevices toread outyour choice of
eithera percentageof \'Our truespeedwhen in automaticmode
(exemple: Your speed; 76mph, automode set lor 75%, speed

~~.Yf~..;!t~&'~~ 'i~rt~ ~':~f~~a~~~:,~~ ~~~~I
override. Operates onbothgandK bands.WARNING:Thedevice
described inthisiiterature isnotlegalforuseagainstpoliceradar,
andisnot FCC approved.
Forcomplete literature andplanpackage, send $14.95 to:

Philips Instrument DesignCo. Inc.
8135 S.W. Nimbus, Building(II , Suite ' , 14 S
Beaverlon, Oregon 97005- -

$15.00. Send $3.00 for our catalog of books and
electronics products. A.T.I.S., Dept. R., 61 Gatchell
sr, Buffalo, NY 14212.

FOR SALE

PICTURE flyer lists quality electronics surplus at
low prices. Since 1970. Send for the last 3 issues.
STAR-TRONICS, Box 683, McMinnville, OR 97128.

LATEST bug-detection equipmen t for home or of
fice. Literature, $1.00. CLIFTON, Box 220-X, Miami,
FL 33168.

ALARM! Vic 20/64 CoCo Sinclair become $1000.00
burglar fire system. Cassette, documentation (spec
ify microprocessor) $29.00. Retailers inquire, cata
lo g . SKIDMORE 'S H'N'S, PO Bo x 5097 ,
Greensboro, NC 27403. Sinclair piano, music pro
gram cassette all hardware $9.00.

DESCRAMBLERS for downconverters. High gain.
Send $1.00. RB ELECTRONICS, PO Box 643, Ka- .
larnazoo, MI 49005.

COLOR computer VIC-20 programs hardware Rtty
code EPR OM Progam mer RS -232 FRANK
LYMAN, Box 3091, Nashua, NH 03061.

SCANNER lmonitor accessories-kits and factory
assembled. Free catalog. CAPRI ELECTRONICS,
Route lR, Canon, GA 30520.

T1-99/4A software. Free price list plus newsletter.
GLEN DOBBS, Box 801 RE, Santa Maria , CA
93456 .

RESISTORS V.&V,W5%C.F. 3 cents. 1%M.F. ·AII
values. No minimums . Volume discounts. Write JR
INDUSTRIES, 5834-B Swan creek, Toledo , OH
43614.

CABLE TV SECRETS-the outlaw publication the
cable companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel,
Showt ime, descramblers , converte rs , etc. Sup
pliers list included. Send $8.95 to CABLE FACTS,
Box 711-R, Pataskala, OH 43062.

THE Intell igence Library- Restricted technical
information & books on electronic su rve illance,
surveil lance-device schematics, lock-picking,
investigation, weapons, ident if icat io n docu
ments, covert sciences, etc. The best selection
available. Free brochures. MENTOR, (Dept. Z),
135-53 No. Blvd., Flushing, NY 11354.

MILITARY communications radios: R-174 receiver,
tunes 1.5-18 MHz, AM-CW-SSB, amateur, short
wave frequencies: $47.50 mint, $27.50 good. Cana
dian backpack radio PRC-510 , 38-54 MHz FM
tra nsceiver with headset, battery box, antenna:
$39.50, 2/$77.50 good condition. R-108 receiver,
20-28 MHz FM: $27.50 mint. ARC-27 aircraft guard
receiver, 220-250 MHz AM single channel: $12.50
mint. 45 day replacement guarantee, add $5/unit
shipping. BAYTRONICS, Dept. RE, Box 591,Sand
usky, OH 44870.

TUBES . New, unused . Send se lf-ad dres sed,
stamped envelope for list. FALA ELECTRONICS,
Box 04134-2, Milwaukee, WI 53204.

CABLE TV equipment for "beeping" or "buzzing"
channels. Information $1.00. GOLDCOAST, PO
Box 6316025F, Margate, FL 33063 (305) 752-9202.

FORTY-nine educational electronics kits with
self-learning project manual. Details $2.00 refunda
ble with order. TRIANGLE ELECTRONICS 89
Arkay Drive, Hauppauge, NY 11788.

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS.

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 g 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35
RF parts/Motorota transistors. MRF454 $16.50,
MRF455 $13.50. Catalog available. RF PARTS CO.,
1320 Grand, San Marcos, CA 92069. (619) 744
0720.

UP to $500.00 per month. Sell computer software in
your home. Write to: COMPUTER SERVICES, PO
Box 7748, Tucson. AZ. 85725.

SAVE on guarant eed quali ty surplus ! Free flyer.
ELECTRONIX LTD., 3214 South Norton, Sioux
Falls , SD 57105.

ELECTRONIC surveillance! Incred ible manu al,
" Homebrew Bug\l ing " reveals secret techniques
used by professi on als (sch ematics in clud ed )

PLEASE /NCLUDE FOR OUR FILES YOUR PERMANENTADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER.

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE for firms or individuals offering comercial products or services).
$2.15 per word prepa id (no charge fo r zip code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for 6 issues,
10% for 12 issues within one year, If prepaid.
NON-COMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $1.50 per word
prepaid...no minimum. .
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps.Additional bold face (not available as all caps) at zoe,
per word. All copy subject to publisher's approval. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER . Copy to be in our hands on the 20th of the third month preceding
the date of the issue (i.e., August issue closes May 20th). When normal closing date falls on Saturday,
Sunday, or a holiday, issue closes on preceding working day.
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Govt. SURPLUS 
ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT 
CATALOG 
New ITEMS . , . New BARGAINS! 

FREE UPON REQUEST! 
Send now for FREE Catalog 

and Supplement Address: Dept. RE 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
'1110 k EUREKA 80a 1105 LIMA OHIO 45601 

TIMEX Sinclair. Xtorth. Forth -79. and Ham - 
Hacker radio amateur programs. HAWG WILD 
SOFTWARE. Box 7668. Little Rock. AR 72217, 

JUPITER Ace Forth computer and other Forth ker- 
nels HAWG WILD SOFTWARE, Box 7668. Little 
Rock. AR 72217. 

RADIO -TV schematics since 1946, $4 50 postpaid 
New tubes at discount SASE please MAURER, 29 
S 4th St . Lebanon. PA 17042 

NICKEL cadmium batteries- government sur- 
plus. Cells at fraction original cost. Guaranteed 
Free flyer (SASE) NI -CAD SHOP, PO Box 11142. 
Dept R. St Louis. MO 63135. 

FREE pay -TV reception How -To book HBO. 
Showtime. Cinemax $4.95 DIPTRONICS, PO Box 
60K. Lake Hiawatha. NJ 07034. 

CORDLESS telephone owners Increase range 
Reduce static. Simple add on. Details S1 00. 
PHONES, PO Box 273, Mesa AZ 85201 

RF MODULATORS -_ - 
Ior the video Industry MEN 

I.N1111 awbNltn from ..erl I an UM7' 
UM I n.toblt4 Noble 1r MI NwtwAln....wtlr.r wr aw 
AIeM.w1tI looped to wow onto. tewr. Alt. w.rlw4n 
Imo Nta1Nr1, trrw mol tm. NM CATALOG 

PHONE l{O71 F1111 

A 
ll/n 

6E1 
A7V Resear-ch 

IA0° 1}Q MOAOwT 
DAKOTA 01n..1 NTI1 

THE UST PUCE to BUT. SELL or 
TRADE NEW and USED EQUIPMENT 

NUTS Si VOLTS MAGAZINE 
BOX 1111-E PLACENTIA. CA 9270 

1714) 432.7721 
Jon TAeuvnb of R.WIn Nwwn.W. 

E.tr7 Mord. 
ONE YW U.S. wW$CRIPT$ON4 
$7.1111 Aral Or VLSI - lot Poo 

M $n.ta uI.0 > d Ors = 

Nun vorn 

REVERBERATION 
FOR ORGANS 

Solid state with controls for rever- 
beration and room size. 
EVERY ORGAN SHOULD 
OWN ONE. Send for Imo IlY.r- 

DEVTRONIx ORGANS. INC. 
6101 WAREHOUSE WAY 

SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA 96826 . B 

HOW to build electronic lock. intelligent alarm. 
others' Details S1.00 (refundable) STARK ELEC- 
TRONICS, Security Drvlslon. Box 11963. Edmon- 
ton. Alta . T5J 3L1 

ATTN: VIC -20 owners Complete home manage- 
ment on cassette. $10 95 Requires 31( ALLENIX 
SOFTWARE, PO Box 595 Ozark. AL 36360 

DISCOUNT car stereo AM FM cassette car stereo 
$30 00 7 -band equalizer 125 -watt booster $30 00 
AM FM motorized antenna $15 00 30 day guaran- 
tee. free shipping NEWMAN ENTERPRISES, Box 
1455. Bncktown, NJ 08723 

PLANS & KITS 
PRINTED -circuit boards Quick prototypes. pro- 
duction, design. rettow solder send print or 
description for quote to KIT CIRCUITS, Box 235. 
Clawson. MI 48017 

CABLE TV converters and equipment Plans and 
parts Build or buy For information send $2.00. C 8 
D ELECTRONICS. PO Box 21, Jenison, MI 49428 

HI -FI speaker kits. auto speaker systems. and raw 
drivers from the worlds finest manufacturers. For 
beginners or experts. Free literature ASS SPEAK- 
ERS, Box 7462R. Denver. CO 80207 (303) 
399 -8609. 

UGHT chaser color organ kits. rack mount units. 
20 °< off sale DESIGN SPECIALTY, PO Box 1995. 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

ELECTRONIC touch light control pad Free bro- 
chure EXOTIC ELECTRONIC IDEAS, PO Box 446. 
Lake Bluff. IL 60044. 

FREE KIT Catalog 
FUNCTION GENERATOR KIT 559.95 
Auto-Ranging Cap -motor kit S799a 

Phone 209 -772 -2076 
Write or Plions for FREE CATALOG' 

contains 
TEST L 

EXPERI- 
MENTERS 

EQUIP 

DAGE BOxN 4141 VALLEY SPRINGS CA 95262 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS YOUSUPERIMOARUKETTOR 

:4L S00 
741501 
741502 
741.503 
741.505 
741.508 
741.509 
741510 
741511 
741512 
741513 

741$14 
741515 
741$20 
741521 
741S22 
741.526 
741.527 
741528 
741530 
741532 
741.533 
741.537 
741540 
741542 
741547 
741548 
741549 

74LS00 SALE 
20 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 

45 
60 
32 
29 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
40 
35 
60 
89 

1 00 
100 

741S51 29 
741554 29 
741555 29 
74LS73A .42 
74LS74A 42 
741575 45 
74LS76A 45 
741577 70 
74LS78A 49 
741S83A 75 
741.585 90 
741586 45 
741590 45 
741S91 1 10 
74LS92 55 
741593 55 
74LS958 65 
74LS107A 45 
741S109A 45 
74LS112A 45 
74LS113A 45 
74LS114A .60 
7415122 80 

741S123 50 
741S125A 50 
74LS126A 50 
7415132 80 
74LS133 80 
7415136 40 
7415137 100 
7415138 80 
7415139 80 
7415145 1 30 
7415147 1.65 
7415148 1.65 
741$151 55 
7415153 55 
741.5155 85 
7415156 80 
7415157 80 
7415158 80 
741S160A 85 
7415161 85 
7415162 80 
74LS163A 80 
7415164 80 
7415165 1 25 
741.S166 125 
7415168 1.25 
7415169 1.25 
741.5170 1.75 
7415173 .80 
7415174 .55 
7415175 60 
7415181 2.25 
7415182 1.25 
7415183 2 75 
7415193 85 
7415191 85 
7415192 85 
74LS193 85 
74LSt94A 80 
741S195A 80 
7415196 1 00 
7415197 100 
741_5221 125 
7415240 125 
741$241 1.25 
741$242 1.25 
741.5243 125 
74LS244 1.25 
741.5245 175 
741.5247 1.25 
741.5248 1.25 

7415249 1 25 
7415251 60 
7415253 60 
7415256 1 50 
74LS257A 60 
74LS258A 60 
741-5259 1.25 
7415260 55 
7415266 55 
7415273 1.25 
7415279 55 
74LS280 225 
74LS283 90 
74LS290 80 
74LS293 90 
74LS295A 95 
741.5298 90 
74LS299 2.60 
74LS322A 4.60 
74LS323 4 60 
741.5348 1.75 
7415352 125 
741.5353 1.25 
74LS365A 55 
741S3664 55 
74LS367A 55 
74LS368A 55 
7415373 1 35 
7415374 125 
741.5375 55 
7415377 125 
7415378 1.25 
741.5379 125 
74LS385 350 
74LS386 55 
741.5390 1 25 
741S393 125 
7415395 125 
741.5398 2.25 
7415399 125 
7415490 2 10 
7415540 2 10 
7415541 2 10 
7415568 399 
7415569 3.99 
741.5620 200 
741.5621 200 
741S622 200 
741.5623 200 
741-5640 2.00 

7400 
7401 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7408 
7410 
7411 
7413 
7414 
7417 
7420 
7425 
7427 
7430 
7432 
7437 
7438 
7440 
7441 
7442 
7446 
7447 
7448 
7450 
7472 
7473 
7474 

7400 
.20 
.29 
29 
.29 
31 
.32 
.38 
31 
30 
31 
46 
59 
32 
29 
31 
.32 
.30 
.31 
.31 
.31 
29 

t00 
60 
83 
83 
83 
29 
35 
35 
.35 

7475 
7478 
7485 
7486 
7489 
7490 
7492 
7493 
7495 
7496 
74107 
74121 
74123 
74125 
74145 
74147 
74151 
74153 
74154 
74157 
74164 
74165 
74174 
74175 
74176 
74177 
74190 
74192 
74193 
74196 

50 
38 

1 10 
35 

240 
52 
52 
52 
67 
73 
35 
40 
58 
52 
75 

167 
75 
75 

1 17 
75 

1.05 
1 05 
1.00 

83 
80 
80 

1 08 
99 
99 
80 

LM3otAN 48 
LM307N .56 
LM308N 71 

LM3tON 240 
LM311N .69 
LM318N 2 50 
LM319N 2 40 
LM324N 71 
LM325N 3 30 
LM326N 3 30 
LM556N 93 
LM339N 69 
L383T 2 30 
LM377N 2 40 
LM378N 315 
1M379N 4.60 
LM380N .90 
LM38tN 
LM381AN 
LM384N 
LM386N 
LM565N 
LM566N 
LM567N 
LM1889 

225 
360 
200 

99 
1 35 
2.30 
1 35 
320 

LINEAR IC'S 
LM3900 
1.1.43909 
LM3911 
LF347 
LF351 
LF353 
LF357 
NE555 
MCt306P 
MC13t0 
MC1330A1P 
MC 1349P 
MC 1350P 
MCI 351P 
MC1357P 
MC 1358P 
MC 1372P 
MC 1373P 
MC 1403U 
MC 14051. 
MC1413P 
MCI 374P 
MCt376P 
MC 1458CP 1 

MC 1488P 

75 
t00 
1 50 
235 

60 
99 

I 10 
42 

110 
429 
1.50 
1.17 

98 
1.70 
1 49 
1.30 
4.42 
3.54 
271 
9.70 
120 
261 
2 06 

77 
1.10 

MC 1489P 
MCI 496P 
MC 1723P 
MC174tCP1 
MC3301 
MC3302 
MC3401 
MC3403P 
MC 1648P 
MC 1658P 
MC4024P 
MC4044P 
ICM7208 
CM7207A 
CM7217A 
CM7205 
CM7045 
CL8038 
CM7555 

MWA110 
MWA120 
MWA130 
MWA310 
MWA320 
ZN414 

1 10 
1 48 

62 
56 
90 
80 
90 

1 30 
3 80 
450 
449 
4.49 

1595 
6 00 
9 95 

t2 95 
1550 
340 
1 20 
7 45 
7 80 
825 
8 25 
8 65 
200 

VOLT -REGS 
7805 80 LM317T 1.00 
7806 80 LM317K 3 75 
7808 .80 LM323K 6 95 
7812 .80 LM350T 3 25 
7815 80 LM350K 5 50 
7818 .80 LM338K 7 60 
7824 .80 LM337T t.90 
7905 1.30 781.05 .40 
7908 1.30 781.12 40 
790e 1.30 78115 40 
7912 1 30 79105 80 
7915 1 30 79112 80 
7918 t.30 79115 .60 
7924 t 30 78H05KC 9 25 

78H12KC 925 

CMOS 
CD4001 30 C04046 1.50 MC14000 40 MC14023 t 22 
C04007 32 CD4047 1 40 MC 14001 40 MC t 4024 1 06 
CD4010 55 CD4049 45 MC14002 40 MC14024 40 
CD4011 32 CD4050 45 MC14006 142 MC14027 72 
CD4013 45 CD4051 100 MC14007 40 MC14028 102 
CD4016 50 C04066 .65 MCI4008 125 MC14032 193 
CD4017 100 CD4069 32 MC14012 .40 MC14034 350 
C04020 I 17 CD4070 45 MC14013 72 MC14035 186 
CD4023 32 CD4071 32 MC 14014 1.25 MC 14038 2 19 

CE34024 83 CD4061 32 MC14015 1.47 MC14040 t 47 
CD4025 32 C04093 60 MC t 4016 .72 MC 14042 1 06 
CD4027 55 C04510 1.17 MC14017 125 MC14043 99 
CD4029 142 CD4511 120 MC14018 1.15 MC14044 99 
CD4040 1.17 CD4515 2 80 MC 14020 1.47 MC 14046 1 57 
CD4044 80 CD4518 117 MC14021 1.25 MC14049 72 

MOST MOTOROLA CMOS IN STOCK 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS INC. 
738 S. Perry Lane, Tempe, AZ. 85281 
Order Phone: 1- 800 -528 -1417 
INCLUDE $1.25 SHIPPING 

CIRCLE 64 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PLANS & KITS

LIGHT chaser/color organ kits. rack mou nt units .
20% off sa le . DESIGN SPECIALTY, PO Box 1995,
Huntington Beach , CA 92647.

ELECTRONIC touch light contro l pad . Free bro
chure EXOTIC ELECTRONIC IDEAS, PO Box 446,
Lake Bluff. IL 60044 .

CABLE TV conve rte rs and equipment. Plans an d
parts . Build or bu y. For information se nd $2.00. C &
D ELECTRONICS, PO Box 21; Jen ison, M I 49428.

HI·FI speake r kits, auto speaker sys te ms, and raw
drivers fro m th e wo rld 's fine st manu factu rers . For
beginner s or expe rts. Free literatur e. A&S SPEAK·
ERS , B o x 74 6 2R , D en ver, CO 8020 7 (30 3 )
399-8609 .

PRINTED·clrcult boards. Quick prototypes , pro
duc t ion . d e si gn . ref lo w so lde r send pr in t or
descr ipti on for quote to KI T CIRCUITS, Box 235.
Clawson. M I 48017 .

DISCOUNT car ste reo . AM /FM cassette ca r stereo .
$30.00. 7-band eq ua lize r 125-watt booste r. $30.00 .
AM /FM motor ized ant enn a. $15.00 . 30 day guaran
tee, free shipp ing. NEWMAN ENTERPRISES, Box
1455. Bricktown. NJ 08723.

RF MODULATORS ~
lor the video Industry~\

sa" lIl,. _ I.....__I z .... UHfl
Kitl • all.ltd modlll 111' III htc:ncDqMlttn... lllcludIIlC .. new
A"~ dtllDlN tt mIUIt iliide e...,.... AlII anIlItIIsJ"
lint f1 mIIItton. carMhl JrMI kin . FREECATALOG/./b PHON[(411) .1-1111

b
N~ ~(] ATV Ro soarch

. ~ • IHE BROADWAY
• DAlOTAerrr, N[ IIlt I

olid state with controls for rever
beration and room size.
EVERY ORGAN SHOULD
OWN ONE. Send for frtff1flyer -

DEYTRONIX ORGANS. INC.
6101WAREHOUSEWAY

SACR AMENTO CAliFOR NIA 95826 De t. B

THE BEST PlA CE to BUY. SELL or
TRADE NEW and USED EQUIPMENT

NUTS & VOLTS MAGAZINE
BOX II II -E • PlA CENTIA. CA 92670

(7 1~) 632-7721
Jo in Thousands o r Re:aders Nat ion wide

Every Month
ONE YEAR U.S. SUBSCRIPTIONS
$7.00 • 3rd Class • $12.50 • 1st Clus

, .. $25.00 • Ufe time • lrd C ass ' . ,

ATTN: VIC·20 owne rs. Com plete hom e manage
ment on ca ssette , $10.9 5 . Requires 3K . ALLENIX
SOFTWARE, PO Bo x 595, Ozark. AL 36360.

HOW to build e lectroni c lock. inte lligent a larm.
others I De tails $1.00 (refundab le). STARK ELEC·
TRONICS, Security Di vision , Bo x 11963 , Edmon
ton , A lta ., T5J 31.1.

CORDLESS te lephone owners . Inc rease ran ge .
Redu c e stat ic. S im p le add on . D et ai ls $ 1. 00.
PHONES, PO Box 273 . Mesa , AZ 85201.

NICKEL cadmium batteries- go vernment su r
plus . Ce lls at fra ction or ig inal co st. Gu aranteed .
Free flyer (SASE). NI·CAO SHOP, PO Box 11142 ,
Dept. R, St. Louis , MO 63 135.

New ITEMS New BARGAINS!
FREE UPON REQUESTI

Send now for FREE Catalog
and Supplement . Address : Dept. RE

FREE pa y-T V recepti on . " How-To " book . HBO,
Showtime, Ci ne max . $4 .95 . DIPTRONICS, PO Box
80K , Lake Hi awatha, NJ 070 34 .

TIMEX/Sinc la ir . Xto rth . Forth-79 . a nd " Ham 
Hacker " radio amate ur program s. HAWG WILD
SOFTWARE, Box 7668. Littl e Rock, A R 72217.

JUPITER Ace Fo rth com pute r and othe r Forth ker
nel s . HAWG WILD SOFTWARE, Box 7668 , Litt le
Rock, A R 72 217.

RADIO·TV sc he matics sin ce 1946, $4. 50 postp aid .
New tubes at d iscount. SASE plea se. MAURER, 29
S . 4th St. , Lebanon. PA 17042 .

FAIR RADIO SALES
10 16 1 EUREKA· Bn, IIOS • LIMA. OHIO· 45802

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS YOUR SEMICONDUCTOR
SUPERMARKET

74LSOO SALE 7400 LINEAR IC'S
74LSOO .20 74LS123 .50 74LS249 1.25 7400 .20 7475 .50 LM301AN .48 LM3900 .75 MC1489P 1.10
74LS01 .24 74LS125A .50 74LS251 .60 7401 .29 7476 .38 LM307N .56 LM3909 1.00 MC1496P 1.48
74LS02 .24 74LS126A .50 74LS253 .60 7402 .29 7485 1.10 LM308N .71 LM3911 1.50 MC1723P .62
74LS03 .24 74LS132 .80 74LS256 1.50 7403 .29 7486 .35 LM310N 2.40 LF347 2.35 MC1741CP1 .56
74LS05 .24 74LS133 .80 74LS257A .60 7404 .31 7489 2.40 LM311N .69 LF351 .60 MC3301 .90
74LS08 .24 74LS136 .40 74LS258A .60 7405 .32 7490 .52 LM318N 2.50 LF353 .99 MC3302 .60
74LS09 .24 74LS137 1.00 74LS259 1.25 7406 .38 7492 .52 LM319N 2.40 LF357 1.10 MC3401 .90
74LS10 .24 74LS138 .80 74LS260 .55 7408 .31 7493 .52 LM324N .71 NE555 .42 MC3403P 1.30
74LS11 .24 74LS139 .80 74LS266 .55 7410 .30 7495 .67 LM325N 3.30 MC1306P 1.10 MC1648P 3.80
74LS12 .24 74LS145 1.30 74LS273 1.25 7411 .31 7496 .73 LM326N 3.30 MC1310 4.29 MC1658P 4.50
74LS13 74LS147 1.65 74LS279 .55 7413 .46 74107 .35 LM556N .93 MC1330A1P 1.50 MC4024P 4.49

.45 74LS148 1.65 74LS280 2.25 7414 .59 74121 .40 LM339N .69 MCl349P 1.17 MC4044P 4.49
74LS14 .60 74LS151 .55 74LS283 .90 7417 .32 74123 .58 LM383T 2.30 MC1350P .98 ICM7208 15.95
74LS15 .32 74LS153 .55 74LS290 .80 7420 .29 74125 .52 LM377N 2.40 MC1351P 1.70 ICM7207A 6.00
74LS20 .29 74LS155 .85 74LS293 .90 7425 .31 74145 .75 LM378N 3.15 MC1357P 1.49 ICM7217A 9.95
74LS21 .32 74LS156 .80 74LS295A .95 7427 .32 74147 1.67 LM379N 4.60 MC1358P 1.30 ICM7205 12.95
74LS22 .32 74LS157 .80 74LS298 .90 7430 .30 74151 .75 LM380N .90 MC1372P 4.42 ICM7045 15.50
74LS26 .32 74LS158 .80 74LS299 2.60 7432 .31 74153 .75 LM381N 2.25 MC1373P 3.54 ICL8038 3.40
74LS27 .32 74LS160A .85 74LS322A 4.60 7437 .31 74154 1.17 LM381AN 3.60 MC1403U 2.71 ICM7555 1.20
74LS28 .32 74LS161 .85 74LS323 4.60 7438 .31 74157 .75 LM3B4N 2.00 MC1405L 9.70 MWA110 7.45
74LS3O .32 74LS162 .80 74LS348 1.75 7440 .29 74164 1.05 LM386N .99 MC1413P 1.20 MWA120 7.80
74LS32 .32 74LS163A .80 74LS352 1.25 7441 1.00 74165 1.05 LM565N 1.35 MC1374P 2.61 MWA130 8.25
74LS33 .32 74LS164 .80 74LS353 1.25 7442 .60 74174 1.00 LM566N 2.30 MC1376P 2.08 MWA310 8.25
74LS37 .40 74LS165 1.25 74LS365A .55 7446 .83 74175 .83 LM567N 1.35 MC1458CPl .77 MWA320 8.65
74LS40 .35 74LS166 1.25 74LS366A .55 7447 .83 74176 .80 LM1889 3.20 MC1488P 1.10 ZN414 2.00
74LS42 .60 74LS168 1.25 74LS367A .55 7448 .83 74177 .80
74LS47 .89 74LS169 1.25 74LS368A .55 7450 .29 74190 1.08 CMOS74LS48 1.00 74LS170 1.75 74LS373 1.35 7472 .35 74192 .99
74LS49 1.00 74LS173 .80 74LS374 1.25 7473 .35 74193 .99 CD4001 .30 CD4046 1.50 MC14000 .40 MC14023
74LS51 .29 74LS174 .55 74LS375 .55 7474 .35 74196 .80 CD4007 .32 CD4047 1.40 MC14001 .40 MC14024
74LS54 .29 74LS175 .60 74LS377 1.25 CD4010 .55 CD4049 .45 MC14002 .40 MC14024
74LS55 .29 74LS181 2.25 74LS378 1.25 CD4011 .32 CD4050 .45 MC14006 1.42 MC14027
74LS73A .42 74LS182 1.25 74LS379 1.25 CD4013 .45 CD4051 1.00 MC14007 .40 MC14028
74LS74A .42 74LSl83 2.75 74LS385 3.50 VOLT-REGS CD4016 .50 CD4066 .65 MC14008 1.25 MC14032
74LS75 .45 74LS190 .85 74LS386 .55 CD4017 1.00 CD4069 .32 MC14012 .40 MC14034
74LS76A .45 74LS191 .85 74LS390 1.25 CD4020 1.17 CD4070 .45 MC14013 .72 MC14035
74LS77 .70 74LS192 .85 74LS393 1.25 7805 .80 LM317T 1.00 CD4023 .32 CD4071 .32 MC14014 1.25 MC14038
74LS78A .49 74LS193 .85 74LS395 1.25 7806 .80 LM317K 3.75 CD4024 .83 CD4081 .32 MC14015 1.47 MC14040
74LS83A .75 74LS194A .80 74LS398 2.25 7808 .80 LM323K 6.95 CD4025 .32 CD4093 .60 MC14016 .72 MC14042
74LS85 .90 74LS195A .80 74LS399 1.25 7812 .80 LM350T 3.25 CD4027 .55 CD4510 1.17 MC14017 1.25 MC14043
74LS86 .45 74LS196 1.00 74LS490 2.10 7615 .80 LM350K 5.50 CD4029 1.42 CD4511 1.20 MC14018 1.15 MC14044

en 74LS90 .45 74LS197 1.00 74LS540 2.10 7818 .80 LM338K 7.60 CD4040 1.17 CD4515 2.80 MC14020 1.47 MC14046
U 74LS91 1.10 74LS221 1.25 74LS541 2.10 7824 .80 LM337T 1.90 CD4044 .80 CD4518 1.17 MC14021 1.25 MC14049
Z 74LS92 .55 74LS240 1.25 74LS568 3.99 7905 1.30 78L05 .40 MOST MOTOROLA CMOS IN STOCK
0 74LS93 .55 74LS241 1.25 74LS569 3.99 7906 1.30 78L12 .40
a: 74LS95B .65 74LS242 1.25 74LS620 2.00 7908 1.30 78L15 .40

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS INC.I- 74LS107A .45 74LS243 1.25 74LS621 2.00 7912 1.30 79L05 :80
U 74LS109A .45 74LS244 1.25 74LS622 2.00 7915 1.30 79L12 .80 738 S. Perry Lane, Tempe, AZ. 85281w 74LS112A .45 74LS245 1.75 74LS623 2.00 7918 1.30 79L15 .80
-J 74LS113A .45 74LS247 1.25 74LS640 2.00 7924 1.30 78H05KC 9.25 Order Phone: 1-800-528-1417w 74LS114A .60 . - 74LS248 1.25 78H12KC 9.25
0 74LS122 .80 INCLUDE $1.25 SHIPPING0
~a:
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CIRCLE 76 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

4% FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC. 
12603 C e s aw Blvd , Dept B, Hawthorne, CA 90250 

For information (213) 973 -1921 Orders Only (outside Calif.) (800) 672 -8758 

I 
POCKET LIGHT 

c'nnpee eon 5 I... - mil. powenuI butt a 1 

-h. dp furs on 3 PCs t SV C size Dan*ros 
hauled. h s paschal casement powerful 

LOW PRICE 56.50 

SANYO UHF VARACTOR TUNER 
FOR UHF CHANNELS 14 a3 

Tung wage 1 to 2eVDC input .ttpdart!e 
7541 IF band man 716MHz Su* 2+.' 1 . . 

Supply vases ISVOC 

MOdp tt5- 8-403A Vded IF 45 OMH: 
Modal I15 -B405A Video IF 62 SMH: 

$19.95 
er 4 r e most ...Conant pan d i e acid Don ' 

"01e $1900 lows tad you 
.nos w bred new tran Sano When adorn; 

.s se ep -Cal' rpdr a/ro*, 

¡ 

161 

1 

LASER 
SUPER LATERN 

Bream Iburesant lantern 
wM 9 6 wM hourescen1 
tuba Features Include 
Powedul d+sd beam spot 
kpM wan 9V arbous barb 
Buda horn - erlr co- 
slant a Ume ntavals 
song alarm Tam bark*, 
red rued*, eaalwg a red 
amber flashing On lone 
dorsals Fuey adrystabie 
nylon strop Operates kom 
D s.:. boleros a pugs 
Into made agar I.nt*, 
socket 

SPECIAL $11.95 

UNIVERSAL - 
NI -CD BATTERY 
CHARGER MW -398 

Cargos 9V AA CaDs.r*M .CD hares aatone 
une 
Part NO 050-0190 st 50 a 

SUPER FM WIRELESS MIC KIT 
Tris new dogma C CccO utas logo FRED FET 
uweelas wat 2 stage pre -amp Transmts FM 
larle IM- 120MNt) w w 2 blocks away and woh We 
Idea sarga* condsneer microphone that cones 
w., the M Mows you to well up any sound owwn 15 
R away W deludes a .Mcaarc parts OSC was 
ad PC Board Parer sopa, 9VDC 

FMC -105 $11.50 per KR 

6-WAY AC ADAPTOR 
c4 110VAC Output 3V 4 5V. (VV. 7 5V WP 

:VDC Cumin 300mÁ 

OUR LOW PRICE 
$5.50 ea 

MARK IV - 15 STEP 
LED POWER LEVEL INDICATOR KIT 
TM new s +u .- , - !cc kA conmsts of 36 4tobr 
LED s 115 per charnel) so algae the sound evei 
output of your wader horn 3608 to 308 
Cones an wa damned set screw mated pW- 
ac panel all tam ashiedor awed+l0 Meer Bolling a 
gradual output wasting Power Wary a 6.12VDC 
11h THO on toad mesa se nmw.ty controls Mauna 
can wort Ma any arnpator from 1W b 200W Ka 
Induce* 70 pas draw karaalon 38 pcs matched 
4cota LED s. M eecbasc components. PC Board 

and hard ore MARK IV KIT $31.50 

MIN 
FLOURESCENT AUDIO LEVEL MOM TOR 

s re ,-c of VU moray eta s Wag wad t:, 
wrgaer mr.Aanlsrs IC s we used to &m g.'. 

.t (ague Easy to 'ante all can be uno vet: 
...Nag Mar. waiters Power mprwrwa 12VD - TE -221 KR 

For Just $28.50 
(brad Slockl 

TA -1000 
KIT 

551.95 

Power 
Transformer 
$24.00 ea 

100W CLASS A 
POWER AMP KIT 
Dynamic Ges Class A ordre design makes nos 
WIN unpa4 n arced Crystal eise,. 100 wann Mover 
ot*%a rat sakyy tat most poky lane A marled 
eanbaeeon wen IM TA 1020 low TIM stereo pre 
amp 
ce.dll on. Output power 100W RMS Mao till 
125W RUS .nlo 41I Frequency ru pons 
10142100004r THD ea taw 001% SN ratio 
beer than eode input se saMty 1 V max Power 
empty -40V at SA 

.. PCC MIM. 
xINuN 

OUR PRICE S411 SO 

Mammal MKql*u 
neOailin area 

.t1TAea 
MUM W10-49 I 

CRYSTAL I0Mfl10UID 
IVIROESS IOCROF1101E 

SYSIEN 

Traumata FET net b flat 
30Ht-f SOU radon*. X tat 
ConaOae0 : AM Bi'.' 
la drill tra parlano' 

100mW output Ira^ . 

appr 6nhh)h 
l 

o$ 
iable long II 1Ea trnsmissior. 

Powered by 9V 
rado battery 
Recava X tal con- 
1,0111d locks on 

49Mtz transmutational On taw VU maw. ma. 
Mel eat signal strade Iran me rana :hone San- 
ded phone tack outlet carman b P A or afe 
pfw input 9V teary nUAW The pretensions, 
sate +deal for on stage. n bed aver n rouse a 
Y.nv S. 

E.,--° 

PROFESSIONAL FM WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE 

Made by on. of the readng Japanas* mann 
IKturer$ This lactay assarnbld FM amass 
microphone a powered by two M size Nerves . 
bananas n? The range of e8.109MHc E V - - 
in plastic tube type cake iah an om.- 
*MCbor0 knower moophore tout b. -. 

staWarO F rasp. worse can be herd any-whets m 
a one sae lot Sound peaty was looped very 
good - MODEL MIA-36 was $16 50 

ON SALE $9.25 Iwo 

LOW T.I.M. TRANSISTORS 
100W 100W 

Employs let/on O. rase I C la ore AM Ma. 
cola 16 V P mom deebrbt) ash h tow Mr and 
tae defeat annul Row polar we) ern atom acct 
pOlOCIK s Gad hw Va a neaten maim Tonne 

contra tale M composed $swap Pas t +a 
ire and tae coea'oral we Cm aseenCled e. o+Ht 
a guarded Pow. sump, DC r 36V 50V 

MODEL.SA$02C 
Part .370-0340 $45.00 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
166V -80V CT 6 AMP) 

Part .670-0220 $24.50 

HEAVY DUTY 500mA 
MULTIPLE AC -DC ADAPTOR 

a biMry Gestated eeWa*C squared up in 
500M atei LED .öcr 

Input 117220VAC 50150.0 

Output 
3.45 6 75.9 and12VDC 

Model SA -$112A 
$25.60 w. 

-Q>a Si i= 
A GOOD BUY 

at $65.00 

lof TA -800 

120W PURE DC POWER STEREO AMP KIT 
wag pow hungry han you anal a/W IMres a 

pool sol.Aron Th. TA-800 es pure DC rawer won 
a beam pre-amp M couprl CapaoaO $ we Nona 
rad b ad you a hue repro&K0On of se mac On 
board tone and ...dune comas combined rah bull 
n power supply make tat TAe00 tat most corneae. 
and amp avaaabie Speofdatmre 00W 2 do 
611 Frig Rang. 0Hz- 100KHtt303 TM) 01 %a 
baler S N Ratio 110dB Swaney 3mV into 47K 
Power RepoWnWnt 24.40 Vols 

WHISTLE ACTIVATED SWITCH BOARD 
All bords are pale -assembled and tasted You 
whale lo FET condenser mod :none ne horn a 
defend as lr as 30 Net away Ise easy can W 
asp adNSed) and 4 well kern the swatch on a You 
*fusse apv a ers Ken oe Idea b tente coned 
toys sycedal Wawa soot a 1910$. Coffee pots 
TV 14F radio or dtw pawls Ursa wales a. 
9VDC 

Model 960 $2 50 ea 

SANYO ANTENNA SIGNAL BOOSTER 
TN% Booster s specie% deigned tor UHF Chimes 
114-63) Ahar +asma p (between Ile antenna nput 
cable and the UHF teener). Was uhi roe porle 
minimum 01 t ode grn. IMI s pproamaey 2 ones 
bear than you are swag now Idi b theme web 

aprbMnts VW Caw not put W an oeAa a 
antenna Small Al sera. only 2 1.4' Sttppy 
+dugss15VDC 

Model 001.0076 

$12.50 

60W 60W O.T.L. AMP 
-w awed law corba poter amp lt n on 

Ma asearta o' Carped n we r-2'1' 
.- be tread into most corbe$ Power trrtalas 

72501667 X 4 to gnu a max manu of COW 40w 

Fregte..y macaw 204I $5KHn 1481 Totw 
twmavc *anon O 0ßU )1 KH:) Sena Nose Rab 
Map Icon bawl Taw coma too Ht- is de IO 
KHz I4® Draw rage 60 rH Pamir Supply 
48V TOV SAmp FaerCapaotor 4700o 75V War 

MODEL: SA -4520 
Part .370 -0350 $39.95 ea. 

t Trnsforrer Pan #670-0230... $22.50 ea. 
2 Fitter Capacitor 47001.E 70V 

$650ea 

1 WATT AUDIO AMP 
M pans as pre -ass.n'o *d on a mon. PC Boaro 
Supply Waage 69VDC Spacial Price $1.95 

6W AUDIO AMP KIT 
TBAewO wdh Votum Control Powert SupPlY 

616VDC Only 67.50 ea. 

"FISHER- 30 WATT STEREO AMP 
MAIN AMP i 15W 2) Ka *,.dudes 2 we Feme PA 
301 Hand IC M afectro%c pant wen PC Board 
Power supply 16VOC Ina added) Voltage San 
71.306 20H: 20Hz 

Super Buy Only $18.50 

1.0W TIM DC STEREO PRE -AMP KIT TA -1020 
incorporates brad new DC ds.g. that 9'v i.. 
theory Medal ham 0- l OOKHz - 0 $H Added 
$feats 111 lane derma all bodreee ward W you 
IMO*, your own hquancy sagas b waral* paw... 
Wa usleo & 
Spidll ens THO Ted as eta 005% 

c l a r i t y response DC to 100Hz 0 5dB R 

dioo i 0 206 S N raw Om* ris 701. 
S*nseeydy Phare 2mV 47K11. Aux 10O.rV 100. 
Crawl *eel 1 3V Max output 1 5V Tae corn 
Basa 1008 50HZ. Treble 10o03 ISH: 
Power fuggy 24VDC . 0 SA Ka calls an 
regalia power campy M you reed e a 4$VC1 
har.brmn - 0 SA 

Only $44.50 
Transformer 

$4.50 ea. 

PROFESSIONAL REGULATED 
VARIBLE DC POWER SUPPLY KIT 

M wed s1we mosey wan hlpt Moray power ban 
rbr 2S(3388 all K: village mgMror MC 1733 OUpa 
wag* Darn be dinged km 0-30V at IA auras 
Wad or 015V at 2.11 carat Intwd Manta resat 
roe a as man 000611 nepe all roas MM man 
1 rnV. ea on pral maters br voltage all arrant 
medre. reo roen on board LED aro adds ow bad 
altota Kl cona won pral aed PC Board. nand- 
eons. a neCsaary **Mora components, trans. 
lanes and a peo sw.nll bourg metal cabaret The 
eat pled b 'add all M most Load minnow* 
for mpmren Bull an today' P Model TRUA 

0 -15VDC 2A 
01 . MoWI TRU 

O-30V0C IG A 

$59 50 per Kit 

MAGNETIC HEAD EQUALIZER 
Zs:anndara RIM cuve la M knd a moronec Made 3 

napes wawa COMA b ber meat Caput wade 
guranleed is be stade rada rf y Os oabt Paw*, 
Sup, 24 V0C 

MODEL. MA -142 
Part .370 -370 $6 95 a 

STEREO MIC. AND ECHO MIXER 
FOR STEREO AMPLIFIER SYSTEM 
TM 0.0.,t enWoyf r eloyaed awns BOC1 tyree 

who cicua. Sato one an be dead imam 30 
Maw) Ake ers mcdph te owed Co se tam 
Fus% enema# 

MOOEL MX205 
Part 03704360 $29.95 se. 

a SPECIAL 
Excellent Price' 
Modal 001 -0034 
$29.50 per Krt 

Transforma 
STO. SO ea. 

TA -322 30 WATTS TOTAL 
15W 15W STEREO AMP KIT 

TMs a sold state M transom c+aMry wan on 
board skew pre -amp ta most microphone a alone 
alga Pow sapa employs heavy duty Power 
Hybnd IC Four bull on board contras for. 
volume balance treble and bora Power soppy 
retards 48VCT 2 SA transformer THO of as than 
0 ' . Warta 1 UO-: 1 OlcH: at lull power (15 Watts 

15 Ways cuOIC .ru 6111 

20 STEPS BAR DOT 
AUDIO LEVEL DISPLAY KIT 

s new #'Pie ado taw away ore s warp 
a w .5e9rred ant Ian Naaae Sn ocat5Kaa b 

Y » 20 pactes or cola LEDs vow yam and red) on 
was channe a provdnn two typa el e.pay nassods 
bal srcso e a do/ The %Ow raga a from 

5708 b DOB KA a good tor no reeve han 2 
b 200 weal Power supply raquas' 2V AC or DC So 

groat for can as *a' Ka con.. art puer wart 
bord M LEDs oieca oc c ngaed& wanes and 
OR screen pm pwfeaoe from pare 

MODEL: TY -45 
Part 370-0280 $38.50 

SEND ONE DOLLAR 
TOR OUR DETAIL CATALOG 

Insect* California 
Outsde Calif lince Mauro a Canada) 
Overseas 

Shipping 6 Handling Chagas 
Under $50.00 Over $50.00 

Purchase Purchase 
10% 5% 
15% 10% 
25% 20% 

Minimum Order $10.00 /Catit Rsrdnts 
add 6 5% Sates Tag Phone Orders Accepted 
on VISA or MC ONLY NO C O D.'a Prices sub- 
act to change without notice 

.-- rr 
r: 7 

STORE HOURS 
MON -FRI -10.7 

SAT -10.6 
Apple and Apple II are that trademark of APPLE COMPUTERS. INC 

MODEL: SA802C
Part # 370-0340 • ... . $85.00

POWER TRANSFORMER
(68V-80V CT 6 AMP)

Part # 670-0220 . . . . . $24.50

$11.50 ea.

PROFESSIONAL FM WIRELESS
MICROPHONE

SUPER FM WIRELESS MIC KIT
This new designed circurt uses high FREQ FET
transistors WIth 2 stage pre-am p. Tran smit s FM
range (88 -120M Hz) up to 2 bloc ks awa y and WIth the
ultra sensitive condense r microphone that com es
With the kit allows you to pick up any sound Within 15
ft. away . Kit inc ludes all electronic parts. OSC coils
and PC Boa rd. Power supply 9V DC .

FMC·l05 $11.50 per Kit

Part No. 050~190

Brilliant flou rescent lantern • Employs Hitachi low noise I.e. for pre-amp ' Max,
with 9" 6 watt flou rescent outpu t 16 V Pop (non dIStort ion) • With hi-low hlter. and
lu be . Feat ures Incl ud e . tone defeat circuit · Rear power amp with short circuit
Powerful direct beam spot - protection ~ Giant heat sink fOfmaximum results ~ Tone
hght Wlth 9V pre -focus bu lb : con trols : 14dB · All components (except pots for vol-

~t~Zn~e~rh~~e- i~;~~~I~~; j.;..;;;.;.;.;;,;.;,;.;..;;,;.;.;;..----...;,;.;.;.;,;.;.;;;..j ~~~a~~t=~=e~):~e-~:e- qual~
sor ucalarm; Twin blin ker 
red ambe r flashing or red &
am be r fl ashi ng on tim e
mterv als : Full y adju stable
nylon strap. Ope rates from
o size batteri es or plugs
int o veh ic le ciga r lig hter
sock et.

SPECIAL $11.95

6-WAY AlC ADAPTOR
Input: 110VAC. Output: 3V, 4.5V. 6V, 7.5V and
12VDC. Curr ent: 3OOmA.

OUR LOW PRICE
$5.50 ea.

POCKET LIGHT
Complete With 5" Uourescent tube , powerful bulb and
handy strap. Runs on 3 pes 1.5V "C" size batteries
(not included) . Ir s a practical. ccnveme nt. powerful
spo tlig ht and flou rescont light. Its supenor quality 1$

idea l for Indoor or outdoor use .

LOW PRICE $6 ,50

~~ J (
• J:!~• • .t
,._~\t

MARK IV - 15 STEP
LED POWER LEVEL INDICATOR KIT
This new stereo Ind ic ator kit consi sts of 36 a-colo r
LED's (15 per channel) to indic ate the sound lev el
outpu t of your ampltfier from - 36dB to + 3dB.
Comes With a well designed silk screen pnnted ptas
hepanel and has a selector switch to allow floating or
grad ua l output indica ting . Power supply is 6 -12VDC
with TH G onboard inpu t sensitivity controls . This uni t
can work with any amplifier from 1W to 2OOW. Kit
includes 70 pes driver transistors . 38 pes matched
a-color LED ·s. all elec tronic co mponents, PC Boa rd
and front panal. MARK IV KIT $31.50

NoFCC License
Required

OUR PRICE $49.50
Additional Micropllone
[Transmitter)Available

i t $28.00 ea. /'
MURAWMS·49

SANYO ANTENNA SIGNAL BOOSTER

MODEL: SA-452O
Part # 370-0350 ..• •. $39.95 ea.

1 Transformer Part #670-0230. . . $22.50 ea .
2 Alter Capacitor 47ool'F 70V

$6,50 ea.

MODEL: MA-142
Part # 370-370 ..•. . $6.95 ea ,

MODEL: MX206
Part #3 70-0360 . . .. , $29,95 ea,

20 STEPS BAR/DOT
AUDIO LEVEL DISPLAY KIT

This new dosigned audio level disptay unit is using a
new integrated circuit from National Semtconduetor10
drive 20 pieces of color LEOs (green, yellOwand red) on
each channel . It provides twotypes of dispiay methods
for selection 'bar' or 'dot'. The display range is from
- 57dB to OdB. Kit is good for any amplifier from 2 watt
to 200 watts! Power supply requires 12V AC or OC. So it
is great for cars as well ! Kit comes with printer circuit
board. all LEOs, e1ectronk: components. switches, and
sdk screen printed professional front panel.

o

"I ..::: .,
MODEL: TY-45

Part #37Q-0280 • . . , , $38.50

I .:.
~J ".

STEREO MIC. AND ECHO MIXER
FOR STEREO AMPLIFIER SYSTEM
The circuitry employs all integrated circuits, BBo type
echo circuit, echo time can be adjusted (max. .30
Msec.) Also with a miaophone preamp on the board.
Fully assembled .

MAGNETIC HEAD EQUALIZER
• Standard RlAA curve for all kinds of magnetic heads ' 3
stages crossover circuit for best results· Ou tput voItac]e
guaranteed to be stable without any osciHation · Power
Supply: 24 V.D.C.

Mod el TR88A
0-15VDC (" 2A

Model TR88B
0-30VDC (" 1A

Model 001·0076

$12.50

PROFESSIONAL REGULATED
VARIBLE DC POWER SUPPLY KIT

* SPECIAL *
Excellent Price!
Model 001-0034
$29.50 per Kit
Transformer

$10.50 ea.

TA-322 30 WATTS TOTAL
15W + 15W STEREO AMP KIT

Ttus is a so lid sta te all transistor circu itry with on
boa rd stereo pre-amp for most microphon e or phon e
input. Power output employs a heavy duty Powe r
Hybrid IC . Fo u r b uilt on b oar d cont rol s fo r .
volume, ba lance, treb le and bass . Power supply
req uires 48V CT 2.5A transform er. THD of less than
0 .1% between 100Hz-10KHz at full powe r (15 Wa tts
+ 15 Watt s loaded into 8U ).

A GOOD BUY
at $65.00

TA-800

Onl y $44 .50
Transformer

$4.50 ea.

WHISTLE ACTIVATED SWITCH BOARD
All boa rd s a re pre -assem bled and tested . You
whistle to its FET condense r microphon e from a
distance . as far as 30 feet away (sensitivity can be
eas ily adju sted) , and It will turn the switch on. If you
whistle again rt Will turn off. Ideal for remote control
toys, elect rical applrance such as lights , coffee pots.
TV, HI-Fi. radro or oth er projects. Unit works Oil

DVDC.
Mode l 968 , $2.50 ea.

120W PURE DC POWER STEREO AMP KIT
Getti ng pow er hungry from your small amp? Here's a
good so lution! The TA·800 is a pure DCamplifier with ... ~

a built -in pre-amp . All coupling capacitors are elimin
ated to give you a true reproduction of the music. On
board tone and volume controls combined WIth built
In power supp ly mak e the TA-800 the most compac t
stereo amp availa ble. Specific ations : 60W x 2 into
80 . Freq Range : OHz-100KHz:::3dB . THO : .01% or
bette r. S 'N RatIO: BOdS. Sens itivity: 3mV into 47K.
Power Requirement: :t 24-40 Volts .

', ~~_ .

t • - ... . . • .... .. ~

_I a~

b

"FISHER" 30 WATT STEREO AMP
MAINAMP (15W x 2). Krt Includes 2 pes . Fisher PA
30 1 Hybl'id IC, all electroruc pa rts with PC Board
Pow er supply ~ 16VDC (not included ), Vo ltage ga in
33d B, 20Hz-20K Hz.

Super Buy

Dynamic Bias Class "A" circuit desiqn makes this
unit un ique in ItSclass. Cry stal clear , 100 wa tts powe r
outpu t will satisfy the most picky fans. A perfec t
com bina tion with the TA-1020 low TIM ste reo pre-amp. ... ......_ -1
Speciflcahons • Output powe r 100 W RMS mto 80
12 5 W RM S int o 40 ~ F req u e nc y res po ns e
10H z-100KHz · THD less than 0.0 1% • S 'N ratio
bette r than BOdB• Input sensttivrty1V max . • Power
supply " 40V at 5A.

1 WATT AUDIO AMP
All parts are pre- assemb led on a mini PC Board .
Supply voltage 6-9VDC . Special Price $1.95

6W AUDIO AMP KIT
TSA810 with Volu me Co nt rol. Pow er Sup p ly

6-1BVDC Only $7.50 ea.

FLOURESCENT AUDIO LEVEL MONITOR
This is the kmd of VU monitor that is being used by
most amplifier manufacturers. IC's are used to simplify
drcuit layout. Easy to assem ble and can be used WIth
all powe r level amphflers . Power requirement 12VDC.

TE·221 KIT
For Just $28.50

(Limrted Stock)

TA-l oo0
KIT

$51.95

Power
Tran sformer

$24.00 ea.

100W CLASS A
POWER AMP KIT
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ELECTRONICS MAN DISCOVERS 
THE SECRET OF HOW TO ESCAPE 
THE AMERICAN RAT RACE 

For His Conhar 

"How to Get Rich in ELECTRONICS" 
Snnrf 55 ne dash C. 
MINI -TRONIX P.O. Box 1511, Troy. MI 48099 

PROJECTION TV... Convert your TV to project 7- 
loot picture. Results comparable to $2,500 00 pro- 
jectors _ Total cost less than $30 00 Plans & 8 
lens $19 95 Illustrated information free... MAC - 
ROCOMA-GF, Washington Crossing, PA 18977 
Creddcard orders 24 hours. (215) 736-3979 

200 electronics kits. projects. plans. Send stamp for 
list MATCO ELECTRONICS, Box 316R. Cadillac. 
MI 49601. 

HOBBYISTS... simplify digital circuit design using 
EPROM How to guidebook also includes nine pro - 
jects you can build $15 00 to TECHNILOGIK. PO 
Box 45. Essex. VT 05451 

MOST advanced sine converter descrambler 
available. PCB and plans $1500 JIM RHODES. 
1025 Ransome Ln , Kingsport. TN 37660 

TIMEX SINCLAIR VIC -20 bible pack Design build 
any peripheral imaginable Includes cassettes 
$39 95. info 56.00 refundable. JORGE SAMPSON, 
Box 38663. Houston, TX 77288. 

MAILING list for sale. All 123.500 subscribers 
names and addresses to UHF Channels 60,65.67. 
and 68 W H T gated syn- suppressed N Y and Phi - 
la area Never sold before, $45 00 M. Also fully 
computer assembled and tested units $49 00 ea 
Write to SEYMOUR ADVERTISING, 9857 
Tecumseh Rd East. Windsor, Ontario, Canada 
N8R -1A5 (5191 735.8122 

AUTOMATIC fine tuning (AFT) for UHF,VHF con- 
verter board Deluxe I, II- never again readjust fine 
tunnq state of the art design plans Circuit parts 

HIGH QUALITY 1 55dß GAIN 

MICROWAVE 
TV SYSTEM 
Varible from 1.9 to 2.5 GHz 

The latest advance 
in microwave 

technology with a 

SNOW -FREE 
PICTURE. 

Two Models to 
choose from. 

Both Models Include: 
20 Parabolic Dish 

Pre -assembled Probe with Down Converter 
Power Supply and Coax Switch 
60 of RG -59 U Coax with Connector 
Transformer for 75 to 300 Ohms 
All Mounting Hardware for Fast and 
Easy Installation 

20" Fiberglass Dish 
Up to 55dB Gain 

Special 59895' 

20' Aluminum Dish 

Up to 40dB Gain 

Low Priced $7495' 
Includes stepping end naldarg 

AvaaaW evu Mal are Prior* Orders Orr, 
Send Cashiers Duct a Morvy Order b 
"none Chime taa 2 s mime to amo 

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO, Inc. 
4670 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood. Calo 90027 

219-0227 
For C.O.D. Orders Call (213) 3529681 
CIRCLE 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

list 515 00 Deluxe I. II get clear picture as normal 
commercial TV channel, improve sound adjust- 
ment, stop vertical jitter 511 00 ADVANCE ELEC- 
TRONICS, PO Box 3298, Culver City. CA 90230. 

SAVE 90 ° free catalog 8 and 16 bit computer sys- 
tems Plans, boards. ROM s. software. parts. more. 
DIGATEK CORPORATION, Suite E. 2723 West 
Butler Drive. Phoenix. AZ 85021 

CATALOG: Hobby. CB. broadcasting! Linears. 
transmitters. bugs. scramblers. downconverters. 
antennas. modifications. more PANAXIS Box 130 - 
F2. Paradise. CA 95969 

HIGH performance audio kits. MM & MC phono 
preamps. parametric eq., delay, NR, and more. 
Send for catalog. PHOENIX SYSTEMS -RE, 91 
Elm Street. Manchester, CT 06040. 

CORDLESS -telephone owners: Prevent un- 
authorized call with Call- Garde Write' BROAD- 
CAST COMPANY. LTD., PO Box 59, Westmont, IL 
60559 

Learn micro -processing with the new 

MICRO -PROFESSOR 1P 

Students, engineers or technicians - 
upgrade your micro- processing skills 
with the new Micro- Professor I P. 
The MPF -IP features: 

extensive software support 
more built -in memory 
improved keyboard 
larger display 

Three tutorial guides help cover all 
capabilities. The ideal training tool! 
MPF -1P will deliver you into the growing 
world of micro -processing. Invest now! 

only $179.95 Plus FREE GIFT 
Check this box for FREE 

Z410 Microprocessor 
Programming and 
Interfacing textbook .hen l ~r Ile RE024 you order ..ithin 7 dass. pt 
$12.95 value. 14803 N.E. 40th 

Redmond, WA 98052 

For immediate action call TOLL FREE: 

1- 800426 -1044 
Full money back guarantee. 1.7-4 ....o..l 

CIRCLE 39 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NEW! Build electronic combination lock Control 
anything' Intelligent car alarm Others Details 51 00 
(refundable) STARK ELECTRONICS. Security Di- 
vision, Box 11963. Edmonton, Alberta. T5J 3L1 

BACK and forth light flasher similar to that seen on 
Knight Rider and other sci fi shows Complete plans 
510.00 DON LUCAS. 14720 Cedar St . Alliance. 
OH 44601 

ROBOTS -world directory plans. patents. MFGs 
53 00 WM. OLIVADOTI, 2515 Santa Clara Ave 
Alameda. CA 94501 

STOP 
LOCK IW Ia I.t11TO1, CACI TOM . DIDDU. ISiLn1 _a_ CCrrrroL.. r.D.tw Kai.TOr.. Tn.AM1eTOe1 
1C TIM16IPrtle.. I1ASte. 1f111, LCD . CAS Spars 
s00 .I i1KI.rr1. ro. DUR CATALOG D. OICw 1 ITD. CO Inc A aTA roe aR ILTD1. t. K%In 

TWIN A1101M TIIaC La MeICt11 IC G4MIAIRCt 

Daytapro Electronics, Inc. 
3029 N. WILSHIRE LN.. ARLINGTON HTS., ILL. 60004 

312-670-0555 

ELECTRONIC KITS 
FROM HAL -TRONIX 

2304 MHZ DOWN CONVERTERS TUNES IN ON 
CHANNELS 2 TO 7 ON YOUR OWN HOME T V HAS 
FREQUENCY RANGE FROM 2000 MHZ TO 2500 
MHZ EASY TO CONSTRUCT AND COMES COM- 
PLETE WITH ALL PARTS INCLUDING A DIE -CAST 
ALUM CASE AND COAX FITTINGS. REQUIRE A 
VARIABLE POWER SUPLY AND ANTENNA (Antenna 
can be a dish type or cone, can type depending on the 
Signal strength in your area I 

2304 MOD 1 (Basic Kit) S19 95 lts <aSe a I09.1 
2304 MOD 2 (Basle Pre.amp) S29 95 ea ras. a Iii 
2304 MOD 3 IHI -Gam Pre'amp) S39 95 rI[LOet car a rengs, 
POWER SUPPLY FOR EITHER MODEL ABOVE IS 
AVAILABLE COMES COMPLETE WITH ALL PARTS. 
CASE. TRANSFORMER ANTENNA SWITCH AND 
CONNECTORS (K1í) $24.95 
Assembled $34 95 
Slotted Microwave Antenna For Above 
Downver ter s S39 95 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
HAL PA -19- -1 5 mhz to t50 mhz 19d1) gain operates 
on 8 to 18 volts at 1 Orna Complete unit S8 95 
HAL PA -1.4 -3 mhz to 14 oz. 10 to 12 db gam op- 
erates on 8 tole volts at 10 ma Compete une $12.95. 

(Tite above unes ate dear for receivers. canters. et 1 

16 LINE TOUCH TONE DECODE KIT WITH P C. 
BOARD AND PARTS 569 95 
12 LINE TOUCH TONE DECODER KIT WITH P C 
BOARD AND PARTS S39 95 
16 LINE ENCODER KIT. COMPLETE WITH CASE. 
PAD AND COMPONENTS $39 95 
12 LINE ENCODER KIT, COMPLETE WITH CASE. 
PAD AND COMPONENTS S29 95 

Complete Sets of P C Boards Available For Unicorn 
Robot Project and Heart-A-Matic Project 

MANY. MANY OTHER KITS AVAILABLE r. mom w..tie ts r......rr Row .. ..be. ,.... r.r ...swtlw 

L. 

SIM11G 
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HAL-TRONIX 
O Pox 1101 

Southgote. MI 46195 
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SATELLITE TELEVISION 
SATELLITE TV receiver breakthrough! Build 
your own commercial quality receiver now! In- 
struction manuals. schematics. circuit boards! 
Send stamped envelope: XANDI. Box 25647, 
Dept. 21V, Tempe, AZ 85282. 

3.7.4.2GHz signal generator -S70 00 Other cost 
effective. functional microwave test equipment avail- 
able Send SASE ROENSCH MICROWAVE, RR1. 
Box 156B. Brookfield, MO 64628 

FREE! Information on 100 satellite -television chan- 
nels plus free catalog of proven do -it- yourself plans 
kits for easy. low -cost. attractive satellite antennas. 
Also. wholesale electronics components. GFI -5, 
Box 9108. Missoula, MT 59807 (406) 642-3405 

Guide to Satellite Television S6 95. 

SATELLITE TV VIEWERS 
Get the most complete weekly listings 

Send S1 for sample copy. 

Satellite TV Week 
P O Box 308, Fortuna, California 95540 

100.3511 -1117 (U.S.) 100 -I$í1 -1717 (GIN.) 
707.7ís -!4711 (all others) 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
WHOLESALE MATV CATV VCR equipment. an- 
tennas. audio cables. adapters. original replace- 
ment cartridges & styli. telephone accessories. 
radios. cassette recorders. speakers, etc.. send let- 
terhead for free catalog (212) 897-0509 D &WR, 
66-12 110th St.. Flushing. NY 11375 

MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of small electronics manufacturing busy 

HAL-TRONIX
P.o. Box 110 1

SouthgOt•. loll 4&195

tQ'::1i
__~ MNIOUl C NCl'IfII\ANO

WlZltll

MECHANICALLY inclined ind iv idua ls desir ing
ownership of small electronics manufactu ring busi-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
WHOLESALE MATV/CATVNCR equi pment, an
ten nas , audio cab les , adapters, origi nal/rep lace
ment cartridges & sty li , te lephone accessories ,
radios, cassette recorders , speake rs, etc., send let
terhead for free catalog (212) 897-0509 D&WR,
66-12 110th St. , Flushing, NY 11375.

CIRCLE 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

StolIdJQ Cllrt1. 11.11"'9 Of $.A.s' t. lor 1rI1_.ltoII """ f lyef Oft 01-"
HAl ·TJIIOHIX pr ockH:t l . To or_ b ~ phoM; 1.:11).2 15-17 11

PREAMPLIFIERS
HAL PA-19-1.5 mhz to 150 mhz. 19db gain operates
on 8 to 18 volts at 10ma. Complete unit $8.95.
HAL PA-1.4-3 mhz to 1.4 9hz. 10 to 12 db gain op
erates on 8 to 18 volts at 10 maoComplete un~ $12 .95.

(The above unitsareideal for receivers, counters, etc.)......................................

SATEL LITE TV receiver breakthrough! Build
your ow n commercia l quality receiver now! In
st ruct ion manuals, schematics, c ircuit boards!
Send stamped envelope: XANDI, Box 25647,
Dept. 21V, Tempe, AZ 85282.

SATELLITE TV VIEWERS
Get the most complete w ee kly list ings.

Send $1 for sample copy. (R

!3dtt:i ~',';{{ 3
P.O. Box 308 , Fortuna, California 95540
100-351-9997 (U.S.) ·100.516.1717 (c.llf .)

707 .715. 1476 (_II others)

FREE! Information on 100 satellite-television chan
nels plus free catalog of proven do-it-yourself plans/
kits for easy, low-cost. attractive sate llite antennas.
Also, wholesa le elec tronics compo nents . GFI-5,
Box 9108, Missoula, MT 59807. (406) 642·3405.
"Consumer Guide to Satellite Television"- $6.95.

SATELLITE TELEVISION

3.7-4.2GHz signal generator- $70.00 . Other cost
effect ive, functional microwave test equipment avail
able. Send SASE. ROENSCH MICROWAVE, RR1,
Box 1568, Brookf ield, MO 64628 .

ELECTRONIC KITS
FROM HAL·TRONIX

2304 MHZ DOWN CONVERTERS. TUN ES IN ON
CHANNELS 2 TO 7 ON YOUR OWN HOME T.V. HAS
FREQUENC Y RANGE FROM 2000 MHZ TO 2500
MHZ. EASY TO CONSTRUCT AND COMES COM
PLETE WITH ALL PARTS INCLUDING A DIE-CAST
ALUM CASE AND COAX FITTINGS, REQUIRE A
VARIABLE POWER SUPLY AND ANTENNA (Antenna
can be a dish typa or coffee can type depending on the
signal strength in your area.)

2304 MOD 1 \Basic Kit) $19.95
(Less case & fil lings

2304 MOD 2 (Basic'Pre-amp) $29.95
(less case & htlingS)

2304 MOD 3 (Hi-Gain Pre-amp) $39.95
(Inc ludes case & flttmgs)

POWER SUPPLY FOR EITHER MODEL ABOVE IS
AVAILABLE. COMES COMP LETE WITH ALL PARTS,
CASE, TRANSFORMER, ANTENNA SWITCH AND
CONN ECTORS . (Kit) $24.95
Assembled , , $34.95
Slotted Microwave Antenna For Above
Downverters $39 .95......................................

16 LINE TOUCH TON E DECODE KIT WITH P.C.
BOARD AND PARTS $69.95

12 LINE TOUC H TONE DECODER KIT WITH P.C.
BOARD AND PARTS $39.95

16 LINE ENCO DER KIT, COMPLETE WITH CASE,
PAD AND COMPON ENTS ....... ........ $39.95

12 LINE ENCODER KIT, COMPLETE WITH CASE,
PAD AND COMPONEN TS $29.95. .
Complete Setsof P.C. Boards Available For: Unicorn
Robot Project and Heart-A-Matic Project.

MANY, MANYOTHERKITS AVAILABLE

NEW ! Build electronic combination lock. Cont rol
anything! Intelligent car alarm .Othe rs. Details $1.00
(refundabl e). STARK ELECTRONICS, Security Di
vision , Box 11963, Edmonton, Alberta , T5J 3L1.

BACK and forth light flasher similar to that seen on
Knight Rider and other sci fi shows. Complete plans
$10.00. DON LUCAS, 14720 Cedar si.. Alliance ,
OH 44601.

ROBOTS-world director y, plans, patents, MFG's.
$3.00. WM. OLiVADOTI, 2515 Santa Clara Ave.,
Alameda , CA 94501.

CIRCLE 39 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CATALOG : Hobby, CB , broadcasting! Linears,
transm itt ers, bugs , scramblers, downcon vert ers ,
antennas, modificat ions , more! PANAXIS Box 130
F2, Paradise , CA 95969 .

HIGH performance audio kits. MM & MC phono
preamps, parametric eq. , delay, NR, and mo re.
Send for catalog. PHOENIX SYSTEMS-RE, 91
Elm Street, Manchester, CT 06040 .

CORDLESS-te lep hone owners: Prevent un 
authorized call wit h Cali-Garde. Write: BROAD
CAST COMPANY, LTD., PO Box 59, Westmont, IL
60559 .

Students, engineers or technicians
upgrade your micro-processing skills
with the new Micro-Professor IP.
The MPF-IP features:

• extensive software support
• more built-in memory
• improved keyboard
• larger display

Three tu torial guid es help cover all
capabilities . The idea l training too l!
MPF- IP will deli ver you into the growing
world of micro -processing. Invest now!

Plus-FREE GIFT Only $179_95
o Check thi s box for FREE~
Z..80 Microprocessor ~'
Programming and
Interfacing textbook When_~
you order within 7 days. -.. Dept . RE0 24
$12.95 value. 14803 N .E. 40th

Redmo nd, WA 980 52

For immedi ate act io n call TOLL FREE:

1..800426..1044
- EZ5JFull mon ey back guar an tee. VISA' ~

Learnmicro-processing with the new

MICRO..PROFESSOR IP

LOCK ING FOR RESISTORS. CAPAC I TORS, DIODES , METERS
HARDWARE . CONTROLS. POWER RES I S l'ORS . TRANS I S 'TORS •
rc -.s, TRANSFORME RS, F USES , K I TS , L ED' S , CABINETS .
SEND $ 1 . 00 (REF l.HDABLE) . FOR OUR C ATALCXio Of" OV ER
1 10 0 I T EMS OR S END A S T AMP FOR OUR FLYER. 14 HOUR
1"lRi ARO(A«) T IME · LOW PRI C ES · 1 0 0.,. GUA.RAHTE £

Deytepro Electronics.Inc.
3029N. WILSHIRE LN., ARLINGTON HTS., ILL. 60004

312-870-0555

list $15.00. Deluxe I, II get clear picture as norma l
commerciat TV channel, improve sound adjust
ment, stop vertical jitter $11.00. ADVANCE ELEC·
TRONICS, PO Box 3298, Culver City, CA 90230 .

SAVE 90% free catalog 8 and 16 bit computer sys
tems . Plans, boards, ROM's, software, parts, more,
DIGATEK CORPORATION, Suite E, 2723 West
Butler Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021.

20" A luminum Dish

Up to 40dB Gain

$7495-Low Priced

The latest advance
in microwave

technology with a
SNOW-FREE

PICTURE.

20" Fiberglass Dish

Up to 55dB Gain

$9895-Special

Varible from 1.9 to 2.5 GHz

·lnclude. Shipping I nd Handling

HIGH QUALITY ~g 55dB GAIN

MICROWAVE
TV SYSTEM

TIMEx/ SINCL AIR VIC-20 bible pack . Design/build
any peripheral imagi nable. Includes cassettes .
$39.95, info $6.00 refundab le. JORGE SAMPSON,
Box 38663, Houston, TX 77288.

MOST adva nced s i ne converter desc ram bler
availa bl e. PCB and plans $15.00. JI M RHODES,
1025 Ransome Ln., Kingspo rt, TN 37660 .

MAILI NG list for sa le . A ll 123,500 subscri bers
names and addresses to UHF Channels 60,65,67,
and 68 W.HT. gated syn-suppressed NY and Phi
la. area. Never sold before, $45.00/M. Also fully
computer assembled and tested units $49 .00 ea.
Write t o SEYMOUR ADVERTIS ING , 9857
Tecumseh Rd. East, Windsor, Ontario , Canada
N8R-1A5. (519) 735-8122.

AUTOMATIC f ine tuning (AFT) for UHFNHF con
verter board Deluxe I, 11- never again readjust fine
tuning, state of the art design, plans, circuit, parts

HOBBYISTS... simp lify digita l circuit design using
EPROM. How to guidebook also includes nine pro
jects you can build. $15.00 to TECHNILOGIK, PO
Box 45, Essex, VT 0545 1.

200 electronics kits, projec ts, plans. Send stamp for
list. MATCO ELE CTRONICS, Box 316R, Cadi llac,
M14960 1.

C!C Available th ru Mail and Phone Orders Only
VISA Send Cashie rs Check or Mone y Order to :

(Personal Chodts. allow 2·5 weeks 10clear)

PROJEC TION TV... Conver t your TV to project 7
foot picture.., Results comparab le to $2,500.00 pro
jectors .., Total cost less than $30.00... Plans & 8"
lens $19.95... Illustrated information free ... MAC
ROCOMA-GF, Washington Crossing , PA 18977 .
Creditcard orders 24 hours. (215) 736-3979.

Two Models to
choose from.

Both Models Include:
• 20" Parabolic Dish

• Pre-assembled Probe with Down Converter
• Power Supply and Coax Switch
• 60 ' of RG-59/U Coax with Connector
• Transformer for 75 to 300 Ohms
• A ll Mounting Hardware for Fast and

Easy Install at io n

r----------------------------,ELECTRONICS MAN DISCOVERS:
THE SECRET OF HOW TO ESCAPE I

THE AMERICAN RAT RACE:
For His Confidential Report - :

"Ho w to Get Rich in ELECTRONICS" :
Send $5.00 Cash, Cert. Check or Money Order to . :
M IN I·TRONIX P.O. Box 1511, Troy, MI 48099 IL ~
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THE FIRST NAME IN 
ELECTRONIC TEST GEAR 

RAMSEY D -1100 
VOM- MULTITESTER 
Compact and reliable. de- 
signed to service a wide vari- 
ety of equipment Features in- 
clude mirror back scale 

double -jeweled precision 
moving COO double over- 
load protection an ideal low 
cost unit for the beginner or 
as a spare back -up unit 

01 995 
lest leads and battery 
included 

801 

a w el 
_ j 

.. 

NEW FROM RAMSEY 20 MHz 
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
UnsurpasseO Quality at an unbeatable price. the Ramsey oscilloscope 
compares to others costing hundreds more Features include a compo- 
nent testing Circuit that will allow you to easily test resistors. capacitors. 
digital circuits and diodes TV video sync filter wide bandwidth & 
high sensitivity internal graticule high quality rectangular CRT 

front panel trace rotator Z axis high sensitivity x -y mode very 
low power consumption regulated power supply built -in calibrator 

rock solid triggering high quality hook -On probes 

$39995 
RAMSEY D -2100 
DIGITAL MULTITESTER 
A compact easy to ,. . 
designed to operate c a pi. 
Featuring 31s digit LCD low 
BAT indicator all range over- 
load protection o arrange indi- 
catron auto-potanty Transistor 
Tester dual -slope integration 
nryi Carrying case 

$5495 
hit lest leads. battery Si vinyl 
carrying case included 

high quality 
hook -on probes included 

b5.0 
RAMSEY D -3100 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
Reliable. accurate digital 
measurements at an ama: 
ingly low cost In -line color 
coded push buttons. speeds 
range selection abs plastic 
tilt stand recessed input 
lacks Overload protection 
on all ranges 3'e digit LCD 
display with auto zero. auto 
, o anti 8 low BAT indicator 

$5995 
lest leads and battery 
included 

CT -70 7 DIGIT 
525 MHz COUNTER 

,J...rs J tr etjen,,y r at,l)PS cacti 
n,th pre amp dual selectable gate 

mes gate activity indicator 
50mV ISO MHz typical sensitivity 
wide frequency range 1 ppm 

$11995 
wired includes AC adapter 

1 -70 sot $99.95 
P-4 nicad pack ... .. ....... 1.9$ 

4eal 
CT -90 9 DIGIT 
600 MHz COUNTER 
The most versatile for less than $300 
Features 3 selectable gate times 9 
digits gate indicator display hold 

25mV .n 150 MHz typical sensitivity 
10 MHz timebase for WWV calibre - 

',on 1 ppm accuracy 

$14995 
wired Includes AC adapter 

CT -90 kit 
CV-1 0 1 PPM own timebase 
BP -4 nicad pack . . 

5129 95 
59 95 

8 95 

DM -700 DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 

.i quality at a hobbyist 
. ..e i ea :.iies include 26 dineren' 
tinges and 5 functions 3'o digit 

r LED display automatic ilex 
-'-ant automatic polarity 

$11995 
wired includes AC adapter 

M -700 kit $91.45 
'.1 P.1 probe set .. . . ... .. . 4.9$ 

CT -125 9 DIGIT 
12 GHz COUNTER 
A 9 digit Counter that will outperform 
units costing hundreds more gate 
indicator 24mV cd 150 MHz typical 
sensitivity 9 digit display 1 ppm 
accuracy display hold dual inputs 
wan preamps 

$16995 
wired includes AC adapter 

CT -125 kit $14995 
BP-4 maid pack 8 95 

MED 
PS -2 AUDIO 
MULTIPLIER 
The PS -2 is hen,; , nigh resolution 
audio resolution r i asuremMts. mul- 
'phes UP in frequency great for PL 
lone measurements multiplies by 10 
or 100 o 01 Hz resolution a built -in 
signal preamplconditioner 

$4995 
wired includes AC adapter 

PS -2 kit S39 9S 

ACCESSORIES FOR RAMSEY COUNTERS 
Telescopic whip antenna -BNC plug S 8 95 
High impedance probe. light loading ... 16.95 
low pass probe. audio use 16.95 
Direct probe, general purpose use 13.95 
Tilt bail. for CT -70. 90. 125 3.95 

t : - 
1111 ..MI erwi sin 

CT -50 8 DIGIT 
600 MHz COUNTER 
A versatila lab bench counter w.;r 
optional receive frequency adapter. 
which turns the CT -SO into a digital 
readout for most any receiver 25 mV 
(W 150 MHz typical sensitivity e digit 
display 1 ppm accuracy 

$16995 
wired 

CTso kit $139 95 
RA -1 receiver adapter kit .. ta 95 

aoxoeAw ile AbIl if 

[<{5 

..m.\ 4111 

PR -2 COUNTER 
PREAMP 

, PR -2 ' .ii for measuring weak 
. Trials Iron 010 1.000 MHz flat 25 
Cb gain BNC connectors great for 
sniffing RF ideal recerwrrTV 
Dreamp 

$4495 
wired Includes AC adapter 
PR -2 kit S34 95 

'58:1 
PHONE ORDERS CALL 

716 -586 -3950 
TELEX 466735 RAMSEY CI 

PS-1B 600 MHz 
PRESCALER 
Extends the ra . ' your present 
counter to 600 M : 2 stage proems 

divide by 10 circuitry sensitivity 
2SmV - 150 MHz BNC connector. 

drives any counter 

95995 
wined Includes AC adapter 

PS-1B k,t $49.95 

TERMS satlslaction gua anteed examine for 10 days it not pleased 
return in original form for r lurid add 6', for shipping and insurance tel a 

marimum of 5i0 00 overseas add IS', for surface mad COO add $250 
orders under $10 00 add $I 50 NY residents add Muir: tax all kill 

have a 90 day parts warranty All wired units have 1 year parts and 
labor warranty 

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. INC. 
2575 Baird Rd. 
Penfield. N.Y. 14526 

CIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NEWFROM RAMSEY20 MHz
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
Uns u rpassed quality at an unbeatab le price, the Ramsey oscilloscope
compares to ot hers costing hu ndreds more . Features include a compo
nen t testing c ircuit that w ill a llow you to easi ly tes t resisto rs , ca p ac itors.
digita l circuits and d iodes. TV video sy nc fi lte r . wide bandwidth &
high sensitivity . in te rn a l gralicule • h igh quality rec ta ngu la r C RT
• front pane l t race rotator . Z ax is . h igh se nsitivi ty x-y m ode. very
low power cons umpt io n . reg ul ated p o w er su pp ly . bu i lt-in ca li b rato r
• rock solid t r igg erin g. hi gh q ua l ity h o o k- on p robes

$399 95 high quality
hook-on probes i nc lu d ed

test leads and battery
included

Reliable, acc urate digital
measurements at an amaz
ingly low cost . In- lin e co lor
coded push butto ns, speeds
range select ion . abs plasti c
ti lt stan d . recessed input
jacks . overloa d protection
on all ranges . 3',1dig it LCD
disp lay With auto zero, auto
polarity & low BAT. indicator

RAMSEY 0-3100
DIGITAL MULTIMETER

$599 5

wired

CT-50 kit. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . $139,95
RA-1 receiver adapte r kit 14.95

A versatile lab bench counter with
opt ional receive frequency adapter.
which turns the CT-50 into a dig ita l
readou t for most any receiver. 25 mV
@ 150 MHz typical sensitivity . 8 digit
display . 1 ppm accuracy

$16995

CT-50 8 DIGIT
600MHz COUNTER

PS-1 B 600 MHz
PRESCALER

BMOAOe.v.O RF PRUMPll Flf R
." .-r.tOrl

A 9 digi t counter that wi ll outpe rfor m
un its costing hundreds more. • gate
indicator . 24mV @ 150 MHz typ ica l
sensitivity . 9 dig it display . 1 ppm
acc uracy . disp lay hold. dual inpu ts
with preamps

$16 9 9 5

PR-2 COUNTER
PREAMP

, wir ed Includes AC adapter

CT- 125kit $149.95
BP-4 nicad pack 8.95

CT-125 9 DIGIT
1.2GHz COUNTER

hFEtest leads, batte ry & viny l
carr ying case in c luded

A compact easy to use unit
designed to operate like a pro.
Featuring. 3Vl digit LCD. low
BAT indicator . all range over
load protection . overrange indi
cation . auto-polarity . Transistor
Tester. dual-slope integration .
vinyl carrying case

$549 5

RAMSEY 0-2100
DIGITAL MULTITESTER

CT-90 9 DIGIT
600 MHz COUNTER

PS-2AUDIO
MULTIPLIER

The most versati le for less than $300.
Featur es 3 selectable gate times . 9
digits . gate indicator . display hold
• 25mV @ 150MHz typica l sensit ivity
• 10MHz timebase for WWV calibra
tio n • 1 pp m accuracy

$1499 5
wired Includes AC adapt er

CT-90 kit $129.95
aV-1 0.1 PPM oven timebase 59.95
BP-4 nicad pack . . . . . . . . ... 8.95

test lead s and batte ry
included

compac t and reliable, de
signed to service a wide vari
ety of equipment. Featur es in
c lude • mir ror back scale
• double-jeweled precision
moving coil . double over 
load protection . an idea l low
cost un it fo r the begin ner or
as a spa re back-up unit.

$199 5

RAMSEY 0-1100
VOM-MULTITESTER

CT-70 7 DIGIT
525 MHzCOUNTER

DM-700 DIGITAL
MULTIMETER

Lab qual ity at a breakth rough price .
Features. 3 f requency ranges each
wit h pre amp . dua l se lectable gate
ti mes . gate activi ty indicator
• 50mV @ 150 MHz typ ica l sensitiv ity
~ wide freq uency range . 1 ppm
accuracy

$1199 5
wired Includes AC adapte r

CT-70 kit.. . . . .. . . $99.95
BP-4 nicad pack 8.95

Protessron al quality at a hobbyist
p ri ce. Featu res Include 26 d ifferent
rang es and 5 fun cti ons . 3'h d ig it, 'h
inc h LED display . auto matic decimal
pla cement . automatic polari ty

$1199 5

It...... . ... . . . . . .... . . . . $99.95
. . . .. 4.95

The PS-2 IShand y for high resotunon
aud io resoluti on measur ement s. mul 
tipli es UP In fr equency . great for PL
tone measu rements . mu ttip hes by 10
or 100 • 0.01Hz resoluti on & bu ilt-In
signal preamp/cond iti one r

$499 5

Th e PR-2 ISIdea l for measuring weak
Signals from 10 to 1,000 MHz • f lat 25
db gain . BNC co nnec to rs . great for
sn if fi ng RF • Ideal recei ver/TV
prea mp

$449 5
wire d Includes AC adapter

PR-2 kit .. . . . . . . . .. . $34.95

Extends the rang e of yo ur present
counter to 600 MHz . 2 stage preamp
• div ide by 10c ircuitry . sens it ivity :
25mV @ 150 MHz . BNC co nnectors
• drives any counter

$5 9 9 5
wire d Includes AC adapter

PS-1B kit. $49.95

.. . .
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS,INC.
2575 Baird Rd.
Penfield, N.Y. 14526

ACCESSORIES FOR RAMSEY COUNTERS
Telescopic whip antenna-BNC plug .. $ 8.95
High Impedance probe, light loading . . . 16.95
Low pass probe, audio use . . . _. . . . . . . 16.95
Direct probe, general purpose use. . . . . 13.95
Tilt ball, lor CT-70 , 90, 125 3.95

I.ii -..-~ II!!l!!!.Il!!!l
'•.. ...,~
I • " . _ ~ •

I I --- ... '- -
~- --~ .._.-

PHONE ORDERS CALL
716-586-3950

TELEX 466735 RAMSEY CI

..

TERMS: • satisfaction guaranteed • examine lor 10 days; II not pleased
return in original form lor refund. add 6'10 forshippingand insurance toa
maximum of$10.00 • overseas add 15'10 lor surlace mall. COO add $2.50
• orders under S10.00 add $1.50 • NY residents add 7'10 sales tax. all kits
have a90day parts warranty. All wired units have 1 year parts and

la~

...
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ness- without investment Write BUSINESSES. 
92 -R. Brighton 11th. Brooklyn. NY 11235. 

VIDEO game repair business Start your own Infor- 
mation parts list S5 00 BEST ELECTRONICS, 
4440 Sheens. Phoenix, AZ 85032 

E -Z learn security alarm systems. Employment - 
business terrific. Information S2 00 SECURITY, 
PO Box 1456 -NW. Grand Rapids. MI 49501 

PROJECTION TV... Make SSSs assembling projec- 
tors . Easy Results comparable to $2.500 00 pro- 
jectors . Your total cost less than S20 00 . Plans, 8 
lens. 8 dealers information S17 50 Illustrated in- 
formation free... MACROCOM -GFX, Washington 
Crossing, PA 18977 Credit card orders 24 hours 
(2151736 -2880. 

"M OIIITASIE ONE-MAN 
ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary. knowledge not r. 
quired. sales handled by professionals Ideal 
nome business Write today for facts' 

Postcard will do. Barta -RE -X, Box 248, 
Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

TECHNICAL writers make big money writing 
short sentences! Free details TEK PUBS, Box 
2458 -E, Oroville. CA 95965 

LCD watches S2 50 Penwatch S2 00 Catalog 
S1.00 RELIANT ENGINEERING COMPANY, Box 
33610. Sheungwan, Hong Kong 

YOUR own radio station! AM. FM. Cable. li- 
censed. unlicensed, transmitter kits' Write: 
BROADCASTING. Box 130 -F2. Paraddise. CA 
95969 

48K computer US$380.00 and hundreds Apple 
compatible software, Details USS1 00 RELIANT, 
PO Box 33610, Sheungwan. Hongkong 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION CB EQUIPMENT 
CB radio books, kits modifications. catalog 51.00 EARN your university degree through evaluation 

assessment. of existing education. experience. 
achievements Call. 1614) 863-1791. or write, AS- 
SESSMENT, Box 13130R. Columbus. OH 43213 

UNIVERSITY degrees by mail' Bachelors. Masters. 
Ph Ds Free revealing details COUNSELING. Box 
317 -RE2. Tustin. CA 92680. 

ATTENTION 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS 

Hphtr FMChv Homo Sludy ASH Dpi.. Pro 
ç om lot (Kpon.rKd ENctrorwc 1chnK,ons 
Our Now AWaicd Ploc.m.nl Progrom wont* 
Crean ptvqus Schooq a Proun tool F. 

- % N h 
p.n.nc. AdvonK Rop.dlrM Ou, 3Eet roan 

} /REF DESCRIPTIVIi L11ERAiuRF, 

Cook's Institut. of Electronics Engineering 
DISK IS. P . eOx 20345 JACKSON MS 3920, 

REEL TO REEL TAPES 
AMPEX professional series open reel tape. 1800 -or 
2400 -feet on 7-inch reels. used once. Case of 40. 
S45 00 10'.: x 3600 feet and cassettes available 
VALTECH ELECTRONICS, Box 6 -RE. Richboro 
PA 18954_ (215) 322.4866. 

Increase channels, range. privacy! e specialize 
in frequency expanders. speech processors, FM 
converters. PLL á slider tricks. how -to books. 
plans. kits Expert mail -in repairs & conversions 
16 -page catalog $2 

CBC INTERNATIONAL. P 0 BOx 31500RE. 
PHOENIX, AZ 85046 1602) 9968700 

MICROWAVE TV ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

Freq. 2.1 to 2.6 GHz 34 db Gain + 

COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
(as Pictured( 
Commercial 40" 

Rod Style S 89.95 
Parabolic 20" 

Dish Style S 79.95 

COMPONENTS 

Down Converters 
(both types) S 34.95 

Power Supplies 
112V to 16V( S 24.95 

Data Into (Plans(S 9.95 

CALL OR WRITE FOR 

KITS. PARTS. INDIVIDUAL 

COMPONENTS 

We Repair All Types Down 
Converters 8 Power Supplies 

TWO YEAR WARRANTY 

PARTS & LABOR 

an 

Phillips -Tech 
Electronics 
P.O, Box 34772 
Phoenix. AZ 85067 
(602) 265-8255 

Special Quantity Pricing 
Dealers Wanted 

4INDttttlt 

CIRCLE 29 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

COD'S 

refundable. APS, PO 263RE. Newport. RI 2840 

PALOMAR Pride electronics- exclusive repair fa- 
cility. Service- update -improvements on these 
and similar equipment PALOMAR PRIDE REPAIR. 
1320 Grand, San Marcos. CA 92069 (619) 744- 
0720. 

MULTI-CHANNEL 
MICROWAVE 

Complete Antenna Systems from 169 

Full 800 Mhz Range 1,;1', 
Tune 1.9 -2.7 Ghz 

Includes all 
ITFS Channels 

DEALERS WANTED 

CH's and Credit Card 

Orders call TOLL FREE 

1- 800 -247 -1151 

GALAXY 
ELECTRONICS 
6009 N. 61 Avenue 
Glendale. AZ 85301 
1- 602 -247 -1151 

fiii 
GOLD STAR 

t" 

SILVER 
STAR 

STAR II 

COMPUTERIZED 
THERMOSTAT 

FULLY PROGRAMMABLE GUARANTEED TO 

REDUCE YOUR HEATING -COOLING BILLS 30-50"0!! 

For Home or Office 
Patented Microprocessor 
Up to 6 settings a day. 7 days 
per week 
Simple one -button operation 
Simple 10 minute installation 
for do- it- yourselfer 
Qualifies for 15 Energy 
Tax Credit 
Warranty 

COMPLETE 
UNIT 579.95 
KIT 
FORM 564.795 
INCL S2 50 FOR SHIPPING CRP 

453 ew.4l,?Ke 3160 
. .,tte.il aM lar 2 St+yt Aut Naps 

Dealers Wanted 

vnA C00'S 

Exclusive 3.WAy GUARANTEE 1 30er money Dam ne hash Needed ? One rear 
nioner back pelleniance guarantee it reu dw I wit al hail tier Lest al ile unit in 1 nur MAGIC 

STAT .dt Irrt reu a lull refund 3 INN rear .Mranty ei pare and .elr.asi.p Full Artois 
ah rani` MAGIC S /AT iGuareem KW, to ceip'ett until mir I 

KCSELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 

P.O. BOX 33205 
PHOENIX. AZ 85015 (602) 274 -2885 

Call or write for FREE 
Semiconductor Parts & Products Catalog 

CIRCLE 83 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ness- without investmen t. Write : BUSI NE SSES.
92-R, Brighton 11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235.

.~

SILVERI
STAR

coo's and Credit Card
Orders cail TOLL FREE

1-800-247-1151

@>
GALAXY
ELECTRONICS
6009 N. 61 Avenue
Glendale. AZ 85301
1-602-247-1151

CB EQUIPMENT
CB radio books, kits, modificat ions, catalog $1.00
refundable. APS . PO 263RE, Newport, RI 02840 .

PALOMAR /Pride electronics- exclusive repair fa
cility. Service-update-improvements on these
and similar equipment. PALOMAR PRIDE REPAIR.
1320 Grand, San Marcos, CA 92069 (619) 744
0720 .

~~\ MULTI-CHANNEL
" MICROWAVE
*****************************
Complete Antenna Systems from '6995

Full 800 Mhz Range
Tune 1.9-2.7 6hz
Includes all
ITFS Channels

DEALERS WANTED

-.

CBC INTERNATIONAL, P.O. BOX 31500RE .
PHOENIX, AZ 85046 (602) 996-8700

AMPEX professional series open reel tape, 1800-or
2400-feet on 7-inch reels, used once . Case of 40,
$45.00. 10\12 x 3600 feet and cassettes available.
VALTECH ELECTRONICS. Box 6-RE, Richboro,
PA 18954. (215) 322-4866 .

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION

REEL TO REEL TAPES

EARN your univer~lty degree through evaluation
assessm ent, of exrstinq education, experience ,
achievements. Call, (614) 863-1791, or write, AS
SESSMENT. Box 13130R , Columbus, OH 43213.

UNIVE RSITY degrees by mail! Bachelors, Masters,
Ph.Ds ... Free revealing details. COUNSELING. Box
317-RE2, Tustin. CA 92680 .

High ly Effect ive Hom e Slucly BSEE Degree Pro
g ram for Experienced Electroni c Tech nicians
Our New Adva nced Placeme nt Prog ram grants

( .~ 'I Credit for pre vio us SChooling &:Professional sx-

~
pertence . Adva nce Rapid ly! Our 36th Yea r!

/ fREE DESCRIPTM LITERATUREI

Cook's Institute ot Electronics EngInee ring
, DESK 15 , P.O . BO X 2034 5, JAC KSON , MS 39209

ONE-MAN
FACTORY

HIGHLY
PROFITABLE

ELECTRON IC

4SK computer US$380.00 and hundr eds Apple
compatib le software. Details US$1.00. RELIANT.
PO Box 33610, Sheungwan, Hongkong.

Invest ment unnecessary, know ledge no t re 
qu ir ed, sales hand led by pr ofessionals. Ideal
hom e business , Wri t e t od ay for factsI

Postcard will do. Barta-RE-X. Box 248.
Walnut Creek. CA 94597.

PROJECTION TV... Make $$$'s assembling projec
tors... Easy... Results comparable to $2,500.00 pro
jectors... Your total cost less than $20.00... Plans.,S"
lens. & dealers information $17.50... Illustrated In
form ation f ree ... MACROCOM-GFX . Washington
Cross ing , PA 18977 . Credit card orders 24 hours.
(215) 736-2880 .

VIDEO game repair business . Start your own, Infor
mat ion/parts list $5 ,00 , BEST ELECTRONICS.
4440 Sheena, Phoenix, AZ. 85032.

E-Z learn security alarm sys tems. Employment
business terrific. Information $2.00 . SECURITY.
PO Box 1456-NW, Grand Rapids, M149501.

LCD watc hes $2.50 . Pen watch $2 .00 . Cata lo g
$1.00. RELIANT ENGINEERING COMPANY. Box
33610, Sheungwan, Hong Kong.

TECHNICAL write rs mak e big mon ey... writing
short sentences ! Free det ails : TEK PUBS. Box
2458-E, Oroville, CA 95965.

YOUR own rad io st ation ! AM , FM, Cable, li
cen sed , unlicen sed , tr ansmitter kits! Wri te :
BROADCASTING. Box 130-F2, Paradd ise, CA
95969.

(J)
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Help b 
the wort 
together, 

one friendship 
at a time. 

Be a host family. 
Discover how you can 
become a volunteer 
host family in Interna- 
tional Youth Exchange. 

Write: LOUTH EXCHANGE 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009 

ElThe President ti Council for International 
Yhuth Exchange and The Consortium for 
International Omen Exchange. tad 

Ge e i; f th 
Gang 

R7 . 

Whether 
you're faced with a 

monumental decision -or a routine one - 
the tree Consumer Information Catalog can 
otter concrete advice. 

There are more than 200 government 
booklets listed in the Catalog. And they can 
help you ... improve your Job, health. or 
financial profile .. start a business or a car 
.. plan a house or a diet. And many of these 

booklets are free. 
So order your free Catalog today. Any way 

you look at rt. you'll be head and shoulders 
above the crowd. Just send your name and 
address to 

Consumer 
Information Center 
Dept. MR 
Pueblo, Colorado 
81009 

u S Generai Services Adminlstrat.a' 

WANTED 
WANTED: old Western Electric & RCA tubes . 

speakers. amplifiers. McIntosh. Marantz, tube 
amps. (713) 728-4343 MAURY CORS, 11122 At- 
well, Houston TX 77096. 

INVENTIONS. ideas. new products wanted for pre- 
sentation to industry and exhibition at national tech - 

nology exposition Call I- 800 -528 -6050. Arizona 
I. 800.352- 0458.X831 

MIUTARY surplus radios wanted. We need Collins 
618T. ARC -94. ARC -102. ARC -105, ARC -114. 
ARC -115, ARC -116. ARC -131. ARC -134, ARC -159. 

PREVEN A 
HI- TEC 
HEADACHES 

Our Isolator. . . 
eliminate 

111101/ 10i 

L. equipment 
interaction. 

r 

clean up interference. 

curb damaging power line spike and 

lightning burets. 

ISO-1 Isolator 
3 isolated *whets; quality %pike 

Puppreesion; basie protection... $76.95 

IS() -3 Superisolator 
3 dual isolated sockea: p,uppreAeor: 

commercial protection 115.95 

ISO-17 Magnum Isolator 
1 quad isolated warts: euppreasor; 
laborator) grade protection 200.95 

®. Electronic Specialists, Inc. 
t 71 S Man St Box 389. htauck. MA 01700 

Toe Free Order oetsk 1- 800 -225.4870 
MasterCard VGA. Arrtertcan 

CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

electronics 
ORGAN & PIANO KITS 
ALPHA DX 300 

411111111111110 

fully 
DIGITAL 
RS232 
Interface 

For Free Sound Info 
Call 1- 800- 233 -3865 
or write WERSI USA 

Dept.M 8 RO. Box 5318 
Lancaster, PA 17601 

ARC -164, ARC -186, APX -72, APX -76. APN -171, 
807A. 490T, top dollar paid Write or phone (704) 
524-7519 SLIPP ELECTRONICS. Highway 141. 
Otto. NC 28763 

TI -99,4A SOFTWARE 
TI -99 4A owners Send for free catalo0gg of new and 
exciting. low cost software DYNA, Box 690. 
Hicksville. NY 11801 

FREE LCD WATCH WITH KIT 
LSR UHF converter kits with AGC gated pulse 
wave BT -1 (speaker box), $115 00. Sound out from 
the TV type: Deluxe IIB sine wave. $79.95 New, I F. 

sinewave. $39 95: Digital Z FV- 5.5175.00. Store at 
3806 W Lawrence, Chicago Quantity discounts. 
(312) 588 -8828 & (312) 267-3455 Free shipping & 
handling for prepaid orders. Plans. large SASE 154 
cents postage) LSR ENGINEERING. Dept RE. 
Box 6075. Chicago. IL 60680.6075. 

USA PAY -TV STATIONS 
ZENITH manufactured SSAVI UHF converter man- 
ual Explains how to turn -on boxes that were shut -Ott 
and override the addressability to receive all pro - 
gramming tiers Send 515.00. VIDEO ELEC- 
TRONICS, 3083 Forest Glade Dr . Windsor. Ontario, 
Canada N8R 1W6. Zenith converters (the real Mc- 
Coy) available Call (519) 944.6443. 

SCANNERS 
SCANNERS- discount prices Bearcat BC -100 
5279 99. Bearcat 210XL $214 99; Bearcat 300 
S335 99. Regency MX3000 5186 99. JIL SX100 
$138.99; JIL SX200 $269 99: Bearcat 20 20 
5275 99. Spectrum radar detector 5214.99; plus 
53.00 shipping Free discount catalog Lowest 

Free Buyers Guide 
INTERGRATEO CIRCUITS VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
PART PRICE SCR PART PRICE SCR 
NO EACH iOPAX NO EACH 'O PAP 

Is0 09 010 305 Os 100 
7b3 PO 010 7RO4 'S 000 

0,110 120 1050 NI? 95 190 
1RR0 21S 19 S0 71.5 ,7 090 
1770 100 a SO 7R'R 95 /9R 
'750 a, 1270 ,R2. ,5 000 
75a .25 '000 
'.SR 09 570 tur-ng O.00. 
.9e 50 7 20 MV 2'09 79 7.0 ' 

POWER 

5 VOLT 

, 

SUPPLY 

6AMP . ,C e.9,Ao.d 
1.4.,.d 

Not y1,0 
5-..taus 

$2395 

COAX CABLE . 

via u 
70 OHM 
WO. 
LOr. l Ors 

RG so 100 I L'_ 

RG59 SCR 10 Pal 7a DC 

VIDEO RECORDING 
TAPE VHS 1.120 

vision Hlih Quality 
as low os $6.99 eo 

1 -9 topes S7 88 ea 
SCR 10 -PAK 56999 

5' DISKETTES 
Son Sector Single 

Sided 
DOUBLE DENSITY 

524 95 

Box of 10 

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL 
GENUINE "MITSUMr' A 55F Voroctor Tuner 

Rln rACIOn p«Cr TMRWGM 
MOCeCO SCR ANO GI. CONS'StANr 
N "VON QNALIIM cNANwis 'a RI 

-.1 

Io' 4 .. cv 1.1 : 
1ReA 116$$ Ex 

Sc. 
10 PAx '0700 SCR IOPAK I4500 -`- - 
SCR ELECTRONICS TERMS VISA. M C . CHECK. 
5303 Lincoln Ave 

MONEY ORDER Cypress CA 90630 
Add S3 50 SA H (714)527.2554 

tai r «/ a 1.a C Cold odd 6% tax. 

i- 800. 854.6660 _ P10ONE CODERS WELCOME- 

CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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SCANNERS

5'/. DISKEnES .
So ft sector Sin gl e

Sid ed
DO UBLE DENSITY

$24.95

Box ot 10

TunlnQ Oroce

MV ·21OQ JQ 34 9

· VOLTAGE REGULATORS
PART ' PRICE ' SCR
NO EACH 10·PAK
1805 95 ' 90
7808 75 (190
7812 95 ] 90
7815 75 690
7818 95 ' 7 90
7824 75 6 90

",~8.~71CAB~E
• 75 OHM
• BkJck Foarn

• law loss

RG·59100· 400
RG·59 SCR10·Pak 3800$23.95

POWER SUPPLY
5 VOLT 6 AMP

• Ie Reg ukJled

• fi1lered

Not used

Surplus

INTEJ/GRATED CIRCUITS
PART PRICE SCR
NO EACH 10·PAK

330 Q9 Q 10
.186-3 99 Q 10

565 1 2Q 10 so
1889 2 15 1980
1330 1 00 14~

13~ 147 12 50
1 3~ 1 25 10 00
1458 69 530
1496 1 50 13 20

VIDEO RECORDING
TAPE VHS 1-120

Vis ion H igh Q uality
as low a~ $6.99 ea.

1-9 ta p es $7.88 eo

SCR 10-PAK $69.99

SPEC IA L SPECIAL SPE CI AL
GENUIN(" MITSUMI" to. 55F vo roctor Tuner

BUY FACTOQY DIIUCT THRO UG H •
MOD IFIED se ll AND GET CON SISTANT

YeR'5IO N QUAlITYI C HA.NN ELS '04·83 Ii~~:~
to r us. ,n o ur k,1 $ ' ~4- ;;''-111

18 80 EA 16.88 fA '~11 1
sC O ' ~ '1;.

' O.PA. 16S00 SCR 10·PA< 14500 ~-.:h"J

FREE LCD WATCH WITH KIT

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE

SCANNERS- discount prices Bearcat BC-100
$279 .99: Bea rcat 210X L $214.99: Bearcat 300
$335 .99: Regency MX3000 $186.99 ; JIL SX100
$138.99; JI L SX200 $269 .99; Bearcat 20/20
$275.99 : Spec trum radar de tecto r $214.99; plus
$3.00 shippi ng. Free disco unt catalog. Lowest

USA PAY-TV STATIONS

SCR ElECIRONICS TERMS VI"
5303 lincoln Ave. : ...... M.e ., CHECK,
Cypress. CA 90630 MONEYORDER.

. Ad d $3.50 S6H
~~~E~~;:D~~ Calif. a d d 6" lax.
1. 800 .85,4.8660 -PHONE OIlOERS Wt:l !=OME-

CIR«;:LE25 O~ FREE INFORMATION CARD

ARC -164, ARC ·186, APX-72, APX-76, APN-171 ,
807A, 490T, top dollar paid . Write or phone (704)
524 -7519. SLE r ELECT RONICS, Highway ·~41 ,
Otto . NC 28763.

LSR UHF converter kits with AGC: gated pulse
wave BT-1 (speaker box), $115.oo:Sound out from
the TV type: Deluxe liB sine wave, $79 .95. New! I. F.
sinewave, $39.95; Digital ZJFV-5, $175.00. Store at
3806 W. Lawrence, Chicago . Quantity discounts.
(312) 588-8828 & (312) 267-3455. Free shipp ing &
handling for prepaid orders . Plans: large SASE (54
cents postage). LSR ENGINEERING, Dept. RE,
Box 6075, Chicago, IL 60680·6075 . .

TI-99/4A owners. Send for free catalOgof new and
exc it ing, low cost software . DYN A , Box 690,
Hicksv ille, NY 11801.

ZENITH manufactured SSAVI UHF converter man
ual. Explains how to turn -on boxes that were shut-off
and override the addressability to receive all pro
gra mmi ng tiers. Send $15.00 . VI DEO EL EC
TRONICS, 3083 Forest Glade Dr., Windsor. Ontario,
Canada N8R 1W6, Zen ith converters (the real Mc
Coy) available. Call (519) 944·6443.

fully
DI GITAL
RS232
Interface

IS0-17 Magnum Isolator
4 quad isolated sockets; suppressor;
laboratory grade protection•. , 200.95

IS0-1 Isolator
3 isolated sockets; qua lity spike
suppression; basic protection. .. '76.95

CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

For Free So und In f o
Call 1· 800·233·3865
or w rite WERS I U SA

Dept. M 8 P.O. Bo x 53 18
Lancaster , PA 17601

WANTED

MILITARY surp lus radios wanted. We need Collins
618T, ARC-94 , ARC-102, ARC -105 , ARC- 114,
ARC: 115, ARC-116. ARC-131, ARC-134, ARC·159.

WAN TED : old Wes tern Electric & RCA tub es,
spea ke rs, amp lifi er s . Mcintosh , Marantz, tube
amps. (713) 728-43<13 . MAURY CORB, 11122 At
well, Houston. TX 77096 .

INVENTIONS, ideas, new products wanted for pre
sentation to industry and exhibition at national tech
nology exposition . Call 1-800·528- 6050. Arizona
1-800-352-0458. X831.

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

Be a host fam~y.
Discover howyoucan
become a volunteer
host family in Interna
tional You~ Exchange.

Help bring
theworld
together;

one friendship
at atime, '

r.trI
~ Th ePresident'sCouncil for International
Youth Exchangeand The Consortiu m for
Internat ional Citizen Exchange .

Consumer
Information Center
Dept. ,.,~
Pueblo, ~olorado
81009

U.S . General Services Adm inistr ation
121
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TOLL FREE ORDERS 1- 800.828.5432 
(IN CALIFORNIA 14100 -2S$ -66661 
IMIOISMATION 121 31 380.8000 

SOLID STATE 
RELAYS ' 

2 AMP 

1,I;,r.tl> 

S` SV IAC'I 

13 VDC RELAY 
CONTACT . I'N 
10 AMP 44 120 YAC 
ENERGIZE COIL TO 
OPEN CONTACT 

COIL 13 VDC 650 OHMS 
SPECIAL PRICE 81.00 EACH 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

22/44 

12 00 EACH 

28/56 
S6 GOL D I'. 

CONTA(' 

12.50 EACH 

507100 ' 

KEY ASSEMBLY 
5 KEY i`j- S 100 

EACH 
.LE POLE 

' WITCHES 
33 4' LONG 

6 KEY 
81.2$ 
EACH 

CONTAINS 6SIN LE -POLE 
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES 

MEASC/RFS 1 ' 4 IDTED 

SUB -MINIATURE 
D TYPE 

CONNECTOR 

S2.75 
24.00 
S1.50 
S2.75 
S3.50 
S1.25 

MULTI -SWITCHES 
5 STATION INTERLOCKING , 
3 ¿PDT AND 6PDT SWITCHESON NUILV 

3 ZINTERLOCReIGASSEMOL. 3'. BETWEEN 
MOUNTING CENTERS 5250 EACH 

5 STATION NON- INTERLOCKING 
SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT EACH SWITCH 
OPERATE RIOEPENOENTLY $2.50 EACH 

COMPUTER 
GRADE 

CAPACITORS 
1700 mid. 150 VDC 32.00 

;IA 414 HIGH 
1.600 mid. . 

40VDC 81.00 
1 16 DIA 3' HIGH 
1.400 mid. 
60 VOC $2.50 

T S DIA 4 1 1 HIGH 

22.000 mid. IS VDC 
2 CIA 2 7 HIGH 82.00 
22.000 mid. 40 VDC 
2 DIA 6 HIGH 83.00 
24.000 m /d. 30 VDC 
I 1'4- DIA 4 HIGH $3.50 
31.000 mid. 1S VDC 
1 3 4' DIA A' HIGH 62.50 
72.000 mid. 15 VDC 
2 DIA 4 H.G. $3.50 
160,000 mid. et 6V 
2'7 DIA 412 HIGH $1.50 

Ct MIM TO III CAPACITO/ I., m 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

118.50 EACH 

BCD DIP SWITCH 

SI ¿Y EACH 

WALL 
TRANSFORMER 

ALL ARE 11S VAC 
KUG IN 

4VDCN70MA 
f VDC .1 223 MA 
16 S VAC at 10 VA 
17 VAC .1100 MA 

12 SO 

S3 00 
13 SO 

$4 00 
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MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
ALL ARE RATED S AMPS C?' 125 VAC 

S.P.D.T. 
(on-on) 

STYIt 
..')rE THREADED 
IUSHINO 
'SE EACH 

FOR 1' CO 

S.P.D.T. 
(on-of -on) 
.- tN- TAEAOEO 

111 - 
ANSTYL O 

-S4 EACH 
1.00 

S.P.D.T. 
(on-on) 
SOLDE 
TERMINAI'. 
SIN EACH 
t0 Poll 5400 
Ice 1,04 1E0 

S.P.D.T. 
(on-olf-on) 

1; JOIA::.. 
EE 

S.P.D.T. 
D.P.D.T. (on-on) (on-on) 

PC lUG' 
THrEEADEC .i'LDER LUG 
USHINO TERMINALS ` 
SIMEACN U S3MEAp1 L1 # 

110A YEW o FOR ST00 
10o FcM 1E0 00 100 FOP $140 

ECTROAK CORP 
ELrEZTR'OI1I'S CO'Rìl? 

OUANTITI.S HOMO 
MMOUN COMM SIlM 
USA M w SI 

NOCOO- 

CIRCLE 12 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

prices anywhere on scanners. radar detectors. ma- 
rine radios two -way accessories SCANNER 
WORLD. 10 -RE New Scotland. Albany. NY 12208 
1518)436.9606 

SUPERIOR UHF PREAMP KIT 
MOST advanced UHF preamp lot ever to be offered' 
Unit will drastically Improve picture quality of all 
UHF -TV stations and even find stations you never 
!nought existed Great for generating that extra gain 
decoders need for maximum stability Kit includes 
all parts. power supply. enclosure and instructions 
for only S29 95 Free postage a handling for prepaid 
orders CODs Si 75. catalog 52.00. HOWARD RE- 
SEARCH AND DESIGN. PO Box 204. Ellicott City. 
MD 21043 (301) 465-8116 

CABLE TV 
DEALERS wanted: Channel 2 3. and 4 notch N. 
iers Money back guarantee Send 515 00 for 
sample and quantity price list Specify channel(s) 
LEE KURTZ. PO Box 291394. Davie. FL 33329. 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
VIDEOSCAN 1000 slow scan N -hgh resolution 
(amateur. phone line. surveillance. teleconferenc- 
ing) CODSTAR- decode Morse. RTTY. ASCII. 
Large LED display- Connect VIC -20 computer 
printer. Tri-voltage power supply. Kits assembled 
Free brochures. MICROCRAFT CORPORATION, 
Box 513-RE Thiensville. WI 53092 (414)241.8144. 

March of Dimes 
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDAIIC'. 

SAVES BABIES 
HELP FIGHT 
BIRTH DEFECTS 

' CSPS- f BY 'HE PUBLISHER 

MOVING? 

Don t miss a 

sengte copy of 
RadIo -Elec- 
tronlcs. Give 
us 

Six weeks' no- 
tice 

Your old ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

Your new ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

name 

address 

City 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

-J 

(please PENSE) 

state 

Mall to. Radlo -Electronic. 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., P.O. BOX 

BOULDER, COLO. 60322 

zip cods 

2520, 

Capital 
Gain. 

Time and 
again, you've 

heard it said, "To 
make money, you 
have to have money." 

The truth is, you 
have to know how to 
save money before 
you can think about 
making more. 

That's why more 
and more people are 
joining the Payroll 
Savings Plan to buy 
U.S. Savings Bonds. 
That way, a little 
is taken out of 
each paycheck 
automatically. 

In no tine, you'll 
have enough Bonds 
for a new car, your 
child's education, even 
a dream vacation. 

Whatever you 
save for, Bonds are 
the safest, surest way 
to gain capital. 

,tF,O S 

z% Take, -- 
stocNrs 

in America. 
When you put part of your sayings 

into U.S. Savings Bonds you're 
helping tu Guild a brighter future 
for your country and hr yourself. 

A PIAIIC MI,.C. of IV,* P.Dl.c.00R 
P.O TM, Ad,.nnn1 COUnc.. 

TOLL FREE ORDERS _1·800·826·5432
(IN CALIFORNIA: 1-800-258·6666)
INFORMATION. 1213) 380-8000

W hell !lOll put pa r! Of !low- sll vi llgs
illt o u.s. Silv illg.\· Bonds uou 're

he lpillg to b uild II h righ ter fll tll re
fo r uour co un t rit and f or uou rsel].

Time and
again, you've

heard it said, "To
make money, you
have to have money:'

The truth is, you
have to know how to
save money before
you can think about
making more.

That's why more
and more people are
joining the Payroll
Savings Plan to buy
U.S. Savings Bonds.
That way, a little
is taken out of
each paycheck
automatically

In no time, you'll
have enough Bonds
for a new car, your
childs education, even
a dream vacation.

Whatever you
save for, Bonds are
the safest, surest way
to gain capital.

. ~~s~

~ 1_ ff~~
.I.aK.ti _~ '-~
stOCK.~GS ftO

inAmerica.

Capital
Gain.

~ A pu btrc sen/Ic e of tms PUbl iC. ano n
~~ and Th e Ad\lcr hslng Counc i l

zip code

·1
I
I_________ -1

ATIACH

LABEl

HERE

,---------1
I ,
I
I
I
f

ad
zip

state

SAVES BABIES

dpHELP FIGHT
BIRTH DEF~CTS

MOVING?

Your old ad
dr ess and zip
cod e

Yo ur new
dress and
code

Mall to : RadIo-Electronics
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., P.O, BOX 2520,

BOULDER, COLO.~

THIS SPACECONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

prices anywhere on scanners. radar detectors. ma
rin e rad ios, two-way accessories . SCANNER
WORLD, 10-RE New Scotland. Alba ny. NY 12208
(518) 436 -9606 .

VIDEOSCAN 1000 slow sca n TV-high resolution
(amateur. phone line. surveillance. teleconferenc
ing). CODE*STAR- decode Morse . RTTY. ASC II.
Lar ge LED displa y. Conne ct VIC-20 compute r!
printer, Tri-voitage power supply. Kits /assembled.
Free brochures. MICROCRAFT CORPORATION,
Box51 3-RE . Thiensville . WI 53092 . (414) 241-8144.

SUPERIOR UHF PREAMP KIT

CABLE TV

MOST advanced UHF preamp kit ever to be offered!
Unit will drastically improve picture qua lity of all
UHF-TV stations and even find stations you never
thouq ht existed. Great for generati n~ that extra gain
decoders need for maximum stabil ity. Kit includ es
all parts. power supp ly. enc losure and instruct ions
for only $29 .95 . Free postage/handling for prepaid
orders. COD's $1.75. catalog $2 .00. HOWARD RE
SEARCH AND DESIGN, PO Box 204 . Ellicott City.
MD 21043 (301) 465-8116.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Marchof Dimes
_BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION_

DEALERS wanted: Channel 2. 3. and 4 notch fil.
ters . Mon ey back gu ar antee. Send $15.00 fo r
sample and quantity price list. Speci fy channel(s).
LEE KURTZ, PO Box 291394. Davie. FL 33329.

Six weeks' no
tice

Don't m iss a
single copy of
Ra d i o - E l e c 
tronics. Give
us:

--_ ._------- --

name (p lease print)

city

address

$2 .75
$4 .00
$ 1.50
$2.75
$3 . 50
$1.25

WALL
TRANSFORMER

~
. _"

~~. ALL ARE 115 VAC
PLUG IN

4 VDC ., 70 MA $2.50
9 VDC . , 225 MA $3.00
16.5 VAC .'10 VA $3.50
17 VAC . , 500 MA $4.00

BCDDIP SWITCH
10 PDSITION RDTARY.
SCREWDRIVER ADJUS T ;~
FITS 6 PIN DIP. '..I, ,

$1.8 5 EACH

DB·1 5 P.LUG
DB·1 5 SOCKET
DB- 15 HOOD
0 8-2 5 PLUG
D8-2 5 SOCKET
D8 ·2 5 HOOD

~
SOLDER TYPE SUB·MINIATURE

CDNNECTORS USED FOR
COMPUTER HOOKUPS.

SUB-MINIATURE
DTYPE

CONNECTOR

~

KEY ASSEMBLY
5 KEY
~~ $1.00

~ EACH
CONTAINS 5 SINGLE-POL E

NORM ALL Y OPEN SWITC HES
MEASURES 3 3 /4 " LONG

6 KEY
~ $1.25
~EACH

CONTAINS 6 SINGLE-POLE
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES

MEASU RES 4 1/4" LONG

'

13 VDC RELAY
CONTACT' S P N C
10 AM P @ 120 VAC
ENERGIZE CO IL TO
OPEN CONTACT

COIL 13 VDC 650 OHMS
SPECIAL PRICE $1.00 EACH

s.P.D.T .• D PDT ,(on-on) . . . .
pc LUGS. (on-on)
THREADED . SOLDER LUG .
BUSHIN G ~ TERMINALS

~~ ·~O~A$~~ -~ ~~'~O~A$~~ 00 {tlj
100 FOR sao00 100 FOR $180 00

s .P.D.T' j S.P.D .T. ~(on-on) (on-ott-on)
SOLDER LU G SOLDER LUG

;~:aM~~~~S TERMINA LS
10 FOR $900 $1.00 EACH

100 FOR $80 ~ g;~riR$~~00

S.P.D .T.

(on_OIl"on~
NON ·TH READED .
BU SHING
P C STYLE I~';
75f EACH •.
10 FOR $7 00

MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES
ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS @ 125 VAC

S.P.D.T.

(on-on)~
PC STYLE.
NON-THREADED
BUSH ING fl'"
75f EACH Jlt'f

10 FOR $7 00 .,

CL.AMP S TO FIT CAPAC IT ORS 504 ...

,!~;1~fj_.~ ·
ADJUSTABLE " ....,

1700 m Id. 150 VDC $2.00 ~VBJ p'¥ : •

2112 " DIA • 4 3/4" HIGH O $18 .50 EACH •
3 ,600mld. .

40VDC $1.00
1 3/8 " DIA. " 3" HIGH
6 ,400 mId.

60 VDC $2.50
1 3/8 " DI A " 4 1/4 " HI GH

~'~'~?~ "}I~. l~~"V~~H $2.00 ...-....;------1
22,000 mId. 40 VDC
2" DIA. • 6" HIGH $3.00
24 ,000 mId. 30 VDC
I 3/4 " DIA • 4" HIGH $3.50
31 ,000 mId. 15 VDC
1 3/4" DIA • 4" HIGH $2.50
72 ,000 mId. 15 VDC
2" DIA. • 4" HIGH $3.50
180,000 mId. at 6V
2 1/2 " DIA. • 41 /2" HIGH $1.50

SOLID STATE

R~~~~S ¥m
MOTOROLA '

_MP 12002
RATED,

CONTROL-3 .6 ·6VDC
LOAD-1 2DVAC 2 AMPS

TT L. COMPATIBLE
SIZE: IIVI' ~ " ~ l" HIGH
$3.5 0 EACH 10 FOR$32 00

10 AMP
TELEDYNE PiN 61S· l

CONTROL, •3·32 vDC , .
LOAD. 10 AMP ...;"'-

140 VAC

$9 .50 EACH

22 /44 22/ 44 GOLDPLATED
CONTACTS

156 CONTACT SPACING

$2 .00 EACH 10 FOR$18 00

28 /56
28/5 6 GOLD PLATEO CONTACTS
156 CONTACT SPACING

$2.50 EACH 10 FOR $22.00

50 /100 MICROPLASTIC.
- MP'1l12SoSO-OS· j

STANDARD s-iooCDNNECTOR.
.12S· SPACING GOLD PLATED
P.C MOUNT

$3. 75 EACH 10 FOR $35.00

COMPUTER
GRADE

CAPACITORS

MUlJ"I-SWITCHES

11
5 STATION INTERLOCKING

_ 3 · 2POT AND 2 · GPOT SWITCHES ON FUllY
INTERLOCKING ASSEMBLY.31 . - BETWEEN
MOUNTING CENTERS $2.50 EACH

5 STATION NON-INTERLOCKING
SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT EACH SWITCH
OPERATES INDEPENDENTLY $2.50 EACH

(J)
o
Z
o
a:
Io
W
--J
W

6
o
-ex:
a:
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wvArrcED 
COMPUTER 

PRODUCTS MICROPROCESSORS 

16K Apple " Ramcard 
LIST 195 

ACP 

'4995 
W1ih 80 Columns 

Expand Apple II 48K to 6.4K 

Compatible won Z -80 Sottcard 
Top pualay - gold hngers Full 1 year warranty 

64K Apple Ile Ramcard 
$9995 ' COtL14$1"'. Orl . 

RAM UP- GRADES 
64K D RAM (4164- 200nS) 

9 pcs for $500° 
16K D RAM (4116- 200nS) 

8 pcs for 51295 

REPEAT OF SELL -OUT 

58 Key (Anlrcmd9d Keyboard 
STEPPER MOTOR 

Th. .w L , 4.4r .wl.o V 0 to ^»P 44n04n... 
IenwwO M MKT y71.MNJw 
PC 0'7.e 500 .need sew 0444 - 

Unen coded 
Key Pad 

L7pre. q 4437,1 
, 2VDC 0441444. 
eng, I.e. 7.49 
POI.,?, 107 551471 el Usw 12V0C 
CIO(S WM RAMM R,e 3 RPM at 4 PS eve S6457N 
10400.93 7» 
ACP Price 

10 for $34.95 

UV `(EPROM" 
ERASER 

Model 
0E-4 
118943 

Model : 57T 

.v7.t4'.ww 

S 325.00 

RS232 
SIGNAL TESTER 

COEX RS232 
LINE TESTER 
17) LOO 1/43el40.7 

ow e24" 
Oe174 SMM Alo AVMa)M 

:XX, N. w n 440.+ 
DOw Ill 94 NO' 4n w al 334 7,101 1114 8734 
aa aw NW/ 25 10 41114 4(MO net 4434 34 016 
]340 Nw NOW ea I7 q 41 441'87 414 sew nw Sw 11M0 40n a 
4014 S14 1m le PI o 

41403 

.74a,. /755 
13114 MK .N 
4,1.7 1 

416-2 1,1 
2,0, ' 15 
2,00 1 
2110 ? 

71LO24 
21,1 
7,17 
2114 
2114L7 
71115 
7,?5 

1 
2U 
7 '5 

M 
221 

w 
aN 

5,55 I715 
.15. /15 
120T 1415 

7M 
2 10 

415 
1 7$ 
720 
715 
706 
SN 

IA 05 
421 
.50 
4SO 
7s0 
.15 

42'5 21 15 
42Y 0u 

RA MS 
7147 
411 
414 
1101 
1,05 

432so14 

4015 
401/ 
4116 
420) 
4400 
5215 

,'% 1715 St le 
!M 52N M 
4M 10011 10 

N 11619 11 
M 11541 371 

4M 4304 3M 
3M MOD 7M 
0011 030 ON 
4N /140 IM 
3110 1615 .M 
N 43475 . M 

7M 5107 31S 
M 71132 N N 

410 

SUPPORT 
42p M25 
5213 1N 
5314 5 N 
5245 515 
CV /15 
LYS 2115 
42M 4300 
1410 2 N 
11410) 50 
M7' 30 
Na 1050 
.tM 11 91 
NA 14N 
N47 t415 
M50 4 50 
MST 50 
MOO '0M 
91.12 1016 

M75 
MOO 

7 

MM 
45505 
11670 
0.527 
11,530 
0637 
0651 
MO MO 
=AnD 
7f5C7C 
T151 CTC 
710011A 
ZfOA 13114 
Z.0510 
230A 343 

N '5 
2 10 M 9 

19 10 
14 15 

4 50 
745 

20 30 
595 

it '5 
410 
115 
440 
5 30 
n N 
11 N 
141115 

14 % 

MOS PROMS 
7714 44.6- 75 770e (450.31 UN 
7737141//1 T3 09784 lift 25N 
7137 1419.1 271211 148081 1/15 
2711154 5V 17177A 4 30 

(11041 TS 415 
TM5771.13 123 17 % 1452040 14 »0 
775a sV 143051 3 SO wS2040 515 

HI-TECH 

'vr, 
'.IA34 
7110 
lY1MN1 
LM05N 
1M151CM 
L1544 
LM15M1 
LI001N 
Ug,3070y1 
1M701L71 
lMaw( 
L1010G4 
L5011DG4 
1343,111 
LW1n 
U011CN 
lwlwN 
L7d1 xx' 
U1770110r 
1.5437054 xx 
1103731( 
tWNN 
11A7M 
MUSK 
LM370M 
L11NOK xx' 
11U40T XX' 
UAW. xl 
LA44N 
LW4N 
113601( 
41430904 
UMION 
41432274 
47141 
UA77N 
LIA15CNN 
1171114 
LWMT 
LIMON 
lMa7N 
LAMM 
NES71V T 

N1514V 
NESSW 
NEWT 
1(.M4N 
T,E5..1. V 
NE14/V 
1MN 
(M702N 
SWOON 
W71MN 
W111NN 
W71Mi 
172314N 
Wta14N 
1771N 
1M241CNN 
1M/41CM 14 

1M7475N 
(Mi4WN 
M700CN 

LM131M 
MC1315 
I4C' f50 
IC13M 

32K S -100 
Static RAM Kit 

M1N 
4 MI4: 

Uses .l 1µL 

ACP Prsce 

$129 

64K CMOS RANCARD 
IEEE 

C0471ca- 5 
UN. 

Low Power 
6116 ICI 

SV S. gW Surer/ 

Assm and Tested 

CORCOM FILTER 
"itPopula' 

CORCOM 
Filter 

e 541. 
- ,W l C00 A10 u 14 

SURGE 
'i SUPPRESSOR / ''Sur9.onics 

/Potwar Sentry 
' 5 Ampµ 2, 

'Ns..111.C.' 
ACP 
Low $39' Pace 

AMD MODEM IC 
P N AM 7510 
1200 Baud 

5 Voles 

Special ACP PricIng v9M 

CONNECTORS 

02Sr , RS'321 
: 9255 F 
'4>,0 5 .r 14me 5434 
:714 St 991 
1340 S7 I801 
.3 125 S'15 C04-3400 WW 

1311 
31 
/1s 
714 
215 
.15 
4.1111 

725 

DOT 
COEX 80-F 1 PRINTERRIX 

44444V 

2s ew0 I744405 
70 M 732 Canna 
ù ap15C1 4'10 eOC P7e4$9 
101110100 Ct». 510I Le» 
5p11rR re Find A,4411 L 

1N4aw CaO In A0044 $4411 915 , ereron 
1113 

-4rPiP/PwA4 

$19900 

T'100' fi'.w 34M 
PP).* .w »34 
H,I.Ow'11e.w 34 
mere 140saw '7 
sown 44 '1 w 
14111E I '74 

.,41rI134344 H34 
' 7' 0r 743 
'7'/'ONew 
1mtr5..Owe 
roMwNow Nw 

'1 25 14 74. N IS 
r Or INw. 'I w "0.0-34 'I34 
.c I 4 /.-, '10 
. wSows 734 

I :' I 34 t1 t134 
.X11111,..7.1. A 

Op KO 0 
416-1/Y IN 

'4Ol/lw 
o1C5' I 

S 6-T 

OLL! w25 
w[74, 1 O Inw Iww 
I11.N. KO 715 
.r11IN w Rpinril.M S71 
24161111 ,TD 10 
1.5'2I 114 ,156 I w 
I77.0'44'I17 6'In 1 w 
m4.44410 an Iw 
010 
ews4, I w 
ram 41110 If 

n 411. 34w 
4K7N" 
471 
N NW 
.wwFe 
44,3414 
7n7 ' 

K 

ifirLOW PROFILE 
SOCKETS (TIN) 

.O. LP 
4 p LP 

'I LP 
4o7'v 
V1nLP 
:7plP 
24 On LP 
Mo. LP 
40TLP 

31 WIREWRAP 
SOCKETS (GOLD) 

124 2544 50,00 

I 

24 
36 

6 

74500 I 25 
7450 43 
7.500 
14504 
f430S 
74308 
74500 
74510 
74517 
743+5 

7,533 
573 

'4525 
'457 

43 
M 
52 
91 
M 
4x 
42 
42 

á 
42 
91 

VAS ' H 
4543 91 
0,5+ 42 
4'A4 91 
4:46 45 

7l M 
µSM 73 

I .17 72 
"3 7 

LINEAR 
06 % 

,~ M 
tN 
M 
3 

I % 
I N 
r5 a 
N 

+ M a 
N 
17 
'7e 

91 
l as 
,25 

1 3 
I 25 
415 

51MS 

.10 

25 
25 
15 a 

315 

1Ñ 
115 
3 '5 
271 
1 a 

1 
145 'a 

40 
IS 

325 
71 

N 
19 05 
121 
1» 
1 50 
r'5 

NI 

'5 
as 
15 
1S 
M 

1 75 
33 

75 

3 
715 

15 
15 

IN 
'5 

UI1411" .' N 
451P444 M 

C,41N M 
MC14NN N 
WI4wM M 
W1I6Ii ' 15 
WtMO,i 15 
W1M0N N 
W1aNN 10 
LMt+IIN '5 
L1aNON M 
U010,14 V 
1211 7N 
CA25137 
CA2511T 
G17071 T 

U130737 
GIMP 
G0O31 
G60491 
U00679 
CwSN117 
CA3010N 
C415MN 
000564 
CA15OT 
CAa11N 
CA3017N 
CA3M 
CAMMIN - 
CA35w1 
CAMION 
CA3017N 
CJ11+157 i 
CAS1401 
C43141N I . 

CAS,7 
CAMION 
CASI 
MC312.M 
I1C3110N 
50367474 
CA2515N 
4101034 
UMW. 
W]I01N 
410111149 
LM257W 
143311 W 
RC441N 
I4U13W 
IIC411,N 
11C416T5 4 v' 
Iÿ4+15TK 5 4' 
(A14700' 
(AM70p3 
.4475!a5 
5101451 N 
SN/143.7N 
3047545344 
5575451" 
$4471491N 
$N/SM714 
3N254014 
57175414 
114f4C14 
TlM1C 

74 SOO 

743174 
743133 
74$134 
743135 
/43,25 
74313e 
74313 
743,40 
746,10 
7460SS 
743157 
745111 
743115 
74$174 
)431'5 
743'a 
7457,' 
7.5015 
745114 
1467.0 
741041 
74$147 
745243 

531111 
34 
M 

I IS 
M 
to 
a 
7 

, a a 
' 10 
1 a 
7 1 

91 
M 

7N 
w 
N 

1 N 
7 25 
T'5 
7N 
2M 

, 
49 

M 
M 
N 
N 

M 
433 
N 

145244 12 M 
14$751 33 
743752 ' P 
743757 
743214 
7µ3a0 
743215 
743711 7 h. 
7.5215 I . 
7497 3 
74$274 3 

24125/ 2 " 
745471 . í 

143472 
7454'5 - Y 
, 45474 5>' 
45475 /'/ 

743510 5 . 

74351 5 " 
745672 . V 
745613 1 
7455140 7 h' 
71561 2 

DIP s 

SWITCHES r9" $13>' 

.13,.05 

MUFFIN P FAN 

. pn YMV O5 

0 son tVWawl 06 
14 55 Is/VI '5 '. p5 W W 15 
70p5 WW 15 
20 p.. Mt ' 45 
22 pd. WW '45 
:Apr, MSS l a 
20 p5 555 ' 15 
0 pp W W 

S4 

43 73 
rr 
00 
05 

1 3 
1 a 

53 
2m 

II 

e o 
,1 Wont 1i7`0 ten 

_ C0614441eC141 4001,n9 

.,.04..., 
4M 03 .,f0000 
w.0e 11,7 

SPECIAL PUIICNASE 

S9.50 ea. 

SUPER SPECIALS 

7400 

la ,' 
415 

M 
15 
U 
N 
IS In 
25 
4$ 
91 
as 
ea 
30 
de 

215 
715 
:. 
37 
,a 

a 
s 
44 
25 
91 
7 

a 7 

7N 
715 

M 

5 
91 

I it 
N 
I. 

1 N 
7ÿ 

74 LSOO 

14D S 1/ 
7e01 II 
740? 1/ 
7425 19 
7401 7I 
7400 73 
7401 Cal 
7401 V 
7425 24 
401 111 

Iro 4 
H 

I,r 34 
4'3 a 4 91 

. C 
C91 G If 

25 
4.`2 a 
4:3 ' 4 
4:5 a 
4.e 20 

25 
4:0 4$ 

10 1/ 
12 Ni 

25 
» a 
» + 1/ 

.60 14 
441 To 

1 
U 

1 15 4I N 
445 7f 
4» 1 
44. N 
44 7/ 
4.0 If 

lf 

753 II 
4 .. 4 
A h 

440 n 
4.0 a 

7 21 

14,5 
741 
141 
7415 
/642 
/443 
1445 
7µM 
7443 
7415 
7401 
lep 
7443 
7454 
743 
74M .K, 
74,00 
74407 
74705 
1411 
14771 

74722 
Tun 
7.14 
7'4,25 
74125 
74111 
74125 

14141 
74142 
/4143 
14144 
14143 
14147 
7474 
74150 
/4151 
74152 
14153 
/4114 
74+1S 
74731 
7411/ 
74126 
74731 
!4160 

14'.' 
141p 
14143 
141,' 
741M 
141M 
74tO 
/41 TO 

14173 
14173 
14174 
74171 
7417. 
74177 
7411. 
74715 
74111 
14182 
141,' 
141M 

74,15 
74101 
/4110 
14,43 
741,' 
141M 
14,fí 
74,.7 
74114 
41M 
7423, 
74251 
14225 
PUT 
r71 
14a43 
142,' 
741116 

14210 
74248 
14345 
74255 
14257 
743/ 
7430 
moo 
74410 

1 14 

op 

M 
M 
115 
195 
tM 

4 71 

M 
N 
M 
M 
N 

1 

ñ 
7 25 
7» 

+ ,! 
I IS 
1 
1 
1 
M 
1 
1 

Ia 
'a 
1 1. 

a 
M 
75 

t40 
3N 
3N 

15 
45 

46 
N 

N 

so 
75 

115 

4,507 
4.503 

44.151 
7K301 
).LIN 
7.4301 
715310 
715$1 
7.4512 
74317 
744$4 
745'S 
74(34 
141r 
74152 
74824 
744$r2 
74Sa 
4530 
.532 

4.525 
-4.y37 
4501 
.540 

4542 
-` 547 
-'SM 
4.561 
4.934 

-4.s45 
'I,573 

,514 
4S'5 
42111 

'4 571 
45113 
4911 

'45M 
4515 

'4.1M 

'4 3M 
µ5M 
'45,07 
'4,3104 
'.L31'f 

1445113 
413114 
742{127 
74(3125 
7153134 
7413175 
744.31711 
T4313? 
7153,25 
/4(3,25 
745.3125 
74(51a3 
241191 
74115+ 
7153,53 
7443151 
749136 
745,5. 
7155'!1 
IIL515/ 
745,15 
7454, 
743,p 
7453,43 
/I(5,.4 
7443,115 
74131 
743101 
7153,M 
7151170 
WW1" 
7153174 
715517! 
74434, 
7413115 
715347 
7153115 
743,43 
115S1f4 
143'15 
745-3,% 
74347 
715322, 
7413240 
744330 

15 
3143 

15 5244 
fl(St3,71 

1 a 143246 52M 
25 744$247 I1/ 
M 745.$24, , 10 

7 15 74-1745 + 4 
7'5 143151 1 40 
N 7413253 140 
45 7413157 M 
14 7443250 M 
M 741255 2M 
25 745715 N 
25 7433' 291 

, 75 7415755 M 
91 743173 ''5 
M 741173 4 40 
M 7441170 34 
70 7153343 M 
f 7415255 M 

91 241.52113 M 
» 45715 

I O 

IO 

M 744.57111 ! 
44 743254 17S 
M 7155347 ,15 
M 74534, ' N 
91 7155772 

I19 9 M 74403 
91 741.S343 10 

718 743745 M 
! 70453/ N 

I IS 743257 N 
M 74$31 M 
M 741317 SS/ 
M 7413174 7M 
M 742375 M 

220 743377 IN 
, 15 14130110 145 
115 7153081 N 

M 743250 ' 45 
w 14330 , % 

,1. 1433M '70 
N 7153345 23 
M 713424 2% 
N 7445M 11 

1 1 7415170 221 
M 1113N N 
M 5115M 1 M 

Iw 51125? IM 
M 51125/ 'N 

295 755.13555 4113 

OKI MSMSe32RS BYPASS CAPS OPTOISOL.ATORS 
M C.7041044 dr 0t yF Oat 100 5 00 u 1 Op U4»5 

Lb04C4 two I41: I 10 00' 
e..95 ROWAN 

1 MF 1107101 100 15 00 4441e 1 n 'íh u 1 72 3404 Gy44 ..M 
1011 fxft 

40403001 

4oó 
60- 
4001 
600. 
40,0 40 
4011 
4013 
40,4 
401S 
401/ 
4007 

4019 
4020 5 
5273 
4024 
4025 
4677 

4021 
1610 
4031 4 
1074 
4010 

800 -854 -8230 
Iva 

910-5951565 

twa 014e,. P 0 S,' 17329 1nI11e. CA 92713 
R4aa11. 17106 E. EOw941, Santa AN. CA 92707 

17141 751 $517 
S12 w. l,rM Sae Jest CA 95131 

40$1 914-7010 

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

1 » 
34 
24 

2S 

15 
3,4 

N 
7,4 

a 
M 
a 
as 

M 

: 
25 

35 
43 

U 
3M 
7'5 
3a 

1 

CMOS 

4037 51 % 
4060 71 
4041 
4042 
4044 
Iola 
4044 

1044 

4050 
10 
106, 
1067 
441 
4056 
4014 
40511 
4015 
40W 
ION 
4070 
4071 
4077 
4077 
4015 01 
407- 
403 

IOM 
ION 

.ne 

asN 

M 

M 
se 
35 

.5 
'5 
'5 

3 as 
2155 f 
s 
IS 

a 
75 
211 

'5 a 
15 
as 

N 

4041 

40014 
IoM 
'1401 
11410 
14410 
1412 

0.415 
1144 
4001 
4525 
4103 
4603 
455 
4507 
455 
5'o 
401 
454 
U'I 
9115 
431. 
45'0 
4520 35 
UM 
SOON 
Waft 

52N 
5. 

7N 
7a 

15 
720 
1215 
1216 
1215 
fN 
4 

V. 
M 

11 
M 

31 
1 
71 

16- 
,M 
U 

ñ 
N 
14 

22! 
15 

,2S 

7111- MO Cu,.. Can M w Now 1ww r I wow r weeew7 ..w 0.e. , mew sr. 
as M4e . w WIZ 17 r /S .... 7... 1M 
. 4./7 I "r7 1» rtw 1+ .M .r..No. ...1 ,.s. lo oOO. Pew 444010 welle 5440 o 

owe sew nMr. Imo M N.r...wT' .-.w p.4 4..4 1 

7400

7-100 $ 19 7475 $ 38 7,(161 S 69
7-101 19 7.76 34 14162 69
7-102 19 7479 460 104163 69
7-103 19 7480 49 104164 69
7-104 19 7482 95 104165 69
7_ .23 7483 45 14 166 120
7406 c.J1 7485 55 14167 295
7-107 Ca ll 7488 35 7041 70 1,49
7_ '4 7489 1.75 74172 475
7409 19 7490 35 74173 69
7410 19 749 1 45 74174 69
7411 24 7492 45 74175 69
7412 24 7493 35 74176 69
7413 29 7494 69 74177 69
7414 49 7495 50 74179 1.34
704 16 Cal 7496 89 74180 75
7417 Ca ll 7497 290 74181 175
7420 19 74100 2 90 74182 75
742 1 35 74107 '4 74184 225
7422 29 74109 .37 74185 225
7423 ' 19 74116 1 25
7425 29 7412 1 29
7426 29 74122 39 74190 1 15
7427 25 74123 45 74191 1 15
7429 45 74125 39 74192 75
7430 18 74126 44 74193 75
7432 29 104128 .59 74194 75
70437 25 74132 45 74195 88
7438 29 74136 75 74196 .15
7439 1 19 74197 .75
74040 19 74141 65 74198 1 29
744 1 79 74142 295 704199 ' 29
7442 45 74143 295 7422 1 '19
7443 95 74144 295 7425 1 69
7444 65 74 145 59 74273 ' 05
7445 79 74147 1 69 74276 1.89
7446 79 74148 ' 19 74279 75
7447 65 74150 ' 09 74283 ' -10
74" 79 74151 49 74284 369
7450 19 74152 67 74285 3 69
7451 19 74153 49 74290 89
7453 19 74 1~ 1 19 74298 95
7454 19 74155 69 74365 65
7459 25 74156 78 74366 65
7460 23 74157 49 74367 65
74 70 29 74 158 165 74388 65
74 72 29 74 159 249 74390 1 45
7473 29 74160 79 74393 1 90
7474 34 74490 1 90

"
74l5OO S 26 74L$ 113 S 39 74LS245 $299
74LSOl 25 74L$ 114 39 74lS247 11 0
74LSD2 25 74l$122 49 74lS248 11 0
74lSOJ 25 74l$123 1.19 741$249 11 9
74LS04 69 74l$124 2.75 74LS251 1 -10
74lSOS 25 74L$ 12S 69 74LS253 1 -10
74lS08 25 74l$126 " 74LS257 85
74lS09 25 7415132 59 74lS258 ..
7415 10 25 74l$136 " 74lS259 295
7415 11 39 7415 138 59 74lS260 65
7415 12 33 74L5 139 59 74l$261 2< 9
7415 13 39 74l$145 ' 25 74lS266 ss
74L$ 14 59 7415 148 , 49 74LS273 175
74L$ 15 33 74L$ 151 99 74LS275 4 -10
74lS2O 26 74L$ 153 99 74L$2 79 ss
74L$2 1 29 74L$ 154 1.70 74LS283 99
74lS22 29 74L$ 1!t5 119 74lS29O 99
74L.S26 29 74l$156 14 9 74lS293 99
74L$27 29 7415 157 1.49 74lS295 11 0
74LS28 29 74l$158 14 9 74LS298 11 9
74LS30 25 74l$160 149 74LS324 1.75
74LS32 33 74l$161 1 49 74lS347 1 95
74lS33 55 74l$162 14 9 74lS348 195
74l$37 35 74l$163 1 49 74lS352 119
74LS38 39 74l$164 149 74LS353 11 9
74lS40 25 74L$ 165 149 74lS363 14 9
741542 59 74L5 166 2 " 74LS365 99
741547 79 74L5 168 1.15 74l $366 99
74lS48 79 74l$169 11 5 74lS367 99
74155 1 25 74L$ 170 1 99 74LS388 99
74lS54 29 74L$1 73 89 74lS373 299
74lS55 29 74L$1 74 89 7415374 2 99
74l$73 39 74L5 175 89 74l$375 69
74L5 74 99 74L5 181 220 74lS3n 1 95
74LS75 39 74l$190 1.15 74lS38-5 1 95
7415 76 39 74L$ 19 1 11 5 74l$386 65
74l$78 45 7415 192 .. 74lS390 1 95
74LS83 59 74L$ 193 .. 74LS393 ' 95
74l S85 69 74L5 194 11 5 74lS395 ' .70
74lS86 39 74l$195 95 74lS399 2 35
74l$90 57 7415 196 89 74lS424 295
741592 49 74LS 197 89 74lS688 17 5
74LS93 59 74lS221 11 5 74LS670 2 29
74LS95 79 74L$2 4O 1 99 81LS95 169
741596 89 74L$242 1 99 81L596 ""74L51 07 39 74lS243 199 81LS97 1 69
74L5 109 .39 74l$244 1 99 81lS98 1 69
74L$ 112 39 25lS2521 '95 25I.S2589 495

•
-woo S 29 -1037 $195 -1089 $295
400 1 24 ",4<l 75 4093 .59
4002 24 4()41 .75 -1094 2,95
4006 79 4()42 65 -1098 229
-1007 25 '043 85 4099 1 85
4000 95 ' 044 69 14406 12.95
4009 39 404 6 89 14409 12 95
-101O 39 -1047 89 144 10 12 95
-1011 " 4048 .99 14412 12 95
40 12 24 4()49 35 144 15 8 95
-1013 35 -1050 39 14419 495
-10'4 89 -1051 .75 450 1 39
-1015 39 -1052 75 4502 95
40 16 35 -1053 .75 4503 69
-10" 65 -1055 395 .... 8 95
-1018 79 -1056 2,95 4506 75
-1019 39 -10.. 925 ' 507 95
4020 69 -1060 85 '508 3 75
402 1 69 4066 39 45 10 79
-1022 69 ' 069 28 4511 .79
-1023 25 4070 35 45 12 79
-10" 59 -10" 28 4514 1 29
-1025 25 -1072 28 4515 1 99
-1027 " -1073 28 4516 145
-1028 65 -1075 28 4518 85
-1029 .75 -1076 .75 4520 .75
4030 " -10" 35 4555 95 -n-1031 3,25 -1078 35 "56 99
4032 215 406 1 35 4566 225 m
-1034 3 25 4082 .35 8OC95 1 50 OJ
4035 .79 4085 .95 8OC97 1 25 :D

C
TERMS : MO caw-. "'-ck e..>Io.Wn P~d'>eO.I »
aIow2 -s iOl"ptClCftlong ~er-r.~ rcl :D
a edll card _ . v... AMEX CB Ildd 3'!l.~ cr.veAdd -<
3'!l. thIppng l I\arcllng or $2 50.~ II gwt... Add
10' 1or1ol"9" OtO..-IorUS P_ c.r Pott IndultIT~

<0nurrott NO coo. PnceI NlrKt 10tNr19t~ I'lClIIl»
sc:w.. .... lUtlfICllOpnot .. W.,....... lhe oght lO 00
~~RoMalpncearnayWlly .j>.

123

7 PO$ltJOn $ 1 39
8 POSltlOl'l 1 49
9 POSllJOfl 1,65

10 PoSlhon 1 69

SPECIAL PURCHASE

$9.50 ea.

Th e de pen d ab le . lo w
co st, la rge st selling fan
for co mme rcial coo ling
applications

• 105dm nee iIlf deltyOf)'
. 4 .68- sq . x 1.50" deep

• Weight · 17 OZ,

MUFFIN®FAN

2 Pcsaoo S 99
4 POSItIOn 11 9
5 POSltoon 1 29
6 PoSltJOn 1.35

DIP
SWITCHES

78H05K $5",~5 LM 1414N $1.90
78M06 1.49 LM 1458CN N 49
7aMO 1.49 MCl488N 99
LM1 08AH 2.95 MC1489 N .99
LM300H 99 LM 1496M 09
l MJ01 CN .35 lM l 556N ' .50
LM304H 1 98 l M l 820N .95
LM305H 1 89 l M 1850N 95
LM306H 3 25 LMl 889N 3.10
l M3Q7CN 29 l M2 111N 1.75
LM308CN 98 LM2900N .99
LM309K 1 49 lM2901N 250
LM31 0CN 1 25 LM29 17N 295
LM3110:CN 89 CA30 13T 2.19
LM31 2H 175 CAJOl8T 1 99
LM3 17T 1 70 CAJQ2 1T 349
LM318C N 1 49 CA3023 T ' .99
LM31 9N H 1 25 CA3035 T 2 . 7~

LM32OK·XX: 1.35 CA3039 T 1 29
LM32QT-XX ' 1 39 CA3046N 1.29
LM32OH·XX " 1 25 LM3053N 1.49
LM323K 4 95 CA3059 N 3.19
LM324N 95 CA3/J6ON 319
LM33 7K 595 CA3062 N ' 95
LM338K 695 LM3065N 1 49
LM33 9N 95 CA308QT 1 29
LM34OK-XX' 1.75 CA308 ' N ' 69
LM340T ·XX· 1,25 CA3082 N 1.69
LM34 0H-XX' 1 25 CA3083 N ' 55
LM344H 1 95 CA3086 N 80
LM348N 1 20 CA3/J89N '99
LM350K 560 CA3096 N 3 49
LM358CN 98 CA3Q97N ' 99
LM360N 1 49 CA3 130T 1 30
LM372N 1 95 CA3 14QT 1,19
LM3 76N 375 CA3 146N 249
LM3 77N 275 CA3 160T ' 19
l M380CNN 125 CA3 190N 195
LM38 1N 179 CA34 10N 59
LM383T 1 95 MC34 23N ."LM386N 125 MC3460N 395
LM38 7N "0 5G3524N 395
LM390N 1 95 CA3600 N 3 39
NE531 V 'T 3 75 LM3900N 59
NES55V 39 LM3905N 119
NE556N 98 LM39O!lN 98
NE561T 19 95 LM39 14N 375
NE56SN.H 1.25 LMJ-'lSN 3.ss
NES66H V 175 LM391 6N 3 75
NE56 7V H 1 50 RC4 13 1N 2 95
NE59 2N 2 75 RC4 136N 1 10
LM702H ' 99 RC4 15 1N 370
LM709N H 29 RC4194T K ."
LM 710N H 75 RC4 195TK 5-10
LM 711NH 39 ULN2001 125
LM71 SN 195 ULN2Q03 1 50
LM 723N H 65 5 N7545QN 59
LM 733N H 98 5 N75451 N 35
lM739N , ' 5 $ N7&452N 49
LM 741CNH 33 5 N75453N 49
LM741CN·14 19 5 N7f>454N 49
lM 747NH 75 SN7&49 1N 89
LM748N.H 39 5N75492N 89
lM760CN 2 95 5N 7f>493N 89
lM1 3 10N 1 90 5 N754 94N 89
MCl 33Q 195 TL494CN 4 20
MC1350 1 95 TL496CP 165
MC 1358 175

II

74500 s 39 745 124 $3 69 745244 $299
7450 2 43 7451 33 54 745251 135
74503 45 745 134 56 745253 ' 35
74S04 89 745 135 1 15 745257 ' 29
74505 52 745 136 , 69 745258 (29
74508 49 745 138 199 74$260 75
74S09 49 74$13 9 1 29 7452 80 2.79
745 10 ., 745 140 73 745 28 7 2.99
745 11 ., 745 151 1 29 745 288 2 55
7451 5 " 74$ 153 ' 29 7453 73 3 10
74520 " 745 157 1 29 7453 74 3 10
74522 42 7451 58 1 29 745387 2 75
74530 42 7451 60 279 74$4 71 795
74532 " 745 174 1.049 745472 795
74538 1 19 745 175 ' 49 74$473 795
745-10 49 745 188 2,69 74$4 74 995
7455 1 42 745 194 189 745475 995
7456' 46 7451 95 1 89 745570 575
74S65 46 745 196 ' 89 7455 71 575
74$ 74 99 745240 275 745572 895
74586 72 7452 41 275 745 573 8 95
745 112 72 745242 299 745940 290
7-45 113 72 745 243 299 74594 1 2 90
745 114 72

.14

.18
20

.27

.30
24
36
43
58

49
.58
67
.70
8 1
99

1 23
1.14
1 38
1 89

50-100

••
6eo2P $7 ~
..,. s.se
8039 , ss
BOnN 301 9S
8155 3995
8148 J99!l
6IlO9 1<495
880QE 1995
8Oe6 29 .95
68000 49 95

.54

.63

.73

.77

.90
1.08
1.3 5
1.26
1.53
2 09

LOW PROFILE
SOCKETS (TIN)

1-24 24 -49

.16 .15
20 .19
22 . 21
29 28
.34 32
29 27
38 .37
.45 44
60 59

.....

•

1-24 25-49 50- 100

8 pln WW .55
10 pm WoN (Til'll .65
14 p1nWN .75
16 pn WW 80
1S piflWW 95
20 ptnww 1.15
22 pin WVI 1,45
24 pill WW 1.35
28 pln WW 1.60
40 pIn "WW 2.20

SUPER SPECIALS

3LWIREWRAP iii
SOCKETS (GOLD) 11111 111

8 jx n LP
14 pin LP
16 pln LP
18 pm LP
?O r-nLP
22 Pin LP
24 Pin lP
28 PIn l P
40 ptn l P

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE INFORMATIO N CARD

llIOO' ..... 8008- ' $1 4 1:5
ZllOO2 5195 "'" ,..
2llO ,.. 2901A . ,..
""" ... """'" .. ..
F-8 (~l ".. "'" ...
",. ".. ' >02A ,..
"'0' .,. 1f0'6100 " ..llOlIOA ... seoc '0""". ,.. """" '0"

6 11612016 $7 95 2 147 $495 .5290 $ 1,99
8264 ·64 K 5.95 411 5 99 529S .4'
4116-2 1.99 4 '4 4.69 ' 508 450
411 6 ·2 8J12.95 110 1 99 6518 6.79
2 10 1 1.90 1103 99 656 1 379
2' 02 .79 4027 ·U9 6604 399
2 1L02·2 1-49 4()44 3 99 6605 7.99
21 L02·4 ss '-1050 4'9 9130 899
2111 2 45 -1060 469 91-10 899
2112 2.75 4096 399 934 15 '99
2 114 1.49 4115 1.49 93425 '99
2114·l ·2 229 4200 7 95 5 10 1 3.75
2114 l ·4 1 99 4402 ' 99 Z6132 2495
2125 '99 5280 4 60..•.
8 ' 55 $7.95 8282 $995 88 15 $515
8' " 9 95 8283 9 95 8880 2.10
8202 2495 8284 995 88047 22.95
8205 2.69 8286 995 88488 19 95
82 12 210 8287 995 4'''' 14 95
82 ' 4 495 8288 29 00 6520 ' 50
82 '6 1.75 8289 49 00 6522 795
8224 220 88 10 2 95 6530- X 20 50
8226 2.95 8820 450 6532 9 95
8228 3 .95 8821 4.50 65 51 1t ,75
824 3 595 8828 '0 50 Z80-PIC 4 95 .
8250 l'.gs 6834 l6 .9$. Z8QA.PIC 5.50
8251 425 884 5 14 95 zso-crc 4-10
8253 650 884 7 14 95 zaoA·CTC 5 50
8255 4 50 8850 4 50 Z80-DMA 11 95
8257 7 50 8852 450 Z80 A·DMA 16 95
82 59 6 95 8860 10 95 Z80-SIC 14 95
8215 2995 8862 10 95 Z80A·SIO 16 95
8279 850

• ...
2764 (8Kx81 T5 $9 9S 2706 {( !)()nS I $3 .95
2732 (4Kx6 ) T5 6 95 68764 18x8~ 3995
2532 (4b 8) 895 2712S (16KxS} 1995

271&'2516 ; 5V 1702A '50
(2KxS) T5 4.95

TMS2 716.5V.12V 17.95 MM 5203AQ 14 50
2758 .5V.(45On5) 3 50 MM 5204Q 99'

$3.25
3.75
1.25
7.50
2.95
6.50
4.95
3.95

COEX RS232
LINE TESTER
(7) LED loocators

SURGE
SUPPRESSOR
" Surgeonics"
Power Sentry
15 Amps 250 Volts

transient suppresskm

~~: Price 53995

.
CiI

CONNECTORS,..

STEPPER MOTOR

64K CMOS RAMCARD
IEEE

Compatible
Uses

Low Power
6116 1C's

5V Single Supply

Assm and Tested . . .$29900

On~ 52495

Other Styles Also Available

DB25 P (AS232)
DB255 Female

Hood
Sol with Hood. Sa le
22144 SIT . KIM
43 86 ST. MO T
50 100 5· 100 Connector WJW
5Q.100 5 ·100 Con nector SfT

5325.00

ADVANCED
~-COMPUTER
PRODUCTS,.-m~~

UV "EPROM"
ERASER

~
Model
DE-4

· $8995

Hc::l5ds 4 EPRO'·fs
at a lime

32K S·100
Static RAM Kit

Unencoded
Key Pad

15 key Keypad WIth
1-10 keys and lab. reo
turn. (-). (:1and ()

...,~"...

Model5-52T

16K Apple ™ Rameard
LIST 195

ACP
$4995

• With 80 Columns

• Expand Apple II 48K to 64K
• Compatib le with Z-80 Sottcard ,.

• Top quality - gold fingers • Full 1 year warra nty

64K Apple lie Ramcard
• Also with 80 Columns ... only 599

95

CORCOM FILTER
Popular

CORCOM
Filter

60"",,5495

Compatible line Cord Add . 13.50

RAM UP-GRADES
64K DRAM (41 64-200nS)

9 pes for $5000

16K DRAM (4116-200nS)
8 pes for $1295

. 9 x7 Dot Ma tnx . 80 CPS.
81·D,rec1lOnal Pnntu"lQ

• 2K Buffered Memory
• BO. 96. 132 Columns,

Graphfcs and BlOCk Pnn tlng

• Seiect abe Cha r PItch. li ne
Spaong and Feed PARAllEl

COEX mtertace Card 10 Apple . $49.95

Commodore Interlace Card to
V IC. 64 . PET •• •. $79 .9 5

ThIs IS a new 58 k.ey terTTllna l Keyboard
manufacturedby amajOrmanufacturer It IS

uncoded WI1h 5 P5 T keys unattachedro any
PC board SolidmoIdod p!as1lCbase mea
ues 11- x 4"

REPEAT OF SELL-OUT
58Key Unencoded Keyboard

~51995.a .

AMD MODEM IC

f(lffIl'J
PIN AM7910

• 1200 Baud
5 Volts

Specia l ACP PrlcingS69°°

www.americanradiohistory.comwww.americanradiohistory.com
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I(N " SIZE 
N I CADS X}Y 

12-PAX 
tot. .l A,0 01000A A. CAN 
wlL 01 TOus \l PNO 
tCT/ SITO GM I MCMASUARa 
OO/S toco MLL YTU 1, 
.WS. . 01 04611001 4011 CO rant Ru/. MO Ut A RAITIC 
MOUtCT CAS alali AMOOI I 

e1TN Moak Ll0 qOKa 
tM. ruU. ITC 

Loan 51011S 
fl - 

rAmmonium Persulfate 
ETCHANT 9 95 

.MT 1.., TO alt 
w? M An ITC Le 
RA KM Wets PULL 

NO, COM1 t. SASSI " Ltws I.2140 . / 17¡ 

i ELECTRONIC BARGAINSN7 
11 T04'0t OCT OM OUR built LIST, TOWN( MUMS OvT 
!TWINS OUTS Cl TIC TIMEST IM (LICTIORIC PARTS 12 
TIt 10110t0 IR I TUNS Otte 700,000 IOOOYnTf OU 

DYOrtR man TO TIMO USEFUL, UNIQUE 00 OOMIIIIw St tL(CTIORICS AT /I1(AWAT MIC(I 
L INT ROT MO TOR OUR UTALOI TDOa _ IT I 75II1 

DIAMONDBACK 
ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
PO BOX 12095 Dept 102 
SARASOTA, FLA. 33578 

Phone Orders (813) 953-2829 
COeT15tRTAl UI AN 140 T00 T( lilt? LI 
A0 SOT TOR (ACM 4001TIOIAL LI 
WU? COAST ADO 1I0 000 TIIt O,IT PANS I 

SOP PON (NN AODITIORAL ROAD FL. 00I1 TM 
CO/ /Mil OINI l7 Iieirur, CelN/ CARDS Id I/I, 

t/) 
U 
Z 
O 
lY 

U 
w 
-J 
w 
O 
o 
fr 
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THE WORLD FAMOUS 

1 

CATALOG OF \ ELECTRONICS 

iLECtRW. L 

"C e RK0 
,__ 1tÁ(ß ?Mt' 

FASCWA14GlOP 
(ACTOR? CLEAROUTS 
'UAPLUS SPECIALS ANO 
EARGA1N OFFERS NOT 
I, STORES OR CATALOG) t 

ETCO ELECTRONICS 
DEPT. 591 

IMailing List Control Center 
Box 840 
Champlain. N.Y. 12919 
II Enclose (cash OK); 
Please rush postpaid 
E l %I for I year subscription to Ih 

world famous ETCO catalog. 
53 Canadian & Foreign t year 
subscription to the ETCO catalog. 
304 page handbook "BUILD YOUR 
OWN EARTH STATION ". (TA025) $10.00 
360 pages MASTER HANDBOOK OF 
TELEPHONES. (TA001) 

FT 
FREE sample copy of the bargain 

$11.00 i 
pecked ETCO catalog. (USAonly) 

Name 
Address 
City 
State Zip 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

BEC Electronics 
P.O. BOX 461244R 

GARLAND, TX. 75046 
(214) 487 -9031 

CABLE TV 
M I DEAN D Converter 

1154, 

10/,143)1 
MAO AC MoovC7101 sit VAN? tnll Tot roCKOS ClAMlll' M 
100ÁD 00 500[1 T* TO 

CYSMr4S 7.1) {WITCO IILICTO 
'10055, M '7100100' JUST PUT 

III Litt VIT YOU. CALS AO 
SOMA 0KÁ MOT .11 v VITA 
O*Tttt rM vous I O*LT Teo 

CM u(CTg0$ I0 OINT 0T 
MSS IS [ 4-1/S is Y 44. 

NPN POWER 
TRANSISTOR 

BO VOLT 1 AMP 
In MATT Ill MOO TO-S 

SMA1 MPLa4nIr. 
P MetRW01OiuML 
M ?ti cm O. 

.0 1.41.4 4:ep4 

\ MODULAR , PHONE JACK 
wou LSI 

mows TILIP05t ACC / 1111t COLM C0640 
LEWIS TIMI 0 1MMtI I AT TMII mica tau 

ca0 NT Nl 1 APART - 

SIZE 
N I -CAD 

eATT[RIES -AIC.l AL l - 
o I.M T o 1 L 

I 95 IN. 7" 
PuIL CPKtTm C CI LS UMW." rKl 
I t A CAMS?? sr. ML M 0111 OP Tot 
'LYU A' "Oil 0R0 O, 
S CI, POIM CILL 4ullU IsI 
T IM W aP h AFO 

/17" 
1n puts mau T 
COCuTIIL Is NEAT 

LAt384 
w ALINO AMO r5 

TOD :51 M rIM a)' 
OTT 400 aM l ^ ¡ .a 
A. as 

Z111. M.. ` S/N/ 7i 
=aT 

STOCK uP NOW I 
SAYA soll? IP 

POWER SUPPL 
IS1$ VOLT It AMP 

C05111l5CIK POM SUMS, 
11T400.10 P0e0 ?TM W 
10 . m00 MIe.I11MU1 

L MSSp .IOvrllov VT 
VOLTAI etWLTCS, 1151T 

SUPER 
SPECIAL 

1301$ 2 LS 

= Q 

10l22h 
SNOOPER 

AMPLI1r1ER 
emir. A IT1C00 MN- 

C Uso M.ICI N imam u M 15144. PC Marl NUM 
ST NM v 1 Os M 5 P IC 

Me 111510 00 A ILItTMf 
SICJOr505t LISSO It 01 LO 

NIYI. 64..T uOIroom 
LID I At AAT PO lITIN OP MO PeOItCTS 
0 all' M. 010eL0W5 PULL 
LIAM. PLAIIIIM 110140 

/lb TRACK TAPE 14 ADS 
IMTN51*TAI1410 MPS Mill MR 1400 Ma PO 
VITA t/IOAU 10400015 LT T of IM. TM 
I1001, M5TOa5 KOI 00 1 TAPS. TWO 
+EAM Cu M IT/ TO MT n TKe 

Sc, ivSFAGM aS ITOIf RECO O 

UWHO ,/ / PAT STOIC P.A. 
.-.. 

T.l *LTC. IO Ste. 110000 N 1 IT b411at WV's,. 
MOW IOIIIPrla f LIMO ['T I/i 
SIS OLIO. SDTI UMn) 5 T 1 MCM0 7'4% Mr e:i Ci 

4 
1 J' EACM i y I`1Iw:.," It :, 

49 
.IDS .T .1 LI 

PMQTIC *0011 VMS .S 
I[ATMp O.u/TALI TOlTA1 
NRMT LI51t. OTt11V0001 

TICT100 SALMI Yte 

C I) 
400 VOLT 

i 12 
/SCR 

f 

ll T02CO Ca 

99 4 

10/9 

44DIP RELA 
5 VoC SPST 

MOOMALLT ortPT 
-1210 I 95 aDlla 

24V 
2.3 AMP 
POWER 

SUPPLY 
,Á510A TYPE LOI T 24 
T(ATUR( 120 /740 TAC 0Ot0. 
Af011, V0;TAII I CORREO? 
LIMIT ADJ OIMOV(0 FRO* 
EQUIPMENT. IIIAT COMN- 
TiOe- GMAT TOI DISC 
OaIVts MIA TODAY 

P -1270 s 2 WT I LS 

CIRCLE 92 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TERMS 
COD MINIMUM $.'0 CO ADO $2 SO FOR CODS 
eats DUIv RI ADDRESS MUST ACCOMPANY 

AIL CODORDERS 
SI.00 HANDLING ON ORDERS UNDER $1000 
ADD 41 FOR SHIPPING 
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADO 5% STATE SALES TAX 
ALL FOREIGN ORDERS ADO 2S% FOR SHIPPING 
(CANADA 15%) NO FOREIGN COD'S 
CALL 1211) 0074031 TO PLACE CREDIT CARD OR COD ORDER 

OVER 45,000 SOLD SINCE 1977! 
SOUND EFFECTS KIT 

This unit uses the T1 76477 
IC and alter the easy 
rssembh is Completed you 
will be able to reproduce al 
most any sound you want' 
Quality. PC board and all 
necessary composeals are 
provided. All you need to 
add is a speaker. The c irc uit 
of the kit provides you with a 
Pulse Generator, MUX 
Oscillator & Comparator 
to make more o omplrt 
sounds a snap. Programming 
etamples provided to help 
you get used to using the unit 

18.50 .a. 
2/54.50 

SUPER MUSIC 

5eo MAKER KIT 
le WATTS 
tx;TPUTI 

27.95 
INCLUDES 

CASE & 
ROM CHIP 
ORDER 
hSM.O1 

This popula. kit is gr rat 
for car horns or door - 

beU applications. We include 
12 VOL TS `> all components and Quality PC 
AC DC board l'oull love our easy to follow NEAKER 
NOT INCLUDED assembly irutructions. The package 

price includes the kit, case. front panel 
tune selection switches. and a preprogrammed 2708 
memory c hip (ROM) with 33 additional tunes; (60 total) 
Additional ROM'. are available for 9.95 to 14.95 ea. 
(Listing sent with order). Order Now! Offer *spires 
Februare 29. 1984! 12VAC translormer is available. 
Order TN -20 2.60 N. 

.I11 IM..'.I. 
I 1 s11 M 

BATTFRY IOW 

1)hVF(TIVE 
PICKUP 

t I ( I31 (TWIT 
Nu WULF 

TES IN Ratters Condition. 
Pick -up Coil Ignition Module. 
and HV Coil 

11.88 each »order 

7-WINDSHIELD 
WIPER DELAY 

Ca_Pbt. .nb0.d PC 
o.rd rah I('. mks end 
(acrd .nh sr Mmali( 
Complete With ulom 
molded plalk car rah 
brache? and har&nare 
S0dal {trod.. Iry 
W.tr.l 5.05 
`/ Order ÁS41 

/ TELEPHONE 
RINGER SEMI KIT 
Contains special 1411l414 
It.e rirgm M and tara 
pawn? lo budd pipetas? 
?one mom for sour phone 
Spin dspnsand tarant 
Or4r. I(T141S 251 
PC Bord lop .bot 

\Order: K-ß41 2.1M9 IN It MI II M r 1 
N \II'.w MI II \1.11. 

THE BEST DEAL! 
This hand held Autoso- 
lis. Tesler checks and 
tests the functions listed 
below easily and Quickly 
The original manufal 
tuner sold over a million 
units in 1943 at 19.95 Vac h 
Instructions and charts 
are printed on the back of 
each unit. This tester will 
sate hours of frustration 
and pay for itself the first 
time used! Units are all 
new. 100% Ruaraateed 
for 90 days from date of 
pur( hase. 

ORDER: AS-25 
BEFORE FEB 29. 

AV 18.30 FOR ROTH ' 

Ull1MS Audio If 6 Sep', 
Kt 2%% Audo oulpul 

ICLIIOs .100 

TDA ISO2 21 Audo 
[put 

Order OCEAN'S I 2 
L143o1 Invest S pm 
Op Amp 
Order. ICE4IA .71 
CD 4411 Counter S 7 es 
decoder d, s.? IC Hour 

\Ord*.- ICL -4431 N . 

TRANSFORMER 

I4 VAC OSA 
12 VAC IA 

e 
OVAC O2A 

C o1Rpihe$ Shiddrd' 
115 VAC PrS.(an 

7.S$ ea 111161 SP 
ORDER: TNJ5 

FINEST QUALITY 
Government Approved 00S-571e 

OLDER 
FOR THE MONTH 

SPECIAL 

SN 60/40 Rosin Core (RA) 
One Ib. Reels 
16 swg ( 064) 
18 swg (048) 
19 swg. ( 040) 
20 swg. (036) 
21 swg (032) 

$7.95 
$8.45 
$8.95 
$9.45 
$9.95 

1S2 Ib. Reels 
22 swg (028) $5.95 
24 swg (022) $7.95 

SN 62 (24bSilvet Eutectic-Rosin Core 
21 swq !031 $19.95 

Plus FREE Desokiering Wick 

FREE Freight On All Orders Over S25 
. 6. t. add S2:, 

Check malty C; .' 
To place your order call: 
TOLL FREE800- 645.4808 
In NYS (516) 334 -2660 r. . <_e. 

CIRCLE 58 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

24 VD
2 :3 AMP
POWER
5UPRLY

C 126 D
4 0 0 VOLT

i
12 AMP

Il GeR-

n. T°Cy'97
10/"9

WIREWRAP. .
rc

SOCKETG

...!....!.Q. !..QQ
14 PIN 55 .49 4 1
16 PIN .60 .54 .45
18 PIN .75 .68 57

5 VOLT 18 AMP
~ERSUPPLY

~:,1~lLI
po. t ltHe "' ODH 2 D05 · 11l,t,S
nATUiIlU AOJUST411 LE. VOLTAU.
CU R R [ ~ T LIM IT , OVE"VOLTAGE

I"ItOT£C TlON . IlRAND NtW.

~~IAMONDBACK

:

ELECTRONICS COMP~NY
PO BqX 12095 Dept 102
SARASOTA. FLA. 33578

Phone Orders (813) 953-2829
CONTINENTAL us ADD ' 1.60 FOR THE FIRST LB •
AND 50' FOR EACH ADDITION AL LB. .
WEST COAST ADO' c eo FOR THE F"IST POUND a
50 C FOR EACH ADDI TION AL POUND. ' LA Aoo 1% TAX' ,
too8 IIAIL ORDER I 'll/NIl/ VII, CREDIT CARDS ' IS I/ IN.

LUISD" TYPE LOS·Y·Z.
FEATURE 120/2<40 VAC OPER
ATlON. VOLTAGE B CURREN

~IIII!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII". UMn AOJ REMOVED FROM

~
DI P RELA: EOU IPHENT. GREAT CONDI -

5 VDC SPST ~~~~~5GR~:~E~0~D~~~C!!
• ' NORMALl"l' oPEN ~ 29
~~I ~I~Lb " 9 5 ~i252~B

~ ELECTRONIC BARGAINS "
If YOU'RE NOTON OUR MAILING LIST, YOU 'RE MISSING OUT
STANDING BUYSON THEFINEST IN ELECTRONIC PART5 FOR
THE BUILDER. IN 8 'E ARS OVER 250,000 HOBBYISTS HAVE
DISCOVE RED WHERE TOfI NO USEFUt.,UNIQUE OR DOWHRIGHT
STRANGE ELECTRON ICS AT GIVEAWAY PRICES

WH Y "OT SEND FOR OUR CATA LOG TODAY - iT ' S FREE !

IO/~loIlOoll
PltlME . IUUGHT UN ifORM
LEO" AR[ GIl U T 'Oft
L IGHTING UP YOUIl: PlIIOolfCTI .
0 .1"- Ot .... O.UO- LONO. 'U LL
LUCI , 'LAHGf l U S oU ION ,

'N' S IZ E .~
N! CADS W~

IZ-PAK :Q)V
wo w ' 12 SAIIlYO 1oI- loo AA IoII:CAOI
WILl POWER YOlJR PORTAIIL E PRO·
JECTS WITH CHUP RECHARGEAIlLE
POWER' EACH C£LL RATED 1.1 V
100M J.H. "lCH ARG£AII LE 100'S 0 '
".M £:I . PLUS, YOU GET A PLASTIC
PROJfCT CAU' (NI CE) APPROX 2 X
4 X 111- *, IT" SWITCH, l EO INDICA'
TOft, f Un. , ETC. ~ 695'
T·0 1l5 WT0.5 LB

N~N POWER ,
TRANSISTO~\. '
80 VOLT 7 AMP

11 5 WATT
HfE 15·50 TO,.
G"'tAT RlPl.AClIll[H"; •
,Oft AVDIO """ ,
~[R SUPPLIU , ET~O'

A9~,'~ "~ fiO q..pq

IlRANO IIjt .. PRODUCTlOIolAU. U"lI T
UllilS THE. ' H l Oo EH CHA H IU L $ ' ON

MI DlIAf\lO AND MO\l U THUI TO
CNAIr4NtLS 1 -13 . SWITCH Sf LECTS
' 1oI0RMAL' Oft 'MI DBAND'• .l UST PUT

IN LI NE WITH YOUR CABLE AND
SWITCH UCk • 10"TH. 115V"C WITH
OUTLET f Oft YOUR TV, ONLY TWO

CONNECTIONS I N a OUT. OV'ERAL L
11l£ 15 .. X " ·a,, x 1- 141 014

CABLE TV
MI DBAND Converter

"1595

'C S I Z E !N I-CAD
BATTERIES !- RECMARGEULE-
1I·I In .. T O.l LII

l'r195 10/"1750 .
' ULL CAPACI TY 'c' CELLS FEATURE 'ULL
1:1 AH CAPACIT Y. UNLIKE SOME Of ' TME
'LAR OE ,lA ' npu SOLD IIY OTHERS !
NEW, fR ESH CELLS CHARG[ 1"'16 " OUR

AT 120 MA. IIIfo IIY SANTO.

fI.
POWER SLj PPL

12- 15 VOLT 1.6 AMP
:'"~ CO"MfRC'AL rOWE" SUPPLY.

fC!.yn...:. STANDARD ,"OW[ft TYI"f SPS
)(H 5 . I RANO N[W, IN01V lDuA~

. LY 1I0XEo. 115..... / 13 0 V INPUT .
• TAGl JlUULATfD, CURJlf.N T LIMIT

SUPER { ~
SPEC IAL '"

X-3015 3 LB 15

ETCO ELECTRONICS ' 0
1DEPT. 591 •

1
Mailing List Contro] Center
Box 840 • •
Champlain, N.Y . 12919 . I

I
I Enclose (cash OK);
Please rush postpaid

0" $1 for 1 year subscription to the I
I

world famous ETCO catalog.

O $3 .Canadian & Foreign 1 year
subscription to the ETCO catalog. 1

O 304 page handbook "BUILD YOUR

I OWN EARTH STATION". (TA025) $10.00o 360 pages MASTER HANDBOOK OF 1
TELEPHONES. (TA001) $11.00

1
0 FREE· sample copy of the bargain

packed ETCO catalog. (USA only)

Name 1IAdd ressCity _

State, Zip I____ iiiIiiiiiiiiiII

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

$7.95
$8.45
$8.95
$9.45
$9,99

CIRCLE 58 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SN 60/40 Rosin Core (RA)
~ One lb. Reels
~ 16 swg. (.064)

18 swg. (.048)
19 swg. (.040)
20 swg. (.036)
21 swg. (.032)
'12 lb. Reels
22 swg . (.028) $5.95
24 swg. (.022) $7.95

SN 62 (2% Silver)Eutectic-Rosin Core
21 swg. (.031) $19.95

PlusFREE !t~~~~~~gol SOI~~
FREE Freight On All Orders Over$25
Under $25 add $2.50 per order. Min imum order $10

• Check. Money Order. Master Charge. Visa
NY. Slate residents aod approp riate skies tax.

To place vour order call:
TOUFREE800·645·4808
In NYS (516) 334-2660 No COO's acceoteo

TM

TRANSFORMER

24 VAC @3A e l.
12 VAC @IA

6VAC @2A '

Co mpletely S hielded!
115 VAC Primary

7.55 e a 10/68.50
ORDER : TN-30

LMI808 Audio IF & Sop
ara te 2W Aud io ou tput
ICL-I808 .99
TDA1002 2W Audio
output
Ord• ., ICL-l002 1.25
L.M301 Linear 8 pin
OpAmp
Order: ICL-OIA. .39
CD 4433 Co unter & 7 .eg.
decod er/dri ver Ie Hou se ..
O rde r: ICL -4433 .69

WINDSHIELD
WIPER DELAY

TELEPHONE
RINGER SEMI KIT
Contains special ML8204
tone ringn Ie and com
pon ent s to build a pleasant
tone ringe r fOT yOUT phone .
5 pgs. ofspec s and circuit• .
Orclu: KTR -oIS 2 .50
PC Board for above
Ordor: PCS.cl1 2.00

Complete • • Hmbled PC
ca rd with Ie . relay, and
co nt rol with sc hematic.
Com plet e with cus to m
molded plast ic caw with
bra cke t and ha rdwa re.
Specia l introductory
priceI 5 .95

Order: AS.Ol

- - --
1I Il I ftl ....." 1(," ' 10 :'\

JI.,U H

THE BEST DEAL!
This ha nd held Automo
ti ve Tester checks and

This unit uses the TI 76477 te sts th e functions listed
ic and after th e easy below eas ily a nd quickly.
as sembly is completed you The original manufac -
will be a ble to reproduce al- tu rer sold over a million
most any sound you want! units in 1983 at 19.95 each.
Quality PC board and all Instructions and charts
nece.sary components are are printed on th e back of
provided. All you need to each uni t. This tester will
add isa sp eaker.The drcuitry save hours of frustration
of the kit provides you with a and pay for itse lf the first
Pulse Generator , MUX time used! Units are all
Oscillator & Comparator new, 100 % guaranteed
to mak e more co mpl e x TEsTS: Battery Condition , for 90 days from date of
sounds a snap. Programming Pick -up Coi l, Ignition Module, purchase.'
examples pro vided to help and HV Coil ORDER: AS .25
you get used to using the unit. 11 .88 each'- order~ BEFORE FEB. 29,

27.95
"'i>"AY18 .50 FOR BOTH!

SUPER MUSIC
MAKER KIT

tit I( I'UOUI t I ( \ I \I ()(, I" ( ItA'\I'\U IJ \\ 1111 '\ 1 .\ I (.O( lUll ...
"'1 '\I, -,tiC Hil l "\0 \m 1 0 '\ ''''1 t m lH It I HI I \\ O IUJ llf

INCLUDES
CASE &

ROM CHIP
ORDER

Q) ~SM.o3

&: This popular kit is gre at
~ ~~ for car homa or door -

bell applications. We include
all compone nts and quality PC

board.You1110veour easy to follow
NOT INCLUDED as sembly instructions. Th e package

price includes the kit , case wJfront panel
tune selection switches, anda preprogrammed 2708
memory chip (ROM) with 35 additional tunes; (60 total).
Additional ROM's are .vailable for 9.95 t'l14.95 ea .
(Listing se nt with order). Order Now! Ofler expire.
February 29, 1984! 12VAC transformer is available,
Order TN·20 2 .60 ea.

OVER 45,000 SOLD SINCE 1977!
SOUND EFFECTS KIT

BEe Electronics
P.O. BOX 461244R

GARLAND, TX. 75046
(214) 487·9031

18.50 ea.

2/34.50

5"ec\"\

• CIRCLE 92 ON FREE 'INFORMATION ~ARD

---------------..,--------~T""'ER...M...S~--'!", -~---'"'

: 5?fD~~~~~~::OESSr:&~~C~J~:SgD·S . YIS" .

• $1.00 HANDl'i~~Cg~g~g~~ UNDER 510.00 III
* ADD 6% FOR SHIPPING ~
* TEX AS RESIDENTS ADD 5% STATE SALES TAX Mao
• ALL FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 25'\. FOR SHIPPING

(CANADA 15%) NO FOREIGN COD 'S . III
• CALL (21 4) 487-9031 TO PLACE CREDIT CARD OR COD ORDER

C/)
o
Zocr:
r
o
w
...J
W

6
is
~
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SHOP THE SHACK* FOR YOUR PROJECT PARTS 
Low Prices! No Mail-Order Delays! 

Voice Synthesizer Set 

11- 
.I1r /#0 12 9 5 

690256. Set of 2 ICS SPR16. 
211.49n ti-Pin 

SP0256 Speech Processor. The easy, low-cost 
way to get into solid-state- talk' NMOS LSI de- 
vice uses a stored program to synthesize speech 
or complex sounds It operates with a few simple 
support parts. or use the SPR16 Serial Speech 
ROM. included, for microcomputer interfacing 
SPR16 contains 32 -talking clock" statements, 
three melodies With data. circuit examples Re- 
quires 3 12 MHz clock crystal-order through 
your local Shack 276-1783 Set 12.05 

Computer Connectors 
Type Positions Cat. No. Each 

ID Card Edge 34 276-1564 495 
ID Card Edge 50 276-1566 495 
Card-Edge Socket 44 276-1551 2.99 
ID D-Sub Male 25 276-1659 4.99 
ID D-Sub Female 25 276-1565 499 
Solder D-Sub Malo 25 276-1547 2.99 
Sol. D-Sub Female 25 276-1548 3.99 

Hood -- 276-1549 1 99 
D-Sub Solder Male 9 276-1537 1.99 
0-Sub Sol Female 9 276-1538 249 

Hood 276-1539 1.99 

Dual Switched op. 
Filter 795 
MF10. Versatile CMOS building block for active 
filters-eliminates the need for expensive, close- 
tolerance parts High performance. yet very easy 
to use Hams-build a CW/phone audio band- 
pass preselector or a RTTY demodulator. A com- 
plete filter for a full-duplex 300-baud modem 
needs only two MF 10s. 15 resistors, clock and ± 
5VDC! Center frequencies up to 20 kHz. Single or 
split supply With data 276-2329 . 7.95 

Tantalum Capacitors 
20% Tolerance 
Standard IC Pin Spacing ------4110 

uF WVDC Cat. No 

0.1 35 272-1432 
0.47 35 272-1433 
1.0 35 272-1434 
22 35 272-1435 

10 16 272-1436 
22 16 272-1437 

Melody Synthesizer 

rT' 599 
flPin 

AY-3-1350 Melody Synthesizer 28 built-in tunes' 
NMOS device is ideal for doorbells and musical 
fuliboxes Pre-programmed with Toreador. Wil- 
liam Tell Yankee Doodle, Blue Danube, Star 
Wars. America. Beethoven's 5th, other pop and 
classical favorites Or add a PROM and create 
your own Auto switch-off at end of tune With 
specs 276-1782 5.99 

Each 
49 

.49 
,e9 
69 
69 
79 

Power Transformers 
120VAC Primaries 

Type Volts Current Cat No. Each 
Mini 6.3 300 mA 273-1384 2.59 
Mini 12.0 300 mA 273-1385 2.79 
Mini 240 300 mA 273-1386 2.99 
Mini 12.0 CT 450 mA 273-1365 3.59 
Mini 24.0 CT 450 mA 273-1366 3.99 
Std. 6.3 1.2A 273-050 3.79 
Std. 12.6 CT 1.2A 273-1505 399 
Std. 25.2 1.2A 273-1480 4.39 
H-0 12.6 CT 3.0A 273-1511 5.99 
H-D 25.2 CT 2.0A 273-1512 6.29 
H-D 18.0 CT 20A 273-1515 6.99 

Momentary Contact 
Low As Switches 
249 Pkg. of 5 

Miniature SPST rated 0.5 amps at 125 VAC 34- 
button ,/,," mounting hole 
Normally Open. 275-1547 Pkg. of 5/2.49 
Normally Closed. 275-1548 Pkg. of 5/2.69 

Mini SPOT Relays 

Nix eli est Ws' 

g2 

the ic »lU X Ws* 

Fig Coil Contacts Cat No Each 

A 5 VEX 1A. 125 VAC 275-240 1 99 
B 5 VDC 24. 125 VAC 275.243 249 
C 5 VDC 3A. 125 VAC 275 246 2 99 
C 12 VDC 34. 125 VAC 275-247 2.99 

Semiconductor Reference 
Guide 349 

1984 Edition. Exclusive cross . 

reference and substitution sec . 

bon lists over 90.000 types and 
therr lov..-cost Raft, Shack re- 
placements Oca on ICs. SCRs 
LEDs, diodes. opto devices 
Helpful replacement tips. too il 
lostrated 272 pairs 
278-4007 3.49 

1/4-Watt, 5% Resistors 

39c Pkg. of 5 

Ohms Cat. No. 
10 
100 
150 
220 
270 

2711301 
271-1311 
271-1312 
271.1313 
271-1314 

330 
470 
1k 
1 8k 
2.2k 

271-1315 
271-1317 
271-1321 
271-1324 
271-1325 

3.3k 
4.7k 
6 61, 

271-1328 
271-1330 
271-1333 

Ohms Cat No. 
tok 
15k 
22k 
27k 
33k 

271-1335 
271-1337 
271.1339 
271-1340 
271-1341 

47k 
68k 
100k 
220k 
470k 

1 mag 
10 meg 

271-1342 
271-1345 
271-1347 
271-1350 
271-1354 
271-1356 
271-1365 

Save Money, Install Your 
Own Telephones! 

595 
This Clearly written. well Mus 
!rated manual pvos you step 
by-stp instructions for 

phones, dialers. 
answerers. ringers. writing 
and more COvers home on 
stallations plus information 
on single-line and mull, line 
business systems 160 
MOH 82-1390 5.96 

. 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

See Before You Buy! 
Replacement _ 

Transistors 
T e i Cat. No. Each 
2N1305 PNP 276-2007 1 19 
MPS222A NPN 276-2009 '9 
PN2484 PNP 276.2010 89 
M PS3904 NPN 276-2016 69 
TIP31 NPN 276-2017 9., 
T1P3055 NPN 276-2020 1 59 
MPS2907 PNP 276-2023 79 
MJE34 PNP 276-2027 1 49 
2N3053 NPN 276-2030 39 
MPS3638 PNP 276-2032 7t 
TIP120 NPN' 276-2068 '.29 
2N3055 NPN 276-2041 1 99 
MJ2955 PNP 276-2043 2 19 
2N4124 NPN 276-2057 59 
2N4401 NPN 278-2058 -59 
MPS 06 NPN 276-2059 .59 
MPSA13 NPN 276-2060 59 
MPSA42 NPN 276-2061 69 
MU4891 UJT 276-2029 99 
2SD313 NPN 276-2048 1.79 
2SC945 NPN 276-2051 .72 
2SC1308 NPN 276-2055 7.96 
2N3819 N-FET 276-2035 ì .11 
MPF102 N-FET 276-206J 

4000-Series CMOS ICs 
With Pin-Out and Specs 

Type Cat No 
4001 
4011 
4013 
4317 
4023 
4049 
4066 

276-2401 
276-2411 
276-2413 
276-2417 
276-2423 
276-2449 
276-2466 

TTL Digital ICs 
With Pin-Out and Specs 

Type 

7404 
7408 
7447 
7490 

Each 
.79 
79 
99 

1 49 
99 
99 
q9 

Cat. No Each 
276-1801 
276-1802 
276-1822 
276-1805 
276-1808 

59 
79 
79 

1 19 
89 

Operational Amplifiers 
T Cat No. Each 
741 (S.iigle276-007 .79 
MC1458 (Dual) 276-038 .99 
1M324 (Okla 276-1711 1.29 
TL082 (Dual) 276-171E, 1 89 
TL084 Quad) 276-1714 2.99 
LM3900 lOur.1 276-1713 1 1 

M339 ed 
30 

L Cu 276-1712 L L..9. - .- 
21-Range, 30,000 Ohms/Volt 
Multitester 

4 995 Overload 
Protected 

Our best VOW Features 
beep- continuity lascucn 

Measures AC 5:-4 DC vNts. 
DC current up to 11 Imps 
esistanco. deciblls 
6,/.3x 5gia x 2s/a" " With 
Probes. leads. manual 
72-210 . 49.95 

Radio Ihaek 
Prices vol at par1K,(>411,N) Shr rk lufes ani dealers 

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

OVER 8800 LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE 

125 

SHOP THE SHACK®FOR YOUR PRO CT PART

"T1
m
OJ
::0
C
:>
J)

-<

EachCat. No.
276 -007
276-038

276-1711
276-17 15
276· 1714
276-1713
276-1712

(Single)
(Dual)

(Quad)
(Dual)

(Quad)
(Ouad)
(Quad)

Overload
Protected

_..- -- - ------- -- _ ..-

OVER 8800 LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE

4995

Our best VOM! Features
" beep" continuity function.
MeGSures AC and DC volts,
DC current up to 10 nmps,
res is tanco. dec tb o ts .
s n f, o x57/ ,6 X 2 5/o".. " ylit h
probes, leads, manual.
22-210 49,95

741
MC 1458
LM324
TL082
TL08-".
LM3900
LM339

Ty e

See ~efore You Buy!

Replacement
Transistors

Type Cat. No. Each
2N1305 PNP 276-200 7 1.19
MPS222A NPN 276·2C09 .79
PN2484 PNP 276·2010 .89
MPS3904 NPN 276·20 16 .69
TIP31 NPN 276-2017 .9",
TIP3055 NPN 276-2020 1.59
MPS2907 PNP 276-2023 .79
MJE34 PNP 276-2027 1.49
2N3053 NPN 276-2030 .39
MPS3638 PNP 276-2032 .79
TIP 120 NPN 276-2068 1.29
2N3055 NPN 276-2041 1.99
MJ2955 PNP 276-2043 2.19
2N4 124 NPN 276-2057 .59
2N4401 NPN 276-2058 .59
MPS.<\06 NPN 276·2059 .59
MPSA13 NPN 276-2060 .59
MPSA42 NPN 276-2061 .69
MU4891 UJT 276-2029 .99
2SD31 3 NPN 276·2048 1.79
2SC91\5 NPN 276-2051 .79
2SC1308 NPN 276 -2055 7.95
2N38 19 N·FET 276-203 5 .99
MPF102 N·FET 276 -2062 .99

4000-Series CMOS ICs
With Pin-Out and Specs

Type Cat. No. Each
4001 276-2401 .79
4011 276-2411 .79
4013 276-2413 .99
4017 276-2417 1.49
4023 276-2423 .99
4049 276-2449 .99
4066 276-2466 .99

TTL Digit.al ICs
With Pin-Out and Specs

T pe Cat. No.

'TJ7400 276-1801 .59
7404 276-1802 .79
7408 276-1822 .79
7447 276-1805 1.19
7490 276-1808 .89

21 ·Range, 30,000 Ohms/Volt
Multitester

Operational Amplifiers

.__.l- _

Ohm s Cat. No.
10k 271-1335
15k 271-1337
22k 271-1339
27k 271-1340
33k 271-134 1
47k 271-1342
68k 271-1345
100k 271-1347
220k 271-1350
470k 271-1354

1 meg 27 1-1356
10 meg 271-1365

- -

Ihal!ll

-- --
Power Transformers

120VAC Prim aries

T e Volts Current Cat. No . Each
Mini 6.3 300 mA 273-1384 2.59
Mini 12.0 300 mA 273-1385 2.79
Mini 24.0 300 mA 273-1386 2.99
Mini 12.0 CT 450 mA 273-1365 3.59
Mini 24.0 CT 450 mA 273-1366 3.99
Std. 6.3 1.2A 273-050 3.79
Std . 12.6 CT 1.2A 273-1505 3.99
Std. 25 .2 1.2A 273-1480 4.39
H-D 12.6 CT 3.0A 273- 1511 5.99
H-D 25.2 CT 2.0A 273-1512 6.29
H-D 18.0 CT 2.0A 273-1515 6.99

1/4 -Watt, 5% Resistors

39¢ Pkg.of5

Ohms Cat. No .
10 271-1301
100 271-1311
150 271-13 12
220 271-1313
270 271-1314
330 271-1315
470 271-1317
l k 271-1321
1.8k 271-1324
2.2k 271-1325
3.3k 271-1328
4.7k 271-1330
6.8k 27 1-1333

--- --- - - - -- - .--1

595

Save Money, Install Your
Own Telephones!

~F VVVDC Cat . No. Each
0.1 35 272-1432 .49
0.47 35 272-1433 .49
1.0 35 272-1434 A 9
2.2 35 272·1435 .59

10 16 272·1436 .89
22 16 272-1437 .79

This clearly written. well illus
trated manual gives you step
by-step instru c t io ns for
installi ng phones , di alers.
answerers, ringe rs. wi ring
and more. Covers heme in
stallat ions plus information
on single-line and multi-line
busi ne ss sy stems. 150
pages. 62·1390 5.95

Tantalum Capacitors
• 20% Tolerance .:::---
• Standard IC Pin Spacing -

Type Position s Cat. No. Each
10 Card Edge 34 276-1564 4.95
10 Card Ed~e 50 276-1566 4.95
Card-Edqe ocket 44 276-1551 2.99
10 D-Sub Male 25 276-1559 4.99
10 D·Sub Female 25 276-1565 <:.99
Solder D-Sub Male 25 276-15 47 2.99
Sol. D-Sub Female 25 276-1548 3.99

Hood - 276-1549 1.99
D-Sub Solder Male 9 276 -1537 1.99
D-Sub Sol. Female 9 276·1538 2.49

Hood - 276-1539 1.99

'II dl

SPR16,
14·Pin

Melody Synthesizer

599 28-Pin
With Data

SP0256.
28-Pln

[A) [6] [Q]

I

1 1132 X 3/ 8 X '/.. " 3/s x '11" x 3/8" '116 X 25/3 2 x 5/8"

Fi . Coil Contacts Cat. No. Each
A 5 VDC 1A. 125 VAC 275-240 1.99
B 5 VDC 2A. 125 VAC 275-243 2.49
G 5 VDC 3A. 125 VAG 275-246 2.99
C 12 VDC 3A, 125 VAG 275-247 2.99

AY·3-1350 Me lody Synthesizer. 28 built-in tunes!
NMOS device is ideal for doorbells and musical
funboxes. Pre-programm ed wit h Toreador, Wil
liam Tell , Yankee Doodle, Blue Danu be, Star
Wars, America, Beethoven's 5th, other pop and
classical favo rite s. Or add a PRO M and create
your own. Auto switch-off at end of tun e. With
specs. 276-1782 5.99

Momentary Contact
Low As Switches
249 Pkg. of 5

Minia ture SPST rated 0.5 amp s at 125 VAC. 3/e"
button. ' /4" mount ing hole.
Normally Open. 275-1547 Pkg, of 5/2 ,49
Normally Closed . 275-1548 Pkg, of 5/2 .69

Low Prices!

Voice Synthesizer Set

1295

SP0256 Speech Proces sor, The easy, low-cost
way to get in to " solid-state" ta lk ! NMO S LSI de
v ice uses a st ored program to synthes ize speech
or com plex sou nds. It ope rates wit h a few simp le
suppo rt parts , or use the SPR16 Serial Spe ech
ROM , include d, for microcomputer interfa cing.
SPR1 6 contains 32 " tal king clock" statements,
three melod ies. With data, circuit exam ples. Re
quires 3.12 MHz clock crystal-order throu gh
yo ur local Sh ack . 276-1783 .,. " .. Set 12.95

Semiconductor Reference
Guide 349

Mini SPOT Relays

20-Pln

MF10. Versatile CMOS building block for active
fil ters- eliminates the need for expensive, close
tol erance par ts . High performance , yet very easy
to use. Hams-build a CW/phone audio band
pass preselec tor or a AnY demodulator, A com
plete filter for a tun-dup lex 300-ba ud modem
need s only two MF1Os, 15 resisto rs, clock and ±
5VDC ! Center frequencies up to 20 kHz. Single or
spli t supply. With data. 276-2329 7.95

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

1984 Edit io n. Exclusive cross
reference and substitution sec
tion lists over 80,000 types and
their Iow-cost Radio Shack re
placements. Dataon ICs.SCRs,
LEOs, diodes. opt o devices .
Helpful replacement tips, too. il
lustrated. 272 pages.
276-4007 3.49

Dual Switched
Filter 795

Prices apply at participating Radio Shreck stores and dealers

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CAR D
125

www.americanradiohistory.comwww.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com
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HOME COMPUTER ACCESSORIES KEYBOARDS - POWER SUPPLIES 
VOICE SYNTHESIZER 

FOR APPLE AND COMMODORE 

JE520CM 

oar 210 afTrs in+ n sees oar On Wares el an 
taw SM are )INN NOW sorer. new MM. sad 
wale c Pavers s dear. reinl aids vili. Nisi as 
may tea etrmliele 1M Mee Warr Cw atti 
r4L 34111 it 141811 

2171. a 98'W 3 

106-Key 8-8ií Serial ASCII Keyboard 
Numeric and curry Manion I O 1s« deans - 

OM keel 7 LED function dears Security 
lock N -key follow Color .tuts with Stack 
panel Documr+Ueon included Ws 61 
tis 
KB139 $59.95 

aa....a.n.. ¡uu........0 ee........ eaa....ra 
19YL7`.1N14H 

Micro-Swltch 106 -Key Keyboard 
8-Bet Serial ASCII 

Numer.- and C.1D keypad e user d.Kna- 
Ole Lova Japanese/English characters 8 

LED function duptayI Documentation 
nct Fin DTE- 22 .ndosut. W1 34 los 

KB106SD29.4 $29.95 

Wei. 641.4 x 14H 

SMK 103-Key UnenOOded Keyboard 

Mrnerrc and cursor seypad SPST m.Chafl- 
cal kaYSbllUtfs 40. p rimier connection 
its DTE-22 .ntlo«x. Weight 34 D. 

K89000 S19.96 

APPLICATIONS SMIh t9eae8 TWMaaeakMM 

l lastrw 
Mean, 

IfMSa 9.1 
AM 

IA Ave NCI prowls . .Ay l ow yew Away w OA w 
*Wm. w-.. M .M..r r IawW 1.a,KK- 
Wm* wea CAre wow owe, Ir r1N ....ow .r. er r Apo wo, WNW. r weal rear w wows 
ra ma . W.A. r a. rrw 
rr. r IICMRAti MOM MORI 

toe* to w IO Ira .ri 
Wan WW1. w a 6.Ma/ t,ara r 

Iw .. D-w 
JE520CM Fr C.aae,«. N a vIC 70 S114.95 

$149.95 JE520AP F« apple n n. ana lie 

I Power/Mate Corwrabon 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 

moot 105 -125, 210 :50v AC a 47 -63 HS Output SVDC 3.0 
M.pa /6VDC 2 5 Amp. Sen 4 \7 4184 x 24H W..pftt 21Os 

EMA5/6B $29.95 

PANASONIC JAS51-2 
DoteMS.drd 11a++..91tt 5'. DRIVE 

Shugart SA4S5 Eprvalnt 
aN11..a4w.r. WI, *Wow ...a l WO Analr r.rr Or we, =p.w..awNW. Tti.II, miaow 0.r. «r .10 r.a.adw rwe meson as.e.na1e we .1s aYOC w ,f.Cc.' 1M M11.1 1131-30 11D .M ns 

JA661.2. SEISM 

TEAC FDSSA 
9Ytyl-SdW Hll-M..eM 54 - Dnw .e e sab.w..t a Tw 4 Ow a r.r R 

Mai. snA.. OC rwas wow I at. .t« On r...., WA w WA : p a r +et/C \ Kd.W3: SKr. 
nil MAP w w,w r w+.+..r p.m, .o . Or MAC e\a w. pow .wnsown \r Awe a w Is Pm gawp ow ew /4.13 rn e Aarr ! r.tr b fv . OC MA w AOC .1 7A a f\,w 
10wee M 3 I 

FOSSIL 924995 

SHUGART SA455 
DaA1Sd.d 11e1f-14..yN S`. Dr** 

e.-Mft e ~Om ... TT M tyM ..J ....... .rel I.w ...WO a, DC On w wi...we. r.n.w.eMwn..AM** .MW 
wsw wsn.w..r+fA.Mw, awn ru.na.s. awM W.=+. .aea s..w wrr w. SAC Si> ,7.00 +3A sa !WV .,QA.ITV M 37a 

9A455 ......... ......... _..,,.,..,.$2S9.9S 

Power /Mate Corporation 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 

flout 105.125.210.250VAC at 47-63 HI.OutD.'1 5V 6 amps/6V 
Samoa Sae Skit. x 4 \1e, s Pell W..gI1 4 1bs 

EMAS/6C $39.95 

Power -One's 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 

input 106- 125VAC. 47 -440 HI .Output 5V 12 amp. 12V 

OP 
7amp -,2V, 7 amp Size 14251.+ 487w a 27511. Witte, 

carol 

DBB 105 W SS9.95 

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER 
8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 8 28 Pin Packages 
cagw[ 3.4 C.rM. - earn M tar Wow a Mari 
W. w AWN. twaA4 u.c.. b \ (MCA i 

1 waYNIOArr [MOW ksIIaCCOPS twa 0 .4. w. ;.ars MaV Laa.l. w.Ar M I.t. C,.'ea Or n.1 
P. w..r. LAW kW IAA At Aad. C.na !WOW r M. 
M.eM O1 t/rOla. .ewe w t, sC gr w w i Da I/ IOr worn. coo a0a.1r1 tr. war.. wn 
101.11 w MOW .esm1,waM 1N1tI\V. WI. a.' 
N an 
Waal 41.+.w =WOW WPM wa.srlakn 
Kawilli1as NNW a.sr POW AA wow r.aasrlw 
was m aa.aD. aOt 01 .w1e w aIX Y 1 ...r 1rA11 KW le wawa a.I.a. Awn. 1 a mohair rm. warw A1... . A4wa swamp sow n AIWA /weMwr Ad, .r1 r.q...re'1w M WWII WWI rM WM. p s W s. r ANA 4.~ yu r was .r. a. COW MOI DI!A' 

WAN a OW .. Nr IMP wamr V 
Wallowa nAMr Trr... Pawed .sqrIWO tiAel IWw..0a M HIM a+.1 a..a 1..f 
JE664-A saM nlsaer $995.00 A-..I T mraw M WOW. 

SIN -MIX MOM GPM -,r a7at ...war wr 
Mea ..s s AA aW . a w.we1 w. n rr trolrrr wJIM A rr.ww a. Wc 
17v wr . w.r. WV wM r 
11231n[OatsW.41 raan:Mr 
.C* LA.TTD 7e A elx dl 201MAK MTTiN w WC IM ! MAW. /KM. IML I LOUTtA NA ALSO M ta0OlD 
JE664ARS er en rem Epa . . . . $1195.00 A.raa/ l T..aa a-w.N Anas Waft 
II/Kat LUPIN irpoaar - wJwrt/rm KOLA w.+ arm a 
M.NNW rp.aaMalM1a row aera wain al01n 
aM1alO1021.aowa.ak wawa SKY 

AO NW ...Y MM "=" tMIMI= -a 
A1 a .aarar . 

.y Ma WWI M a r Own M.1tx - .. al 14111.411 . 
11/.0r a .ra I 

m s 
M a.AwAa 
W .ax.a+ r 

A n I 
A- wo w n tre 1 

UV-EPROM Eraser 
l a Chips - s1 Mlnutn 

1 

r 1 Chip - 37 Minute: 

ta VW 37 111. f/lt 2764. M 713L net l..a a r.1-s 
wows, w., Wp is 37 meows a u... r w Pow .. wMM ew . 

e.a ..., MK r p.a UV «.w. C.rn - 
. M a n I a C.l .ak MAMA .., .e A Wye 

DE -4 UV.EPROM Eraser 579.95 
UVS11E1 Replacement Bulb $16.95 

POWER SUPPLY svDt n 7 s aeF. 12vDC ft 1 s SNP SWITCHING tr i 'hit Kim., e I w 7lwK faI e a w. M Saw ..«\.ae .. INinrlfwK, ar. NK.. Tl i11K.,Iw 1 w .w ,n 
.1. I.I\ w . 

Port Ni Kf4501 131 95 AK 

POWER SUPPLY 4Cbannel $wkc ieg Apple Casp ibl4 
.r.r.w«m ..w+ wow .aarwPwMw.1a1ra AYMIM,K.I.a.a.r.lKY N tt.KIA INK 1 taM .11 t .«. WA HI LwA I ..n,M.r M I.ae /1A\./1 11. 7 rA-4,1.1e7 w I\ M 
Part Ns FCS.604A S4f9ssea 

DISKETTES AND ACCESSORIES 
5'." and 8 Diskett 

4 -Digit Fluorescent Alarm Clock Kit 

. a 1q13 nee. N aune was ru.. 
MONO sans a.aa. WOW . 6E750 C3Od Ka Is a venires 12-Neer d esi da 

..!n 24 -hour alarm The dodt Pee boom ,- 
' =Aegrlen 9lMsSpra deem. The dh rrine ubma 

-4uy eiR ben choler, MOH Conditions. 101 24-hon. 
twat donee* heel° deer Be alone and h.ladral 

air ewers* te aies b acBraM 24 hours Isw The kat 
',Barre ea dockerwMrbn. Ora cene e, case and *el 
snsbrn 101 .. SI. 61.'L x 34 1 \b 

JE750 Alarm Clock Kit S29.95 

....Aast '., 

OLIO 

.:e:."^.Cr:r.. .` NOS 
__... 

ULTRA YAOMtTICt - s4 0111L9TT9s 

DISKETTE ACCESSORIES 

Disk Minder Diskette Ertvlo .w r e.w.M 

41.40 
SP 
41114. 

WWI 

OM 

/14 110 

NI PI 

40 le 

Mt 

w 
UMW *awe a,. WWII 
KAM, I.. WA.. A..rMa MOW M N 
WSW Owe ....MS r,s 1N 
a.Aa011 I MMP. ll...a. «tr7M 

NwmW w Na..r.- a0 1. 1s 1' 1 Wit wine. WOW, Iw 41 w A01.A4.s M. M W. w t 1.1. r M M. a1.... Me AAOSerV WAN I Ma Ow.. 
are a1 POW. 10 
0.11. 1.1 Parr tnaw IMN.- 

MHaiAK 
s.w. a \ 1 .nA.ar Or ,. .........ww.r- Iwo .L . 

tb r 
.rw aasO,.1 ass 

0011 
.taM. 
1.011.4 
K7NA 

Vinyl Papes h A ' a.r. 

Awpw .r 

Woo. Nee MM ,b.1.I1r 1.« Nr«N f_.. v_'Iwo NPr AN 

Mall Pak' 
Y. .r w we ...rr.... r.w.w 4.4 

..... r ea .a)s/,.'Own 
WO I..IS'Orew. 1 awe 1M. 

5'14' APPLE 
COMPATIBLE 
DISK DRIVE 

M /1.(w NlN -« 4 .rr.«.a, 
-e M..e.a.. C..w. ... 
stir M-nIM-,rs.ew 
was, w .4n A1 7\7` 
11WS .y. .\ Y 
PattNo A0D514 $195 95 

8_' FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 

Sngl. S,d.d 
77 T.acis 
400re00K Be?., 
Capacny 

Industry Standard 

F001I a_IIPaP W Mw WW«., '.r 0.01 wale WA wow 21( IAA. ~ SOW sown 
16.666 TPA SOD 1004 « was Ws N we* 

*WI KM aware, WA Wady L« IY. 
,sr AC M40Nr. . MYDC 1 7.w'. wM w0C I I N. LM a K.Iw1 Mw WOW .1 aa COW prow waft raw, 4» I511r 1 a2. w\gww { M 1.1. Mia 

FDD100-8 . . $169.95 ea. 

MAO AO Minim ms Order - U.S. Fords Only 
CaINOrtle Residents Add 5V% Salmi Tax 

Add s\ plus SI SO Insurance 
Ss S.E. rot Monthly Sale. Flyer, 

Spar area - 30s midi 
Send 91.00 Postage for your 
FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG 
PrKCI S.DIct t0 Change 

rad thew tote... eatFtr. ameco 
ELECTRONICS 

SIGNAL CABLES 
5' . 

DRIVES USE 34 PIN ASSEMBLIES 
1' DRIVES USE SOPIN ASSEMBLIES 

'5 SOCKET CONNECTOR . CARD-EDGE CONNECTOR 

SINGLE DRIVE CABLE 
w. 

.'s . 
M a11 .I . 

S'A M 534-36C 
Sw N S34-0C 
6 M S50-36C 
a N SSOeOC 

I 
795 
8.95 

10.95 
12.49 

7.25 
839 
9.95 

10.96 

DUAL DRIVE CABLES 

r..o ... :-IC-: .--_ 
_ . . y w y 

0. kW Pal N. 

51/4 O 534-36G18C 5 P S34-E0G24C 
6 O 55036C-18C 
8 P S60EOC-24C 

14 I 
12.58 11.19 
14.29 1219 
1649 14.49 
1885 1695 

Power Cable Kits 
Kits include: Con..cta erns, conflict 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD. BELMONT. CA 94002 
264 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592.8097 Telex: 176043 

ans, and power cables. 
Power Cabe, KIt lr 51/4 ' Dra Price 
Put No. PCK6 $2.95 
POWs Cable KH for Full-Shied S' Drive 
Part No. PCK8 $3.95 
Power Cable Kit Ior Quasi Full.91ed 6 DcM 
Part No. PCKO $4.95 

CIRCLE 41 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 127 

HOME COMPUTER ACCESSORIES KEYBOARDS - POWER SUPPLIES DISK DRIVES AND CABLE

-n
m
CD
JJ
C»
JJ
-<
CD
(Xl
.j>.

5+

5 .

7.25
8.39
9.95

10.95

11.19
12.69
14.49
16.95

"$169.95 ea.

~.::::---
• Single·Sid ed
• 77 Tracks
• 400 /800 K Bytes

Capacit y
• Indu stry St and ard

• Usu SllMprt SAlta 1IIK1IIIIlu .,431(
t, rlll.lni d $Ilt lgt . 351 rltks - CMlpatlblt
11I 1111 Appll CHlrtlltr . CtllIp+t1 l wl1_ CIMIC·
tora nd u bll- jull plllg illtl YSllr ltil lL: cNl'
If_ tlrd • Sill : ' - l x 3¥r'"W x
' -1I11-0 .W IlgIII: 4'" Ibl .

PartNo. ADD-514 $195.95

UV·EPROM Eraser

5 1/. • M S34·36·C 7.95
51/. • N S34·6Q-C 8 .95
8 - M S50-36-C 10.95
8 - N S50-60·C 12.49

On.. Style Pa rt No. H

5 1.1• .. 0 S34·36G-18C 12.59
SY.. .. P S34·6OC-24C 14.29
8 - 0 S50·36C-18C 16.49
8 - P S50-6OC-24C 18.95

Power Cable Kits
Kits incl ude: Connector shells . con nec to r
pins, and power cables.
Power Cable Kit for 5 V4.. Drive Price
Part No. PCK-5 $2.95
Power Cabl e Kit for Full ·Slzed 8 - Drive
Part No. PCK ·8 " . . 53.95
Powe, Cable Kit for Cu me Full·Slzed 8- Drive
Part No . PCK·Q $4.95

DUAL DRIVE CABLES

St""O~ Styie ll' !U.I§§~§~"~)

FDD100·8

11 Chip - 37 Minu te.'

ErI U I n o&,271&,2732. 2154, 251&,U32, 2564. Ern e. up to a ch ips
within 51 minut e . (1 ch ip m37 minut e s ). Me inle lns con sta nt exposure
d is ta nc e of one Inch . Specia l conducti .,. loa m line r ,U minat .. Itatic
build-ilp . Built ·ln sar.ty lock 10p~.en t UY expolure . Comp act - on lr
1.00 " x3.70 " x 2.60" . Compl et e w ith hol ding tray IOf a ch ips .

DE·4 UV·EPROM Eraser 579.95
L!VS-11EL Replacament Bulb 516.95

5'14" APPLE"
COMPATIBLE
DISK DRIVE

$24 11••el'l
n .IIS••el'l

10 10l'S7.95
1010l' Sl. ts
10 10l'ST.ts
101or $l .1I5

I g :MIS

1cw.r--tstH
10 .ttl

Mail Pak '", _ "", M l __._ _--....,
• Dr,or,l ,.. __

.:;...--==.,_ _ 'M',

KB9000.•.•.•. . . .••.• . • $19.95

Numeric and cursor keypad· SPST mechan
ical keyswitches • 40-pin header connection
• Fits DTE-22 enclosure ' Weight: 3"2 lba.

106-Key 8-Bil Seria l ASCII Keyboard
• Numeric and cursor keypad • 10userdefina
ble keys ' 7 LED function displays · security
lock' N-key rollover ' Color: white with black
panel ' Documentation Included • Weight: 6h
Ibs.

KB139. . . . . . . .. . . . . • . • . $59.95

Mic ro- Switch 106-Key Keyboard
8-B it Serial ASCII
• Numeric and cursor keypad ' 6 user defina
ble keys ' Japanese/English characters· 8
LED func tio n d isplays ' Docum entati on
incl. • Fits DTE-22 enclosure ' Wt: 3\2 Ibs.

KB106SD29-4. . • .• . . •.• . $29.95

SMK 103-Key Unencoded Keyboard

5'/. " and 8" Diskettes

ULTRA MAGN ETICS - 5Y. · DISKETTES

..SDD .. ..... .-..~O-'U, O$DO.~""" o-lllIfo-e,.l'J

.SOD"~""" o...l c...... , DSOO..~S- a... . o-...,

4-Channel Swnchlng - Apple Compatible
MICIIIHOCIUOf. mIN-COlllp"!.,, Itf llllCUl. mldlta! fq lllllllltnt ud procI" to"trol lppllc:l~' . 1, 
pllt: to ·t3Q YAC47·UOHI. DlIlplll: + SWOt . SA, ·SVOt 0 11.; + nvoc 0 11.. ·1ZYDC., 1....
LIM 1111 .: :to2%. Rlpplt . 30mYpop, l u ll rig ~ %1%. Dnrumlnt pllltdiU . Adj: 5YllIIitIlMIt·
put.t 10%.1i·3/' '' lx 1·111' . 4·151115 "11 . wt. Ph Ills
Part No. FCS-6D4A , •. . ... .S69.95 each

I • • •

- tnput: 105-125VAC, 47-440 Hz · Output: +5V Ii 12 amp; + 12V Ii
1.7 amp: -12VIi 1.7 amp · Size: 14.25-Lx4.87"W x2 .75·H · Wei9ht:
11 1bs

DBB-105W.......• .. . • .. . . . .• ... . . .• . . $59.95

Power/ Mate Corporation
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

• Input: 105-125/21O-250VAC at 47-63 Hz ' Output: 5VIi 6a mps/ 6V
Ci S amps ' Size: 5~~L x 47, ·W x 2!, -H . Weight: 4 Ibs.

· Inpu!: 105-125/ 210-250VAC at 47-63 Hz • Output: 5VDC Ci 3.0
Amps/ 6VDCIi 2.5 Amps • Size: 4" -Lx4·Wx21, "H · Weight:2 Ibs.

POWER SUPPLY +5 VDC @ 7.5 AMP, 12VDC @ 1.5 AMP SWITCHING
I ~ put ; 1U VAC. 5O-6QHz0' 3 l . p/Z30VAC, 50Hzn 1,61 111p , Fu 'lilt .!,....r sup"" " ltd SlIft
~ ;~ .~11~/3Z~~~~.C~~~~:~: SVOt 0 1,1i' IIlp. l ZVDC . l. l l lllp_' t1. bIt . pow. urd. 11\h"W x

Port No. PS94VDS . .$39.95each

Power/ Mate Corporation
REGULATED POWERSUPPLY

- ,
••• • • • • • --.0' __................
:~\':.~':.-:.':.1.':.':.':.':.= I::: :::-::::::::::-- ...:: :::

MINI ·PAK
• St~s 10 ~ 'Io 1 c ,Uo.lln • Pro!&C1I c,~ frott'l d...11
c;.ont . mo.... "Otl • ~.o- smoo«i pl.SIC • Sin II"\. )(
S · M)( 1 · 0
,." ... ~
Mp·l 0 Stor K l0 C'.... ' 00....un

~ . .....,"'lC[
~ '. 'SSOOSol'!otc_ "'G_ ("""" 10 SU K
' ·. ·SSOOIol's.u H -.,....., 10Q 'NK
' · .·D:UXl Ioc"",",I. __ ""'1 _~ 111 - UK
' ·.·Cl6OOkf.!4cIOl ..c .. _"'-a, ...., leo -,),-.s-
~ ·. 'SSOO Io"!lecao< .. I.. (_ . T" -,,-....
, · , ' SSOO 1c!l 5Klo< "'T~ le..ooot ~K-
".·OSODSotI5Klo,,,,,,(_MT~ - "-4TH
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$10.00 Min imum Ordor - U.S_Funds Only
Calif ornia Resident s Add 6Vl % Sales Tax
Shipp ing - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
Send S,A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Fl yer!
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FOR APPLE AND COMMODORE
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JE520CM
• Over 250 wont vocabulary-affixesallow the formation of more
than 500 words· Buitt-in amplifier, speaker. volumecontrol . and I----'-:....:..::..::T'-"-"-''-'-''----'------ - - ---------I
l udkJ jack . Recru tes ;Iclen. naturalnull voice. Plug-in user
rudy with documentation Ind Simp. software • CUI size:
7'1."L x 3'1."Wx 1-3/ S"H

JE520CM
JE520AP

APPLICATIONS: • Security Warning • Te~communiclUon

• Tuchlng • HandtcJpAJd
• Instrumentation • Games

Tilt J UlO VOltt SYNTH(SIZU " pill; tl9ht Ilrlt yw c,,"pwt., ud alloWY'u t.

;:c~ :::~~~"I;PI=:U;~u~=:: =::; ~=r~::l~~;:aI G~::~:.~~: 1------+--------------- -------1 18Chips - 51 Minutes I ••
ulur.llpHdl lftl, cllvit&l .....,. lIIdudlnV l ilt onglaa ll,, 11KtJN1 IIlcl •• pIllIlS
TlItr..ultl••• n'r.-.ly cllll.Ntull l'tOC..ut... . .

'-1M, Y1ICI8UURY ElPIIlSIOlI MODULE
• u,..,a 10 1m llXllWi< word>
· -. _ ot " Io6 _ 1lIf1I 1Ots

P.rt No. O..crtptlGrl
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The JE750 Clock Kn:is a versatile 12-hour digital clock
with 24-OOuralarm. The clock has a bright O.S· high
blue-green fluoresce nt display. The disp lay wm automat
Ically dim with changing light conditions. The 24-hour
alarm allows the user ,to disable the alarm and immediat
ely re-enable the alarm to activate 24 hours later, The kit
Includes all documentation, components, case and wall
transformer. Size: 6~·L x 34"W x 1 ~ ·D.

JE750 Alarm Clock Kit $29.95

-•

• Br1QM4-<llgit 0 .5 · h tgh d isplay ' 10 mll1\lle snooze ala rm
• AMiPM Indk::atOf • Automatk:: d ls JMa y dimm er

EPR()t,l..u.F'ERIMJDUlE$ - ThI..f(£C's..l.M'8lUl'Xlll..l~I.bUI) ••
~Wr4.flN~".L£,6.4tJ,,~~pjlKt:l"'~rd

~.... [no.l~ anwekrlI tJ N pno.g EPRCM.

4-Digit Fluorescent Alarm Clock Kit
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~1CIr*l101hI"(660 fIAM. n.,*",,1hIcompAtr lO~UDte.n:l

Ir.... EPfOr,l~t:la'ldtomJ\t.(fJ6,(A~l"cqlmltsZJngd~"tr.CIlASI::b'

~~~II~lQ__ "' lOltw¥eIClClhlJCOlT'C'An wCII..,
ASZl2PCWt96008aII1&-Olwcwd.I)3dL'*'t)'W2 __

FOR It. lJt,ITEO TIME A s,wPlE OF SOflWARE "o'iRrTTENIN 8ASfCFOR
THE TRS-SO' UCXlfll. lEVEL uCOMPVTEAWILl.AlSO BE PROVIDED

JE664-ARS EPIlOlI i'nI."'JOOio,tioI• • • • • $1195.00
~ & T.,*td,..,dudn Jt,416A Mod ule )

n..l.... EPIOl~~lnllflrOVllllll .....aa .. IWWon~II"OrTl8l('"
611(-8l1l'lWl'VY~ DlUQftbl..-rdflblll..E66C'sr-.w8l(x&-8l: PJJ,tfl1!V'lt
~ll)tlI"lllOllrEJlfO,l.(2)lrtm .t-...aI~VIlhClPXNl .f.665RSll2C

Il.6.PI....pnI~ Tht.e64·s~lN'Ibtxtmedb'trrWtanlU':lOlfS
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.H64 ....... ~cNftgtolfl:l~ol~Cl:IMIIllThl..l.f64'sP.AM5

CMbI~~ID"Ml-'ID'''''''').IIIIi:.IlQIAa:IIlb'tSSfsI'lN[f'fOl

Dbt~_1I4lCU/lIC8SIItfol'1Jr..~ TlIe.E£,6.&~OATA.n

ADCRSS 1\~~~..".... ""'OlSF\A'f[ffOl DATA'
tulllnc:NlgllIhl OAiA~h'n lW.l -o-d kl Ef'R)l,l flO'tl Ml ll dl!Pl'J'lll ", bal1I
~"twwYaI)t. Tht ttr'll pnl lNlun "~",-.q 1,UOL Tht..E....
~1Qqfc:nt~l6A.Anpert.locllJllJ:laaeal*Ofr~ •

JE664-A EPRIlM Prog" r $995.00
AncmtJled & l uted (lnduoos JMl6A ModlJ~)

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER
8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 & 28 PinPackaq es
Collpi~.~ Sel-t,lI\Iind - Ro"'" N.Alditiollli Syst... 10, IJ!erstion

• Pro;rams and valOaltl l EF"AOMs • Ci\eOl fOf prope rty et"u ed EPROMs
• EmulIlnPROtolsor EPAOMs " RS232CComputer Inte rtac. lor edrtJngand
pro;ram~ · l.C*lsdatli ....10RAM by kryboMd' Cl'\ar'IQes daU in RAM
bY keyboa rd ' u.d, RAM from an EPROM , Compa res EPfO.ls for COIlIe" 1
dlftwwK:e, · Copes EP'ROMs ' Power Input 115VI\C. 6OHz,1es. tr\an l OW
POwer oonsurnpCiol'1• Endosure CokJr <ool'dlnflied . logtrt tao panel s ....1"
rnotS«Iendpleon ln mocha~ ' s..:. '5" ·Llt 8\o" O.: 3\:"!i ' W~llt... .,.
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WHY PAY MORE? 
ZENITH M1 

SUPER BOARD 
KSW 1443 Smewave Kit 5119.66 f5 95 Siff 

O K50 14M Sinewave Minus PCB $16.4 $595 Sill 
o PCS 9252 Stnewave PCB only $20.00 $3 CO Sill 

State of tM art technology brings you this superior Sinwave 
Superboard It has no Internal connection to TV. RF modulator 
built on the board AGC for stability and tunes the *ohm band 
win a vast°, tuner and mull Own pot A nigh quality plated - 
thru Cocoa board coin SllksCresn.d parts layout. easy to follow. 
luny II use rated Instructions and quality parts make this k I easy 

.n- lr', TT..t,tutifully finished cab.nrc well add a 1OUCh of 
.rs of enjoyment you A eceive building 

MICROWAVE PROBE 
O KMP 2030 Micro Probe KII $24.4 

5100 SiH 

PCM 2000 Micro PCB only $4.16 
S3 CIOS 

BNEW( 

09-151-03 

- e 

FV-5 
Pliai. Vide* 

Sync. Suppression 
I n s 

0 KM 20$3 Mt FV -5 Kit $19914 $6 95 Sift 
0 K2O 2054 F V -5 Kit (moos MI) $14a116 $695 &H 
O C2 400 FV-5 PCB only $30.00 $300 Stki 
O ZMO 9151 541 Board only $16.96. $5 95 S/H 
This advanced baseband video invers.on/synC suppresaton 
system which is most ohen used nationwide Is one of our most 
popular kits It features AGC for stability. RF modulator built on 
the board. no internal connection to TV and full band variable 
tuning High quality parts fully illustrated Instructions pre- punched cabinet and plated- thruisolder- masked PC board 
make this kit a breeze to assemble The 541 %erector tuner boad 
is assembled and tested and need onty be interconnected to tM 
FV5 board The completed circuitry M then placed in NM 
beautifully finished cabinet Place your order today 

: MOwa.......r.. lee N nms. 

_het.. .::::...Y. 
Is...- 

MPO 204 Micro 20- Dish 

UNSURE? Order any manual for only 
59.95 post paid. Refundable with order. 

$14.4 
$5 95 Sill O KMP 12111 ROCrn Pi.v.1 Supply Krt 519.96 

AVA1LA9LE 9Y. MM. ONLY. +SEND 10H INFOHAMTK/N UN' vtItLH ti L :' Elm 
COMPUTE' AFFAIR SERNCE CHECKS HELD 3 WEEKS Foi CLEARAN t 

4218 38TH PL. PHOENIX. ARIZONA lì5040 .= WESTECH ELECTRONICS 
arrow. 

11164 (602) 276 -1600 DNLy (800) 243-6700 
CIRCLE 13 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

If you need 

QUARTZ 

CRYSTALS 
-one or hundreds- 

high stability 
prompt service 
cost savings 

General Communication 
Industry 
Marine VHF 
Scanners 
Amateur Bands 
CB Standard 
CB Special 
Microprocessor 

Call or write 
JAN CRYSTALS 
P.O. Box 06017 
Ft. Myers, FL 33906-6017 
All phones (813) 936 -2397 

I 
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ICAO r/1 

ART 
UHF -TV PRIIZAMP 
(AE featured In Redo ElsctrpJ AENrcn/ 
AYy erliC1M. 19621 
77.4 nelyenwe IOWA& mounted 
snip can add more than 25 dB ol to 
fora, system Lots of unshed cu 
and tweet orders for this hqh qusmy IA 
rival includes as component pleb PC 
BO. Caw. Poe er Supply and &dun 534.50 
Aseemòi.d Womb(' 1157 50 

ATTENTION TV SERVICE TECHS 

Special New IC Purchase) 
28 Pin luainanc a/c hrorsa in- 
tegrated circuit as used in 
CTC- 1o8(1982) chassis.Cqui- 
valent to IC U- 701.Replaces 
RCA 0145868. MICRO- MA RT«OO8 
Price: $10.95 (1 -4) 
X955 (5 -9), $8.95 (io pcs) 

REPLACEMENT IC BARGAINS 
Any of the following for Si 
221 -42, 221-69, 221 -96, 
221 -105, 221 -106, 56E14 (ECG 
Equiv. 714), 76 -2(ECG 
Equiv. 742), LJM1310, 1.01/ BOO 

twos MICRO MART accepts Vas MC ahi teleetexs CONI 
Mrrrun ade $1000 Snppelg -- US udses, S200 

Canoa afd other coulees S3 50 
NJ %dents add 5% saes tan 

ICI? T IM CENTRAL AVE.. 
IESTFIEU M I78011 (211) IS$4-48411 

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

...oil etw mar Or TV MONO INN TOY1 
ILIATUSA el. roen cwe, N CwA1wIa1 url tV aorvuTo 

er.w.il .. enaA oll TO 11100.w L sunNLAMD 
c.wl.LU r. oar DAL 
..w.w.. a, . moos r...,. Too w-.wr ....A. .. -......1..._..o TV MM. r WI w- WWI 0 II. M At.. u.+ 
owes* 

A MIMT 0011 TlosoTAITNa /NOM CAM hr 
Po TO" V. N Pol.. r P. TV AN-. t.e strews .-- .. rye - .. . .. 

FE.. 528.95. ems., r n1N. W.,... - A7 ..I. r N..- IM NP e..0 
Now AVA/LAaIE 

NEW TUNEA4IE MUSE tlODEI CVO 1000 '34.95- 
71 NM 

73 OMM 114F TACI AMTINMAS 

Now Back in Stock! 
SANTO UHF TAIACTOI TUNERS 

Is Oita I.IOI - es 11M7 NvTVS 
o. Genre., la 111 

"on. - 11646 

t "-1 
M...sr... 

co, .w Nee 

UM{TUNEIS 

1 M.t 

CnK Slot D.1.n1 TN 
n.es t.ciww tw ...Io 
osso 
woo 

.e. -Pr-wrI'r 
w..w.te uNr 

rw Own w,V 
INM TNI. LAIT 

'3.9S M 
1/w owe 299- 

v..raeAwO 

ro/OLAA IC I 

Tor DuAlln 
NO saCONS 

ww. IONeOe 

l.rr 
l.IS 
LO/IM 
LAMS 
'MSS 
SWISS 

'Ns 

1e w r 
s .e Peso Sae L we. A- Sae Pti I NN wr s.. 
tsar Coo* 
Woe 1116, vr A.. 
MOO A w DC 
halo 
Sr rI.. aroma... 
er..M r.e.rlr wr r.er- 
MOO SON laN 
I we Poe. .I lee 
I Mrl Oros IS le 
ti vM P.e.e wa ae 
SSW hero IS le, sa sann. eM 
NINO SNOW Val A9 

MON Mres-lAM-r row -~AS Mw . OO WS ma 21111111 mho@ r.. rr.. 
iPEAMs 
WINIT. 
ON, 

W. 'uv: , 
To . i.Ir .s.re 
aWalrle. I .w I I 
/Ns . 1 s 

INA NO ow 
SEW ' 10.95 

or Ems '6.95 

!en 
DUAIIT T 

POEMS TIAMSFOIINtIl 
To C +[ A 

'3.19- is a02.75.. 
I. or w11V'2.25 .. rr tAVO, Chow,. co 

SONT 

SURPLUS UMFrNr 
eAaACTOI TOMAS M t..w. ,« . ohs. 

-w SaL PnN rnalaN ONO 
.I,.Mw w .. P.I51 w 
vow* boo IV tvaAP No 
' wN P.w AS SOY NPPky 
:iA Kr N... S. 
NIS 

NEW 1934 
B&K AUTO /MANUAL 

RANGING 
MULTIMETER 

SPECIAL PRICE? 
'94.00 .. 

gKistramos 

xa4u 499 
019ITAL ant COIIrfaTE4 

`.w «:: ^r elr w moo 
MOM tw.r ..r.. Yet. Os. 

tN Y.. .- Ng r t.r 
t_ 11111.96. 

UMW MODES 
UW I' 00 

100.. 100 

COLORMAx 
coma MMO1E CaTy COMMIS 

j. 
row 

mess L_ 

fra 
SWOTS CONTStOI 95915" 

srw '64.95- 

NDI MMus. 

OELUIE 
A-N 

$6110151 
teach 

or Na, me 
Fos CAPY NATV - VCR l'n Iowlon 

.6.60w 
I r erre 95.96. 

9bóaAio17A 
1cBBtcíif 1 u796 M 

orma000 moo 

. 

r 

,(a,.ß ;S; R.F. ELECTRONICS 
E U Pt F 

N.A 

714. 835.5090 
ANANEIY. CALIFORNIA 22606 QI: a,! 

wOAS cALo.N PIRSOSM CHECAS NILO FOR CLEMANCE - No MIMMuN OROII 
Ail PR/PAID ORO! RS 2 LOS ON LESS MOST MC( UM IA SO SHOPPING A KAR01 ISO - SN1.P(0 SAME DAT RICEnEO 

OINN 
ISIS IN 

II I 

S111 N s 

Cl OLIO I1N MON 
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UHF-TV PRIIAIIP
(Aafeatured In RadIo Electronlca MarchI
May articles, 1982)

~~ ~~a::,:~h"';,"~5n:::~:ed.n
your .yat ..... Lot. of ..tlsfled cu.fom.ra
and "peet orderafor this high quality kn,
which Includes 111 compon.nt pertS, PC
SD,ca..,Po_rSupplyand Balun $34.50
Aasambled V....Ion.• . .. . .• . . .. . . $57.50

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

RBPLAC&HINr IC BARGAINS
Arry ., the following for II
221-42, 221-69, 221-96,
221-105, 221-106, 56D4(ICG
&qui•• 714), 76-2(1CG
&quiv. 742), LM1310, LH1800

ATTBNTION TV SERVICE TEeHS
(Special N;; IC Pureha•• )

28 Pin 1U8inanc./ehrOlia in
tegrated circuit a. u.ed in
CTC-108(1982) cha••i •• lqul
valent to IC U-701.Replac••
RCA #145868.MICRo-MARTlfI6OO8
Price' 110.95 (1-4)
$9.95 (5-9), 18.95 (10 pu)

Tna: MICRO-MART accepIB VIsa. MC andtllephone COD's.
Mininun crdef $10.00. Shipping- U.S. CIdeIs, $2.00.

Canada and olher COllIns $3.50
NJresidents add5% saIIls tax.

IIClHUIl • lI8I CEITUL AlE"
IIUTfIELI, ILl07l1li • (!O1) BSWOOI

MICRO
ART

o KMP 1218 Micro Power Suppl y Kit $19.95
+ $3.00 SIH

o KZM 2083 M1 FV-5 Kit $199.95 + $6.95 S/H
o KZO 2084 FV-5 Kit (minu s M1) $149.95 + $6.95 SIH
o PCZ 8000 FV-5 PCB on ly $30.00 + $3.00 S/H
o ZMO 9151 M1 Board only $89.95 + $5.95 S/H
Thi s advanced baseband video inversion /sync suppression
system which is most ofte n used nationwide is one of our most
popu lar kit s. It featur es AGC for stabil ity, RF modulator bui lt on
the board, no int ernal connecti on to T.V. and fu ll band variable
tuning . High qu alit y part s, full y illustr ated instructions. pre
pun ched cabi net and pla ted-thru/sold er- masked P.C. board
make thi s kit a breeze to assemble. The M1 varacto rtuner board
is assembled and tested and need only be interconnected to the
FV-5 board. Th e completed c irc uit ry is then plac ed in the
beautiful ly fini shed cabin et. Place your order toda y.

o AFM 3040 CryM.l~nU5

• $J OOS/H

WHY PAY MORE?
SINE WAVE ZENITH M1 FV-S
SUPER BOARD 09·151-03

!'!!~~~c~~~:$2~~OBE 8~~~1
.t 53.00 Sl H

o KSW 1483 Sin ewave Kit $119.95 + $5.95 S/ H
o KSO 1484 Sinew ave Minus PCB $99.95 + $5.95 S/ H
o PCS 6252 Sin ewave PCB only $20.00 + $3.00 S/ H

* Cry".I Co nlf olled
* Btl n•• nl PM:tl,l(f on Ch 3 or "
* Fo< veee T. Pti A4o<;ordorS , S.l"~l' TVo PCM 2000 Mic ro PCB only $4.95 R&C" ..... '

+ $3.00 S/ H 0 MPD 2000 Micro 20·' Dish

UNSURE? Order any manual for only $14.95

$9.95 post paid . Refundable with order. + $5.95 S/H

Stat e of the art techn ol ogy br ings yo u thi s super ior Sinewave
Superb oard . It has no interna l connection to TV, RF modul ator
built on the board, AGe for stabil ity and tunes th e entire band
with a varac tor tuner and mu lti -tu rn pot. A high qua lity plated
thru circuit board with si lk-screened parts layout. easy to fol low.
fully illu strated instruct ions and quality parts make th is kit easy
to assemb le. Th e beaut ifully finished cabinet wil l add a touch of
c lass to the many hou rs of enjoy ment you wil l receive building
and using th is kit.

TIlt IUIIO II(W \S:f-........

Ci>bone,~,crenne\

POPULAR IC·.
TOP QUAUTY
NO SECONDS

NE·,564N_ Pl1.IQ4n ~~c;.mtnl rIOWl'In '10<:11 · S5.75••
«$3,SO..ehw. th .....ryS5000pvrc;h. H01 othttlHlrts

"" l)(ICM'TION , .J 10 · UI'

LM·JaON 2 w. tt Audio Pow., Amp $1.48 ....
"'...... Low VoIt.g. AudiO Amp ,.. 1.11
L,M·565N Pill " Lodled l oop 1.49 ..
LhH »N Video Amp 1.69 ..
MColm VldMI o.le<:tor '" 1.69
MC.1349 VIdeo II Amp , .ce t .es
MC.1350 Vlde'OlIAmp 1.15 1.111
MC·13S2 V!deo ll AmpAGC H9 ' 00

""''''' Audio II Amp t .75 ".J.tC.137" P I\ F.M od\Il.t« ", 2.39
MC-l"se Du. 1COmp. Op Amp .. ."
MC.t"iliN BaI.t'lC«I M~od\Il.lor ,." '"LM·1Nlil Vtdeo Modul . tor ' .79 t.es

UW R VOlTA&EU IULU OItS
",."", !iVoll r>o.l11'teVoll , A.; 1.1i ...
LM·7808 IVOIl P"ilt'l.VoI t."'~ 1.1g ...
U,Hlt 2 t2VoII P" Ul.... Voll "''lI . 1.1g ."
LM·7It!i 15V oll Potllt" Volt. R'lI 1.19 "LM·78111 18 Voll Pos l1,.,..,Voll. R'lI 1.18 ..
l M·7S2" 2"Voll PO~ I "", Volt.R'lI 1.18 ...

PROJECT~
BOXES 0

• ' ' I

Woodg rlln

ThiS box IS I t'''-W · " ....- H •
' ....~D w.lh. l tmQ\tabl • • 1<.>"11'
num lh ha ped chf,ssls 11'W .
3 '>'J"H · &"Din sicit

' 12.50 ••.
<Ior more ' 10.95 ••.

~~~~~~U ' 14.95 ••.
'or u". tOWl"UtI.. C. 1I

P!iili. II8o.. '~' 045 MHz
Outp ut

JERROLO400
OIGITAL CATV CONVERTER
You~ rtUil¥t.~eN/IIltIi'~

the ~bn:I , ""'~ tlIe C---.c:t 01 &/I
ontr"'ed r",*,al!ll'~TlllSlII'lOl f~

\Ill 1:li50TV"'-' lIldoulPwts llltfollo
CI\iMl( J , Wt~ tl\t rtmOllltcol\ll'OIJ'01,1Q11

t/I.Ill9ItNIW'4l5, lurftp,ll'TVonOlol'f . Cll"
_1onelV'\t f.WI!tlcluI~rourt/I,W

~::-......"==,=.;.,"'" IIQI S119.95 N.

lN4001 I
t5 for • • • • • • • • • • , $1.00

100 fo r . . • 5 ,00

Now 8.clcIn Stocle!

MITSUMI ~UHF ,.
VARACTOR ••
TUNERS

75 Ohm Input · 45 MHz Output
For C hannel l , <1 • 8J

NEW l OW I"M:E S15.95 ...
AUul\4l' .... bf.nd _

C. 1ltor QII.nt!fy Pric e

' 34.95".
Now Back in Stockl

SANYO UHF VARACTOR TUNERS
75 Ohm Input· 45 MHz Output

For Channels 14 ·83

11~~~(W;'~c~5
AlI l,lnUs " t bt. ncI new lfOll'lSl. /l)'O

c.lI ' or Qu-ntltr Price

SPECIAL PRICE!
' 94.00 e•.

BUWUhut'

NEW 1984
B&K AUTO/MANUAL

RANGING
MULTIMETER

@ill

12 db QAIN
SpKlf, CII.,.nfl

' 8.95 ...

OPTIONAL
Wi rM'llSld

UHF A/'lt~n.I

Pr..mp
18dtlG.1 1\
NF ·18dCl

s39.95 ••.

SONY
SURPLUS UHF-VHF
VARACTOR TUN ERS

Theae tuners reeein all cnan
nels 2-83, piuSmIdband cable
channels and are perteet lor
home·brew TV ci rcuits etc .
Output F roq . <15 MHz. Hookup
data included. Name Brand.

.852

D
QUALITY

POWER TRANSFORMERS
2<1V CT, 500 mAo

13.19 ... ,0. <1,,12.75••.
50 or mof' 12.25 ••.

For hr" . r QuuJW.. C.1l

\SJ'WtN.OAA D 7-ELEMENT
75 OHM UHF YAGI ANTENNAS

SCool
2 OflnOfe

SPEAKER
CARINE1
PopvUr $PN~er

UtllMlst«tllou
11l1\OUS lIomttttw
rvcrrtul\S
Spf<lkers UK)Ude<:l

Dll1Mn,i on l : 7-' " IIrldt x 9"' ''
h~h J(5 'f:! "llHP Iltll'lO\',ab'~ l IS"
\lIck bKk ceeer:

'10.95 ...
' 8.95 ••.

• General Communication
• Industry
• Marine VHF
• Scanners
• Amateur Bands
• CB Standard
• CBSpecial
• Microprocessor

Call or wri te
JAN CRYSTALS
P.O. Box 06017
Ft. Myers, FL 33906-6017
All phones (813) 936-2397

• high stability
• prompt service

. cost savings

If you need

IIARTZ
GIYSTllS

-one or hundreds-

YOU NEED JAN

(f)

o
Z
a
a:
Io
W
...J
W

6
o
<l:
a:
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anazInc 
DEVICES 

PHASOR PAIN FIELD +wc ̂ rec arc e.e-a 7 ce.e c[ea 
G o y temp t ta riot control SOa+10 COnte 

., ̂ der weapons restrrctans as an mama' matrone Easoy nand 
MW Hatardr.S IF NO, WITH DISCRETION 
PPF.1 PLANS ISObtOr :ontral 815.00 
NVISIBLE PAIN FIEL t) GENERATOR Produces a d' 

rec' - 
:' head up 10 

S SO' 

LPG3PLAIS $7.00 '...ANS 644.50 
lPG -3p latsaroltd for : - $59.50 
PHASOR STUN/BURN ,N, WAND -- ProduceswtLClent 

-11041í51p0-. 'esn 'Mended Uaperson 
4í11n1 Once 

PSW-3PLANS 18.00 P563K KIT &PLANS $59.50 

RUBY LASER RAY PISTOL - Intense nude red. burns 
M:ar00us will palis Sources 
RUBY PLANS (includes an part sources) $15.00 
CARBON DIOXIDE LASER - Generales 20 -40 wafts of 

'1 n 34 parer capade OI burning Cutting Nataa0uS (with 
part Sources) $15.00 

LASER RIFLE - Produces 200-3000 Pulses of 30 wan spi' 
cal energy Portable and essay raSdneid 
LAG 3 PLANS $10.00 
LRG 3K KIT PIANS Imnut 61001) $129.50 
POCKET LASER - For Me Degmner nSble reo sof'cal 
VerSOn nOnhaa'ardOuS 
LI4C 2 $5.00 INC 2K KIT S PLANS $24.50 
HIGH POWERED PORTABLE ENERGY SOURCE 
FOR LASERS AND MAGNETIC WEAPONS - Exp+od 

mg wires Smock ware tic MmNiure sue 
HPS'I PLANS 69.00 HPS.1K KIT d PLANS $49.50 
PARTICLE BEAM WEAPON - PUNS 615.00 

INFINITY XMTR - uses telepsrone lines la Sele1014.0 Some 

01' Otte laltr5np wifrle away On DUS4neSS or vaC3tOn 
INF -I PLANS $15.00 
SEE IN DARK - long range total darkness 
SD -4 PLANS 810.00 
LONG RANGE WIRELESS MIKE - Crystal clear Gwent 

FBI ; FLANS 87.00 18f 71' PLANSL KIT $34.50 
WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER - long 
rangq!e mSLc 

vwVM.aS PulOUNS $10.00 VWPM -5K PLANS d. KIT $34.50 

Send for FREE catalog aescnplon of above plus hundreds more 

. ans kits and completed items We accept MC or Visa a wren 
errng Sena check or money order We pay 51100'9 CNr /es 
rders over SSO 00 otherw,se.nCJude 10% won rem.tlance 

ND TO SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS 
DEPT R8 BOX 716. AMHERST. N H 03031 

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FREE Send for our FREE 1984 catalog 
GIANT of electronic components. kits. 

CATALOG IC's, computer software. 
Computer peripherals and 
unique Items. 

PARTS SUPER 

`22VDCMIOig 07LICNL 

: wi:;t5;. 1114- 
` 

SPECIALS! 

CARBIDE ROUTER MT 

s.___ 
T. 

..:1-171'.:::1 i{7.. - 
C4YM Ell 

Cbo00 51:00 
CS001 Sl 25 

C4410 .. $5.00 
.. C4003 .. 731 old, 

G701 541 00 
C4004 . 1041 CO 

06035 . IM ..d 
C411$ ... 24100 
04451 51200 

.. COCOS 00/02 50 

Your Choice : , . 
RETAIL STORE 

INGLEW000 CO 00110 

1559 

t(Ó01 Vie 

.v 30014 LW. NAM 
1114' 25 Woo ReW 646611. 
Bo. N Cu. bit 1445 250 WW1 
T I L 122,11P 127 Tr.A5w« .. 
40 ow IC 14041 
a-' 447`4 Can. Tc, 
35715404H2 Colo. 6..04.. 
Motown CDt C.. 20 4EG/100 oh... 
0.44I Glow Nouns 
Oar I. S.. wry Mow SW 

Carbide Drill B1IS 55. 56. 58 0 59. 61. 63 

VISIT OUR NEW 

LOCATED AT 3101 W HAMPDEN 

Phone 701 

PAC TIC 
IIICTRONICENCLOSURI® 
: .:T1w :á: . 
. '1ó .E ~. r. I c.a. /111 

FASCINATION STAR KIT 

t".1T:.. qy ß... 
Ca17 :4Ifw r 

i SC/W/[L // COLOR ORGAN KIT 

n.,sTw 

'[TIVI IOM 
GON[RAT05 BOARD 416 
rte. 

744 ..,..TI N w lal/w 

P NOG 27050 

CHANEV OE NV's.COL0sADOWEI 
4IY_c_tJCN - 

r'c 2117511510 

P.404 041414 1Aw AD Otw MOO 
203 751 540 Nome 4441411. $2004 porn., (LIPS) 

VISA IOC 447444 
r17.... o.M. we 140.1 

CIRCLE 34 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CPU S 

SUPPORT 
CHIPS 

11030 4 M 
110904 2 IS 
MIA r 10 
MM »10 
AMD7101IM 
5003 1155 
5005 450 
6117 1M 
5014 350 
5014 n 
501. 7 75 
5025 150 
e726 
4104 
5037 
5050 
/715 
50 

510 
696 

l400 
196 

1096 
lo 96 

SHIFT 
REGISTERS 

1n 
1 n 
1 n 
260 
260 
210 
260 
2 60 

ROM's 
15)7 796 
2705 3 50 
77135 72M 
3716.V 96 
1737 790 7/ 096 
5074A3 300 
433+ 1 

TP67tM1 1 M 
/P/7431411 l 60 
745474 Sr. 
ll4)5 396 
EMS I 

475155 1 96 
$5130 1 M 
503111 1M 
A0071.0 796 

544401 // 
430/ 
11345 
4504 
MO 

450 
196 
616 

7M 6 9 
7500 
1] 96 
I75 

INTER 
FACE 

Er 

DRIVERS 
tas, 110 

41034 Cru 4 75 1440 1 M 
2509 Chu 12 M 0130 7 50 

250A310 1096 6430 100 
(MA I0 496 1133 7M 
S50ACTC Sn 1434 200 
116967rN5 0M e131 2M 
01031 17 96 4450 7 M 
044i 13 96 MM307 / s, 
6a1/ 616 4416411 IM 
MIO 2M CP7TMI1ts96 
/121 7M 44M3M 1 M 
6460 796 151450/ 396 

71 .50 01) 10110 1 15 
max11 36 M A vs 1013A 3 n 

An3MO 696 
DISC 3341 296 

Controllers 
1771 16.50 
1731 25.00 
1793.. 35.00 
1735.. 45.00 
1737.. 46.00 

D765C 16.96 

RAM's 
2101A 1M 
21.073 50 
2111.1 I 96 
71147 140 
21413 750 
3242 GOO 
7003411 1 Pb 

M440773 1 n 
T M3404a.5 2 M 
/41440114 11 1 n 
41113 111 
41111 
41144 
154 15 
111441102 

51011 
211644 
41143 
4115 17 

10 
50 
135 M 
2M 
2M 
111 
696 

EPOS)/ DIAS!. V t 17311 5111A11t1 

NO 30 

WIRE WRAP 
WIRE SINGLE 

STRAND 
100 11 40 

1 14' 11645 7IIM 1,16' 4644614 

4'hK914 111.1E 

10 
200 

400 

000 

SCR's 
1 I M 

35 ß 
ß 0 
60 70 

102 

NA 
1.5* 

1 00 

240 
300 

TRIAC's 
PRV lA 10A 3M 
100 35 .00 1 40 

200 00 00 110 
400 70 1 00 2 00 

000 1 00 1 20 3 00 

10 PIN 1001104110 00514 
40 PIS 1001 MOM 0 DONO 

34 01 100100M0 C0004 

35 P15 100110050 024th 
60 410 515500 CARLE C0401 

10 PIh 511100 CAwI I COhN 

40 PIS 511105 GBL 0 C0.4 

74 PIN 515500 CA611 COSh 

MINN 511605 CAll1 COSS 

10 114 11411101C41141 COI . 

1I5 
300 
300 
310 
400 
3 60 

300 

4001 40 
4007 40 
4004 50 
4001 40 
4004 70 

4011 10 
4010 50 
40+1 .1 

4017 45 
4013 50 
4014 PO 

4011 M 
4011 M 
4017100 
4010 70 
4011 70 
.020 50 
4071 50 
.072 I 50 
4073 40 
402. 70 

407 40 
4024 96 
4077 50 

402/ 50 

10211 100 
4070 50 
4074 1 75 

4041 100 
4040 1 co 
4047 M 
4043 50 
4044 50 
4044 1 20 
4041 1 M 
4041 50 
40M 50 
4011 1 00 
4057 1 co 
4063 100 
4050 1 CO 

/045 70 

4001 50 
4015 10 

4010 60 
4071 M 
4072 M 
40 75 61 

4011 10 
4111 40 
4062 40 
4113 M 
MS 1 r3 
Mr 96 
4103 I 50 
4110 1 CO 

511 100 
4114 1 35 
411 1M 
4111 1 41 
4111 1 Op 
4170 1 20 
4450 1 Op 
4150 1 n 
4150 M 4M r 
14ap 40 
tacos 40 
2402.4 M 
r4000 M 
74C10 40 

74C14 75 

74C70 40 
74012 50 
74042 r 00 
74C711 100 
4401.3 1 2/ 
74014 140 

7442141 ro 
)401 ro 
74064 750 
74c110 1 75 
I4C1M 1 70 
/4051 1 IS 
/4C150 1 16 
/40173 71 
IaC174 1 16 
740171 116 
14C247170 
74C117 1 76 
744.01 50 
140x1 1 CO 

filala 1 75 
/4071 3 M 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
3MS,PMM104 
15444~ 0I T01 
1411011014 - 464111110 
T1P111 I M TPy 
7401100050v7C.443 00414 
M4 4061011 11P 51.441470411I4 
740411103 
r4 214110 
maroon YIOa 
scow MYTOa 
7mM5n/103 
3171104405 w To Q 
7MM144í1100 
7411011410 f TOM 
TIP T61í56TO= 
1730 MOO T01) 
113416414 
1111164 
TIP 01.I5 Y 117 
16.031 
04'1)6) OWL 40w14I OMI 

442437011 

CRYSTALS 
1 043 4 000 
2000 6144 
300 3000 

3171 10 000 
4 COO 11oM 
1000 11437 

20 000 

3.50 e1. 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 

DA00EO 3.75 
T1050 O .M 
TL0I4 CN - 1.11 
T1.072 - 1.25 
04201 . .25 
L3a3ot/741 30 
LUX 1 

LN30 
L3t310 
{31311 
W1/ 
145334 
U4331 
Wí44 
LP311 
LJ316 
LOPES 
131361 
114370 

- .30 
- .95 
- 1.10 
- .60 

-1.30 
- JO 
- .95 
- JO 
- JO 

- 1.75 
- 1 60 

5.4.177 - 1.10 
151310 - 1.70 
150364 - I.Go 
LAl3M - 120 
150717 - 1 25 
LP7.A- 360 
1A1313 - 75 
LAN. - 60 
Lr14 - .60 
III - 1 25 
195 - 1.31 
195 - 1.26 
117 -260 
7010 - .11 
1.51710 - 11 
711014 - .40 
733 - .M 
741CV - .40 
747 - 50 
04711 -1. 75 

1511310 - 1.11 
5M1501 100 
1454 - 210 
1466 - Sc 
111110 - f.75 
13.1401 - J3 
CA3016 - 1.11 
CA301AT . 1.11 
CA3M/ - .n 
C130ME - 1.75 
A0270010 4.11 
CÁ3140 _ 1.00 
3400 - JO Lll=0 - .p 
4136 _ JB 
1464IIA - 1.10 
W1300-.M 
1700C3 -11.111 
043010 - 1.0 

74300 
74602 
74103 

74604 
7410 
74110 
74111 
74616 
74670 

77[s.21 
74643 
74051 
74674 

.40 
40 
40 
PO 

60 
40 
46 
60 
45 

50 
.M 
.70 

+o 

748 SERIES 
0956 
74956 
men 
7112 
741133 
74113 
741150 
741130 
746140 
741161 
746157 
74157 
743151 
741161 
745167 

110 
60 

2 20 
95 
11 

110 
1 76 
1.10 
1.70 
1.70 
1.10 lis 
1.25 
1.75 
1.40 

743174 
743175 
7441 
745142 
742194 
74615 
746240 
741241 
74387 
743250 
744040 
744773 
746374 

40 
40 

30 

11 
TS 

2.25 
1 71 

4164 -2 - $6.25 
4164 -15- 100 /$660.00 
4116 -3 - 100/$100.00 
2114 -3 - 100/$100.00 

2N3620 P FET 

2N 8457 N FET 
2N22646 UJT 
ER 900 TRIGGER 0100ES 
2N 6020 FROG UJT 

t 45 
5 45 
4 45 

45100 
$ 66 

tut 16Y 

O1ut 35%, 

DISC CAPACITORS 
to 17 CO 

16 11 00 
100 5100 
100 15 CO 

7403 
7401 
7402 
7403 
404 

1401 
'400 
'4011 

7410 
1411 

:412 
7413 
7414 
7415 
7417 
7420 
'425 
7425 
7427 
'430 
1432 
'437 
,471 
7440 
7442 
7441 
7444 
704 
7450 
7472 
7473 

TTL IC SERIES 

50 
30 

w 
10 

40 

30 
40 

30 
a0 
41 
n 

1 10 
1 10 

30 
30 
3o 
30 

50 
M 
10 
30 

50 
oo 1p 

11 
30 
40 
41 

7474 
7475 
7475 
7400 
7443 
7455 
7450 
7490 
7461 
7492 

50 
50 
45 
45 
50 
70 

» 
SO 

SS 

56 
1413 66 
7404 50 
74s, 56 
7406 50 
74107 11 
74116 150 
/4121 46 
74172 M 
74123 M 
14125 60 
74116 46 
74141 00 
74146 I 10 
74160 1 10 
74161 M 
74153 11 
74104 160 
14156 50 
/4167 M 
74160 M 
74161 M 
74162 70 
74153 70 

74164 60 
7415 11 
74195 60 
4170 160 
74173 75 
74174 60 
74115 70 
74171 75 
74160 1 90 
74111 I 90 
74+12 60 
74100 00 
74151 60 
74150 SO 
74167 75 
74164 95 
141M 41 
741M 76 
NIN 1 25 
74721 1 CO 

74773 s, 
74775 M 
747M 45 
7a7M 60 
74507 11 
74350 M 
75330 111 
75401 1 01 
M01 75 
9607 » 
4T74 140 
6E16 140 
1TM 1 10 

M04110 CIICUIT SOASO 
4'.4-0014515,010 711)xv104103ED' ...MO( 
I0244 5=60 

TOGGLE 10- "et -1.M 
SWITCHES s - oOT 1. 41 

over - 0111M O1 1 M 

IN414811N9141 15/1.00 
51411 IR DETECTOR 3/61.0 
FP 10PHOTO TRANS 
RED LEO'. 2- 551.00 
VEL. GREEN or AMBER LARGE L ED. 2" 6/01.0 
RED GREEN BIPOLAR LE . . 6 .10 
REOYELLOW SIPOLM LED ....6 !0 
ML1.O112 0 LED $ .40 
14R044S PHOTO DARL. XTOR 1 .iD 
MCT20PTOIfOLATORS ... $ .5* 
1 WATT 29EERS: 33. 4.7. 6.1.5 6. 6 e. 

4.2.8.1.10.12.16.1.0,72V 641.0 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE 
5V 2A 44 264 

_ R7Q47 
IlLI 

SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 

M 
3 30 
440 

í3V OC Mun nl sat 

S.P. EZOolvn wit 
76 

D.P. 400 ohm con 

PwV 

1M 

ZO 
460 

WO 

100 

10M 

IA 
0 
11 

CO 

11 

13 

70 

IA 

14 

17 

a 
30 

s 
a 

12A 

50 

60 

M 
50 

IM 
13 

EOA 

50 

30 

160 

2 CO 

2 60 

30 

1764 

660 
760 

100 
1300 

14 60 

A CO 

3ß 
111 
60 

tico 
1500 

135 
255 

M 

FLAT 
RIBBON 
CABLE 

GRAY 
28 gauge 

26 Conductor 
60 /ft 

40 conductor 
90 /ft 

DIP SWITCHES 
CTS 251 4 4 PO$rT10N 75 

CTS 711 7 7 eos.r.N M 
CTS 20 I 4 POSITON 16 

CTS 211 I0 to rosn ON 12s 

DIP 
SOCKETS 20 PIN .25 
SPIN .10 22 PIN .25 

14 PIN .15 24 PIN .25 
18 PIN .18 28 PIN .36 
18 PIN .20 40 PIN .40 

REGULATORS 
L51349 M15 W015 1541406 SI as 

L143171 11 311 LIm6C I 75 

750. AIL t2 I 40 1107 41. I. /. 12. 

773 4 10 10. 00 30/ . / n 
7>OT 1. 12. 15024 I M 545N12 IN 
LM 337T 11 16 34 13 M 

WIR5 WRAP 
6OCKIT2 

'4 PIN 
'SPIN 
'O PIN 
0PN 

:4 P14 
25 PIN 
40 PIN 

45 

50 

90 
1.10 
1.26 

60 

20KV DIODES 
230.. 31.96 

DB CONNECTORS 
011 u M 0435P 42 ß 
MSS - 30 CAMS 330 
140005- I 10 HOODS 110 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 
22UF 35V 5 41 00 
47UF35V 5 5100 
661.1F 36V 5 51 CO 

1UF20V 5 51 00 

2 2UF 20V 5 51 CA 

3.3UF20V 4 $1 00 

4 7u 35v 4 51 00 

SWF 20V 4 5100 
10UF20V --5 4D 

22UF 10V s 30 

15ÚF 16V 3/61.00 
30UF6V 5/11.00 
33ÚF 15V $ 50 

47UF 20V 6 .05 

SWF 16V 

120UF 6V 
200UF 20V 
150UF 16V 

330UF 10V 

$1.00 
f ß 
1t.ß 
$1 30 
/1 76 

141000 40 7413100 10 7411741 1 50 
101101 40 14531+3 50 7413741 1 M 
745507 40 7411113 M 1411243150 
745503 ß 1455114 M 1113744 725 
741104 75/4L3177 110 7411241 2 71 
1.110/ 70 1451175 M 7410744 M 
145500 70 7453117 M 1451147150 
745505 50 7413134 71 1450744 110 
741110 40 1451131 96 745647 10 
745111 40 741,614 I 15 7450313 70 
141117 40 7455150 141 74L3357 7) 
141113 16 1411147196 1451714 M 
1.531 M 70 7411714 200 
141515 M 7414113 10 /4117/0113 
141370 40 7413796 50 7413744 10 

741371 40 7451704 50 741170 1 1 50 
74 5177 40 7413111 50 /411716 50 
141534 M 14 17115 50 14137-1M 
741507 50 7411150 50 7413353 IO 
745125 M 1411111 50 141050 1 70 
14L330 40 741410 50 7411213 00 
141=7 1 10 7411147 50 14117116 1 20 
14150t 10 74131114 50 145372020 
N1135 M 741315* 50 741317) 350 
741640 40 7413115 1 W 1453501 60 
141147 /0 74131151/0 7453506 SO 
141147 50 7414170 r50 7411507175 
141101 40 7451173 50 7413345 50 
71554 40 1411174 00 7411373 7 CO 

141173 50 7413175 50 7451314 2 70 
741171 1 25 /411111 1 M 741=77 702 
74105 M 1413150 50 7451396 60 
74143 50 7415191 50 7413500 1 IO 

741961 M 7453107 50 7/51703170 
1411111 50 7411113 60 74137116 750 
745370 50 1455194 1 CO 1450176 1 15 

14L550 70 /414116 50 14130150 
741963 70 7453714 50 7411473170 
715505 50 7450117 50 11111 150 
141504 M 7413721 1 50 VLSI* 1 M 
1415107 16 7453740150 

MULTI TURN TRIM POTS 

1DÓOHM 3/$2.00 100K 

101) OHM IOK 

POSTAGE RATOS 

ADO 10% POR ORDENO u01OI5 US CO 

ADO 5% FOS ORDERS SCHNIEN 13600 11000 
ADO 3% 104 000155 ABOV1 550 0 

TORRAS POI CAMMOG0 MASS SIND CHICK 54710 175 POP 0.41 CATALOG 

000 ó.01K4.440 0rDI IIASSGIIP I INCTr11P5PS NM NAMPIHII1 
WORM MAP 05015 4160 6T CAMIIIOGI MASS 071111 

SOLID STATE SALES 
P.O. BOX 74 D 

SOMERVILLE. MASS. 02143 

TEL. (617) 547.7053 
WE SHIP OVER OVER 65'. 

OF OUR ORDERS WITHIN 
24 HOURS OF RECEIPT 

TOLL FREE 18004415230 
FOR O1+Uf 1' c17r. 

CIRCLE 23 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

'T1
m
CO
JJ
C»
~

74 164 .80
74 165 .8 0
74 166 .9 0
74 170 1.60
74 173 . 75
74174 .80
741 75 . 70
74 176 . 75
741 80 1.90
74 181 1.90
74182 .90
14 190 .80
7419 1 .80
74192 .80
74 193' . 79
74 19 4 .85
74 195 .45
74 196 .75
74 199 1.25
7422 1 1.00
742 73 .8 5
74279 .60
74 298 .65
743 65 .80
743 67 .8 0
74390 .90
75325 1.50
75492 1.05
960 1 . 75
9602 .75
8T26 1,40
8 T18 1.4 0
8T98 1.10

7474 .50
7475 .50
7476 ,45
748 0 ,45
7483 .50
7485 .70
7486 .55
7490 .50
749 1 .55
7492 .55
7<493 .65
7494 .60
749 5 .55
7496 .60
74 10 7 .50
74116 1.50
74 121 .45
74122 .50
74123 .55
74 125 .60
74 126 .45
74 145 .60
74 1481 .10
74 150 1.10
74 15 1 .60
741 53 .60
7415 41 .60
74155 .60
74 157 .60
74 160 .85
74 161 .65
741 62 .70
74163 . 70

74LS SERIES

TTL rcSERIES

.35

.30

.3'
.30
.50
.50
.40
.40
.30
.30
,30
.4S
. 75

1.10
1.10
.30
.30
.30
.30
.30
.60
.50

1.10
.30
.50

1.00
.80
.80
.30
.40
.4 .

SEND $ 25 FOR O:.JR CAT ALOG
FEA TURING TRANSISTOAS &
RECTIFIERS 145 HA M PSH IRE
ST.. CAMBR ID GE. M ASS . 02139

TRANSI STO R SPECIALS

MULTI TURN TRIM POTS
SOOHM ~

l oo 0 HM 3/$2.00 10K
1CXXlOHM SOK

50 PIN EOGEBOARD CONN.•. •• • 3.95

40 PIN EDGEBOARD CONN.• .••• 3.00

34 PIN EDGEBOA RD CONN.••• . . 3.00

26 PIN EDGE80 ARD CONN. •... • 2.50

60 PIN RIBBON CA8 LE CONN. . . . 4 .00

50 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN . . •• 3.50

40 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. • •. 3.00

34 PIN RIBBO N CABLE CONN. • •• 2.75

26 PIN RIB BON CABL E CONN. • •• 2.50

20 PIN RIBBON CABL E CONN. • •• 2.00

2Nl307PNPGET0-6. .••••.••.••••••••••• • .«1
2N«)4APNPOET005 ...• _••. . • • •.. . •. .3JU oo
HEPG«l1. - PNPOETO·3 M
TIP m 50 TlP I46 , .35
2HtI2J3.NPN SwrrCH INGPOWER ..••••••• • 1.96
MRF--8»4CMRFT AANSISTORNPN • .•• •• • .75
:2N-t903PNPSi T003 UOO
TJP29!:6PNPSi •..•••••.• . .•••• .••• . ••.. • .70
2N2222 NPNSiT0018 7/$1.00
2N1SK17PNPSi T0018 1/ . 1,00
2H3Ofi6NPNSi TO·3 ,60
2NJ904NPNSiTO-92 ••.. . .•••• . . ••• .. ·.7' . 1.00
2N39Ol5 PNPSiTO·92 . • • •• • • • . . . • • • • • • •71. 1,00
2NelOO PNPSiTO·22(I 56
TlP31BNPNSiTQ.220•• ..••••• . ..•• .•••• • .40
TIPJ2BPHPSHQ ·22(I 40
TIPJ4 PHP51 96
Tl?121PHPSiU&4 00
TIP1.1 NPNSiU97 .••.••• . • . . . .••• .•. .•. UOO
Blln __..••.... .•••••••••. •1.75
DPS200J - DUAL POWER OARL • • •• •• •••• $396
MJE3C65T 00

z.eo

25A
1.40

a.eo

1.90

74C14 . 70
74C20 .40
74C32 80
74C42 1.00
74C76 1.00
74C83 1.25
74C85 1.40
74C86 .70
74C83 . 70
74C154 2.50
74C1571.75
74Cl60 1.20
74C161 1.15
74C l63 1.15
74C173 . 75
74C174 1.15
74C1751.19
74C1921.30
74C193 1.75
74C901 .60 t------- ------I
74C902 1.00
74C914 1. 75
74C92 1 3 9 5

100 / $8 .00
. 100/ $5.00

12'1 DC RELA YS
n L 5lZE

S.P. 1200ohm coil
.15

D.P. 4OO ohm coil
.96

323K(LA1~1 •• • • $1.75
LM.l'J6G $ .75
340T-5, 6. 8, 9. 12.

15. 18or24V ... $ .75
LAS 1412 ... 12V

JA . • ••. • . •• . .• $3.96

40 77 .50
408 1 .40
408 2 40
4093 so
4099 1.75
450 1 .9 5
4503 1.50
45 10 1.00
45 11 1.00
45 14 1.25
4515 1.50
45 16 1.40
4518 1.00
4 520 1.10
4528 1.00
4539 1.25
4583 .90
4585 . 75
74 COO .40
74C02 .40
74C04 .00
74C08 .50
74Cl 0 .40

C/MOS

74S SERIES

4028 .SO
4029 1.00
4030 .60
4034 1. 75
4035 1.00
4040 1.00
4042 .90
4043 .90
4044 .90
4046 1.20
4047 1.50
4049 .60
4050 .60
4051 1.00
4052 1.00
4053 1.00
4000 1.00
4066 . 70
4068 .50
4069 .50
4070 .50
40 71 .50
4072 .50
4076 .65

TER MS FOB CAM BRIDGE. MASS SEND CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER MI NIMUM TEl EPHONE.
C O O PURCHAS E ORDER OR CHARGE $20 00
M INIMU M MA IL OADER $500

1.00 a.eo eoo 1.00 1.20

.35 .40 1.40 100 .35 .eo

.40 .50 1.00 200 .50 .00

.eo .70 2.40 400 .70 1.00

1l1S.. thic k with 1 I1Q" .~clng

4 Y,,* x6y" * .... . $1.96

SC A's T RIAC's
1.5A '5A 35A PRV 1A 10A

EPOXY GLASS VECTOR BOARD

4164-2 $6.25
4164-15-- 100/$660.00
4116-3 100/$100.00
2114-3 100/$100.00

TA NTALU M CAPACITOR S
.22UF35V 5/ $1.00 15UF 16V 3/ $1.00
.47UF 35V 5/ $1.00 3OUF6V 5/ $1.00
.68UF35V 5/$ 1.00 33UF 15V $ .SO
l UF20V 5/ $1.00 47UF20V $ .85
2.2UF20V 5/ $1.00 68U F 16V $1.00
3.3UF20V 4/$ 1.00 120U F6V $ .75
4.7UF35V 4/ $1.00 2OOU F20 V $1.75
6.8UF20V 4/ $1.00 l SOUF 16V $1.30
l OUF20V - $.4C 330U F 10V $1.75
22UF 10V - $ .30

400 1 .40
400 2 .40
4006 .80
4007 .40
4008 . 70
4009 .50
40 10 .60
40 11 .45
40 12 .45
40 13 .60
40 14 . 70
40 15 .60
40 16 .60
40 171.00
40 18 . 70
40 19 .70
4010 .80
402 1 .80
4022 1.00
4023 .40
4024 .70
4025 ,40
4026 .95
4027 .GO

200

2NJ82 0 P FET .. . .. $ .45
2N5457 N FET . . .. . . • $ .45
2N2646 UJ T.. .. $ .45
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 4/$1.00
2N S028 PROG. UJ T $ .65

DISC CA PAC ITORS
.1UF 16V. . 10 / $1.00
.01UF 35V . 16/ $1,00

'00

400

PRI NTED CIRC UIT BOA RD
4· x 6~DOUBLE SIDEDEPOXY BOARDED ' / .. ~ TH ICK

' .60e .l. • .. .. . • .. .. . • • • . .. . . . . .. . .. •.. 5/$2.60

REGULATORS
lM338K . • . . . . .. . ' 5.75
LM317T ...•. .. •. $1.35
78105, 78112 40
723 . . . . . •. . . . . • . $ .50
32OT 5. 12. 15 01'24 $ .86
l M337T $1.96

FULL WAVE BRIDGE
PR V 2A SA 2SA
, 1 40

100 80 1 30 110
400 1 00 165 330
600 1 30 1 90 4 40

74S00 .40 74505 1.10 745 174 1,40
745 02 .40 74586 .90 745175 1.40
74503 .40 74589 2.20 74518 1 2.20

CR YSTA LS 74504- . 70 745 112 .8' 745 18 2 1.75

1.843 6.000
745 05 .50 7451 33 .50 745 194 1.10
74S01l .50 745 135 1.10 745 195 1.50

2.000 6. 144 745 10 .40 745 138 1.25 745 240 1.00
3.000 8.000 745 11 .45 7451 39 1.10 745 241 1.50
3.579 10.000 745 15 .60 745 140 1.70 745257 1.30

4.000 18.000 74520 .45 745 151 1.25 745260 1.50

5.000 18.432 74530 .40 745 153 1.10 745280 1.75

20 .000 74532 .80 7451 5 7 1.25 745 3 73 2.25
7454 3 .85 745 158 1.25 745 3 74 1.75

3.50 ea . 74551 .70 74516 1 1.75
745 74 1.10 745 163 1.40

INTER
FACE

&
DRIVERS

4 .50
5.95
6.95

DIP SWITCHES
CTS 206- 4 4 POS1TiON .75
CIS 206· 7 7 POSITIO N 95
CTS 206· 8 8 POSITION .95
CTS 206·10 10 POSITION 1.25

DIP
SOCKETS 20 PfN .25
8 PIN .10 22 PIN .25

14 PIN .15 24 PI N .25
16PIN . 18 28 PIN .35
18 PIN .2O 40 PIN .40

DtSC
Controllers

1m . . 16.SO
1791 . 25.00
1793 .. 35.00
1796 . . 45.00
1797 . . 45.00
D766C 16.96

RAM's

1010 - SPOT - 1.00
20ID - OPOT - 1.40
2OIf' _ OPOT - CENTER<lFF1 .eo

LM3 77 - 1.60
L M380 - 1.20
LM384 - 1.60
L M386 - 1.20
L M38 7 - 1.25
L F398A - 3.50
L M393 - .75
L M5 55 - .50
L M5 66 - .90
558 - 1.25
565 - 1.25
566 - 1.25
56 7 - 2.50
709C - .80
L M710 - .60
711CH - .40
733 - .95
74 1CV - .40
747 - .50
CA 758 - 1.76

8251
8253
82 79·5
8257

(AM95 17) 7.95
8259 595
8288 25.00
8355 12.95
6!l0 2 5.75 1488 1.50
Z80A CPU 4.75 1489 1.50
Z80 B CPU 12.95 8130 2.50
ZSOA 510 10,95 8830 2 .50
Z80A P10 4.95 8833 2.50
ZSOA CTC 6.75 8834 2.00
TM5 9927 N L 9 ,95 883 7 2.00
680 3L 12,95 8838 2.50
684 5 13.95 MM530 7 7.95
6809 6,95 BRl 94 1L 8 .95
68 10 2.50 CRTOO37 18.95
682 1 2.95 MM5369 2 .50
6850 2.95 TRl 602B 3.95
68 75 4.00 AY3 ·1015D 5 ,75
68OOO L8 39.50 A Y5 ·10 13A 3.75

A Y5·J600 9.95
334 1A 2.95

210 1A·4 t .so
21L02-3 .90
2111A 1.95
2 114·2 1.40
2147·3 2.00
3242 '6.00
TMS3409 1. 75
MK 4027 ·3 1. 75
TMS40!)(lN L2.95
MK4 09&11 1.25
4108·3 t.so
4116· 15 1,50
41 T8·" 5.!50
4164-15 7.25
MK480 2 5.95
5 101 E 2.95
Z6 104-4 2.50
6116·3 6.75
8118·12 6.95

POST AG E RATt S

AD O 10 % FOR ORD ERS U NDER $25 .00
ADD 5% FOR ORDERS BETWEEN $25 .00 & $50.00
A DO J~ FOR ORD ERS A BOVE $5000

FLAT
RIBBON
CABLE

GR A Y
28 gauge

40 conductor
.90/ ft

26 conductor
.60/ft

DA Q08E Q . 3.76
T L06 2 CP - .9 6
TL064 CN _ 1.50
T Lo n · 1.25
LM 201 .75
LM301 n48 .30
LM 30 7 - .3 0
LM308 - .65
LM310 - 1.10
LM 3 11 _ .8 0

LM 3 19 - 1.30
LM 324 - .80
LM339 - .90
LM348 -.90
LF3 51 - .80
LF355 - .90
LM358 - .50
LM36 1 - 1.75
LM370 - 1.60

TOGGLE
SWITCHES

CPU'S &
SUPPORT

CHIPS

LINEAR CIRCUITS

ROM 's
2532 7.95
270 8 3.50
27128 22.50
27 16 + 5V 4.95
2732 7.95
2764 9.95
3628A·3 3,00
633 1 1.95
TPB18S42 3.50
TPB285 166 9 .50
745474 3.9~

• 7643 ·5 3.9 5
825& 5 1.25
815 126 1.95
825 130 1.95
825181 6 95
AM9 214C 2.95

IN4148 (IN914) 15/1 .00
L1411·IR DETECTOR• .•• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .3/ $1.00
FP100PHOTOTRANS .. .. .. .. $ .50
RED LED's .2" e/et.oo
YEL, GREENex AM BER LARGELED's .2'. . 6/$1.00
RED-GREEN BIPOLAR LED $ .90
RED-YELLOW BIPOLAR LED $ .90
MLED92IR LED $ .40
MRDl 4B PHOTO DARL XTOR $ .50
MCT20PTO ISOLATORS $ .Ill
1 WATT ZENERS: 3.3, 4.7, 5.1, 5.6, 6.8,

8.2,9.1, 10, 12, 15, 18, ex 22V 6/ $1.00

8035 4.95
8OSOA 2.75
8085 A 7.50
808 6 22.00
AMD 290 1 8.95
8102 19.95
810 5 6.SO
82 12 1.80
8214 3.60
81 16 1.75
8224 2.25
8226 1.SO
8228 5.SO
8156 8 .95
8237 14.00
8238 3.95
8755 19 .95
82.50 10.95

w~~~~~~p 20KV DIODES
14 PIN -.45 250ma. $1.95
1 ~~: ~ :: :~ DB CONNECTORS
~ ~:~ - ,:f6 089P - . 2 00 D825P- '2 .40
28 PIN _ 1.25 089S - 3.00 DB25S - 3.20
40PIN _ 1. 80 HOOOS- 1.10 HOOD5 - 1.10

SHIFT
REGISTERS
MM 1«:12 1.75
MM 1403 1.75
M M 1404 1.75
M M8J13 2.8J
MM5C66 2.50
MM5C66 2.50
MMf:ffi7 2.50
MM5000 2.50

VISIT OUR NEW RETAIL STORE
LOCATED AT 3101 W. HAMPOEN , ENGLEWOOD , CO 80110

Phnne 781·1589

9V 30MA Sol., Pi nel C5006 . . $12.00
21 /4" 2S o hm Ro und Spel ker C50 01 $1.25
Box of c..ps tat len t 250 p ieces) C46 10 $5.00
T il 122!TIP 122 Tr. nsisto r C6003 . .• 79c lilc h
40 pin Ie Socb t . . C4781 .. 5/$ 1.00
6" N ylon Cable T ies . . .. C6004 . . . • . ... 101$1.00
3. 519545MHZ ccjcr Cryst..I .. •. ... . . . C4035 . . .. 99; u ch
Mini.lt u re COS Cell 20 MEG/500 o hm •. C48 18 . • 2/$ 1.00

Green Glow Neon, . .. . . . . . .. • . . . .. C4451 •• .•••• . 8/$ 2.00
2x:r' Zip 81191 wit h White B~ck C6Q05 . . • 50/$ 2.50

Carbide Drill Bits # 55, 56, 58===- 59, 61,63 Your Choice... .1.29 ea.
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PHASOR PAIN FIELD - Patented and recently developed
inour labs isbeing testedby Gov't tor riot control. Soon tocome
under weaponsrestrictionsasan internal machine. Easily hand
held. Hazardous IF NOTUSEDWITH DISCRETION.
PPF·l PLANS(sold foranimalcontrol) $15.00
INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - Produces a di·
rectiona' field of moderately intense pain to back of head up to
50' . Cigarette pack sizeenclosureiseasily hidden.
IPG-3 PLANS . .. $7.00 IPG·3KKIT& PLANS $44.50
lPG-3D(assembledfor animal control) $59,50
PHASOR STUN/BURNING WAND - Produces sulticient
electrical energycapableof burning t1esh. tntendedas aperson-
aldefensedevice.
PSW·3 PLANS . . $8.00 PSW-3KKIT &PLANS .. $59.50

RUBY LASER RAY PISTOL - Intense visible red. burns.
hazardous, with parts sources.

~~~:6'in(i~c~<i:~ a~..e~~~u~e~~ rie raies · 20-40'~~f7;0~
continuouspower capable ofburning.cutting, hazardous. (with
all part sources) $15.00
LASER RIFLE - Produces 200·3000 pulses of 30 watt opti
calenergy. Portableandeasily hand-held.
LRG·3 PLANS $10.00
LRG·3KKIT PLANS(minusdiode) $129,50
POCKET LASER - For the beginner, visible reo " optical
version" , non ·hazardous.
LHC-2 .. ... $5.00 LH C-2KKIT& PLANS . .. .. $24.50
HIGH POWERED PORTABLE ENERGY SOURCE
FOR LASERS AND MAGNETIC WEAPONS - Explod '

~~S~mAs~~Ck~S8~i>~t M i~~~r;:~~T & PLANS $49.50
PARTICLE BEAM WEAPON - PLANS $15.00

INFINITY XMTR - Uses telephone lines for selectivehome
orofficelisten!ng whileawayon business or vacation.
INF-' PLANS $15.00
SEE IN DARK - Longrange, total darkness .
SO·4 PLANS $10.00
LONG RANGE WIRELESS MIKE - Crystal clearquality

• - miniature.
FBT·7 PLANS. . . $7.00 FBT-7KPLANS & KIT. . . $34.50
WIRE LESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER - Long

~~~ .a5u~~~~tS ·$ 1 0 .00 VWPM·5K PLANS & KIT $34.50

Send for FREE catalogdescriptonof aboveplushundredsmore
plans, kits and completed items. We accept MC or Visaor when
ordering. send checkor money order. Wepay shippingcharges
'Onordersover $50.00. otherwiseinclude 10% with remittance.
SENDTO: SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS

OEPT. RB, BOX 716, AMHERST, N.H. 03031

•

Send for our FREE 1984 catalog
• of electronic components, kit s,

• •• IC's, computer software,
computer periph erals and

•• unique items .

i
I

I
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r STATIC RAMS 
2101 254 a 4 (450ns) 1.95 
5101 256 a 4 (450ns) (cmos) 3.15 
2102.1 1024 a 1 (450ns) .99 
21021-4 1024 z 1 (450ns)(LP) .99 
21021.-2 1024 1 1 (250ns) (LP) 1.411 
2111 256 a 4 (4SOns) 2.49 
2112 2S6 a 4 (450ns) 2.1/9 
2114 1024 a 4 (450ns) 6/9.96 
2114-25 1024 a 4 (250m) 1/10.00 
21141-4 1024 4 (450ns) (LP) 1/12.15 
2114L-3 1024 x 4 (300ns) (LP) 5/13.45 
21141-2 1024 4 (200ns) (LP) 1/13.15 
TCSS14 1024 a 4 (650ns) cmos) 2.49 
TC5516 2048 a 11 (250ns) (Cmo6) 9.15 
2147 4096 1 (55ns) 4.95 
TM54044-4 4096 a 1 (450ns) 3.49 
TM54044.3 4096 a 1 (300ns) 3.99 
TMS4044-2 4096 a 1 (200ns) 4.49 
MK4116 1024 / (250ns) 9.15 
TMM2016-200 2041 a 6 (200ns) 4.15 
TMM2016-150 204$ a 11 (150ns) 4.15 
TMM2016-100 2048 a I (100ns) 6.15 
HM6116-4 2044 all (200ns) (cmos) 4.75 
HM6116-3 2046 x11 (150ns) (cmos) 4.15 
HM6116-2 20411 a 11 (120ns) (cmos) IN 
H11461161P-4 2044 a 1 (200n4) (cmos)(LP) 5.15 
HM6116LP-3 2048 it 1 (150ns) (cmos)(LP) 6.9S 
HM6116LP2 2041 a 1 (120ns) (cmos)(LP) 10.95 
Z-6132 4096 a / (300ns) (Ostal) 34.95 
HM6264 6192 a 9 (ISOns) (cmos) 49.95 , LP Low Power Oslat OuasbSlahc J 

r DYNAMIC RAMS 
TMS4027 4096 1 (25Ons) 1.99 
UP0411 4096 s 1 (300ns) 3.00 
MM5260 4096 a 1 (300ns) 3.00 
MK4106 5192 s 1 (200ns) 1.95 
M115296 5192 a 1 (2SOns) 1.55 
4116-300 16354 a 1 (300ns) 5/11.75 
4116-250 16354 a 1 (250ns) 6/7.15 
4116-200 16354 a I (200ns1 5/12.95 
4116-150 16354 1 (150ns) 5/14.95 
4116.120 16354 a 1 (120ns) 6/21.95 
2115 16354 a 1 (150hs) (5v) 4.95 
MK4332 32765 1 (200ns) 9.95 
4164-200 65536 a 1 (200ns)(5v) 5.95 
4164-150 65536 1 (1SOns)(5.) 6.95 
MCM6665 65536 a 1 (200ns) (S.) 6.95 
TMS4164.15 65536 a 1 (150ns) (Si) 5.95 , SV sm°I. 5 volt supply J 

EPROMS 
1702 256 a I (lus) 4.50 
2708 1024 a / (45Ons) 3.15 
2756 1024 a 1 (450ns) (Sy) 5.95 
2716 204111. I (4SOns) (Sv) 3 95 
2716-1 20.411 a 6 (3SOns) (3v) 5.95 
TMS2516 2046 a 5 (450ns) (Sv) 5.50 
TMS2716 2048 a 1 (4S0ns) 7.15 
TMS2S32 4096 a I (450ns) (5.) 5.15 
2732 4096 a I (450ns)(5v) 4 

' 
9S 

2732-250 4096 6 (250ns)(Sv) 5.95 
2732-200 4096 1 (200ns) (5v) 11.95 
2732A-4 4094 a 9 (450ns) (50(21vPOM) 6.95 
2732A 4096 a 9 (250ns) (SO (21vPOM) 9,95 
2732A-2 4096 a / (200ns) (Sv)(21vPOM) 13.95 
2764 6192 5 (450ns) (Sv) 6.15 
2764-250 1192 a S (250114) (50 7.15 
2764-200 5192 I (200ns)(51) 19.15 
TMS2564 8192 / (4SOns) (5v) 14.13 
MCM61764 9192 1 (450ns) (S.1(24 pin) 39.95 
MCM61766 6192 Ell (350ns) (5.1(24parKy,.an) 42.95 
27125 16384 a 5 (30)ns) (5.) 29115 

`. Singly S Volt Supply 21.110111 PrewaPrewar. H 21 VollJ 

r EPROM ERASERS 
Capacity InNnslly 

Time( CMp (uw/Cmr) 
PE-14 9 5.000 63.00 
PE-14T X 9 5.000 11900 
PE-24T X 12 9.600 175.00 
PL-265T X 30 9.600 25500 
PR-125T X 25 17.00 349.00 

in-320T X 42 17.000 595.004 

6800 
68000 49.95 
6800 2.95 
6502 7 9S 
6403 19 95 
$108 13.90 
61109E 14.95 
6409 11.95 
6.110 2 95 
6620 4.35 
6821 2 95 
6828 14.95 
6840 12.95 
6543 34.95 
6444 25.95 
6645 14.95 
6647 11.95 
6450 3.25 
6552 5.75 
6660 7.95 
6575 6.95 
6550 2.25 
6553 22.95 
65047 2495 
$1488 19.9S 

6100 1MHZ 

68800 10.95' 

68802 22.25 
68809E 29.95 
68809 29.95 
68810 6 93 
63821 6.95 
64840 1991 
68845 19.95 
68850 5 95 

`MOO 2 MHZ J 

6500 
1 MHZ 

6502 4.95 
6504 6.95 
6505 4.95 
6507 9 9S 
6520 4 35 
6522 6.95 
6532 995 
6545 22 50 
6551 11 SS 

2 MHZ 
65024 6.95 
6522A 9.95 
6532A 11.95I 
6545A 2795 
65514 11.9S 

3 MHZ 
5028 9 954 

DISC 1 
CONTROLLERS 
1771 16.95 
1791 24.95 
1793 26.93 
1795 29.95 
1797 49.95 
2791 54.95 
2793 5445 
2795 59.95 
2797 59.95 
11843 34 95 
5272 39.95 
UP076S 39.95 
MB6176 29.95 
M88877 34 95 
1691 17.95. 

11143 15.91 

595 
17.95 
49.95 

3.95 
4.95 

11.95 
24.95 
CALL 
29.95 
69.95 
6.95 
7.95 
6.9S 

29.95 
39.95 
29.9S 
24.95 
24.91 

11.95 
695 

24 95 
2995 
99 95 
1995 
24 95 
3995 
49. MA 

1.10 
3.85 
1.75 
225 
L80 
349 

1995 
21.9S 
449 
4.45 

10.95 
4.49 
6.95 
7.95 
4.49 
5.25 
7.95 
1.95 
6.90 
7.50 

79.95 
39.15 
29.93 
5.95 

1000 
650 
6.50 
S.50 
6 SO 
650 

2500 
49.91 

Z-80 
2.5 Mhz 

280-CPU 3.95 
Z60-CTC 3.95 
280-DART 10.95 
Z60-DMA 14.95 
ZIIO-PIO 3.95 
ZS0-SIOiO 11.95 
ZI10-S10/1 11.09 
Z80-SI012 11.55 
Z80-S1O.9 11.95 

4.0 Mhz 
2110A-CPU 4.49 
ZIOACTC 4.15 
260A-OART 9.95 
Z$04-DMA 12.15 
ZSOA-PIO 4.49 
MA-510'0 12.15 
260ASIO/1 12.15 
Z60A-510/2 12.93 
Z60AS10/11 12.95 

6.0 Mhz 
Z808-CPU 9.15 
26011-CTC 12.95 
Z608PIO 12.95 
2808-DART 11.15 
Z10B-510 2 39.95 

ZILOG 
Z6132 34.95 

`5671 39.9J 

d 
O 
Q 

132 

4164 64K200 
NSMIC 

$595 ¡mmOi 6 2K 200 NSTIC 
$41 5 

Computer managed Inuentory - ulrtually no Bach orders! 
Uery competltlue prices! 
Friendly stall! 
Fast service - most orders 
owed within 24 hours! 

8000 
$035 5.95 
$039 
INS -6060 
INS -6073 
$060 
6065 
5085 * -2 
6066 
6067 
6066 
6069 
6155 
6155 -2 
6156 
$165 
61115 -2 
6741 
6746 

69755 

CRT 
CONTROLLERS 
6545 14.95 
$1845 19 96 
HO46SOSSP 15.95 
/{47 
MC 1372 
64047 
4275 
7220 
CRT5027 
CRT5037 
TMS991/A 

'OPIUM) 

8200 
6202 24.95 
5203 39.95 
5205 3.50 
$212 
6214 
6216 
8224 
8226 

18226 
16237 
5237-5 
8239 
6243 
11250 

1251 
8253 
6253-5 
8255 
5255-5 
6257 
6257-S 
6239 
6259-5 
6271 
8272 
5275 
$279 
6279-5 
6262 
92113 
6264 
6296 
8267 
SUB 

Jr" 

JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue. San Jose. CA 95128 

800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA) 
(408) 995 -5430 Telex 171 -110 

Copyn°M 1983 JDR Mrcrod..rus 
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rCRY STA LS CMOS 32.766 thy 1.95 
1.0 mha 3.95 4000 .29 4524 1.19 
1.6432 3 95 4001 .25 4531 .9S 
2.0 2.95 4002 .25 4532 1.95 
2 097152 2.95 4006 .61 4535 1.95 
2.4576 295 4007 .21 4539 1.95 
327$1 2.95 4008 .93 4541 264 
3 579545 2 95 4009 .39 4543 1.19 
40 2.95 4010 .45 4553 5.79 50 2.95 4011 25 4555 .95 
5 0684 2.95 4012 4556 .95 5.165 2.9S 
5 7143 2.95 
60 2.95 

4013 
4014 

.25 

.35 4581 

.79 4582 
1.95 
1.95 

6 144 2.95 4015 39 4584 .75 
6.5536 295I 4016 .39 4585 .75 
80 2.95 40)7 .69 4702 12.95 

10.0 2.95 4018 .79 74C00 .35 
10.736635 2.95 4019 .39 74CO2 .35 
14.31818 2.95 4020 .7S 74C04 .35 150 2.95 
16.0 2.9S 4021 .71 74C01 .35 

17.430 2.95 4022 .79 74C10 35 
16.0 2.95 4023 .21 74C14 .59 
18.432 2.95 4024 .65 74C20 .35 
20.0 2 95 4025 .29 74C30 .35 
22.1164 295 4026 1.65 74C32 .39 `32-0 29.5A 

4027 .45 74C42 1.29 
4028 .69 74C41 1.99 r UARTS 4029 
4030 

.79 74C73 

.39 74C74 
.65 
.66 AY3-1014 6.95 4034 1.95 74C75 

AYS-1013 3.95 
AY3-1015 6.95 4035 .85 74C63 

.50 
1.95 

PT1472 9.95 4040 .7S 74C55 1.1S 

TRI602 3.95 4041 .75 74C56 .39 
2350 9.95 4042 .69 74C19 4.50 
2651 8 95 4043 .55 74C90 1.19 
1946402 7.95 4044 .79 74C93 1.75 
1416403 8.95 4046 .55 74C95 .99 
INS11250 10.95 4047 .95 74C107 .119 

GENERATORS 4049 .35 74C ISO 5.75 

BIT-RATE 4050 .35 74C 151 2.25 
MC14411 11.95 4051 .71 74C154 3.25 
8111941 11 95 4053 .79 74C157 1.75 
4702 12 9S 4060 .69 74C160 1.19 
COMSO16 1695 4066 .31 74C 161 1.19 
COM6116 10.95 4065 .39 74C 162 1.19 
M1,45307 10 95 4069 .29 74C163 1.19 

FUNCTION 4070 .35 74C164 1.31 
MC4024 395 4071 .29 74C 165 2.00 
LMS66 1.49 4072 .29 74C173 .71 
XR2206 3.75 4073 .29 74C 174 1.19 .031 3 9 4075 .29 74C175 1.19 

4076 .79 74C192 1.41 

MISC. 1 
4078 
4011 

.29 74C193 

.29 74C19S 
1.41 
1.31 

UPD7201 29 95 4042 .29 74C200 5.75 
TMS99532 29 95 4065 .95 74C221 1.75 
ULN2003 2.49 4066 .95 74C244 2.25 
3242 7.95 4093 .49 74C373 2.45 
3341 4.95 4098 2.49 74C374 2.45 MC3470 4.95 4099 1.95 74C901 .39 MC3460 9.00' 14409 12.95 74C902 11C90 13.151 
951190 7.151 14410 12.95 74C103 

./S 

.115 

2513-001 UP 9.115: 
013-002 LOW 9.9 

14411 
14412 

11.95 74C905 
12.15 74C101 

10.5S 
.15 

14419 7.15 74C907 1.00 
14433 14.15 74C9011 2.00 

CLOCK 4502 .95 74C909 2.75 

CIRCUITS 4503 .65 74C910 9.95 

MM5314 4.95 4501 1.95 74C911 1.15 

MM5369 3.95 4510 .15 74C912 8.95 
MM537S 4.95 4511 .55 74C914 1.95 
MM55167 12.95 4512 .55 74C915 1.19 
MMS/174 11.95 4514 1.25 74C915 2.75 

`SM5632 3954 4515 1.79 74C920 17.95 
4516 1.55 74C921 15.95 
4511 74C122 4-49 r KEYBOARD 1 4519 

.119 

.39 74C923 4.95 
CHIPS 4520 .79 74C125 S.95 

AY5-2376 11.95 4522 1.25 74C926 7.95 
AYS -3600 11.95 4526 1.25 74C925 7 95 

,AYS -3100 PRO 11.931 A.4527 1.95 74C929 19 95, 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 
HOURS: M -W -F. 9 -5 T -Th.. 9 -9 Sat. 10- 
PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS Mrmmum order $10 For smppn9 ana nanOUn° mu 
52 50 for UPS Ground and 53 SO for UPS Au Orden ova. 1 lo a 
torefgn order may ramre adanonAl shrppn° char° - PNa 
contact our sales department for the amount CA reuaanls mu. 
rncfude 6' talas tad Bay Area and LA r.srdenls mcluO 6 Pnc 
suolecl to chan°. without not, We re not r.spona.Dle f 
typo°ptncal errors We reserve th..0 1 to Iml °Wnhtre. and 1 

subHaut. manufacturer All marchand,.. suold 10 poor sale 

I

I STATIC RAMS
32.768 khz 1.952101 256.4 (450nl) 1.95 1702 256.8 (l uI ) 4.50 1.0 mhz 3.95 4000 .29 4528 1.195101 256.4 (450nl) (cmes) 3.95 2708 1024 • 8 (450nl) 3.95 1.8432 3.95 4001 .25 4531 .952102-1 1024.1 (450nl) .89

2758 1024.8 (450nl) (5Y) 5.95 2.0 2.95 4002 .25 4532 1.952102L-4 1024.1 (450nl) (LP) .99
2716 2048.8 (450nl) (5Y) 3.95 2.097152 2.95 4006 .89 4538 1.952102L-2 1024.1 (250nl) (LP) 1.49

2111 256 x 4 (450nl) 2.49 2716-1 2048.8 (350nl) (5Y) 5.95 2.4576 2.95 4007 .29 4539 1.95
2112 256 • 4 (450nl) 2.99 TMS2516 2048.8 (450nl) (5Y) 5.50 3.2768 2.95 4008 .95 . 4541 2.64

3.579545 2.95 4009 .39 4543 1.192114 1024 • 4 (450nl) 8/9.95 TMS2716 2048.8 (450nl) 7.95 4.0 2.952114-25 1024.4 (250nl) 8/10 .95 TMS2532 4096.8 (450nl) (5Y) 5.95 4010 .45 4553 5.79
5.0 2.952114L -4 1024.4 (450nl) (LP) 8/12 .95 2732 4096.8 (450nl) (5Y) 4.95 5.0688 2.95

4011 .25 4555 .95
2114L -3 1024.4 (300nl) (LP) 8/13.45 2732-250 4096.8 (250nl) (5Y) 8.95 5.185 2.95 4012 .25 4556 .95
2114L-2 1024.4 (200nl) ILP) 8/13 .95 2732-200 4096.8 (200nl) (5Y) 11.95 5.7143 2.95 4013 .38 4581 . 1.95
TC5514 1024.4 (650nl) cmos) 2.49 2732A-4 4096.8 (450nl) (5Y)(21vPGM) 6.95 6.0 2.95 4014 .79 4582 1.95TC5516 2048 • 8 (250nl) (cmes) 9.95 2732A 4096.8 (250nl) (5Y)(21YPGM) 9.95 6.144 2.95 4015 .39 4584 .752147 4096.1 (55nl) 4.95 2732A-2 4096.8 (200nl) (5Y)(21YPGM) 13.95 6.5536 2.95 4016 .39 4585 .75TMS4044-4 4096 • 1 (450nl) 3.49

2764 8192 • 8 (450nl) (5Y) 6.95 8.0 2.95 4017 .69 4702 12.95TMS4044-3 4096 • 1 (300nl) 3.99
TMS4044-2 4096 x 1 (200nl) 4.49 2764-250 8192.8 (250nl) (5Y) 7.95 10.0 2.95 4018 .79 74COO .35
MK4118 1024 • 8 (250nl) 9.95 2764-200 8192.8 (200nl) (5Y) 19.95 10.738635 2.95 4019 .39 74C02 .35
TMM2016 -200 2048.8 (200nl) 4.15 TMS2564 8192. 8 (45Onl) (5Y) 14.95 14.31818 2.95 4020 .75 74C04 .3515.0 2.95TMM2016-150 2048 x 8 (150nl) 4.95 MCM68764 8192 • 8 (450nl) (5Y)(24 pin) 39.95 16.0 2.95 4021 .79 74C08 .35TMM2016 -100 2048 x 8 (100nl) 6.15 MCM68766 8192.8 (350nl) (5Y)(24pIn)(pwr drL) 42.95 17.430 2.95 4022 .79 74Cl0 .35HM6116-4 2048 x 8 (200nl) (emes) 4.75 27128 16384.8 (300nl) (5Y) 29.95 18.0 2.95 4023 .29 74C14 .59HM6116-3 2048.8 (150nl) (cmcs) 4.95

18.432 2.95 4024 .65 74C20 .35HM6116-2 2048 x 8 (120nl) (emos) 8.95 5y =Single 5 Volt Supply 21YPGM =Program .t 21 Volil
HM6116LP-4 2048 • 8 (200nl) (cmol)(LP) 5.95 20.0 2.95 4025 .29 74C30 .35
HM6116LP-3 2048.8 (150nl) (cmol)(LP) 6.95 22.1184 2.95 4026 1.65 74C32 .39
HM6116LP -2 2048.8 (120nl) (cmol)(LP) 10.95 EPROM ERASERS 32.0 2.95

4027 .45 74C42 1.29Z-6132 4096 x 8 (300nl) (Ollal) 34.95 4028 .69 74C48 1.99HM6264 8192.8 (150nl) (emos) 49 .95 Capacity Inlenllty
4029 .79 74C73 .65LP =Low Power Ollal =Ouall-Slallc Timer Chip (uW/Cm') UARTS

9 8,000 AY3-1014 6.95
4030 .39 74C74 .65

9 8,000 AY5-1013 3.95 4034 1.95 74C76 .80

DYNAMIC RAMS 12 9,600 AY3-1015 6.95 4035 .85 74C83 1.95
30 9,600 PT1472 9.95 4040 .75 74C85 1.95TMS4027 4096.1 (250nl) 25 17,000 TR1602 3.95 4041 .75 74C86 .39UPD411 4096. 1 (300nl) 42 17,000 2350 9.95 4042 .69 74C89 4.50MM5280 4096.1 (300nl)

2651 8.95 4043 .85 74C90 1.19MK4108 8192.1 (200nl)
MM5298 8192. 1 (250nl) IM6402 7.95 4044 .79 74C93 1.75
4116-300 16384.1 (300nl) IM6403 8.95 4046 .85 74C95 .99
4116-250 16384.1 (250nl) INS8250 10.95 4047 .95 74Cl07 .894116-200 16384.1 (200nl) GENERATORS 4049 .35 74C150 5.754116-150 16384.1 (150nl)

BIT-RATE 4050 .35 74C151 2.254116-120 16384.1 (120nl)
2118 16384.1 (150nl) (5Y) MC14411 11.95 4051 .79 74C154 3.25
MK4332 32768.1 (200nl) BR1941 11.95 4053 .79 74C157 1.75
4164-200 65536.1 (200nl) (5Y) 4702 12.95 4060 .89 74C160 1.19
4164-150 65536.1 (150nl) (5Y) COM5016 16.95 4066 .39 74C161 1.19MCM6665 65536.1 (200nl) (5Y) COM8116 10 .95 4068 .39 74C162 1.19TMS4164-15 65536.1 (150nl) (5Y) MM5307 10.95 4069 .29 74C163 1.19

5V =lingle 5 vott lupply FUNCTION 4070 .35 74C164 1.39
MC4024 3.95 4071 .29 74C165 2.00

6800 6500 Z-80
LM566 1.49 4072 .29 74C173 .79
XR2206 3.75 4073 .29 74C174 1.19

68000 49.95 1 MHZ 5.95 8202 24.95 2.5 Mhz 8038 3.95 4075 .29 74C175 1.196800 2.95 6502 4.95 5.95 8203 39 .956504 6.95 4076 .79 74C192 1.496802 7.95 17.95 8205 3.50 Z80-CPU 3.95
6803 19.95 6505 8.95 49.95 zaO-CTC 3.95 MISC.

4078 .29 74C193 1.49
6507 9.95 8212 1.80

4081 .29 74C195 1.396808 13.90 3.95 8214 zaO-DART 10.95
6809E 14.95 6520 4.35 4.95

3.85
UPD7201 29.95 4082 .29 74C200 5.756522 6.95 8216 1.75 Z80-DMA 14.956809 11.95 11.95 8224 2.25 Z80-PIO 3.95 TMS99532 29.95 4085 .95 74C221 1.756810 2.95 6532 9.95 24.95 ULN2003 2.49 74C244 2.256545 . 22.50 8226 1.80 Z80-SIO/0 11.95 4086 .956820 4.35

6551 11.85 CALL
8228 3.49 3242 7.95 4093 .49 74C373 2.456821 2.95 29.95 Z80-SIO/l 11.95 3341 4.952MHZ 4098 2.49 74C374 2.456828 14.95 6502A 6.95 89.95 8237 19.95 Z80-SIO/2 11.95 MC3470 4.956840 12.95 6522A 9.95 6.95 8237-5 21.95 Z80-SIO/9 11.95 MC3480 9.00

4099 1.95 74C901 .39
6843 34.95 6532A 11.95 7.95 8238 4.49

4.0 Mhz llC90 13.95 14409 12.95 74C902 .85
6844 25.95 6545A 27.95 6.95 8243 4.45

95H90 7.95 14410 12.95 74C903 .856845 . 14.95 6551A 11.95 29.95 8250 10.95 Z80A-CPU 4.49 2513-001 UP 9.95 14411 11.95 74C905 10.956847 11.95 3MHZ 39.95 8251 4.49 Z80A·CTC 4.95 2513-002 LOW 9.95 14412 12.95 74C906 .956850 3.25 6502B 9.95 29.95 8253 6.95 Z80A·DART 9.95 14419 7.95 74C907 1.006852 5.75 24.95 8253-5 7.95
6860 7.95 24.95 8255 4.49 Z80A-DMA 12.95 14433 14.95 74C908 2.00
6875 6.95 DISC 8255 -5 5.25 Z80A-PIO 4.49 CLOCK 4502 .95 74C909 2.75
6880 2.25 CONTROLLERS

CRT 8257 7.95 Z80A-SIO/0 12.95
CIRCUITS 4503 .65 74C910 9.956883 22.95 1771 16.95 8257-5 8.95 Z80A-SIO/l 12.95 4508 1.95 74C911 8.9568047 24.95 1791 24.95 CONTROLLERS 8259 6.90 Z80A-S IOI2 12.95

MM5314 4.95
MM5369 4510 .85 74C912 8.9568488 19.95 1793 26.95 6845 14.95 8259-5 7.50 Z80A-SIO/9 12 .95

3.95
4511 .85 74C914 1.956800 =lMHZ 1795 29.95 68B45 19.96 8271 79.95 MM5375 4.95

1797 49.95 6.0 Mhz MM58167 12.95 4512 .85 74C915 1.1968BOO 10.95 HD46505SP 15.95 8272 39.95
68B02 22.25 2791 54.95 6847 11.95 8275 29.95 zaOB-CPU 9.95 MM58174 11.95 4514 1.25 74C918 2.75

2793 54.95 8279 8.95 MSM5832 3.95 4515 1.79 74C920 17.9568B09E 29.95 2795 59.95 MC1372 6.95
8279-5 10.00

zaOB-CTC 12.95
68B09 29.95 2797 59.95 68047 24.95 Z80B-PIO 12.95 4516 1.55 74C921 15.95
68Bl0 6.95 6843 34.95 8275 29.95 8282 6.50

Z80B-DART 19.95 4518 .89 74C922 4.498283 6.5068B21 6.95 8272 39.95 7220 99.95 8284 5.50 Z80B-SIO/2 39.95 4519 .39 74C923 4.95
88B40 19.95 UPD765 39.95 CRT5027 19.95 8286 6.50 4520 .79 74C925 5.95MB8876 29.95 ZILOG68B45 19.95 MB8877 34.95 CRT5037 24.95 8287 6.50 4522 1.25 74C926 7.95
68B50 5.95 1691 17.95 TMS9918A 39.95 8288 25.00 Z6132 34.95 4526 1.25 74C928 7.95

68BOO =2 MHZ 2143 18.95 DP8350 49.95 8289 49.95 Z8671 39.95 4527 1.95 74C929 19.95
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SOUND 1 
CHIPS 

76477 3.95 
76488 5.95 
76489 8.95 
AY3 -8910 12.95 
AY3 -8912 12.95 

1MC3340 1.41.A 

7.95 
2.20 
2.20 
220 

.9S 
95 
.9S 
.95 
.79 

2.45 
1995 
19.95 

1.95 
1 90 
1.90 
689 
6.95 
2.45 
2.15 
7.95 
1.95 
2.95 
4.95 
4.95 
4.95 

1525 
2.95 
2.9_A 

.49 

.45 

.45 

.45 
so 

4.65 
.60 

1.75 
1.20 
1.35 

.SS 

.55 
1.2S 

.75 

.55 
1.6S 

85 
.69 
.69 
.65 
.85 

1.00 
2.93 
1.6s 

.75 

.69 

.69 
.76 

2.25 
2.00 
2.00 
1.15 
.79 
.79 
.85 
.65 
.7S 

1.3S 
1.35 
1.35 
1.2S 
2.2S 
1.93 
1.25 

.76 

.65 

.65 

.6S 
1.3S 

CONNECTORS, 
RS232 Male 2.50 
RS232 Fmal 3.25 
RS232 Hood 1.25 ( -100 ST 3.91 

EXAR 

XR 

2206 3.75 
R 2207 3.75 
R 2208 3.75 
R 2211 5.25 
R 2240 3.2 

r INTERSIL 
IC17106 9.95 
ICL7107 12.95 
IC17660 2.95 
ICL8038 3 95 
ICM7207A 5.59 

LCM7208 15j11 

1 00 
2 SO 

395 
9 95 

75 
1 SO 

19SA 

CENTRONICS 
IDCEN34 Ribbon Cabke 34 Pin Maio 89 
IOCEN34 F Ribbon Cabo 36 Pin Fml 8 9S 
CEN36 Sdar Cup 34 Pin Make 7.9S/ 

1 
2.9S 
8.25 
5.95 
1.95 
2.95 

2ÍÍ9 4,0.s 9/$995 2ÍI4 oxs O/$1O°5 
74LS00 

741 SOO 

741801 
741 502 
741503 
711504 
741 SOS 
741506 
741509 
741510 
741.511 
741512 
741513 
741514 
7/1S15 
741520 
741521 
741522 
741S26 
741527 
741.528 
741.530 
741532 
741533 
741.537 
741538 
741540 
741542 
74L547 
741348 
741549 
741851 
74L554 
741555 
711563 
741873 
741574 
741.575 
741378 
741376 
741583 
741 S65 
741586 
711590 
741591 
741592 
741593 
741595 
741 596 
741 4107 
7415109 
7415112 
7415113 
711511/ 
7418122 
7418123 
7115121 
7415125 
7415126 
741.5132 
7415133 
7415136 
7415137 
7415138 
7415139 
74LS145 
741.5147 
7415146 
7115151 
7415153 
7418151 
7418155 
741.3156 
7415157 
741. 4156 
7415160 
7.1S161 
7415162 
7418163 
741.5161 
7415165 
7415166 
7413168 
7114169 

,418170 

.24 7415173 .69 
25 7415174 .55 
25 7413175 .55 
.25 7415181 2.1S 
.24 7415169 8.95 
.25 7415190 .89 
.28 7415191 .69 
.29 7415192 .79 
.25 7415193 .79 
.35 7415194 .69 
.35 7415195 .69 
.45 7415196 .79 
S9 7415197 .79 
3S 7415221 .$9 
25 7415240 .95 
29 7415241 .99 
.25 7415242 .99 
29 7415243 .99 
.29 7415244 1.29 
.35 7415245 1.49 
.25 7415247 .75 
.29 7415248 .99 
.SS 7415249 .99 
.35 7415251 .59 
.35 7415253 .59 
.25 7415257 .59 
.49 7415256 .59 
.75 7415259 2.75 
.75 7413260 .59 
.75 7415266 .55 
25 7415273 1.49 
29 741.5275 3.35 
.21 7413279 49 

125 7415210 1.94 
.39 7415283 .69 
.35 7415290 .69 
.39 7415293 .89 
.39 7415295 .99 
49 7415296 
.60 7415299 
.69 7415323 
.39 7415324 
.SS 7415352 
.119 7415353 
SS 7415363 

.55 7415364 

.7s 7415365 
6f 7415366 
39 7413367 
39 7415366 

.39 7415373 

.39 7415374 

.39 7415375 

.45 7415377 

.79 7415378 
2.90 7415379 

49 7415385 
49 7415386 
59 7415390 

.59 7415393 

.39 741.5395 

.99 7415399 

.55 7415424 

.55 741S447 
1.20 7415490 
2.49 7415624 
1.35 7415640 

.55 7415645 

.55 74156611 
1.90 7415669 

69 7415670 
69 7415674 
65 7415682 
59 7415683 

.69 7415684 
65 7415685 
69 7415686 
65 
69 
.95 

1.9S 
1.75 
1.75 
1.49 

.89 
1.7S 
3.50 
1.75 
1.29 
1.29 
1.35 
1.95 
.49 
.49 
.45 
.45 

1.39 
1.39 
.95 

1.39 
1.16 
1.35 
3.90 

.45 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.49 
2.95 

.95 
1.95 
3.99 
2.20 
2.20 
1.69 
1.89 
1.49 

14.95 
3.20 
3.20 
3.20 
3.20 
2.40 

7415689 3.20 
811595 1.49 
811596 1.49 
611597 1.49 
81159$ 1.49 
25152521 2.60 
25152569 4.25 

74500 
74502 
74503 
74501 
74506 
74508 
74509 
74510 
74511 
74515 
74S20 
74522 
74530 
74532 
74S37 
74538 
71540 
74551 
74564 
74565 
74574 
74585 
74586 
745112 
745113 

4511/ 
45124 

74S00 
.32 745132 1.24 745225 
.35 745133 .45 745240 
.35 745134 .S0 745241 
.35 745135 .69 745244 
.35 74S136 .65 745251 
.35 745139 .65 745253 
.40 745140 .55 745257 
.35 745151 .95 745258 
.35 745153 .95 745260 
.3S 743157 95 745273 
.3S 745156 .95 745274 
.35 745161 1.95 745275 
.3S 745162 1.95 745280 
.40 745163 1.95 745287 
.511 745168 395 745268 
.65 745169 3.95 745289 
.35 745174 .95 745301 
.35 745175 .95 745373 
.40 745161 3.95 745374 
.40 745182 2.95 745381 
.50 745188 1.9S 745387 

1.99 745169 6.95 745412 
.50 74S194 1.49 745471 
.50 745195 1.49 748472 
.50 745196 1.49 745474 
55 745197 1.49 745472 

275 745201 6.95 745570 
745571 

INTERFACE 
8726 1.59 
6728 1.69 
8795 .69 
8796 .89 
8797 .69 
8798 .69 
DM6131 2.95 
DP8304 2.29 
DS8833 2.25 
D58835 1.99 
D58836 .99 
D 56837 1.65 
058636 1.30 

FEDERAL EXPRESS 

SERVICES 

AVAILABLE! 

r VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 

76051 75 7905T 85 

711MOSC .35 790111 85 
76061 .75 79127 85 
78121 .75 791ST es 
76151 .75 79241 .e3 
7824T .75 7905K 1.49 
7605K 1.39 7912K 1.49 
7612K 1.39 791SK 1.49 
7615K 1.39 7924K 1.49 
7824K 1,39 79L0S .79 
76105 .69 79112 .79 
76112 .69 79115 .79 
78115 .69 161323K 4.95 
7SHOSK 9.95 UA78S40 1.95 
70112K 9.95 

C. T TO-220 K TO-3 

L. L TO-92 

4112 

VISIT DURING 
OUR EXPANDED 

RETAIL STORE HOURS 

SATURDAY 10 tO 3 

IC SOCKETS 
1.99 100 

8 pin ST .13 .11 
14 pin ST .15 .12 
16 pin ST .17 .13 
1e On ST .20 .18 
20 pn ST .29 .27 
22 pin ST .30 27 
24 pin ST 30 .27 
28 pn ST .40 .32 
40 pn ST .49 .39 
64 pn ST 4.25 call 

ST SOLDERTAIL 
8 pin WW 59 .49 

14 pin WW 69 S2 
16 pin WW .69 .58 
18 pn WW .99 90 
20 pin WW 1 09 .96 
22 pin WW 1 39 1.28 
24 pin WW 1 49 1.35 
28 pn WW 1.69 1.49 
40 pin WW 1.99 1.60 

WW WIREWRAP 
16 pn ZIF 5.95 call 
24 pin ZIF 7.95 call 
29 pin ZIF 8.95 call 

ZIF - TEXTOOL 
(Zero Insertion Force) 

9316 
9334 
9368 
9401 

9601 
9602 
96502 

socio 

LED DISPLAYS 
HP 5062.7760 .43 
MAN 72 3 

MAN 74 T 
FND -357 (359) .375 
FND500 (S03) S" 
FND -S07 (510) S` 
7I1.-311 4a7 .270- 

L. 

CC 
CA 
CC 
CC 
CC 
CA 

HEX WiLOGIC 

1.29 
99 
.99 

1.25 
1.49 
1.49 
9.95 

LINEAR 
114301 34 LM340 Ow* 7800) 
LM301H .79 LM348 .99 
111307 .45 1161350K 4.95 
L54308 .69 LM3S0T 4.60 
1.14308H 1.15 LM358 .69 
L51309H 1.95 154359 1.79 
151309K 1.25 111376 3.75 
1M310 1.75 1M377 1.95 
LM311 .64 1.164378 2.50 
LM311H .69 114379 4 SO 

1M312H 1.75 1A1360 .89 
1.11.1317K 3.95 LM360N-8 1.10 
L513/77 1.19 1M361 1.60 
1.1,13111 1.49 161312 1.60 
151316H 1.59 161383 1.95 
LM319H 1.90 LM384 1.95 LM741H 
LM719 1.25 1M386 .89 151747 
LM320(we 7900) LM387 1.40 114746 
1111322 1.65 114389 1.35 1611014 
151323K 4.95 LM390 1.9S 1141303 
164 324 .59 161392 .69 1611310 
161329 .65 LM393 1.29 MC1330 
LM331 3.95 1M394H 4.60 MC1349 
111334 1.19 114399H 5.00 14C1350 
LM335 1.40 NE531 2.95 MC1358 
LM336 1.75 NESSS .34 MC1372 
LM337K 3.95 NESS6 .65 1511414 
LM3377 1.95 NESS8 1.50 1611458 
11.1336K 6.95 NE561 24.95 1611468 
161339 .99 NES61 2.95 1611459 

LM1496 
T=70.220 

1.54566 
LM567 
NES70 
NE571 
NE590 
NE592 
LM709 
LM710 
1.14711 
161723 
LM723H 
L61733 
114741 
LM741N-14 35 

99 LM1558H 
1.49 LM1600 

e9 LM1812 
3.95 1611630 
2.95 LM1871 
2.50 1611872 
2.75 1611677 

S9 LM1889 
.75 1611896 
.79 ULN2003 
.49 1612877 
.55 LM2678 
.98 LM2900 
.35 LM2901 

L613900 
40 161390% 
69 LM3909 
59 1613911 

1.19 LM3914 
1.95 LM3915 
1.49 LM3916 
1.69 MC4024 
1 89 MC4044 
1 19 RC4136 
1.69 RC41S1 
6.95 LM4250 
1.59 LM4500 

.59 RC4558 
69 LM13080 
69 LM13600 
.85 LM13700 

K TO-3 H TO.S CAN 

ALL ERCNANDI 

3.10 
2.37 
8.25 
3.50 
5.49 
5.49 
3.25 
1.95 
1.75 
2.49 
2.05 
2.25 
.65 

1 00 
.59 

1.2S 
.98 

2.25 
3 95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
4.50 
1.25 
3.95 
1.75 
3.25 

.69 
1.29 
1.49 
1.49 

7400 
7401 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7407 
7408 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7413 
7414 
7416 
7417 
7420 
7421 
7425 
7427 
7430 
7432 
7437 
743e 
7442 
7445 
7446 
7447 
7448 
7451 
7473 
7474 
7475 
7476 
7482 
7463 
7485 
7486 
7489 
7490 
7492 
7493 
7495 
7497 
74100 
74107 
74109 
74116 
74121 

`4122 

7400 
.19 74123 
.19 74125 
.19 74126 
.11 74132 
.19 74136 
.25 74143 
.29 74145 
.29 74147 
.24 74148 
.19 74150 
.19 74151 
.2S 74153 
.35 74154 
.49 74155 
.25 74157 
.25 74159 
.19 74160 
.35 74161 
.29 74163 
.29 74164 
.19 74165 

74166 
.29 74167 
.29 74170 
.49 74173 
.69 74174 
69 74175 
69 74177 
69 74181 
23 74164 
.34 74185 
33 74191 
45 74192 
.35 74193 
.95 74194 
.SO 74195 
.59 74197 
.35 74196 

2.15 74221 
.35 74246 
.S0 74247 
.35 74259 
.55 74273 

2.75 74278 
1.75 74279 
.30 74366 
.45 74367 

1.55 74366 
.29 74393 
.45 

.29 

RCA 
CA 3023 2.75 
CA 3039 1.29 
CA 3046 1.25 
CA 3059 2.90 
CA 3060 2.90 
CA 3065 1.75 
CA 3080 1.10 
CA 3081 1.65 

CA 3160 

CA 3082 
CA 3083 
CA 3086 
CA 3089 
CA 3096 
CA 3130 
CA 3140 
CA 3146 

1.19 

11494 
11496 
11497 
75107 
75110 
75150 
75154 
75166 
75189 

TI 
4.20 
1.65 
3.25 
1.49 
1.95 
1.9S 
1.95 
1.25 
1.25 

75494 

TL071 
11072 
11074 
TL0e1 
11082 
TL063 

DATA ACQUISITION 
ADC0800 15.55 DAC0608 
ADC0804 3.49 DAC1020 
ADC0809 4.49 DAC1022 
ADC0817 9.95 MC1408L6 
DAC0800 4.95 MC140811 

100% GUARANTEED 
c Copynpnl 1983 JOR Microde...ce 
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75365 
75450 
75451 
75452 
75453 
75454 
75491 
75492 
75493 

89 

BI FET 

1.65 
1.55 
.80 

2.59 
3.49 
1.30 
1.1S 
1.85 

1.95 
.59 
.39 
.39 
.39 
.39 
79 

.79 

.69 

.79 T1084 2.19 
1.19 LF347 2.19 
2.19 

.79 
1.19 
1.19 

LF357 

LF351 .60 
LF353 1.00 
LF3S5 1.10 
LF356 1.10 

1.40 

DIP 
SWITCHES 

4 POSITION .65 
5 POSITION 
6 POSITION 
7 POSITION 
6 POSITION 

.90 

.90 

.95 

.95 

E 

133 

VOLTAGE
74L500 .24 74LS173 .69 74500 .32 74S132 1.24 745225 7.95 REGULATORS 7400 .19 74123 .49
74L501 .25 74LS174 .55 74502 .35 74S 133 .45 745240 2.20 7401 .19 74125 .45
74L502 .25 74LS175 .55 74503 .35 745134 .50 745241 2.20 7605T .75 7905T .65 7402 .19 74126 .45
74L503 .25 74LS181 2.15 74504 .35 745135 .89 745244 2.20 78M05C .35 7908T .85 7403 .19 74132 .45
74L504 .24 74LS189 8.95 74505 .35 745138 .85 745251 .95

7808T .75 7912T .85 7404 .19 74136 .5074508 .35 74S139 .85 745253 .9574L505 .25 74LS190 .89
74509 .40 745140 .55 745257 .95 7812T .75 7915T .85 7405 .25 74143 4.95

74L508 .28 74LS191 .89 74S10 .35 745151 .95 745258 .95 7815T .75 7924T .85 7406 .29 74145 .80
74L509 .29 74LS192 .79 74511 .35 74S153 .95 745260 .79 7824T .75 7407 .29 74147 1.75
74L510 .25 74LS193 .79 74515 .35 74S157 .95 745273 2.45

7905K 1.49 7408 .24 74148 1.20
74L511 .35 74LS194 .69 74520 .35 745158 .95 745274 19.95 7805K 1.39 7912K 1.49 7409 .19 74150 1.35
74L512 .35 74LS195 .69 74522 .35 74S161 1.95 745275 19.95 7812K 1.39 7915K 1.49 7410 .19 74151 .55
74L513 .45 74LS196 .79 74530 .35 74S162 1.95 745280 1.95 7815K 1.39 7924K 1.49 7411 .25 74153 .55
74L514 .59 74LS197 .79 74532 .40 74S163 1.95 745287 1.90 7824K 1.39 79L05 .79 7413 .35 74154 1.25
74L515 .35 74LS221 .89 74537 .88 74S168 3.95 745288 1.90 78L05 .69 79L12 .79 7414 .49 74155 .75
74L520 .25 74L5240 .95 74538 .85 74S169 3.95 745289 6.89 78L12 .69 79L15 .79 7416 .25 74157 .55
74L521 .29 74LS241 .99 74540 .35 745174 .95 745301 6.95 78L15 .69 7417 .25 74159 1.65
74L522 .25 74L5242 .99 74551 .35 745175 .95 745373 2.45 LM323K 4.95 7420 .19 74160 .85
74L526 .29 74LS243 .99 74564 .40 745181 3.95 74S374 2.45 78H05K 9.95 UA78540 1.95 7421 .35 74161 .69
74L527 .29 74L5244 1.29 74565 .40 745182 2.95 74S381 7.95 78H12K 9.95 7425 .29 74163 ' .6974574 .50 74S188 1.95 745387 1.9574L528 .35 74L5245 1.49 74585 1.99 74S189 6.95 745412 2.98 C, T =TO-220 K =TO-3 7427 .29 74164 .85
74L530 .25 74L5247 .75 74586 .50 74S194 1.49 745471 4.95 L =TO-92 7430 .19 74165 .85
74L532 .29 74L5248 .99 745112 .50 74S195 1.49 745472 4.95 7432 .29 74166 1.00
74L533 .55 74L5249 .99 745113 .50 74S196 1.49 745474 4.95 IC SOCKETS 7437 .29 74167 2.95
74L537 .35 74L5251 .59 745114 .55 745197 1.49 745482 15.25 7438 .29 74170 1.65
74L538 .35 74L5253 .59 74S124 2.75 745201 6.95 745570 2.95 1-99 100 7442 .49 74173 .75
74LS40 .25 74L5257 .59 745571 2.95 .13 .11 7445 .69 74174 .89
74L542 .49 74L5258 .59 .15 .12 7446 .69 74175 .89
74L547 .75 74LS259 2.75 INTERFACE .17 .13 7447 .69 74177 .75
74L548 .75 74L5280 .59 8T26 1.59

;20 .18 7448 .69 74181 2.25
74L549 .75 74LS266 .55 8T28 1.89 .29 .27 7451 .23 74184 2.00
74L551 .25 74LS273 1.49 8T95 .89 .30 .27 7473 .34 74185 2.00
74L554 .29 74L5275 3.35 8T96 .89 .30 .27 7474 .33 74191 1.15
74L555 .29 74LS279 .49 8T97 .89

.40 .32 7475 .45 74192 .79
74L563 1.25 74L5280 1.98 8T98 .89

.49 .39 7476 .35 74193 .79
74L573 .39 74L5283 .69 2.95

64 pin 5T 4.25 call 7482 .95 74194 .85
74L574 .35 74L5290 .89

OM8131 5T =SOLOERTAIL 7483OP8304 2.29 .50 74195 .85
74L575 .39 74L5293 .89 8 plnWW .59 .49 7485 .59 74197 .75
74L576 .39 74L5295 .99

058833 2.25 14 pin WW .69 .52 7486 1.35058835 1.99 .35 74198
74L578 .49 74L5298 .89 16 pin WW .69 .58 7489 2.15 74221 1.35
74L583 .60 74LS299 1.75

058836 .99 18 pin WW .99 .90 7490 74246 1.35058837 1.65 .35
74L585 .69 74L5323 3.50 20 pin WW 1.09 .98 7492 .50 74247 1.25
74L586 .39 74L5324 1.75

058838 1.30 22plnWW 1.39 1.28 7493 74259 2.25.35
74L590 .55 74L5352 1.29 24 pin WW 1.49 1.35 7495 .55 74273 1.95
74L591 .89 74L5353 1.29 SOUND 28 pin WW 1.69 1.49 7497 2.75 74276 1.25
74L592 .55 74LS363 1.35 CHIPS 40 pin WW 1.99 1.80 74100 1.75 74279 .75
74L593 .55 74L5364 1.95 76477 3.95 WW =WIREWRAP 74107 .30 74366 .65
74L595 .75 74L5365 .49 76488 5.95 16 pin ZIF 5.95 call 74109 .45 74367 .65
74L596 .89 74L5366 .49 76489 8.95 24 pin ZIF 7.95 call 74116 1.55 74368 .65
74L5107 .39 74L5367 .45 AY3-8910 12.95 28 pin ZIF 8.95 call 74121 .29 74393 1.35
74L5109 .39 74L5368 .45 AY3-8912 12.95 ZIF =TEXTOOL 74122 .45
74LS112 .39 74LS373 1.39 MC3340 1.49 (Zero Insertion Force)
74L5113 .39 74LS374 1.39
74LS114 .39 74LS375 .95 RCA74LS122 .45 74LS377 1.39
74L5123 .79 74LS378 1.18 LM301 .34 LM340(see 7800) LM565 .99 LM1558H 3.10 CA 3023 2.75 CA 3082
74LS124 2.90 74LS379 1.35 LM301H .79 LM348 .99 LM566 1.49 LM1800 2.37 CA 3039 1.29 CA 3083
74L5125 .49 74LS385 3.90 LM307 .45 LM350K 4.95 LM567 .89 LM1812 8.25 CA 3046 1.25 CA 3086
74L5126 .49 74LS386 .45 LM308 .69 LM350T 4.60 NE570 3.95 LM1830 3.50 CA 3059 2:90 CA 3089
74LS132 .59 74LS390 1.19 LM308H 1.15 LM358 .69 NE571 2.95 LM1871 5.49 CA 3060 2.90 CA 3096
74L5133 .59 74LS393 1.19 LM309H 1.95 LM359 1.79 NE590 2.50 LM1872 5.49 CA 3065 1.75 CA 3130
74LS136 .39 74LS395 1.19 LM309K 1.25 LM376 3.75 NE592 2.75 LM1877 3.25 CA 3080 1.10 CA 3140

74L5137 .99 74LS399 1.49 LM310 1.75 LM377 1.95 LM709 .59 LM1889 1.95 CA 3081 1.65 CA 3146
LM311 .64 LM378 2.50 LM710 .75 LM1896 1.75 CA 3160 1.1974L5138 .55 74LS424 2.95 LM311H .89 LM379 4.50 LM711 .79 ULN2003 2.4974LS139 .55 74LS447 .95 LM312H 1.75 LM380 .89 LM723 .49 LM2877 2.05 TI74LS145 1.20 74LS490 1.95 LM317K 3.95 LM380N-8 1.10 LM723H .55 LM2878 2.25

74LS147 2.49 74LS624 3.99 LM317T 1.19 LM381 1.60 LM733 .98 LM2900 .85 TL494 4.20 75365
74L5148 1.35 74LS640 2.20 LM318 1.49 LM382 1.60 LM741 .35 LM2901 1.00 TL496 1.65 75450
74L5151 .55 74LS645 2.20 LM318H 1.59 LM383 1.95 LM741N-14 .35 LM3900 .59 TL497 3.25 75451
74L5153 .55 74LS668 1.69 LM319H 1.90 LM384 1.95 LM741H .40 LM3905 1.25 75107 1.49 75452
74L5154 1.90 74LS669 1.89 LM319 1.25 LM386 .89 LM747 .69 LM3909 .98 75110 1.95 75453
74LS155 .69 74LS670 1.49 LM320(see 7900) LM387 1.40 LM748 .59 LM3911 2.25 75150 1.95 75454
74L5156 .69 74LS674 14.95 LM322 1.65 LM389 1.35 LM1014 1.19 LM3914 3.95 75154 1.95 75491
74LS157 .65 74LS682 3.20 LM323K 4.95 LM390 1.95 LM1303 1.95 LM3915 3.95 75188 1.25 75492
74LS158 .59 74LS683 3.20 LM324 .59 LM392 .69 LM1310 1.49 LM3916 3.95 75189 1.25 75493
74L5160 .69 74LS684 3.20 LM329 .65 LM393 1.29 MC1330 1.69 MC4024 3.95 75494 .89

LM331 3.95 LM394H 4.60 MC1349 1.89 MC4044 4.5074L5161 .65 74LS685 3.20 LM334 1.19 LM399H 5.00 MC1350 1.19 RC4136 1.25 81 FET74LS162 .69 74LS688 2.40 LM335 1.40 NE531 2.95 MC1358 1.69 RC4151 3.95
74L5163 .65 74LS689 3.20 LM336 1.75 NE555 .34 MC1372 6.95 LM4250 1.75 TL071 .79 TL08474L5164 .69 81LS95 1.49 LM337K 3.95 NE556 .65 LM1414 1.59 LM4500 3.25 TL072 1.19 LF347
74LS165 .95 81LS96 1.49 LM337T 1.95 NE558 1.50 LM1458 .59 RC4558 .69 TL074 2.19 LF351
74L5166 1.95 81LS97 1.49 LM338K 6.95 NE561 24.95 LM1488 .69 LM13080 1.29 TL081 .79 LF353
74L5168 1.75 81LS98 1.49 LM339 .99 NE564 2.95 LM1489 .69 LM13600 1.49 TL082 1.19 LF355
74LS169 1.75 25LS2521 2.80 LM1496 .85 LM13700 1.49 TL083 1.19 LF356
74LS170 1.49 25LS2569 4.25 H =TO-5 CAN T =TO-220 K =TO-3 LF357 1.40

LED DISPLAYS DATA ACQUISITION DIP
HP 5082-7760 .43" CC AOC0800 15.55 OAC0808 SWITCHES
MAN 72 .3" CA AOC0804 3.49 OAC1020 4 POSITION .85
MAN 74 .3" CC AOC0809 4.49 OAC1022 5 POSITION .90
FNO-357 (359) .375" CC AOC0817 9.95 MC1408L6 6 POSITION .90
FNO-SOO(503) .5" CC OAC0800 4.95 MC1408L8 7 POSITION .95 ."

mFNO-507 (510) .5" CA 1.49 8 POSITION .95 OJ
TIL-311 4.7 .270 " HEX W/LOGIC 9.95 ::D

C»
::D
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~
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DIODES 
1N751 S.1 volt tener .2S 
1N759 12.0 volt tener .2S 
1N4149 (1N914)swltching 25 1.00 
1N4004 400PIV rectifier 10,1.00 
KBP02 200PIV 1 Samp bridge .45 
KBP04 400PIV 1 Samp bridge .SS 

0446 DipBridge .354 

RESISTORS 
WATT 5=0 CARBON FILM ALL 

STANDARD VALUES 
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM 
50 PCS. SAME VALUE .025 

100 PCS. SAME VALUE .02 
L100o PCS. SAME VALUE .01; 

rEDGE-CARD1 
CONNECTORS 
S100 ST 3.95 
S100 WW 4.95 
72 pin ST 695 
72 pin WW 7.95 
50 pm ST 4.95 
44 pin ST 2.95 

04 pin WW 4.954 

r LED LAMPS 
1 -99 100 up 

10 09 

1e 1s 

16 15 

10 09 4 

4.25 
1.75 
1.2S 
1.25 
2.7S 
1.2S 
1.00 
14 

RDER TOLL FREE 000-538-5000 800-662-6279 CA 

DISK DRIVES 
TANDON 

TM100-1 . (FOR tBM)ssDo 229.00 
TM100-2 . ,ron IBMI os DD 259.00 

SHUGART 
SA 400L ss DD 199.95 
SA 400 SS DD 189.95 

PERTEC 
FD-200 . ssoo 179.95 
FD-250 . Dsmo 199.95 

MPI 
MP-52 5 . (FOR IBM) OS DD 249.00 

NOTE Pismo Include wllklent amount 
lot 'ripping On above lima. 

BYPASS CAPS 
01 OF DISC 
01 OF MONOLITHIC 
1 OF DISC 
1 OF MONOLITHIC 

100 6 00 
100 12 00 

100 e 00 
100,15 00 

RIBBON CABLE 

Y/S4 

i 
CABINETS FOR 5'4" DISK DRIVES 

CABINET #1 529.95 
* DIMENSIONS 8't9 x 5'Y+s 

* COLOR MATCHES APPLE 
* FITS STANDARD 5' ." DRIVES 

INCL. SHUGART 
* INCLUDES MOUNTING 

HARDWARE AND FEET 

NOTE. Please Include sufficient amount for 
Lshlpping on above Items. 

CABINET #2 '79.00 
* COMPLETE WITH POWER 

SUPPLY. SWITCH, LINE 
CORD, FUSE & STANDARD 
POWER CONNECTOR 

* DIMENSIONS: 111/2 x 5'. x 3'+4e" 

* .5V @ 1 AMP, +12V @ 1.5 AMP 
* FITS STANDARD 5'." DRIVES 
* PLEASE SPECIFY 

GRAY OR TAN 

mICRODEUICES 
AT 

Ir1ICROPRICES 

JUMBO 
RED 

JUMBO 
GREEN 

JUMBO 
YELLOW 

LEO 
Mounting 

.Hardware 

CONTACTS 
SINGLE COLOR COLOR CODED 

1' 10' 1' 10' 

10 50 440 83 730 
16 .55 480 1.00 880 
20 .65 5 70 1.25 1100 
25 .75 660 1.32 1160 
26 .75 660 1.32 1160 
34 .98 860 165 14 50 
40 1.32 11 60 1.92 1680 
Sn 1:11,1 171O 2S0 n On 

MICROCOMPUTER 
HARDWARE HANDBOOK 
FROM ELCOMP - $14.95 

Over 800 pages of manufacturers data 
sheets on most commonly used IC's 
Includes 

TTL - 74/74LS and 74F 
* CMOS 
a Voltage Regulators 

Memory - RAM. ROM. EPROM 
CPU's - 6800. 6500. Z80, 8080. 
8085.8086/8 
MPU support & Interlace - 
6800. 6500. Z80, 8200. etc 

OPTO- ISOLATORS 
46126 
41427 
46129 
4H33 
41435 
41437 
MCT-2 
MCT-6 

1.00 
110 

69 
1.75 
1 25 
1.25 
1.00 
1 SO 

MCA-7 
MCA255 
IL1 
ILA30 
ILO.74 
H11CS 
TIL-111 
TI113 

TRANSISTORS 
2N919 
MPS91e 
2H2102 
2/42218 
2N2218A 
2N2219 
2N2219A 
2H2222 
PN2222 
MPS2369 
2742484 
2142905 
2H2907 
PN2907 
2143055 
3055T 
2N3393 
2143414 
2143563 
2143565 
P743565 
MPS3638 
MPS3640 
P743643 
PN 3644 
MPS3704 

SO 

.25 

.75 

.S0 

.50 

.S0 
50 

.25 

.10 
.25 
.25 
.50 
25 
125 
79 
69 
30 

.25 
40 

.40 

.25 
.25 
.25 
.25 
25 
15 

MPS 3706 
23772 
2143903 
2143904 
2N3906 
2144122 
2N4123 
2N4249 
2H4304 
2H4401 
2N4402 
2H4403 
2144857 
PH4916 
2H5086 
P NS129 
PN5139 
2145209 
2146026 
2146043 
2146045 
MPS.A05 
UPSA06 
MPS -ASS 
TIP29 
TIP31 
TIP32 

.15 
1.85 

.25 

.10 
.10 
.25 
.25 
.25 
.75 
.25 
.25 
.25 

1 00 
25 

.25 
25 
25 
.25 
.35 

1.75 
1.75 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.65 

.75 

.79 

D- SUBMINIATURE 
DESCRIPTION 

SOLDER CUP RIGHT ANGLE 
PC SOLDER 

IDC 
RIBBON CABLE HOODS 

MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE BLACK GREY 
ORDER BY DBxxP DBxxS DBxxPR DBxxPR IDBxxP IDBxxS HOOD -B HOOD 

CONTACTS 9 
15 

25 
37 
50 

208 
269 
250 
480 
RDA 

266 
363 
325 
7 11 

R24 

165 
220 
300 
483 - 

218 
303 
442 
6 19 

-- 

337 
4.70 
6.23 
9.22 
-- 

369 
513 
684 

1008 - 

-- - 
125 - - 

160 
160 
125 
2.96 
3.50 

For order instructions see "IDC Connectors" below 

MOUNTING HARDWARE 1.00 

IDC CONNECTORS 
DESCRIPTION SOLDER HEADER RIGHT ANGLE 

SOLDER HEADER 
WW HEADER RIGHT ANGLE 

WW HEADER 
RIBBON 

HEADER SOCKET 
RIBBON 
HEADER 

RIBBON 
EDGE CARD 

ORDER BY IDHxxS IDHxxSR IDHxxW IDHxzWR IDSxx IDMxx IDExx 

CONTACTS 10 

20 
26 
34 
40 
50 

82 
129 
1.68 

220 
258 
3 24 

85 
135 
1 76 

2 31 

272 
3 39 

186 
298 
3.84 
450 
528 
663 

205 
3 28 
422 
4 45 
480 
730 

1 15 

186 
2.43 
3.15 
3.73 
4M 

- 
5.50 
625 
700 
750 
R 5F1 

2 25 
236 
265 
325 
380 
474 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Insert the number of contacts In the poslbon marked -xx" of the "order by part number listed ExampN: A 10 pm nght angle solder style .r 7ct Would be IDHIOSR 

JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose, CA 95128 

800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA) 
(408) 995 -5430 Telex 171 -110 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 
HOURS: M -W -F. 9 -5 T -Th.. 9 -9 Sat. 10 -3 

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS Minimum order $10 For shrpping and handling Include 
S2 50 for UPS Ground and 53 50 for UPS Al I Orders over 1 lb and 
foreign orders may rectum, addlllonal shipping charges - phase 
contact our sales department lot the amount CA residents must 
Include 6' . sales ta. Bay Area and LA residents include 6 Prices 
subt,cl to change without notice We are not resppnslble for 
typographical errors We rsene the right to limit quantities and to 
substitute manufacturer All merchandise sublect to prior sale 

Copyright 1983 JDR Mrcrodevlces 
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ORDER BY IDHxxS IDHxxSR IDHxxW IDHxxWR IDSxx IDMxx IDExx

1.00MOUNTING HARDWARE

CABINETS FOR 51/4" DISK DRIVES
CABINET #1 $29.95 CABINET #2 $79.00

* DIMENSIONS 8%x5'1'\6X3'1'\6" * COMPLETE WITH POWER
* COLOR MATCHES APPLE SUPPLY, SWITCH, LINE
* FITS STANDARD 5V."DRIVES, CORD, FUSE & STANDARD

INCL. SHUGART POWER CONNECTOR
* INCLUDES MOUNTING * DIMENSIONS: 11'hx 5¥' X3'1'\6"

HARDWARE AND FEET * +5V @ 1 AMP, +12V@ 1.5 AMP
* FITS STANDARD 5'14" DRIVES
* PLEASE SPECIFY

GRAY OR TAN......--....MICROCOMPUTER TRANSISTORS
HARDWARE HAN DBO OK
FROM ELCOM P - $14.95 2N918 .50 MPS3706 .15

Over 800 pages of manufactur ers data MPS918 .25 2N3772 1.85
2N210 2 .75 2N39 03 .25

sheets on most co mmon ly used IC's. 2N2218 .50 2N39 04 .10
Inc ludes: 2N2 218A .50 2N3906 .10

* TTL - 74/74 LS and 74F 2N2219 .50 2N4122 .25

* CMOS
2N22 19A .50 2N4123 .25
2N2222 .25 2N4249 .25* Voltage Regulators PN2222 .10 2N4304 .75

* Memory - RAM , ROM , EPROM MPS2369 .25 2N440 1 .25
* CPU 's - 6800, 6500, Z80, 8080, 2N2484 .25 2N4402 .25

8085 , 8086/8 2N2905 .50 2N4403 .25
2N2907 .25 2N4857 1.00* MPU support & interface - PN2907 .125 PN4916 .25

6800, 6500, Z80 , 8200, etc . 2N3055 .79 2N5086 .25
305ST .69 PN5129 .25
2N3393 .30 PN5139 .25
2N3414 .25 2N5209 .25
2N3563 .40 2N6028 .35

.10 .09 4N26 1.00 MCA-7 4.25 2N3565 .40 2N6043 1.75
4N27 1.10 MCA-255 1.75 PN3565 .25 2N6045 1.75

.18 .15 4N28 .69 IL-l 1.25 MPS3638 .25 MPS-A05 .25
4N33 1.75 ILA-30 1.25 MPS3640 .25 MPS-A06 .25

.18 .15 4N35 1.25 ILQ-74 2.75 PN3643 .25 MPS-A55 .25
4N37 1.25 HllC5 1.25 PN3644 .25 TIP29 .65
MCT-2 1.00 TIL-lll 1.00 . MPS3704 .15 TIP31 .75

.10 .09 MCT·6 1.50 TIL-113 1.75 TIP32 .79

D-SUBMINIATURE
SOLDER CUP RIGHT ANGLE IDC HOODS

DESCRIPTION PC SOLDER RIBBON CABLE
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE BLACK GREY

ORDER BY DBxxP DBxxS DBxxPR DBxxSR IDBxxP IDBxxS HOOD-B HOOD
CONTACTS 9 2.08 2.66 1.65 2.18 3.37 3.69 1.60

15 2.69 3.63 2.20 3.03 4.70 5.13 1.60
25 2.50 3.25 3.00 4.42 6.23 6.84 1.25 1.25
37 4.80 7.11 4.83 6.19 9.22 10.08 2.95
50 6.06 9.24 3.50

For order instructions see " IDC Connectors" below.

IDC CONNECTORS

l' 10'

.83 7.30
1.00 8.80
1.25 11.00
1.32 11.60
1.32 11.60
1.65 14.50
1.92 16.80
2.50 22.00

COLOR CODED
r 10'

.50 4.40

.55 4.80

.65 5.70

.75 6.60

.75 6.60

.98 8.60
1.32 11.60
1.38 12.10

SINGLE COLOR

10
16
20
25
26
34
40
50

CONTAC TS 10 .82 .85 1.86 2.05 1.15 2.25
20 1.29 1.35 2.98 3.28 1.86 5.50 2.38
26 1.68 1.76 3.84 4.22 2.43 6.25 2.65
34 2.20 2.31 4.50 4.45 3.15 7.00 3.25
40 2.58 2.72 5.28 4.80 3.73 7.50 3.80
50 3.24 3.39 6.63 7.30 4.65 8.50 4.74

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Insert the number of contacts in the posit ion marked "xx" olthe "order by" part number listed. Example: A 10 pin rightangle solder style
header would be IDH10SR.

(J)
o
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W
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JDR Microdevices 

GET (_IM in asea! 
JDR HALF -HEIGHT DISK DRIVE 
* 35 Track w Apple Controller 

$23995 * 40 Track Controller and DOS 
Available (Call for Price) 

JDR 16K RAM CARD FOR APPLE II+ 
* 2 YEAR WARRANTY $4495 Kit with Instructions S40.95 

Bare PC Card 514.95 

JDR COOLING FAN CLEARANCE SALE! 
* Surge Protection 

$4995 * Quantities Are mite d' 

L. 

OTHER ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE II 
THUNDERCLOCK S129.95 

* Real -Time Clock Calendar * Software Included 
* Mountain Software Compatible 

* BSR Control Options Available 

KRAFT JOYSTICK $39.95 

VERBATIM 
DATALIFE 

DISKETTES 
SS /DD 

29.95 
SS /DD II gaa wflo 

29 J 

MASHUA DISKETTES 
5 .1." WITH HUB RING 
MD1 SOFT SECTOR. SS SD 19.95 
MD1D SOFT SECTOR. SS'DD 2625 
MD2D SOFT SECTOR MOO 30.75 
MD2F SOFT SECTOR 

DS QUAD DENSITY 45.00 
MD110 10 SECTOR HARD, SS SD 19.95 
MD2100 10 SECTOR HARD DS DD 30.75 

8 WITHOUT HUB RING 
FD1 SOFT SECTOR SS SO 24.75 
FD1D SOFT SECTOR SS DD 30.00 
FD2D SOFT SECTOR DS OD 36.75 L i 

FOR APPLE COMPUTER USERS 

r MANIA 
VIEWMAX -80 NOW ONLY 515995 

* 80 Column Card for Apple Il 
* Video Soft Switch 
* Inverse Video * 2 Year Warranty 

VIEWMAX -80e NEW $12995 
* 80 Column Card for Apple Ile 
* 64K RAM Expandable to 128K 
64K RAM Upgrade 547.60 

GRAPHMAX S12995 
* Hi Resolution Graphics 
* Printer Card 
* Centronics Parallel Interface 

Graphmax with Color 
& Zoom Options $149.95, 

MA SYSTEMS 
FD -35 DISK DRIVE S229.95 

* Shugart Mechanism - Made in U.S.A. 
* Direct Replacement for Apple Disk II * 1 Year Warranty 

CONTROLLER CARD $69.95 
* One Year Warranty 

APPLE COMPATIBLE POWER SUPPLY 
* Use To Power Apple -Type Systems 
* +5V @5A *12V @3A 

-5V @ .5A -12V @ .5A 
* Instructions Included $7995 

MasterCard VISA 

FEDERAL EXPRESS 

SERVICES 

AVAILABLE 

I 1 
7:0 PERISOFT 

PRINTER LINK 
Low Cost Cent, ,., s 

Parallel Interface with 
$`5900 C..V,,lr and Maisaal 
$5900 

MESSENGER 
Serial Interlace 
Connects Virtually 
Any Serial Device 
includes Cable $9900 

TIMELINK 
Real -Time 
Calendar with Alarm 
Feature $8400 

ALL WITH ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

MONITORS 
MONOCHROME 

BMC BM 12AUW GREEN 12 NEW . 589.95 
BMC BM 12AUY 18 MHZAMBER 5139.95 
NEC JB1201M - 20 MHZ GREEN 5169.00 
ZENITH ZVM -121 - 15 MHZ GREEN 599.00 

COLOR 
BMC. BM- AU9191U COMPOSITE 13 5279.00 
AM DEK COLOR I - COMPOSITE 5335.00 

NO C 0 ORDERS PLEASE 

JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose, CA 95128 

(408) 995 -5430 Telex 171 -110 

Copynghl 1963 JDR M,crodevnces 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 
HOURS: M -W -F, 9 -5 T -Th., 9 -9 Sat. 10 -3 

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS Mrnrmum order 510 For shipping and handrmg include 
S2 SO for UPS Ground and 53 50 for UPS Air Orden city I lb and 
foreign orders may require additional M,pping charges - please 
contact our sal,, department Ice the amount CA residents must 
include 6'. sales ta. Bay Area and LA residents include 6 :. Prices 
subfett to change without notice We are not responsible for 
typographical errors We reserve the right to limit quntities and to 
substitute manufacturer All merchandise sublet! 10 prior sale 

CIRCLE 49 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

APPLE COMPATIBLE POWER SUPPLY
* Use To Power Apple-Type Systems

* +5V @ 5A +12V @ 3A $7995-5V @ .5A -12V @ .5A
* Inst ruct ion s Inc luded

MA SYSTEMS
FD·35 DISK DRiVE $229.95

* Shugart Mechanism - Made in U.S.A .
* Direct Replacement for App le Disk II * 1 Year War ranty

CONTROLLER CARD $69.95
* One Year Warranty

moniTORS
MONOCHROME

BMC BM 12AUW GREEN 12" NEW $89.95
BMCBM 12AUY 18MHZAMBER $139.95
NEC JB1201M - 20 MHZ GREEN $169.00
ZENITH ZVM -121 -15 MHZ GREEN $99.00

COLOR
BMC BM-AU9191U COMPOSIT E 13" .

AMDEK COLOR 1- COMPOSiTE .
NO C.O .D. ORDERS PLEA SE

nASHUA DISKETTES

$5900
MESSENGER

* Ser ial Interface
Con nects Vi rtua lly
An y Se ria l Device

* Incl udes Cab le

·::;~fPERISOfT
. . PRINTERLINK

* Low Cost Centro nics
Parall el Interface with
Cabl e and Manua l

$9900
TIMELINK

* Real- T im e Clo ck
Ca lendar with A larm $8400
Featur e

ALL WITH ONE YEAR WARRANTY

5'1." WITH HUB RING
MD1 SOFT SECTO R. SS/S D • • • • • . . 19.95
MD1D SOFT SECTOR. SS/DD ••• .• . 26.25
MD2D SOFT SECTOR. DS/DD .. •. •• 30.75
MD2F SOFT SECTOR,

DS/Q UAD DENSITY •• • ••• 45.00
MD110 10 SECTOR HARD. SS/S D • • •• 19.95
MD210D 10 SECTOR HARD. DS/DD 30.75
8" WITHOUT HUB RING
FD1 SOFT SECTOR, SS/SD • .• • •••• 24.75
FD1D SOFT SECTOR. SSIDD • • • • • • 30.00
FD2D SOFT SECTOR. DS/ DD • . . •• • 36.75 .

VERBATim
DATALIFE

DISKmES
SS/DD SOIl SECTUR .

29.95
SS/DD 10SECTUR HARD

29.95

~
GET SLIM In 1984!
JDR HALF-HEIGHT DISK DRIVE
* 35 Tr ack w/App le Co ntrol ler $23 I 95* 40 Tr ac k Co ntro ller and DO S

Ava ilab le (Call for Pri ce)

JDR 16K RAM CARD FOR APPLE 11+
* 2 YEAR WA RRANTY $4495Kit w ith In st ru cti on s $40.95

Bare PC Card $14.95

JDR COOLING FAN CLEARANCE SALE!
* With Surge Protecti on $4995* Qua nt ities Are Limi ted:

MAniA
VIEWMAX-80NOW ONLY $15995

* 80 Column Card for Apple 11+
* Video Soft Switc h
* Inverse Vid eo * 2 Yea r Warra nty

VIEWMAX-80e ... .. .. NEW $12995

* 80 Co lu mn Card fo r Apple l ie
* 64K RAM Expandab le to 128 K
64K RAM Upgrade $47.60

GRAPHMAX $12995

* Hi Reso lut ion Graphics
* Printer Card
* Cen tronics Paral lel Interface

Graphmax with Color
& Zoom Options .

=1= JDR Microdevices

OTHER ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE II
THUNDERCLOCK $129 .95

* Real-Time Clock Ca lenda r * Sof tware In clud ed
* Mo untain So ftware Compatib le

* B;SR Cont ro l Options Availab le

KRAFT JOYSTICK $39.95

"T1
m
OJ
JJ
C»
JJ
-<
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Radio- 
Elecir 

This will be coming to 
you when you subscribe 
to Radio- Electronics: 

HELPFUL CONSTRUCTION 
ARTICLES 

NEWS ON NEW 
TECHNOLOGY 

FASCINATING HOW 
TO DO IT ARTICLES 

HOW YOU ANU 
THE COMPUTEk 
CAN BE FRIENDS 

NEW AUDIO 
DIMENSIONS 
FOR YOUR 
PLEASURE 

TV WONDERS 
FOR YOUR 
FUTURE 

AND you 
also get 
regular 
MONTHLY 
FEATURES 

COMPUTERS - VIOEO - STEREO - TEC 

Budd tins 

DIGITAL IC TESTER 
toi' ,oar KIII'IIhY.11l:h 

Now to 

ETCH PC BOARDS 
at home 

Back to school series 

OP -AMPS 
How to properly use them 

How lo -,. 
INTERFACE ,PROCESSOR 
and make them useful 

Bu ll(1 d 

LOW -BAND CONVERTER miteirms 
Al listen in below 535 kH! MI diall 

Ow MI 
ttlltt>Mt ttr Mat limn* 

O.,Iloi lit 
UMW Caw 
WM WU 

Geit it all! 
Radio -Electronics covers all aspects of the fast 
moving electronics field ..featuring 
COMPUTERS VIDEO STEREO TECHNOLOGY 

SERVICE COMMUNICATIONS PROJECTS 

Subscribe today to Radio- Electronics. Don't miss a 
single issue and you save as much as S13.03 oll the 
newsstand price. 

When you select one of the subscnption otters listed on the 
handy coupon -you'll be assured Ot having your copy 
reserved even it It sells out on the newsstand Make sure you 
get all the excitement in every issue of Radio -Electronics. 
every month. by tilling to an y rr. rising the coupon. today 

Every Month! Get the Best -Mail Today! 
Mail to Radio- Electronics, 71133 

P.O. Box 2520. Boulder. CO 80322 

1 year --12 Issues only $14 97 Payment Enclosed 
(You save So 03 oft newsstand pnce ) Bill Me 

2 years (Save More) -24 Issues-626.97 
(Save S13 03 oft the newsstand pnce. ) 

Name 

Address 

City 

(pose print) 

State 

'1.fr':a-.d 5 F4rß3 C.:y 
A..cv c 5 swots :or devery :Jet er.w 

Zip Code 

Canada odd 5300 per year 
All other counties add 57 SO pet year 

SEI, Inc. 641 Academy Drive Northbrook. Illinois 60062 
For information (312) 564.0104 To order outside Illinois 1- 800 - 323 -1327 

SOLID STATE STEREO 
REVERBERATION AMPLIFIER 

SPallutIon Total termonC O.stort.on 
Nits Inari 05% f repwncy 1pons 10 Hí Io 
50K Hz 1d8 SM Ratan 110d6 Remade, 
aWn tine O 103 sec Input 150MV,SOK ohm 

Man input 2V AcCSpls .Put 0001 ape 
.`1 phono. or sua 

Includes and LED am rb Level eIptay KA 
cones with ell elect tore components. trans- 
former and instructions. and 1S- rock moolN 
cadrat 
Model TA- 2400 $69.95 

AMATEUR MICROWAVE 
Receiver System 
1.9 -2.5 GHZ 

MICROWAVE 
RECEIVER 
SYSTEM 

Commerael grads cona0ugwn noddy 
Parabolic el anuo Inri reflecta antenna Mph 
gen 50 dB' One of NW dreams AS MINIM 

: .lCoawrid raesv. eId 
n 

o 
te 

mot u 
pndtwead r 

a 
ate upoM. Cobb. 

dewnCOnan 
O m e am ras o ncoert.r mounted s cannel 

90 day Warranty on PS -SI 
PS5 Assembled .... $109.95 

Kit Form S 79.95 

Microwave Preamp! NEW 
KIT 

Use wan PS-3 KA Adda 2525 di) Dan to boost 
rSCIpI.On baton* 

Low Nase 
Nan Gon 
Can W used warn ail .tsbng stop son 
board MOWN at 
1 9-2S °HZ Fro) Rare. 

P8-4 (Kit) $34.95 

SOLID STATE STEREO 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

PRE AMP KIT 

S Pellkallens Toby HrmonK Dhstonwn 
less pang 05% Inter modultlon D.sbr.on 
(701: 71(1.: 4I SMPTE Method) Lese Men 
0 O f FrOp .y R40.000 O.vr11OHZm 

20B -1dB RIM Curve Demo- 
Ion (Friona) O 2011 -0208 (3014íw ISKHt1 

Channel 1105ralon (at rated output 1104) 
Pnono TWIN Aus and Tape Monitor batter 

Iran 7008 Input snsrhody and rnpOMnc 
(1 KH: 1or rated output) 
P hew: 2MV 47K ohne Aua 1301AV50K ones 
Tuner 130MV 501( ohms Tape: 171)MV í0K afa. Orgase Epte1aer CoMeot 10 Band 
51,0e Control Frequency Bawls: 31 511: 
G3H: 12511: 250Ní 50C14 1KHZ 2101: 
ROW W/: tOKN: also wen on panel selac10, 
bas Moro Tuner Aua t and Aua 2 Power 
Slipper 117 VAC Kit comae weh MI electronic 
components Oanelorrw. nsruct.One are a 
19- rack mount type metal cebrat 
TA -2500 (Kit) $119.00 

INFRA -RED 
REMOTE CONTROL 

SWITCH KIT 

1111 
onto -red Reme. Con- 

to 
n can be used 

to control appt,anus 
.O tO 510 W 

The Tr Ir bait etlsetml Conlre up b 10 
melon No amenas. needed F*Mures latest IC 
controller wr,CI excludes .nlalanc.s Iron, 
1.01w CM AC puts. Ognal 

TK-41 Kit $24.95 

UHF TV PREAMP 

FEATURES: 
25 OB gaol 
Kn 

You reception w.II e ang.cauy.mprOW Tn.t 
unM1 will enepy you b pull In s.gnats you never 
knew ewe IMrp For Wen indoor and Out door 
use Input and output impedance 75 ohm Ho 
adiostmanr Easy assembly 

JH -0 Kit $23.95 

20 STEP LED POWER 
LEVEL INDICATOR KIT 

Tho new stereo 1.551IndKI' _ . .141101 
10 3-Color LED sto obesi. lend .w el output 
04 row wpnfer So01 ß7 dB to O del Canes 
w1m an attracts.* tow *Crean pnreel panel 
Haf *eletta sw,tor to Woo floating or 
Gradual output wI ctng Kt includes all pens 
Front panel and power supply 
TT-4$ (101) 

$34.95 

STEREO AMP KIT 
160 Watt Total $0W 80W 

This e a Peed state all tramato, ory try on 
Word stereo amplifier Poor output employs 
2 pore of natcnrng Dslunpton tremolo's 
T H D less man 055. between DC to 200 KH: 
Power suPPty reurras 30 VCT 2 amp FMR 

TA-S02 

$39.95 
Trerlel.nwa 
(OPon.n 
$9.96 

R.F. 
MODULATOR 

Conbre both auno and video output onto 
channel 3 or 4 of your T V set S.rgaJ C coop 
(MC 1374) makes for goes and easy Guam -tl. 
Sope ad/oilmen! control. A must for men 
nOW recording or computer m,eusmel 
VH -0 Kit $19.95 

SPY EAR 
A 1My popolar d.voCa 0.- 
$.9nW IO listen to sounds S 
no1[.e through rooms Or 3 
fl Inca concrete welts 
Puce listening sensor against wall and 
earphone n or Adjust vaunt control' 
Clwiy beer things you may 1101 want to. 

CM -8 $89.95 

414 

LOW TIM DC STEREO 
PRE -AM KIT TA -2800 

Inc.rprat s mete ol O C Meow Scat grow 
Y.paney respenee green OIIF- 1001011 .its. 

Faturs$ tone direst mien. loudness 
bete m.dlrog* bass blWOG Contain 
quad 9,Fat op-anop lo develop T N D 01 006% 
at rated Output 1npu1 NI"Sde .l1yy phone 2 5 
MV tuner. ale. tape Pay 100MV 100.( Power 
tope y 15 not DC IS 2A Kit cones .1n 
regulated poem supply. ell you 4.0441411 1 5-20 ' T 2 amp RFMR 

TA -2600 
ONLY 
$44.50 
MAR 

$4.50 ea. 

PHILIPS 
VARACTOR TUNER 

-es wan adaptor Wart 
redly replace Masn. 

loose Can use Out wan any 
board malod for IAA moot 
H.gn gain and ptwonnw CI QoaMly 

IPWlluNewc Frog Rang. UHF 175500 
now Output Channel 3 input 75 ohm 

Own 15 e8 

ELC 1045 $23.95 

frit 

DIGITAL 
MULTI METER 

3 d.pl LOO nett 
input npedence 20 Ohm nil rneaM.r.m.nt 
DC 5% accuracy 
DCA up be 10 tops 
Lesos and battery urJuded 

MIC -3300A $59.95 
Carrying Case $ 9.95 

Add 10 °0 shipping on orders under S35.00. Orders over S35.00 add 5%. 
Catalog -S 1.00. Visa & Masterchargeaccepted. 11111;: . 

.-v1. : r,. :.}. : {.: :¢ :;.r; 
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Canada add $300 per year
All other countries add 57 50 per year

(please print)

Radio-Electronics covers all aspects of the fast
moving electronics fie ld ...featuring
COMPUTERS . VIDEO . STEREO . TECHNOLOGY
• SERVICE . COMMUNICATIONS . PROJECTS

Subscribe today to Radio-Electronics. Don't miss a
single issue and ...you save a s much as $13.03 offthe
newssta nd price.

When you select one of the subscription otters listed on the
handy coupon-you'll be assured of having your copy
reserved even if it sells out on the newsstand. Make sure you
get all the excitement in every issue of Radio-Electronics.
every month. by filling in and mailing the co upon. today.

Otter Valid in us Funds Only
AllOW' 6-8 weeks lor deliVery of 11rSt ISSUe

o 1 year-12 Issues only $14.97 0 Payment Enclosed
(You save $6.03 off new ssta nd price.) 0 Bill M e

02 years-(Sa ve More)-24 issues--S28.97
(Save $13.03 off the new sstand p rice.)

City State Zip Code _

Name -:-:__-.,-,,- _

Address _

Get it allI

Mail to: Radio-Electronics,
PO . Box 2520, Boulder. CO 80322

Every Month! Get the Best-Mail Today!
7HB3
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SEI I 641 Academy Dr ive • Northbrook. Illino is 60062 .,nc. For in formation (3 12) 564-0104 • To order outside Ill ino is 1-800-323-1327

R.F.
MODULATOR

Combine both audio and video outp ut on to
cha nne l 3 or4 o f yo ur T.V. set .Single J.C.ch ip
(MC 137") makes for quick and easyass~y.
S:ingle adjustment con trol! A mu st fo r every
Video record ing or co mpute r enthusiast

VH-O Kit $19.95

PHILIPS ~
VARACTOR TUNER ~
Comes with adaptor bOard I •
~~n~~eg~~ r~:;at~~s~~~~~~y . /
board drilled for Mltsurrw l
High gain and phenomenal
picture quality.

Spedt lclitlons: • Freq. Range : UHF 470-899
mHz • Output: Cha nnel 3 • Input: 75 ohm
• Gain : 18 dB

ELC 1045 $23.95

DIGITAL
MULTIMETER
• 3'n d igit LCO meter

: ~n~~=:;:'n~O Ohm

• DC .5~ acc uracy
• DCA up to 10 amps
• Leads and battery included

MIC-3300A $59.95
Carrying Case $ 9.95

UHF TV PREAMP

S 8 FEATURES:
UHI' a UI1F • 25 dB ga in!
... • Kit

Your reception wil l dra matica lly improve! Th is
un it will enable yo u to pull in signals you never
knew were t here! For both indoor and outdoor
use. In put and outp ut impeda nce 75 ohm. No
adjustmentl Easy assembly.

JH-O Kit $23.95

STEREO AMP KIT
160 Watt Total 80W + 80W

This is a solid state all t ransistor circ uitry on
board stereo amplifier. Pow er out put emp loys

~.~~g~e~~ t~:~~3~n~ ~';;I~~~tbC ~~a~s~~~:
Powe r supp ly requires Xl VCT 2 amp l< FMR.

INFRA-RED
REMOTE CONTROL

SWITCH KIT
Inf ra-red Remote ceo
trol switch can be used
to contro l app l iances
up to 500 W.

Th e TK-41 has effective co ntrol up to 10
meters. No antenna needed . Featu res lat est IC
cont ro ller v.t.ic h exc ludes inter ferences from
lig ht or AC pul se signal

TK-41 Kit $24.95

TA-102

$39.95
Tr .ns'ormer
(opUonol)

$9.95

LOW TIM DC STEREO
PRE-AM KIT TA-2800

~~=~t:.::.~c:r~oc:::~to~~~~~=a~
• Features to ne defeat swi tch . loudness.
treble. midrange. bass. balance. • Contains
quad eiFel: co- amp to develop T.H.D.of .005~

UV~~~~~~~·p;n~~~~~~~~Y~~e~
supply + 15 volt DC at .2A. Kit comes with
~~TI~2tea~~;r~W'p1y. all you need is a 15-20

TA-2800
ONLY
$44.50
XFM R

$4.50 ea.

~.-

. --- ~~ . .._-- .-;- :~ .
.. . -_. .. ..

SOLID STATE STEREO
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

PRE AMP KIT

This new stereo level ind icator kit consists of
40 3-color LEO's to indicate sound level output
of your amplifier from -57 dB to 0 dB. Comes
with an attractive silk screen printed panel.
Has selector switch to allow floating or
gradual output indicting. Kit includes all parts.
Front panel and power supply

TY-45 (Kl I)

$34.95

A very popular device de 
signed t o listen to sounds &
voices through rooms or 3
ft. th ick concrete walls .
Place li sten in g se nsor agai ns t wa ll and
earp hone In ear. Adjust vot ume cantrall
Clear ly hear things you may not wa nt to!

CM-8 $89.95

SPY EAR
NEW
KIT

USe with PS-3 Kit . Adds 20-25 db gai n to boost
reception distance.

• Low Noise
• High Gain
• Can be used wi th all exis ting stop sig n

board receivers!
• 1.9·25 gHZ Freq . Range

PS-4 (Kit) '$34.95

Microwave Preamp!

• Commercial grade construction • Sturdy
Parabolic alumi num reflector antenna . Htgh
gain 50 dBI . Line of sight distance 45 miles!
• Complete system, power supply, cebe, es
$8fT1bled retlector antenna, and downconverter.
• Downconverter rnowrted in attractive cabi net.

90 day war ranty on PS-5!
PS5 Assembled $109.95

Kit Form $ 79.95

SOLID STATE STEREO
REVERBERATION AMPLIFIER

en Add 10% shipping on orders under $35.00. Orders over $35.00, add 5%. ~

~ Catalog-$1.00. Visa & Mastercharge accepted. . ~

Sped.k:IIUonl:. Tot al harmo nic d istort ion

~~~;~i~'JfD.·:;~~~~~~~R~vOe~~~
etten time 0 t0 3 sec . • Input 150M V/ 50K ohm
• Max . Input z..t • Acce pts inpu t trom tape ,

~~~e~ra~~\.ED Reverb Level d isp lay . Kit
com es with al l electronic compo nents, trans
fo rmer and in strucHons. and 19" rack mount
cabinet.

Model TA-2400 $89.95

AMATEUR MICROWAVE
Receiver System
1.9-2.5 GHZ

MICROWAVE
RECEIVER
SYSTEM

SpedtlClltlons: • Total Har mon ic Distort ion :
Less tha n 0.05% . Interm odu lat ion Distorti on :
(7OHz: 7KHz : 4:1 SMPT E Method ) Less tha n
0.03%. Frequency Response: Overall 10HZ'"

100KHz +0.2c13-1dB. · RIAA Curve Devia- I ~~::.~~.:...:.:...:.:...:.:...:..:...:.:..:.:...:~~~_t:_:_------------i
l ion : (Phono J<02dB. -o .ze a (30Hz '" 15KHz) l-
• Channel separation (at rated output 1KHz)
• Phone. Tuner . Aux and Tape Mo nitor bette r
than 7OdS. • In put sensitivity and impedance
'1 KHz fo r rated output) .
Phono: 2MV 47K ohms Aux : 130MV 50K ONns .

:~----------------l ~:::: ~~~V~~~~u:~. ~~o~~V~~
Slide Control. Freq uency a .nds: 315Hz:
G3Hz : 125Hz: 2501-oCz : 500Hz : 1KHz: 2KHz :
4KHz :8KHz : 16KHz also with on panel selector
for Phono . Tuner . Aux 1 and Aux 2. Power
Supply: 117 VAC. Kit comes withall electronic
components. transformer. instructions and a
19"· rack moun t type metal cabinet.

TA-2500 (Kit) $119.00

20 STEP LED POWER
LEVEL INDICATOR KIT

CJ)

o
Zoa:
l
o
W
...J
W

o
Ci
-ca:
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POPULAR CHIPS 

LM 301 .49 
LM 380 1.29 
LM 386 .89 
LM 565 1.00 
MC 1330 1.25 
MC 1350 1.15 
MC 1358 1.25 
MC 1458 .49 

MC 1496 1.50 
LM 1889 2.50 
7805 .80 
7808 .80 
7812 .80 
7815 .80 
7818 .80 
MV 2109 .69 
2N2222 .30 
7,1Ç 1340 1.79 

MITSUMI 
UES A55F 
VARACTOR TUNER 
CHAN 14 -83 
300 ohm INPUT $17.95 

-_- c' 
/. .\ : 

DELUXE PARTS ASSORTMENTS 
1 ReeMors a Trtmpob es coil a Chokes 
68 . wan sr. resistors & teach of 1s. 33. and I. 
S PT-15 10K tnmpots 1 tun) micro henries 
each - 51. 75. 100 470 chokes 1- vanable RF 
t 5K. 3 6K 51K 170K Cal (same as 
13-1 2K. 2.220. 3.100K 49A537MPC) 
6-330 6-12K 7.910.9- q.2ó each 
3 3K. a 144 7K ell ICs. Sockets. a Semi's 

NIS wadi leach of. LMS65. 2 Capadla'A' MC 1330. MC 1350. 
tÁOnolythic$- ¶- 56001. 7. MC tan. LM11a9. 7612. 

1 mid. al- 22 mfd 7611. 2N2222A. MV2101. 
Silver Micas- 2 -tOpl. a 1 heat sink 2MC145O. 4- 
each of 430í, 11Opt. 1144002. 4-8 pin. 2.14 pm 
swept 120(pf 3000 or 1.16. a 1 -111 pin socket 
J3000t (564 not Included) 

$5.9ea 5ch $11.95 each 
3 Capacitor 1- is Misc. Hardware 

Myhre 4 001. 2. 047. 29- LED A holder. fuse a 
01 Radial IytKS 110 holder. line cord. 
mid 16V 1.1000 mfd 50V. grommet. SPST sw.tcr 
t -2200 mfd 35V Disc DPDT switch. 2461 
Caps 1 each of 5 12 27. Conn a lugs knob. I 
36. Ito. 33001. 7 -í200r spacers. 6- screw. a n_ 

3-390 1720pí and 1 2-RG -174 matching 
Van Cap 5-35pí transformer w nut 

$7.50 each $595 each 

- 

CHOKES I 

.33 uh 33 uh 

.47 uh 100 uh 
15 uh 10 mh 
18 uh 69e each 

UHF AMP KIT 
25 db gain 

stnplme PC board 
using 

12) BFR -90s 
$10.05 

power supply 
'or Above $3.49 

MINI FAN 3.125" SO. 
40 CMF 
115VAC -60h2 
REMOVED FROM 

NEW EQUIP 
1:17,1 

TESTED $8.95 

VARI CAPS 
10 - 60 pl 79e each 
30 - 90 pf 79e each 

NETWORK SALES, INC. Money 
Check. 

oneyOrderorCOD(a d 
2343 W. BELMONT AVE. S300) Min Order $1000 Add 

CHICAGO. IL. 60618 5250S8H for USA Ill add 7% 

Tan MAIL ORDER ONi.Y. 
312 - 248 -3202 Prices subject to change 

without notice 
Phone Orders Welcome 

COPYRIGHT 1963 NETWORK SALES INC 
WRITE FOR OUR MONTHL 
UN- ADVERTISED SPECIALS 

CIRCLE 90 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Active 
Electronics 

NUMBER ONE IN 
QUALITY 
SERVICE 

AVAILABILITY 
THE WORLD'S MOST 

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL 
AND HOME ELECTRONICS 
ENTHUSIAST INVENTORY 
Semiconductors + Memories 
Microprocessors + Support Circuits 
Microcomputer Systems + Peripherals 
Passive Electronic Components 
Hand Tools. Wire Wrapping, 
Soldering Equipment + Hardware 

NOW AVAILABLE - FREE 
1983 80 -page catalog 

A complete listing of products 
and specifications 

Call. write or circle the 
inquiry Card for your 
free copy today. 

P.O. Box 8000, Westboro, Mass. 01581 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1. 800.343 -0874 

CIRCLE 3 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

S$ SS $SSSSSSSSSSS$SSSS$sssssSSSSSS$S 
TECHNICIANS it SERVICEMEN S 

$ COMPONENTS FOR YOUR MAINTENANCE & REPAIR WORK 

$ SPECIAL: OUR LOW LOW PRICES s 
S REPLACEMENT FOR ECG TYPES S 
$ nPF NO Tese COST TYPE NO S T111 COST 
S 85 FOUR for .99 125 SEVEN for .99 S 
S 102A.... THREE for .99 159AP.... FOUR for .99 S 
$ 123A FIVE for .99 177 EIGHT for .99 S 
S 123AP SIX for .99 199 FIVE for .99 S 

S SUPER SPECIAL (MIN 5 PC EACH) $ 
TYPE NO 

7 124 
e 128 

$ 130 
152 

$ 153 
S 154 

tus CM 

85 
45 

80 
40 
40 
60 

'i Pi h. 

165 
171 

185 
238 
276 
291 

Tsu COST 

2.25 
65 
45 
45 

2 25 
6 95 

95 

TYPE NO 

376 
500 

526 
A 

712 

7111 COST 

.90 

9 95 

13.75 
1.25 

JAPANESE TYPES I'.'IN 5 PC EACHI 

$ 2SC867A 2.75 HA1366W 1.85 STK0029 3.80 
S 2SC1114 3.25 HA1377A 2.90 STK0080 9.99 

S 2SC1308K 1.95 LA4102 1.25 TA7205AP 1.50 
AN2140 1.45 M51515BL 2.95 TA7208P 1.85 

$ AN239A 4.60 STK433 3.95 TA7222AP 1.95 
$ BA532 . 1.80 STK435 3.95 UPC1181H 1.25 
$ GH3F .... .89 STK437 6.25 UPC1182H 1.25 
S HA1342A 2.30 STK439 6.50 UPC1185H 2.99 
S 

COD ORDERS WELCOME IS25 MIN. ORDER) 
For Complete Component Catalog Call or Write 

S DIGITRON ELECTRONIC $ 
110 HILLSIDE AVENUE. SPRINGFIELD. N.J. 07081 S 

$ Toll Free: 800-526-4928 In NJ: 201 -379-9016 S 

S 

ECG IS A TRADE MARX OF PHILIPS ECG S $ DIGITNOH rid CTRnN,C IS NOT ASSOCIATED IN ANY WAY WITH PHILIPS ECG 5 
SSSSS SSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSS$SSS$SSSSSSSSS 

CIRCLE 11 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EXPERIMENTERS SPECIALS! WHILE THEY LAST!!! 

Dual Sided, Dual Minidiskette Drive :, SLippi, u n S :d 
TEAL iw;bA 400 iltr](falei Miau- FIopp 

Drives In DEC case. 5250° 

r Ceopulle VIM 11111 CRT Mildly uñúS 
SpnáD requires approx 12 VDC (O 1 -2A VDC m attrac 

live case. With schematics 

`1116 I/O IBM 'Selectricrr Type- writer /PrItter las 
iTTI taw, driver transistors & solenoids With 
220 VAC. motors installed. plus uktj spare 60 HZ 1 IOVAC motor Included Free With data 

CRT Terminals built by a major OEM. these 
terminals include 3 microprocessor boards (In- 
terface. CPU & CRT) plus composite video 3 
switching power supply 48 K of roms. -Er- ` gonomict design and more Expenmenter spec 
tali Intrudes Data. Keyboard. RS -232 I O plus 
much more. Seems to be quite powerful . 

new 
unused 

s459Il a. 

Dill SA -400 11111- Floppy wrpower supply fan. 
Z -80 controller board w/2716 roms. in Bur. 
roughs case W /schematics 

New 
unused 

s299" 
we cry Mea used FLOPPY DRIVES MA Ol6VES PRNTERS a MORE a SAKAI PAC-FS 

Write or Can la Our Latest Flyer NOW. 
, .., ._e, a w Cam. An. 

Computer wARErWU1l in cr.riit .i ....verhdl Mass 01830 

Pproducts 
& re 

Dsesa 

Uripherals y°11111119, 

IAislerCar Oua nlimited 
CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DELUXE PARTS ASSORTMENTS

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $
$ TECHMCMNS &SERWCEMEN$
: COMPONENTS FOR YOUR AINTENANCE I REPAIR WORK :
$ SPECIAL: OUR LOW LOWPRfCES $
$ REPLACEMENT FOR ECG®TYPES $
: TYPE NO, TOUR COST TYPE NO, TOUR COST :

$ 85 FOUR for .99 125 SEVEN for .99 $

$
102A THREE for .99 159AP FOUR for .99
123A FIVE for .99 177 EI GHT for .99 $

$ 123AP SIX for .99 199 FIVE for .99 $
$ $
$ SUPER SPECIAL (MIN. 5 PC. EACH) $
$ TYPE NO. JOUR COlT TYPE NO. TOUR COlT TYPENO. JOURCOlT $
$ 124 85 165 2.25 375 . . . . . . •90 $
$ 128 . . . . .. .45 171. . . . . . .65 506 . . . . . . .55 $
$ 129. .. ... .45 184 .. .. .. .45 500A 8.95 $
$ 130. . . . .. .80 185 . . . . . . .45 523 9.95 $

$
152 . .. .40 238 2.25 526A 10.20 $
153 40 276 6.95 529 13.75

$ 154 60 291 95 712 1.25 $

: JAPANESE TYPES (MIN. 5 PC. EACH) :

$ 2SC867A 2.75 HA1366W 1.85 STK0029 3.80 $
$ 2SC1114 3.25 HA1377A 2.90 STK0080 9.99 $
$ 2SC1308K 1.95 LA4102 1.25 TA7205AP 1.50
$ AN21 4Q 1.45 M51515BL 2.95 TA7208P 1.85 $$

AN239A 4.60 STK433 3.95 TA7222AP 1.95
: BA532 . . . 1.80 STK435 3.95 UPC1181 H 1.25:

$
GH3F.. .. .89 STK437 6.25 UP01182H1.25 $
HA1342A 2.30 STK439 6.50 UPC1185H 2.99

: CODORDERS WELCOME ($25 MIN. ORDER) $
$ For Complete Component Catalog Call or Write $$

DIGITRON ELECTRONIC
$$ 110 HILLSIDE AVENUE, SPRINGFIELD, N.J . 07081 $

$
To ll Free: 800-526-4928 In NJ: 201-379-9016 $$

' ECGISA TRADE MARK OF PHILIPS ECG,$ DIGITRON ELECTRONICIS NOT ASSOCIATEDINANY WAYWITH PHILIPS ECG, $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $

CIRCLE 11 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

#4 Call & Chok e.
1 eac h 01 15.33, and 100
(uh) mic ro henr ies
chokes . t -vari ab te RF
co il (same as
#49A537MPC)

$3.25 each
#5 IC·s. Sockets. & Seml's

1 each of : LM565.
MC1330. MC1350.
MC1496. LM1889. 7812,
7818. 2N2222A. MV2109.
he.' l ink 2-MC1458. 4
l N4002. 4-8 pin, 2·14 pi n.
I - I S. & 1·18 pin l ocket.
(564 nollncluded)

$11.95 each
#6 Misc. Hardware

LED & ho lder. fuse &
holde r, lin e cord.
grommet. SPST switch,
DPDT switch. 2-F61
conn , & Jugs, knob, 4
spacers. s-sc eews & nut s,
2'-RG- 174, matchi ng
transformer w/nut.

$5.95 each

MITSUMI
UES A55F
VARACTOR TUNER
CHAN. 14-83
300 ohm INPUT $17.95

TE RM S: Visa. M,C .• Check.
Money Orde r o r CO D (add

$3,00). Mi n. Order $10,00 , Ad d
$2.50 S&H for USA . III. add 7%

Tax. MAIL ORDER ON~Y.
Prices SUbject to cha nge

wit hout not ice .
Phone Orde rs We lcome ,

W RITE FO R O UR MON TH LY
UN -ADVERTISED SPEC IA LS

MINI FAN 3.125" SQ.

40 CM F "

1t5VAC-60hz 1J
REMOVED FROM " \ o
NEW EQUI P. 11.
TESTE D $6.95

. 1 Resistor . & Trlmpo"
68 Y. watt. 5% resistors &
5 PT-15 10K tr impots. 1
each - 51. 75. 100,470.
1.5K. 3,6K, 51K. 470K.
13-1.2K. 2-220. 3- 100K.
6-330, 6- 12K. 7-910. s
3,3K, & 14-4, 7K,

$5.25 each
#2 Capacitor "A"

Monolythics - 1-5S0pf, 7
. I mfd. & 1-.22 mid .
Silver Micas - 2-10pf . & 1
each of 43pf, 110pf.
56Opf, t 200pf. 3000 or
330Opf.

$5.95 aach
#3 Capacitor "B"

Mylars 4-.001. 2-.047. 2~
.01. Rad iallyt ics 3- 10
mfd 1SV. 1-1000 mfd 50V.
1-2200 mfd 35V. Disc
Cap s 1 each of 5, 12. 27.
36, 110, 33Opf. 2- 120pf.
3-39pf. 3-22Opf, and I
Vari Cap 5-35pf.

$7.50 each

VARI CAPS
10 - 60 pf 79¢ each
30 - 90 pf 79¢ each

POPULAR CHIPS

CHOKES
.33 uh 33 uh
.47 uh 100 uh
15 uh 10mh
18 uh 69¢ each

© COPYRIGHT 1983 NETWORK SALES. INC.

NETWORK SALES, INC.
2343 W. BELMONT AVE .

CHICAGO, IL . 60618
312-248-3202

LM 301 .49
LM 380 1.29
LM 386 .89
LM 565 1.00
MC 1330 1.25
MC 1350 1.15
MC 1358 1.25
MC 1458 .49
MC 1496 1.50
LM 1889 2.50
7805 .80
7808 .80
7812 .80
7815 .80
7818 .80
MV2109 .69
2N2222 .30
MC1349 1.79

UHF AMP KIT
25 db gain

I--__-----~ st r ip li ne PC board
using

(2) BF R- 90's
$10.95

power su pply
fo r above $3.49

-n
m
OJ
:0
C
:>
~

37

CRT Terminals buill by a major OEM, these
terminals include 3 microprocessor boards (in-
terface. CPU & CRT) plus composite video & Olllyf f
switching power supply 48 K of roms, "Er-
gonomic" design and more. Experimenter spec- 828900
ial, includes Data, Keyboard. RS-232 I/O plus 81
much more. Seems to be quite powerful. .

I/O IBM "Selectric" Type-writer/Printer u~::ed
wlTlL lapul, driver transistors & solenoids. With . 459 0

20 VAC. motors installed, plus used spare 60 8
HZ. 11OVAC motor included Free. With data. el.

9" Composite Video input CRT Monitor
requires approx. 12 VDC @1-2A VDC in attrac
tive case. With schematics

WHILE THEY lASTII!
NeW

Dual Sided,Dual Mlnidlsketle Drive w/supply ullused
& 2 TEAC . . .(w/SA- 400 interface) Mini-Floppy 825000
Drives in DEC case. ea.

NeW
Ullused

889~.

Dual SHOO Mini-Floppyw/powe r supply fan.
Z·80 controller board w/2716 roms. in Bur
roughs case. W/schematics

•We Offer New & Used FLOPPY DRIVES. DISKDRIVES. PRINTERS. & MOREat BARGAIN PRICES'!
Wrife or Ca ll lo r Our Lalest Flyer NOW!!!

5eled nc" tS a 'eot~~ed tra6em&rk of IBM Co'por allOn

'I
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741592 
711593 
741595 
741596 
7415107 
7415109 
7415112 
7415113 
7615114 
7415 122 
7415123 
7415124 
7615125 
7315126 
7615132 
7415133 
7415136 
7415137 
7415135 
7415139 
7415145 
7415147 
7415141 
7415151 
7415153 
7416154 
7415155 
7415154 
7415157 
7415151 
7415160 
741.5161 
7615162 
7415163 
7415164 
7415165 
7415166 
7415148 
7415169 
7413170 

.54 74/5363 1.30 
54 7615 366 1.90 
.74 7415365 .46 
.48 7615366 .41 
.36 7615367 .44 
.31 7615361 .44 
.38 7615373 1.35 
.36 7415374 1.35 
.38 7415377 1.36 
.44 7416375 1.13 
.78 7416379 1.30 

2.15 74/5355 1.86 
.44 76153841 .44 
.48 7616390 1.15 
.48 7415393 1.15 
.51 7416395 1.15 
.31 7418399 1.45 
.911 7416424 2.90 
.54 7416447 .35 
.54 7415490 1.10 

1.15 7415624 3.96 
2.45 7615640 2.15 
1.30 741.5645 2.15 

.54 7415661 1.65 

.54 7418669 1.53 
1.65 7415670 1.46 

.61 7415474 9.60 

.66 7415682 3.18 

.64 7415663 3.15 
SS 7615614 3.15 
.64 7115115 3.15 
.14 7415448 2.36 
.48 7415659 3.1S 
.64 7415763 23.05 
.48 511595 1.45 
.94 111596 1.45 

1.90 811597 1.45 
1.70 611591 1.45 
1.70 25152521 2.75 
1.45 25132569 4.20 

6500 
1MHZ 

6502 4 10 
6504 6 90 
6505 S t0 
6507 9 90 
6520 4 30 
6522 7 90 
6532 9 90 
6545 21.50 
6551 10.115 

2 MHZ 
6502A 6 90 
6522A 9 90 
6532A 10.95 
6545A 26.95 
6551A 10 95 

3 MHZ 
65029 13 95 

6800 
51000 50.95 
1400 390 
6102 790 
6106 1210 
6005E 15.98 
6605 10.98 
4810 290 
6620 430 
6121 3 20 
6525 13.98 
6640 11.98 
6643 33.95 
6544 24.95 
6145 13.55 
6647 10 95 
6450 320 
6552 15.70 
9160 990 
6162 10.95 
4875 690 
4850 220 
480 21.95 
66047 23.95 
48448 15.95 

6500 1MHZ 
66!00 9 95 
64802 21.25 
48909E 21.95 
66906 2155 
61910 690 
48921 6 90 
55945 18.95 
66950 S 90 

8000 
6035 s 90 
5039 6 90 
1141 -5060 16.98 
1P410.4013 23.98 
SOSO 390 
1066 5 90 
6455Ád 10.98 
6065 25.95 
9067 CALL 
S ON 31.95 
SO9 N.9 
5155 90 
5155-2 790 
S IBS It 90 
a145 25.98 
9155 -2 35.96 
5741 31.98 
5749 23.95 
5755 23.98 

Do 
COMPUTER COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS, 

Inc. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

(800) 
538 -5800 

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) 

(800) 
848 -8008 

att. 
TERMS: For shipping include 
S2 00 for UPS Ground or $3.00 
for UPS Blue Air. S10 00 mini- 
mum order. Bay Area and Los 
Angeles Counties add 61 /2% 
Sales Tax, other California resi- 
dents add 6 %%o Sales Tax We re- 
serve the right to limit quantities 
and substitute manufacturer. 
Prices subject to change without 
notice. 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 

2100 De La Cruz Blvd. 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 

(408) 988 -0697 

Do 

2111 
5111 
21021 
211214 
715212 
2111 
2112 
2114 
2114-25 
211414 
21161-3 
21141-2 
7147 
TM540644 
TM54044-3 
TM56064-2 
M64111 
TMM2914200 
TMM2914150 
TMMI0141N 
MM61141 
10161143 2641//11 
1614114I 2S48 15 (1 
HM61161/-4 VIM 15 
0111160-3 2M 11 
1811611511.2 2M 4S 
24132 61161I 

STATIC RAMS 

256t4 

1026 t 1 

14506) 0066) 

1024t1 
1024 t 1 

256 1 4 145166) 
25616 

1W14 
1S64 6 4 
M2611 
MN 11 
1/2414 
4188 11 
MN 
458841 

*BINS 
2W6I 
2048 11 111940 
264815 (101r) 
214811 ßN60 

tN 
3N 

N 
N 

145 
I 45 
295 

$/1N 
$/9 55 
$/,t5 
$/1245 
$/1295 

4N 
3 45 
3 95 
4 45 
9N 
4 10 

4N 
610 

4 70 
4N 
1N 
SN 
6N 
95 

33 N 
V _ Lau Pew i30M - 04441-I261k 

TM56K7 
U0411 
MMS2N 
MK41N 
MM52N 

DYNAMIC 
4096 ; 
MIN t 
IMf 1 

019211 
NV t 

RAMS 
I ß6061 i 

1 111091 
I (301641 

(N14) 
1 ß3041 

111143111 10364 1(3060 
4114250 16364 10091 
1114210 16361 1029191 
/114150 16364 1(15066) 
4114170 19301 11120611 
2111 16364 11150611 3t) 

1164 210 55531 1(20I6ä 5.) 
1164450 65536 1(15041, Si) 

56 - u4,14Sron;60917 

EPROMS 
1702 264aI(184) 
2701 15241 I 14819 
2758 1024 t 8 14519 130 
2716 20Y t 114519 1Sh 
2714t 2648 11 (350 130 
TM82St6 2048 1 1 16509 (S) 

t 14586t 
71152532 4056 t 8 145066 (Sv) 
2732 6116 t t (45161 (5v) 
2732250 MI6 11 ß5091 (Svl 
2732-20 411161 I anew M1í) 
2764 t192 1 8 1461611 130 
7764-250 8112 t 8 (25064) ISv) 
7764 200 1112 t 1 02044) M16) 

TM32S64 1192 t 1 16511661 (561 
MC01761 11112 ill 16519( M161ß4 11161 

77171 1636111CaU 

64 - 316,1.S Von 39N7 

74LS00 
741500 .23 7415173 
741501 .24 7415174 
741502 .24 7415175 
741503 .24 7415151 
74LSO4 .23 7415169 
741 SOS .24 7413190 
741506 .27 7415191 
741509 .25 7415192 
741610 .24 7415193 
7415 it .34 7415194 
741512 .34 7415195 
741.513 .44 7415196 
741514 .48 7415197 
741515 .34 7415221 
741520 .24 7115240 
741621 .25 74LS241 
741.522 .24 7415242 
741526 .26 741.5243 
741527 .25 7418244 
741528 .34 7415245 
741530 .24 7415247 
741532 .21 7415245 
741533 .64 7415249 
741537 .34 7415251 
741536 .34 7415253 
741.540 .24 74/5257 
741542 48 7414256 
741647 .74 7415259 
741546 .74 7415260 
741549 .74 7415266 
741551 .24 741S273 
741554 .25 7415275 
741555 .28 7415279 
741543 1.20 7415250 
741S73 .38 7415283 
741574 .34 7415290 
741575 .38 7415293 
741576 .38 7415295 
741.5741 .41 7415295 
741563 .69 7415299 
741515 .68 7415323 
741586 .31 7415324 
741590 .54 7415352 

741591 u 7415353 

1.5 
25 
2 95 
LN t0 

/7107s 
17t0 5 
8/11 95 
$/13 5 
17215 

4N 
5N 
6N 

4.43 
3.N 
6.N 
316 
5.10 
5.45 
IN 
I.N 
4.64 
I.N 

16.95 I. 
13.5 
23 5 
165 
M 9s 
Ca 

86 
54 u 

2 10 

490 
86 
u 
78 
78 u u 
76 
75 
68 
94 
95 
96 
95 

1 25 
t 45 

74 

98 
98 
$3 
5a 
SI 

511 

2 70 
50 
54 

1 45 
3 30 

49 
1 95 

61 
SS 
115 

93 
u 

1 70 
3 45 
1 70 
1 25 
I 75 
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STATIC RAMS

6500
lMHZ

6502 . . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. •.. .. ... . . ... . . . 4.90
8504 .. ... .... . .. . . . . . . . .. . . •. . . .... .. 6.90
8505 .. ... ... . • . . . . . . . . . . . .• •.. . ..... . 8.90
850 7 . ..... • .. . ... . .. .. • . . . ... .. .. .. .. 9.90
652 0 .... .. •. ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . •. 4.30
6522 ..• . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . ... . . . • • . . . . 7.90
6532 . . • . . .• . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . • .. . . . . . . . 9.90
6545 • . . . .. .• . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .•• . . • 21.50
6551 . . • ... . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . .. •.• . . . . 10.85

2MHZ
6502A . • . . .•• ..• . . . . . .. . . . . . • . .. • . . . .. 6.90
6522A .. ... . .. . . . .. .. . . • .•. . • . . . ... . .. 9.90
6532A 10.95
6545A . . ... . .. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • .. . . ... . 26.95
6551A .. •... • . •.. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. 10.95

3MHZ
6502B 13.95

6800
68000 . . . . . . . • .. .. . . ... .. . •. .. . . . . • . . 58.95
8800 .••. . . . . . . . • . . ... . . . . ... .. .. ... . • 3.90
6802 . . • . .•. . ... • . .. ... . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . 7.90
6808 .. . .. . . . . .. . .. .• . .. . . . .•.. . .. . .. 12.90
6809E . . • . ... . . . . • . . •. .. . . .. • . . • • . . . . 18.95
6809 .. . • .. • . . . .. • . . ... . .. .... . • • .. .. 10.95
6810 •..• . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .•. . • . . . . . . 2.90
6820 . . . •.. . .. • . . • . .. .. .. •.. . . • • •.. . .. 4.30
6821 . .•. . . .. . . .. ... . .... . .. ..• . . . . . . . 3.20
6828 .•.. .. . . • . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 13.95
6840 . •. . . . . . • .. •... . . . .. .•. . .. . . ... . 11.95
6843 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33.95
6844 . . . .... ... . . .. .. •. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . 24.95
6845 . . ... . . . •. . . .. . . . .. ... . . . .... •.. 13.95
6847 . . . . .. . . . .. . . • . . . ... . . . .. . . . .• . . 10.95
6850 . . . .. ...• ... .. . . .. ... . . . . . . . .• . . . 3.20
6852 . ... . • . . . • . . .. . . . .. • . . . .. .... . .. . 15.70
6860 . ... • . .• . . . .. ... . ... . .. . . .• . . • . •• 9.90
6862 . . • . . • • .. ... . . . . . • . . ... .. . • •. . . • 10.95
6875 .. . . . . • •. . .. . . . . . . . . • .. . . . • • • . . •. 6.90
6880 .. •. .. • . . . . .•...... .. . . . . . •• •. . • . 2.20
6883 . . •.. . .. . . . . • .... . . . . . .....• • .. • 21.95
68047 23.95
68488 18.95

6800 lMHZ
68BOO 9.95
68B02 21.25
68B09E 28.95
68B09 .. . .. .... . . . .. . . . ... . • . . . . . ... . 28.95
68Bl0 6.90
68B21 .. . ... ... .•. .•.. . .. . . .... . . .. . .. 6.90
68B45 ... ... . . . • . . ... .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. 18.95
68B50 5.90

8000
8035 . .. . . . .• . .• . . . . . ... .. . .. . . • . . .•. . 5.90
8039 • . . . . .. . .. . . .... . .. . • . . .. .. . ... . • 6.90
INS·8060 . .. • . . ... . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. ... . . 16.95
INS·8 073 23.95
8080 . . .. . ..•.... . . . . . . . .. . . . ..... . . . . 3.90
8065 . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. • . . . . • . 5.90
8085A-2 . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . • . . . . .. . .. . • 10.95
8086 . ..• . . ... . . . • . . . . . • . • . .. . . . . ... • 28.95
8087 .•... • .. . . . . . . • . . • . .. . • . .. ... . . . CAll
8088 .. . • .. .. ... ... . •.. ..•. .. .. ... . .• 36.95
8089 . . •.. ..... . . ..... • . . •... .• .. . . .. 88.95
8155 . .• . . .. . .. . .... . . . . . . ....• . • . ... . 6.90
8155-2 . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . • . .. . . ..•. ••.•. . 7.90
8156 . .. . ... ... •. . . . . . •.. ... . . . • • . . . . . 6.90
8185 . .. • . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. •.. . . .• ... . . 28.95
8185-2 . . •. . .. . .. . . . ... • . •. . . .. .• ••. . . 38.95
8741 .. . . . . . •. ... . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . • .. . • 38.95
8748 23.95
8755 ..• . . . . . .• . . .. ...• . .• .. ... .. .... 23.95

74lS92 .54 74lS383 1.30
74lS93 .54 74lS364 1.90
74lS95 .74 74lS365 .48
74lS96 .88 74lS366 .48
74lS107 .38 74lS367 .44
74lS109 .38 74lS388 .44
74l S112 .38 74lS373 1.35
74lS113 .38 74lS374 1.35
74lS114 .38 74lS3n 1.35
74lS122 .44 74lS378 1.13
74lS123 .78 74lS379 1.30
74lS124 2.85 74lS385 1.85
74lS125 .48 74lS386 .44
74lS126 .48 74lS390 1.15
74lS132 .58 74lS393 1.15
74lS133 .58 74lS395 1.15
74lS136 .38 74lS399 1.45
74lS137 .98 74l S424 2.90
74lS138 .54 74lS447 .36
74lS139 .54 74lS490 1.90
74l S145 1.15 74lS824 3.95
74lS147 2.45 74lS640 2.15
74lS148 1.30 74lS645 2.15
74l S151 .54 74lS668 1.65
74lS153 .54 74lS689 1.65
74lS154 1.65 74lS670 1.45
74l S155 .68 74l S674 9.60
74lS156 .68 74lS682 3.15
74l S157 .64 74lS883 3.15
74lS158 .58 74lS884 3.15
74lS160 .68 74lS685 3.15
74l S161 .64 74lS688 2.35
74lS162 .68 74l S689 3.15
74lS163 .64 74lS783 23.95
74lS164 .68 81lS95 1.45
74lS165 .94 81lS96 1.45
74lS166 1.90 81lS97 1.45
74l S168 1.70 81lS98 1.45
74lS169 1.70 25lS2521 2.75
74lS170 1.45 25lS2589 4.20

4.45
3.90
5.90

. 3.90
5.90
5.45
7.90
5.90
4.90
8.90

10.05
9.90

13.95
23.95
16.95
31.95

Call

.68

.54

.54
2.10
8.90

.88

.88

.78

.78

.68

.68

.78

.78

.88

.94

.98

.98

.98
1.25
1.45

.74
.98
.98
.58
.58
.58
.58

2.70
.58
.54

1.45
3.30

.48
1.95
.68
.88
.88
.98
.88

1.70
3.45
1.70
1.25
1.25

1.95
U5
2.95
1.90
1.80

8/10.75
8/10.95
8/11.95
8/13.95
8121.95

4.90
5.90
8.90

74LSOO
.23 74lS173
.24 74lS174
.24 74lS175
.24 74lS181
.23 74lS189
.24 74lS19O
.27 74lS191
.28 74lS192
.24 74lS193
.34 74lS194
.34 74lS195
.44 74lS196
.58 74lS197
.34 74lS221
.24 74lS240
.28 74lS241
.24 74lS242
.28 74lS243
.28 74lS244
.34 74lS245
.24 74lS247
.28 74lS248
.54 74lS249
.34 74lS251
.34 74lS253
.24 74lS257
.48 74lS258
.74 74lS259
.74 74lS260
.74 74lS268
.24 74lS273
.28 74lS275
.28 74lS279

1.20 74l S280
.38 74lS283
.34 74LS290
.38 74LS293
.38 74lS295
.48 74lS298
.59 74lS299
.68 74lS323
.38 74lS324
.54 74lS352
.88 74lS353

EPROMS
2561 8 (luI)

102418145001)
102418 45Onl! (5Y!20481 8 (45Onl (5v
20481 8 (35Onl (5v
20481 8 (45Onl (5v)
20481 8 (45Onl
40961 8 (450nl (5v)
4096 1 8 (45Onl (5v)
40961 8 (250nl (5v)

4096 1 8 (2OOnl ~V!11921 8 1450ns v
119218 (250nl
119218 (2OOnl ~
11921 8 (45Onl (5Y
11921 8 145On11 (24pin)
163841 8C111

5v - SinoIe5 Volt Supply

DYNAMIC RAMS
4096 1 1 (250nl!
4096 1 1 (3OOnl
4096 1 1 (3OOn1
11921 1 (2OOnl
11921 1 (250nl
163841 1(3OOnl
163841 l(250nl
163841 l(200nl
16384111150nl
1638411 1211nl
163841 l(l50nll ~v)
85536 1 l(200nl v)
85536 1 l(l50nl) v)

5V- slnole5 voltlupply

~~:: ~:~:! (emol) J:~
102411 450nl .88
102411 450nl (LP) .98
102411 50nl (LP) U S
25614 (45Onl) 2.45
25614 145Onl) 2.95

. 102414 (45Onl) 819.90
102414 (250011 819.95
10241 4 (45Onl (LP) 8/11.95
10241 4 !:lnll (LP) 8/12.45

I~ll~r 11
20481 8 nil 4.10
2048 1 8 150nl 4.90
2048 1 8 l00nl 6.10
2048 1 8 200nl Iemol) 4.70
20481 8l150nll (emol) 4.90
20481 8 l2On1 lemOI) 8.90
20481 8 (2OOnl! emOI!(LP) 5.90
20481 8 (l50nl emol (LP) 6.90
20481 8 (1211nl (emol (LP) 9.95
409618 (3OOnl) (QsIa1) 33.95

LP - Low Power Qltll _ QUIII·Stllie

21111
51111
2102·1
2102L-4
2102L·2
2111
2112
2114
2114-25
2114L-4
2114L·3
2114L-2
2147
TMS404H
TMS4044-3
TMS4044-2
MK4118
TMM2ll16-2OO
TMM2ll16-150
TMM2ll16-100
HM6116-4
HM6116-3
HM6116-2
HM6116LP-4
HM6116LP·3
HM6116LP·2
Z-lll32

1702
2708
2758
2716
2716-1
TMS2516
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732·250
2732·200
2764
2764-250
2764-200
TMS2564
MC58764
27128

TMS4027
UPIU11
MM5280
MK4108
MM529a
4116-300
4116-250
4116-200
4116-150
4116-1211
2118
4164-200
4164·150

74lS00
74lS01
74lS02
74lS03
74lS04
74lS05
74lS08
74lS09
74lS10
74lS11
74lS12
74lS13
74lS14
74l S15
74lS20
74lS21
74lS22
74lS26
74lS27
74lS28
74lS30
74lS32
74lS33
74lS37
74lS38
74lS40
74lS42
74lS47
74l S48
74lS49
74lS51
74lS54
74lS55
74l S63
74lS73
74lS74
74lS75
74lS76
74lS78
74lS83
74lS85
74lS86
74lS90
74lS91
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8200 
9202 22.96 
9203 39.95 
9205 3 44 
5212 1 76 
9214 2 90 
6216 1 70 
5224 2 20 
9226 1 75 
6226 3 45 
$237 16.95 
6237-S 20.95 
8236 4 45 
$243 4 40 
5250 9 95 
$251 4 45 
$253 6 90 
6253-5 7 90 
5255 4 45 
e2555 S 20 
5257 790 
9257-5 6 90 
9259 6 IS 
92595 7 45 
5271 38.95 
9272 311.95 
9275 29.95 
$279 9 90 
6279-5 9 00 
5272 6 45 
6283 6 45 
9264 5 45 
e766 6 45 
92117 6 45 
e294 24.00 
5259 49.95 

Z-80 
2.5Mhz 

720-CPU 3 90 
ZEOCTC 4 45 
Z90-DART 9 95 
290-DMA 13.95 
Z00-MO 4 45 
Z60-870/0 15.95 
260EIO/1 15.95 
2l104610/2 1S.95 
Z8O41019 15 95 

4.0 Mhz 
120A-CPU 4 90 
290ACTC 4 90 
290A-DART 10 95 
MA-DMA 15.95 
290*-PIO 4 90 
290A610/0 16.96 
290A410H 19.96 
2944410/2 16.95 
29014610A 15.95 

6.0 Mhz 

ZILOG 

29oaCu 
290!-CTC 
29O6W 
Z9O6d1RT 

12.95 
12.95 
12.95 
15.95 

Z6132 
14471 

3395 
39.95 

DISC CONTROLLERS 
1771 15.95 
1791 23.95 
1793 25.95 
1795 44.95 
1797 44.95 
2791 53.95 
2793 53.95 
2795 59.95 
2797 59.95 
6043 33.95 
6272 36.95 
UP0765 39 95 
YlU76 26.95 
6111$1177 33.95 
1691 16.95 
2143 17 95 

UARTS 
Ar3-1014 6 90 
AYS1012 3 90 
AY3.1016 6 90 
PT-1472 9 90 
7R 1602 3 90 
2350 9 90 
2651 6 90 
T31S6011 5 90 
IM6402 7 90 
1616403 6 90 
0E4250 9 95 

INTERFACE 
9T26 1 54 
9720 1 94 
9195 911 

9796 M 
9197 N 
8198 9e 
DM6131 2 90 
DP6304 2 24 
DS9635 1 94 
DE61139 N 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
76061 .74 79057 .94 
75M06C .34 79091 .94 
750ST .74 79121 .84 
79121 .74 79151 .54 
79151 .74 79211 .54 
75247 .74 7905K 1.41 
7505K 1.34 7912K 1.44 
7512K 1.34 7915K 1.44 
7515K 1.34 7924K 1.41 
7924K 1.34 791.05 .79 
75105 .66 791.12 .79 
791.12 .44 791.15 .711 
751.15 .44 LM323K 4.90 
791405K 9.90 UA 76540 1.90 
791412K 9.90 

C.1 - TO-220 K - TO-3 L - TO-92 

DIP SWITCHES 
4 POSITION $4 
5 POSITION 69 
6 POSITION .89 
7 POSITION .94 
1 POSITION .94 

IC SOCKETS 
1.99 100 

6 pm ST .12 .10 
14 pin ST .14 .11 
16 pin ST .16 .12 
te pin ST .19 .17 
20 pin ST .29 .26 
22 pin ST .29 .24 
24 pin ST .29 .211 
26 pin ST .39 .31 
40 pin ST .46 .3e 
64 pin ST 4.20 call 

ST - SOLDERTAIL 
Spin WW .54 .44 

14 pin WW .65 .S1 
16 pm WW .44 .S7 
II pin WW .96 .19 
20 pin WW 1.04 .97 
22 pin WW 1.34 1.23 
24 pin WW 1.44 1.30 
25 pin WW 1.64 1.44 
40 pin W W 1.94 1.75 

WW - W1REWRAP 
t6 pin ZIF 6.70 can 
24 pin ZIF 9.90 call 
29pn ZIF 9.95 call 

ZIF - 7E81001. (Zero Inasrton ForccI) 

CRYSTALS 
32.766k1u 1 90 

1.0 mkt 49n 
1.9432 490 
2.0 3 90 
2.097162 390 
2.4576 3 90 
3.2766 390 
3.579535 3 90 
4.0 390 
5.0 390 
5.066$ 3 90 
5.165 3 90 
5.7143 390 
6.0 390 
6.144 390 
6.5536 390 
5.0 390 

10.0 3 90 
10.736635 3 90 
14.31515 3 90 
15.0 390 
16.0 390 
17.430 3 90 
16.0 390 
16.432 390 
20.0 390 
22.1154 390 
32.0 390 

RESISTORS 
'. WATT S CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES 

FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM 
50 PCS 1.25 
t o0 PCS 2.00 
1000 PCS 15.00 

APPLE ACCESSORIES 
SO Column Card 129 95 
6 K Card 42.50 
Fan .... ... 36 95 
Powr Supply 64 95 
RFMOO 2495 
Joy Stick (Apple Ill 29 95 

Paddles ADO* ... 995 
ZOO Cud . 129 95 

SCRG SwecM4S101 19 95 

Paddle Atlappie 24 95 

E xtarW -A SIO( 19 95 
Dnk Drr, . 224 95 

Controller Cate 69 95 

411111111111 

51/4" DISKETTES 
ATHANA OR NASHUA 

sup 19.95 
6E00 22.95 
DEDO 27.95 

PERISOFT 
ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE II & Ile 

ALL WITH 1 YEAR WARRANTY BY 

PRINTERLINK 
CENTRONICS 

PARALLEL INTERFACE 
Simple to use - No configuring required 

Use with any centron cs printer - EPSON, 
OKIDATA. etc. 

Includes Cable 8 Manual 

55800 

MESSENGER 
SERIAL INTERFACE 

Connects to any RS -232 serial device 
8 switch selectable drivers for printers . 

terminals and modems 
Includes Cable 8 Manual 

S98°° 
TIMELINK 

REAL TIME CLOCK 
Applications in file management. word 

processing. communications, etc 
Exclusive Alarm Clock feature 

Battery recharges automatically 

58300 

NEW BUFFERLINK 
ADD -ON PRINTER BUFFER 
No more waiting for printed output 

Connects easily to any parallel interface 
Expandable from 16K to 64K 

$138°° (16K) 

The Flip Sort"' 
T he new Flip SOrtTU has all the fine qualities of 
the original Flip SortTU, with some added bene- 
fits Along with is new design. capacity has In- 
creased 50%. to hold 75 diskettes and the 
price is more reasonable than ever $19.95 w. 

The Flip Sort Plus^' 
The Flip Son PlusTu adds new dimensions to 
storage. Designed with similar elegant lines as 
the original Flip Sortlu, in a transparent 
smoked acrylic The Flip Son Pluslu has a Co!. 
age capacity of over 100 diskettes and has ail 
the outstanding features you have come to ex 
pact from the flip son Family 24.95 640h 

Do 

2100 De La Cruz Blvd. 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 

The Flip Sort PlusTU

The Flip Sort Plus™ adds new dimensions to
storage. Designed with similar elegant lines as
the original F lip Sort™ , in a transparent
smoked acrylic.The Flip Sort Plust has astor
age capacity of over 100 diskettes and has all
the outstanding features you have come to ex
pect from the flip sort Fam ily. 24 .95 each

PERISOFT
ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE II & lie
ALL WITH1 YEARWARRANTY BY

PRINTERLINK
CENTRONICS

PARALLEL INTERFACE
• Simp le to use - No configuring required

• Use with any centronics printer - EPSON,
OKIDATA, etc.

• Includes Cable & Manual

$5800

MESSENGER
SERIAL INTERFACE

• Connects to any RS-232 serial dev ice
• 8 switch selectable drivers for printers,

terminals and modems
• Includes Cable & Manual

$9800

TIMELINK
REAL TIME CLOCK

• Applications in file management, word
processing , communicat ions, etc .

• Exclusive Alarm Clock feature
• Battery recharges automatically

$8300

NEW BUFFERLINK
ADD-ON PRINTER BUFFER

• No more waiting for printed output
• Connects easily to any parallel interface

• Expandable from 16K to 64K

$13800 (16K)

2100 De La Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050

The Flip Sort™
The new Flip Sort™ has all the fine qualit ies of
the orig inal Flip Sort™, with some added bene
fits. Along with a new design, capacity has in
creased 50%, to ho ld 75 diskettes and the
price is more reasonable than ever. $19.95 ea .

51/4" DISKETTES
ATHANA OR NASHUA

SSSD .. . ... . • ... . • • . . . • . •. . • • • .. .. . • • 18.95
SSDD 22.95
OSDO . . . .. .• . •. . •• • .. .••. . ..... •. .. • 27.95

.74 7905T .84
.34 7908T .84
.74 7812T .84
.74 7915T .84
.74 7824T .84
.74 7905K 1.44

1.34 7912K 1.44
1.34 7915K 1.44
1.34 7824K 1.44
1.34 79L05 .78
.68 78L12 .78
.68 79L15 .78
.68 LM323K 4.80

9.90 UA78540 1.90
9.90

K - TO-3 L - TO-92

1-99 100
8pln ST .12 .10

14 pin ST .14 .11
16pln ST .16 .12
18pln ST .19 .17
20 pin ST .28 .26
22 pin ST .29 .26
24 pin ST .29 .26
28 pin ST .39 .31
40 pin 5T .48 .38
84 pin ST 4.20 e1111

ST - SOLOERTAIL
8plnWW .58 .48

14 pin WW .68 .51
16 pin WW .68 .57
18 pin WW .98 .88
20 pin WW 1.04 .87
22 pin WW 1.34 1.23
24plnWW 1.44 1.30
28 pin WW 1.64 1.44
40plnWW 1.94 1.75

WW - WIREWRAP
16 pin ZIF 6.70 e1111
24 pin ZIF 9.90 e1111
28 pin ZIF 8.95 e11 11

Z1F - TEXTOOL(Zero In..rtlon Force)

APPLE ACCESSORIES

RESISTORS
14WATT 5· CARBONFILM ALL STANDARD VALUES

FROM1 OHM TO10MEG OHM
50 PCS• .• . •• • . . • . . . • . . . .. . .. . . . . • •.• . . 1.25
100 PCS 2.00
1000 PCS. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 15.00

ICSOCKETS

DIP SWITCHES
4 POSITION .... .. . .. • .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. ... .84
5 POSITION . • .. •. . • • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . • •• .89
6 POS ITION . • . • • . . . • . . . . • . . • •. .89
7 POSITION • . .•.• • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . • • . .94
8 POSITION • .•• .•• •.• .• • . . .. ... . . • .• ••. .94

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

80 Column Card 129.95
16 KCa rd 42.50
Fan 38.95
Power Supply 84.95
RF Mod 24.95
Joy Slick (Apple II) 29.95
Paddles Apple 9.95
ZOO Card . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . 129.95
SCRG Switch-A·Slot 19.95
Paddle Adap ple 24.95
Extend·A Slot. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 19.95
Dis k Drive 224.95
Controller Card 69.95

CRYSTALS
32 .768khz ....••.•• •.•.•.. .. .•. . . . ••. • • 1.90

1.0 mhz 4.P'l
1.8432 •• • .. . • •...•.. .• • • .. .. . . . . . ••.. 4.90
2.0 •• .• • . •. • •...••.... ••. .. . . . . . . •.. 3.90
2.0117152 • • • . . • • . . .. . . • • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3.90
2.4576 •• . •. • •.. ... . .•• •• . . . . .. ...•. . 3.90
3.2768 ••.• . • • . • . . .. . • . • . .. .. . •. . •. . . 3.90
3.579535 .. . ••. . •... . • • • . .. . . . . • . • • . . 3.80
4.0 • . .•• . .. ••.. ... . .• . . .. . . .. ••.• • . . 3.90
5.0 . . ... . • . . . . . . . • . . . . •. . .. . .• • . • • . . 3.90
5.0688 . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..• •. .. .. . • . . . • .. 3.90
5.185 3.90
5.7143 3.9 0
6.0 •. . . . • . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ...• • . • • . . 3.90
6.144 3.90
6.5536 .. . . . ... . . . • • . .. . . . .. . .. • . . •. . 3.90
8.0 . • . . ... . . . .. . . . • ...• •. . .• . • .. .•• . 3.90

10.0 • . . . .... . . .• . . .. .... . .. . .. .• •. . •. . 3.90
10.738635 3.90
14.31818 .. • •. . .• . . .• . . . • •. . .. .. . •. . • . • 3.90
15.0 . • •. . . ••. . . • . . . • . . • . •. . . . • . . . .. . . . 3.90
16.0 3.90
17.430 • . . . • • . . . . . • . . • . ..•• . • .. . . . . .. • . 3.90
18.0 . . .... • • • . . • . • . •• • . . • • • .. . .. .. . . . . 3.90
18.432 • . . . • • • . . • . • . • • .. . . . . .. . . . • . . • • . 3.90
20.0 • • . . . • • • . .. .• . .• • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . 3.80
22.1184 . ..•• . . .• . • . • • • . . . • .. .. . . . . .• •• 3.80
32.0 • •. . . •• . . . • ... .•. . .. . . . . ••. • .. .• • 3.90

7805T
78M05C
7808T
7812T

·7815T
7824T
7805K
7812K
7815K
7824K
78L05
78L12
78L15
78H05K
78HI2K

C,T - TO-220

8200
8202 . ••. . •.. . • .• . . • . . . . •. .. . . .•• . . .• 23.8 5
8203 • .. .. • .• . • .•. .. . . .• . . . •. • .• • •.. . 38 .95
8205 •• .. • . .• . • .• • .• . . .. •. .. ... . ••. . • • 3.45
8212 1.75
8214 3.80
8216 1.70
8224 2.2 0
8226 • . . . . . . . . .• • .• . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 1.75
8228 •. .. . .• . •.•••. ... . • . .. ... . • . . • • . • 3.45
8237 •. • . . .. •.•. •..•..• ..•. . . ... . .. . . 18.85
8237-5 . •... . • .•. •..•... •.•... ..•••. .• 20.95
8238 •• • ..•.• . • . •• . •... . • • ....••• •. .• • 4.45
8243 • • • •. •.•.. •••• . •. • . • • • • ...• ••... . 4 .40
8250 9.95
8251 • • ••• . .• . . . . .. . • . . • . • . . . • • • • • . . • . 4 .45
8253 6.90
8253-5 7.90
8255 .•. ••. ••... . • . .. •.• .. . ••• •.. ... . • 4.45
8255-5 5.20
8257 . ... •... . .• . • • . . . . . . .. . .. . •.. . • . . 7.90
8257-5 ....... . •• •. .. . •. • . .. • ... •. ... . . 8.90
8259 • . . . . . ... . • •. • . . . . . . . •• . . . . • . . . • . 6.8 5
8259-5 .. .. . .• . .•• .. .. . . • . . • • . .. .••... • 7.45
8271 •.. .. • . • . •.• • • • . .. .... .. . . •• •. . • 38.95
8272 •. .• . • . ..•• • •• .. .. .• •..... . •• .•• 38 .95
8275 •. . . .• .•. •. . • • . . . . .• •.....• •• . . . 28.95
8279 •. •• • • .• . • . .• . .. . .. . • . .. . . • • • •. .. 8.90
8279-5 • •• . •.. . . .. • . • . • ... •. . • •.. . . . .. 9.00
8272 6.45
8283 •. • •• . . . .•. . ... . . . ..• . . .. .. •. • . . . 6.45
8284 •. • • . .. . . .• . .. .• . . .. . . . .. . . . . • . . . 5.45
8286 . . • . • .. . • . . ... . . .• . . . . . . .. . . . •. . . 6.45
8287 . . •.. .• . •. •. .. . .. . ... . .... . . . •. . . 6.45
8288 .•... .. . .•.... • . • . •.. . .. .• .. . . . . 24.00
8289 .. .. .. . .. •• . . • •. •. •... . ..•. . .... 48.95

INTERFACE
8T26 1.54
8T28 . . . . ... ..... .. . • . . ••. .. . • • . . . . • . . 1.84
8T95 . . . . .... .. • .. . . . •.. . .... . . •• . . . • . .88
8T96 .. . .. .. . • • • . . . .. ... . ..... . • • . . • •. .88
8T97 . . .• •.... •. . . . .. . .• .. . .. • . .. . . .. . .88
8T98 . . . . • . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ... .. . . . .88
OM8131 .•• . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . • . 2.90
OP8304 . • .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .... . .. .•. . . .. . 2.24
0 58835 .. ... • . . . . .. . . ... • . . . . . . . ..... . 1.94
058836 . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .98

DISC CONTROLLERS
1771 . ... .. •..•.. . . .. . . . . . . • . ... . . . .. 15.95
1791 . . .. •.. • . • . ... . •.. . . •. . . . . • • .. .. 23 .95
1793 .... ... . .• . ... . .. . . . .... .. • • •..• 25.9 5
1795 .. . . ... • ... ... . • . . . . .. .. .. • • . . . . 48 .95
1797 ..... . . ... . . . • .. . ... • . • • .. • • •. . • 48.9 5
2791 •. . .•.. . . . ... • .. . . . •.. ....•. ... • 53.95
2793 .. .. • .. ..... . •. . . . . • ... •. . • . .. .• 53.9 5
2795 . .. • • • . ... .. . • .. • .. . .... .. • .• . .• 58.95
2797 • ... •.. . . . .. .•. .. .. . . ... . • • . • .. . 58 .95
6843 • .. . •.. .... . . • . .. .. • • .. • . • . . •. . • 33.95
8272 . . .• . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . •. .•. . . .. . . • 38. 85
UPD765 38.95
MB8876 . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . •• . • • . ..•. . . . 28 .95
MB88n ... . . .. .. . ... . . •• • .•. .. •. . . . . 33 .95
1691 . . • . . . • . • • . • . • •.. . .. .. . . ..• • . ..• 16.95
2143 . . .. . . • • . • .. • •. • . . . . . . . . .. . •• . .•• 17.95

UARTS
AY3-1014 • • . . •.... . . ... . . . . . . . .•. . . .. •. 6.90
AY5-1013 • • . . •. . . . . ... . . . . . • . . •• ... . •.. 3.90
AY3-1015 • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . . 6.90
PT-1472 .. . .. .. . ... •. . •. . .. • . . . ..... .. . 9.90
TR1602 . . . • . . . . •... .. . .... • .. . .... . . . . 3.90
2350 .. . . • •.. . ... .. .. ... . . . . . . • .... • . . 8.80
2651 • •.... . . .... •. . . . . . .. .. . • • . : . . •.. 8.90
TMS6011 5.90
IM6402 7.90
IM8403 8. 90
INS8250 9.95

Z·80
2.5 Mhz

Z8D-CPU . . . .. .•• .. . . . . . . .• . . .• •... • •. . 3.90
Z8D-CTC .. . . . • . • . . . . . . .. . • . . . . • • . . • •. . 4.45
Z80-DART . .. . . .•• • •.. . .. . • . . . ••• . .. . . . 9.95
Z80-DMA . •. . ...• •• . . . . •.. .••..• • • . . . 13.95
Z80-P I0 .. • . . • . . •• • .. .. • • • . . • ••• •.. .. • 4.45
Z80-S10/0 • •.• . •.. . . .. . . .• .• • .. . . • • . . • 15.95
Z80-S10/1 •• . •. • ... . . . .•... • •.. . .•• . .. 15.95
Z80-S10/2 • .. •. •.. .. . . ..• . . . •• .. • . .. . .. 15.95
Z80-S 10/9 15.85

4.0 Mhz
Z80A-CPU ... • .•. . . .... . ... •• ... .•. . .. . 4.90
Z80A-CTC . .• • . •• . . . .. . . . ..•• ... . • . . . . . 4.90
Z80A-DART 10.95
Z80A-DMA •. . • . • • •. . . . . ••• .. . ••.. ... . 15.95
Z80A-P10 . . • . • . •. . • . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . • ... 4.8 0
Z80A-SI0/0 15.95

• Z80A-SI0/1 • . . . . . .. . . . . . • • • .• • • . . . . . . . 15.85
Z80A-SI0/2 15.95
Z80A-SI0/9 15.85

6.0 Mhz
Z80S-CPU . .. . . . . ... . • • . . . . .. . .. . . ... 12.85
Z80B-CTC 12.95
Z80S-P10 12.95
Z80S-DART 18.95

ZILOG
Z6132 .... .. . ...... .. . .• . . .. .. . . . . . . . 33 .95
Z8671 • . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . •• • . .. . .• . . ... 38.9 5
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CABLE TV ACCESSORI 
c.a. ,CC . N 

r M 4 210 

TV Clan sñ 
r1. tin AMP MOP 7.N ß,TOb1Cow .M 

COMPUTER CARE KIT 
The Presentative maintenance kit for the 
office and horn() computer 
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',wow 

SGL WABER $35.95 
Protect your DG115P 
computer and DGlISS 
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10KM Cordless Telephone 
Model 5500M (modal t . 

E325.00 
External Antenna required 
For export use only 

TRENDLINE PHONE 
-Rotary 535 95 
Touch tone $45.75 j 

BECKMAN 
CIRCUITMATE 20 
8 functions and 30 ranges 
Chock traan7Wor test function - 

wbpotemy. auto-zero. and 
auto-decimal - IO Amps AC and 
OC Current Capability Trartkstor 
Gam Test (hFEI - Conductance 

Jerrold 36 Channel 
Remote CATV 
Converter 
w on off Fine Tuning 594.95 
58 Channel Wireless 5109.95 

STANDARD DESK PHONE 
Rotary 523 95 

- Touch -tone $41 95 

STEREO SIMULATOR 
FOR TV & VCR 
Allows TV (or VCR) to pay through 
stereo system to Simulate stereo 
sound 524 95 

fft.WINEGARD FM CAR 
ANTENNA BOOSTER ..:n.r./.,4 :ion .NM. .lY w.i vvw. u w.w. .. r.e..ls.rr... a.ii w 
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40 Channel VHF to UHF 
Block Converter 

28.95 Ea. 
24.95 4 & up 

Deluxe Version - Features fine tun mg knob. 
matching X former 8 2 cables 538 95 

AUTO ALARM SYSTEMS 
Keyless Automatic 
Passive 

-arms when ignition is 
turned oft 
-automatic turn -off and 
reset timer $64.95 

2000 Auto Watchman 
- prevents use of master 
keys or the removal of 
ignition lock to start 
vehicle 
-protects all foreign and 
American cars $34.95 
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STEREO SIMULATOR
FOR TV & VCR
Allows TV(or VCR) to play through
stereo system to simulate stereo
sound $24.95.

10KM Cordless Telephone
I J.' Model5500M (modified)

:- $325.00
External Antenna required
For export use only

STANDARD DESK PHONE
-Rotary $23.95
-Iou ch-tone $41.95

2000 Auto Watchman
-prevents use of mas ter
keys or the removal 01
ign~ion lock to start
vehicle

-protects all foreign and
American cars

AUTO ALARM SYSTEMS
Keyless Automatic
Passive

-arms when ignition is
turned off

-automatic turn-offand
reset timer

SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIAL
ECG Equivalent-Thordarson
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TM1155-292 TM955M- 80 TM5444-1.06
TM123A- 22 TM142A-- .16 TM5455-53
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40 Channel VHF to UHF
_:=.:.:Block Converter

28.95 Ea.
24.954 & up

Deluxe Version - Features line tuning knob.
hi X I & 2 bl $38 95

8 functions and 30 ranges 
Diode/transistor test function 
auto-polarity, auto-zero. and
auto-decimal· 10 Amps ACand
DC Current Capability - Transistor $64 95
Gain Test (hFE) - Conductance •

BECKMAN
CIRCUITMATE 20

Jerrold 36 Channel
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Converter
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REFURBISHED
MONITORS
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Grade as low as

SGL WABER $35.95
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computer and OO115S
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from voltage spikes $45.95

COMPUTER CARE KIT
The Preventative maintenance kit for the
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Contaons Ptot<:$on [)usl... .
z.roCt'ww9t AnCt-Stlbc:ser..n
~~'·s.~z", $18.95

c;~.m:.E TV ACCESSORI_~§
Coaxc.blt 1~. . 9 95
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F~_ ~Mak:t*lQ transbmtr . . ..
TV GameSMk:h_.___ 305
VHF-UHFAJ,AP·28OB .. 2i i5
~TOOlb FCorrt~__ 80S

CTC9R Philips Remote

H--- Cable Converter
I .
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